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~1elbourne,

T~

my family and friends--

without whose help I

~auld

not have gotten by.
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I will sail on

~-lith

the wind.

I will not change my course;
I will not turn back-rather would I drown.
-Makassarese

n~nt",m-

r------

Tak.undjunga' bangung turu',
Nakuguntjiri' gulingku,
Kuall~angna,

Tallanga natoalia.
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NOTE ON

SPEL~ING .~~D T~~~SL\TION

During the time this manuscript was in preparation a reform of
In general the new spelling has

spelling went into effect in Indonesia.

been followed, except for quotes from documents, in which case the spelling used is retained, and for names of organizations or incidents which
existed or occurred prior to Jili.e .. spelling reform.

Thus, the old spelling

has been retained for }1asj ur:ri., which ,.;as banned in 1960, but
which is still in

existen~e,

is spelled

ac~ording

}1uhaiC~adiyah,

to the new rules.

Personal names have been spelled according to individual preference
insofar as this could be deterr..ined.

\i"ner~

form or spelling of the

t~1e

name changed during the person's lifetime, the most recent spelling has
been used throughout.
~fuzakkar,

Thus, for the man usually referred to as Kahar

the spellin; -;,;nich he used in 1958-1961--Abdul

'-~.:1i1har

:·!ud.zakkar

--has been adopted.
Place names follow the new spelling with two exceptions.

I have

retained the spelling of Jogjakarta, which is in accordance with its usual
Indonesian pronunciation.

The city of }1akassar •,.ras renamed Ujung Pandang

in 1971, but inasmuch as the events related

L~

the text all occurreJ prior

to that time, I have chosen to refer to the city

~c M~~assar.

Spelling reform
new

old
oe

u

j

y

d.J
tj
ch
sj

j

c (pronounced ch)
kh
sy
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Interviews were conducted in Indonesian, with the exception

~f

those

so noted on the list of interviewees which follows the bibliography.
translation froc
own.

Indc~esian

and Dutch o£ interviews or documents is my

Assistance in translation is credited in the footnotes.

like here to thank Roger

~ills

Makassarese pantun on p. iv.
given in H. D.

~~ngemba,

All

I should

for his help in the translation of the
The Makassarese form of the

Kenallah Sulawesi

Selat~1

pa~tun

(J3k~rta:

is as

Timun Mas,

1956), p. 12.
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INTRODUCTION

At its inception this study was planned as an investigation of the
problem of political

integra~ion

in

Indo~esia,

a

multi~ethnic

state whose

island nature has made ethno-regionalism a major concern in its twenty
some years as an independent entity.

For the first fifteen years of its

post-colonial existence, Indonesia was faced with a number of rebellions
which severely tested the ability of the nation to survive.

Two of the

mcst significant rebellions with which the national government had to cope
during this period occurred on the island of Sulawesi.

One, lea by Qahhar

}ludzak.kar and formally linked for much cf its duration with th2 Darul
Islam (Islamic state) rebellion in West Java and Aceh, kept South and
Southeast Sulawesi in a state of insurgency from 1950 until 1965.
second, Permesta, whiL:i:t
1956-1961 in

Slli~atra

wa~

The

as::;ociated with the regional upheavals of

and elsewhere in the archipelago, oegan in South

Sulawesi, although it was fought in the north, particularly in the Christian area of Hinahassa.
There is little published information available about either of
these rebellions, and in the course of my research it appeared that a
case study approach, of investigating these particular instances of political disintegration and the national context in which they occurred, might
be the illOSt useful way to sheri light ou the questiun of national cohesion
and relations between the pusat (center) and the ciaerah (regions).

1
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The accumulation of data on the rebellions themselves, however,
explained little without a deeper investigation of the societies in which
they took place.

In the time available, it was possible to look closely

at only one of the societies involved, that of South Sulawesi, and the
Buginese and Makassarese peoples who inhabit it.

In the end, then, this

study is in many ways a social and political history of South Sulawesi.
Nonetheless, it may be useful to discuss some of the ideas about
cohesion, integration, and rebellion

w~ich

both informed and grew out of

this study.
The position from which pusat-daerah relations are viewed in this
study is primarily that of the region, not of the center, and thus the
focus cf attention is not on how the pusat can control the daerah, but on
their interdependence.
the paradoxical

Such interdependence is sometimes manifested in

j~xtaposition

of regional demands for a larger share of

national resources and for greater

a~touomy

from central control.

Re-

gional leaders, civilian and military, try to develop a local power base
to strengthen their position in bargaining with the pusat to protect their
interests, at the same time that support from the center is cultivated for
use in local power struggles.

SimilarJy, although national leaders have

an interest in preventing the entrenchment of local leaders who can defy
central control, they also call on support fran those in the regions in
the competi:ion for power at the national level.
At the regional level, local pewee struggles are often fought in
terms of national issues, or using national labels, and one of the resources available to contenders for power in the daerah is their access to
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personal or material support from individuals, groups, or instituti0ns at
the center.
A second aspect of pusat-daerah relations to be noted is that decisions made at the national

l~vel

affect the interests of different groups

at the regional level in varying ways.
groups are not always

~~derstood

Th~

reactions of these different

hy the national leaders, who are often

ill-informed about the situation in the daerah.
In the story which follows, these aspects are particularly clear
with reference to the national

~ilitary

policy of rationalization and

reorganization of the Indonesian armed forces.

The

d~~ates

at the

national level on the nature and organization of the armed forces--whether
the Indonesian

~ational

Army should be a highly professional army empha-

sizing high standards of education and skill, or a people's army prepared
to fight a guerrilla war and in which spi.rit and dedicat.J..OO to revolutionary principles were the most important qualifications, or
based on the Japanese model ''hich
ramifications in the regions.

co~bined

~~

army

both skill and spirit--had

During the national revolution of 1945-1949

there was significant resistance in South Sulawesi to the reimposition of
Dutch control which followed the interval of the Japanese occupation.
However, Sulawesi

~.;as

not recognized as part of

th~

de facto Republic of

Indonesia, nor were many of its pemuda (youth) included in the regular
army of the Republic, which .. u.-. bc.::..o:?. o;·, the PETA, a Japanese sponsored
youth corps which had not existed in Sulawesi.

Further, levels of educa-

tion in South Sulawesi were low--and levels of illiteracy high--thus there
were few pemuda from the a=ea who could meet the strict qualifications of
a professional army.

The initial ascendency of the advocates of a
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profes~~onal

army at the pusat worked to the advantage of the small group

of pemuda in South Sulawesi who had been able to acquire a Western-style
education, and they were initially able to dominate the few positions open
to them in the area at the expense of the ill-educated guerrillas.

The

pemuda of Soutn Sulawesi as a whole, however, were at a disadvantage in
competing for positions with the generally much better educated pemuda
from the Christian area of

~linahassa

in the North.

Both within and between regions tnere are differences in the historical experience and cultural milieu of various groups of people which
affect the ways in which they relate to each other and to the circumstance
of being encompassed within a single political unit--whether nation state,
province, or a smaller area.

Differences in education and literacy can

have particularly serious consequences, as noted above, when members of
groups who have had very unequal opportunities for education--or who have
varied in their cultural valuation of f0rmal education--begin to compete
for positions for which such education is a criterion.
East Indies

(~EI)

In the

~etherlands

the highest level of literacy was in the Christian area

of Minahassa (second was Ambon, also a predominantly Christian area),
where numerous mission schools supplemented the Western-type education
offered in the

govern~ent-run

school system.

Among the regions with the

lowest literacy rates in the NEI was South Sulawesi, where there were many
fewer schools, and significant religious and cultural restraints on
attending secular schools.

When all of Sulawesi was made a single prov-

ince after independence, there was competition between the Minahassans of
the North and the Buginese and Makassarese of the South to fill local and
provincial positions in the civil government and in the military hierarchy.
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Within South Sulawesi itself

tb~re

tional opportu.."lities found in the city of
countryside.

""ere disparities in the educa~lakassar

and those in the

Governnent schools, particularly those in which Dutch was

the language of instruction, were concentrated in the city.

In the coun-

tryside there were relatively fewer government schools, and almost none
in which Dutch was the language of instruction.
students attending Islamic

s~hools

On the other hand,

were more likely to be found in the

countryside than in the city.
The few students who did attend the Dutch language schools in
Makassar were

draw~

into the regional elite, some even into the national

elite, but as they became part of the archipelago-wide "metropolitan
superculture" (as Hilcred

~eert~

has termed it), their ties weakened with

the ill-educated mass of the people who remained encapsulated in their
local communities.

Thus within the region itself a gap developed between

the people of the city (kcta) and the people of the hintetland (hutan-li~erally

jungle).

National policies often do not take account of these differences,
and a policy adopted for what co the policy makers at the center seem to
be eminently rational reasons, may in fact be to the disadvantage of
particular groups of people in the regions, and may be viewed by them as
being unjust and based on ethnic discrimination.
The belief that one has been treated unjustly has been fuel to many
a rebellion.

\v~en

a group believes itself to be suffering from

i~justice

and is ethnically distinct from the group which it holds responsible for
the injustice, it is perhaps inevitable that its response is in terms of
ethnic hostility.

The issues may be difficult to grasp; but ethnic
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identification is clear, and the assumption of prejudice is an

eas~

one

to make.
An appeal to ethnic identity cuts across class lines, and tends to

unite the people who share it, whatever the divisions among them.

It can

be a useful tool to traditional leaders and economically privileged groups
in focusing attention on an outside threat, rather than on problems within

tha society itself.
directed

~gainst

For instance, in South Sulawesi, hostility was

Javanese and }1inahassan domination of gov2rnment and

military offices in the province, rather than against the privileged position of the local aristocracy; and fears were aroused about the possibility of large-scale transmigration of Javanese peasants to undeveloped
agricultural lands, rather than attention being given to the unequal
distribution of land among the local population.

However, the use of such

ethnic appeals is not only dangerous to national integration as

th~

layers

of wider identity are stripped away, but if the process continues down to
the essential core, fragnentation into extremely sr-all units may result.
Bec~use

the datrah are tilcwselves

ethni~dlly

diverse, a regional leader

who arouses primordial sentiment to gain support in competition at a
higher level of identity, may find instead that daerah identity has dissolved into the even smaller units of which it is composed.

The fragility

of regional identity is also exposed when different ethnic groups within
the daerah call on the pusat for support in intra-regional competition.
The question of pusat-daerah relations in Indonesia is complicated
by the fact that the pusat is located on, and often identified with, the
isl&id of Java, the most populou5 o£ the islands of Indonesia, and the
home of the numerically dominant Javanese.

Two-thirds of the people of
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Indone£ia live on the lsland of Java,
Indonesia are ethnic Javanese.

nearly half of the people of

~d

However logical, indeed inevitable, ic may

be that the Javanese dominate the national scene and national institutions, it is understandable that their prominent role gives rise to
resentment on the part of other groups.

Such resentment can be found

bot~

among groups such as the Christian Y.inahassans who, because of their
superior education and shared faith, had a privileged position under Dutch
colonial rule; and also among groups such as tile Buginese and Hakassarese
of South Sulawesi, who themselves for centuries had played an important
role in the archipelago as

se~farers,

traders, and fierce fighters, but

whose lack of education in the twentieth century limited their ability to
compete at the provincial or national level for posicions of power and
influence.
Inasmuch as the rebellions of the 1950's and early 1960's were the
central socio-politica l events of the time, the focus on thew. does not, it
is thought, too much distort the history that is presented here.

However,

because these rebellions were the focus of tha research undertaken, the
information provided on earlier periods, including the Japanese occupation
(1942·-1945) and the national revolution (1945-1949) is not as detailed as
that for the 1950-1965 period.

Even for the later

pe~iod

ther~

are many

gaps in the data, where newspapers or other documentary source& were
unavailable and memories weak.

Data on the economic foundations of South

Sulawesi society is particularly scattered and fragmentary, and further
research is obviously needed in this area.
Whatever its limitations, however, it is hoped that this sketch of
events and people will at least provide a comprehensible outline of the
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socio-economic and political bases of regional dissidence in South Sulawesi.

It may also guide others interested in the region, or in the

problems discussed, to topics for further research.
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CHAPTER I
SOUTH SULA\VESI,

TRADITIO~

SOCIETY A.'ID HISTORY

Sulawesi, the spidery island east of Borneo and south o£ the Philippines, is inhabited by a complex mixture of peoples who speak some
thirty mAjor identifiable languages.

Numerically the most significant of

the peoples of Sulawesi, the

and Makassarese of the southwest

B~6inese

peninsula have played an important role not only in the political history
of the island, but as

~raders

and seafarers have roamed widely throughout

the archipelago since at least the middle of the sixteenth century.
There were early contacts with Java, as indicated by the mention of
several areas in or near Sulawesi in the Nagarakertagama, the great court
poem of the fourteenth century Javanese kingdom of

~~japahit;

BugL~ese

warriors ;:,.ppear .:1s chardct:ers in J.:1vanese shadow plays (wavang). 1

Bugi-

nese and }f.:lkassarese fou:;;ht beth with and against the Dutch in Java in
the late sixteenth century, and earned a fearsome reputation for their
skill with their knives and their readiness to use them.

Displaced

Makassarese and Buginese nobles settled in Banten and Jambi. becoming
1

The Nagarakertagama included in its list of "tributaries and
neighbors" of the kingdom: Bantayan (Bonthain, also known as Bantaeng),
Luwuk (Lu•,.ru or Luwuk); Uda (Talaud Islands); :·1akasar, Butun (Buton),
Banggawi (Banggaai); Kunir (island of Kunit, south of Pulau Laut, off
south coast of Kalimantan), Galiyao (Kangean, north of Bali, or Lomblem);
Salaya (Saleier, also known as Selajar or Selayar). Canto 14, stanza 4,
3 and 4; stanza 5, 1 and 2; in Th. Pigeaud, Java in the Fourteenth Century (The Hague: Martinus ~ijhoff, 1960), Vol. III, p. 17, and Vol. IV,
p. 34. I am indeb:ed to Benedict Anderson for the latter point.

9
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involved in political intrigues there and in the kingdom of Johor in
Malaya, and eventually dominating the ruling aristocracy of Johor and the
neighboring kingdom of Selangor.

2

The 1930 census =epcrted that 10 per-

cent of the tJginese and 2 percent of the Makassarese within the Netherlands East Indies lived outside South Sulawesi.

(See Table I-1)

was a sizeable Buginese colony of nearly 5,000 persons
primarily in Johor.

.A10:!g the Borneo coasts

th~re

L~

There

British Malaya,

were large Buginese

settlements; in the subdivisions of Pontianak and Balikpapan, outside the
cities, Buginese made up more than 50 percent of the population.

There

was a high proportion of Buginese speakers among the settlers, probably
&\

indication of continuh<g migration.

There was also considerable

internal migration within South Sulawesi itself, but few non-local pecple
lived outside <:he city of }1akassar.
At present the Buginese and

3

(See Table I-2)

}~ka&sarese

together make up approxi-

mately four of the five million people :in the province of South Sulawesi,
the Buginese being rather more numerous.

The Euginese and Xakassarese

languages are derived from a common ancestor, and th2 two groups are
~lmilar

in culture and customs (adat), and there has been considerable

20n the role of the Buginese, especially in Johor, see Leonard
Yuzon Andaya, "The Kingdom of Johor, 1641-1728: A Study of Economic and
Political Developments in the Straits of Malacca" (Ph.D. thesis. Cornell
University, 1971).
3Dutch East Indies, Departement van Economische Zaken, Volkstelli.~
1930, Vol. V (Batavia: Landsdrukkerij, 193'5), pp. 20-21, 48. 163-166. In
the 1920 census a total of over 50,000 persons of Buginese descent were
recorded in the Southeast and West Divisions of Borneo, 47,000 o£ the~
Buginese speakers; Dutch East Indies, Kantoor voor de Volkstelling 1920,
Uitkomsten der in de Maand November 1920 Gehouden Volkstelling (hereafter,
Volkstelling 1920) (Batavia: Drukkerijen Ruygrok, 1922), Vol. II, pp.
130-135, 258-261.
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Table I-1
Population - 193~
Distribution of Buginese, Makassarese, Mandarese

Buginese

~1.;; ~assarese

Handarese

1,380,334

630,144

175,271

Residency of Men ado

27,477

1,630

1,571

Bern eo

95,048

3,088

5,846

Sumatra

10,170

1,044

11

Residency of Timor

11, 652

2, 718

796

(Sumbawa)

(8,232)

(1,975)

Bali & Lombok

2,468

276

2,295

Maluku

1,293

1,622

103

Java & Madura

4,593

2,198

3,293

British .Ha1aya

4,961

23

Residency of Celebes

Volkstelling lSJO, Vol. V, pp. 20-21.
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Table I-2
Population - 1930 - Celebes and Dependencies
- -- ---- -

Indonesians
Europeans
Chinese
Foreign Asiatics
Total

Celebes &
Dependencies

Makassar

Bonthain

Bone

Pare-Pare

Nan dar

Luwu

Buton &
Lah,ui

651,255
3,561
16,687
862
6 72 '365

351,804
150
1,043
175
353,172

650,323
138
665
987
652,113

367,683
175
765
1,465
370,088

248' 135
106
605
219
249,065

394' 778
222
772
275
396,047

399,239
185
843
134
400, !tOl

3,063,217
4,537
21,380
4,117
3,093,251

(99%)
(.15%)
(.69%)
(.U%)

73,824
377
86
54
293,923
24,646
196
56

18,789
627
20
244
1,321
76,449
5,58]
293,455

1,384,671
630,144
175,271
67,510
372,823
101,259
9,147
300' 301
584
768

(45.2%)
(20.6%)

---------

Ethnic Groups in Indonesian Population - 1930

--Buginesea
Hakassarese
Nandarese
Salayarese
To raja
To1aki
B:Jjo
Butonese
Halays
Banjarese
Ninahassans &
Sangirese
Ambonese
Timorese
Javanese &
Nadurese

142,718
487,012
6,262
2,265
429
38
1,253
634
467
42:3

137 '974
139,825
61
64,895
144
69
1,658
5,959

1,028
1,552
827

---

5,014

---

643,928
370
29
17
4,094
55
443
159

351,794
1,41.3
569
19
12,14 7
2
9
17

15' 64'·
520
168,244
16
60,765

--

5
21

--

---

(.5. 7%)

(2.2%)
(12.2%)
(3.31%)
(.30%)
(9. '/9%)
(.02%)
(.03%)

---

--

---

169
232

269

--

142
140

--

352
200
137

154
273
121

2,049 (.07%)
2,537 (.OB%)
1,527 (.05%)

420

421

655

501

402

604

7,762 (.26%)

---

--

---

a includes 4 , 33 7 Waj oers.
Volkstel1ing 1930, Vol. V, pp. 121.-122, 163-166.
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intermarriage among their upper classes.

Culturally similar to

t~em

are

the Mandar people in the northwest part of the province, of whom there
are approximately 350,000.

The Toraja people who inhabit the center of

the island, about 500,000 of whom are included in the province of South
Sulawesi, are culturally and physically quite distinct from the
and

}~kassarese.

Bugine~e

The Toraja were considered a prime source of slaves by

the Buginese aristocrats, who were often assisted in obtaining them by
the Toraja aristocrats with whom their families had intermarried.

The

distinct cultural differences between the two groups were reinforced by
the virtually universal adoption of Islam by the Buginese and Makassarese,
while large numbers of Toraja became Christian.

4

Geographically the peninsula is characterized by plains along the
coast and in a central basin, at the heart of which is a large lake,
Tempe.

The land is fertile, but dry along the south

co~st,

so that the

real "rice-basket" is the broad plain running from W'C!tampone (Bone) on
the east coast, past Sengl-:ang (T.·:ajo) un the shores of Lake Teope, to
4 Population figures are estimated
from ~antor Sensus ~ Statistik,
Propinsi Sulawesi Selata~, Sulawesi Selatan dalam Angka 1970 (~rakassar,
1971), pp. 71 and 198. Professor Hendrik T. Chabot estimated the Xakassarese population to be about two million, and the Buginese about three
million, in "Bontoramba: A Village of Goa, South Sulawesi," i11 Koentjar<:ningrat, ed., Villages in Indonesia (Ithaca, ~.Y.: Cornell University
Press, 1967), p. 190. Although the Buginese and ~akassarese are usually
included in a single adat area, and will be generally treated as one
group in this discussion, there are differences between the two groups,
:md these will be pointed out \vhen known. There has, as yet, been little
anthropological research done on Buginese society.
Migration theories of the peopling of Indonesia (particularly the
"Proto- and Deutero-~lalay" theories of the cousins Sarasin, found in their
1905 work, Reisen in Celebes) and criticisms of them, are summarized in
Bernard H. H. Vlekke, Nusantara: A Historv cf I:.1donesia. rev. ed. (Brussels: Les Editions A. Manteau S.A., 1959), pp. 8-11; and in D. G. E. Hall,
A History of Southeast Asia, 3rd ed. (London: Macmillan, 1968), p. 7. As
Hall concludes, '' . • . it is still impossible to be precise about what
happened."
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Pinrang

~~

Pare-Pare 0n the west coast.

The heartland of the

Bug~nese

is

in this fertile plain, and agriculture has been their primary economic
activity, while the Makassarese, from the dryer south, are said to have
been the preeminent seafarers.
and many

}~kassarese

were and

traders--or pirates.)

(This is by no means a sharp distinction,
ar~

rice £armers, and many Buginese sailors,

There are two large mountains, Lompobattang in the

south and Latimojong in the north; they and their foothills have provided
sanctuary for many of the rebels and bandits for which South Sulawesi is
famous.
From 1950 until mid-1965 much of the southern part of the island of
Sulawesi was engulfed in rebellion.

The revolt began when

yo~~g

men who

had fought as guerrillas in the revolution to establish a Republic of
Indonesia independent of Dutch rule were not given official status in the
national army.

From the outset there were

overton.~s

of protest fc= th::

perceived favored position of the Javanese in the civil

~ud

military

organs of the new state, and fears (in part Dutch-inspired) of Javanese
"colonialism," whether manifested in the sending of Java'1ese civil and
military officials to operate the local administration, or in the transmigration of poor Javanese peasants to relatively
South and Southeast Sulawesi.

~~populated

areas of

Within two years the leaders of the rebel-

lion sought a more substantial ideological foundation for their protest,
both to provide justification for it, and as a means of attracting popular
support.

Communism

wa~

considered, but

L~jected

in favor of Islam.

Under

the banner of Darul Islam (the Islamic State), the rebellion by 1956 controlled all but the cities of South

Sula~.;esi.

While the outbreak of the !"ebellion can be traced to the actions and
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decisions of specific persons, the clues to its character and persistence
must be sought in the nature and history of the society in which it
occurred.
South Sulawesi is a society often described as "feudal" or "traditiona!."

It is a society in which there is a strong aristocracy, and in

which there is close adherence to the precepts of customary law (adat).
At the same time, however, it i.s a society characterized by fierce competitian--in which a pers0n is judged not only by ascribed status, but by
personal qualities.

The people are often described as fanatical in their

devotion to the Islamic religion.

As is true in all societies, it is not

easy to sort out what is "traditional," for change is as much a part of
any culture as is custom.

As the term is used in this essay, it refers to

the society as it existed prior to the outright incorporation of the area
into the Netherlands East Indies (NEI) in 1905-1910.

Xany elements of

that society persisted until the coming of independence in 1949, indeed
until the present time, although the pace of change in Sulawesi as elsewhere has been more rapil.i i:-1 the twentieti1 cent·.!ry than i.n those which
preceded it.
It is virtually impossible to deterai<e what traditional society
might have been like prior to contact with foreign influences--if there
ever was such a

ti~e--for

the keeping of historical records in South

Sulawesi followed the beginning of contacts with Islamic teachers and
European (Portuguese) traders in the

mid-sixt~enth

to early

seventc~~th

centuries. 5 The chronicles of the various kingdoms do contain information
5The Sanskrit-derived Makassar
script is thought to have been developed in the early sixteenth century. J. Noorduyn, "Origins of South
Celebes Historical Hriting," in Soedjat:noko et al., eds., An Introduction
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on earlier times, some of it clearly

~vthological;

but even the mythclogi-

cal elements may provide clues to the early history of the area and insight into ideas of society and its governance.

For instance, the legends

included in most of these chronicles describe the original rulers of the
kingdoms of South Sulawesi as having descended from heaven--they are
tomanurung.

In general, three consecutive incidents are described, in the

first two of which descendents uf the tomanurung founded powerful kingdoms, notably Luwu, but Toraja, Goa and Bone are also mentioned.

In the

third incident, after an interval of seven generations when there were no
rajas and chaos

prev~iled,

tomanu=ung appeared in a number of areas, and

were asked by the people to assume the position of raja and to restore
peace an d

'11'~ty. 6

tranqu~

to Indon~sian Historiography (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press,
1965), pp. 137-155; and Andi Zainal Abidin, "Notes on the Lontara' as
Historical Sources," in Indouesia, 12 (Oct. 1971), pp. 159-172.
6The most concise summary of these legends can be found in H. D.
Mangemba, Kenalla~ Sd::-;;esi Sebt2r.. !Dj2;.c:1r:a: Tir:lt.m :·!as, 1956), pp. 4859. 1·:ajo is s.::ti. to iJe the o::.i..y :.Zir:;do:;: ·.,·::-;.ose chroniclEs do not contain a
myth of heavenly ~"'scent; Z.:1in.:1l .:\bid in, "::..on tara, 1 " p. 161.
In summary, the incid~ncs are as iollows:
1) The tomanurung Tamboro Langi descended on the Latimojong mountain
at a tim~ when most of Sulawesi was under water; he married a goddess who
emerged from the Sadang river, Tande Billik. Their son, Sandaboro, fcu~d
ed three kingdons--Toraj a at Rongkong, Bugis at Luwu, and :1akassar at Gca.
2) Batara Guru was sent by the Supreme God when conditions disintegrated under Tamboro Langi's descendents. Batara Guru married We Njilitimo, a goddess from below the earth (Pertiwi). Their grandson, Sawerigading, established the kingdom of Luwu, which was compos~d of the independent sovereign kingdoms of Toraja, Palu, Ternate, Bone and Goa. After
learning that his first love, ~.Je-Tenriabeng, was in fact his sister from
whom he had been separated in infancy, Sawerigading married a cousin, We
Tjudai. Their son was La Galigo, the supposed author of the poetic chronicle which bears his name.
3) After the return of the descendents of Batara Guru to heaven,
thP-ce were no rajas for seven generations; tomanurung are said to have
then appeared in Luwu, Bene, Goa, Soppeng, Pare-Pare.
It has been suggested that the third descent of the tomanurung refers to the actual founding of a nuu::.b12r of kingdcr::s .::.t !:he start of the
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The tomanurung legends have had a cJnsiderable social and political
significance in South Sulawesi.

The ascription of a heavenly origin to

the nobility was the basis for their "divine right" to rule, and a justification for

t~e

the tomanurung

privileged position of the aristocracy.

~ere

The

id~a

that

sent from heaven to end a period of chaos and to bring

peace and prosperity justified both the institution of government, and its
control by the nobility.

And finally, the inclusion of the tradition that

the people asked the towanurung to accept the position of raja introduces
an element similar to the "government conttact 11 of Western political
thought, and implies limitations on the absolute power of the raja. 7
The divjne ori£i:1 :Jf

~~e

rulet's was symbolized by the royal regalia

(arajang--spears, lances, krisses, gold ornaments, flags, sacred plows,
etc.) which were said to have belonged to the tomzcurung.

The ruler

derived his power from his position as guardian of the regalia, and loss
fourteenth century. According to this hypothesis, the founding of these
larger units cannot be attributed to the arrival of strangers ~.;ho made
themselves rulers, but to the a·.vakening of the sf.'!all communities of the
area to the necessity of forming federations to expand their power. This
new awareness is linked to the fact that Buginese traders had witnessed
the successive growth of Srivijaya and Majapahit into powerful kingdoms.
This hypothesis is from 11 Memorie van opgave van. den afgetroden Assistent
Resident van Bone, L. A. Emanuel (25 October 1945-20 April 1948)," quoted
in Andi Zainal Abidin, "Perkembangan Kekuasaan Datu Luwu' sepandjang jang
sampai pada kita melalui keterangan2 orang2 Lmvu," part 2, Bingkisan (journal of the Jajasan Kebudajaan Sulawesi Selatan & Tenggara), III/3-4 (Nov.Dec. 1969), with translation and comments, pp. 13-16. Professor Zainal
Abidin suggests that these "to!lld.nurung, :: drawing on folk legends, commissioned the writing of the epic I La Caligo to legitimize their assumption
of rower •

..,
'The idea of the "government contract" as implicit in the tomanurung
legends is contained in a lecture given by Professor G. H. M. Riekerk,
"Lahirnja Kedatuan.Tomanurung," given at the Law Faculty of Hasanuddin
University in ~~kassar, 13 August 1969. (Professor Riekerk kindly supplied me with a copy of the text.) The lecture is dlsc~ssed in Zainal
Abidin, "Perkembangan Kekuasaan Datu LuW1.1, "' part 1, Bingkisan, III/1-2
(Sept.-Oct. 1969), pp. 3-4, 14.
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of the regalia seriously weakened both ruler and kingdom. 8

The regalia

were believed

w~re

~o

be endowed with magic spiritual power, and

for worship within the kingdom.

the focus

Care of the regalia was entrusted to the

bissu (priests of Hindu-Buddhist origin), who were themselves thought to
be persons of exceptional powers. 9
Economic Basis of Society
The regalia, not the ruler, were designated as the ultimate owner of
10
all land.
As guardian of the regalia, it was, however, indeed the ruler
who exercised

ultima~e

control over the land.

Land could not be bought

8

For a number of examples, including the story of Batara Goa I Sangkilang, see H. J. Friedericy, "De Standen bij de Boegineezen en !-lakassaren," Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde (hereafter B~I), 90
(1933), pp. 491-501; and Drs. Salahuddin, "Sulawesi Selatan Diatas Panggung Lintasan Sedjarah ~asional Indonesia Tahun 1500-1800," unpublished
paper presented to the Second ~aticnal History Seminar in Jogjakarta,
August 1970, pp. 38-39.
Following Dutch conquest of the area, the regalia of Goa and Bone
were placed in nuseums in Amsterdal!l, L~iJert :::.T~:i Jj akarta; they were returned during the 1930's; Friedericy, "De Standen," p. 448; Claire Holt,
Dance Quest in Celebes (Paris: Les Archives Internationales de la Dans~,
1939), p. 28. The ?resei1t relative unir::?ortau~.:: ui !...u,.,.u ..L.s attributed in
part to the fact that it is no longer in possession of its r~galia; interview, Haji Andi ~inong i·lappanjompa, Ranrang Iua i~ajo, Sengkang, 14 February 1972.
9 rn addition to being responsible
for performing ceremonies in connection with the regalia, the bissu were supposed to be experts in adat,
and to have special curative skills. By tradition the bissu were hermaphrodit~. or at least homosexual, although Friedericy says that they were not
physically hermaphrodite and that some were women; "De Standen," p. 515.
See also Holt, Dance Ouest, pp. 27-36; interviews, Haji Andi Ninong ~fappan
jompa, Ranrang Tua Wajo and her daughter Haji Andi }1uddarijah, in Sengkang,
14 and 15 February 1972.
10 "Grcnd buiten eenig ornaments
beschikkingsrecht is er op ZuidCelebes niet"; C. van Vo11enhoven, Het Adatrecht van (;eder1andsch- Indie
(Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1931), Vol. I, p. 378. "Het ornament • • . is eigenaar van de grondre~hten; er is geen grond welke buiten eenig ornamentsbeschikkingsrecht staat"; art. "Bone," Encyc1opaedie van Neder1andschIndie (hereafter E~I), A/V (1925), p. 342.
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and sold.

However, with the permission of the ruler usage rights
11
acquired and transferred.

~ould

be

Usage rights were obtained primarily through the clearing of uncultivated ground.

This could be done only with the permission of the ruler

and by assuming certain obligations (kasuwyang) or paying tax (usually 10

12
.
.
percent o f t h e .narvest ) an d pro?1. d 1ng
serv1ce
to t h e r ul er.

With the

permission of the ruler such usage rights could be transferred through
inheritance, gift, or mortgage; the associated obligations of tax and
service were also transferred to the new user.

Rights to the use of land

were lost if the holder failed to fulfill the specified obligations,
failed to work the fields for three years, died without an heir, committed
a serious crime, or left the district (either voluntarily, or as a fugitive from justice).

If the user moved away voluntarily, he could assign

usage rights and obligations to another resident of the district.

Other-

wise, and in the other instances cited, the land reverted to the ruler.
Land to which a person held usage rights could be

~orked

under a share-

cropping arrangement, in which the crop was divided in thirds between the
owner of the usage rights, the owner of the animals used in plowing it,
11

rnformation on land use is summarized from: "Grondbezit onder de
Inlanders op Celebes," Tijdschrift voor ~ederlandsch Indie (hereafter T~I),
4e s., VII, ii (1378), pp. 131-146; P. J. Kooreman, "De Feitelijke Tc.:::!stand in het Gouvernernen:sgebied van Celebes en Onderhoorigheden. r:
Indische Gids (hereafter IG), 1883, II, pp. 135-169; and Friedericy, "De
Standen," pp. 520-547.
-

12Kooreman

said that such obligations were differentiated according
to the class status of the person (pp. 152-153), but Friedericy maintained
that they were typically the mark of the free man. He distinguished between the kasuwyang of free persons, which tvere essentially economic and
social obligations to provide goods, services, and gold to the ruler; and
the political obligations of lower to higher chiefs. Kasuwyang was the
term used in both cases. Friedericy, "De Standen," pp. 546-547.
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and the person who actually worked the land.

Individual or family usage

rights could be acquired to rice fields, gardens (house plots), and fish
ponds.
Uncultivated land had a communal nature, and members of the commt>nity had the right to use it as pasture, to take from it wood and forest
products for their own (not commercial) use, and to hunt in it.

In areas

where there was much uncultivated land, boundaries between kingdoms were
often vague, and use of such land often gave rise to disputes between
neighboring units.

Disputes over usage rights were also common in

tainous areas where shifting

cultiva~i0n

to lie fallow for a number of years.

mo~~

was practiced, and land was left

Such disputes were resolved by the

council of rulers, if the land in dispute lay within one larger kingdom.
If more than one independent political unit was involved, settlement was
by negotiation or by force.
There were two types of land directly under the control of the
ruler:

g~l~~g a~ajan;,

the original regalia

la~d;

anJ

~alung

akarungang,

land which accrued to the ruler from those who had lost their rights to
use it.

The galung arajang belonged to the regalia, and thus to the posi-

tion of the ruler.

Control of this land was inherited by the

to the title of the ruler; it was not divided among his heirs.

su~cessor

At the

beginning of each planting season the galung arajang was the £list land to
be plowed, and the ruler himself opened the planting season by ceremonially plowing the galung arajang (or a section thereof) with the sacred
plow.

The subjects of the kingdom were required to work the galung

arajang (in what the Dutch call heerendiensten), or to pay an exemption
tax.

All of the harvest of this land was at the disposal of the ruler.
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The galung akarungang,

l~d ~h5ch

had accruec to the ruler from

those who nad lost their rights to use it, was land to which the ruler
acquired hereditary usage rights.

This land was not supposed to be worked

by the people in required labor, but through sharecropping, in which the
ruler, as "owner" of the usage rights to the land, received one-third of
the harvest.

The galung akarungang could be given out by the ruler to

royal relatives and supporLecs

~s

appanage grants.

Because many of the

kingdoms were federations of smaller units, each of which had its own
regalia, chiefs o£ the subordinate units appear to have had control over
land within their own area in the name of their own regalia.

Officials of

the royal courts, who were not territorial rulers, were either supported
directly by the court, or might be assigned the harvest from specified
galnng akarungang.
Two types o f appanage were genera 11y

.

recogn~ze

d • 13

One type is that

mentioned above, in which land was granted to royal relatives and supportcrs.

A second type of appanage

~•as

that in w-hich a ruler defeated in

warfare, would be declared a vassal (valili) by
~rant~d

~ne

use of the land he had earlier controlled.

victor, and would be
The bond between de-

feated vassal and victorious overlord would then be sealed with a marriage
to a sister ')r

.

aa1.;3l:r:e;~.

1'•

13There is no detailed or consistent description of the appanage system in South Sulawesi. There were regional variations, although the
general princi~les ~?pear to have been similar. Information on appanage
was taken from the following sources: Adatrechtbundels, 31 (1929), pp.
122-123, 125-126, 148-155; art. "Boegineezen, 11 ENI, Vol. I (1917), p. 326;
J. A. :Sakkers, ''Het Leenvorstendon Boni, 11 Tij dschrift ·:cur Indische Taal-,
Land- en Volkenkunde (hereafter TBG), 15 (1866), pp. 135-137; and F. van
Konijnenburg, ' 1Pamase al~; apanage in de Noordelijke v1akte van Sidenreng, 11
TBG, 67 (1927), pp. 347-357.
14 h
T e

.
marr~age

.
t~e

cou ld 60 in eitner direction; if the victorious
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Both types of vassals were required to come to the aid of

th~

ruler

in time of war or other need, and to participate in the ruler's ceremonies
and feasts.

If the ruler visited the area of one of his appanage holders,

the vassal was expected to provide lodging and provisions for the royal
party.

The palili, in addition, were required to deliver a portion of the

harvest (usually 10 percent) to the ruler, and to provide workmen as required by the ruler.
Provided these obligations were met, the appanage holders acquired
and retained certain rights to the land.

In the first place, they ac-

quired hereditary usage rights to any uncultivated land within the appanage which they themselves brought into cultivation.

They had the right

to receive 10 percent of the harvest from already culti •rated land within
the appanage, to which the worke=s of the land had hereditary usage

. h ts. 15
rl.g

The appanage holder had the right to have galung akarungang

within the area of the appanage worked through sharecropping, and to
receive one-third of the har.rest.
Although in theory anyone with sufficient energy could clear, and
thus acquire rights to, his own land, the greater proportion of hereditary
land rights were held by the aristocracy, largely as galung akarungang. 16
ruler married a daughter of one of his (probably lesser) wives to the
palili, the child of that marriage ~ght inherit the title and land, thus
ensuring continuation of the tie.
1

~

some cases appanage holders tried to removP. such persons--perhaps through convicting them of a crime, or causing them to flee the area
--in favor of their own friends and relatives; Adatrechtbundels, 31 (1929),
p. 123.
~Jin

16

rnformation on the proportion of the land held by the aristocracy
prior to the Dutch takeover is not available. However, in the 1920's it
w~~ e~timated that in Bonthain, an area lor.g under direct Dutch rule,
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Control of rights to the soil was not the only source of economic
power and wealth for the ruling nobility.

Control of trade, through con-

trol of access to the interior via the many small
source of income for a number of coastal kingdoms
all traffic.

river~,

provided a

which levied taxes on

With the increasing involvement of Makassar in the inter-

national spice trade after the mid-sixteenth century, export and import
duties, and direct participation in trade, provided a significant source
~f

wealth.

By the early seventeenth century the Makassarese nobility was

directly involved in trading enterprises, and commerce, at least from

tha~

period, was an acceptable occupation for a member of the aristocracy. 17
Governance
The principal occupation of the aristocracy,

ho~.;ever,

was government,

particularly regulation of the use of land and the settlement of disputes.
Both political position and economic power corresponded closely with class
status, for it was generally

acc~pted

aut h or~"t y over ano th er or~ h.~g h er

that no person could exercise

18
' than h;~sel..L.~.
~~

ran~

where the aristocracy was presumably weaker than in more recently conquered indirectly-ruled areas, more than half of the total ricefield area
was galung akarungang. Adatrechtbundels, 31 (1929), pp. 125-126, 150.

17Taxation of vessels entering
Bone at the port of Chinrana (Cenran~
or Tjenrana), is mentioned by James Brooke in his journal; Rodney ~'1undys
ed., Narrative of Events in Borneo and Celebes down co the Occupation of
Labuan from the Journals of Janes Brooke, Esq~. 2nd ed., Vol. I (London:
John Murray, 1848), p. 139. (Hereafter referred to as ~rooke, Journals.)
Brooke, later Raja of Sarawak, visited South Sulawesi in 1840. The involvement of the ~bkassarese nobility in commerce is ~entioned by B.
Schrieke, Indonesian Sociological Studies, 1 (Bandung: Sumur Bandung,
19EO), p. 69.

18 Kooreman, "Feitelijke Toestand,"
p. 191; Friedericy, "De Standen,"
p. 564.
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Society was divided into three broad classes:
persons, and slaves.

the aristo~racy, free

Free persons fo=med the bulk of the population,

something over ninety percent; slaves, both hereditary and debt bondsmen,
formed a small group at the bottom, and the aristocracy was a quite thin
19
layer at the top.
It was the aristocracy, however, which controlled the
land and monopolized positions of rule.

It set itself off from tl:e rest of

society through strict enforcement of sumptuary regulations, the use of
special titles of address, 20 and a strict prohibition on noble women
19 rnformation

on the class structure cf traditional Bugis-}~kassar
society is based primarily on H. J. Friedericy, "De Standen," pp. 447-602;
and Hendrik Th. Chabot, Ven;antschao, Stand en Sexe in Zuid-Celebes
(Groningen-Djakarta: J. B. i{olters, 1950). The naterial on the :O~kassarese
in Hildred Geertz, "IndonE!sian Cultures and Comnunities, n in Ruth T. ~lcVey,
ec , Indonesia, rev. ed. (New Haven: Haman Relations Area Files, 1967),
pp. 58-66, co:nes also primarily from til~se sources. Supplementary information was obtained through interviews in South Sulawesi in 1971-72.
Friedericy estimated that the free persons comprised 99 percent of
the population (p. 462); Andi Zainal Abidin also gave this estimate, and
said that slaves were only about .05 percent of the population, and the
nobility only about 1 percent; interview, ~lakassar, 29 aay 1971.
20 rhere

are no status levels in either the Buginese or Makassarese
languages. A present re::-:.-''-'mt o£ the use of special titles of address is
the use of the titl~ ".\...n.di" by cany descc::tdents of the 3u;' inese and :rakassarese ::1obilit}".

Ori;in.J.ll~_;

..\. .:.1-~l .... (]...;

t.:.:;~J.

u:tl:v· in

3:..:;.i.:~.::s·2

areas,

~ci t·,"as

used by ordinary people in addressing children of the higher nobility.
Adults were known by the title of their formal position (Karaeng, Arung or
Aru, Datu, etc.), and were addressed by terms comparable to "Your Hajesty"
{Mangkall, Hanggau, etc.). After independence, when the old kingdoms a.'1d
the attendant positions were abolished, many persons retained the use of
"Andi" to signify their aristocratic origins. An "inflation of Andis" is
said to have occurred since the mid-1950's, when both the Governor of
Sulawesi (Andi Pangerang Petta Rani) and the military commander of South
and Southeast Sulav1esi (Andi ~lattal.:.tta) used the title. "Daeng," also a
title still frequently used, was origi::tally a ~~kassarese title for the
lower nobility; its use is now so widespread, particularly in the anonymity of the city of ~akassar, that it no longer can be taken as a sign of
aristocratic descent. (The title "Haji," of course, has nothing to do
with class, but indicates that the person has made the pilgrimage to
Mecca.) Interviews with: Drs. H. D. :langemba, ~lakassar, 4 December 1971;
Haji Andi Ninong Mappanjompa, Ranrang Tua I.Jajo, Sengkang, 14 February
1972.
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marrying beneath their class.

This prohibition, combined with the rule

that all children of male aristocrats were of that class, ensured that the
recognized descendents of the nobility would also be nobles. 21
Seen from below, members of the aristocracy were all considered ana'
karaeng (raja's children), but within the nobility itself very careful
distinctions were made.
involved.

Both patrilineal and matrilineal elements were

Any child whose father was a noble, was also noble, whatever

his mother's class; but within the aristocracy, rank was determined by the
class of the mother.

The highest rdnk, the ana' matola (in Buginese, ana'

Eatola in Makassarese), were children of pure noble descent.

The lowest

rank within the nobility were the children whose mothers were free persons
or slaves; they were known as ana' cera.

Between them, in an almcst in-

finite variety of gradations, were those whose parents were both from
~ithin

the nobility, but oue or both of whom were not ana' matola.

The

raja and other important chiefs could be either male or female, but should
be ana' matola.

22

21

rt might perhaps be noted that the system could be maintained
equally as well by a reversal of regulations, i.e., all children of noble
women would be nobles, and no noble man could marry beneath his class.
Maternity being usually more easily determined than paternity, such a
system might; in fact, seem to have had practical advantages.
22

Included in Friedericy's extensive discussion of class are useful
charts of the classes: 1-landar, p. 457, T~ajo (as typical of Buginese kingdoms), pp. 458-459, and Goa, pp. 460-461. The ana' matola were called
"white-blooded" in a way comparable to Eu . .:opean aristocrats being called
"blue-blooded." There was certainly no irr.plication of intermarri.;;.ge with
Caucasians. Nor should the idea that fair skin denotes high status (widespread in Asia) be attributed to the adoption of We~~ern standards; rather,
in my view, it can be attributed to the fact that those who do common
labor, mostly outdoors, develop oore tanned skins than do officials sitting inside or noble women sheltered inside their homes.
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The principal chiefs of the kingdom were often close royal relatives,
of as high, or nearly as high, rank as the ruler hii:l.Self.

I:! some cases

they were rulers of territorial divisions or subordinate kingdoms, in
others they appear to have had substantive functions as part o£ the royal
retinue.

These senior chiefs comprised the hadat, a council whose

prima~

function was to advise the raja and to aid in the settlement of disputes,
but which also exercised considerable authority in the selection--and the
deposition--of the raja.
Although the reigning raja had considerable influence in the determination of a successor, the hadat formally confirmed the choice.

23

23

Friedericy summarizes the characteristics of succession in Goa and
Bone, noting in particular that primogeniture and p~trilineal descent were
more important in Goa (only the first, possibly mythical, raja of Goa was
a woman, seven of the thirtv raias of Bone were women); "De Stan:it:n," pp.
488, 490. Lists of rulers of Goa and Bone are in Friedericy, "De .Standen,"
pp. 480-485.
Friedericy discusses an instance in Bone where the fifteenth raja
had designated his oldest child, Batari Todja, the daughter of his first
wife, to succeed him in 1714. After a short time she resigued in £aver of
her eldest half-br~ther, a child or the second wife. but the hadat de?osed
him, and again chose her. She then transferred authority to her second
half-brother, but he too was deooseci by the ~adat, wl1o tried a third halfbrother fc r four Jays, but .::ounci hir:1 ,;o ur:.suitable: ti~.J.t tl,ey returned the
throne to Batari Todja. She was childless, although said to have married
seven times, and in 1749 was succeede~ by a younger half-brother, whose
mother is described as "low-born." Friedericy comments that from then on
the blood of the royal house of Bone was no longer pure; "De Standen," p.
490.
The chief ruler of Wajo, the Arung Hatoa, was chosen by the six
principal chiefs of Wajo. The position could not be passed on from parent
to child. One of the chiefs, the Petta Bentengpola, by tradition could
not be selected as Arung Hatoa, as he was considered the protector of the
interests of the people and thus had the right to depose the reigning
Arung Hatoa. A summary of the government of \{ajo is in :-1angemba, Kenallah
Sulawesi Selatan, pp. 60-66; see also Zainal Abidin, "Lontara'," p. 163,
n. 16 & 17. In James Brooke's account of his visit to Wajo he mentions
that four of the six chiefs were women; Journals, p. 75. He also noted
that there had been no Arung .:Iatoa for some six years, as the Petta Bentengpola was the interim head of government and did not \vish to give up
the position. Brooke attributes much of the internal squabbling he
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According to tradition, desired characteristics for a raja were
she be honest, capacle, generous, and brave.
that such characteristics were inherited,

24

a~d

th~t

he or

It was the general belief
thus found preeminently in

the highest nobility, the ana' matola, although the hadat recognized the
fallibility of genetic determinism in assessing leadership qualities.
Certainly a claimant of pure blood would be given preference, for the
authority of such a person would be less open to question than that of
someone of lower rank, however wise or brave.
A person who had claim to the position of raja through descent, who
had been so designated by the previous ruler, and who exhibited the expected characteristics

leadership, was able to

conc~ntrate

attention on

the expansion of the wealth, cerritory and power of the realm.
lacking any of these qualificdtions would

mor~

A person

likely have to concentrate

on maintaining his or her position against other, purer blooded or more
energetic, claimants to the throne.

In either case, success would depend

in large measure on the ruler's relations with subordinate chiefs or on
being able to acquire a substantial number of followers on whose loyalty
the ruler could rely.
nucl·~us

In some cases the ruler's kin group provided the

of a following, but as there was competition for position within

the kin group--members of which were considered of

~early

equal status--

observed in Wajo to this situation, and notes that he advised the people
to select a proper Arung ~atoa as soon as possible to set matters right;
Journals, pp. 72-73. The editor has added a note that a year later Mr.
Brooke receiyed a letter from the chiefs of Wajo stating that "u.~der the
advice of their ''l.'hite Friend' they had elected an aru matoah [sic]";
Journals, p. 73, n.
Indra Chandra, "Kebidjaksanaan ~Iemerintah," Esensi, I/5-6 (Aug.
1971), p. 129; a similar list is in Mangemba, Kenallah Sulawesi Selatan,
p. 67.
24
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and as an expansion in power required larger numbers of followers,
would of necessity turn outside the circle of the family.
for acquiring loyal followers was the ?ranting of

~

ruler

One technique

ap~an~ges.

Other recognized techniques of traditional leadership, applicable
both to the building of a following and to the actual process of ruling,
have been described as:
(pukul).

25

flattery (bujuk), falsehood (justai), and force

Flattery, or praise, would first be tried; if this failed,

promises, perhaps of high position, might be extended--but not necessarily
fulfilled.

And finally, to those who resisted cajolery, force might be

applied to bring about the desired result.

The latter, however, had tc be

applied with care, for an opponent driven into a corner would prefer death
to compromise, as surrender was thought an unbearable shame.
Lower ranking members of the nobility ruled the Silbordinate units of
the kingdcm, or became members of the personal following of the ruler. 26
There was considerable flexibility in the territorial composition of the
kingdom, although boundaries of specific units, or the "heartland," might
be quite precisely defined, as these subordinate territorial chiefs, particularly those located on the borders between large kingdoms, might shift
their allegiance to a ruler who they believed better able to offer them
protection, or opportunities for wealth and adventure.

Because kinship

was reckoPed bilaterally, and there was much ,;.ntermarriage among the
aristocracy of South Sulawesi, most of the chiefs were related in some
degree to each other, and to higher and lower chiefs.

Ties to other

25

Husain Ibr-ahim, ,;Dinamik dan Temprernen Xasjarakat Sulawesi Selatan," Esensi, I/2 (March 1971), p. 14; interview, Husain Ibrahim, Makassar,
10 June 1971.
26 Friedericy, "D~
Standen," pp. 501-502.
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kingdoms, to

subordin~~e

chiefs,

a~d

to followers, were often forged

through mzrriage, and the marriage itself gave formal expression to the
relationship of equality or subordination of the parties involved.
This hierarchy of chiefs and kingdoms sat atop the village communities, and is thought to have developed out of them.

The villages appear

to have been originally inhabited by members of a single kin group, who
worshipped a

commo~

ornament or object, thought to contain spiritual power

inherited from the ancestors who originally possessed it.

This belief in

the spiritual power of family heirlooms provided an integrative center for
the kingroup, and belief in the spiritual power oi certain places--caves:
hills, mountain tops, trees, ponds--provided S?iritual cohesion to the
village community as non-related persons moved into the area. 27

There

seems to have been considerable internal migration in the Buginese and
Makassarese areas, and not only did strangers join established villages,
but groups of

villag~rs

would split off from the mother settlement and

?8
found a subordinate village nearby.-

Each village community chose its

own chief, usually from the descendents of the founder of the village.
Ties were maintained betweer1 the original settlement and the off-shoots
27

Chabot, Verwantschao, pp. 67-74; and C. Nooteboom, "Aantekeningen
over de Cultuur d~r Boeginezen en :lakassaren," Indonesie, 2 (1948-1949),
p. 251. In his Jcurnals James Brooke described village shrines to
which offerings were made, and noted that the "better educated" native
inhabitants thought Bali to be the sc~t of the religion of which these
practices were remnants. Brooke himself said that some of the elements of
the ceremonies were similar to those he had seen in Hindu temples; pp.

114-115.
28

some migrants were couples who had eloped, and for whom it was
dangerous to remain in their home village. Some of the splitting off, it
has been suggested, was by younger brothers unable or unwilling to compete
with their older brothers in the mother village. See Chabot, Verwantschap,
pp. 57-61.
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from it; the whole might then form

t~e

nucleus of a small kingdom.

Perhaps initially as a means of settling disputes between neighboring units, or as

defens~

agaiust

~ncroachments

from more distant and more

powerful groups, confederations were formed, with th£ chiefs of each unit
forming a ruling council, the hadat, and
.

se1 ves a r ul er o f t h e con f e derat~on. 29

t~ese

chiefs choosing among them-

The individual units retained con-

siderable autonomy in the management of their own affairs, and the power
of the head of the federation depended greatly on his relationships with
the subordinate c! iefs and on his personal authority.
The contractual relationship between the ruler and the people was
symbolized in the oath taken in the ceremony of installation, or in more
frequent ceremonies for planting and harvesting.

(In the instaJ.lation

ceremony, the hadat usually acted as the representatives of
In essence the ruler pledged to provide justice

~~d

t~e

people.)

protection from ene-

mies and hunger, in return for the loyalty of the people and their plowing
.
.n~s
. 1 anus.
. 30
an d h arvest~ng

Class, Culture

a~ci

Personalitv

At least by the late nineteenth century, personal characteristics
were an important consideration not only in the designation of rulers and
chiefs, but in the validation of social status through marriage.

A man's

social position was determined bywhomhe or his sons Lould marry. 31

In

29 K

. terms o f .n1stor~ca
.
. 1 examp 1 e ~n
.
ooreman d escr~"b es t h.~s process ~n
"Feitelijk Toestand," I, pp. 189-190. ivajo, d;;::scribed above (note 23),
would seem to provide another example.

30

zainal Abidin, "Lontara' ," p. 170, and "Perkembangan Kekuasaan
Datu Luwu' ,"part 1, pp. 6-9; Drs. Salahuddin, interview, Makassar, 2
March 1972.
31 Chabot,

Verwaatsct-,ap, p. dO.
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some kingdoms, notably Wajo, a man whose formal class position was not
sufficiently high, could purchase (through payment to the bride's family)
the required

degr~e

of pure blood to enable the marriage to take place.

32

Where such flexibility was present, not only descent but the personal
qualities of the person were taken into consideration, particularly position and wealth.

33

It was said that daughters of the nobility could marry

intellectuals, rich men, heroes (soldiers), or religious scholars (ulama)
--because in time of danger the raja needed the wisdom of the intellectuals, the wealth of the rich men, the bravery of the soldiers, and the
prayers of the ulama.

34

32 rn addition to paying the required bride price (sunra~g), a large
amount would be paid to the bride's family to defray the cost of the
wedding; Chabot, Verwantschap, p. 95. The amount of the bride price was
determine~ in each district according to rank; members of the family of
the ruler received the highest amount, and slaves the lowest. The class
of the bride's kin group was the primary determining factor, and the general rule that a woman might nut receive a bride price lower than that of
her mother is a formal expression of the rule that she nay not marry beneath her class. The preferred marriage ~as between p~rsons of the same
or similar class position; encosa~ous ~~rri3ges were frequent, as there
was no question of ~lass differenc~, they •..;ere easy to arr.:mge, and far:1ily
property was kept •. :ithin the ~in sroup. Hm.;ever, particularly for the
most prominent members of che kin group, exogamous marriages provided an
opportunity to develop links to other powerful or influential families,
and to increase the power or status of the kin group as a whole. Being
permitted to marry a woman of higher class gave formal recognition to an
increase in status of the bridegroom and/or his kin group. See Chabot,
Verwantschap, pp. 83-89.
Fric:dericy, "De Sta.."'lden," pp. 465, 55~; B. F. Natthes, Bijdragen
tot de Ethnologie van Zuid-Celebes (The Hague: Gebroeders Belinfante,
1875), p. 13. Brooke discusses the preoccupation of the nobility with the
purity of their blood--"They are as careful of their blood as we are of
that of our race horses"--and the prohibition of noble women marrying beneath their class. But he then goes on to note that wealthy freemen, particularly in Waio, do marry with the nobility: "The nakodah's [nachoda-ship's captain; possibly in Hajo a wealthy trader] sons and daughters are
all h~ghly married--the former to rajahs, the latter to the highest blood
.";Journals, pp. 73-74; 110.
33

34

sa1ahuddin, intervie<;.;,

~lakassar, 2 :larch 1972. Chabot says that
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Thus, it was not a completely closed class

~ystem.

It was rela-

tively easy for a woman to rise in position through marriage (and her kin
group shared in this increase in prestige to some extent), but a man could
increase his status only by attaining position or wealth through his own
efforts.

The competition characteristic of an achievement-oriented

society was thus very much present in what superficially appeared to be an
ascribed-status society.

This achievement orientation is reflected in the

characterization of the desirable male personality as ambitious, competitive, aggressive, proud, brave, and conscious of status; such a person was
thought able to succeed in society and to increase the prestige and posi.

t~on

35
o f h"~mse lf an d h"~s k"~ group.
A man's attempt to rise in social status would be endangered by any

loss of status of a female relative, for instance should a sister marry
someone beneath her.

Thus, marriages were arranged with a suitable person

when girls were very young, 0ften thirteen or fourteen years old.
were expected to be delicate, shy, and obedient.

Girls

They were protected from

contact with males outside the immediate family; it was considered ioproper for a woman to be alone with a man who was not a close relative.
Such an incident brought shame on the family, and if the woman were of
high rank, disaster to the kingdom.

It was then the obligation of the

insulted male, particularly the brother, to take revenge by killing the
offenders.

If the woman were unmarried, shame could be avoided only if

the personal qualities required for a man to marry above his position were
traditionally erudition (geleerch~id), br3very (dapperheid), and wealth
(rijkdom); Verwantschap, P!:'· 94-95. H. D. Mangerr:ba suggests that the
flexibility was introrluced after the coming of Islam; interview, ~~kassar,
4 December 1971.
35 Chabot, "Bontoramba," p.

197~

see also Verwantsch3D, pp. 151-152.
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the couple could be officially

marrie~

and a ceremony of reconciliation

with her family held before the unlucky couple had been caught and
killed.

36

In this atmosphere of competition and revenge, it is not surprising
that .the Buginese and Makassarese are often described as hot-tempered,
stubborn, proud, and difficult to govern.
Islam
The people of South Sulawesi had long had contact with Islam before
it became the religion of the area.

Buginese and

~ukassarese

seafarers

and traders had been in contact with the largely Hoslem commercial communities of the north and west coasts of Java and along the Malacca straits,

36 chabot, Verwantschao, pp. 151-152, 213-226. Such a marriage by
elopement is called silariang. Chabot suggests that it may be more characteristic of :~kassarese than of Buginese society.
The Dutch linguist B. F. ~~tthes in his Hakassaarsch-Hollandsch
Woordenboek (Ar::sterdam: Frederik :ruller, 1&59), p. 514, ascribes the
derivation o£ silariang to the ~·L:i.lay lari--to run. He gives the same
derivation in his 3oe~in,;esc:h-nolL:mc~\·:oordenboe~: (s 'Gravenhage: ::-1.
Nijhoff, 1874), p. 536. I a~ i~debted to Roger ~ills and ~athew Charles
for assistance on this point.
According to ~la~assar~se writers, silariang is derived from the
Makassarese word for shame, siri. The emotional power of feeling of shame
and revenge i~ certainly obvious in this particular institution.
The girls involved were usually unmarried; presumably crarried women
had learned to be more careful. Although such incidents of "improper contact" were often acciuo=:ui..al, Chabot notes that it was always possible for
either the man or the wo~n deliberately to find a way to be seen alone
together.
P~rt of the ceremony of reconciliation was the paying of the bride
price, which seems to have been standardized for those who had eloped and
t~us did not depend on the class position of the woman.
In ~ddition to the cited passages in Chabot, there is an extensive
discussion of silari.ang in Abdurrahim, "Dari Hal 'Silariang' Diantara Suku
Makassar," in Mangemba, Kenallah Sulawesi Selatan, pp. 117-123. Shorter
mention is made in }!angemba, Kenallah Sulawesi Selatan, pp. 11-12; and
Chabot, "Bontoramba," pp. 195-197.
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and wit:h Ternate in the Moluccas (with which kingdom Goa had a treaty of
friendship).

A Moslem

~~lay

community had been settled in the city of

Makassar since the mid-sixteenth century, and the Raja of Goa had welcomed
their presence by building a mosque for chem.

However, the area was

Islamized only after the Raja of Goa himself, and his closest advisers,
embraced the Islamic faith in 1605. 37
People of the area had contact not only with Islam, but with the
Roman Catholic religion of the Portuguese traders then active in the
archipelago.

There were Portuguese

livL~g

in the city of Makassar, and

conversions to Roman Catholicism occurred there, and to the north in the
Suppa area.

38

The Moslem Malays in

~~kassar,

many of whom had fled from

Malacca when it fell to the Portuguese in 1511, warned against the intrigues and hidden intentions of the Portuguese, and it may have been they
who took the initiative in inviting Islamic scholars to come to Makassar
to counter the proselytizing activities of the Portuguese.
(Islamic religious teacher) arrived in

~fakassar

Three ulama

at the end of the

37 For ~he story of the Islamization
o£ South Sulawesi see: J. ~oor
duyn, "De Islamisering van Nakasar," BKI, 112 (1956), pp. 247-266; Mangemba, Kenallah Sulawesi Selatan, pp. 88-99; and the series of articles iPthe journal Bingkisan by Ah::1ad .:-rakarausu Amansjah--":1ula2 Orang HakassarBugis Hengenal Islam," I/15 (15 ~!arch 1968), pp. 22-26 and I/16 (1 April
1968), pp. 14-19; "I .:-1allingkaeng Daeng :ranjonri Karaeng Katangka (l·la'
Gauka ri-Tallo dan Ba.lligau ri-Gowa jang mula pertama Islam)," I/20 (1 June
1968), pp. 29-58; "I 1-!anga'rangi Daeng Hanrabbija Karaeng Samba ke-XIV,"
I/20 (1 June 1968), pp. 59-66; ''Pengaruh Pukulan Gelombang Kebudajaan
Islam Hemadj ukan Kebudaj aan Bugis-.:-lakassar," II/1 (1 Sept. 1968), pp. 4961; "Agama Islam dan Pengaruhnja p.::.da Kebudajaan Bugis-Makassar," II/3
(Nov. 1968), pp. 6-17; "Pengaruh Islam dalam Adat Istiadat Bugis Hakassar,"
II/5 (Jan. 1969), pp. 32-42, II/6 (Feb. 1969), pp. 16-30i a~d II/8 (April
1969), pp. 29-35.
38Noorduyn, "Islamisering," pp. 249-250; Mangemba, Kenallah
Sulawesi
Selatan, p. 88; an account of competition between tne Portuguese Catholics
and Halay and Suna.tran Moslems is given in ~icolas Gervaise, An Histvrical
Description of the Kin;;do:n of :·lo.c2sar in tile E.:1st Indies (London: n. p.,
1701), pp. 121-132; and in .:-1akarausu, "I :-lallinkaeng," pp. 50-51.
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sixteenth century.

They were

Minang~abau

from Kota

T~ngah,

West Sumatra,

the homeland of a number of the Makassar Hoslems, and were members of the
orthodox Sufi brotherhood Khalwatiya (Chalawatijah in Indonesian).

These

ulama are credited with the conversion of the Raja of Goa and of his uncle
and adviser, the Raja of the associated kingdom of Tallo.
spread o f I s 1 am was

From then the

"d • 39

rap~

The Raja of Goa issued a call to the rulers of the other kingdoms to
accept the Islamic faith; the call is said to have been based on an earlier agreement that any ruler who discovered a new and better path was
obliged to inform the other rulers of the discovery.

However, only the

minor kingdoms responded affirmatively, and Goa, fearing the renewal of
the alliance of Bone, Wajo, and Soppeng against her, declared a Holy War
against her old rivals.

The recalcitrant kingdoms were subdued--Soppeng

39The Goa chronicles mention
only one ulama, Chatib Tunggal, I Data
ri Bandang; G. J. ~~olhoff and ,\bdurrahim, Sedjarah Goa C·1akassar: Jajasan
Kebudajaan Sulawesi Selatan & Tenggara, n.d.), pp. 56-57. The accounts cf
Ahmad Hakarausu Ar::ansj ah .:.ention three t:l.:2::1a: Abdullah :·1a' :·Iur Chatib
Tunggal, Data Bandan;; Chatib Sulai::::J:-1, D.J.to Pattin:mg; and Ch:tib Bu...""lgsu,
Dato Tiro. He say::; ;:;,c;.:: because of the strong Portu;uese influence in
Makassar the ulama went first to Luwu, and succeeded in converting the
Datu of Luwu to Islam in 1603; they returned to ~~kassar on the advice of
the Datu of Luwu that a stronger kingdom than his was necessary as the
base for the development of Islam in Sulawesi. In this account Chatib
Sulaiman remained in Luwu; Chatib Bungsu, particularly versed in Sufi
mysticism ~"ilmu Tasauf"), settled in Tiro, on the Gulf of Bone where the
people were "anamisme fanatik" with a strong mystical strain; Chatib
Tunggal alone returned to Goa where he converted the two rajas. ~~karausu,
"I Mallingkaeng," pp. 52-57 and ;'Pengaruh Pukulan," pp. 58-59. A. similar
account is given i:: H. :roh. Sanusi Dg. Xattata, Luwu Dalam Revolusi
(Makassar: mimeo, 1967), pp. 53-SS. (Hereafter Sanusi, Luwu.)
Ahmau •·i:akarausu Amansj ah also mentions that Sj iah Islam was brou;;ht
to the Takalar area from Aceh via Banjarmassin by Asijjid Djalaluddin
Al'aidid during the time when Data ri Bandang was still alive; traces are
said to be still notice~ble in that area today. A ~karausu Amansjah,
"Mazhab Sji'ah di Tjikowang," Bingkisan II/11 (July 1969), pp. 27-39;
III/1-2 (Sept./Oct. 1969), pp. 40-44.
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in 1609, Wajo in 1610, Bone in 1611--and declared converted to Islam.

40

Only isolated mountain areas--particularly the Toraja area in the central
interior, and the Bawakaraeng and Lompobattang
sphere of Islam.

areas--~emained

outside the

4i.

Thus South Sulawesi was officially converted to Islam, by force of
arms if necessary.
Islam remained

It was a conversion of society from the too down, and

clo~~ly

associated with the local aristocracy.

Royal

patronage was important not only in the initial conversion, but in the
subsequent spread of the new religion.
lished pesantren (religious
other schools.

schools)~

The three Minangkabau ulama estaband their students went on to found

Local rulers served as pa -ons to the schools.

42

Mosques

40 rhe Raja of Bone had recommended
to the hadat that it would be
preferable to heed Goa's demand and accept Islam '~i~hout opposition, than
to be defeated militarily and oade "slaves" of Go<',. and then be forced to
accept Islam. His advice was not heeded, and the hadat selected a new
Arumpone to replace him. The former raj a did become a Z.loslem, and was
given the Islamic title of Sultan Adam, by Dato ri Bandang with whom he
stayed in Goa. .:-Iakarausu, "Pengaruh Pukulan," p. 56; :·lakarausi, "I
Hanga'rangi," pp. 61-63; ~langernba, ::enallah S:t:tlaw2si Selatan, pp. 92-97.
I 1

~~On~ area mentioned is Kajang, in Bulukumba, where the Patuntung

people live; in 1959 this area was still describ~d as one where there was
little Islamic influence. ~akarausu, "Agama Islam dan Pengaruhnja," p. 8;
Abdul Qahar Muzakkar, "Tjatatan Bathin Pedjoang Islam Revolusioner" (typescript manuscript in my possession), Part 1, p. 4.
42 one of the most famous early
products of these schools was Sjech
Jusuf, who in 1644 left Sulawesi to study in Aceh, ~lecca, ~edina and
Damascus, and attained the highest title in the Khalwatiya brotherhood-S~ech Jusuf bin Abdullah.
He did not return to }lakassar, but settled in
Banten, where he married the daur ':·-of Sultan Ageng Tirtajasa and was
appointed }f;;fti of Banten. He fc
...-:gether with his father-in-law
against the VOC, and was exiled by ..... ,: . tc.h first to Ceylon and then to
the Cape of Good Hope, where he died. t_is body was returned to Indonesia,
and his grave, near Makassar, is an object of local pilgrimage and veneration. See H. D. Hangemba, "Sjech Jusuf," Sulawesi, I/7 (Harch 1959), pp.
265-268; and Hamka, Sedjarah Urnat Islam (Bukittinggi-Djakarta: Nusantara,
[?] 1961) , p. 852.
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were

b~;i.lt

in the towns, and prayer houses in the villages.

Islamic ad-

visers (kadhi or kali) were appointed to the hadat and the rulers, where
they served as judges of the religious courts (2..jarijah, sarat).

Imams

(mosque officials) were appointed to the wanua (adat communities); and
~

(Anrong-Guru or Anre-Guru), were both the teachers who brought the

new faith to the villages and the lowest officials in the Islamic administrative hierarchy.

The guru were the members of the subsidiary religious

courts oi which the imam was the head.

Royal relatives or high aristo-

crats were usually appointed to the positions of kadhi and imam.

43

There

seem to have been no religious teachers, such as the kiyai in Java, outside the administrative hierarchy, and thus no split developed between the
aristocracy and the Moslem leaders.
Apparently from the

s~art

44

the people of South Sulawesi met the

ritual obligations of Islam with the devotion that was later to be described as "fanatic," whatever the depth of their understanding of the
precepts of that religion.

OnE early French visitor to

~bkassar

commented:

. . • it is not to be imagined, with what exactness
the Macasarians acquit ~hemselves of the Duties enjoyn'd
by their new Religion.4)
4~

.>Makarausu, "Pengaruh Islam," II/5 (Jan. 1969), pp. 32, 40; II/6
(Feb. 1969), pp. 26-27. ~latthes, Ethnologie, p. 78; Chabot, "Bontoramba,"
p. 207; Bakkers, "Bani," p. 99.
44 The situation may have beer. similar to that in Sulu, where there
is no mention of pesantren as a base for independent religious teachers in
the literature on the area: Najeeb ~1. Saleeby~ The Historv of Sulu
(Manila: Philippine Bureau of Science, Division of Ethnographic Publications, Vol. IV, part 2, 1908); Cesar ~laj ul, Xoslems in the PhiliPpines
{Quezon C:i.ty: University of Philippines Press, 1973); Thomas Kiefer, The
Tausug: Violence and Law in a P~ilipoine ~oslem Societv (~ew York: Holt,
Hart, and Winston, 1972). I am indebted to James Siegel for these references.
45

Gervaise, Kingdom of ~casar, p. 133; see also pp. 150-151.
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Later Dutch commentators noted the

j~xtaposition

of careful observance of

.
1 obl.1gat~ons
.
. h sa
h 11ow k.n owe
1 d ge o f t h ere1.1g1on
.
.
lf • 46
r1tua
w1t.
1tse
The tapid spread of Islam in South Sulawesi was facilitated by the
fact that it was a mystical Sufi version of Islam that was brought by the
Minangkabau ulama.

The congruence of Sufi mysticism with pre-existing

beliefs in Indonesia has often been noted, and Sulawesi was no exception.
Older, animistic, beliefs in the innate power of creatures, living and
dead, and of objects (stones in particular, as in much of Southeast Asia)
continued to be held by many of the people, and ceremonies reflecting
these beliefs and later Hindu-Buddhist influences were observed well into
the twentieth century.

Of particular significance was the continuation of

the worship of the regalia of the kingdoms, which was central
. .
1 cones1on
.
.
sp1r1tua

~

OL

~o

the

. .
47
t h e commun1t1es.

46 Bakkers, "Boni," p. 66; Hatthes, Ethnologie, pp. 77-78; art.
"Bougineezen," E:U, I (1917), p. 325.
47

on the earlier beliefs see ,:;.hr:;.ad :·lakarausu Amansjah, "Kepertjajaan2
Bugis-}lakassar S~bdu1:1 :-:~::;enal l..;l;:::1," B~r:::kisan, I/17 (15 April 1963),
pp. 28-30; I/18 (1 :·lay 1963), pp. 6-9; .:md ..Ub. C. ~ruyt, Het Animisne in
den Indisch.;m Arcnipel \S '~:::a·vcr-.i;ag.a: ~·larcinus :;ij hoi£, 1906), pp. 226-227,
337-338. ~-lorship at shrines and giving c£ offerings was noted by 19th
century visitors, James Brooke in his Journals, p. 114, and Alfred Russel
Wallace, The ~1alay Archipelago (~ew York: Dover, 1962; republication of
last revis~d edition of the ·..:ork first publi:::he.:l in London by Macmillan
and Company in 1869), p. 166. Concerniug the regalia, Kooreman wrote:
"The Makassarese and Buginese in reality worship their ornaments much more
thar1 Allah and his Pro?het"; "Feitelijke Toestand." IG, I (1883), p. 177.
In the southernmost part of the peninsula worship of a spirit known
as Karaeng Lowe (the Great Lord, identified by Kruyt as Siva) was reported
in the mid-nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The objects of worship were stones in the shape of human genitalia, both male and female
(Karaeng Lowe in some locations was said to be a male spirit, in others
female; in either case the Karaeng was usually accompanied by a spouse).
See Kruyt, Het Animisme, pp. 500-502; art. "Karaeng Lowe," ENI. II (1918),
pp. 2il-272; .\. Goudswaard, "Brief," }1ededeelingen van we~ehet :~eder
landsche Zendelinggenootschap (hereafter ~~Z), 4 (1860), pp. 354-364; A.
Goudswaard, "Siwa-Dienst in Zuid-Celeb~s: Karaeng Lowe," HNZ, 9 (1865),
pp. 75-100, 289-314.
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There were no sharp breaks with these older beliefs and practices,
as people selected from the new religion--which shared many of these
mystical undertones--elements which seemed appropriate or convincing to
them.

Islam provided alternatives to customary ways of doing things:

sometimes Islamic prescriptions replaced what had been done before, sometimes the new rules were ignoJ:ed, and sometimes a new synthesis was
created.

In this way Islamic practices and beliefs blended with those

already present, and portions of Islamic law became amalgamated with the
customary practice of the community.

Indeed, the Indonesian word for

customary law, adat--so often placed in analytical opposition to Islam by
.
. o f A rab ~c
.
Dutch sch o 1 ars an d a dmin~strators--~s

. .

or~g~n.

48

In South Sulawesi, Islam had been credited with limiting the absolute powers of the rajas, making it easier for the

co~on

people to

approach them, and introducing some flexibility into the class rules for
marriage.

49

Adat, however, was the final authority, for it was the

hadat (in effect the adat council)

~hich

could confirm or revoke the deci-

sions of the religious court of the kadhi.

The kadhi and the imam were

more often advisers than members of the hadat, and, perhaps because they
were usually relatives of the ruler, often paid more attention to his
wishes than to the prescriptions of the Islamic law.

50

rly the early

48

Even in Arabia, as the great Dutch scholar of Islam noted, Islam
>:vas adjusted by the people to their ways of thinking (denk.-wij·~cn), customs
(gewooten), and habits (insettingen); C. Snouck Hurgronj e, "Het ~1ohamme
danisme" (1911), in Verspn Lde G;:schriften, Vol. 4 (Bonn & Leipzig: Kurt
Schroeder, 1924), pp. 205-2uc,

49 sanusi, Luwu, p. 48; Hakarausu, "Agama Islam," Bingkisan, II/3, p.
11; interview, H. D. Hangemba, ~1akassar, 4 December 1971.
50

Makarausu, "Pengaruh Islam," Bingkisan, II/6, pp. 24-27.
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twentieth century there was an extensive system of Islamic courts in South
Sulawesi, with jurisdiction over disputes involving marriage, divorce, and
inheritance.

The law which they applied, however, was an amalgamation of

Islamic and customary law.
Sketch of History to 1905

51

52

The competitiveness within South Sulawesi society has been described
by Chabot as an example of the phenomenon of "opposition," which he sees
as being characteristic of
persons.

53

relatio1·~ u~Lween

kingdoms as well as between

The principal participants in the competition between the

kingdoms of South Sulawesi were Goa, the political center of the Makassarese, and Bone, the corresponding center of the Buginese.

Both acknowl-

edged Luwu as the original kingdom uf the peninsula, but its power had
w~ed

by the thirteenth century, before historical records were kept. 54

51
A listing of courts is given in Adatrechtbundcls, 1 (1911), pp.
231-232; a report on the administration of Islamic law in South Sulawesi
is in the ~a~e volume! pp. 235-243.
5 2 r n tryutg
.
. 1n
. a f ew pages severa 1 centur1es
.
to su.rn.':lar1ze
o f h.1sto::7

of ~• drea which contains a large n~~ber of separate pol1tical units, ~ach
with its own history, it is perhaps inevitable that there will be some
distortion. This is even more the case because as yet, to the author's
knowledge, no general history of the area has been written in any language.
Perhaps closest to such a history is Drs. Salahuddin's very us~ful paper
(first mentioned in footnote 8), \vhich pulls together a wealth of data in
chronological order, a.ithough of necessity it is presented very briefly
and with a minimum o.L analysis; f•Jrther, it covers only the period 15001800. Professor Noorduyn provides a brief bibliography with his article,
"South Celebes Historical \.Jriting," but the items included are, for the
most part, translations of individual chronicles. Tte publications of the
jajasan Kebudajaan Sulawesi Selatan ~ Tenggara (South and Southeast Sulawesi Cultural Foundation), both its journal, Bingkisan, and its occasional
monographs, are valuable, but tend also to be confined to histories of
particular kingdoms.
53 Chabot, Verwantschap, pp. 120-132.
54

An estimate that Lm.;u reached its greatest extent between the
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Bone's economic power was based on its control, together with its
allies Wajo and Soppeng, of the rice basin in the central plain.

Makas-

sar's power came increasingly to rest on its position as a major entrepot
in the spice trade.

To play a significant role as a power in the archi-

pelago it was necessary to have both a supply of rice to feed one's population (and one's warriors), and to be able to participate in trade,
either through transshipment of goods from more inaccessible parts of the
archipelago, or through exporting products from one's own hinterland.
competition between

~~kassar

The

and Bone was in part a competition to merge

and control the resources of the

penins~la

in order to participate in the

profitable trade of the archipelago.
The first historical king of Goa, Tumapa'risi-kalonna, who reigned
approximately 1512-1548, is credited with building the foundation for its
expansion into the most powerful kingdom in the peninsula.

By the middle

of the following century Goa had subjugated Sumoawa (whose aristocracy is
still of Xakassarese origin), attacked 3runei, and occu?icd coastal por. 55

tions o f nort h ern Su1 awes~.

Fighting between Goa and the rival kingdom

of Bone, both aided by allies among the other kingdoms, seems to have been
virtually constant.

Although a boundary between the two kingdoms was

stipulated in a 1565 treaty settling a major conflict between them,
ninth and thirteenth centuries is given by Salahuddin, "Sulawesi Selat:m,"
p. 7; and by Andi Zainal Abidin, "Kekuasaan Datu Luwu," part 2, III/3--4
(Nov.-Dec. 1969), p. 12. Both give as their source "Bestuur Not; 'ubernur
Couvrier," ~umber 2698 (a copy o.:: which is at the Jajasan Kebudajaan Sulawesi Selatan & Tenggara in ~~kassar, but which I was unable to consult).

55

Noorduyn, "South Celebes Historical Writing," p. 151; Salahuddin,
"Sulawesi Selatan," pp. 11-12; La Side, "Peranan Keradjaar-. G;:;~-.:. a.:J:,agai
Negara Maritim abad 16 dan 17," paper presented to the Second National
History Seminar in Jogjakarta, August 1970, pp. 15-16.
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shifting alliances with the large number of lesser principalities

~~

the

area, and frequent strife and warfare, continued to characterize political
relationships in South Sulawesi until the Netherlands Indies Government
subdued the entire area and fixed territorial boundaries of the various
units in the period 1905-1910.

56

Goa had come close to establishing real hegemony in the area after
the conversion of the fourteenth raja to Islam in 1605, and the subsequent
forcible submission of Sidenreng, Soppeng, Wajo, and finally Bone, to the
1:\7

Prophet--and to the Raja of Goa--during the years 1609-1611.-·

The rapid

conversion of the principalities of South Sulawesi to Islam so soon after
the arrival of three prominent ulaoa from

~linangkabau

at the end of the

sixteenth century, was no doubt facilitated by the wide acquaintance of
the maritime

Bugis-}~kassar

ports of Java and Sumatra.

53

people with the Islamic peoples of the coastal
Further, the fact that the first contacts of

56 some scholars have seen the drawing of boundaries as distinguishing the "level-headed" :·!a~:assar:::se a:::.d Buc;inese fro:J the inhabitants o£
other less clearly defined r~~onesian ~ingdoms; sc~. for exacplc, G. J.
Resink's Indonesia's Hi.~:torv J~t':kei1 the :·!·:tilS i.lne Ha~ue: \-.i. van Hoeve,
1968), p. 43; Zainal ..:..oiciin, "i.unt.:.ra' ," p. 163. nowever, as not-=d abovt:!,
from my reading of the general history of the area, it appears that only
the "heartland" of the various units was defined, and shifts in allegiance
occurred along the edges, giving a degree of uncertainty and instability
to borders.
One of the best known of the· allia.:1r:es among kingdoms was that of
1582 between Bone, 1-.'ajo, and Soppeng (Tellumpotjtjoe). However, in 1667
Wajo sent aid to Goa (against whom the alliance had originally been directed) in its fight against Bone and their Dutch allies, probably as much because of a marital tie with Goa as because of the officially staced reasun
--that foreign intervention had invalidated the treaty; Zainal Abidin,
"Lontara'," p. 169. In 1737 \.Jajo called on Bone, in the name of the
Tellumpocjcjoe alliance, to work together to oust the Dutch; Salahuddin,
"Sulawesi Selai..an," p. 35.
57Noorduyn, "South Celebes Historical Writing," pp. 145-147; Noorduyn, "Islamisering va.~ Makasar," pp. 247-266; !-~ngemba, Kenallah Sulawesi
Selatan, pp. 88-99.
58Ahm..:ld }~karausu Amansjah, ":-1ula2 Orang 1-~kassar-Bugis }1engenal
Islam," p. 25.
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the

k~~dom

came at

of Goa with the Portuguese and the Dutch East India Company

abou~

the same time, may have increased interest in Islam as a

source of spiritual power to strengthen the kingdom in facing the threat
of the aggressive foreigners.
After the fall of Malacca to the Portuguese in 1511 there had been
an influx of foreign traders--particularly Malays from Patani, Johor,
Champa,

~•d

Minangkabau--to Makassar.

Trade apparently remained in for-

eign hands for some years, but by the early seventeenth century when the
Portuguese were themselves ousted from Malacca by the Dutch and came to
Makassar to trade, the Makassarese nobility was itself directly involved
in commerce.

The Portuguese held a particularly privileged position in

Makassar in the years 1615-1665, although traders from all nations were
welcomed.

59

The Dutch, however, who began to appear on the scene during

this same period, demanded an end to Makassar's participation in the spice
trade.

60
Goa resisted the Dutch demands, but tension increased, and sporadic

fighting occurred with the insistent foreigners.

At the same time ancient

enmities with Bone continued, and severe fighting broke out in the 1640's
59 schrieke, Indonesian Sociological Studies, I, pp. 65-74; Abdurrahim, "Kedatangan Orang ~lelaj u di ~·Iakassar," in Hangemba, Kenallah Sul::-•. :~ i
Selatan, pp. 143-146; F. W. Stapel, Het Bongaais Verdra& (Groningen, The
Hague: J. B. Wolt~rs, 1922), pp. 4-8; C. R. Boxer, "Some Portuguese
Sources for Indonesian Historiography," in Soedj atmoko et al., eds.,
Indonesian Historiography, pp. 230-231.
60

The dis~y of the ruler of Goa is indicated by his answer, in
1615, to the demand of the Company for a trade monopoly:
"God has made the earth and the sea, has divided the earth among
mankind and given the sea in common. It is a thing unheard of that
anyone should be forbidden to sail the seas • • • • "
The translation is from Res ink, Between the ~fvths, p. 45; quoted in Stapel,
Bongaais Verdrag, p. 14; and in Salahuddin, "Sulawes:. Selatan," p. 10.
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and again in the 1660's.

Goa's two

~nemies

then forged an alliance, and

in 1666, Bone under the leadership of Arung Palakka, and the Dutch East
India Company under Cornelius Speelman, attacked and subdued the kingdom
of Goa and its brave raja, Sultan Hasanuddin.

61

Goa's submission was

formalized in the Treaty of Bongaya (18 November 1667), which required Goa
to give up all claims to territory outside the kingdom itself, to have no
further contact with other foreign powers, and to accept the Company's
monopoly of trade.

In form, it was a multilateral treaty of peace,

friendship, and alliance, which included nut only Goa, Bone and the

Co~

pany, but also Terr.ate, Tidore, Bacan, Buton, Soppeng, and Luwu, and was
open to any others which might \vish to join.
agreemeut in 1670.

W-3.jo did accede to the

62

In fact, fighting broke out between the Company and Goa within a
year,

end~ng

with the removal of Sultan Hasanuddin from the throne and his

exile to Java.

The Dutch destroyed the great forts of Goa, except for

Ujung Pandang, ,.,i-!.ich they occupied as their headquarters and renamed Fort
61 since iadependeace Sultan rtasaauuJin has become something of ~~
Indonesian national hero; an account of his life is the main substance of
a memorial issue of Bingkisan, I/20 (1 June 1968). Interestingly enough,
also included is a biography of his great enemy, Arung Palak.l<a, "Sedj e:nput
Riwajat Hid up 'Aruppalakka :ralarnpee Gemrnekna, "' pp. 73-100. According to
this account, as a youth .-\rung Palakka and his family had been held as
exiles in Goa from 1646 until he led an uprising of Bone captives who had
been working under cruel conditions building fortifications in Goa against
the Dutch. His father, upset by the harsh treatment of the captives, had
run amok and been killed by followers of Sultan Hasanuddin. Vlekke mentions that Arung Palakka had been exiled (Nusantara, p. 169), and Hall
that his family had been killed by Hasanuddin (HiStory, p. 322).
62 salahuddin, "Sulawesi Selata11," pp. 13, 15-26. A detailed account
of these events, from the Dutch point of view, is the substance of
Stapel's Bongaais Verdrag; the text of the treaty is on pp. 237-247.
Salahuddin provides a summary of the text in Indonesian as an appendix to
his paper.
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Rotterdam.

Resistance to the Dutch was never completely ended.

~JO

princes who had been allies of Hasanuddin fled to Java and fought against
the expansion of Dutch control there, first with the Sultan of Banten and
ten
h

. h t.e
h .a
M d urese

w~t

.

pr~nce,

Truno dJOJO.
· · 63

In Sulawesi itself, the kingdom of Wajo took a leading role in the
mid-eighteenth century in the resistance to the Dutch.

Goa continued to

attempt to regain its lost territories, and to have the Treaty of Bongaya
revoked.

This it failed to do, and the treaty was renewed in 1740 and

1824 (the latter after the Netherlands Government had replaced the Dutch
Each India

Co~pany).

With the decline in the power of Goa, Bone became

the dominant kingdom in the peninsula, and throughout the nineteenth century the Dutch in a number of punitive expeditions tried to check the
power of their erstwhile allies.

In 1860 Bone was forced to sign a con-

tract with the Netherlands East Indies government, in which it was made a
vassal state, and part of its southern territory was annexed to the NEI
government as a directly ruled region.

64

63

salc>.huddin, ''Sulawesi Selatan," pp. 24, 28-29; according to this
account, Buginese troops under Arung Palakka fought at the same time with
the Company and Mataram against Trunodjojo in Java. Accounts based on
Dutch sources usually refer to the :mkassarese fighting in Java as
"pirates"; see Schrieke, Indonesian Sociological Studies, 1, pp. 76-77;
Vlekke, Nusantara, pp. 176-177; and Hall, History, p. 323.
64 For an account of the troubled relations of the Company, the
British, and the Dutch Government with Bone, see E. B. Kielstra, Indisch
Nederland (Haarlem: De Erven F. Bohn, 1910), pp. 332-357. See also:
Salahuddin, "Sulawesi Selatan," pp. 33-36; J. M. Somer, Vestiging, Doorveering en Consolidatie van het ~ederlandsche Gezag in Nederlandsch-Indie
(Breda: De Koninklijke Militaire Academie, 1935), pp. 47-49, 90-93; and
the general comments of Vlekke in Nusantara, pp. 205-206, 299. Somer includes a listing of expeditions in south Sulawesi in the period 1819-1905,
pp. 280-281. An account of two major expeditions is given in M. T. H.
Perelaer, De Bonische Expeditien . . . in 1859 & 1860 (Leiden: Gualth
Kolff, 1872).
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'Sy th2 end of the nineteenth century the Netherlands Indies Govern-

ment recognized three

typ~s

of territories in South Sulawesi:

directly

ruled lands (Goa and Sinjai-Kajang-Bulukumba), vassal states (Bone and
Tanette), and allies (the most important being Luwu, Wajo, and Mandar).
Formal

relationshir~

were governed by a variety of agreements which had

developed out of the original Treaty of Bongaya, many as treaties of peace
following military expeditions, but in relations among themselves and
severally with the Netherlands Indies Government, the various types of

. .
. h ao. 1 e. 65
1 an d s were scarce1 y d ~st~ngu~s
Although the Dutch

sometim~s

claimed that their control over South

Sulawesi began with the Treaty of Bongaya,

66

that even in Goa, Dutch control was largely

it is generally acknowledged
th~t

of maintaining the com-

mercial monopoly rutd did not extend to political governance, while in the
rest of South Sulawesi it was only after the military conquest of 1905. 1y
1910 t h at Dutc h power was e ff ect~ve

.

exerc~se

67
d ~n
. t he ~nter~or.
.
.

65

Kielstra, Indisch Nederland, p. 330; Somer, Vestiging, p. 92; Jan
Marginus Somer, De Korte Verklaring (Breda: Corona, 1934), p. 114.
66

Resink mentions the Atlas van Tropish Nederland sketch of the territory controlled by the Dutch East India Company in southern Sulawesi in
the seventeenth cEi:nt·ury 3.S bei.ng a "territorial myth" comparable to those
of the Nagarakertagama; Between the ~[yths, p. 44. Huch of Resink' s book
is devoted to deflating claims of extensive Dutch control outside Java
prior to the twentieth century.
67 Somer, Vestiging, pp. 14, 41, 47-49; Kielstra, Indisch Nederland,
p. 380.
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CHAPTER II
SOUTH SULAWESI UNDER DUTCH COLONIAL RULE

The extension of effective Dutch rule in South Sulawesi at the turn
of the century cannot be separated from the general expansion of Dutch
In part this Dutch

control throughout the archipelago from 1873 or-wards.

"forward movement" was but another manifestation of the lively imperial
expansion of the latter half of the nineteenth centurJ, and in part it was
a reaction to it--Dutch officials expressed the fear that areas which they
neglected would be tempting targets for

oth~r

powers.

1

The decision to

expand Dutch rule at this time was also a reflection of the ascendency of
the advocates of Liberalism in the determination of colonial policy.
~~rlier

The

Culture System, dependent for 1ts profits on a plentiful supply of

cheap labor, had been largely confined to heavily populated Java, and
during this period expansion of rule into the sparsely inhabited outer
islands was thought an unnecessary expense.

The Liberals attacked the

Culture System both for its restrictions on free enterprise and for its
devastating effect on native welfare.

Basic to the Liberals 1 philosophy

was the belief that a laissez-faire policy would bring improved welfare to
the native population at the same time that it increa$ed the profits of
the capitalists.

The desire to curb the power of the despotic local

1

E. B. Kielstr3, De Vestiging van het Nederlandsche Gezag in Den
Indischen Archipcl (Haarlem: De Erven F. Bohn, 1920), pp. 40-41; Rupert
Emerson, }~laysia (Kuala Lumpur: University of Malaya Press, 1964), pp. 5,
110, 379-408, for a general discussion of the Dutch "forward movement."
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rulers by placing them under the supervision of the humane,

ration~l,

and

efficient Dutchmen of the colonial administration was an essential component of the Liberal approach.

2

Although the requirements of capitalist expansion and the fear of
Zoreign intervention formed the context within whic:· the general decision
to expand Dutch rule \vas made, neither appears to have been significant in
the specific decisions which were made with regard to South Sulawesi.
There it appears that the extension of Dutch rule occurred as a consequence of the decision that the only solution to the perennial "unrest" in
the area v.as a ruthless "pacification" campaign, similar to that so recently and successfully completed in Aceh.

3

With the situation in Aceh

under control, attention was turned in early !905 to the troublesome
southwest of Sulawesi.
impossible.

The Dutch determi.ned to make continued resistance

There were to be no more punitive expeditions, but a final

settlement through military conquest.

There were to be no more treaties

and agreements spcll.i.ng

.rights a.nd obligations, but only

oui.. r:~::~..:.i.p:coca.l

short declarations (korte

verk~arin 0 en),

in which the native rulers swore

2
J. S. Furnivall, Netherlands India (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1967), pp. 177-178, 199, 226-229; Kielstra, Vestiging, pp. 40-42;
W. Middendorp, "The Administration of the Outer Provinces of the Netherlands Indies," in B. Schrieke, ed., The Effect of \\estern Influence on
Native Civilisations in the ~1alay Archipelago (Batavia: G. Kolff & Co.,
1929), pp. 40-45.
3Discussions of the desirability of extending Dutch rule in South
Sulawesi had been carried on since the 1860's. In the period 1860-1870,
according to Somer, the higher authorities in the Netherlands held to a
general nolicy of restraint (onthouding--abstinence), but the government
in the Indies, which favored further annexation of territory, was in practice given an increasing~y frc~ hand. (As noted above some of Bone's territory was annexed following the campaigns of 1859-1860.) The hand was
extended first in Aceh, and was not free to grasp territory elsewhere
until the conclusion of the Aceh c..;ar in 1904. See Somer, Korte Verklaring,
pp. 113-118.
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loyalty to the Queen of the Netherlands and the Governor-General of the
Netherlands Indies, agreed to have no contact with foreig&:: JOwers, and
promised to carry out all regulations and orders which had been or might
be promulgated by the Queen, the

Governor-Gcner~l, or their deputies. 4

Dutch Pacification of South Sulawesi:

1905-1910

The instigators and leaders of the opposition to the Dutch in South
Sulawesi were the loc,.! rulers, and as the Dutch believed that Islam had
not deeply penetrated the population, they felt that there was little
reason to fear that a Holy War might be proclaimed against them.

In Aceh

the Dutch had used the adat chiefs to win the population away from the
Islamic teachers, for it was the latter who were the most fierce opponents
of the Dutch.

However, in South Sulawesi the religious teachers were part

of the Islamic administrative hierarchy, which was under the guidance of
the chiefs and rulers, and thus there was no such split between adat
chiefs and religious teachers.

Thus, the Dutch directed their attacks in

South Sulawesi against the rajas, hoping to separate there from the people,
who the D~tch saw as the victims of the tyranny of the chiefs and rulers. 5

4The text of the korte verklaring, in
Dutch and in Indonesian, is in
the standard work on the subject, Somer, Korte Verklaring, pp. 362-363.
5Kielstra, Indisch Nederland,
pp. 352-353. Mention of the weakness
of Islam was by two gc·?ernors of Sulaw-esi: C. A. Kroesen, "Memorie van
Overgave van het Bestuu:L over llt:t Gouvernement Celebes en Onderhoorigheden," 3 September l906, State Archives, The Hague (hereafter SA),
Mailrapport 1748/1906, Verbaal 16 January 1907, no. 30, p. 11; and H. N. A.
Swart, "Hemorie van overgave van het Bestuur over het Gouvernement Celebes
en Onderhoorighened," 16 May 1908, SA, :Iailrapport 1191/1908, Verbaal 9
March 1909, no. 50, p. 20. There is mention of a veiled reference to
taking part in a Holy \.Jar against the Dutch in a letter frorr. the younger
brother of the Raja of Goa to the Regent of Bonthain, but the authenticity
of the letter was apparently in doubt; see Advies van den Raad van Nederlandsch-Indie, 22 September 1905, SA, ~L:lil rapport 994/1905, Verbaal 9 June
1908, no. 47, ?P· 5-6.
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In February and April 1905 the Governor of Celebes C. A. Kroesen
urged punitive action against Goa for general failure to fulfill its contractual obligations, and for the particular offense of having sent a
number of armed men (including

~he

raja's brother and two of his sons) to

Sawitto, an area to the r.orth which had risen in :-ebellion against the
Dutch authorities.

Although in April the Netherlands Indies Government

did occupy the port of Pare-Pare (through which arms were being smuggled
to the rebellious states), neither the Governor-General nor the

I~dies

Council (Raad van Nederlandsch-Indie) were persuaded that Goa's transg:-essions justified demanding further cession of
without a

prelimin~ry

warning.

territory--particcl~rly

The Governor-General cautioned that care

must be taken to avoid giving the

appearan~e

of having provoked resistance

--or the already .:!i.!:trustful local rulers might have cause to think "that
the Government is merely looking for a reason to make itself master of
their lands."

Further, action should first be taken against Bone--the

" most power f u1 an d nost

.-

gu~~ty.

"

6

Governor Kroesen agreed that Bone t·Jas the most dangerous of the
kingdoms, because its "insolent attitude" of refusing to impose stipulated
import and export duties or to pay an indemnity was being supported by
other

import~<t

rulers.

Thus, to maintain the authority of the government,

6Letter to the Governor of Celebes and Dependencies from the First
Governements Se.::relaris, 14 June 1905, SA, :-lailro.Doort 582, Verbaal 9 June
1908, no. 47, pp. l-3. Advies van den Raad van ~ederlandsch-Indie, 22
September 1905, pp. 2-3. The council noted that a majority of its ~e~bers
had serious objections to the i~position of the korte verklaring in important areas of the Indies, except in ~1usual circumstances, because there
was no guarantee that the unlimited authority given to the officials would
be justly exercised toward the chiefs and people; p. 5. On Goa's relations with the NEI Government at this time see Kielstra, Indisch Nederland,
pp. 358-361.
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and to make the required revisions in the relationships with these rulers,
acquiescence to the government's demands must be compelled, by force if
necessary.

7

On 21

J~.e

:905, with three warships standing offshore, an

ultimatum was delivered to Bone, demanding that the indemnity be paid and
that Netherlands Indies officials be placed in Bone to exercise the right
of the government to administer and police the port.

At the same time, a

new contract was presented for "careful examination." 8
Bone's temporizing reply was deemed unsatisfactory, and on 21 July
1905 military action was begun.

Bone lost a major battle on the 28th, and

by the 30th, the Raja had fled and Bone's capital was occupied.

In early

August the subordinate chiefs surrendered themselves, their arms, and
their regalia.

With Bone's defeat, Wajo and Soppeng acceded to Dutch

demands, and in August their chiefs signed the korte verklaring.

By

September the resistance in the Sldenreng-Sawitto area was broken, and in
October the son of the then ruler signed the korte verklaring and was invested as ruler in preference to his cousin, the previocsly designated
successor.

Luwu initially refused the Dutch ultimatum, but a week after

the landing of troops the Datu of Luwu, on 18 September, also signed the
.
9
k orte ver kl ar~ng.

7 Kroesen, "Memorie," p. 9.
8Letter to the Raja of Bone from the Governor of
Sulawesi and Dependencies (Kroesen), 21 June 1905, No. 302 I/Z, SA, }~ilrapport 696 (a),
Verbaal 9 June 1908, no. 47. It is not stated in the letter whether or
not the new contract is the korte verklaring, although it seems reasonable
to assume that it was.
9 Kielstra, Indisch ~ederland, pp. 363-367; La Side,
"Perang Pertahanan Kemerdekaan Hessenrempulu," Binskisan, part 2, II/12 (August 1969),
pp. 19-20; Overeenkomsten met de Zelfbestuuren in Het Gouvernement Celebes
en Onderhoorigheden, Vol. I anci II. =croesen, ":·lemorie," says that "the
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Attention now turned again to Goa.

On 25 July 1905 Governor Kroesen

had sent a warning letter to the Raja (following the advice of the
Governor-General and the Raad), stating that if further incidents occurred
the government would be forced to concern itself with the internal administration of Goa.

At the end of September, Governor Kroesen again urged

the Governor-General to take action against Goa, citing various incidents
which he believed

~rovided

proof that Goa had in fact taken part in Bone's

resistance to the NEI government, and stating that the "brilliant success"
of the government's arms in Bone, Wajo, Luwu, and Sidenreng had done only
1()

half the job.--

On 17 October 1905 the Raja of Goa was summoned by

Governor Kroesen to justify his actions.

~ben

he did not appear, the

Governor went on the following day to his residence in Jongaya (on the
outskirts of the city of

~-1akassar)

and presented to him

which he might retain his position.
his followers took up arms.

th~

conditions on

The next day the Raja fled north, and

By the end of November the NEI Government was

in sufficient control to institute temporary administrative regulations in
Goa.

The Raja remained in hiding in the mountains near Enrekang, but was

killed in a fall in December 1906.

One son was

a~so

killed; another son,

Andi Mappanjukki, and the raja's brother, Karaeng Bontonompo, were captured and sent into exile.

The Raja of Bone had been captured near the

same area in November 1905, and was exiled to Java.

11

korte verklaring was signed by all the self-governing regions of South
Sulawesi," p. 10
Appa::-ently he included neither Goa nor Bone in this
category; at the time both were under military occupation.
10 Letter to the Governor-General of the Nethe::-lands Indies from the
Governor of Celebes and Dependencies (Kroesen), 28 September 1905, No. 212,
SA, Y~ilrapport 1032/1905, Verbaal 21 February 1907, no. 74.
llAn d ~· '1
;.- appanJ· uk1K~• \vas

• 1
ex~~e

d to

c:
~·a

1 ayer, Karaeng Bon t onompo
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The area around Enrekang, where the two rajas had sought refuge,
remained longest in resistance.

Located on the western slopes of the

Latimojong mountain, the terrain was cut by swift-flowing rivers into deep
ravines, and caves in the steep banks provided good hiding places.

The

people of the area (known as Duri) believed themselves to be the original
inhabitants of South Sulawesi, and the ancestors of the rest of the people,
whose protection was

the~r

responsibility.

sacred, and were fanatical in its defense.

They believed their land to be
The ruler of Enrekang, de-

scribed as "young, exceptionally beautiful, and brave," had initially
commanded the principal fort herself, but at the urging of her husband and
the members of the hadat, she surrendered and signed the korte verklaring
in March 1906.

Others, including two women commanders of all female

units, continued to fight, in spite of shortages of arms and

~unition.

One of the principal leaders of the [nrekang resistance was an imam, and
the people gathered in the mosques to pray in the evening when it became
too dark to fight.

Only in 1910 was the resistance in the Enrekang area

.
£orce. 12
f ina11y su bd ued b y overwh e 1m~ng
Dutch control was formally extended to the Mandar area and Southeast
Sulawesi during this same period.

Between 1906 and 1908 the major chiefs

Bima, Sumbawa. Kielstra, Indisch Nederland, pp. 363-364, 367-369. Swart,
"Memorie," pp. 5-6; La Side, "Pe!:ang .Hessenrempulu," Bingkisan, part 1,
II/11 (July 1969), p. 42, part 3, III/3-4 (Nov.-Dec. 1969), pp. 35-38.
Bone and Goa remained under military occupation for some time. Goa was
made a directly-ruled area in 1910; Staatsblad van Nederlandsch-Indie
(hereafter Staatsblad), 1910, no. 573. A korte verklaring was signed by
the hadat of Bone in 1908, but it was not accepted by the NEI Government
until 1916; art. "Bone," ENI, A/VII (July 1933), p. 1144.
121a
Side~ "Perang Messenrempulu," Bingkisan, Part 1, pp. 42-44;
part 2, pp. 27-29; part 3, pp. 31, 34, 45-47, 57, 66. Overeenkomsten met
de Zelfbestuuren, Vol. I, N; Kielstra, Indisch Nederland, p. 377.
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of the Mandor Federation signed the korte verklaring, and in 1909 an
expl\lratory patrol was dispatched to Southeast Sulawesi. 13
The pacification of South Sulawesi was accomplished by the use of
military force.

Troops used were from the

~~IL

(Koninklijke Nederlandsche

Indische Leger--Royal Netherlands Indies Army), composed of three companias of Europeans, six of Javanese, one of Timorese, and one special
"Marechausee" company of .Ambonese.

14

Apparently no Buginese or

sarese troops fought with the Dutch in this campaign.

~lakas-

Indeed, there were

few Buginese or }lakassarese in the KNIL; aside from any disinclination
they themselves might have felt. they were apparently thought too prone to
run amok.

15

It is noteworthy that there were no Minahassans--who did form

a significant proportion of the

~~~IL--either

police forces used in the pacification.

in the army or the armed

Dutch officials commented on this

at the time, but did not indicate whether it had been a deliberate policy
of the Dutch to exclude Hinahassan troops, fearing perhaps some islandwide feeling of identification, or whether there was a reluctance on the
part of the }linahassan troops

the~selves

to fight in the south.

16

Armed

13A. J. Baron Quarles de Quarles,
"Hemorie van overgave van den
aftredenden Gouverneur van Celebes en Onderhoorigheden," SA, 1-lailrapport
1404/10, p. 6.
14The troops
belonged to the 9th, 15th and 19th Battalions; "Hoofdkwartier," SA, Mailrapport 643, Verbaal 9 June 1908, no. 47.
15 Between 1890 and 1905 a total
of only 321 Buginese recruits were
recorded; the combined total of Ambor.ese a..1d .Henadonese enlistees in any
one year in this period was wici1 fe~.; exceptions greater than this meager
total; Jaarcijfers, 1899, p. 118; 1906, p. 124. Reference to the discontinuance of the enlistment of :·lakassarese soldiers becaust! of their tendency to run amok is in Goudsw·aard, "Brief," }!NZ, 4 (1860), p. 352.
16 Kroesen, "Memorie," p. 7.
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pol~ce continued to be stationed in South Sulawesi until 1925. 17
Although the pacification campaign was offici.::lly over by 1910,
res~stance

to Dutch rule continued throughout their thirty-seven year

occupation of South Sulawesi.

At the outset it was reported in

~~dar

and

the Pare-Pare area that the people abandoned their villages rather than
surrender.

In some instances it was reported that the "injudicious"

behavior of the troops incited the opposition of the pcpulation, as in
Pare-Pare in 1906 and in Mori (in east-central Sulawesi) in 1907. 18

In

other instances the immediate issue was the registration of the ?Opulation
--with the attendent tax assessments--and the imposition of forced laborf 9
Even in the areas that had been under direct rule for some forty years,
there were outbreaks of violence; in 1915 the situation in Takalar (south
of Makassar) was thought serious enough that troop reinforcements were
sent from Java.

20

Many of the resistance leaders were descriced as "religious fanatics," although they were said to be inspired not by
Hindu-influenced beliefs.

Isla~,

but by earlier

A number were from the aristocracy.

~otable

17

In 1908 it was reported that the armed police were exclusively
Timorese, as the salary 'lo."as too low to attract local enlistees; Swart,
"Memorie," p. 27. Between 1915 and 1923 there were thirty-six and a half
brigades (a total of 730 men) of such armed police in South Sulawesi; all
were withdrawn by 1925. Jaarcijfers, 1915, p. 162; Statistic Jaaroverzicht voor Nederlandsch-Indie, 1922-1923, p. 277, 1925, p. 297.
18

Swart, "Memorie," pp. 2, 4, 15.

19 In

Sidenreng, Bikeru (in the directly-ruled area), and the Toraja
area; Swart, "Memorie," p. 21; Quarles, "Hemorie," pp. 8, 32. A similar
instance was reported in Luwu in 1915; a·.ct. "Loewoe," ENI, II (1918), p.
613.
20 swart, "Memorie,"
pp. 2, 9; art. "Krijgsverrichtingen," ENI, II
(1918), p. 473.
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among them was Daeng Pabarang, also known as Petta Barang, who linked the
strands of royalty, religion and rebellion.

He claimed to be the son oi

the Queen of Bone who had been deposed by the Dutch in 1860 (and who subsequently ruled Soppeng); he was supported by several high aristocrats
from Soppeng--who were caught and exiled to Sumatra.

Some members of the

entourage of the exiled Raja of Bone were thought to be "in league with"
Daeng Pabarang, and this was one of the reasons given by Governor Quarles
de Quarles in 1910 for recommending
to Sulawesi.

aga~,st

permitting the Raja to return

A number of Daeng Pabarang's followers were said to be

believers in the "old religion" mixed with Hinduism, and he had support in
the mountainous areas in the south where one of these "old religions" (the
worship of Karaeng Lowe) was widespreaa.
given jimat to his followers

whi~h ~~uld

Daeng Pabarang was said to have
make them invulnerable to Dutch

bullets, and to be able to appear in several places simultaneously.
Attacks on the Dutch ir. widely scattered places--Pare-Pare and South Bone
were mentioned in 1907--were attributed to his followers.

He himself was

never captured, and in 1941 he was still being mentioned as a threat to
the peace.

21

Governance
The extremely powerful position of the aristocracy had quickly to be
reckoned with by the Dutch, whose original policy had been to attack the
chiefs and rulers in the hope of winning the sympathy of their oppressed
21

swart, "Memorie," pp. 17, 20-21, 30; Quarles, "Hemorie," pp. 21, 4546; C. H. ter Laag, "Memorie van Overgave van den Resident van Celebes en
Onderhoorigheden, 'Politicke Toestand (p. 5) '" (1937-1941), SA, dossier
28318; Abdul Razak Daeng Pantunru, "Sedjarah Keradjaan Tanete," Bingkisan,
I/5 (15 Oct. 1967), p. 7; Abdul Raz.::k. Dacng Patunru, "Sedjarah Ring;kas
Keradjaan Soppcng," Binc;kis.::n, I/14 (1 ~!;1rch 1968), p. 2.
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subjects.

At the theoretical level there was a contradiccion between

Liberalism's principle of elimination or limitation of the powers of
oppressive feudal rulers and the cherished hope of maintaining traditional
culture and institutions.

On

the practical level the contradiction was

pragmatically redefined in terms of Dutch interests:

nobles who opposed

the Dutch were hunted down and were sent into exile if captured alive;
those willing to cooperate. and viewed as ameuable to control, before or
after military defeat, were maintained or restored to positions of authority.

In thus splitting the aristocracy, whether by chance or design, the

Dutch reinforced the spirit o£
within families.

~owpetition

and opposition between and

The resulting splits were the sources of deep and last-

.
22
in g antagcm.sms.
The change in the Dutch attitude toward the rulers and aristocracy
can be seen in the comments of two of the early governors.

In 1908

Governor Swart reported that the five recognized plagues of the Buginese
were the rajas, their families, their slaves, cattle thieves, and wild
pigs--and that the first three had been taken care of.

23

Two years later

Governor A. J. Baron Quarles de Quarles attributed the submission of the
population to Dutch rule to the influence of the rulers, who--inicially
from "sheer necessity"--were adjusting themselves to the new situation and
22

Governor Swart comments, for example, that the f~ily c£ the
ousted Raja of Bone blamed Karaeng }~ngepe, Arung Matoa of Wajo, for inciting the ill-fated raja to resist the demand of the Dutch Government,
with the objective of having himself appointed raja instead. Karaeng
Mangepe was one of the first of the high Buginese nobles co report to the
government, and always behaved in a most correct manner toward that
government. Although he was not made Raja of Bone, he did retain his
position as principal chief of Haj o. Swart, "}1emorie," p. 7.
23 Swart, "M
. II p. 8 .
• emor~e,
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were demonstrating loyal cooperation.

He recommended that the rulers be

raised from the humiliating position to which they had been brought--that
their influence be strengthened, their incomes increased, and that no
further indemnities be exacted froo them.

During his period as governor,

two of the foremost exiles, the brother and the son of the dead Raja of
Goa_ were returned to

Sula~esi,

where it was hoped tnat they would con-

tinue to exhibit the cooperative attitude they had developed while in
prison, and would aid in bringing to heel the sullenly
nobles of Goa.

24

~•cooperative

While the immediate results were not as favorable as

hoped, in 1931, at the request of the Hadat of Bone, Andi

}~ppanjukki

(the

son) was installed as Raja of Bone, and in 1936 when Goa was made a self·governing land, Karaeng Bontonompo (the brother) was made the Raja of Goa.
Because so many of the chiefs and rulers had resisted the demands of
the Dutch, during the early years of the century the area was ruled by the
European

administ~ation,

acting in concert with those members of the hadat

who would agree to do so, and with the assistance of Indonesian members of
?~

the civil service, many of them ~!inahassans and Java..'1ese. _::;
24

A dual system

Quarles, "Meruorie," pp. 10-12, 14-16.

25 The first record of appointments of Indonesian civil servants
(inlandsch assistent) in the newly incorporated areas of South Sulawesi is
in 1909; of eight such appointments noted, all at the subdivision level,
six were of pe!'S0!!S ~.ri th Hinah.-~ssan names, one w3s Javanese, and one Ambonese; Regeerings~l!I'..:mak veer :-1eder1andsch-Indie, 1910, part 2, pp. 264-265.
During 1912, one of the ainahassans was replaced by another }linahassan;
one was replaced iJy someone named .:-1uhamad Husin, who might have been from
South Sulawesi; Regeerin;salmaaak, 1912, part 2, pp. 243-244. In subsequent years no information is included on the inlandsch assistenten.
In the directly-ruled are~s. names of regents, glarrang, and soelewatan& (all local people) are given in the Re 0 eeringsalmanak for 1906-1912.
In the 1913 edition, inlandsch assistenten are mcntiuned in ~ix subdivisions; two are ~kassarese names, one .:Ialay, one l-linangkabau, one Javanese,
and one Eurasian; Re~eerin-;sal::'!ana~, 1913, part 2, pp. 2i;0-243. In st.:bsequent years no information is included either on the in1andsch assistenten
or on the regents and subordinate chiefs.
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of administration was established, which facilitated the exertion of control by the European-run administration, while giving a place to the local
aristocracy as heads of the self-governing lands and adat communities.
South and Southeast Sulawesi were formally constituted as the
Government of Celebes and Dependencies, which was divided into divisions
(afdeeling) under a Dutch assistant resident, and subdivisions (onderafdeeling) under a Dutch controleur.

Included within the territory of the

Government of Celebes and Dependencies were 29 self-governing lands, under
rajas selected by the hadat and approved by the Dutch official of the
administrative unit in which the land was located.
in the administrative

un~ts

The Dutch officials

supervised not only the civil servants in the

administrative hierarchy, but also the rulers of the so-called selfgoverning lands which fell within their division or subdivision.
was no correspondence between the two systems of
Appendix One)

26

ad~istration.

There
(See

Some self-governing territories encompassed an entire divi-

sion; some were identical

~ith

a subdivision; many were much smaller

units, such as the three self-governing lands which made up the Duri
Federation, itself a component part of the Subdivision of Enrekang.

27

26 staatsblad, 1938, no. 5L9 (Zelfbestuurs ~egelen 1938).
27 The break-up of the Duri Kingaom into three self-governing units
has been attributed to Dutch policy by the Buginese historian La Side.
According to La Side, the original Nessenrempulu Federation, formed in
1685, included the kingdoms of Batulappa, Kassa, Enrekang, Duri, and r~iwa.
In establishing the formal administrative structure in 1907, the Dutch included Batulappa and Kassa with Sawitto in the Subdivision of Pinrang.
Duri was then split into the three small kingdoms of Allah, Maluwa, and
Buntu Batu, and they were included together with ~~iwa and Enrekang in the
Subdivision of Enrekang. "Perang Nessenrempulu," part 1, Bingkisan, II/11
(July 1969), pp. 40-41. Korte Verklaringen were signed with the three
rulers in 1909; Department van B.i.nnenlandsch Bestuur, Hededeelingin van de
afdeeling Bestuurszaken der Buitengewesten, Serie A, ~o. 3, Overeenkomsten
met de Zelfbesturen in de Buitengewest~n (~eltevreden, 1929), pp. 641-649.
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The status of a territory could be changed, apparently at thP. whim
of the Dutch administration.

Goa had an indeterminate status from 1905

until 1910, when it was brought under direct rule; in 1936 it was made a
self-governing land, but remained a subdivision of the division of Makassar, in which all the other subdivisions were ditectly-ruled territories3

8

The Subdivision of Bone, which had been a self-governing land since 1916,
was in 1941 placed under the direct rule of the controleur of the subdivision.29

Indeed, perhaps under the influence of the Liberal/Ethical policy

fav' ring the retention of customar; institutions, units in the directlyruled areas which had been made intv regencies under a local aristocrat
installed as a regent, were restored in 1918 to the form of kingdoms,
under a karaeng.

30

There were also

readjust~ents

in the areas included within the

formal administrative unit of the Government of Celebes and Dependencies.
In 1907 the Division of Banggai and Tombuku, composed of the territories
of Bungku and :'Iori, was transferred from the Residency of Ternate and
Dependencies to the Government of Celebes and Dependencies; in 1924 this
same area was transferred to the Residency of Menado, in the northern part
of the island.
28

In 1909, Sumbawa was transferred from the Celebes to the

Staatsblad 1910, No. 573; Staatsblad 1936, No. 601.

29 Ter Laag, "Memorie, 'Bestuur,'" p. 1.
30 This was done, for example, in the Subdivision of Pangkajene,
where the kingdom of }fandalle i1ad been made a "regentschap" in 1824, and
had been abolished and incorporated with a neighboring regency in 1910
following the death of the regent. In 1918 ~1andalle was reestablished as
a kingdom, under a karaeng (~ho was the son of the Karaeng of ?angkajene,
a grandson of the father-in-law of the first regent, and whose wife was a
daughter of the last regent). A. Razak Daeng Patunru, "Sedjarah Kekaraengan2 dalam Kabupaten ?ang:~adj ene-Kepulauan, '' Bin;kisan, II/ 7 (:-larch
1969), pp. 20-30.
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31
.
.
Res id en~y o f TLmor
an d Depen denc~es.
The city of Makassar, the capital of the Government of Celebes
Dependencies,

~-;as

recognized as a municipality in 1906.

&~d

Included in the

grant of municipal status was the establishment of a city council, initially composed of eight Dutch, three Indonesian, and two Chinese
all appointed.

me~ers,

The head of the council was the assistant resident of the

Subdivision of

}~kassar;

an appropriate indication of the extent to which

the council was not only under Dutch, but under official, control.

Two

more Dutch members were added in 1911, and two Indonesian members in 1938.
By 1938 members of the council were elected, although the electorate was
severe1 y

.

restr~cte

d • 32

A major reorganization of the NEI administrative

struc~ure

took

place in 1938 when the outer provinces were formed into three governments
--Sumatra, Borneo, and the Great East (Groote Oost).
divided into five residencies:

The GreaL East was

1·1enado, Celebes and Dependencies,

Timor and Dependencies, Bali and Lombok.

~1aluku,

A governor (Dutch) was to head

each government, and a resident (Dutch) each residency.

33

A common complaint of the early governors was the difficulty in
finding suitable persons to fill the positions of chief, and of civil
servant.

There were few persons in South Sulawesi with what the Dutch

considered an adequate education to fill either type of position, and it
was essAntial in choosing a chief that he have the proper genealogy and
31

Staatsblad 1907, No. 367; Staatsblad 1909, No. 129; Staatsblad
1924, No. 365.
32

staatsblad 1906, No. 171; Staatsblad 1911, No. 614; Staatsb1ad
1938, No. 718.
33 staatsblad 1936, No. 68; Staatsblad 1938, No. 352.
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expected purity of blood so that he would be respected by the people.

It

was soon decided that the education of the sons of the nobility should
have high priority, and in 1910 a School for the Training of Native
cials and Teachers (OSVLA) was opened in Makassar.
themselves in a difficult position:

Off~-

The chiefs often found

if they adopted European ways in

administration or in dress, they were no longer acceptable to the people;
however, if they clung to traditional ways, they were often
to the Dutch.

no~

acceptable

34

Because the positions of chief and of civil servant were inherently
competitive, the tense relationship between the officials and the rulers
were not necessarily eased when Buginese and
OSVIA began to fill both positions.
parable to that of the civil servants
powers.

~~kassarese

graduates of the

Those chiefs whose education was comatte~pted

to reassert their old

Further, it seems that, whatever their degree of education, the

chiefs continued to receive the loyalty and obedience of the population.
For examplf, writing of the

situ~:ion

in a directly-ruled area, a Dutch

observer noted that at night the village chiefs

ca~e

to consult the Arung

for his advice on how to respond to requests and demands from the govern. . 1 s. 35
ment o ff ~c~a
34 K.roesen, "Hemorie," p. 5; Swart,
"Hemorie, '' p. 24. As an extreme
example of the latter, a chief in Kolaka in Southeast Sulawesi was summarily dismissed in 1908 for having been involved in a head-hunting expedition; Quarles, "~1emorie," p. 29.
35A. Spoor, "Het een en ander omtrent de Inheemsche
Rechtsgemeenschap, in het Bizonder de Boegineesche, in het Rechtstreeks Bestuurd
Gebied van het Gouvernement Celebes en Onder-hoorigheden," Koloniaa.!. Tijdschrift, 17 (1928), p. 196. (Hereafter "Inheemsche Rechtsgemeenschap.")
Sartono describes a similar situation in Banten, where the Bantenese
nobility enjoyed higher prestige than the Dutch-appointed civil servants,
who were often brought in from outside the area. Sartono Kartodirdjo, The
Peasants' Revolt of B:mten in 1883 (The Hague: De :iederlandsche Boek- en
Steendrukkerij v/h Smits, 1966), ?P· 76, d3, 90-92.
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In both the directly-ruled and the self-governing

ter~itories

the

traditional chiefs and rulers seem to have retained much of their influence with the people.

In the indirectly-rule d, self-governing lands, the

traditional nobles and chiefs may have had more formal recognition of
their position than did those in the directly-ruled areas, but they had no
more real power or freedom from Dutch supervision.

The resident and the

controleur were the real rulers. 36
Although the distinction between direct and indirect rule has been
the subject of much learned analysis, the conclusion of both scholars

~1d

administrators , at least concerning Sulawesi, is that there was actually
very little difference between the airectly- and indirectly-rule d areas,
either in administrative terms or in degree of development. 37
!here were some differences in the areas of taxation and finance,
although the single objective was to simplify the system of taxation, and
to remove the collection and expenditure of funds from the control of the
native chiefs aaJ rulers and to place it in the hands of the Dutch officials.

In the

self-governin~

territories a total of eleven state

treasuries (landschapkas) were established.

Ultimate control of these

treasuries was in the hands of the Dutch officials, for estimates of
income and expenditure wer2 valid only if approved by the resident. 38
36 R. Venema, "Tendenties
in het Na-oorlogse Staatsrecht," Indonesie,
3 (1949-1950), p. 293; A. Arthur Schiller, The Formation of Federal Indonesia, 1945-1949 (The Hague and Bandung: W. van H~eve, 1955), p. 208.
37 Emerson, Halaysia,
pp. 417-419, 426-430, 437, 441, art. "Zelfbesturen (Inlandsche)," DI, IV (1921), p. 829; J. X. Somer, "De Zelfbestuurspolitie k in de Buitengewesten ," Koloniaal Tijdschrift, 25 (1936),
p. 384; Spoor, "Inheemsche Rechtsge:neensc hap," pp. 176-185; F. H. Visman,
"Herstel van Zelfbesturen," Koloniale Studien, 12, part 2 (1928), p. 115;
Ter Laag, ":·1emo rie, 1 Best uur, 1 " ?P. 2, 5-6.
38 staatsb1ad 1938,
i.~o. 529 (Article 20); Quarles, ":·1emorie," p. 49.
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Nonetheless, there was more local

ini~iative

in the

determinatio~

of

priorities for expenditure of funds in the se:f-governing areas than in
the directly-ruled areas, where all money collected was sent to Batavia,
which then determined how much would be returned, and for what purposes it
could be spent.

Expenditures of the landschapkassen were devoted pri-

marily to the construction and repair of roads and bridges, buildings and
irrigation works, and to personnel and office expenses.

Some governors

reported that as a result of the initiatives taken by some of the selfgoverning rulers, particularly Bone, the directly-ruled areas were being
left behind.

39

Taxes in the directly-ruled areas were a head tax, and a tax of ten
percent on the harvest.
tax.

The latter was replaced in 1925-1927 by a land

In the self-governing areas an individual yearly tax on income,

wealth and trade (based on the pre-existing sima asaparang atuwang) was
instituted in 1906.

Asses~~ents

were determined by a three-person

co~~is-

sion; two of whom were appointed by the ruler and one--who had the
deciding vote--by the Dutch official at the subdivision level.
registers were kept by the Dutch officials.

The

The village chiefs, who were

charged with the actual collection of the tax, were given the lists of
names from whom taxes were to be collected, and the amounts due.
village chief received 8 percent of the total amount he collected.

The
40

Ter Laag, "~emorie, '3estuur,' (pp. 6, 9)"; and untitled reports
of expenditures of self-govt .ning territories. Spoor, "Inheemsche Rechtsgemeenschap," pp. 189-190.
39

40Adatrechtbundels, 31 (1929), pp. 138-143; Swart,
40-41; Quarles, ":·1emorie," pp. 52-53, 55-56.

"~1emorie," pp.
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Economi~

Conditions

Agriculture was, and continued to be, the principal occupation of
the indigenous population of South and Southeast Sulawesi.

In 1906 it was

estimated that 69.8 percent of the adults engaged in a profession in South
Sulawesi were in agriculture; in the 1930 census it was estimated that
71.38 percent of the total number of employed persons were in agriculture.

41

No information is provided on how many of those engaged in agri-

culture were involved in rice production, and how many in producing export
crops such as copra.

42

In the traditional society ownership of land was vested in the
regalia of the kingdom, and was controlled by the ruler as guardian of the
regalia.

Individuals or families could acquire usage rights to land, but

could not "own" it.

Although the Dutch government was pledged in princi-

ple to maintain traditional law and institutions, their ideas of land
ownership did come to influence Indonesian attitudes toward land, and by
the 1920's there were reports of :and being bought and so:d.
the ambiguity about

O'~ership

43

Because of

and usage rights, it is difficult to inter-

pret what little data on land ownership are available.

The 1906 report

41

The numbers are not very reliable, and it is not clear how much of
South Sulawesi was included in the 1906 estimate; the figure given for
total population is 415,499; Jaarcij fers, 1906, pp. 12-13. (In 1899 the
population for Celebes and Dependencies was estimated at 1,448,722, with a
note that this included the vassal states of Bone and Tanette, and the
allied territory of Enrekang; Jaar~ijfers, 1899, p. 3.) For the 1930
estimate see Volkstelling, 1930, Vol. V, p. 105.
42

On copra exports see below, p. 71. It has been estimated that
in 1938, 95 percent of coconut crops in the archipelago were raised by
smallholders, not by plantations; Karl J. P~lzer, "The Agricultural Foundation," in HeVey, ed., Indonesia, p. 120.
43 Adatrechtbundels, 31 (1929), p. 147.
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clted above estimated that 67.9 percent of those engaged in agriculture
were landowners, 18.2 percent tenants, and 13.9 percent laborers.
estimates are not available for later years.

Such

However, some information on

land ownership can be gleaned from data on the payment of land tax.

Bear-

ing in mind that there is no indication of how much of the residency was
subject to land tax in 1940, and that the total number of landowners tends
to be overstated because owners are counted village by village (and thus
if a person owns land in more than one village he is counted more than
once), some rough calculations can be made.

The total number of land-

owners in the Residency of South Sclawesi is given as 521,067; from the

1930 census the total number of adult males is estimated at 820,000.

Had

each landowner been counted only once, and were all landowners male, this
would indicate that 64 percent of the adult male population in the Residency were landowners.

Further, if we assume that 70 percent of the adult

male population is engaged in agriculture, this would be a total of
574,000 persons, and would indicate that 90 percent of those engaged in
agriculture were landowners.

This is obviously too high a figure, both

because the total number of landowners is overstated, and because not all
landowners themselves engaged in agriculture.

Howeve~,

it does seem

reasonable to inier from these figures that landownership in South Sula. 1 y w1.despread. 44
wes1. was re 1 at1ve
Among pe=sons

~wning

land, the average amount per owner was about

44 rndisch Verslag, 1941, p. 266. In Java it has been estimated that
about 48 percent of the peasants o~~ed land in 1925; George ~1cT. Kahin,
Nationalism and Revolution in Indonesia (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University
Press, 1952), p. 20.
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one hectare of combined dry land and rice fields.

45

Relatively little land was given in lease or concession for estate
cultivation, and the number of hectares of land in estate cultivation
declined from 31,758 in
of the rice field area).

193~

to 28,335 in 1940 (approximately 7

In both 1930

~nd

estate agriculture were held by only one

pP-~~~nt

1941 leases or concessions for

Indonesi~~.

thirty-six Europeans

and twenty-one companies; the number of foreign Asiatics, including Chinese, in estate agricultu4e declined from twenty-seven in 1930 to sixteen
in 1940.
but of the

In 1930 thLre were four estates which employed contract labor,
labore~s

only 39 Javanese workers were on contract, and an

additional 12 Javanese and 435 others were free laborers.

46

In the late 1930's, however, a sizeable number of Javanese transmigrants was settled at the northern end of the Gulf of Bone, between
Masamba and Malili, in a relatively unpopulated part of the Division of
Luwu.

Between 1938 and 1941, 12,790 persons (3,757 families) were settled

in a colony named Kalaena, and 10,078 persons (2,829 families) were
settled in Tamuku.

Both settlements faced similar problems, in part the

result of bad planning--poor soil, plagues of mice and wild pigs, malaria,
floods in 1939 anddrought in 1940.

By 1941, 10 percent of the families in

both settlements had died or left.

A third settlement of 1,526 persons

45 In 1940 it was 0.9 hectare in the directly-ruled areas, and 1.04
in the self-governing lands; Indisch Verslag, 1941, p. 266. In 1930 in
the Division of Makassar, the average a~ount of land per owner was 1.11
hectares; Indisch Verslag, 1931, p. 237. Chabot reports that average
landholding per household in the community in which he studied was 1.23
hectares of combined dry land and rice fields; 94 of the 133 households in
the village of Bontoramba owned land; Verwantschap, pp. 40-41.
46 rndisch Vers1ag, 1931, pp. 222, 240-241, 243; Indisch Verslag,
1941, pp. 268-269, 282. lhere is no information on estate labor in South
Sulawesi in the Indisch Verslag of 1941.
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(450 families) in 1940-1941 at Lamosi, nearer Palopo, was better
and better located, and had more food and less illness.
colonies of Javanese
were

ins~.gnificant

tr~~smigrants

p~~pared

Some smaller

apparently existed earlier, but they

compared to this influx of nearly 25,000 Javanese into

a division whose total population was just under 400,000 persons, and
which in 1930 had

~~~~ained only 400 Javanese and Madurese. 47

Although significant amounts of money were spent on the construction
and maintenance of irrigation works, still in 1941 only 30 percent of the
rice fields were irrigated, and of these, almost half was by natural (not
constructed) irrigation.

The area liSTJally produced a rice surplus of

70,000-80,000 tons per year, and was considered an important source of
foodstuffs for the archipelago.
the NEI.)

(None of the rice was exported outside

The inter-island export of rice was in the hands of three

powerful Chinese-owned firms, with which the smaller Buginese firms found
it difficult to compete.

There is no information on the o-wnership of rice

mills, of which there were sixteen in 1930, and forty in 1940.

Because

the ?easants stored rice in their own houses and took it to the mills only
when they needed cash, the mills operated all year round, and rice came
onto the market throughout the year.

The mills were not used as ware-

47rer Laag, "!:-!emorie, ':1igratie en Kolonisatie. '" In a report on
health care in the same "Hemo'::'ie," there is reference to "kolonisa~ies" in
Maj ene (Mapili), Pinrang (Paria), :-1una (Sidomulj :> and Kosambi), and Palopo
(Lamassi). The report in the ":1emorie" on vernacular education notes that
Javanese was taught in the primary schools in the "colonies" of Kusambi
and Sidodadi. Only the three settlements d~scribed in the text are mentioned in the report in the "!!crr.orie" on transmigration. From the small
numbers of Jav::.~ese reported outside the city of Nakassar in the 1930
census (see Table I-2), it seems that any such earlier "colonies" were
very much smaller than these transmigration schemes.
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houses, and the system operated with relatively little need for credit.

48

Information on the operation of the General People's Credit Bank
(Algemeen Volkscredietbank) for 1940 would seem to confirm this.

In 1940

there were only 778 seasonal and 5,413 long-term loans to villagers.
Although both 1940 and 1941 had been drought years, with bad harvests,
only 2.7 percent of the seasonal
villagers were in arrears.

~~d

4 percent of the long-term loans to

The average for arrears for all loans in South

Sulawesi was only 2.6 percent, in comparison with 6.55 percent for all o£
the Netherlands Indies.

49

Government Pawnshops, of which there were two

in the residency by 1935, were another source of credit.
of pawns was 106,100 in 1930, 115,500 in 1935, and

The total number

150,30~

- ~ 1941.

percentage of pawns redeemed in 1940 (89.89 percent) was higher

~han

The
it

had been in 1930 or 1935 (77.59 percent and 89.02 percent), although still
lower than the over 90 percent redemptions in areas outside the Great
East.

The average amount of the loans decreased during the same period,

from 5.98 Gld. in 1930 to 3.28 Gld. in 1940.

This may indicate a lesser

need for cash, and not just that there were fewer valuables left to pawn,
because the number of loans for amounts over 100 Gld. increased from 425
in 1930 to 636 in 194o.

50

The picture that emerges is one of a generally prosperous agricultural society.

There are, however, indications that the 1930's depression

had a real impact in South Sulawesi, and that the

isl~1d

as a whole was

48 Ter Laag, "Memorie, 'Overzicht van den Landbouw.'"
Verslag, 1931, pp. 292-293; 1941, ~P· 316-317.
49
50

Indisch

rndisch Verslag, 1941, pp. 222-223.
rndisch Verslag, 1931, pp. 188-192; 1936, pp. 169-172; 1941, pp.

215-218.
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recovering more slowly from its effects than were other parts of the

~EI.

There was a sharp decline from 1930 to 1935 in the number of persons
paying a ransom rather than fulfilling statutory labor requirements
(heerendiensten), in spite of a small increase in the number of days
demanded.

51

The number of individual depositors, European, Indonesian,

and Foreign Asiatics, in the Makassar Spaarbank dropped, as did the
amounts o f

t

. d epos~ts.
.
52
h e~r

All of Sulawesi suffered a decline in ex-

ports, .::.s did the NEI as a whole, but although by 1940 there had been a

significant recovery in the rest of the NEI, the value of
Sulawesi continued to drop.

(See Table Il-l.)

~xports

from

The amount of copra

exported had increased, but its value had dropped, beginning even before
.

t h e d epress~on.

53

The composition of the exports changed little during the period of
Dutch rule.

Coffee was the principal export through Hakassar harbor until

1891 when it was replaced by copra.

Copal (a resin) and rattan were also

51 rn the directly-ruled areas tile nu:::ber of ranso:ners dropped £roo
8,611 in 1930 to 1,517 in 1935; in the self-governing areas the drop •.:as
from 128,425 in 1930 to 20,721 in 1935. Indisch Vers1ag, 1931, pp. 464,
509; 1936, pp. 433, 459.
52 rndisch Verslag, 1931, p. 186; 1936, p. 167.
53 Export of copra from South Sulawesi was as follows:
1920
1925
1938
1939

kilos

value (in guilders)

58,852,261
82,109,202
231,719,666
211,660,165

27,464,653
23,811,668
16,101,331
9,914,949

Statistiek van den Handel en de in- en uitvoerrechten in Nederlandsch
Indie (hereafter Statistiek in- en uitvoerrechten), 1920, part 3, pp. 265277; Jaaroverzicht in- & uitvoer, l925, part 3, pp. 81-83; 1939, part 4,
pp. 128-131.
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Table Il-l
Economic Conditions:

Imports and Exportsa--Celebes and Dependencies

;-~..:--=-:..::.

1913b

1920b

1925b

1930c

1933c

1935c

1938c

1939c

1940c

Residency of
Celebes
Imports

14,15i

33,675

27,871

22,293

12,288

11,445

16,905

16,028

11,531

Exports

18,635

61,431

40,758

29,327

19,111

16,032

23,578

17,057

11,526

Residency of
Nenado
Imports

6,925

9,189

12,159

11 ,15••

4,437

3,944

3,158

3,280

2,078

Exports

10,626

13,287

26,706

23,00/

9,193

4,994

6,448

5,176

3,381

Outer Islands
Imports
136,549

304,613

287,399

312,808

100,716

96,414

166,008

158,726

137,527

Exports

297,084

723,419

947,624

592,283

276,118

275,341

442 '~~35

474,007

588,607

NetherlandsIndies
Imports

436,682

1,116,213

818,372

888,004d

329,378d

277,62ld

478,ll50

472,li43

432,522

1' 781~, 798

d

470,349d

447,445d

657,795

746,327

881,911

Exports

614,203

2,224,999

1,160,070

~alue in 1000 gld.

b Private merchandise only.
cPrivate and government merchandise.
dPrivate and government merchandise, but includes some additional, mailed, items.
Indisch Verslaa, 1931, pp. 312-313, 308; 1936, pp. 284, 296; 1941, p. 358.
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exportc~ in significant quantities in the period 1888-1907. 54 Copra continued to be the dominant export.

In 1920, copra made up nearly 50 per-

cent of the value of exports from South Sulawesi, and if coconut oil is
included, closer to 70 percent.

In 1939 coconut oil was not exported at

all, and copra alone comprised 57 percent of the total value of exports.
Some coffee continued to be exported; rattan, copal and other forest
products remained significant.
amount in 1920.

Rice was not exported, except for a small

Corn, however, did become an expert crop--over 10 million

kilos in 1925, 45 million kilos in 1938, and 35 million in 1939
value of over a millivn guilders in both the latter years).

(wit~

a

Although

there was some development of mining, notably asphalt (Buton), bauxite,
and nickel, these minerals were apparently not exported in significant
quantities.

Unprocessed agricultural and forest products continued to be

the dominant exports from South Sulawesi.

55

Although the export trade was in the hands of Dutch and Chinese
firws, Buginese and

:~kassarese

traders

the~selves

fulfilled the role of

middlemen in gathering the produce and delivering it to

~lakassar.

It was

reported in 1924 that there were 123 large copra traders in the Division
of Bonthain alone, and that many had incomes of 12,000 a year, some even
reaching Y8,000-9,000.

56

54 Jaarcijfers, 1899, p. 71; 1906, p. 77.
55 statistiek in- en uitvoerrechten, 1920, part 3, pp.
Jaaroverzicht in- & uitvoer, 1925, pact 3, pp. 81-83; 1939,
128-131. In Menado, although the total amount eh~orted was
smaller, copra comprised 81 percent of the value of exports
residency in 1920, -and 86 percent in 1939.

265-277;
part 4, pp.
considerably
from the

56 verslag v~n den Economischen toestand der inlandsche bevolking,
1924, vol. II (Weltevreden: Landsdrukkerij, 1926), p. 268.
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Makassar was the

pri~cipal harc~r

through which exports were sent.

Over 90 percent of the export duties collected in the Residency of
were collected at

}~kassar

harbor.

57

exports, on which no duties were paid.

Cele~es

There are no figures on unofficial
It is probable that considerable

smuggling occurred; the harbor of Pare-Pare in particular has had a long
history of involvement in free-lance exporting.
There was virtually no industrial development in South Sulawesi.

In

1930 a total of seventy-four factories and workshops were reported, of
which sixteen were rice mills and three were electric power stations.

In

1940 the total had increased to 139, but they were still small processing
plants for the most part; there were now forty rice mills, fifteen electric power stations, and ten kapok cleaning and pressing plants.

The

decline and eventual elimination of the export of coconut oil would tend
to indicate either that this local processing activity was dying out, or
that all processed coconut oil was being used within the colony.

There is

no information on the distribution within the residency of these factories
and workshops, although there must have been a considerable concentration
in Makassar, where consumption of electricity was highest.

In 1930 only

in Makassar and nearby Sungguminasa was electricity available; 4,012 consumers used 3,158,157 kilowatt hours in that year.

By 1940, electricity

was available in all the division capitals, and in several other towns
(including the favorite mountain resort of the Dutch, Malina).
the 4,342 consumers in

}~kassar

However,

and Sungguminasa used 4,717,000 kilowatt

57

rn 1937, 98 percent; in 1940, 92 percent; Indisch Verslag, 1941,
pp. 345-346.
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hours of electricity compared to the 2,067,000 kilowatt hours used by the
. t he
2 , 512 consumers ~n

. ~

rema~nuer

o f t he

"d ency. 58

res~

Education and LitP.racy
One area in

w~ich

education and literacy.
South S•.llawesi.

Dutch colonial rule did make an impact was in
Little is known about traditional education in

Religious schools (pesam:ren) were established soon after

the coming of Islam in the early seventeenth century.
counterparts in Java and Sumatra,

the~e

However, like their

schools emphasized recitation of

the Quran and the Hadith, and it was the correct pronunciation of the
Arabic phrases, not the understanding of the content, that was important?

9

The very low literacy rates recorded for South and Southeast Sula-wese in the 1920 census--3.7 percent of the population--would tend to
indicate that whatever education existed prior to the Dutch takeover and
establishment of a Western-type school system, was very limited in extent.
However, the fact that more than half of the

li~erate

persons, and two-

thirds of the literate adults at the time of the 1930 censu3 had never
attended school, does indicate that some non-formal education existed.
Further, the division with the highest literacy rates, Bone, was a selfgoverning territory, brought under Dutch control in 1906, and had far
fewer schools than did the longer controlled directly ruled areas.

60

58 Indisch Verslag, 1931, pp. 283, 292-293, 303; 1941, pp. 316-317,
324-325, 342.
59Mahmud Junus, Sedjarah Pendidikan Islam di Indonesia (Djakarta:
Pustaka Hahmudiah, 1960), p. 283; Ahmad Hakarausu Amansjah, "Agama Islao
dan Pengaruhnj a pada Kebudaj aan i:Sugis-~·lz~~.::.::::.::.r," Bingkisan, II/ 3 (Nov.
1968), pp. 13-14.
60 Literacy in any language or script is said to i1ave been counted;
Volkstelling 1930, Vol. V, p. 83. The literacy figures for Bone in the
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I~

fact, whether or not an area was under direct or indirect rule

does not appear to have had a significant effect on literacy rates.
Table II-2.)

(See

There is little difference among the divisions in total

literacy rates in 1930, with the exception of the rather isolated area of
Buton and Laiwui in southeastern Sulawesi.

There is a significant concen-

tration of persons literate in Dutch in the Division of Makassar, particularly in the city cf Makassar, where in 1930, 43 percent of the indigenous
population liter.ate in Dutch were to be found.

This is not surprising in

that Makassar was the seat of the Dutch administration and the headquarters for Dutch commercial and economic activities, and was also the
center for Dutch language education.
Increasingly, attending school became the means for attaining
literacy, particularly for young men.

In 1930, nearly 87 percent of the

literate non-adult males had attended school, although only 35 percent of
the literate adult males had done so.
literate.

Fewer women attended school or were

In 1930 only 13 percent of the total

p·~ber

of students

1920 census vary so significantly from those of the other divisions--and
from the 1930 census figures for Bone--as to call into question their reliability. However, although the precise figures of the 1920 census may
not be accurate, a careful analysis of the 1930 census figures does seem
to justify the statement that the division with the highest literacy rates
in 1920 was Bone. l~nen the 1930 figures are broken down by age group,
adults in Bone have a total literacy rate of 10.39 percent, and the adult
women, at 2.32 percent, have the highest literacy rate among women in the
residency. The decline in the total number of literate persons in Bone
may have been a result of the very high rate of out-migration from the
division. (There is no way of knowing from the census data how many of
the emigrants were literate.) The 1930 census reported that 20,564 persons who had been born in the Division of Bone were at the time of the
census living outside it. There is no indication of how many of these
emigrants were womefi (and it is the apparent overstating of female lite=ates that is greatest in the 1920 census); however, about one-third of the
total number of persons from the residency leaving the island were women.
Volkstelling 1930, Vol. V, pp. 47-48, 201, 205-206, 210.
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Table II-2
Literacy - Indonesian Population - Celebes and Dependencies
..:.~--=---:-=-~-':....::.::=-~ ~~

Total Literates
Total
Number
1920

a

%

Hakassar
7,984
Sungguminasa
4,193
Bonthain
9,117
Bone
45,153
Pare-Pare
4,697
Handar
4,445
Luwu
6,765
East Celebes
4,652
CELEBES
87,006
(Div. Menado)a 80,875

3. 72
1.62
3.58
10.70
1.87
2.35
2.22
1.07
3. 74
19.11

Hakassar
30,020
Bonthain
17,155
Bone
28,615
Pare-Pare
15,105
Han dar
11,175
Lmvu
18,480
Buton-Laiwui
7' 771
CELEBES
128,321
(Div. Henado 143,312
pop. 365,204)

4.61
4.88
4.40
4.11
4.50
4.68
1.95
4.19
38.97

I

1930

Nales

------Number

---

Females

Literate in Dutch
Total

Males

Number

%

Number

%

Nu111ber

%

890
721
491
15,185
697
335
944
451
19' 714
31•, 341

.85
.58
.40
7.22
.57
. 35
.63
.21
1.71
16.38

1,193
44
30
55
38
65
22
53
1,500
3,606

.55
.02
.01
.01
.02
.03
.01
.01
.06
.85

1,025
40
29
45
35
60
19
41
1,294
2,082

.93
.03
.02
.02
.03
.06
.01
.02
.11
.98

168
4
1
10
3
5
3
12
206
1,524

.16

2.5:
6.61
14.16
3.12
4.40
3. 77
1.95
5. 71
21.80
8.17
b.78
7.37
7.25
7.96
7.41
3. 71
7.29
43.84

3' 345
1,997
5,315
2,067
1,364
3,824
806
18,718
61,516

1.03
1.11
1.59
1.10
1.09
1.94
.38
1.20
34.01

1,843
249
511
223
101
2 7lt
197
3,398
8,396

.28
.07
.08
.06
.04
.07

1' {~30
217
488
184
79
217
169
2,744
4,637

.44
.13
.14
.10
.06
.11
.09
.18
2.52

413
32
63
39

.13
.02
.02
.02

22

.02
.OJ

%

-----------7, Q~)l,
3,4 72
8,6?.6

29,968
4,000
l, ,110

5 ,8Ll

4,201
67,292
46 '5 v,
26,ui'5
15,158
2J,JOO
13,038
9,811
ill, 65<>

6,965
109,603
80,796

Females

6.4~

.OS
.11
2.30

Number

57
28
654
3, 759

%

.01
.01
.02
.73

.01
.04
2.08

Data incomplete; no information on literacy of 184,905 persons in total Indonesian population of 423,140.

Vo1kstelling 1920, Vol. II, pp. 275-276; '{ulkstcUing 1930, Vol. V, pp. 201-202, 205-206.
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attending vernacular elementary schools were women (a total of

6,6~5

per-

sons), and only 1.2 percent of the women of South Sulawesi were literate.
Only 26 percent of adult female literates in 1930 had attended school; 81
percent of the non-adult female literates had done so. 61
Although there was an increase in literacy between 1920 and 1930,
both in terms of the total number of literates and the proportion of
literates in the population, the overall literacy rate of 4.19 percent was
still one of the lowest in the entire Dutch East Indies.

The sharpest

contrast was with the neighboring Residency of Menado, which had the
highest literacy rate in the archipelago.

The Division of Menado alone,

with a population nearly ten times smaller, had more literate persons than
all of South and

s~utheast

sons literate in Dutch.

Sulawesi, and had more than twice as many per-

62

The difference in literacy rates in North and South Sulawesi is
paralleled by the differe11ce in educational development in the two areas.

At the turn of the century (1899) there were 1,209 students registered in
one private and 14 public schools in South Sulawesi; in the same year the
Residency of Menado enrolled 34,780 students in a total of 227 private and
109 public schools.

63

During the period 1892-1897, only eighty-one

61

There is no information on where or how the literates who had not
attended school had learned to read and write. Pesantren were ~o~sidered
to be schools. Women, particularly of the upper class, may have been instructed at home, as young girls were protected from con~act with strangers. The small number of girls attending schools is undoubtedly related
to the culturally prescribed limitations on their contacts outside the
family. Volkstelling, 1930, Vol. V, pp. 83, 209-210, 214, 216.
62

volkstelling 1920, Vol. II, pp. 275-276, 284; Volkstelling 1930,
Vol. V, pp. 201-202, 205-207.
63 J

. "f ers, 1899 , p. 22 .
aarc1J
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students in the fourteen schools in South Sulawesi had received a certificate for satisfactory completion of the third grade.

Between 1891 and

1895, a teacher-training school had operated in Makassar, and graduated
thirteen teachers during that period.

It was closed in 1895 as part of a

.
64
genera1 economy d r~ve.
Early reports of Dutch officials attributed the lack of interest in
schooling among the Buginese and Makassarese to their dislike for the
separation of children from the family which this entailed.

Soon after

the extension of Dutch control into the interior there were requests for
the opening of local vernacular schools.

65

At that ti:e, 1908, there were

only three government vernacular schools in the indirectly-ruled areas-in Palopo, Pompanua (Bone), and Pare-Pare, although there were private
elementary schools in all the division and subdivision capitals.

In the

directly-ruled areas only two subdivision capitals were without government
vernacular elementary schools, and a number of private schools were also
in existence.

Governor Swart noted that were there not

a~

acute shortage

of teachers, the opening of schools in other places would be welcomed by
the population, which had begun to show a desire for education.

He

cautioned, however, that it had been a mistake to open schools to which
children of any class could be admitted, before making provision for the
education of the children of the aristocracy.

He strongly urged the

establishment of a "sekolah raja," such as had been opened in other parts
64Algemeen Verslag van het Inlandsch
Onderwijs in Ne.derlandsch-Indie
1893-1897, pp. 13, 43, 126; Jaarcijfers, 1899, p. 20.
65
.
Kroesen, "Hemorie," p. 6, reports such requests from Soppeng and
Wajo.
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~c.

of the NEI, to which the nobility wocld "gladly" send their children.vv
Before looking at the development of education in South Sulawesi
between 1906 and i941, it may be helpful to outline the system of education in the NEI.

67

In addition to government schools, there were govern-

ment-subsidized private schools, and unsubsidized private schools.

Many

of the private schools, subsidized and unsubsidized, were run by Pratestant and Roman Catholic Missions.
unsubsidized.
schools.

Some were Islamic schools, largely

Little precise information is available on the unsubsidized

Among them, and important because of their links to the nation-

alist movement, were the Taman Siswa schools, founded by Ki Hadjar
Dewantara, and the somewhat similar Indonesisch Nationale schools, started
in Kajutanam, West Sumatra, by Muhammad Sjafei.

68

There were two types of schools, those in which a vernacular language was the medium of instruction, and those in which Dutch was the
medium of instruction.

After 1915, vernacular schools included three-year

village schools (volksscholen), financed by the villages; and two to three
year continuation schools (vervolgscholen).
66

In 1921, five-year "linking"

Swart, "Hemorie," pp. 44-45.

67

General information on the educational system is taken from H.
Hutasoit, Coopulsory Education in Indonesia (Paris: UNESCO, 1954), pp. 1738; and S. L. van der Wal, Some Information on Education in Indonesia uo
to 1942 (The Hague: Universities Foundation for International Cooperation,
1961).
on the Taman Sisv.;a schools see Ruth T. McVey, "T~ma.n Siswa and the
Indonesian National Awakening," Indonesia, 4 (Oct. 1967), pp. 128-149; and
Ki Hadjar Dewantara, "Some Aspects of National Education and the Taman
Siswa Institute at Jogjakarta," Ruth T. :01cVey, tr~ns., pp. 150-168 in the
same issue. On the Indonesisch Nationale school see Sutedjo Bradjanagara,
Sedjarah Pendidikan Indonesia (Jogjakarta: n.p., 1956), p. 92; and !aufik
Abdulla~t, Schools and Politics: The Kaum ::-1uda :--1ovement in West Sunatra
(1927-1938), Cornell :'lodern Indonesia Project ~1onograph Series (Ithaca,
N.Y.: Cornell University, 1971), p. 127.
66
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schools (schakelscholen) were introduced, to which graduates of vi)lage
schools were admitted, and in which students were to be taught sufficient
Dutch to enable them to enter the Dutch-language advanced primary schools
(MULO).
The Dutch language schools included the "European" primary schools,
to which it was difficult for non-Dutch or non-European,

69

children to

gain admittance; Netherlands-Chinese schools; Netherlands-Native schools
(Hollandsch-Inlandsche scholen--HIS), in which the vernacular was the
medium of instruction for the first three years, and Dutch a subject, anci
Dutch the language of instruction for the final four years; "special"
schools, which were provided for the Christian children of Ambonese, Minahassan, and Timorese soldiers in the KNIL; three-year advanced primary
education schools
cials (OSVIA).

(~ruLO);

and five-year training schools for native offi-

Graduates of these Dutch schools were eligible to enter

Dutch secondary schools, which led toward a university education.
few Indonesian students entered tais stream of Dutch

ed~cation.

Very
There

were only eight secondary scaools in the colony in 1938, seven of them in
Java, and one in

~!edan,

North Sumatra.

Only one advanced primary school

(MULO) was established in South Sulawesi, and one school for the training
of officials and teachers (OSVIA).

Nc secondary schools

wer~ ~~tablished

in Sulawesi during the period of Dutch rule, and any students wishing and
able to continue their education past the elementary level had to go to
69 European was a legal classification, which included, among others,
Japanese. It has been estimated that about one-half of the 250,000 Europeans in the NEI were Eurasians. A number of Christian Indonesians,
largely Ambonese, ~inahassans, and Chinese, had legally assimilated to
European status. See Kahin, Nationalism, p. 33; Volkstelling 1920, vol.
II, p. 256.
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Java to do so.

Few did.

By the end of the period of Du .. -:h rule,

i~wer

than one thousand Indonesians in the entire archipelago had completed a
university education; to my knowledge not more than one or two were from
South Sulawesi.
As noted above, the lack of teachers was a serious problem in any

attempt to increase the number of schools and raise the general level of
education

L~

tha area.

Educating the children of the aristocracy, and

training prospective civil servants (overlapping, but not completely
identical objectives), were also urgent needs.

To meet these needs a com-

bined school for civil servants and teachers (OSVIA) was established in
Makassar in 1910.

The school offered a five-year course, and admitted

graduates of Dutch-language elementary schools.
instruction.

The school had a

planne~

Dutch was the medium of

capacity of ninety students, who

came not only from South Sulawesi, but also from South and East Borneo,
Timor, !-lenado, and Ternate.

In 1916 there were 108 students, sixty-five

of them from Souch Sulawesi, and eight graduates.

Between 1914 and 1925

a total of ninety-four students graduated from the OSVIA; unfortunately
there is no information on their geographic origin, or
teachers, officials, or local rulers.

whethe~

they became

70

Despite the problems of the quality of education, the shortages of
teachers and teaching materials, there was a considerable expansion of
education in South Sulawesi during the period of intensive Dutch rule.
(See Tables 11-3 and II-4.)

It might be noted that the expansion of

vernacular education was very much greater than that of Dutch primary
70 staatsblad 1910, No. 453; A1gemeen Vers1ag Onderwijs, 1916, part
2, pp. 268-269; Jaarcijfers, 1920, p. 28; Statistisch Jaaroverzicht van
Nederlandsch-Indie, 1925, p. 83.
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Table ll-3
Education - Celebes and Dependencies - 1916
-T"%--::r

PubU.c Schools

Vernacular
primary
education a
Dutch primary
education
(inc. HULO)

European

22

9

507

-~

Private Schools

Pupils
Number of
Schools

===

-

Pupils

Indonesian

Foreign
Asian

2,706

113

358

298

Number of
Schools

European

104

Total

Indonesian

Foreign
Asian

5,928

98

8,845

1,163

Type and Location of Dutch Primary Schools
Et1ropean Primary Schools (Eur. Lagere Scholen):
Net1.erlands Chinese Schools:

3 in Makassar, 1 in Haros, 1 in Bonthain

1 in Hakassar

Netlwrlands Native Schools (llollandsch lnlandsche

Schol..~n):

1 in Hakassar (opened in 1916)

Special Schools (for Christian children of Ambonese, Hinahassan, and Timorese soldiers in the Royal
Netherlands-Indies Army [KNIL]): 1 school in Hakassar
Continuation School for Advanced Primary Education (l-flJLO):
Training School for Officials and Teachers:

1 in Hakassar

1 in Hakassar

aSecond Class Government Native Schools (Openbare Inlandsche Scholen, 2nd Klasse); 5-year course.
Alg~meen

Verslat van het Onden-lijs in Nederlandsch-Indie, 1916, Part 2, pp. 42-43, 80-81, 96, 110, 132-133,
154-155, 316-331, 336-337.

(X)

w
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Table ll-4
Education - Celebes and Dependencies - 1936-37
Public Schools
NUJllber of
Schools
Vernacular
primary
a
education
Dutch primary
education

Private Schools

Pupils

Pupils

-

--

Europe<tn

Indonesian

Foreign
Asian

Number of
Schools

630

10

50' 722

458

115

14

638

1,442

552

2

Total

European

IndoneBian

Foreign
Asian

--

9,043

18

60,251

160

3

2,965

170

Type and Location of Dutch Primary Schools:
Public Schools:
European Primary School (Eur. Lagere Scholen): 3 in Makassar
Netherlands Chinese Schools: 2 in Hal~assar
Netherlands Native Schools (Holl.andsch Inlandsche Scholen): 1 in Makassar, 1 in Bonthain, 1 in Palopo,
1 in Pare-Pare, 1 in Sengkang, 1 in \.Jatampone
Special Schools (KNIL children): 2 in Nakassar
Linking Schools (Schake! Scholer1.): 1 in Hakassar
Private Schools:
European Primary School (Roman Catholic, subsidized): 1 in Makassar
Linking School (Protestant, subsidized): 1 in Makale (Toraja area)
Advanced Primary Education (MULO): 1 government school in Makassar
Training School for Officials and Teachers: 1 in Makassar
Vocational/Technical School: 1 in Makassar
a

Includes 3-year village schoolu (volksscl1olen) and 2-3 year continuation

A!~meen

292-.

s~hools

(vervolgscholen).

Verslag Onden...djs, 1936-37, l'art 2, pp. 138-139, 146-147, 273, 275, 279-280, 283, 285-287, 290,

~
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The number of pupils in primary vernacular education ic rela-

ed~cation.

tion to the total population increased from one in seventy-nine in 1929-

1930, to one in fifty-five in 1936-1937.
remained behind the averages for the
far behind the Residency of

~1enado

However, South Sulawesi still

~etherlands

Indies as a whole, and

to the north.

The proportions for the

Netherlands Indies as a whole for those years were one to forty and one to
thirty-four.

Although the proportions in the Residency of Menado declined

from one in sixteen to one in nineteen, in 1936-1937, }lenado, with 64,846
students in vernacular elementary schools and 4,284 in Dutch elementary
schools, still enrolled a greater number of students than her much more
populous neighbor to the south.

71

Unfortunately, there is little

info~tion

who actually completed priruary schooling.

on the number of students

In 1916, of the 978 boys and

46 girls who left public vernacular schools, none of the girls and only 96
boys received a certificate of completion of the fourth class; 285 boys
and 27 girls left after only one year of schooling.

Of students in pri-

vate schools, 1185 boys and 64 girls left school, one girl and 74 boys
with certificates of completion of the third or fourth class; 578 boys and
35 girls left after only one year of schooling.

72

Information on the

class origins of the pupils is available also only for the earlier period.
In 1916, in the vernacular primary schools, 90 percent of the pupils in
the public

sd:~C'l.s

and subsidized secular private schools, and 99 percent

of the pupils in the subsidized parochial schools, were of less than upper
71

Algemeen Verslag Onderwijs,
pp. 138-139, 146-147.

1936-1~37,

part 1, pp. 69-71; part 2,

72 Algemeen Verslag
Onderwijs, 1916, part 2, pp. 318-319, 328-331.
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c~igin

class

(the Dutch term is minderen).

At the more elite HIS, which

opened in Makassar in 1916, only 26 percent of the pupils were described
as of minderen origin.

Interestingly, at the OSVIA school for officials

and teachers, established in 1910 in part to educate the children of the
aristocracy, 40 percent of the pupils were of minderen origin (there is no
geographic breakdown by class origin).

It is likely that most of the

forty Indonesian pupils attending European primary schools in 1916 were of
upper class origin, either from the aristocracy orwealthy traders, for
only they would have been able to afford the school fees and cost of
.

tutor~ng

.

~

Dutc h • 73

The information on school graduates and drop-outs for later periods
in the education reports is not given by residency.

Sulawesi

c~~ented

The Governor of

in his 1941 report that although there were more appli-

cations to enter school than could be accepted, the drop-out rate was very
high.

}~y

children failed to return to school after going home for the

Moslem fasting month holiday.
harvesting seasons.

Absences were also hi2h

The high drop-out rate is

2

durL~g

planting and

comment both on the

quality of the education provided and its usefulness to the students.

If

the education received was not felt to be worth the effort and expense
involved, either in its intrinsic interest or in its preparation of students for further education or employment, then it might be thought best
to cut one's losses and leave as soon as possible.

In this

co~nection

it

is significant that the addition of a sixth year of agricultural instruction in the continuation schools was popular with students, although
73Algemeen Verslag Onderwijs, 1916, part 2, pp. 42, 96, 275, 322,
336-337.
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little interest was shown in the add5tion of a sixth year of instruction
in Dutch.

This was at a time when the lack of suitable empl·::>yment oppor-

tunities for OSVIA graduates had resulted in a recommendation for limiting
the number of students in that elite school.

One can surmise the limited

value of oue year of study of the Dutch language, after a rudimentary
primary education, in the competition for the few jobs utilizing Western
education available to Indonesians.
The

establish~ent

74

of the OSVIA seems to have had little impact on

either the supply or the quality of the teachers in South Sulawesi.

In

the self-governing areas teachers in the vernacular primary schools were
appointed and dismissed by the local ruler, based on the recommendation of
tha government school inspector and with the approval of the subdivision
and division heads.

In the directly-ruled areas the subdivision chief had

a similarly limited power of appointment and dismissal of teachers.
tially, teachers in the vernacular

pri~ary

Ini-

schools (the three-year village

schools) had only to be graduates of these same schools.

Later special

classes were established in the continuation schools to prepare teachers
for the village schools.

It was reported that 175 teachers completed such

special training in 1941.

Teachers in the continuation schools were sup-

posed to be graduates of normal schools, which provided four years of
education beyond the continuation school.

In 1941 the normal school for

boys in Makassar graduated twenty-eight Buginese and Makassarese teachers;
the normal school for girls, which had nineteen Buginese and Makassarese
students, hoped to produce its first three local graduates in 1942.

At

74 Ter Laag, "Memorie, 'Het Inlandsch Onderwijs' (pp. 19-21);
'Bestuur' (p. 4)." On the g-::;neral lack of job opportunities for lndonesian graduates of Dutch-language schools, see Kab:n, Ndtionalism, pp.
33-35.
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that time most of the teachers in both the public and private
schools were Menadonese or Ambonese.

cont~4:•lation

As these were supposed to be ver-

nacular schools, language was something of a problem.

Malay (the fore-

runner of Indonesian) was recognized as a vernacular language, in addition
to Buginese and

~~kassarese,

and it is likely that it was often used, both

where the teachers were not Buginese or
tion was linguistically mixed.

~~kassarese,

and where the popula-

It was noted that in two areas in south-

east Sulawesi where there were small colonies of Javanese (Kusambi and
Sidodadi [possibly also known as Sidomuljo]),

Java~ese

was taught as a

subject; presumably !>1alay was the medium of instruction.

Thus, even in

the vernacular schools instruction was given in what was a "foreign" language to many of the pupils.

Teaching and reading materials in the

vernacular languages were in short supply, so that repetition, drill, and
memorization characterized the method of instruction.
The NEI government was

responsib~~

75

for the financing of the system

of Dutch primary education, although some of the cost was met oy school
fees.

In the Residency of Sulawesi, financing of the vernacular primary

schools was the responsibility of the districts (wanua, or adat community).
In the self-governing lands, teachers' salaries were paid from the territorial treasuries.

However, the main burden fell on the parents

payment of school fees.
"1 s at a

pup~

. .

~n~mum.

76

th~ough

It was stated policy to keep the number of gratis
Only in the private, usually Christian,

sc~ools

75 rer Laag, "Memorie, 'Het Inlandsch Onderwijs,'" pp. 5-6, 12,

22-25.
76 rer Laag, "Hemorie, 'Het Inlandsch Onderwij s, "' pp. 5-7.
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were siznificant numbers of students admitted free.

77

A special education

allowance for two children per family was available to the chiefs, to
enable them to send their children to Dutch-language schools (HIS, linking
schools, or MULO).

In a few instances talented students were given an

allowance from the territorial treasury to enable them to continue their
education, on the condition that on its
ment service.

78

~ompletion

they join the govern-

Essentially, however, Western-type education was avail-

able only to those who could afford to pay for it, or who were

prepar~d

to

send their children to private, almost by definition Christian, schools.
This was unthinkable to many Hoslems, who were often reluctant to send
their children even to secular schools.
The cost of supporting a child as a student, particularly away from
home,

m~st

also have been a factor in the high drop-out rate.

It was

estimated that 60 percent of the students in the HIS and linking schools
came from elsewhere than the

to~n

or city in

~hich

To reduce the cost of educating their children,
send them to the vernacular village

pri~ary

the school was located.

~any

people preferred to

schools, then to the continua-

tion and linking schools, rather than sending them to the more prestigious
HIS.

The first three years of instruction in the HIS were in the vernacu-

lar language in any case, and it was cheaper to keep the child at home for
three years in the village school.

Because of the preference for this

77 In 1916,
2,031 of the total 3,611 pupils in the parochial schools
paid no fees; less than 10 percent of the students in other primary
schools were gratis; Algemeen Verslag Onderwijs, 1916, pp. 324-327. In
1941 it was noted that one of the ways in which the Roman Catholic Xission
schools competed successfully for pupils with the longer est~blished
Protestant schools was through charging low (or no) school fees; Ter Laag,
"Memorie, 'Het Inlandsch Onderwij s, ' 11 p. 14.

78 Ter Laag,

11

~·1emoric,

'De Landschapkassen,

111

p. ll.
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pattern of education, the HIS schools in Palopo and Bonthain were converted in 1938 to linking schools. 79
Official reports provide virtually no information on unsubsidized
schools, although it is likely that they enrolled more students than did
the schools within the governoent system.
Islamic and nationalist schools.

}lention was made above of

There was a Taman Siswa and an Indone-

sisch Nationale school in Makassar, but no information is available on the
number of students or graduates.
Isl~c

In 1941, Muhammadiyah, the modernist

organization, operated sixty-one schools throughout South Sulawesi.

Among these were two eight-year schools of some importance:

the Madrasah

Wadjo Tarbijah Islamijah, opened in 1931 in Sengkang by Sjech H. M. As'ad,
educated in Hecca where he had been born to Buginese pilgrims; and the
Madrasah Amiriah Islamiah, opened in Watampone (Bone) in 1933 under the
patronage of the newly installed raja, Andi

~appanjukki,

and directed by

a graduate of the Islamic Teachers College (Padang, West Sumatra). 80

Some

students from Sulawesi attendr.d Islamic schools in Jogjakarta and Surakarta, and in l{est Sumatra. 81
The

~~!y

period fvr which thc4a is infor.wation on the geographic

distribution of schools within the Residency of Celebes and Dependencies
is for the years 1937 and 1941.

Although there was an increase in the

number of schools and pupils during this period, there was no change in
79 Ter Laag,
"Hemorie, 'Het Westersch Lager Onderwijs in het Gouvernement Celebes en Onderhoorigheden, "' pp. 2-3.
80

Junus, Sedjarah Pendidikan Islam, pp. 284-286.

81 neliar

Noer, The Modernist Muslim :-lovement in Indonesia 1900-1942
(Kuala Lumpur/Singapore: Oxford University Press, 1973), pp. 51, 55.
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the pattern of location.

(See Table II-5, for 1941.)

Of note is the concentration of Protestant and Roman Catholic missian schools in the Toraja areas of the Divisions of Luwu and Xandar.
These schools played an important role in Christianizing a significant
proportion of the Toraja.

Particularly striking is the concentration of

government schools, especially Dutch

la~guage

schools in the city of

In 1941, 5 percent of the pupils in government vernacular

Makassar.

primary schools, 11 percent of those in advanced vernacular primary
schools, and 79 percent of those in Dutch-language primary schools, were
located in the city of !-lakassar.
from elsewhere in the residency,
Western-style education.

Although many of the local students carne
~lakassar

was very much the center for

However, the most striking characteristic of the

educational situation in South Sulawesi was the still very small number of
students even so late as 1941, and the unavailability of secondary education to those unable to go to school in Java.
"Modernist"

~-!ove.-::ents

Schools were not the only "modern" institutions which came to Sulawesi in the first half of the twentieth century.

Nationalism and reform-

ist Islam spread throughout the archipelago during these years.
Islam and

natio11ali~m

Initially

were combined in the first political nationalist
s:!?

organization in Indonesia, tht: Sarekat Islam.--

An out:.growth of two

earlier associations of Javanese merchants and traders who had organized
against sharp Cninese competition, the Sarekat Islam was founded in 1912
82

For the early nationalist movement see Kahin, ~ationalism, pp. 6580. There is some information on the nationalist moveme~t in Sulawesi in
Kementerian Penerangan, Reoublik Indonesia: Prooinsi Sulawesi (Djakarta,
1953), pp. 507-509.
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Table II-5
Celebes and Dependencies - Schools and Pupils - as of 31 July 1941 - Primary Education
--

Makassar

Bonthain

--

-·

Bone
(Hatanpone)

-

Mandar
Pare-·Pare (Madjene)

=

=

Luwu
Buton & Laiwui
(Palopo)
(Bau-Bau)

Total

Vernacular
Grades 1-3
16la 14t519b 84 8,737
Public
Private (Subs)C lc
56 --Grades 4-6
17d,e 1,944
7d,e 865
Public
Private (Subs)C ---- -Total Vernacular

140

--

15,735

--

10d,e 1,383

--

--

150

17,118

-- --

--

179

16,519

91

3
1
2

679
272
605

----

---

--

2g

441

--

--

1

2

632

--

--

--

2g

19·~

1

120

9,602

76 7,905
300
3

Be

--

923

--

87 9tl28

56 6,354
25 1,980
5
1

732
91

87 9,157

46
82

4,497
7,174

5d,e
1
134

711
209
8,335

60 7,078
10
598
4e

--

659

--

74 8,335

623 64,825
121 10,108
56
2

7,217
300

802 82,450

Dutch Schools£
Eur. Primary
Public
Private (Subs)
Neth. Chinese
Neth. Native
(II IS)

Special (KtUL
children)
Linking
Public
Private (Subs)
Advanced Primary
(HULO)

Total Dutch
TOTAL

--

--

--

-- --- -237

1

524

--

13

3,34 7

1

120

1

237

192

19,866

92

9, 722

151

17,355

--

--

1

-- --- --

---

-- --

1

-- --- --

2

--

--- --

-- --- --- --- --- --

-- 1
-- --- --

-- lh
-- --

48

--

--

-- --

273

321

89 9,449

63

1

-- --- --- --- --- -97 -65 --- --

63

2

162

88 9,220

136

12,753

1

--

--

4
1
2

727
272
605

---

4

951

2

632

5
1

474
65

1

524

20

4,250

---

-----

74 8,335

822 86,700
\0
N
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Table II-5 (continued)
a32 in the Subdivision of Makassar, of which 12 were within the city of Makassar.
b

3443 students in the Subdivision of Makassar (no figures given for the city).

cHith the exception of one Huhanunadiyah ~chool in Pangkajene (Hakassar), all other private subsidized
schools were either Roman Catholic or Protestant mission schools.
dClasses in the Dutch language provided in the following schools:
girls 1 school (Soppeng), Sengkang (\.Jajo); l.u\.Ju--Palopo.
t!

Hakassar I; Bonthain; Bone--\~atansoppeng

Agricultural instructi.on for the sixth grade provided in the following schools: Hakassar--Limbung (Goa),
Pangkajene, Jeneponto; Bonthaln (town); llone--Hatansoppeng I (Soppeng), Sengkang (Wajo), Paria (Wajo),
\~atampone (Bone), Hara (Bone); Pare-Pare--1\appang and town of Pare-Pare; Luwu--Palopo and Rantepao;
Buton-Laiwui--Raha.

fAll Dutch primat·y schools are public (government), and located in the cap:ltal of thf! Division (i.e., city
uf Nako:1ssar for Division of Nakassar) unl.ess otherwise noted.
gone of these schools was opened on 1 Augu~;t 1941; figures for students included.
11

school located in Makale (Toraja area).

Source:

Ter Laag, "Nemorie,

1

Het Inlandsch Ondendjs,

1

1

1let

\~estersch

Lager Onderwijs.

111

\0
l,.J
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.
in the Cent ral Javan ese princ ipali ty of Sura karta
~~kassar.

branc h in

By 1916 there

~as

a

In its early years the Sarek at Islam inclu ded many

a numb er of its branc hes,
Marx ists, who wield ed cons idera ble influ ence in
for powe r with those
and who became incre asing ly invol ved in a strug gle
of the Co~unist Party of
of less radic al orien tatio n. Alter the found ing
leade rship forba de dual
Indon esia (PKI) in 1920, the centr al Sarek at Islam
of the "Red" SI. For a
party memb ership , and in 1921 ouste d the 1:1embers
time what were known as PKI-S I
photo graph of such a group in

conti nued to exis t--th ere is a

branch~s

~-1akas.3ar

in 1923 --but by 1924 che split was

83

comp lete.

A PKI

pr0~agandist

had come to

~~kassar

to organ ize a comm unist

d contr ol of the newsmovement in 1920 , and by 1923 the party had gaine
branc h of the PKI •..;ras
pape r, Peob erita :-~kassar. In 1924, the ~·~kassar
to the Ninth Party
one of the four outsi de Java which sent deleg ates
Cong ress.

84

upris ings in
With the banni ng of the PKI follo wing tre abor tive
Java and 1-.Test Stma tra in 1926- 192 7, ;md

th~

~est

arres ts and i:::pri sonm ent of

g the 1930 's, the
virtu ally all sign ifica nt natio nalis t leade rs durin
rule by 1940 . The
natio nalis t movement posed littl e threa t to Dutch
extre me

weakn~ss

of natio nalis t organ izatio ns in South and South east

83 There is a photo graph of this group in J. Th. Petru s Blum berge r,
(Haar lem: H. D.
De Nati onal istisc he Bewe:;ing in :~ederL:mdsche-Indie
matio n is provi ded
infor
No
Tjeen k Willi nk & Zoon, 1931 ), oppo site p. 133.
whom is iden tiof
none
,
in the text. There are ten perso ns in the group
n; of the rehassa
:·1ina
fied. One is clear ly Javan ese, two appea r to be
the other s
but
se,
ssare
maind er one is certa inly eithe r Bugin ese or a:1ka
could be from anyw here in the archi pelag o.
84 Ruth T. McVey, The Rise of Indon esian Communism (Itha ca, N.Y.:
note 119).
Corn ell Univ ersity Press , 1965 ), pp. 134, 434 (foot
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Sulawesi is obvious from the 1941 report of the last pre-war resident,
C. H. ter Laag, who provided the following information on nationalist
groups:

85

1) Parindra (moderate group formed in 1935)--75 members.
2) Persatuan Selebes Selatan (South Sulawesi Union)--250 members.
This group broke away from Parindra in April 1939, under the leadership of Nadjamoeddin Daeng Malewa, under the slogan of loyal cooperation
with the government.

It initially met with great success, based on a

fierce anti-Parindra propaganda campaign, but it declined in importance
after early 1940, when Nadjamoeddin was sent to prison in Java for
86
embezzlement.
3) Gerindc (leftist, anti-Fascist, formed in 1937, many former
Partindo members)--110 members, all former PNI or Partindo members; some
in interior.
4) LAPSII (split from PSII in 1937--paralleling the national split
in 1934 into cooperative and non-cooperative groups)--113 members, small
branches in interior.
5) Penjedar Barisan PSII (the cooperative half of the split from
PSII)--40 members; some groups in interior.
None of these groups was any political threat to the Dutch in 1941.
The Resident did note that only the Persatuan Selebes Selatan took part
in the parade before the Governor of the Great East on 30 August 1940.
85 rer

Laag, '}1emorie, 'Politieke Toestand. "' For general information on the nationalist movement at this time, see Kahin, Nationalism,
pp. 94-97.
86 By

1941 he was said to have been released from prison, settled in
Batavia, and with the help of :1. H. Thamrin, was readmitted to Parindra;
Ter Laag, ":!emorie, 'Politieke Toestand, '" p. 3.
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The refusal of the other groups to tal(e part was attributed b:• the Resident to cooperation among them taken at the initiative of Dr. Tjipto
Mangoenkoesomo, the PNI leader in exile in

~·!akassar,

and ar. Soenarj o, the

Parindra (formerly Partindo) propagandist rP.sident in the city.
the political exiles were not treated as a threat.

But even

In early 1941 the

Marxist nationalist Hr. Iwa Koesoema Soemantri was transferred to
from exile in Banda (where he was

5~id

~!akassar

to have become a devout Moslem),

and was given permission to teach not only in a private commercial school
and the nationalist Taffian Siswa school, but also in the government
advanced primary school

(~lliL0). 87

There is mention of only one labor organization in the residency,
the Sarikat Sekerdja Particulier (Union of Priv1te 1-!orkers), founded under
Gerindo leadership in 1938, whose members were unskilled workers (kcolies),
drivers, hospital attendants, etc.
Makassar.

In 1941 the SSP had 250 members in

88

:-lore significant in South Sul.J.:.;esi th.J.n the n;;. r: i_nnal.ist political
organizations, both in numbers and in influence, was the modernist Islamic
social organization,

~fuhammadiyah.

Founded in the same year as the

Sarekat Islam, 1912, in the neighboring principality of Jogjakarta,
Muhammadiyah was slower in reaching }illkassar, spreading there between 1925
and 1929.

Again, as in the original conversion of the old kingdoms to

Islam in the early seventeenth century, it is said to have been Hinangkabau scholars and teachers who brought reformist Islam to South Sulawesi in
87 Ter

Laag, "Hemorie, 'Politieke Toestand,'" pp. 1-2.

88 Ter Laag,
"Xemorie, 'Politieke Toestand, "' p. 5.
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t he

.

twent~et

h

c~ntury.

89

Reformist Islam, with its emphasis on the purity

of the original doctrine and on

~eeting

the challenge of modern secularism,

was also brought by pilgrims returning from
t'l(l

5,440 between 1924 and 1939). "'¥

The

~ecca

~1uhammadiyah

(of whom there were
is said to have met with

initial opposition from the more conservative rulers--who objected to the
forthright 2ttacks of the modernists on the prevailing beliefs in the
power and sacred nature of the regalia of the kingdoms.

91

There is little

information on how the accommodation was :nade, but "progressive" member-s
of the aristocracy seem to have dominated the leadership of the Muhammadiyah.

By 1941 it was reported to have 4000

~embers

in South Sulawesi;

89 rnterview, Husain Ibrahi~, ~·1akassar, 27 September 1971; he added
that the ~linangkabau speak tough (bitjara keras), but don't act tough,
while in South Sulawesi people are hard (keras) both in words and deeds.
90 o M '
. t T~s.J..aw.
•
' R. G.'
t..
v.iOnamn:.eaanl.sm,
'
.
.
2n d ea.
. ("'
see: H. ·'""·
1.0..1,
.:..ew
n oaernl.::>
York: Oxford University Press, 1962), pp. 166-180; and Clifford Geertz,
Islam Observed (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1963), pp. 56-89.
On its influence in Indonesia see: ~oer, :Iodernist ~Iuslim ~·Iover:1ent; Kahin,
Nationalism, pp. 45-49; and Harry J. Benda. The Crescent and the Rising
Sun (The Hague:·..;. ·.;an ~oe·:e. 1958), pp. 32-54.
On pilgrirr:s see: ::itatisti.;cn Jaaro·J~rzicilt van :;ec:erlandsche-Indie,
1924, p. 97; 1125, p. 109: 1~26, p. 116; 1927, p. 131; 1928, p. 111; 1929,
p. 129; Indis~h ~~rsla~, 1?31, p. 129; 1941, pp. 148-149. There was no
info=-~ticn on pilgrims for the period 1900 to 1924.
It was reported that
in 1893 there were 1,368 persons who had made the pilgrimage to Mecca
living in South Sulawesi; Jaarcijfers, 1899, p. 30.
The son of one of the early ~1uhammadiyah leaders in South Sulawesi
writes of his father having demonstrated to hj.s grandmother that objects-such as ornaments--have no magic power, by throwing out the window an object considered sacred by the old lady. He notes that the Muhammadiyah
faced problems in connection with the regalia of the rulers, which were
believed to have supernatural power and which embodied the sovereignty of
the kingdoms. The rulers, he writes, would not permit the ~·Iuhammadiyah to
talk and act any way it so desired. He does not indicate how the conflict
was solved, but only praises in a general way the role of the "famed"
Muhammadiyah schools. :r. Sjarif Saleh Daeng Paesa, "Analisa Perdjuangan
Muhammadijay di Sulawesi Selatan," Almanak :bha:w-nadijah Tahun H:!.dj rah 1380
(Jakarta: Pusat Pimpinan ~luhammadijah Nadj lis Taman !:'us taka, 1960), pp.
134-141.
91
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its

wo~en's

auxiliary, Aisjiah, had 2000 members; and its youth group,

Hisbulwathan, lOOO members.

There were branches not only in

in Bonthain, Salayer, Sengkang, Rappa,g, and ¥alopo.
polyclinic and sixty-one schools.
smaller.

The Aciratha

~oestaqiem

}~kassar,

but

It operated a

The orthodox Islamic groups were much
had 250 members in five branches

(Makassar, Goa, Barru, Pangkajene, and

}~ros);

the Nadahtul Ulama had only

a candidate branch in Makassar with fifty members.

92

Political Relationships
In both the directly-ruled and self-governing areas relationships
between the traditional chiefs and rulers and the local population were
affected by the imposition of Dutch rule.
At the village level, the position of the village chief changed
significantly as his upward ties were now more to the European-run administration than to the chiefs and ruler.
an administrative than a natural

The village itself became more

co~unity,

as scattered houses were con-

centrated into villages (a measure taken initially in mountain areas in
order to destroy sanctuaries for rebels).

In the directly-ruled areas,

villages were joined into "ressorts" and were placed not under a traditional adat chief, but under a civil servant whose authority came from the
government.

In 1906 the village chiefs were appointed by the division

chief; later, in both directly-and indirectly-ruled aceas chiefs

w~re

elected by the adult male residents of the village, with the approval of
the local European official and, in the latter, of the self-governing
92 Ter Laag, "Hemorie, 'Politieke Toestand,'" pp. 4-5; see also
Propinsi Sulawesi, pp. 508, 597.
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ruler.

93

The decision to select the village chiefs through election may

have been in part influenced by the difficulty in finding persons willing
to be appointed to the position.

The Governor in 1906 reported a reluc-

tance to accept a job as village chief, even when it meant control over
considerable amounts of land and/or income, because of the aversion of the
people to the duties involved and their reluctance to incur the resentment
Qt..

of their neighbors.' ·

Such aversion and :t"esentment at this time may have

stemmed from the tax-collecting duties with which the village chiefs were
charged.

It may, however, have reflected a more generalized hostility tu

Dutch rule, and a reluctance on the part of the village officials to
derive their authority from appointment by the Dutch colonial government
rather than from the arung or their fellow villagers.
The higher chiefs and rulers were not so obviously subordinated to
the

E~ropean

administration in a hierarchical manner, as placed in a

parallel hierarchy lli1der the guidance of the colonial civil servants.

In

a sense there was a split between authority and power--the authority
remaining in the hands of the traditional rulers although the power
in the hands of the NEI administration.

~as

The traditional rulers did not

have the power to act on their o¥m initiative without the approval of the
Dutch administration; the colonial civil servants lacked authority over
the population, and were dependent on the cooperacion of the local aristocracy to ensure compliance of the people to government orders.
Describing the situation in 1941, the last Resident of Celebes and
93

ENI, art. "Bone," A-VII (1933), p. 1144; art. "Boegineezen," A-V

(1925), p:-341.
94Kroesen, "~lemorie," pp. 5-6.
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Dependencies, C. H. ter Laag, noted that in both the directly-rule.:-! and
the self-governing areas only the chiefs of noble blood and descendents
of influential aristocratic lineages could exercise real authority 0ver
the people.

However, he said, because of the administrative and technical

shortco~ngs

of the chiefs (and their intellectual limitation--which the

Resident ascribed to the excessive intermarriage among the aristocracy),
native civil servants were placed at their sides.

These

c~vil

servants

were government officials, part of the NEI administration, and in the
Resident's view, served as essential links between the Dutch officials and
the local chiefs.

95

Indeed it is in part because the chiefs were politically powerless
that they were able to retain their influence aPd authority.

It was the

civil servants, not the chiefs, who were seen as the tools of the Dutch
masters, and who bore the opprobrium for their collaboration.

Although

there were some Buginese and .:-1akassarese OSVL-\ graduates who became civil
servants, they were

fe~

in nuwber, and the administration continued to be

predominantly staffed :,y Dutch, Javanese,
Nc~

~-!i:J.ahassa."'l.s,

.:i!ld Ambonese.

all the aristocracy by any means found position as government

officials or chiefs.

Some lived off these of their relatives who did have

high positions, and indulged themselves in hunting,

st~~lingi

women.

Some members of the

low~r

Some became, or remained agriculturalists.

~d

chasing

aristocracy became involved in trade and commerce (as indeed they

had done since the seventeenth century), and assimilated themselves to the
class of wealthy businessmen.
positions as imams.

S0~e

took up the study of Islam, and found

The aristocracy, particularly in the directly-ruled

95 Ter Laag, ":-lemorie, 'Bestuur,'" pp. 2-3.
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areas,

·~as

no longer in control of the state, and was divided among vari-

ous economic groups, but it was far from being uninfluential and powerless.96
The power of

t.h~

aristocracy had traditionally been linked not only

to its position as guardian of the regalia and intermediary with the
supernatural, but also to its economic independence, which was based on
its rights to the harvest from the lands held in the name of the regalia.
This economic

indep,~ndence

was curbed by the Dutch administration, insofar

as the income from the regalia lands was put into the territorial treasury, and the chief

inste~d

received a regular salary.

Although the

salary was more regular than the income from fields dependent on good
weather for a g0od harvest, the amount of the salary was not based on the
qualif1cations, abilities, or duties of the ruler, but on the decision of
the European resident, based on the amount and productivity of the regalia
(now

st~~e)

l.:mds.

In..:;ofar as the chiefs became administrators, or as

OSVLA graduates were ooved from civil service to self-governing ruler
positions, there were inequities in salaries so determined.

Further,

although being paid in the form of money apparently carried some prestige, the chief no longer had rice tc distribute to his followers.

This

had been an important means by which he had demonstrated his generosity
and charity, important attributes of a ruler.

97

It is not clear whether rulers retained residual rights to the land,
and whether their approval continued to be required for all transactions
96 Spoor, "Inheemsche Rechtsgemeenschap," pp. 178-179.

97 spoor, "Inheemsche Rechtsgemeenschap," p. 177; art. "Landschapkas,"
ENI, II (1918), p. 528.
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involving transfer of rights tc land :•sage.

In Bone, the management of

and rights to the produce of the original regalia land (galung arajang)
was turned over to district and subdistrict administrators, while the
galung akarungang was distributed to collaborating princes, and community
and kampong Ch;efs.
•

98

· ~s
·
I n ma-.y cases ~t

"d t h at t h e ru 1 er ' s f ~"1 y

sa~

retained as their personal possession land which had accrued to the
regalia land by others' loss of their rights to it (galung akarungang).

99

In such cases the amount of land which the ruler controlled in the name
of the community may have decreased, but the land which he and his family
controlled as their personal property increased.
In directly-ruled areas appanage lands lost their distinctive character.

In some instances they apparently reverted to galung arajang, now

under the control of the NEI administration; in 1910 Governor Quarles
suggested that appanage holders be compensated for the loss of income from
lapsed appanages.

100

In other instances, appanage

l~~d

came to be treated

as the property of the holder; ·,.;hen Go.:1 regained self-6overning status in
1936, the Raja of Goa tried
former appanage lands.
\~en

~ithout

success to reassert his control over

101

chiefs and rulers lost control of appanage grants they lost a

means of tying subordinate chiefs to them.

Insofar as such lands passed

under the control of the appanage holders, the position of the subordinate
98Art. "Boegineezen," ENI, A/V (1925), p. 341; Adatrechtbundels, 31
(1929), pp. 114, 23i.
99 spoor, "Inheemsche Rechtgemeenschap," pp. 191, 320-321.
100 quarles, "Hemorie," pp. 13-14.
101

Ter Laag,

"~1ei:lorie,

'Bestuur,'" ?· i.
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chiefs was strengthened.

However,

wh~.-e

such lands became part of the

government-administered territorial treasury, the 5ubordinate chiefs,
unless they were appointed to salaried positions, lost a major source of
their own livelihood.

With the breakdown of the regularized appanage

system, possibilities for

conflic~

and competition increased, as some

subordinate chiefs strengthened their positions, while others retained
their dependence on the arung without the saving honor of a recognized
position and a regular income from an appanage grant.

The holding of such

a recognized position--including the entire range from membership in the
hadat to village chieftain--was now dependent not only on the favor of the
arung, but on the approval of Dutch officials.
Although the aristocracy lost virtually all of its political power,
and what few functions it retained in administrative and judicial matters
were exercised according to Dutch specifications and under close Dutch
supervision, it did retain a considerable measure of economic and spiritual power, and of popular influence.
and most of their perquisites; they
regalia--the
kingdoms.

obj~cts

The chiefs retained their

re~ained

the

guardia~s

title~

of the royal

of worship and center of spiritual cohesion of the

They were not, however, generally entrusted with much of the

actual administration, this being handled by the civil servants, often
Javanese or Minahassan, under the supervision of Dutch officials.

In this

way many of the members of the aristocracy retained their traditional
positions, possessions, and prestige, without being compromised in the
eyes of their subjects as tools of the foreign colonial power.
At the same time, the aristocracy became disassociated from many of
the more oppressive

as~ects

of governance.

Their judicial duties
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concerne d only minor dispute s; virtuall y none joined
forces, and the collecti on of

t~xes

~he

colonia l

~ilita=Y

was in the hands of the Dutch and the

village chiefs, not the higher aristocr acy.

At the same time, one of the

traditio nally oppress ive levies of the aristocr acy on the common

peopl~,

forced labor (heeren diensten ), was lightene d, as the number of days required per year declined

1940.

102

fro~

fifty-tw o in 1910, to about twenty-f our in

And finally, although the aristocr acy itself co:..ld take no

credit for the decision , slavery

~as

.
h"~ps b etween t he
s i ve o f all re1 at~ons

abolishe d, removing the most oppres-

.

ar~stocracy

. su b"J~cts. 103
an d t h e~r

While these factors enabled the aristocr acy to retain a powerfu l
position in society , others inhibite d the developm ent of competin g leadership groups.

Because educatio nal opportu nities were severely restrict ed,

no real intellig entsia develope d.

School costs were high, giving the

aristocr acy, which controll ed a disprop ortionat e share of the wealth, an

102
Indisch Verslag , 1931, pp. 464, 509; 1941, pp. 510, 539. The
jurisdic tion of c::e :1.:1tiv2 o.ffh:ia ls in tlte adcinis tration of justice extended only to civi.::. :::J.tters ir.vol•:in g l·~ss th;.1:::. /'27;, ;:lnd Lo those othc:.r
matters involvin g i=prison cent of less than three ~onths or a fine a£ l~ss
than 1100; "Reg.din ;; der roo:cntsplegii.1g over cie inneerasc he bevolidn g van
die zelfbest urenae iandscha ppen van het Gouverne reent Celebes en Onderhoorighe den, waar de zelfbest uren worden bygest~an door een ambtena ar van
bet Ned. Ind. Gouvern ement," SA, :·lailrap port 256/190 6, Verbaal 21 February
1907, No. 74.
103

rhe initial instruct ions from Governo r Koresen to the officia ls
in South Sulawes i in December 1905 said that regulati ons on the registra tion and gradual freeing of slaves would be issued later; Letter of 13
December 1905, SA, ~1ailrapport 256/1906 ; Verbaal 21 February 1907, No. 74.
In 1908 slavery was abolishe d in Buton; I have found no record of when it
was abolishe d in the rest oi South and Southea st Sulawes i. In a 1910
report, the Governo r noted that although slavery no longer occurred very
much in the directly -ruled areas, it seemed not to have diminish ed in the
self-gov erning lands. At the same time the Governo r reported that a
shortage of labor was occurrin g in Bo~e and Pare-Pa re as many former
slaves returned to Toraja; he advised proceed ing with caution to prevent
any economic difficu lties. Quarles, ":·1emori e," pp. 67-68.
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advant~~e

in access to education.

There were no schools beyond the ad-

vanced primary level in South Sulawesi; thus it was necessary to go to
Java to obtain a secon1ar; education.

Students who did so tended to be

drawn into the developing national elice, and while these contacts and
ass~ciations

were often useful resources to those who returned to take

part in the competition for

~eadership

positions within South Sulawesi,

the very process of transcending local identifications loosened ties with
the people who ciid remain bound to them.
Nor did an Islamic

co~nter-elite

dP.velop, although the Xuhammadiyah

schools and organizations provided the nucleus of a cadre of followers for
a leader using Islamic appeals.

Muhammadiyah itself was under the leader-

ship of members of the aristocracy.

The existing link between the aris-

tocracy and the Islamic administrative hierarchy seems to have been
strengthened, as members of the lower nobility who could no longer be
accommodated with appanage grants or minor government positions, turned to
the study of Islam and joined the ranks of the imam.

Popular identifica-

tion with and commitment to Islam does seem to have deepened during the
period of colonial rule, in part as a reaction to domination by a kafir
overlord.

The missionary activities of the Dutch Christians among the

Toraja may also have inspired a strengthening of the commitment to Islam
of the Buginese and

~~kassarese.

The educational activities of the

Muhammadiyah gave a positive content to this reaction.
The continuing influence of the aristocracy and the developing influence of the Muhammadiyah were more noticeable in the interior of South
Sulawesi than in the city of Makassar.

By 1930 Makassar was part of what
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Hil dre d Ge ertz has cal led the
"m etr opo lita n sup erc ult ure "
of Ind one sia . 104
Ma kas sar had bee n lon ger and
~ore int ens ive ly in
con tac t wit h for eig n
inf lue nce s, bot h as a com mer
cial and tra din g cen ter sin ce
the mid six tee nth cen tur y, and as an
are a und er dir ect Du tch rul e
sin ce the mid sev ent een th cen tur y. ~lakassar
rem ain ed a com me rcia l cen ter
, but in add itio n saw the con cen tra tio n of
"mo der n" ins titu tio ns, suc h
as sct .oo ls and
po liti cal par tie s wit hin the
cit y its elf . The }~kassar cit
y cou nci l-how eve r lim ite d its aut hor ity
and min ute the Ind one sia n par
tic ipa tio n in
it-- wa s the onl y ele cti ve po
liti cal org an in the res ide ncy
. The po liti cal
par tie s, wea k as the y we re,
wer e lar gel y con fin ed to the
cit y.
From the for ma tion of the Gov
ern men t of the Gre at Eas t in
1938 un til
the dis sol uti on of the Sta te
of Eas t Ind one sia in 195 0, !1a
kas sar ser ved as
the adm ini str ati ve cap ita l for
the ent ire Eas ter n a~chipelago.
The compos itio n of the pop ula tio n ref
lec ted thi s cos mo pol itan atm
osp her e. Wit h
a pop ula tio n ~stioatec in 193
0 at 84, 855 , :·fa kas sar was the
lar ges t mu nic ipal ity in the Gre at Eas t, ~~d
in all the Ou ter Isl
and s onl y Pal emb ang was
105
lar ger .
It '.vas inco otJa r.:lb ly lar ger
tha n any oth er town in Sou th
Sul aw esi --th e nex t in siz e,
Bon tha in and Par e-P are , had
pop ula tio ns of
les s tha n 700 0. (Se e Tab le
II- 6.) Not onl y was Ma kas sar
ove rwh elm ing ly
lar ger in its tot al pop ula tio
n in com par iso n wit h oth er tow
ns in the
pro vin ce, it was als o the mo
st mix ed rac ial ly. Wh ile the
pop ula tion of
the res ide ncy as a wh ole was
99 per cen t Ind one sia n, the
cit y was onl y
104

"C ult ure s and

Communiti~s,"

pp. 33- 41.

105

vo lks tel lin g, 19 30, Vol . V,
pp. 141 -14 2; Pau lin e Du blin
Urban Are as in Indo~2sia (Be
Mil one ,
rke ley : Un ive rsit y of Ca lifo rni
a, Ins titu te of
Int ern ati ona l Stu die s, 196 6),
pp. 109 -11 3. Pal em ban g's pop
ula tio n was
103 ,14 5; ~-!ed.:1n's 76, 534 .
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Table II-6
Urban:i.zation and Population of Cities and Towns -· 1930 - Celebes and Dependencies
~.=-~..z__=_-z.__:..._~~~ =--=~=:--:...:.::..:.=.....:....=-=...-=--~

Indonesians
Nakassar
Bonthain
Hatampone
SL·ngkang
Pare-Pare
Pa1opo
Bau-Bau

65,445
6,230
2,164
5,521
5,599
3,850
2,258

Y.<?..:~_kstelling,

(77.1%)
(92.9)
(86)

(94.4)
(89.2)
(91.4)
(90.6)

---

--

-

=

Europeans

Chinese

3,4'•7 (4.01%)
87 (1.29)
69 (2.74)
50 (0.85)
125 (1. 99)
56 (l.JJ)

15,363 (18.1%)
370 (5.51)
229 (9.1)
159 (2. 71)
385 (6.13)
124 (2.94)
151 (6.05)

66 (2.6/•)

.··-~

Foreign Asiatics
(0. 71%)
(0.35)
(2.1)
(1. 38)
(2.61)
118 (4.23)
18 (0.72)

600
24
53
81
164

Total
84,855
6, 711
2,515
5,847
6,273
4,208
2,493

1930, Vol. V, pp. 141-142.
Etlmic Groups in Indonesian Population of Nunicipality of Makassar - 1930

====-=-=-="=-~~=-~~-'----~-~-~-~-=---

--=--'-"-"--'---=~

Total Number

% of Total Native Population

15,799
37,389
412
1,808
377

24.14%
57.13
.63
2.76
.58
• 79
.20
.63
1.29
2.23
7.02
.33

Buginese
Hakassarese
Handarese
Salayarese
To raja
Butonese
Ha1ays
Banjarese
Ninahassans
Ambonese
Javanese and Madurese
Sundanese

~15

132
415
844
1,460
4,594
217

......
Vo1ks~elling

1930, Vol. V, pp. 26-43.

0

.......
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77 percent Indonesia n.
itself

mi'~ed,

hassan~.

Further, in the city the Indcnesia n populatio n was

with significa nt numbers of Javanese, Ambonese, and

~ina

There were only 4,537 Europeans in the entire residency in 1930,

and of these 3,561 (76 percent) lived in the city of

~~kassar.

Chinese

formed less than 1 percent of the populatio n, a total of 21,380 persons in
the entire residency , but 71 percent of them were in the city of
where they formed 18 percent of the populatio n.

~~kassar,

(See Tables I-2 and II-6.)

Foreigne rs, foreign education , and foreign enterpris es and those who
worked with them were concentra ted in the city of Makassar.

By 1941

Makassar, the kota, was in many dimension s significa ntly unlike the
hinterlan d, the hutan, of the residency of which it was the capital.
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CHAPTER III
THE

JAP~~ESE

OCCUPATION

On 11 January 1942 the first Japanese troops landed in the Netherlands East Indies--in Menado, North Sulawesi and in Tarakan, East Borneo.
On 24 January the airfield at Kendari in Southeast Sulawesi was captured,
and on 9 February the Japanese Eastern Force landed at Makassar.

:·1akassar

became the headquarters of the Southwest fleet of the Japanese Navy, and
of the naval civil administration for Borneo, Sulawesi, the
the Lesser Sunda Islands.

~·1oluccas,

and

In February Japanese bombers based in Kendari

attacked U.S. and Dutch ships in the area, naval and air bases in Java,
. A ustra1'~a. l
. ~n
an d P ort Darw~n

In Makassar there was little resistance to the Japanese landing,
either on the part of the small Dutch oilitary garrison or the local po?ulation.

.;ny resistance ''as harshly dealt with; throughout the occupation

anyone suspected of opposing Japanese policies was imprisoned or killed.
Dutch officials were interned immediately; in October the first group of
1000 war prisoners was sent to Japan, but a number of Dutch citizens,
including many Indo-Europeans, remained in camps in South Sulawesi until
1 Basil Collier, The 1-lar in the Far East, 1941-1945 (London: Heinemann, 1969), pp. 202-209. For a description of the naval administration,
its branch offices, and changes in structure and location of subsidiary
offices, see Koichi Kishi, Shigetada :Ushijima, et al., eds., Jaoanese
Military Administration in Indonesia, U.S. Department of Commerce, Joint
Publications Research Service (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1963), pp. 61-62; and George Sanford Kanahele, "The Japanese Occupation of Indonesia: Prelude to Independence" (Ph.D. thesis, Cornell
University, 1967), pp. 61-62.
109
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the end of the war.

Indones ians suspecte d of being pro-Dut ch, includin g

a number of the local rulers, were apparen tly
the landing s, but were
tion was installe d in

re~abilitated

~~rch

?

1942.-

impris~ned

at the time of

whP.n the Japanese civil adminis traLocal nationa lists had establis hed a

committe e to welcome the Japanes e, and were appointe d to the Public
Security

co~,;ttee

(Chian Iji Kai) establis hed to maintain order and

replace the interned Dutch officia ls.

Chairman of this committ ee in

Makassa r was Nadjamo eddin Daeng :Ialewa, who had been associa ted with
Parindra and the coopera tionist Persatua n Selebes Selatan .

Iwa Kusuma

Sumantr i, the exiled nationa list leader from Java, was appointe d secre:ary.

The committ ee was in existenc e about a month, apparen tly being dis-

banded after the estabJis hment of the Naval Civil Adminis tration Department on 10

~~rch

1942, after the formal surrende r of the
Indies to the Japanes e. 3

~etherlands

East

Japanese Occupat ion Policies
Japanese occupati on policy in Indones ia •..;ent through several phases,
and was applied somewhat differen :ly in each of the three areas under
Japanese military adminis tration.

During the injtial period of the occu-

pation Japan's policy was determin ed by her objectiv es in conquer ing the
area--ac cess to resource s needed for the war effort, particu larly oil, and
2

I. J. Brugman s, et al., eds., Nederla ndsch-In die onder Japanse
bezettin g: Gegevcn s en docu~cntcn over de iaren 1942-194 5 (Frili~eker:
Wever, 1960), pp. 21, 30, 32, 34, 61, 71, 79; Kanahel e, "Japane se Occupation," p. 58. Intervie w, Brigadi er General Andi ~-~ttalatta, Nakassa r, 17
Febru3.ry 1972.
3Kishi and
Nishijim a, Jap:mese Hilitarv ArlTTii!"1i"t:ration, p. 157;
Kanahel e, "Japanes e Occupat ion," pp. 26-27. I have found nc informa tion
on when Nadjamo eddin returned to ~akassar aiter his release from jail in
Surabaya in 19~1 and subseq~cnr ~ove to Jakarta.
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denial of those resources to hostile powers.

Because Japan's objective in

Indonesia was primarily extractive, there was no interest in industrial
development per se, only in assuring the maximum supply of oil and other
resources to the war effort, and in providing for the self-sufficiency of
the forces in the area.

In order to provide the political order necessary

to accomplish these '?conomic objectives, it was decided that "the existing
governmental organizations shlil be utilized as much as possible," and
that "premature
avoided."

~ncouragement

of native independence movements shall be

4

This phase, however, was relatively short-lived.

By early 1943

Japanese military reverses inspired a rethinking of relationships with the
southern territories, and resulted in a new emphasis on cooperation between the Japanese authorities

~~d

local nationalists, increased political

participation for the local people, and on preparations to fight together
against the comnon enemy--the American, British and Dutch Allies.
phase culminated

~n

This

the Koiso Declaration of 7 September 1944, which

promised eventual independence to the East Indies.

5

The basic reality underlying the Japanese administration of Indonesia, however, was that it was a short-lived military occupation in time of
war, and not a long enduring peacetime colonization.

Thus the exigencies

4Harry J. Benda, James K. Irikura, Koichi Kishi, Japanese Militarv
in Indonesia: Selected Documents, Southeast Asia Studies,
Translation Series, no. 6 (Xew Haven, Co~~~.: Yale University, 1965), pp.
1-2; Kishi and Xishijima, Japanese .:-lilitarv Administration, pp. 106-107,
260-263, 530-531; oil is specifically mentioned in the latter translation
on pp. 114, 300, and 404.

Admi~iz~~~tion

5Text

a: the declaration is in Benda et al., Japanese }lilitarv
Administration, p. 259.
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of the war effort always took
future.

precedc~ce

over long-range planning for the

6

As noted above, occupation policies were applied somewhat differently in each of the three areas administered by the Japanese forces.
Java, which came under the Sixteenth Army, was politically the most
developed area, had little oil, but an abundance of manpower.
there that

oaj~r

It was

concessions to the nationalist movement had to be made
From

and opportunities for political participation were most extensive.

quite early on the possibility of autonooous status within the Greater
East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere was held out as a possible goal.

It was

also the principal area where the forced labor levies of the Romusha
program were a severe hardship to the people, and increased class antagonisms by the tainting of both the traditional ruling class of officials
and the nationalist leaders with collaboration in carrying it out.

7

Sumatra was ruled together with :-ralaya by the Twenty-fifth Ar.my.
Although the hallie of many nationalist leaders, particularly the intellectually

prn~inent

:linangkabau, Su=atra was itself less developed politi-

cally than Java, for the leading nationalists were and remained in the
political heartland of Indonesia, Java.

The Palembang area in South

6on the Japanese Occupation, see Harry J. Benda, The Crescent and
the Rising Sun (The Hague: van Eoeve, 1958); Benedict R. O'G. Anderson,
Some Aspects of Indonesian Politics under che Jaoanese vccuoation: 19L..41945, Cornell :-Iodern Indonesia Proj e~t Iu.t.:::-i= I'.c.;:ort Series (Ithaca,
N.Y.: Cornell Univers~ty, 1961); and Benedict R. O'G. Anderson, "Japan:
'The Light of Asi~, '" in Josef Silverstein, ed., Southeast Asia in :-."orld
War II, Southeast Asia Studies, ~-~onograph Series, no. 7 (New Haven, Conn.:
Yale University, 1966).

7For the Romusha program see H. F. Wertheim, Indonesian Society in
Transition (The Hague: van Hoeve, 1969), pp. 270-272; and particularly for
the intensified cl.:1ss antagonisns, Anderson, "Japan: 'The Light of Asia,'"
pp. 28-29.
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Sumatra was the primary oil producing region in Indonesia, with
third in importance, and

th~

rubber

its control highly desirable.

~d

J~bi

other resources of the island made

The Japanese administration in Sumatra was

tmder less pressure to grant opportunities for political participation
than its counterpart in Java, and initially there was some sentiment for
retaining Sumatra, together with Malaya, as a Japanese colony. 8
The Japanese Navy administered the rest of Indonesia--Borneo,
Sulawesi, the

~oluccas,

the Lesser Sundas, and West Irian

(~ew

Guinea).

These areas were the least politically developed of any in the Netherlands
East Indies, with the exception

of~linahassaand

Ambon--and the people of

these areas were treated with caution and suspicion by the Japanese
because of their earli£r close association with the Dutch.

Eastern Indo-

nesia was relatively underpopulated, and the Navy administration, rather
than relying on locally recruited labor, utilized an estimated 70,000
Romusha from Java in forestry, ~ining, and other activities. 9

East Borneo

was the second nost important oil producing area in Indonesia, but what
resources Sula~esi had were little ~o~n and little developed. 10

Because

the navy area was somewhat cut off from Java, not only administratively
but by Allied attacks on shioping, the occupation authorities apparently
did decide to establish some factories to supply consumer goods that had
previously been imported from Java.
8

However, the exigencies of the war

Kanahele, "The Japanese Occupation," p. 39.

9 Kishi and
Nishijima, Japanese
316' 319-321.

:-fj ___-...::ary

Administration, pp. 313,

10 Nickel from the Pomara mine
was extracted and shipped to Japan or
stockpiled; Kishi and Nishijirna, Japanese Hilitary Administration, pp.
297-298.
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situation meant that those factories that were completed used very sicple

processL~g and manufacturing methods. 11 Initially the Japanese planned to
retain the

ar~a

under naval administration as a colony, and thus there was

no encouragement of

natio~alist

tion of the population,

As

sentiment and minimal political participa-

explair1~d

by Kishi and Nishijima, "there was

no intention whatever of conducting political propaganda activities due to
the fact that the Navy had permanent possession and cclonization of the
Navy area as its central policy, in contrast to the policy in Java."

12

After a new policy of increased political participation for the
Indonesian population in Java was announced on 1 August 1943 by General
Harada, commander of the Sixteenth

A~y

on Java, the Navy authorities were

apparently under some pressure to implement such a policy in their area.
In December i: was announced that regional and municipal councils would be
established in the navy territories, and that the nationalist leaders
Dr. G. S. S. J. (Sam) Ratulangie and Tadjuddin Noor
advisers to the administration.

wo~ld

be appointed as

In :-!arch and April 1944 regional councils

did begin to operate in the directly-controlled areas of South Sulawesi,
Borneo and Ceram and the former residencies of Nenado and Ambon.

(Hadat

councils already existed in the self-governing states of South Sulawesi.)
All members were appcinted, and those selected were primarily officials
and local aristocrats.

Municipal councils, similar to those which had

existed uhder the Dutch, were established in Makassar, Menado, Banjermasin,
Pontianak, and Ambon.

Half of the members were appointed and half elected;

ll~sh.i. anu ~Ushijima, Japanese ~1ilitary Adm:.nistration, pp. 293-295.
12

Kishi and Nishijima, Japanese Hilitarv Administration, p. 258.
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however, authority was vested not in the council but in the mayor, who at
t hi s

.

t~me

ff"l.c~a
. 1 • 13
was a J apanese o __

The Navy continued to oppose independence for the parts of the
archipelago under its jurisdiction at least until August 1944, and even
when the Koiso Declaration of that September promised independence to

~he

East Indies, it was still thought that the navy areas would be granted
independence somewhat later than Java. 14

Only in early 1945 when the

Japanese recognized that their defeat was inevitable (although until
Hiroshima and Nagasaki they did not realize how imminent it was), were
further, although still quite limited, provisions made for political
participation in the navy areas, and contacts permitted with the nationalIn April 1945 Sukarno, accompanied by Subardjo and

ist movement un Java.
Admiral

~-1aeda,

visited ::-1akassar, and in June Bali; the same month Hatta

visited Banjermasin.

Five representatives from the navy areas were

appointed to the Indonesian Independence Preparatory Committee (Panitya
Persiapan Kemerdekaan Indonesia), on 7 August 1945. 15
The Japanese

Occuoa~ivn

ic.

Sout~1

Sula ..;esi

In South Sulawesi the rulers of the self-governing territories were
formally appointed as chiefs of their areas in April 1942.

At the same

time, eleven influential chiefs were selected to be "representative
13 Benda, et al., Japanese Hilitarv
Administration, pp. 219-229;
Kishi and Nishijit:la, Japanese :-Iilitary Administration, pp. 172-176; Kanahele, "Japanese Occupation," p. 112.

14 see drafts of the declaration in Benda, et al., Japanese Militarv
Administration, pp. 257-259; Kishi and Nishijima, Japanese Hilitary Adninistration, pp. 376-377, 430.
15 Kanahele, "Japanese Occupation," pp. 219-223; Kahin,
Nationalisr.:J.
a:td Revolution, p. 127.
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district chiefs" from among the i90 districts and wanua (the adatgt.:'leenschap of the Dutch adffiinistration) in the former directly-ruled areas.
Their pcwers may have been

some~hat

greater than under the Dutch system,

although they worked under the supervision of Japanese prefectural and
subprefectural controllers,
trict officials.

co~parabl~

~v ~h~ D~~~h

district and subdis-

Some hadat members were replacec in the self-governing

areas, and regional councils, essentially comparable to the hadat, were
established in the formerly directly-ruled areas.

Both of these changes

tended to blur what still remained of the distinction between the
directly- and indirectly-ruled areas.

16

South Sulawesi was a source of surplus rice, which was used for
Japanese troop requireoents, and to meet deficits in other parts of the
navy area--when shipping could be arranged.

Efforts were made to increase

rice production, but they were apparently not too successful in the navy
areas, and rice from Java made up an increasing portion of the deficit.
Beca~se

of the lure of

Sula\.;esi, Xorth

s~ug~lin;

Sula·.,·~si

ricG to nearby deficit areas in Southeast

a:.1d !::ast Borneo, strict controls on rice collec-

tion. and transportation in South Sulawesi were imposed.
Development Company was established in

~1ay

A South Seas

1942 to collect rice for mili-

tarj use, and a year later it was given sole control over rice
distribution, pricing and export.

·~ollection,

The actual collection, however, was

often entrusted to village chiefs and subdistrict officials.

They bore

Kishi and Nishijlma, Japanese ~1ilitary Administr_ation, pp. 157-158.
Histories of tha various kingdoms a9pear to confirm that few rulers were
replac · du~ing the occupation. Jaranese directed changes in the Hadat of
Luwu ai:e described in Sanusi, Luwu, pp. 104-105. Sanusi, who had been
Secretary to the Hadat, was one of those removed; another was Andi ~~kku
lau, son of the Datu of Luwu, "\.ndi i.Jjemma.
16
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the brunt of dissatisfaction over the forced deliveries, and the depletion
of reserve stocks, which in at least one instance

As noted above, in

th~

er~pted into violence. 17

early period of the occupation the authori-

ties in the navy territories made almost no attempt to organize--or even
to propagandize--the population.

Until early 1943 there was no propaganda

section in the Navy Civil Administration in

~~kassar;

no Putera-type mass

organization was ever established in Sulawesi; and even the Seinendan, the
youth corps which functioned as an arm of the military administration, was
set up in Sulawesi only in January 1944.

18

The ruling aristocracy, whose existing positions in the structure of
government had been confirmed in 1942, dominated the regional advisory
council which was established in early
bers were aristocrats.

~944.

Twelve of the fifteen mem-

Further, the three principal rajas of South Sula-

wesi--the Datu of Luwu, the Karaeng of Goa, and the Arumpone of Bone--were
made honorary members of the council, and as such were authorized to

19
.
.
atten d 1ts rneet1ngs.
17

Kishi and :;ishijiwa, Japanese :·lilitar·.· ,\.d::;inbtr.J.tion, pp. 208,
276-282, 286-287. Unfortunately the English translation of the section is
not always clear. Part of the opposition is said to have been engendered
by the change from the usual practice of gradual releases of rice to the
market, and of holding one harvest until the yield from the next was certain. The only reference to a "South Celebes Incident" I have seen is in
this scuciy, and it gives no details other than to say that it resembled an
incident in Tasikmalaya. In that incident, thought to have been based on
opposition to the forced rice deliveries and the economic hardships suffered by the ;:>eople, a conservative/mystic :1oslem teacher armed his students with bamboo spears and led them against the Japanese. The Tasikmalaya incident is described by Kishi and Nishijima, p. 205; and by Benda,
Crescent, p. 160.

18

Kanahele, "Japanese Occupation," pp. 51-52, 86-87; Kishi and
Nishijima, Japanese Hilitary AJministratiL·n, p. 202 re the youth corps,
and p. 258 re propaganda.

19 Kanahele, "Japanese Occupation," pp. 113, 115.
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All existing Islamic organizations were merged into a single official body, the Djamijah Islarnijah, which was headed by the Chief of
Islamic Affairs in the Navy administration, Kobayashi Tetsu0.
death in 1943, the

org~~ization

appears to have been relatively inactive,

although at some time it is said to have sponsored schools,
a rest

h~me.

20

After his

orph~~ages

and

Although there was a ban on all political parties, the

only reports of jailing or disappearance of party members concern the
Islamic party, PSII.

21

There were apparently few or no Islamic represen-

tatives on the regional and municipal
Possibly to keep an eye on

th~

COlli~cils
:~~onesian

established in early 1944.
Christians, whom the JapQ-

nese suspected of being pro-Dutch, and anti-Japanese, in

}~rch

1943 the

Navy Civil Administration established a Celebes Christian Federation.

It

had six branches in South Sulawesi, three in the north, and two in Central
Sulawesi.

A youth corps, tne Celebes Christian Service Corps, was also

organized in August of that year.

Its platform--in a rather desperate

tone--pledged support for Japanese policies and ideals, and prowised to
. t h e war etrort.
-22
perfom vo 1 untary service ~n

20Kishi and Nishijima, Jauanese :·1ilitary Administration, pp. 242-244;

Kanahele, "Japanese Occupation," p. 306, fn. 48. The estimate of 300,000
members in Kanahele sounds greatly e::aggerated. Kobayashi ~vas a Japanese
Moslem, whose islamic name was Omar ?aisal. KG..~-:..:::·.~lt:: describes hie as
being sympathetic to~ard Indonesian independence; p. 152. However, the
author of Luwu Dalam Revolusj, H. ~1. Sanusi Dg. }fattata, seems skeptical
ab-::>ut Kobayashi, and, for example, uses quotation marks in calling him an
"ulama"; p. 102. Sanusi had been removed from his position as secretary
to the Hadat of Luwu by the Japanese, which may do much to explain the
general tone of hostility in his writing about the Japanese occupation.
21

sanusi, Luwu, p. 107; Interview, G. R. Pantouw, Hakassar, 23 October 1971. Although the PSII had split in 1934, neither source mentioned
which of the successor parties was meant.
Kishi and riishijima, Japanese ~·lilitarv .\.d:ninistration, pp. 246-247.
A similar accoun.t is in Bru_;::1ans, ct al., J.:i::>r.:..;e ikzc::tiu~, pp. 302-307;
22
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The secular nationalist
remained small and weak.
Nadjamoeddin Daeng

~lewa,

compone~t

of the elite in South Sulawesi

Probably the foremost local nationalist was
although his credentials were even then some-

what suspect, more because of his founding of the cooperationist party
Persatuan Selebes Selatan in the 1930's, than because of any brushes with
thP. colonial embezzlement statutes.

During :he Japanese occupation,

Nadjamoeddin was an official in the naval administration, and was
appointed to the regional council in 1943.

A group of older

~ationalists,

many of them employed in the regional and municipal adoinistration, clustered around Nadjamoeddin, and
movement in

fo~ed

one faction of the

~ationalist

~~kassar. 23

A second faction was largely comprised of a group of young journalists, h .... .lded by .:14Ilai Sophian, who worked for the newspaper Pewarta
Selebes.

The editor, Kondo Saburo, was known as a strong advocate of

Indonesian independence, and it can be assumed that this attitude struck
a responsive chord in the young men with

who~

he worked.

Although there

were apparently some members of the naval administration who shared
Kondo's views, they were distinctly in the minority, and the older nationalists working in the administration must have found it necessary to
adjust their views on Indonesia's future to the less sympathetic attitudes
of those for whom they worked.

24

which emphasizes the suspicion with which the Christians were regarded and
the difficulties they encountered.
23 Kanahele, "Japanese Occupation,"
pp. 114, 150.
24

Kanahele, 1 'Japanese Occupation," pp. 150-152. The Pewarta Selebes
was published by the Hainichi Shinbun Company, and h:1s been described as a
paper which was "tinged with the characteristics of government bulletins
and often carried the entire texts of the laws .J.nd directions issued by
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The weakness of the nationalist movement in South Sulawesi is indicated not only by

~he

character of its foremost member, but by the limited

representation of natioualist leaders in the regional and municipal councils set up in 1944.

Perhaps most striking is that the two nationalist

advisers to the Navy Civil Administration had to be imported from Java-and neither originated from South Sulawesi:

Dr. Ratulangie was a Mina-

hassan, and Tadjuddin Noor was from South Borneo, although of Buginese
ancestry.

Apparently neither was consulted seriously by the naval author-

ities in Makassar.

They had been recommended for these positions by the

navy liaison officer in Djakarta, Admiral Tadashi

~~eda,

but his relation-

ships with Indonesian nationalists and views concerning Indonesian independence were quite different from those of most of the navy people
actually involved in the civil and military administration. 25

The princi-

pal effect of the arrival of the two nationalist leaders from Java appears
to have been to add a third faction to the small
in Makassar.

~ationalist

gr~up

present

They brought with them a group of young men, few of them

from South Sulawesi.

Of the fo:.:ty young men who joined Ratulangie and

Noor, fifteen were from Sumatra, and a quite large number seem to have
been from Minahassa.

It must have seemed rather ironic to the local

nationalists that the Xinahassans, a group which had held privileged positions in the Dutch colonial schools, administration,

~~~

military, were

the Naval Civil Administration Office and Civil Administration Departments"; Kishi and Nishijima, Japanese ::-lilitary Administration, p. 259.
25 see Kishi
and Nishijima, Japanese ~lilitary Administration, pp.
428-430; Kanahele, "Japanese Occupation," p. 149. Both Ratulangie and
Noor had been meobers of the nadjelis Pertimbangan (Consultative Council)
of Putera. Although born in Borneo, Noor's parents were Buginese; he
seems to have established close relationships with the local nationalists.
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now

co~i.ng

to Makassar to "reinforce the nationalist movement" as "fight-

ers for independence."
was

re~orted

26

It is thus not surprising that an "aloofness"

between the local nationalists and the Ratulangie group.

27

In 1945, as Japan's military situation worsened, further concessions
were made to Indonesian political participation, both in government positions and in political organizations, in an effort to obtain Indonesian
support against the

adv~~cing

Allied forces.

In May 1945, Nadjamoeddin Daeng }1alewa was appointed the first
Indonesian mayor of

}~kassar,

a position of considerable significance, and

the highest position to which an Indonesian had been appointed outside
Java under the Japanese.

At the same time five advisers were appointed to

the Naval Civil Administration: Lanto Daeng Pasewang (a senior police
official and prewar :luharnmadiyah leader), Haji Sewang Daeng Hoentoei (a
leader of the Japanese-sponsored Islamic association, Djamijah Islamijah),
Mapelaupessy (vice-chairman of the Christian Union, anU

~1 ~~onese),

Heng Sioe (chairman of the Chinese .\ssociation), and Haji
Margkasi

~oenoe

Tio

Daeng

c~~identified). 28

Leaders of the nationalist movement based in Java were in 1945 for
the first time permitted to visit the naval areas, and in April-May,
.:;ukarno, accompanied by Soebardjo and Admiral Haeda, visited Makassar.
Both

S~4rno

and Soebardjo are said to have been somewhat dismayed by

26 Kanahe1e, "Japanese Occupation," pp. 149, 306, fn. 43; the latter
quote is from one of the young arrivals.

Kanahe~e, "Japanese Occupation," pp. 149-150. In this account, a
difference of opi~ion on relationships with the local nationalists created
a split between Ratulangie and Noor.
27

28

Kanahele, "Japanese Occupation," p. 224.
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weakness of the nationalist movement there, and Soebardjo recommended that
intellectuals be sent from Java to strengthen the nationalists in

~~assar,

and that local leaders "be sent to Java to study and learn how things were
done there."

29

An effort was made to combine the various factions in the small

nationalist elite in Makassar with the traditional aristocratic leadership
of South Sulawesi in the organization SUDARA (Sumber Darah Rakjat--Kenkoku
Doshikai--Nation Founding Friendship Association in Japanese), the closest
thing to a mass political organization in the navy territory.
established in

~~kassar

in June 1945.

It was

Named to head it was Andi

~~ppan-

jukki, the Raja of Bone, who was not only the most prestigious aristocrd.t
in the area, but who retained a nationalist aura because of his fight
against the Dutch in 1906.

Dr. Ratulangi was vice-chairman and apparently

dominated the actual functioning of the
Malewa and Lanto Daeng
mittee.

~lanai

Pas~wang

orga~ization.

~adjamoeddin

Daeng

were also members of the executive com-

Sofian represented the younger nationalists; a number of

his group, as well as of the young

m~n

in Dr. Ratulangie's entourage were

.
30
memoers.

29 Kanahele, "Japanese Occupation,"
pp. 221-224.
30 sudara (or saudara) in Indonesian
means brother, or relative, and
was used, particularly during the revolutiou as a form of address comparable to comrade. The ~stablishment of SUDARA is noted in Kishi and Nishijima, Jananese Nilitarv Ad:::J.i!l.istration, p. 430. Members are given in
Kanahele, "Japanese Occupation," pp. 225-226, and in "Konsep Buku Sedjarah
Cor[ps] Has[anuddin]" (Ujung Pandang: mimeo, 1972), p. 2. (Hereafter
"Sedjarah CorHas.) The lists of members are not identical. Both also
mention G. R. Pantouw and Hadjarati; Kanahele also includes Siaranruual;
only the latter gives Abdullah Bau ~ssepe (Datu of Suppa, and son of Andi
Mappanjukki), Hr. S. Binol (from Gorontalo), Aru Enrekang, Zainal Abidin,
and Opu Tomarilalang Palopo (a member of the Hadat of Luwu).
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Tadjuddin Noor was apparently not included in the leadership of
SUDARA, although he was involved in the setting up of the State Foundation
Training Institute in Watampone.

The institute opened in July 1945, on

land donated by the Raja of Bone, who was one of its principal sponsors.

31

Whatever the tensions in SUDARA among the various nationalist factions, and between them and the South Sulawesi aristocrats, the organization did provide a basis for later cooperation between these groups in
facing the return of the Dutch after the surrender of the Japanese.

32

The pemuda (youth) of South Sulawesi, unlike those of Java, had few
opportunities to participate in mass organizations or to receive military
training during the Japanese occupation.

Some youths were recruited for

the Japanese auxiliary corps (HeiHo) and the Youth Corps (Seinendan), but
there was nothing comparable to the PETA until just a few months before
the Japanese surrender.

Even then, it consisted of a single company of

not more than 250 youths, organized into four platoons.

Known as the Boei

Taisintai, it "'·as under the overall co:mnand of :-lanai SofLm, a leading
figure am0ng the younger nationalists.

Of its four platoon comoanders,

only one, Andi Mattalatta, went on to a career in the revolution and the
TNI at all comparable to many of the pemuda trained in the PETA in Java.
The commanders were chosen by the pemuda themselves, and they were trcined

31 Kanahcls, "Japanese Occupation," p. 225.
32 Kishi and Nishijima state that SUDA&\. was dissolved before the end
of the occupation, and imply that antagonism between Andi ~-lappa."'l.jukki as
chairman and Dr. Ratulangie as vice-chairman was a principal factor. However, the fact that Japanese sympathetic to Indonesian independence were
included as members of SUDARA may have been a more important factor in its
dissolution in the face of the expected arrival of the Allies. Kishi and
Nishijima, Japanese Militarv Administration, p. 431.
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together with the HeiHo.

They were not armed, however, as it was planned

to provide the youths with arms only when the Allies landed.

The Boei

Taisintai were told that they were to fight at the front to delay an
Allied landing, while the Japanese prepared to make a stand inland at
Sengkang and Enrekang.

33

The young men trained in Boei Taisintai realized that it was their
lives which the Japanese were preparing to eacrifice.

They found

the~

selves trapped between the colonialism of the Japanese and that of the
returning Dutch.

Their reaction was described by one who had been one of

the pemuda:
We knew that we were going to be sacrificed, but we
couldn't run away, they [the Japanese) would come to all
the villages for us. Our courage [nekat) hardened--we
knew we must die.
When the allies landed, we were still brave and determined [nekat)--we must protect the people, we must oppose
colonialism. Under colonialism there is no self-respect.
As for Japanese colonialism--they treated us like ani~als.
33

The other platoon co~~anders were: ~~djid (a Javanese, who chos~
politics rather than the :nilitary), Har:1zah llahudi (fro::J. Gorontalo, he
went to l·lenado in .\.ugust 1945), :·lansjur Ibrai1.i.w (£ro:n South Sula'\llesi, ~uc
had been ousted before August by Hadjid and Hamzah for insulting Sukarno).
Information on the Boei Taisintai was obtained largely from General Andi
Mattalatta in interviews in Jakarta, 1 ~!arch 1971, and ~1akassar, 17 February 1972. It is mentioned briefly in "Sedjarah CorHas," p. 3. H. J.
Koerts, a former controleur in the ~~kassar area who had been interned
there during the occupation, described the Boei Taisintai as a kind of
"town guard," composed of seventeen to twenty year old youths. He says
that after the proclamation of independence on 17 August 1945 it was renamed Angkatan }fuda (Young Generation) , and was then joined by most of the
toughest HeiHo. At this time (after the proclamation of independence)
there were said to be units of at least 500 pemuda in all the important
towns. According to Koerts, the leaders in ~1akassar obtained revolvers,
and the members hand grenades, from the Japanese. "Rapport van de
bestuursambtenaar Koerts over de situatie in Zuid-Celebes, 2 nov. 1945,"
inS. L. van der Wal, ed., Officiele Bescheiden Betreffende de ~ederlands
Indonesische Betrekkingen 1945-1950 (hereafter ~IB), I (The Hague:
Nijhoff, 1971), p. 517.
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Indeed, all the rajas knc•.r too that they would be
killed by the Japanese, and they too were brave and determined. They did not want to cooperate again with anyone
whosoever.
Our spirit of recklessness and courage (nekat] emerged
because we realized that if we had to die, we must with
all our strength ac~ ~o achieve ind2pendence. This was
the basis of our education in nationalism--and we used it
to activate and infl~e the spirit of the youths who
didn't fully understand the meaning of independence.34
Impact of the Japanese Occupation
The Japanese occupation did not have the impact in South Sulawesi
that it had in Java.

The Dutch had effectively ruled South Sulawesi only

thirty-seven years; much of Java they had controlled for over one hundred
years.

Dutch rule seemed neither so inevitable nor so eternal in South

Sulawesi where there were still many alive who remembered and had participated in the fight against the Dutch in 1905-1910.

The collapse of Dutch

rule in the face of the Japanese invasion was not the shock in Sulawesi
that it was in Java, although there too it was initially viewed as a
liberation

fro~

colonial

doni~ation.

The nationalist movement in Java was revived during the Japanese
occupation, pemuda were given military training, and many

Indonesi~

civil

servants gained valuable administrative experience when they replaced
jailed Dutch officials.

However, both nationalist leaders and the civil

servants were compromised by their participation in the recruitment of
forced laborers in the Romusha program.
In South Sulawesi on the other hand, the prewar nationalist movement
had been so weak as to be almost nonexistent, and Sulawesi was included in
34

rnterview, Andi Mattalatta, aakassar, 17 February 1972.
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the area under Japanese naval administration where encouragement

t~

nationalists was slight and came late in the occupation period.

There

the

were more opportunities for the Buginese and Makassarese civil servants to
attain high position, as in Java, but there were still relatively few
persons with the education or experience to take advantage of the opportunity.

Both the polit:cal organization SUDARA and the pemuda organiza-

tion Boei Taisintai were established just a few months before the Japanese
surrender.

The cooperation of the South Sulawesi aristocracy and the

uati)nalist leaders--many of them from outside the area--in SUDARA was too
bri2f to form more than a fragile basis for nationalist resistance to the
return of the Dutch.

Many of the nationalist leaders came from outside the area, most
notably the }linahassan, Dr. Ratulangie.

There was rivalry within the

small nationalist group and between it and the local aristocracy.

The

South Sulawe5i nationalists were themselves often members of the aristocracy, and in a society where the intellectual elite was a tiny group,
often also leaders of the

:~lanic

organizations.

The aristocracy in South Sulawesi was spared the worst onus of
collaboration with the Japanese.

In the first place no Romusha were re-

cruited for forced labor from South Sulawesi (although some Javanese
Romusha were sent there as laborers).

Further, responsibility for forced

rice deliveries was assigned to village chiefs, and it was they, rather
than the aristocracy, toward whom resentment was directed.

By the end of

the occupation, for these and other reasons, the Japanese were no longer
viewed as liberators.

The Japanese habit of discipline by slapping the

face was as much disliked in South Sulawesi as in the rest of Indonesia.
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Becaust of the interruption of shipping from Java by Allied bombing there
were

shor~ages

of food and textiles in South Sulawesi.

There were few

illusions about long-term Japanese intentions for the area.
was

widesprr~d

By 1945 there

determination to resist colonialism in any form.
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CHAPTER IV

1945-1949:

THE REVOLUTION

South Sulawesi during the Indonesian national revolution of 1945-

19491 had the distinction of being the site of the most bitter resistance
outside the Republic to the reimposition of Dutch rule, and being simultaneously the headquarters for the most f•Jlly developed of the Dutchsponsored federal states, the Negara Indonesia Timur (NIT--State of East
Indonesia).

Makassar served as the capital of the NIT, as it had of the

Great East in 1938 and of the Japanese naval administration from 1942 to

1945.

People from throughout the eastern archipelago participated in the

NIT governmental organs, the well-educated }1inahassans and Ambonese being
particularly prominent, and their presence in

~akassar,

which was also the

capital of the daerah of South Sulawesi, created an impression almost of
outside rule.

ln order to establish the governnent of the .:;rT in "lakassar,

the Dutch resorted to a pacification campaign

frc~

December 1946 through

March 1947 which effectively ended armed resistance in South Sulawesi.
Whether the victims of Captain "TtArk" I.Jesterling' s brutal tactics were
40,000 (as claimed by the Republicans) or 2,000 (as admitted by the Dutch

~he standard work on the Indonesian revolution is George HcT. Kahin,
Nationalism and Revolution in Indonesia (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University
Press, 1952). This classic n~3 receutly been supplemented by Benedict R.
O'G. ~~derson, Java in a Time of Revolution (Ithaca, ~.Y. and London:
Cornell University Press, 1972) wnich gives particular attention to the
development of the revolutionary syndrome during the last years of the
Japanese occupation and first year of the revolution. Inasmuch as events
at the national level and in Java are thoroughly dealt with in these two
works, they will barely be mentioned in this p3per.
128
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authorities), the cruelty and suffering of this period was the
the revolution for most of the people of South Sulawesi.

essc~ce

of

The scars of

this experience were deep, as were the hatreds and desire for revenge
which accompanied them.

Only in the city of

~akassar

itself were the

polite terms of "cooperator" or "non-cooperator" used to designate the
opposing groups; in the countryside, where most of the blood was spilt, it
was "traitor" and "patriot."
South

Sula~esi,

whatever its suffering in the cause of the revolu-

tion, was essentially marginal to the course of that struggle.
Java where the fighting--and the negotiating--which determined
of the revolution

too~

place.

It was in
~he

outcome

Although pemuda from South Sulawesi did

join in the fighting in Java, they fought almost exclusively in their own
units, whic...1 were ah;ays on the fringes of the ?ETA-based professional
army, the Tentara Nasional Indonesia (TNI--Indonesian National Army).
The opportunity for revolution in Indonesia was provided by outside
destruction of existing regiwes--the surrender of the

~etherlands

Indies

Governc;ent to the Japanese in 1942, and the ,\llied defeat of Japan in
1945.

2

That the opportunity would be a severely limited one, and one that

would require action on the part of the Indonesian nationalists themselves,
had been indicated as early as April 1944, when the American forces who
landed in Hollandia, West Irian, were accompanied by representatives of
2A nationalist
group in Gorontalo, North Sulawesi, had in fact
seized the opportunity provided by the Japanese invasion to proclaim itself a part of an ind~pendent Republic of Indonesia in January 1942.
Dutch officials were arrested and im~risoned, and an Indonesian ad~inis
tration (under the PNI leader ;~ani h'artabone) was installed. It lasted,
however, only until the arrival of the Japanese in Gorontalo. The incident is described in Pro:Jinsi Sul~n-·esi, pp. 203-205: Sedjarah Singkat
Perdj uangan Bersendj at a 3an:.:;sa I.ndc::-.esia ( [Ja~~artaJ: Staf Angkatan Bersendjata, l9t..:.), P?· .:>u-32.
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the Netherlands Indies Civil Administration (NICA).

By the second of

~~y,

the Netherlands flag was once again flying in the Indies. 3
The Dutch had publicly recognized in a statement by the Governmentin-exile on 27 January 1942, reaffirmed by Queen Wilhelmina in a speech on
6 December 1942, that the postwar relationship of the Netherlands and its
former colonies would have to take account of the now changed circumstances.

What this relationship might be was still unspecified at the

time of the Japanese surrender. 4
As noted above, the Japanese had long hesitated about their plans

for the future of Indonesia, and the members of the Indonesian Independence Preparatory Committee (PPKI) had gathered in Jakarta just the day
before the Japanese surrender.
not

Although the Allied defeat of Japan was

by the summer of 1945 unexpected, yet it came sooner than anyone had

thought likely.

The unpreparedness of all parties concerned does much to

explain the confusion surrounding the Indonesian proclamation of independence; the preparations of the Allies, including the Dutch, for accepting
the surrender of the Japanese

i~

the Indies, releasing Allied prisoners of

war, and reinstituting Dutch authority; and the outbreak of the Revolution.
The uncertainty as to when the Allies would land, and what their attitude
would be toward those Indonesians who had "collaborated" with the Japan2se
added to the confusion and the hesitancy of the nationalist leaders.
3NICA officers also followed Allied
troops into Tarakan, East Borneo
in May 1945. Brugmans, et al., Japanse Bezetting, pp. 61-62, 82-84. On
the organization of NICA, see A. Arthur Schiller, The Formation of Federal
indonesia, 1945-1949 (The Hague, Bandung: W. van Hoeve, Ltd., 1955), pp.
65-72
0

4charles Wolf, Jr., The Indonesian
Story (New York: John Day Company, 1948), pp. 30-31.
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Start of the Revolution in Sulawesi
In South Sulawesi the nationalist movement was less well prepared
for independence than its counterparts in Java or Sumatra, while the
Allies and Dutch authorities •.;ere better preparea to ::esume control.

The

nationalist effort to assert the authority of the ne:.1ly proclaimed Republic of Indonesia in Sulawesi was hampered by the extreme weakness of the
nationalist movement in the area.

The nationalists were few in number,

and their leadership was badly split.
for the coming of independence.

There had been little preparation

Unlike the situation in Java where an

Investigating Committee for the Preparation of Independence (Badan Penjelidik Usaha Persiapan Kemerdekaan) had been established in Xarch 1945,
Sulawesi's first participation in discussions of independence was in the
Indonesian Independence Preparatory Committee (PPKI), which, as noted
above, held its first meeting only the day before the Japanese surrender.
wnen the Republic of Indonesia proclained its independence on 17
August 1945, the

Sula~esi

delegation to the PPKI was in Jakarta, and the

nationalists \\ho re::1.ained in Sula•.;esi
take any action prior to their return.

~ere

understandably reluctant to

Because of the Japanese attempt to

black out information on the proclamation, it was even difficult to obtain
confirmed information on what had occurred.

The nationalist leader of

greatest stature in East Indonesia, Dr. Sam Ratulangie, was head of the
Sula~.resi

delegation.

The other members were from the Buginese and :-rakas-

sarese aristocracy--Andi Pangerang Petta Rani, son of the Raja of Bone;
and Andi Sulthan Daeng Radja, the Karaeng of Gantarang, in the directlyruled Division of Bonthain.

Secretary to the delegation was Andi Zainal

Abidin, a pemuda who had worked with Dr. Ratulangie on the

SUD~\RA
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staff.
J945~

5

Only a week after the proclamation of

did the delegation return to Sulawesi.

nationalist unity and Japanese

support~

independence~

Tadj uddin Noor.

~~lewa,

Au~ust

In a brief display of

they were welcomed on their return

by various Japanese officials and by prominent local
ing Nadjamoeddin Daeng

24

Lanto Daeng Pasewang,

nationalists~

~nai

includ-

Sophian, and

6

The delegation brought back not only confirmation and details about
the proclamation of independence and the formation of the government of
the

Republic~

but the news that Dr. Ratulangie had been appointed Governor

of Sulawesi at the meeting of the PPKI on 19 August.

Dr. Ratulangie was,

however, reluctant to attempt to set up a functioning Republican government.

He did not want to get into trouble with the Allies--or the Japa-

nese--particularly when he was not sure of the support of his fellow
nationalists or of the local aristocracy.

Both he and

~~nai

Sophian, the

pemuda leader, had worked closely with the Japanese during the occupation,
5Andi Zainal Abidin is ~ow a la•'Yer in Jakarta; ~o biographic information on him was located. ~l:at he ~as secretary to the delegation was
mentioned, .E~ong others, ~.Y 2·1. Sal~i1 Lahade, interview, 2·.iakassar, 21 September 1971. The hesitance of the nationalists left in ~1akassar to take
action is described in Propinsi Sulawesi, pp. 211-212.
6 "Report on the Sulawesi Representatives' Journey to Java," Indies
Collection of the Rijksinstituut voor Uorlogsdocumentatie (Amsterdam),
doc. no. 00609-21; the report was probably written by the secretary to the
delegation, Andi Zainal Abidin. The information in this report on those
who met the group at the airport and attended a party in their hor-or that
evening, contradicts the colorful account in Sanusi, Luwu, pp. 118-122.
According to Sanusi, the delegates who returned from Java waited for the
other nationalists to contact them for information, while those who had
not gone to Jakarta wa~ted to be informed of the outcome of the meeting
there. While the st0ry may be apo~ryphal, other accounts confirm that
tensions and misunderstandings among the nationalist leaders did exist.
Rivalries between Ratulangie, Nadjamoeddin, and Noor in particular--and
Dutch manipulation of them--are mentioned in Propinsi Sulawesi, p. 225;
and in "Sedjarah CorHas," p. 7.
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and,

i~

view of earlier Allied statements about collaborators, were appre-

hensive about their own fate.

They were hesitant to take any action which

might further incur the wrath of the Allies, and thus acted with extreme
caution.

7

In late August, Manai Sophian relinquished command over the Boei
Taisintai to one of its former platoon commanders, Andi

~Utt~l~tta.

Mattalatta began to organize the pemuda--Taisintai, Heino, and even sooe
Javanese Romusha--in support of the Republic and of Governor Ratulangie.
He reported to Ratulangie that three thousand pemuda were ready to sacrifice their lives for freedom, and urged Dr. Ratulangie to declare Sulawesi
a part of the Republic and to make a show of force against the landing of
the Allied forces.

Ratulangie, however, refused to permit the pemuda to

make what he considered a needless sacrifice of their lives.

8

Rather than relying on the volatile--and unarmed--pemuda, Ratulangie
tried to rally support for the Republic aoong the nationalists and the
local aristocracy.

The nucleus of this support was the staff of

SGD.~.

7A story is recounted in "Sedjarai: CorE.1s" (pp. 5-7), in which Japanese authorities in Makassar in late August offered to turn over arms to
the Kaigun HeiHo if the political leaders would guarantee that there would
be no incidents with the Allies. When contacted by the pemuda of the
Kaigun HeiHo, it is said that ~anai Sophian did not give a firm reply, and
an opportunity to obtain a.rm.s was lost. In a number of interviews ~lanai
Sophian was blamed for failure tc take advantage of an opportunity to
obtain arms from the Japanese authorities in ~lakassar. On the other hand,
a memo written by Dr. Rat'..!langie' s secretary, H. S. J. Pondaag, states that
the local Japanese commander, far from offering help, informed Dr. Raculangie that any attempt to seize pm.;rer would be suppressed by force;
undated memorandum, "East Indonesia," p. 1. (A copy of the memorandum was
kindly lent to me by George NeT. Kahin, who obtained it in Hakassar in
April 1949.)

8

"Sedjarah CorHas," pp. 7-9; interviews: Andi Hattalatta, Jakarta,
1 March 19 71, Hakassar, 17 February 19 72; Saleh Lahade, :-Iakassar, 21
September 19 71.
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the nationalist organization set up during the last months of the Japanese
occupation.

It apparently continued to function as a staff to Dr. Ratu-

!angie, indeed, almost as a provincial government apparatus, although it
was never proclaimed to be one.

Lanto Daeng Pasewang accepted the posi-

tion of head o.:.' the Bureau of General Affairs on this staff; he was influential in gaining the support of a number of former police officers for
the Republic.

Tadjuddin Noor was head of the Bureau of Economic Affairs,

and Manai Sophian of the Bureau of Information. 9

Immediately after the

return of the Sulawesi delegation from Java, pemuda on this staff made
copies of documents concerning the proclamation of independence and the
establishment of the Republic of Indonesia.

Despite the Japanese ban on

the dissemination of informatlon about the proclamation, copies of these
documents were quietly sent to the interior.

Plans were made to obtain

signatures from the local rulers and community leaders on a petition of
support for the Republic, which would be forwarded to the United Nations.

10

9 others mentioned as being i~clu~ed in Dr. Ratulangie's staff are:
Secretariat--.-\."'ldi Zainal Abidin and Tobing; Youth Bureau--Siranamual and
Saelan; S. ~~. Hacijarati, G. R. Pantouw, Sjxu, Supardi, Pondaag, and ~·1.
Saleh Lahade; "Sedjarah CorHas," p. 8. Propinsi Sulawesi mentions as members of Dr. Ratulangie's staff: A. N. Hadjarati, Lanto Daeng Pasewang, Mr.
Tadjuddin Noor, G. R. Pantouw, Sam, Supardi, Pondaag, Tobing, Achmad Daeng
Siala, and Saleh Lahade; p. 223. Lanto Daeng Pasewang had been chief of
police during the Japanese occupation; he was influential in the forming
of the Barisan Bekas Polisi (Corps of Former Policemen), which worked together with the PPNI and oth~r youth organizations w"'ltil the capture of
its leaders in October and November 1945; "'Barisan Bekas Polisi' (R~gis
ter no. 45/III/1958), Rangkaian Sedjarah: Kelasjkaran2, kesatuan2, dan
Badan2 Perdjoangan Kemerdekaan Republik Indonesia di Daerah Sulawesi Selatan/Tenggara 194.5-1949" (:·1akassar: Kantor Urusan Veteran, 1958). (Hereafter "Ke!.:!sjkaran"; there is no overall pagination, but each group described is given a consecutive register number.) Westerling, in his
memoirs, mentions that "terrorist agents" had infiltrated the police;
Ray~ond ('Turk') Westerling, Challenge to Terror (London: William Kimber,
1952)' p. 97.

10

rnterview, Saleh Lahade, Hakassar, 21 September 19 71.
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Pemuda groups began to spring up in

~lakassar

and in the count. :-vside.

By the end of October an estimated twenty-five youth groups were active L1
the city of Makassar.

One of

th~

most important was the Pusat Pemuda

Nasional Indonesia (PPNI--Center of Indonesian National Youth), founded in
Makassar on 27 September.

It

see~s

to have had something of the nature of

a federation containing both politically oriented youth groups and militia
organizations

(laskar).

The federation did continue to have contact with

the nationalist leadership;

~·lanai

Sophian was one of its sponsors.

11

The Allies and the Dutch Arrive
At the time of the Japanese surrender, Australian troops were
already at a forward base in

~!orotai,

in the North Moluccas.

They were

designated by the Southeast Asia Command on 13 August 1945 to take initial
responsibility for Borneo and East Indonesia, until they could be relieved
by British forces.

The Netherlands East Indies government-in-exile, in

the person of the Lieutenant Governor, Dr. Hubertus J. van }look, had
stayed in Australia during the war.

a:~.d

arran;;ements were readily made to

11The most complete source of information on youth organizations and
militias in South Sulawesi during the revolution is the compilation "Kelasjkaran" of the Office of Veterans' Affairs cf South ancl Southeast Sulawesi. The data in this collection ~ere compiled in an effort to qualify
those who had fought as guerrillas during the revolution for veteran's
status and benefits. Both the lapse of time since the revolution and the
purpose for which the data were presented should be kept in mind in using
this source to assess the strength and activities of the pemuda/guerrilla
movement in South Sulawesi. Eased on th"...: '=0llection and on other data
from interviews, etc., it can, ho"rever, be said with some certainty that
the pemuda organizations were small, lacked weapons, arose spontaneously;
that there were a variety of formal and informal relationships among them;
and that pernuda moved from one group to another as the situation changed
or the opportunity arose. Information on the PPNI is in Register no.
58/III/1958. Information on this period in "Sedjc.rah CorHas" appears to
be based, at least in part, on this source.
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have N!CA officers accompany the Australian forces as they landed in East

. 12
I n dones~a.
At some time prior to the arrival of the Australian troops, an
Australian internee, a

~~jor

Gibson, had been designated as a representa-

tive of the Allies, and had met with the Republican Governor of Sulawesi,
Dr. Ratulangie, to request his assistance in maintaining law and order.

13

Dr. Ratulangie agreed to this request, and gave the task of maintaining
order in Makassar until the landing of the Australian troops to the very
pemuda who had hoped to prevent that landing.

14

The first contingent of Australian troops, an advance guard of the
21st Brigade, arrived in

}~kassar

on 21 September 1945.

Within a few days

they completed what was to them the most important part of their mandate-the evacuation to Australia of the approximately 460 prisoners of war,
mostly British subjects, still interned in South Sulawesi.

15

The Austral-

ians now haci a relatively free hand in cealin5 with the Japanese and the
local Republicans, unlike the British forces in

Jav~,

who were constrained

12

Stanley Woodburn r;.irby, The i·;ar Against Japan, Vol. 5 (London:
H.H. Stationery Office, 1969), pp. 228, 353; F. S. V. Dennison, British
Military Administration in the Far East 1943-1946 (London: H.M. Station~ry
Office, 1956), p. 417.
13J. Tumbelaka, Soela\o.'esi ditengah Gelombang :1asa: Oeraian tentang
Perdjoangan Oemoem di Soelawesi (Jogjakarta: Serie Seroean, 1947), p. 7;
"Sedjarah CorHas," p. 7. ~either source gives dates, either for Hajor
Gibson's designation or for his meeting with Dr. Ratulangie.
14

rnterview, Andi Mattalatta, Makassar, 17 February 1972; "Sedja-rah
CorHas," p. 7.
rhe Japanese had moved all rema~n~ng internees to the Nakassar
camp. Most of the prisoners (of whom there had been an estimated 2900 in
May 1942), including virtually all the Dutch prison~rs, had been sent to
Japan or Java during 1942 and 1943; Kirby, l-Iar Against Japan, Vol. 5, pp.
538-539. Sending of priso~ers to Japan is also mentioned in Brugmans,
Jaoanse Bezettin;, p. 3~.
15
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by fear.s for the safety of the large

~umber

of prisoners of war who were

virtual hostages of the Republic.
The bulk of the Australian troops landed in
ber.

~~kassar

on 23 Septem-

They were shortly followed by Dutch NICA officers, some of whom had

apparently been in Australia during the Japanese occupation. and some of
whom were re 1 ease d

.

~nternees.

16

The reaction to the arrival of the

16 The plans for the NICA organization in Makassar were obviously
made before the landing of the Aust~alian troops, and did call for the
utilization of prewar officials. A memo from Mr. van der Plas (NEI political adviser tv the Supreme Allied Comn:ander) states: "In .:Iacassar already
where there was a higher developed civil administration it proved impossible to make the conica the chief of much higher ranking and more experienced local officials. There the civil administration has been provisionally reinstalled"; "Provisio.-:31 proposals for reoccupation of BaLavia
without immediate liberation of the rest of Java," van de gedelegeerde bij
het geallieerd opperbevel in Zuid-Oost Azie (Van der Plas), 22 sept. 1945 ,"
NIB, I, p. 151.
Some of the released internees in :·Iakassar were apparently Dutch
officials, and remained there as part of the :;rcA administration. The
physical condition of the internees in Sulawesi was reported to be not as
bad as that of those held in Java or Sumatra; see ":lemorandum van lt.
gouverneur-genera3l \Van :rook) voor geallieerde opperbevelhe~ber in ZuidOost Azie C·!ountbatten), 2 sept. 1945," :~IB, I, p. dO; and ".C:.apport van de
minister van overze2se gebiedsdelen (Lc:;e:::ann) van Z~Jn reis naar JjrJ..S:::>ane
4 septe::;ber-2 c:Ztober 1945 ;J.an d.:: ~onin<;in;;, 7 okt. 1945," p. 262, in the
same val u:c.e.
Van Hook noted that the "haughty and rude" attitude of some of the
released Hollanders had disrupted the tendency toward ~ooperation on the
part of the population of South Sulawesi; "Lt. gouverneur general (Van
Mook) aan minister van overzeese gebiedsdelen (Logemann), 15 nov. 1945,"
NIB, II, p. 74 .
According to Pondaag, "a small group of ~ica-officials came with
[the Australians]. Together with the Dutch ex-internees they tried to reestablish the Dutch government"; "East lndonesia," p. 2. Prewar Dutch
officials did reappear. The prewar Mayor of Makassar was reinstalled in
1945, according to the list of mayors in Buku Kenan¢~~ 50 Tahun Berotonomi
Daerah Kota :·lakassar (.:lakassar: [ publisl1ing information eaten by buss J,
1956), p. 23. :·lent ion is made by Sanusi of a former Assistant Resident o£
Luwu, Vonk, now a member of ~IC"\, trying to stmggle himself into Luwu as
an Australian officer, Luwu, pp. 196-197.
Among the NICA offi~ials who came from Australia was Haji :;.rochtar
Luthfi, who served as religious adviser to the ~ICA in }lakassar. A prewar
leader of Permi (an anti-capitalist and anti-imperialist Islamic party),
Luthfi had been exiled to Roven Digul in 1933, and was one of the prisoners
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Australi&'"ls and the Dutch NICA

~fficers

was mixed.

A few of the cl.der

officials, many of them from the Christian minority groups, apparently
welcomed the Dutch and facilitated their t3.king over government offices in
the city.

Dr. Ratulangie and his staff were cautious.

The pemuda, how-

ever, and much of the population in the interior, were violently opposed
to the return of the Dutch and a number of incidents ensued.

The result-

ing disorder, in a twist of logic, was used to justify the presence of the
NICA, and the reconstitution of

~~IL

units.

By early October, some 400-

500 KNIL soldiers, mostly Ambonese, were stationed in ~akassar. 17

On 2 October there was a shooting incident, apparently initiated by
KNIL troops, who were Ambonese.

There was sporadic fighting in the

~.::..L.ty

during the next three days (for which the PPNI takes credit), and a number
of Ambonese residents were killed.

At the request of the Australian and

NICA official3, Dr. Ratulangie addressed a public meeting at the
cultural center in an effort to calm the situation. 18

~~ritjaja

His staff then

adopted the nane Pusat Keselamatan Rakjat (PKR--Center for People's
evacuated to Austr.:1lia Juring th~ '.·:ar. He did later serve in the proRepublican progressive faction of the NIT parliament. Propinsi Sulawesi,
pp. 607-611.

17 I have found
no exact information on the date when the KNIL units
were reconstituted, or ,.;hen they ~.;ere in place in Hakassar. Four ~IL
companies (one of them designated for eventual police duties) were in
Makassar by oid-November; reported in "Overzicht van chief commanding
officer Nica te ~lorotai (DeRooy) betreifende de algemene situ:J.tie in
Borneo en de Grote Oost over de periode 21 t/m 30 nov. 1945," NIB, II, p.
231. (Hereafter DeRooy Report.) That most of the companies in the Great
East and Borneo were composed of Ambonese and Hinahassans is mentioned in
"Nota voor de ministerraad van lt. gouverneur-generaal (Van l·look), 20 dec.
1945," NIB, II, pp. 377-378. The arrival of 400-500 ~IL troops (no date
given) is mentioned in Propinsi Sulawesi, pp. 217, 222.
18 "Sedjarah
CorHas," p. 8; Tumbelaka, Soelawesi, p. 10.
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. ) • 19
Secur~t~r

A similar incident occurred on the 15th of October, instigated by
the KNIL, and the Australian commander, Brigadier Dougherty, confined KNIL
. .oarrack s. 20
troops to t h e~r

Dougherty apparently did try to maintain

neutrality and not to interfere in the local political situation.

He was

replaced on 19 October by Brigadier F. 0. Chilton, whose arrival coincided
with a general toughening of Australian policy and a determination to
exert control in the interior of Sulawesi, in part in order to insure a
supply of rice for the city of Hakassar.

NICA officials were particularly

concerned about the activities of Andi Xappanjukki, the Raja of Bone, the
most influential of the local rulers. 21
Andi

~~ppanjukki

had been associated with Dr. Ratulangie in SUDARA,

and his son, Andi Pangerang, had been appointed by Dr. Ratulangie as a
representative of the Republican "Government" in Nakassar to Bone.

Andi

Xappanjukki had already helped to influence Andi Djernma, the Datu of Luwu,
who was being urged to do so by the pe:nuda of Ltr..Ju, to take a pro-Republi19

According to TumbelaY2, who provides the most extensive discussion
of this organization, although he does not give a precise date for its
founding, it was initially called Badan Pusat.Keselama tan Rakjat, and on
11 February 1946 was changed to Pusat Keselamatan Rakjat Sulawesi; Soelawesi, pp. 11, 15-17. Other sources use only the shorter naGe, or PKR; see
"Sedjarah CorHas," p. 11; Sanusi, Luwu, p. 138. According to ~1r. G. R.
Pantouw, who was a member of the PKR, the Australian commander ordered
Dr. Ratulangie not to assume the functions of governor; interview, ~~kas
sar, 23 October 1971. Anthony Reid, who has examined many of the Australian documents on this period, does not mention such an o=der in his
writings.
20Anthony

Reid, "Australian ~1ilitary Forces and the Independence
Movement in Eastern Indonesia 1945-6" (unpublished paper), p. 7.

21 Reid, "Australian
Forces," p. 8.
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can stance.

22

On 15

October~

Andi

~~panjukki

held a meeting of the prin-

cipal rulers of South Sulawesi in his Djongaya home.

A statement of

support for the Republic of Indonesia, and for its Governor in Sulawesi,
Dr. Ratulangie, was made at the meeting and was subsequently presented to
the commander of the Australian forces (at that time still Dougherty) and
the chief officer of NICA

(~~jor Wegner). 23

On 20 October, at the urging of NICA officials, Brigadier Chilton

agreed to send battalions to occupy key areas in Bone and Bonthain, and
instructed the troops to assist NICA officials in the administration of

22 sanusi, Luwu, pp. 122-127; Tumbelaka, Soelawesi, pp. 12-13. A
NICA report of early November specifically mentions the Raja of Bone as
"being in the wrong corner," and the Datu of Luwu as having a "clearly
hostile attitude"; "DeRooy Report," 1 t/c 10 nov. 1945, NIB, II, p. 36.
The two kingdocs were in close contact with each other at this time, Andi
Djemma having married a daughter of Andi ::lappanjukki in early August;
Sanusi, Luwu, pp. 99, 127.
23 It is not clear whether or not this petition was the one to be
sent to the United ~ations for which Dr. 1atulangie and his staff had been
collecting signatures since Septeiliber. The sources that report the
Djongaya meeting do not ::~ention any req.1est to the Australians to for..;ard
the petition to th.:: LJ.:~.; Prc~insi SuL::·. ;esi, ?· 224: "Sedjarah CorHas,"
p. 9. Sanusi states that the si~~atures collected iron the local rulers
and co~~unity lead.::rs were presenc~d co the Australian co~~ander on 17
January 1946 to be forwarded to the U.N. In this account, the request was
denied because NICA had in the meantime obtained a statement supporting
maintenance of the status quo in meetings with the rajas in December and
January; Luwu, pp. 122-123. Tunbelaka mentions tl-.~ gathering of signatures a~c the intention o£ forwarding the petition to the u.~ .. but he
does not ~·lY what happened to the petition; Soelawesi, pp. 12-13. Kahin,
Nationalism (p. 355, fn. 5) states that such a petition was given to the
Australian military authorities in November 1945, but was never received
at the U.N. Pondaag, "East Indonesia," says that the rajas acknowledged
Dr. Ratulangie as governor, and although they were willing to cooperate
with the Australians, they did not wish to collaborate ~-<ith the Dutch (p,
2). He also mentions a petition signed by 540 persons ("rajas, high officials, leaders of religious, social and political groups") which was pr::!sented to the Australian commander with the request that it be forwarded
to the U.N. (p. 3).
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these areas.

24

Chil~on's

decision to cooperate with the NICA appears to have been

shaken in late October by the relative success of a determined pemuda
attack on the city of

~1akassar.

group of pemuda, led by the

On the night of 28-29 October, a sizeable

PP~I.

attacked NICA positions in the city.

They captured two radio stations and succeeded in replacing the Dutch flag
in front of the government office building with the red-and-white flag of
the Republic of Indonesia; they attacked police barracks
where NICA officers were staying.

~•d

the hotel

The NICA were unable to cope with these

attacks by themselves, and appealed to the Australian troops for help.
With the aid of the Austr·lians, the pemuda were routed, and before the
day was over were either in prison or had fled.

25

On 2 November, Chilton met at length with Dr. Ratulangie, confessing
"that he did not bt!lieve NICA was in a position to govern," and asking fer
Dr. Ratulangie's cooperation.
drawal of Dutch

assista~t

Ratulangie set as preconditions the with-

resid~nts

and

controle~rs

from the countryside,

on the basis that their position as NICA officers within the Allied adcinistration did not justify their resumption of their prewar functions and
titles.

Apparently

P~tulangie

believed that some of his demands might be

24 Reid, "Australian Forces," p. 8.
25

Reid, "Australian Forces," p. 9. On the attack itself, see Propinsi Sulawesi, pp. 225-226 (which gives the date as 27 October); "Sedjarah
CorHas," pp. 10-11 (which gives the date as 28 October); "'PPNI,' Kelasjkaran," Register no. 58/III/1953. The incident, described as an
"oproerige uitbarsting," is mentioned in the first DeRooy Repor.t (1-10
Nov. 1945), NIB, II, p. 35; here the date is given as 29 October 1945.
Andi Mattalatta said that he and Saleh Lahade were still collecting arms
and making plans when they learned of the attack; he believes that the
Dutch, or their sympathizers, acted as agents provocateur to set off premature action, and thus ruin ::.he possibility of a successful attack;
interview, :L:lkassar, 17 February 1972.
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met if !-·e were able to restrain pemuda activity during a three-week trial
. d • 26
per1o
On

6-7 November, Ratulangie reported on his discussion with Chilton

to Andi Mappanjukki and Andi Djemma in Bone.

On

20 November the Dutch

intercepted a report on this meeting, and, insisting that the report indicated that

Ratul~~gie

had deliberately distorted Chilton's remarks,

demanded that Ratulangie be deported.

Although Australian headquarters in

Morotai refused to authorize the deportation, Chilton was in an extremely
'-·

aw~war

d

. .

pos1t~on.

27

On 21 November, Chilton issued an instruction to local commanders
expressly stating that the NICA was "an integral part of the military
administration and its orders and instructions have the authority of the
Force Commander."

Further, any action in the name of the Republic Govern-

ment was to be forbidden.

28

26

Reid, "Australian Forces," p. 9. Based on "Notes on discussion
between CO :::O!akforce and Ratul3.n~ie 2 ~~overn~~er 19~5"; "Report on Conference
witt, Ratulangic in :Sc::1c, 6-7 :.;ovcnber 1945"; both in Austr.:1lian 1-.'ar
Xemorial (hereafter ;._r,;:.l), 556/ 4/7?.
That discussicns were held ~•d some sort of agreement reached, is
indicated also by a passage in the memo of Dr. Ratulangie's secretary,
Pondaag (although he gives the dat~ as Dece~ber); which indicates that an
agreement ~_,.as reached that }1akassar would be ruled by a joint Dutch-Indonesian committee responsible to the commander of the occupation army, and
that the rest of the region would rem~in in Indonesian control until the
status of all of Indonesia had been decided in negotiations between the
Netherlands and the Republic. He says that the nationalists denounced the
agreement at the end of January because the Dutch had violated it by sending Dutch "military groups accompanied with Dutch officials" to exercise
power in the interior. "East Indonesia," p. 3.
27 Reid, "Australian Forces," p. 9. Sanusi, Luwu, mentions the presence in Bone of Dr. Ratulangie in November 1945, and his being taken back
to Makassar by Australian soldiers; pp. 166-167.
28

"Instructions to all officers of }fakforce 21 November 1945," in
War Diary HQ 21 Infantry Brigade, Appendix I, A~~! 8/2/21; quoted in Reid,
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This was followed on the first

~f

December by an explicit instruc-

tion to a meeting of the local rulers to obey the NICA administration.
The rulers of Bone, Luwu, Soppeng and Wajo were among those whose cooperation was thus obtained, and although some rulers resigned rather than
accept the NICA, many followed the example of Bone and Luwu. 29
thus made

i~possible

It was

for pro-Republican elements among the local rulers

and officials tc cooperate with the Australians without also cooperating
with the Dutch, as they had initially attempted to do. 30
iconomic pressures were also used.

The NICA controlled distribution

of cloth and food--both in short supply by the end of the Japanese occupation.

Occupation currency was no longer legal tender, and had to be ex-

changed for NICA m0ney at an

~•favorable--and

unrealistic--rate.

Possi-

bilities for employment outside the Dutch administration or Dutch firms
were slight.

Replacement and arrest of those who would not cooperate

"Australian Forces," p. 10; and in A..1thony Reid, "The Republic Outside
Java and Sumatra, Aug.-Sept. 1945" (unpublished pap2r), p. 4.
29

Reid, "Australian Forces," ?· 11; the r.leeting is :nentioned in the
second Dei\.ooy Report: (2l-JO ~~ov. 1~45), :~Ii:l, II, p. 222. :)eRooy notes
that because the Arumpone, at this time still Andi ~~ppanjukki: was now
prepared to cooperate with the NICA, his planned-for arrest had been deferred. The order is mentioned by Jay Bigelow, in "Report from South
Celebes," Asia and the A:nerica.;, :·fay 1946, p. 22 7. He adds that a nUI:lber
of the rulers felt ti1at they must obey the order, but that the common
people, unswayed by legal niceties, refused to accept the NICA Dutchmen as
Australians, and in many areas were revolting against chiefs who were
agreeing to cooperate with the NICA. The order, but not the uate, is mentioned also in Pondaag, "East Indonesia," p. 3; who says that many rulers
resigned rather than cooperate with the Dutch.
30

ceoffrey Sa-;,;er, "Allied Policy in Indonesia," Austral-Asiatic
Bulletin (Nelbourne), April 1946, pp. 15-16, notes how Australian policy
worked to the advantage of the Dutch. Pro-Republican S)~pathies of individual Australians are mentioned in Tumbelaka, Soelawesi, p. 9; and in an
interview with Lieutenant Colonel A. R. Malaka, ~lakassar, 7 December
1971.
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began at this time.

Within a month a NICA administration was functioning,

manned by prewar Dutch and Indo-European officials, and by Indonesians
promise~

good salaries and high positions.

The economic pressures which

the Dutch brought to bear weighed =ost heavily in the city of Makassar,
where the prewar civil servants were concentrated, and the city soon
.

acqu~re

d a reputat1on
.
.
31
as a center o f prc-Dutc h sent1ment.

The Dutch presence in Makassar was
ters moved from

~orotai

stren~thened

when NICA headquar-

to :·1akassar at the time British troops (Eightieth

Brigade) replaced the Australian forces on 1 February 1946.

Dutch forces,

including reconstituted KNIL units, had already assumed responsibility for
maintaining law and order.

The Dutch Government had, in fact, attempted

in December 1945 to have the Australians replaced by Dutch rather than
British troops; this was apparently rejected.

Although Allied prisoners

of war in Sulawesi had all been evacuated by this time, the bulk of the
Japanese troops
pleted in

~fay

re=~ined.

It was only after their evacuation was com-

and June 19L6, that .:.uthority O'ler the Outer Islands was

officially transferred frcm the Southeast Asia Command to the Netherlands
31Presumably many of these Indonesian
civil servants were, like the
KNIL, Ambonese and :·1inahassans, nu.-:1bers of wnom had been displaced during
the Japanese occupation in favor oi Buginese and }l.:lkassarese officials.
Propinsi Sulawesi, pp. 217-218, 222, 22~-225. The economic pressures on
the Indonesian middle class are described in Kahin, Nationalism, p. 353.
The difficult economic situation in the Great East (including South Sulawesi) and the conversion from Japanese toNICA money, are mentioned in the
second DeRooy report (21-30 ~ov. 1945), ~IB, II, pp. 232-235. The use of
"economic workers" to obtain the cooperation of prorc.inent nationalists is
cited in ":1emorandum van id directeur van binnenlands bestuur (Van der
Plas), 17 nov. 1945," NIB, II, p. 109. Personnel changes in South Sulawesi are mentioned in "~ota van fd directeur van binnenlands bestuur (Van
der Plas)" [undated], NIB, II, p. 116. NICA use of economic pressures is
also mentioned in "Report on operations of Nakforce 22 September-20 December 1945," in War Diary HO 21 Brigade, cited in Reid, "Australian Forces,"
p. 12.
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Indies

r~vernment.

This was done on 14 July 1946.

left for India in August.

The British troops

32

Pro-Republican Resistance to the Dutch in Sulawesi
After the failure of the attacks in Hakassar on 29 October 1945,
armed opposition to the Dutch return moved from the kota to the

hut~.

Such resistance was most successful where a pro-Republican attitude on the
part of the local ruler was supported by the revolutionary ardor of the
pemuda.

There were three notable instances

wher~

this occurred.

first was in the Suppa area, where the young Datu, Bau
predecessor, Andi

}~ssepe,

The
and his

established a branch of the PKR in Pare-Pare.

~akkasau,

In Luwu, at the urging of the pemuda, including his son, Andi Achmad, and
under the influence of Andi

}~ppanjukki,

took a strongly pro-Republican stand.

the Datu of Luwu, Andi Djemma,

And finally, in Polongbangkeng,

just south of }1akassar, the Karaeng, Haj i Padj onga Daeng

:~galle,

declared

his district part of the Republic and served as adviser to the most effective guerrilla force in South SuLr.;esi--L\.?RIS (LJ.sj kar
Indonesia Sulawesi--Fighting

~lilitia

Pe~0e•:ontak

R<.J.kj ai:

of the Indonesian People of Sula-

. ) • 33

wes~

32

Kirby, War with Japan, V, pp. 354-355. The desire of the Dutch to
replace the Australians is the subject of a telegram; ":t:-:ederlands Indische
regering (Blom) aan minister van overzeese gebiedsdelen (Logemann) en lt.
gouverneur-generaal (Van }look), 31 dec. 1945," NIB, II, pp. 482-483.
33 There are few details on the resistance in Suppa. The establishment of a branch of the PKR in Pare-Pare is mentioned in Propinsi Sulawesi,
p. 234; there is some information on the resistance movement in that area
in '"Barisan Pemberontak Ganggawa,' Kelasjkaran," Register No. 64/III/1958,
Sanusi 's book, Luwu Dalam Revolus:i. is al!!lost entirely devoted to the
1945-1949 period. Pclcngba.'"lgkcag .:1."1d L\PRIS are often mentioned; a pamphlet, Ranggong Dg. Romo, by H. }1. R. Arnin Daud ([aakassar]: Jajasan Artja
Pahlawan, [1971]), describes the nilitary aspects of the resistance in
Polongbangkeng in some detail.
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In Luwu, an organization called ''c;ukarno Muda" haci been formed as
early as 23

A~gust

1945, on the initiative of Andi Achwad (a son of the

Datu) and }1. Jusuf Arief, a former reporter for
Datu's eldest son, and heir apparent, Andi
general chairman.

th~

Pewarta Selebes.

~lakkulau

The

Opu Daeng Parebba, was

Although the Datu himself was initially hesitant to

take a firm stand until he had official news from

}~kassar

of the procla-

mation of independence, in mid-September, after a meeting in Watampone
with Andi
Republic.

~~ppanjukki,

he issued a stLong statement of support for the

·1wo members of the hadat thought to be pro-Dutch were removed

(one of them was later killed by pemuda).

During October and

~ovember,

the Datu himself, or his representatives, carried the plea for support for
Indonesian independence to Tanah Toraja (as far as Paso), and to Keadari
. Sout h east Sul awes1.
. 34
an d Ko1 a·a
k 1n
Although the name of the pemuda organization changed--on 17 September to Pemuda

~asional

Indonesia, on 5 October to Pemuda Republic Indone-

sia, and on 1 :·larch 1946 (whe:1 i t i:>ecar::2 a :n.ilitary organization) to
Pembela Keananan Rakj at: (P:Z..l\--?rotecto r of the People's Security)--the
same pemuda served as leaders.

~.

Jusuf Arief was head of intelligence

for PNI 3nd PRI, and chief of staff of PKR; Andi Achmad was head of the
special police of the

P~I

and PRI, and deputy chief of staff of the PKR;

Andi Tenriadjeng served as head of the attack

~~it

of the PNI, head of

youth and people's security of the PRI, and was commander of the attack
forces of the PKR.
Landau, led the

}1. Jusuf Arief and Andi Tenriadjeng, together with H.

~attle

Command set up within the PRI in January 1946 when

NICA soldiers began to appear in Luwu.

The membership of the pemuda

34 Sanus1,
. Luwu, pp. 115-118, 134-135, and passim.
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organizations seems to have been drawn heavily from the

and

Muhammadiy~h

its youth group, and from the PSII; some were school teachers or civil
servants, some had been members of the Seinendan or HeiHo, a few were
former members of the &~11.

35

Australian troops first came to Luwu in October 1945; NICA and KNIL
units followed toward the end of December.
S~awesi,

In Kendari, in Southeast

a NICA administration was installed somewhat earlier., being in

place by 25 November.
Fighti~g

36

in Luwu proper began in January 1946, after Dutch-officered

KNIL troops entered a mosque near Palopo, kicked a watchman and damaged a
copy of the Koran.

That evening, 21 January, Andi Djeoca, as head of the

Republic of Indonesia government in Luwu,

~1.

Jusuf Arief, as head of

th·~

Battle Command of the People's Defense Council, and the Kadhi of Luwu,
K. H. M. Ramli, presented an ultimatum to the Australian commander, demanding that

~~IL

ultimatum

~.;ras

troops be confined to their barracks within 48 hours.

The

ignored, and on 23 January fierce fighting brcl<.e out in

Palopo and environs.

~Tien

NICA reinforcements arrived by ship the follow-

ing day (flying a red-and-white flag until they were near enough to open
fire), the
~d

pe~uda,

the Datu Luwu and his family (including an aged aunt),

pro-Republican officials abandoned Palopo.

37

They withdrew to the

mountains and woods where the pemuda carried on guerrilla warfare.

The

35 sanusi, Luwu, pp. 116, 123-124, 137, 152, 183, 229.
36

sanusi, Luwu, pp. 141-143, 196-197; the installation of the NICA
in Kendari is mentioned in the "DeRooy report" (21-30 nov. 1945), p. 224.
37 sanusi, Luwu, pp. 198-203. General A. H. Nasution describ~s the
fighting in Luwu--a5 the "largest battle in the gu~rrilla <..;rar" ("pertempl;ran jang terbes.1r scl.:l.-na perang :;erilja"); Tentara t;asional Indonesia, I
(3rd printing) (.Jab.rta: Seraling :,bsa, 1970), p. 223.
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Datu

~~

his close family were moved to Southeast Sulawesi, where they

held out in the fortress of Batu Pute until captured by
2 June 1946.

In the meantime,

.~di

~~IL

lroop~

on

Makkulau and other pemuda leaders had

38
been captured while trying to reach Java, and were in prison in Hakassar.
Most of the other pemuda were either killed or captured.
Andi Achmad, Andi Tenriadjeng,

~I.

H. Jusuf Arief,

Landau, and M. Djufri were captured and

sentenced to death (although the sentences were never

carri~d

out).

In

1948, after two years imprisonment, the Datu and members of the Hadat of
Luwu were tried and exiled to Ternate.
outburst against Dutch rule occurred.
pemuda who had been imprisoned in

39

It was in Luwu that the final

On 29 October 1949, some forty

~samba,

most of them members of the PKR

of Luwu, escaped, attacked the police barracks, and succeeded in controlling the town by nightfall.

~Irs.

Salawati Daud is credited with being one

of the organizers of the .1-lasamba affair, which was designed to show the
falsity of the Dutch claim at the Round Table Conference that there was no
.
. . ruke
,
.
to tne1r
1n
1 anger any opposit1on

s out h s u1 awesl.
. 40

The most enduring center of Republican resistance in South Sulawesi
was in the district of Polongbangkeng, south of }lakassar in the Subdivision of Takalar.

The decision to support the Republic was made by the

Karaeng, Hadji Padjonga Daeng

~galle,

after close consultation with sub-

district and village heads, and with strong support from the pemuda.

Two

38 sanusi, Luwu, pp. 230-232, 246-247.
39 sanusi, Luwu, pp. 268, 275-276, 283-286. According to Sanusi, the
"court" was headed by Andi Pabbenteng, Aru.'D.pone of Bo::1e; among the members
was Andi Hangkona, Arung Hatowa of Wajo; adviser to the court was a Hr.
van Leep, later appointed P_ssistant Resident in Lut.ru.
40 sanusi, Luwu, pp. 286-287.
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pemuda, Hadj i !-Iakkaraeng Daeng }1andja ...··mgi (Karaeng Dj arung, secretary to
the Karaeng, to whom he was related, and a

~uhammadiyah

leader) and

Sjamsuddin Daeng Ngerang, between the 20th and 26th of September 1945,
traveled throughout the district, meeting with local government and
Islamic officials to discuss the proclamation of independence and their
determination to defend its proclamation.

The Karaeng then invited the

subdistrict and kampong heads, and local Islamic officials (kadhi) to a
meeting at the district office.

The unanimous decision of the meeting was

to defend independence with any means possible.

Shortly thereafter, on

16 October 1945, a struggle organization known as Gerakan Lipan Badjeng,
was formed.

The Karaeng himself was head of the

G~,

and Karaeng Djarung

was his deputy; the four subdistrict heads of Polongbangkeng were also
given positions in the organization.

A

military unit, composed of pemuda,

was set up under the command of Sjamsuddin Daeng Ngerang and Ranggong
Daeng Romo.

41

The Gerakan
December 1945,

~hen

..;a

Badj eng replaced the district government until 5

Polongbangkeng was declared to be a district of the

Republic of Indonesia.

As the Karaeng had been the district officer, and

was head of the Gerakan :-1uda Badjeng and of the Republican district
government, the changes were symbolic of the relationship of Polongbangkeng to outside

p~litical

forces, rather than indicating any change within

~ost of the information on the resistance in Polongbangkeng was
provided by Hadj i l'lakkaraeng Daeng !-landjarungi in an interview in }lakassar
on 29 February 19 72. ~·luch of the same information (also provided by
Karaeng Djarung) is in "K~lasjkaran," Register No. 41/III/1958, 'Gerakan
Muda Badjeng/Lipang [sic] Badjeng'; and Register No. 40/III/1958, 'Lasjizar
Pemberontak Rakjat Indonesia Sulawesi (L\ERIS).' Unless noted otherwise,
the information presented here is from these sources.
4
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the district itself.

During November and December Australian and

~11tch

officers tried to contact the Karaeng, but he refused to meet with them.
Shortly after the formation of the Gerakan
Djarung and Sjamsuddin Daeng
pemuda groups there.

~gerang

~uda

Badjeng, Karang

went to Xakassar to contact the

It was decided not to join foroally with them,

because the Polongbangkeng grou? included not only pemuda, but encompassed
the government structure and the population of the district as a whole.
However, following the failure of the pemuda attacks in Hakassar on 29
October, a number of the

pemuda leaders fled to Po1ongbangkeng

~~kassar

where they joined forces with the Gerakan }1uda Badjeng.
In meetings on 15 and 17 December, the combined pemuda forces-numbering about a thousand persons, but all of them short of weapons-decided to attack

~·1akassar

in cooperation with pemuda organizations still

in the city.

Unfortunately, the

than were the

~akassar

~~IL

were better prepared for the attack

pemuda, and only minor skirmishes took place.

In the 5 Decew.b2r neeting at 1.:hich Polongbangkeng \.;as declared a
part of the

R~p~blic

of indonesia, it was decided to send a delegation to

the Republican guvernment in Java.

However, the delegation, which left in

January 1946, was shipwrecked off Sumbawa, and returned to Sulawesi without having reached Java.

During 1946, however, two of the expeditionary

units sent from Java by the TRI-Persiapan

Sula~.;esi

under Qahhar Nudzakkar,

did bring some arms and assistance to Polongbangkeng. 42
42 The delegation to Java was
headed by Mappaselleng Daeng Sidja, and
included ~~kkatang Daeng Sibali (a younger brother of Ranggong Daeng Romo)
among its members. A complete listing of members is given in "'Gerakan
Muda Badjeng,' Kelasjkaran," ~egister ~o. 41/lii/B58, p. 3. Karaeng
Djarung mentioned that arms and men had been sent twice from Java; "Sedjarah CorHas" (pp. 53-54) ~entions th~t the ninth expeditionary group, under
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On 2 April 1946 the Gerakan Muda Badjeng was replaced by a specifically military organization, the Lipan Badjeng, headed by

R~~ggong

Daeng

The Karaeng was made honorary head of the Lipan Badjeng, and

Romo.

Karaeng Djarung was made head of the advisory council; they retained their
positions in the Republican government of the district, the Karaeng as
head, and Karaeng Djarung responsible for youth affairs and contacts outside the district.
The Lipan Badjeng formed the nucleus of the federation of pemuda/
laskar groups, LAPRIS, formed on 17 July 1946.
general chairman of
mander.

43

L~RIS,

Karaeng Djarung was made

and Ranggong Daeng Romo was its military com-

Included in the leadership were a number of the pemuda who had

fled from Makassar after the failure of the October attack, among them
Wolter Hongisidi (who was Secretary-General of L-\PRIS), and Ernmy and
Maulwi Saelan.

Because of Dutch surveillance and the difficulty of com-

munication, LAPRIS itself never had full information on its component
units and their activities.

:·lost of the guerrilla actions for •..:hich

it was £a.r:1ous >vere carried out in its nai!le by members of the Lipan
Lt. Arif ~~p:;dj i .::md Lt. Sj .:l."":.S:;ddi!'l D~e!'lg Leo, la.."!ded in Polon8bc:mgkeng.
The expeditionary groups are mentioned, but no details of dates, names and
places are given, in Amin Daud, Rcnggong Daeng Rome, p. 26.
43 A listing of the 19 member organizations of LAPRIS, and their
leaders, is in Propinsi Sulawesi, pp. 218-219. A virtually iden~~cal list
is in "Kelasjkaran," Register No. 40/III/1958, L\PRIS, p. 2; and in A:nin
Daud, Ranggong Daeng Rome, p. 21. The deputy head of L\PRIS was from the
PPNI. The persons and organizations credited with taking the initiative
in forming LAP :liS are: Lipan Badj eng--:1akkaraeng Daeng :-:andj arungi and
Rang:;ong Daeng Ramo; PPNI--Aminuddin ~1uchlis; Kris :1uda :·1andar--Nuhammad
Riri Amin Daud; Pemuda Taneta--Ali ~·1alaka; narimau Indonesia--Bah.:mg;
Angkatan Huda Republik Indonesia Selajar--Bonto; "'LAPRIS,' Kelasjkaran,"
Register No. 40/III/1958, p. 1.
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Badjen g, said to have had 3,000-4 ,00C oemuda in its militar y unit. 44
Ranggo ng Daeng Romo is credite d with leading

in the name of the

Lipa~

Badjen g,

a~d

~ifty-seven

militar y action s

fifty-o ne in the name of LAPRIS,

largely in the period December 1945 to Februa ry 1947. 45
The LAPRIS, and the Polongb angkeng area, were particu lar targets of
the Dutch pacific ation campaig n in Decemb er 1946-M arch 1947.

Ranggong

Daeng Romo was killed when LAPRIS headqu arters were attacke d vu 28 February 194 7, and Wolter

~Iongisidi

'>vas capture d at the same time.

(He escaped

briefly from jail in Octobe r 1948, and was execute d in Septem ber 1949.)
Emmy Saelan was killed in the fightin g in January or Februa ry 1947.

These

three pemuda . togethe r with Bau :·!assep e in Suppa, became the symbol s
of
the =esist~ce in South Sulawe si to Dutch coloni al rule. 46
In January 1948, influen ced by the Lingga djati and forthco ming
Renvil le

Agree~ents,

the Karaeng Polongb angken g and members of his govern -

ment and the Lipan Badjeng , decided to try to meet with the Dutch author
ities in

~Iakassar

to establi sh ':lou..idary lines for t.he Republ ican area in

Polongb angken g as had been done in Java.

Karaeng Djarung led a delega tion

44 The estima
te of member ship was given by Makkat ang Daeng Sibali ,
intervi ew, }!akass ar, 6 ~!arch 1972.
45 Amin

Daud, Ranggon 3 Daeng Romo, p. 15; "Kelasj karan, " Gerakan 1-Iuda
Badjen g/Lipan g Badjen g, p. 3.
46

The pamphl et on Ranggong Daeng Romo has been mention ed severa l
times; :1.is story is also include d in ?ropin si Sulawe si, p. 369. On
Holter
Mongis idi, a s:.uden t from :.anahas s.:1, see Radik Djanv.:l di, Surat dari
Selmau t: Kisah P.:1hlawan Xasion al Robert Wolter ~ongisidi (Surab aja:
GRIP,
[1960] ); Propin si Sul.:lHc si, pp. 366-36 7; and Sjamsu ddin Lubis, Sulawe
si
Selatan , I (Jakart a: ~~.:1lisa, 1954), pp. 114-12 3. On Emmy Saelan , the
daught er of a Javanes e residen t of :1akass ar (and ~ember of the Youth
Bureau of Dr. Ratula ngie's staff), see Propin si Sulawe si, p. 368; and
Lubis, St~awesi Selatan , pp. 124-12 7; the precise date and circum stances
of Emmy SaeLm 's Jeati1 are ;.rnclt:!ar, but she died some tine in January
or
Februa ry .'.947 •.;hile fit;hth; .g .:1g.:1bst ti-:.e Dutch.
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to meet with KNIL and

~FIS

officers in Makassar on 6 January,

wher~

the

proposals from Polongbangkeng appeared to receive sympathetic consideration.

Three days later Karaeng Djarung and two leaders of the Lipan

Badjeng were asked to return to Makassar for a further meeting.

On arriv-

ing in the city, however, they were taken directly to the Tallo prison and
were in•:arcerated there for the duration cf the revol1.1tion.
The ending of significant armed resistance in South Sulawesi coincided with the signing of the Linggadjati agreement on 25

)~rch

194i.

This agreement, which had been initialled the previous November, recognized de facto Republic of Indonesia authority over only Java,

and

}~dura,

Sumatra; and provided that the Republic, Borneo and the Great East would
be included in a United States of Indonesia,

~hich

would be formed on a

federal basis, and which would be a member of a Netherlands-Indonesian
Union.

47
With further

ble, and with the

ar~ed

resistun~e

~epublic

March 1947 pro-Republican

in South Sulawesi virtually

giving tacit
senti~ent

recogn~tion

i~?Ossi-

to the NIT, after

was manifested in ?Olitical parties

and groupings functioning within the NIT structure.
Dutch Policy in Sulawesi during the Revolution
The vehemence of the pro-Republican resistance in South Sulawesi was
not expected by the Dutch, and threatened their ability to carry out their
plans for experimenting with a new relationship--which would preserve

t~e

47The text of the agreement, in English, is in W~lf, Indonesian
Story, pp. 175-178. The disheartening effect of the signing of this
agreement on the nationalists in areas excluded from the de facto Republic
is mentioned in A. H. Nasution, Ten tara :Jasional Indonesia, II (Jakarta:
Seruling ~1asa, 1968), pp. ~)7-88.
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old

col~nial

tie in a new form.

The outline of the new relationship which

the Dutch government proposed to form with lts prewar colonies became
known on 10 February 1946, when Lieutenant Governor-General van Hook presented proposals for a federal state of Indonesia in a Commonwealth relationship to the Kingdom of the Netherlands.

48

Although these proposals

were intrinsically unacceptable to the Republic, which saw them as a continua~ion

of old divide-and-rule policies. they did serve as the basis for

negotiations--which eventually resulted in the Linggadjati agreement,
signed on 25

}~rch

1947.

The Dutch

Govern~ent,

however, did not wait for

this agreement to be concluded to proceed with their own plans to form a
federal state.

East Indonesia

these states would be

fo~ed.

~•as

selected as the area where the first of

Dutch military strength was relatively

great in this area, which contained both Ambon and
tionally the

~j or

recruiting grounds for the

K..~IL.

~·!inahassa,

tradi-

Furthc.L, the Dutch

were correct in their assessment that the idea of a federal state would
have some

appe~l

to

peo~le

in the outer

of political do=ination by the

isl~nds,

n~~erically

~lready so~2~hat

preponderant Javanese.

fearful
One

unintended effect of the Dutch espousal of the federal idea was to make it
an anathema to those who favored independe11ce, leading them to support the
idea of a

~~itary

state as a way of showing their loyalty to the unitary

Republic of Indonesia.

49

The Negara Indonesia Timur (NIT) was the first of the Dutch-sponsored units of the projected federal Republic of the United States of
48wolf, Indonesian Story,
p. 35.
49 rnterviews, Makassar: Saleh
Lahade, 21 September 1971; G. R.
Pantouw, 23 October 1971.
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Indonesia (Republik Indonesia Serikat--RIS) to be established, and was the
most fully developed and most autonomous of these units. 50
In order to establish the NIT the Dutch had first to eliminate the
pro-Republican resistance in South Sulawesi, the most populous area in
East Indonesia, and the site of its projected capital,

~kassar.

The

Dutch had taken advantage of rivalries among tne leading nationalists, and
by November 1945 had convinced Nadjamoeddin Daeng
tion as co~ercial consultant to NICA.

51

}~lewa

to accept a posi-

Xany others had to be dealt with

more harshly.
Rivalries among the aristocracy were also used by the Dutch in gaining the cooperation of a number of leading nobles.

For some the offer of

a position on the Hadat Tinggi, the Council of Rajas, which was the main
body through which the Dutch exercised their rule in South Sulawesi, was
sufficient incentive.

The Raja of GQa seems never to have taken a pro-

Republican stand; he was vice-chairnan of the Hadat Tinggi from its in-

,.,

ception."'50

on the legal structures of the ~II see Schiller, Federal Indonesia,
passim; for a good, brief summary of the economic and political realities
of the NIT see Kahin, ~ationalis~, pp. 355-368.
51

Jealousy among the nationalists at Ratulangie's appointment as
governor is mentioned in ~nsi SulaHesi, p. 225; and "Sedjarah CorHas,"
p. 7. I have found no record of the date of Nadjamoeddin's appointment as
"handels consultant." His change in attitude, and his opportunism, are
mentioned in the second DeRooy Report (21-30 Nov. 1945), NIB, II, p. 225,
fn. 2. Nadjamoeddin is identified as commercial consultant in the list of
the members of the first NIT cabinet; Propinsi Sul&wesi, p. 124. His involvement in economic activities, particularly of the NIGIEO (NederlandschIndische Gouvernenents Import en Export Organisatie) is oentioned in Henri
J. H. Alers, Om een rode of ::;roene :-Ierdeka (Eindhovei"l: Vulkaan, 1956), pp.
145-148. On NIGIEO see J. A. A. van Doorn and H. J. Hendrix, Ontsporing
van Geweld (Rotterdam: Universitaire Pers Rotterdam, 1970), pp. 59, 62-64.
-~/ Ment~on ot- the Raja ot- Goa as the vice-chairman of the Hadat
Tinggi is in Indonesia Ti=uer, 13 ~cveffiber 1946. His attitude toward the
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The positi on of Andi

~~ppamjukki

was more diffic ult.

~bateve~

in-

it was not
fluenc e he and his sons exerci sed throug hout South Sulaw esi,
deep-r ooted in Bone itself .

Andi

~1appanj ukki' s

!:lat:er nal grandp arents had

raja of
been rajas of Bone, but he himse lf was the son of the last prewar
Goa (and is said to have spoken with a

~akassarese

accen t).

Becaus e he

after a civil
had been ap?oin ted raja of Bone by the Dutch in the 1930's ,
he had no
servic e system had replac ed the tradit ional appana ge system ,
doubt found it more diffic ult to ouild up a loyal follow ing
land.

L~

his adopte d

lIn any case, the Dutch seem to have had no diffic ulty in contro

on of the
ling Bone after they instal led as raja Andi Pabbe nteng, a grands
last prewar raja of Bone (La Pawaw oi).

Andi Pabbe nteng was reward ed for

coope rating with the Dutch not only by

restor ed to the family

throne , but was also made chaircr an of the Hadat Tingg i.

Andi

~~ppanjukki

1946.
and Andi Panger ang were arrest ed and impris oned on 8 November
The rulers of I.Jaj o :..;ere split.
Matowa (Andi

~·1angkona),

53

The princi pal ruler, the .:\rung

quicKl y agreed to work with the Dutch.

Sever al of

g BontoRepub lic is not mentio ned in the publis hed NICA repo= ts. Karaen
His
1946.
in
-died
1936in
Goa
of
mcnpo--who had been instal led as Raja
suchis
as
ed
approv
was
ng,
Lalola
g
son, Andi Idjo Daeng :rattaw ang Karaen
not
.,..as
he
gh
althou
1946,
ber
Septen
cessor by the ::.lEI govern n:ent on 5
PatuiJ. ru,
instal led as raja until 25 April 1947. See Abd. Razak Daeng
da.."1. Tengn
Selata
esi
Sulaw
ajaan
Sedjar ah GO\..-a (:1aka ssar: Jajasa n Kebud
gara, 1967), pp. 133-13 4.
53 Biogra phic data on Andi Xappa njukki is in the append ix. Andi
(milit ary
Pabben teng is said to have been the sen of the Petta Punggawae
Septer. Jber
18
sar,
.:1akas
e-;..r,
commander) of Bone in 1906; Abdul :luis, intervi
was
1906
in
army
Bone's
1971. Accord ing to La Side. the coa~ander of
dekaan
Kemer
anan
Pertah
g
Panger an Abdulh amid, son of La PaHa·.w.i; "Peran
I have
Massen rempul u, 1905-0 6," nin 0kisan, II/11 (July 1969) , p. 41.
~!appan
Andi
ed
replac
teng
found no record of the date on '\o."hich Andi Pabben
date
The
i.
Tingg
Hadat
jukki as Arumpone, cr when he ,,·as made head of the
No.
ter
Regis
in
is
rang
for the arrest of .\ndi ~!appanjukki and Andi P::mge
Kelas jkaran ."
50/III /1953 , "'Keba ktian Rakjat Inl:o:1 csia Sula,., esi (K.RIS ),'
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blica ns.
the subo rdina te ruler s, howe ver, were firm Repu

Andi Ninon g,

al to work with the
Ranra ng Tua, earne d great respe ct for her firm refus
West erlin g paci ficat ion.
NICA anc her denu nciat ion of the crue lties of the
Mapp anjuk ki and head of
Her husba nd, Andi Halli ngka an (a cousi n of Andi
ficat ion camp aign, and a
the distr ict of Temp e), was kille d durin g the paci
Makk ulau, Tjak kurid i
son, Andi }~hmud, died fight ing in Java. Haji Andi
l captu red and impr isWajo , fough t as a guer rilla in South Sulaw esi unti
oned by the Dutch .

54

of Bont hain, Andi
In the forme r direc tly-r uled areas , the Karae ng
impri soned in Maka ssar,
Mana piang , was arres ted on 20 Novembzr 1945 and
Radja (who had been a
and the Karae ng of Gant arang , -~di Sulth an Daeng
was
member of the Sulaw esi deleg ation to the PPKI ),

re~oved

from his posi-

t the same time.
tion and confi ned to the city of :-1aka ssar at abou
inclu ding
Dr. Ratu langi e and six members of the PKR staff ,
Daeng Pasew ang, were arres ted by the
to

TT

·~est

56
.
I r~an.

~ICA

The PKR was banne d on 10

55
Lan~o

on 5 Apri l 1946, and were exile d
Septe~ber

1946 , as was the

54Abdu rraza k Daeng Patun ru, Sedj a ran \·ladj o ( [:·la~assar l: Jaj asan
]), pp. 80-81 . Ment ion of
Kebu dajaa n Sulaw esi Selat an dan Teng gara, [1964
20-24 . The text of the
Andi Nino ng's role is in "Sed jarah CorH as," pp.
the West erlin g actio ns,
g
ernin
conc
esi
lette r of the women of South Sulaw
Sanu si, Luwu, pp. 338sent to Dutch civi l and milit ary offic ials is in
339.
55 DeRooy Repo rt (21-3 0 Nov. 1945 ), NIB, II, p. 224; Tumb elaka ,
Soela wesi, p. 13.
56othe rs arres ted were I. A. Saleh Daeng Tempo, J. Latum ahina ,
pp. 242, 511; Tumb elaka ,
Pond aag, Tobin g, and Suwa rno. Prou insi Sulav 1esi,
of priso ners follo w~ge
exch~
Soela wesi, p. 25. After his relea se in the
1948 ), Dr. Ratu ry
Janua
(17
ing the signi ng of the Renv ille Agree ment
he died jn 1949 .
where
rta,
langi e retur ned not to Haka ssar, but to Jaka
rta durin g the
Jaka
to
Tadju ddin Noor and Andi Zain al Abidi n also went
cours e of the revo lutio n.
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Makassar branch of the PNI.

57

Estima~es

of the total number of rajas,

hadat members, subordinate rulers and kampong chiefs replaced by the Dutch
vary from 25 to 50 percant.

Of those removed from office, it is estimated

that about half were killed, 40 percent imprisoned, and the remaining 10
percent turned to agriculture or commerce as a means of subsistence.

Per-

sons with a secondary education (9-10 years of schooling), although few in
number, were particularly vulnerable to Dutch pressure, and many did work
as officials in the NIT.

Ev~n

so, an estimated 10-25 percent of those

with secondary education were killed or imprisoned during the course of
the revolution, and an additional 10 percent is said to have gone to
Java.

58
Many of those killed were victims of the "pacification" campaign

which was mounted in South Sulawesi in early December 1946, just as delegates from East Indonesia met in Den Pasar to establish the NIT.
Discussions on the formation of such a state began at the

:~lino

Conference, 15-25 July 1946; were continued, with special attention to the
position of non-indigenous minority groups at the Pangkalpinang Conference,

8-9 October 1946; and culminated in the proclamation of the Negara
57 Propinsi Sulawesi, p. 511. Tumbelaka, Soelawesi, says that Tadjuddin Noor was head of the P~~I-Sula,.;esi; p. 17. Tadjuddin Noor, Andi Burhanuddin, and Andi Zainal Abiciin are listed as leaders in Propinsi Sulawesi,
p. 161. Mr. G. R. Pantouw mentioned Tadjuddin Noor, Henk Rondonuwu, and
Andi Zainal Abidin as leaders of the P:LU; interview, }1akassar, 23 October
1971.

58 rnformation provided to George HcT. Kahin by Andi Burhanuddin,
April 1949, whic'f-t ~1r. KahL.""l has kindly shared with me. Andi Burhanuddin
estimated the number of rajas and other chiefs replaced as about 400, and
the number of pe~sons with secondary education as one-tenth of one percent
of the population (thus less th~"1. 4,000 persons). Similar estimates on
the persons killed, imprisoned or fleeing to Java were given to ~1r. Kahin
by Henk Rondonu,.Ju in an interview in :l.:lkassar, 19 :!arch 1949.
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Indonesia Timur on 24 December 1947 at the Den Pasar Conference
December 1946).

(7-~4

59

There were three candidates for the position of President of the
NIT:

Anak Agung Gde Sukowati, a sophisticated and well-educated Balinese

nobleman, who favored a federal form of government in the interests of
local autonomy; Tadjuddin
active in

~oor

(a Buginese from Borneo), a nationalist,

since 1944, sympathetic toward the Republic, but at

~~kassar

odds with Ratulangie, the Republican governor of Sulawesi; and Nadjamoeddin Daeng

~~lewa,

a

~~kassarese

nationalist, who never let his principles

stand in the way of his opportunities.

On the third ballot Sukowati re-

ceived the necessary majority of votes; he then appointed Nadjacoeddin to
be formateur of the cabinet.

tlr. Tadjuddin Noor was elected chairman of

the provisional parliament, the members of which were to comprise the
delegates assembled in Den Pasar plus ten additional members to be
appointed by the Dutch

govern~ent.

60

The: first NIT Cabinet, headed by

~adj

amoeddin as Prime

~1inister

(and

Hinister for Econor:1ic Affairs), '.-:.:ls cerer::oniously installed in Batavia on

13 January 1947.

The first session of the NIT Parliament opened in

Makassar on 22 April 1947.

Despite the careful selection of members it

59A brief summary of these events is in Schiller, Federal
Indonesia,
pp. 21-23. Accounts of the proceedings are in: \v. A. van Goudoever,
Malino ~~akt nistorie (Batavia: Regeerings Voorlichtings Dienst, 1946);
D. J. van Wijnen, P~ngkaloinan~ (Bat3via: Regeerings Voorlichtings Dienst,
1946); W. A. van Goudoever, Dennasar Bowt een Huis (Batavia: Regeerings
Voorlichtings Dienst, 194i); .\lgemeen Regeeringsconu:rissariaat voor Borneo
en de Groote Oost, De Conferentie te Denpasar, Vols. I and II (Batavia: G.
Kolff, n.d.); Propinsi Sula~.;esi, pp. 75-121.
60 Goudoever, Denpasar, pp. 62-65;
Conferentie Denpas~r, I, pp. 101102; Propinsi Sulawesi, pp. 99, 101; Alers, Rode of greene ~·1erdeka, pp.

142-143.
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was soon apparen t that the parliame nt containe d many Republic an sympathizers, includin g its chairma n, Tadjudd in

~oor.

Pro-gove rnment menbers ,

led by a member of the civil service (who seems to have speciali zed in
doing the bidding of his Dutch masters ), Sanda Daeng

~~ttajang,

introduc ed

a motion of no confiden ce, and on 27 Xay 1947 Xr. Tadjudd in Noor
in favor of his deputy, !-1r. S. Binol.

resig~ed

Hr. Binol, himself a mex:bzr of the

opposit ionist progres sive faction, promptly closed the session , walking
out with the entire 32 members of the oppositi on group. 61
Althoug h the reasons for his demise are less clear, Nadjamo eddin too
did not last out the year in his NIT post.

His stateme nt of support for

the Dutch "police action" against the Republic in Java in July 1947,
eliminat ed any lingerin g hopes or suspicio ns concern ing his

nationalis~

sympath ies, and complet ely alienate d pro-Rep ublic elements in East Indonesia.

When, after being humilia ted at the United

~ations

the Security Council to hear the delegati on from the
member,

Nadja~oeddin

~IT

by the refusal of
of

~hich

he was a

publicly and sharply criticiz ed Dutch policy, he

61

?ropins i SulJ:..;esi, ? • 132. ::1e initial r:.e::.oers of the :.;rr parli.:lment were: the 55 represe ntatives to the Den Pasar Conferen ce (who had
been chosen by ~ICA-appointed council s); the 15 represe ntatives appointe d
directly by the Lt. Governo r-Genera l; plus an addition al ten members
appointe d by the ~IT preside nt. Lists of parliam ent me~bers in the first
two categor ies are in ?rooins i Sul.J.>·i~si, ?P. 122-124 ; Van Go:.:::!:;;::;v~t, Denpasar, pp. 102-103 ; and Confere ntie Den~asar, Vol. 1I, pp. 47-48. I have
seen no list of the members appointe d ty the :aT preside nt. Hembers who
held cabinet posts lost their seats in parliame nt when the cabinet fell,
and new members were appointe d or elected to replace them. Election s to
the parliame nt ••ere held in November 1949. See Kahin, Nationa lism, p.
364; Propins i Sula~esi, pp. 118-121 .
There were two pro-Rep ublican factions in the NIT, the progress ive
and the nationa l. The progres sive faction included members from North and
Central Sulawes i, 1'-laluku, Bali, and Lombok. :-!embers of the nationa l fac~icn Jere consider ed the spokesme n for the .:lristoc ratic
rulers of South
Sulawes i and Sumbawa. Latter informa tion fro!ll an intervie w of George ~leT.
Kahin with Arnold :-!ononutu, :Iakassa r, 19 ~!arch 1949.
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alienated his Dutch supporters.

he was en route back to Indonesia

IVhil~

he was summarily dismissed from his position as Prime

~linister

of NIT (20

September 1947), and was tried on charges of corruption the following
year.

He was sentenced to three and a half years in prison, and died

while still in jai1.

62

A successor cabinet under Dr. S. J. Warouw was installed on 11 October 1947, but as it did not have the support of the progressive faction it
was aestined to be short-lived.

~nen

it became known that the Warouw

cabinet confirmed the support of its predecessor for the Dutch actions
against the Republic, it was ousted by a vote of parliament on 9 December
1947.

The man who had been

~linister

of the Interior in the earlier cabi-

net, Anak Agung Gde Agung, succeeded in forming a cabinet on 15 December
1947 which included representatives of both the progressive and the
national factions.

ThLs cabinet lasted until 19 December 1948, when it

resigned in protest for the Dutch attack on the Republican capital of
. k.a
J ogJa
· rta. 63

The NIT

Parlia~ent

thus did, rather contrary to the intentions of

its Dutch creators, provide a forum for the expression of pro-Republican
62

Propinsi Sulawesi, p. 135; Alers, Rode of groene, p. 149; reports
of the trial are in Indonesia Timoer during jovember 1948. As ~linister
for Economic Affairs ~adjamoeddin had ample opportunity to engage in the
sort of manipulation and corruption oi which he was charged (diversion of
textiles). He had been arrested in the 1930's on similar charges. However, particularly as the latter w2re known to the Dutch at the time of
his appointment, it seems likely that something other than the purported
corruption was the real reason for his fall from grace. ar. G. R. Pantouw
has suggested that because Nadjamoeddin was a friend of Van ::-1ook he was
vulnerable to attacks from Dutch rightists; interview, ~akassar, 23 October 1971. .Uers sayd that ~IT ~Iinister of Justice, Mr. Soumokil, engineered Nadjamoeddin's downfall.
63 Propinsi Sula\vesi, pp. 136-141.
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sentiment in East Indonesia.
parties

fro~

A

federation oi

~igiu:.~t:m

p.t:o-Republi.:m

all of Indonesia, GAPKI (Gabungan Perdjuangan

Indonesia--Federation of Indonesian Independence
Makassar in December 1947.

Ten

~embers

~ovement),

Ke~erdekaan

was formed in

of the NIT Parliament belonged to

Indonesian political parties, all of them affiliated with GAPKI.

Elected

as chairman of the central board of GAPKI was Arnold Mononutu of the
Partai Kebangsaan (Parke--National Party), who had been a member of the
PNI because it was banned in September 1946, and who led a

~lissi

Persauda-

raan (Fraternal Mission) to the Republic in February 1948, shortly after
the signing c: the Renville Agreement.

Probably the most important of the

constituent members in South Sulawesi was the Partai Kedaulatan Rakjat
(PKR--Party of the People's Sovereignty), founded on 24
a sort of substitute for both the banned
Rakjat.

P~I

~ovember

and the Pusat

1946, as

Kesela~tan

The president of the PKR was Andi Burhanuddin, who had been

ousted by the Dutch as Karaeng of Pangkajene in 1945, a...""Ld who was a r::eober
of the

nati~nalist

faction in the ?arlianent.

Other members included

Henk Rondonu'\.;ru, a ne'..;spaper reporter in ::1akassar, who was secretary; and
Mrs. Salawati Daud and Mrs. Towoliu, prominent Republicans, who were among
the women of Sulawesi who petitioned the Dutch Government in opposition to
the pacification campaign in December 1946.

Prior to the formation of the

Anak Agung cabinet in December 1947, the PKR, and other member parties of
the GAPKI, were non-cooperators, refusing to participate in the NIT cabinet.

Andi Burhanuddin served as :·linister of Information in the first Anak

Agung cabinet, and in Hay 1949 was elected chairman of the South Sulawesi
Counc1.'1 . 64

64 Propinsi Sul.J:.,·csi, ;::p. lJ 7, 139, 153, 511; Re.publik Indonesia
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S0uth Sulawesi had the largest bloc of

se~ts

in the NIT parliament,

and because the selection of representatives was in the hands of daerah
councils dominated by Dutch officials and by Dutch-appointed members of
the aristocracy, the Dutch and the rajas were in a good position to proteet their own interests.

The method of indirect selection in South Sula-

wesi in the 1949 elections insured the continuation of aristocratic influence.

Further, in return for agreeing to the renegotiation of their
~IT,

contracts (korte verklaring) to replace the Dutch Government with the

the aristocratic rulers demanded the establishment of a senate with veto
power over the proposed constitution.

The senate was to have one repre-

sentative from each of the thirteen NIT daerahs, the governments of ten of
. h were centro 11 e d b y
wh ~c

.

.

ar~stocrat1c

e 1 ements.

65

In spite of che rather overwhelming role of the aristocrats in the
NIT government, the parliament did provide a forum for the expression of
pro-Republican sentiment.

Although some of those who participated in the

NIT government believed that in doing so they could strive for unificaticn
with the Republic, actual control reoained in the ha.nds of the Dutch
the transfer of sovereignty in December 1949.

~""ltil

The control was perhaps

more obvious in the initial stages, when, for example, the names of those
to be appointed to the first cabinet had been previously discussed with
and approved by Van

~look.

However, throughout the NIT period, financial

control was maintained by the device of having a Dutchman, M. Hamelink, as
Minister of Finance, and by retaining control of the major source of
Serikat, ::-!inistry of Information, Political Parties, Armed Groups, Labor
Unions & Youth Organizations in indonesia (Jakarta: tlinistry oi Information, 1950), pp. 32, 35, 36.
65 K h ·
.
1·1Sr:J., pp. 36-.)-.)t>/;
~'- Propinsi Sulawesi, pp. 122-123.
a ~n, ''
•'i<ltlOI'.:.l
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revenue, the copra trade, in the

hanc~

of the Batavia government.

66

Within the NIT, a wide variety of local government forms were per'tt e d , 1 arge1 y b ase d on

~

. t.~ng or

ex~s

.

rev~ve

d ~n
. d'~gencus

.. .

prac~~ces.

67

A temporary representative council for South Sulawesi was established in March 1946, and continued in existence until the formation of
the Federation of South Celebes in October 1948.

The primary task of the

Council was to advise on the political and administrative organization to
be established in the area.
NICA, who named 13 of its

~2

It was chaired by the commanding officer of
members, and approved the selection of the

representatives of the self-governing lands (15), the directly-ruled
areas (9), and the !llunicipality of
During the

~IT

~!akassar (6). 68

period there was little change in the structure or

operation of the sel£-guvt:.cuing lands in South Sulawesi.

Tanah Toraja

was separated from Luwu in October 1946, and given status as a selfgoverning land.

The former directly-ruled areas were trausfcr.:ned into

what were called "nee-lands"

(neo-la::dscha8D'2~),

·..:hich .:1ppear to have been

indistinguishable fron the older self-Aoverning lands.

Traditional foms

of government were retained or resuscitated, with hadat councils composed
66

schiller, Fedzral Indonesia. pp. 251, 272; Kahin,

~atio~alism,

p. 361.

67A number of these are described in Schiller, Federal Indonesia,
especially pp. 89-196. See also, R. Venema, "Tendenties in het naoorlogse staatsrecht," Indonesie, 3 (1949/50), pp. 289-323; and "Over
Groei en achtergrond der Daerah-vormin:s in de staat Oost-Indonesia,"
Indonesie, 3 (1949/50), pp. l~-35 (this appears to be a condensed version
of G. H. H. Riekerk' s Onmondige Tot Burger, a pamphlet no longer in print).
68 schiller, Federal Indonesia, ?P· 124-125; Staatsblad 1946, No. 72;
neither includes a list of members.
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69
.
. .
o f sub or d ~nate
c h"~e f s a dv~s~ng
t h e ru1 ers.
In October 1948 the thirty self-governing lands and eight neo-lands
were combined into the Federation of South Sulawesi, under the administrative authority of the Hadat T:.:\ggi.

.

Only in the spr:!..ng of 1949 were elec-

tions held to a South Sulawesi Council, which was to share administrative
"b"l"
.
70
~ ~t~es.

respons~

In effect, there remained only one directly-ruled area in South
Sulawesi--the municipality of Nakassar.

It has been described as a sort

of "federal district"--the seat of the administration for the daerah and
the NIT, but outside the bounds of the Federation.

This

arrange~ent

enabled the NIT government to have a large say in the administration of
the city in which it was located, and to control the tax revenues of the
city, which, unlike the surrounding rural daerah, was the center of economic activity in the area.

Administration was entrusted to a mayor,

. . 1 counc1"1 • 71
a b oar d o f a ld erwen, an d a mun1c1pa
Not only was Makassar administratively separate from the rest of the
daerah of South

Sula~esi,

but as the headquarters of the

~IT,

whose

69 schiller, Federal Indonesia, pp. 98, 104-106; Neo-la~ds Pangkajene,
Maros, Takalar, and Jeneponto (in former Division of }1akassar) were established in Staatsblad 1947, ~o. 9; Xeo-la.."'lds Bonthain, Bulukumba, Sinjai,
and Salayar (Division of Bonthain), in Staatsblad 19~7, ~o. 10.
70 schiller, Federal Indonesia, p. 173, and p. 381, fn. 434. Apparently the Hadat Tinggi had been in operation since late 1945 or early 1946,
and on 12 November 1948 had been officially installed as a South Sulawesi
Council (Dewan Selebes Selata~) pending the 1949 ~lections; Indonesia
Timoer, 13 November 1948.
71 schiller, Federal Indonesia, pp. 138-139; Vanema, "Tendenties,"
pp. 304-305; Staatsblad 1947, ~o. 21. Initially the prewar Mayor was reinstalled; he was replaced shortly by another Dutchman; and in 1947 by the
first Dutch-appointed Indonesian Hayor; Buku Kena.ngan ~·lakassar, p. 23.
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offici~ls

were drawn fcom the whole eastern archipelago, its more cosoo-

politan atmosphere was intensified--and

tL~ged

with collaborationism.

It

was collaborationism of a particularly nasty sort, because of the ruthlessness of the pacification campaign with which it was inevitably associated.
Responsibility for the pacification campaign was entrusted to a
young Dutch commando, Rayn.ond "Turk"

~~ester ling,

who had already acquired

a reputation for efficiency and ruthlessness in Sumatra.
picked men arrived in Makassar on 5 December 1946. 72
state of war was declared in the Divisions of
Pare and Handar.

He and 123

On 11 December a

~akassar,

Bonthain, Pare-

73

This declaration provided legal justification for the campaign.
Moral justification, if the term can be used, was provided by branding all
acts of pro-Republican sympathy "terrorism," and all persons sympathetic
to the Republic as "e:ctremists."
was being taken against
common people, a not

~ere

~~cornnon

The Dutch then claimed that their action

bandits in the interest of protecting the
stratage~

in dealing with revolutionaries.

The Dutch government was further careful to implicate Indonesians in
the decision to carry out the pacification campaign, and in the manner in
which it was carried out.

They had the council of rajas, the Hadat Tinggi,

issue a statement requesting the elimination of the extremist groups which
72westerling, Challenge to Terror,
p. 92.
73 staatsblad 1946, ~o. 139. The state of war continued in force in
the Division of :rakassar and the Subdivision of Bonthain until July 1949;
it was lifted in the other areas in January 1948; Staatsblad 1948, ~o. 36;
and 1949, No. 177.
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were disturbing law and order.

74

Whe~

questions about the severity of the

tactics being used were raised at the Den Pasar Conference, a loyal civil
servant, Sonda Daeng
situation.

~~ttajang,

He reported back:

terrorists and bandits."

was sent to Makassar to investigate the
"Those who are being killed are only

75

The way in which the pacification campaign was carried out in the
countryside also involved Indonesians in the responsibility for the killings.

The most usual technique seems to have been to assemble all the

villagers in a central area, and to ask them tc point out the "extre::nists"
in the g4oup.

Those so designated were shot on the spot.

tion was volunteered, several villagers
shot.

~.;ould

If no informa-

be chosen at random and

The process was continued until the desired informaticn--whether

correct or not--was elicited.

In some cases informers were used to obtain

information on Republican sympathizers in the villages, and the villagers
would be convened to decide whether such persons should be "sentenced" to
death or pernitted to reform and go free. 76
74 "Sedjarah CorHas," p. 48.
75

Lubis, Sulawesi Selatan, pp. 96-97. The words he used were
"pengatjau dan perampok." His absence from the conference, but not his
report to it, is mentioned in the official account of the Proceedings,
Conferentie Denpasar, Vol. I; Handelingen, p. 102.
76

westerling's own description of his "cleansing" of South Sulawesi
is in Challenge to Terror, pp. 88-123; he discussed the ps:rchological
reasons for public killings on pp. 68-69. Other descriptions of the pacification campaign are in ProPinsi Sul.:n.;esi, pp. 243-248; Lubis, Sulawesi
Selatan, pp. 61-93; and Kahin, :~ationalisrr:, ?· 356. Sanusi, Luwu, pp.
235-241, 243-260 describes actior:s of Ki.~IL troops in Luwu between January
and June 1946; pp. 328·338 includes eye-witness accounts, in English and
Indonesian, of i-iesterling' s tactics. The English version of these
accounts is quoted from a memorandum on ~linistry of Information Stationary,
a copy of which George HcT. Kahin kindly allowed me to see.
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Known guerrilla leaders were caught, and were publicly tortured
and/or killed with the intention of giving psychological impact to the
Dutch warnings against working with the "extremists."

One technique re-

ported was to cut off the ear of a captured guerrilla, and then force him
to eat it.
can

He might, or might not, be killed afterwards.

ari~tocrats,

77

Pro-Republi-

village leaders, Islamic officials, and Muhammadiyah

activists seem to have been particular targets.
of the Datu of Suppa, Bau
often mentioned.

!·~kkasau

It is said that A."ldi

dea d , t h en s h ot twe 1 v~

.

t~mes.

The torture and deaths

and his predecessor, Andi

}~ssepe,

thrown into the sea, and that Bau

78

~Iassepe

~~kkasau,

are

was castrated and his body

was dragged behind a jeep until

79

Not all extremists were killed; a few escaped to Java, many were
jailed.

There are no estimates of the total number imprisoned--even the

NIT Minister of Justice, Mr. Soumokil, could give no figures--but there
. "1 s. 80
are many reports o f crow de d Ja~

Jail space in South Sulawesi

beca~e

so scarce that prisoners 1.;ere .3ent to Java to be imprison.::d. and some of
the more

.

prom~nent

.
an.stocrats

~.,rere

.
sent ~ntc

"1 e. 81

ex~

The ruthlessness of Westerling's tactics aid arouse criticism in the
Netherlands, and a special commission was appointed to investigate the
77

sanusi, Luwu, p. 251.

78 Lubis, Sulawesi Selatan, p. 74.
79 Lubis, Sulawesi Selatan, pp. 92-93.
80The most detailed reports are in Sanusi, Luwu, pp. 253-260, 266,
273-280; see also Kahin, ~ationalis~, p. 357. Substantial details are in
a memorandum of Kahin' s interviel-l with Arnold :Iononutu in Xakassar, 16
~~rch 1949, which he kindly allowed me to read.
81 rndonesia Timoer, 9 ~ove~ber 1948.
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pacification campaign.

Its report has never been made public.

82

r.aptain

Westerling was recalled tn Java in February 1947, but by then his means,
however ruthless, had accomplished the government's ends--the pacification
of South Sulawesi.
Westerling claims that he was directly responsible for the killing
of less than 600 "terrorists."

The Dutch Government is said to have

admitted that soree 2000 persons were killed during the pacification campaign.83

In a report at the time, apparently prepared by the NIT Ministry

of Information for the U.N. Committee of Good Offices, 30,000 casualties
were listed in a detailed breakdown of "losses suffered by the population
in South-Celebes during the purge."

In the text of the report it is esti-

mated that that is the number of persons "murdered" between December 1946
and March 194 7.

~~'hile

it is possible that the initial term "casualties"

or "victims" referred not only to the dead, but to the wounded and to
refugees, it quickly became both popular belief and official dogma in the
Republic of Indonesia that 40,000 persons died in South Sulawesi in the
course of

i~esterling'

s pacific.:2t.ion

.

ca~?a1gn.

84

The precise number of persons killed, however, is of less significance than the psychological and social effect of the killings.

In the

82 Kahin, Nationalism, p. 356, fn. 7; G. H. H. Riekerk, at the time an
official in the NIT government, also mentioned the official report, interview, Makassar, 12 June 1971.
83westerling, Challenge to Terror, p. 112; G. H. H. Riekerk, interview, Hakassar, 12 June 19/1, ~entio:lea the figure of 2,000 in the official report; G. R. Pantouw, :'-1inister vf Information in the first NIT cabinet, said that the report noted 4,000-5,000 victims, interview, Hakassar,
23 October 1971.
84 copy of untitled report (in English), typed on paper marked
"Kementerian Pener.:mgan," obtair.ed by Geoq;e :1cT. Kahin in :1akassar in
April 1949, which he kindly lent to me.
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village~,

people who had lost family members because other villagers had

pointed them out as terro=ists--whether the charge was true or done as a
measure of self-protection--had cause for resentment and an adat-sanctioned desire for revenge.

Those who had been imprisoned remembered who

had betrayed them, and longed for their day of freedom
revenge.

a;.• a

ct::mce for

Those who had served as officials in the NIT were seen as accom-

plices in the terror.

The rajas who sat in the Hadat Tinggi were blamed

for having sanctioned the pacification campaign.

The pemuda who had been

hunted down as criminals believed that their elders who attended the
Dutch-sponsored Maline and Den Pasar Conferences, and sat in the NIT
parliament, had willingly signed their death warrants.
Why did men considered nationalists agree to work with the Dutch in
the NIT?

Mr. G. R. Pantouw, who had worked with Dr. Ratulangie in SUDARA

and the Pusat Keselamatan Rakjat, before serving as

~linister

of Informa-

tion in the first NIT cabinet explained it thus:
I separated :::1yself fro::n the PKR; I sa\.; that you can't
expect anything from such a body. . • . I :..-as with :~adj amoeddin, '\·:e both organized another political body to cooperate with the Dutch because resistance at that time was
disappointing. . • . We cooperated in several ways with
the NICA, especially in respect to economic affairs. We
found people had suffered so much during bombardments and
the Japanese occupacion, we found it no longer responsible
to [resist the Dutch].
Most people thought the NIT a puppet government, but
in fact it was our pressure--in Den Pasar we forced van
Mock to accept our blue print • . • . We wanted to force the
institution of Indonesia Timur because we could no longer
tolerate the NICA as a governing body--that would be reinstitution of colonialism.
At that time it was impossible in our eyes [to become
a part of the Republic]. We had no military power, had
nothing. To resist the Dutch you must have soldiers and
weapons, and we had neither.
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We had no weapons to resi~t effect~vely, and we regarded it as irresponsible to let the pemuda die for their
ideals in such a way.85
Pemuda from Sulawesi in Java
The pemuda, however, were prepared to die for their
in South Sulawesi, but also in Java.

jrl~als,

not only

Pemuda from South Sulawesi came to

Java both to seek aid from the headquarters of the revolution for the
struggle in South Sulawesi, and, particularly after the thwarting of their
hopes in their own area, to fight against the Dutch in Java.

Pemuda who

happened to be in Java at the outbreak of the revolution participated in
pemuda organizations and activities in Jakarta and West Java, and in the
fighting in Surabaya in November 1945.

A few were members of "regular"

army units, but most were in the irregular laskar rakyat (people's militi~)

and badan perjuangan (struggle bodies--paramilitary groups) which

proliferated in the early months of the revolution.

86

The names of these irregular fighting units often changed, as did
their relationship \-lith the r.:gular arsy artd with the :-tinistry of De£er:.se,
which were in competition to bring them under contro1.
85

87

In general,

rnterview, ~1akassar, 23 October 1971.

86 on the origins of the army and of the irregular fighting groups,
see Anderson, Java, Chapter 11, "The Anliy and the Badan Perdjuangan,"
especially pp. 235-240, 264-268. Her Iasning, now a Major General and
Indonesian .\mbassador to Australia, was one of the few pemuda from South
Sulawesi to be in a regular army unit; he was in the Diponegoro division
and then the CP:1 (Corps Polisi ::-liliter--Hilitary Police Corps). Abdul
Lathief, who retired as a ~·lajor in 1958, was originally in the Siliwangi
Division, but moved to a Sulawesi unit in 1946.
The regular a~y itself underwent a series of name changes which
accompanied the effort of the army general staff and the ~linistry cf Defense to unify and professionalize the fighting forces of the infant
Republic. The changes were as follows: 29 August 1945--Badan Keamanan
87
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continuity of identity seems to have been at the battalion or

comp~ny

level, and these units were often referred to by the name of their commander.

This is a reflection of the origins of these irregular armed

groups--they were clusters of men loyal to a particular commander, in a
baoak (father)-anak buah (follower/child) relationship.

88

The organiza-

tiona! changes at headquarters, and the renaming of units made little
difference to the men at the front, who were often unaware of them.
The most famous of these organizations for the youth of Sulawesi was
the KRIS

(Kebaktia~

Rakjat Indonesia Sulawesi--Loyalty of the Indonesian

People from Sulawesi), established in Jakarta on 8 October 1945.

Like

many of the badan perjuangan it was both a political and a military organization.

Among those involved in its founding were A. "Zus" Ratulangie,

daughter of the Republican Governor of Sulawesi, who was its head, and
Qahhar Mudzakkar, a young man in exile from his native Luwu in South
Sulawesi, who was its first secretary.
clcse to

A~r~l ~~eda

:-1r. :-1aramis, a lawyer who had been

Juring the Japanese occupation, and was Minister of

Finance in the first Republican Cabinet, was one of the patrons.

Although

pemuda from South Sulawesi continued to participate in the political body
of KRIS--Manai Sophian joined it when he arrived from Sulawesi in December
1945, and Saleh Lahade was named KRIS representative in the presidium of
the Badan Kongres Pemuda (Council of the Youth Congress) at its second
meeting in June 1946--the dominant role was taken by pemuda from the
Rakjat; 5 October 1945--Tentara Keamanan Rakjat; 7 January 1946--Tentara
Keselamatan Rakjat; 25 January 1946--Tentara Republik Indonesia; 5 May
1947--Tentara Nasional Indonesia.
- 88 For a discussion of the bapak-anak buah relationship see Anderson,
Java, p. 43, fn. 16; and p. 236 for his translation o£ Nasution's description of "bapakism" in the T~I.
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north.

The KRIS laskar was entirely composed of pemuda from Minahassa.

Its early activities seem to have been directed toward the protection of
Minahassans in Java from Republican pemuda suspicious of their history of
cooperation with the Dutch, and at the same time to carrying on proRepublican

propag~~da among their fellow ~linahassans. 89 The political arm

of the KRIS was involved in persuading the Republican government to establish a Sulawesi Commissariat within the }linis:try vf

th·~

Interior, which

was largely staffed by KRIS people, including :lanai Sophian, and which
handled matters

con~~~ing Sulawesi. 90

In West Java the KRIS worked closely with the Angkatan Pemuda Indonesia (API--Younger Generation of Indonesia), one of the radical youth
groups, and later absorbed an affiliated group, .;ngkatan Pemuda Indonesia
Sulawesi, many of whose members were dual members of KRIS.

91

89 It may have been an outgro~th of an organization (Choku-etai)
established durin~ the Japanese occupation by Ad~iral :laeda, who had done
much to help :·fena.:ionese and Anbonese youth (from the naval area) to find
jobs, enter sci1ool, .;:tc. KRIS o;..·.:1s the earliest pe::.uda or:;:miza~ion for::;ed
in Jakarta; the urge;~cy o£ the need of :he ~lin.:1hassa:1 cc::::::u."1ity for protection, and the availability of fi:-.a."1cial aid f::o:n :·:ara::lis ·. ;ere no doubt
reasons for this. See Anderson, Java, p. 261, fn. 55; ~·iinistry of Information, Political Parties, p. 53; Hardjito, ed., Risalah Gerakan Pemuda
(Jakarta: Pustaka Antara, 1952), pp. 123, 126-127; .\ntara, 25 October
1945; B. C. J. Waardeburg, 11 KRIS, 11 NEFIS Publikatie, no. 16 (23 July 1946).
Interviews, ~!akassar: Andi Sapada, 15 September 1971; Saleh Lahade, 21
September 1971.
90 Waardeburg,

11

KRIS, 11 pp. 3-4; Andi Sap ada, interview,

~!.:i.kassar,

15

September 1971.
91 "Eerste periodiek verslag van de NEFIS, afgesloten per ultimo
december 1945, 11 NIB, I I, p. 581; :1aramis was a patron of beth APIS and
KRIS; J. Rappar,-a-well-known Jakarta jago, was commander of the KRIS
military unit and chairman of APIS; and APIS secretary, Karwoer, was chief
of defense for KRIS, and an officer on the staff of Col. Zulkifli Lubis'
special intelligence unit, Pen_2elidik :liliter Chusus; Waardeburg, "KRIS."
Possibly this group was also known as APRIS; Ir. La'oh, H. N. Ventje
Sumual (who was K....'\.IS liaison officer in Jakarta), and J. :1. J. (Nun)
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The counterpart to KRIS in East Java was the Pemuda Republik Indonesia Daerah Sulawesi (PERISAI--Republic of Indonesia Youth from Sulawesi);
it seems to have been composed almost entirely of Minahassans.

J. F.

Warouw was one of the leaders of this organization; he and many of its
members later joined the Republic's navy as members of ALRI (Angkatan Laut
Republik Indonesia--Republic of Indonesia Navy) Division VI. 92
The headquarters of KRIS moved from Jakarta to the Republican capital of Jogj akarta in :1arch 1946.

In the meantime, Qahhar :ludzakkar, in

December 1945, had formed his own armed unit, the BKI, which is usually
described as having been made up of men, largely from South Sulawesi,
released from Nusakembangan prison.

This unit is said to have served as

the escort group for President Sukarno when he moved from Jakarta to
Jogjakarta in January 1946, and once in Jogja, became the shock-troops for
the Special Military Intelligence unit (P::01C--Penjelidik }liliter Chusus) of
Colonel Zulkifli Lubis. 93
Pantouw (who later joined Al.KI Division VI), are said to have been members
of this group; intervie;.", J. !-!. J. Pantouw, Jakarta, 23 January 1972.

92 "Eerste periodiek verslag . • . NEFIS," pp. 568-581.
A number of
young men from north Su.la·.;'::-:i had been in naval or merchant marine training--often following a family tradition--in Surabaya. ALRI Division VI
operated in East Java until 1948, and sent a fe~·J expeditionary groups to
Sulawesi, both north and south, duri.."'lg 1946 and 194 7; "Sedj arah Cor Has,"
pp. 50 and 54, mentioned the ALRI expeditionary groups, but does not give
a complete listing; according to this source they were from Division IV.
Andi Rifai and Achmad Lama, both later to serve as governors of South
Sulawesi, were among those sent in ALRI expeditions. The ALRI expeditions
were also mentioned by J. M. J. Pantouw, intervi~~·l, Jakarta, 23 January
1972.
93 Information on the BKI is inconsistent.
B. C. J. Waardeburg, "Over
PMC," NEFIS Publicatie, no. 17 (24 July 1946) gives the name as Barisan
Kemadjuan Indonesia, and says it numbered about 300 men, mostly Xenadonese;
he notes the connection with Lubis and the P:·1C. Tjatatan Sedjarah dari
Gerilja ke Angkatan Peran; (Nakassar: "SS" [Sul-Sel] Publishing Office,
[?1951)), gives the nar:1e as Batalion Kesatuan Indonesia, ...md the number of
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In late December 1945 pemuda
Java.

dc~egates

from Sulawesi arrived in

Manai Sophian, who arrived first, joined KRIS and served in the

Sulawesi Commissariat.

He became involved in national level politics in

Java, and in January 1946 was made head of the Sulawesi Council of the
newly reconstituted PNI.

94

Saleh Lahade, the political arm of the second

delegation, although he also joined KRIS, retained a close involvement
with Sulawesi, as did his military counterpart Andi Mattalatta.
This second delegation met with President Sukarno in Jogjakarta on
12 January 1946, and subsequently with Prime Minister Sjahrir and Panglima
(Supreme Military Commander) Sudirman to request specific assistance for
Sulawesi.

From Prime }linister Sjahrir, Saleh Lahade obtained a radio

sending-receiving set, and from Panglima Sudiroan, Andi

:~ttalatta

ob-

tained a promise of some weapons and a mandate to form a Division of the
TRI in Sulawesi.

The two pemuda then began to search for colleagues to

belp them carry out the mandate.

They soon found that the only armed unit

with which they could forge an alliance was Qahhar

~udzakkar's

BKI.

Qahhar had first to be persuaded to extricate himself from his association
with Colonel Lubis, and to be convinced to associate himself with an
organization designed to send men and arms to Sulawesi,
in Java.

rath~r

than fight

As the man who controlled the troops, Qahhar was promised

members as 800. "Sedjarah CorHas" (p. SO) and Saleh Lahade (interview, 29
September 1971), identify it as Bataljon Kemandjuan Indonesia, and the
latter estimates the number of members as about 600, most of them from
South Sulawesi. The link with Lubis was frequently mentioned in interviews. T~~t Qahhar and the BKI escorted President Sukarno from Jakarta to
Jogjakarta was noted by Saleh Lahade, interview, 29 September 1971; Andi
Mattalatta, interview, 17 February 1972; and Abdul Azis Bustam (an adjutant of Qahhar during the revolution), interview, 22 February 1972.
94 Republik Indonesia, Kementerian Penerangan, Kepartaian
di Indonesia (Jakarta: Pertjetakan ~egara, [1951]), p. 110.
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command of the

n~w

unit.

On 24 April 1946 the TRI-Persiapan Sulawesi

(TRI-Sulawesi Preparatory unit) was officially formed.

Qahhar was its

commander; his deputy, responsible for training the units to be sent to
Sulawesi, was Andi Xattalatta.

Saleh Lahade was chief of staff, and with
Training for

Qahhar remained at headquarters in Jogja.

offi~..~rs

carried on in Solo, and near Jember in East Java for the ranks.

was

95

In addition to his position as commander of TRI-PS, Qahhar was on
the staff of the Biro Perdjuangan (Struggle Bureau) which was established
in May 1946 by the Ministry of Defense, in

assert control over the irregular troops.

~~

attempt by the government to

96

Training seems to have proceeded rapidly, if not too effectively,
for on 23

~~y

1946, the first group to be sent to South Sulawesi by TRI-PS

9
was capture d near Ba 1 1. b y t h e Dutch.

7

· ·
0 t h er expe d 1t1onary
groups were

95

"Sedjarah CorHas," pp. 11, 50-52; interviews: Andi Xattalatta,
Jakarta, 1 :·larch 19 71, :-Iakassar, 3 Deceober 19 71; all in :1a~assar--Saleh
Lahade, 21 and 29 September 1971, A. R. l·lalaka, 7 Dececber 1971.
It is possible that the TRI-PS and the P:·lC (Q.:1hhar a."""ld Zulkifli
Lubis) maint.:1i:1.Gd sor::e association. Ka.:1rc!eburg, "Over ?:·:C," notes that
i::>rmer P:-~c r::er::~ers could still be used withi'1. the TRI, and says that the
expeditic:::..:1ry unit under Jusu£ arrested norch of Bali in :·lay 1946 was from
Qahhar's renamed BKI. In his own acco~~t of his activities in sending infiltration forces from Java to Sulawesi, Qahhar notes that he received
help from Bulkifli Lubis during the P~lC period; in Bardosono, Peristiwa
Sulawesi Selatan 1950 (Jakarta: Jajasan Pustaka .:-liliter, 1955), pp. 88-89.
Lubis formed a Field Preparations Unit, the third branch of which
was established in Makassar in early 1947. In a report on their activities, the Third Branch claimed to have sent a number of P~C people to
Sulawesi where they infiltrated and gave fighting spirit to existing guerrilla groups. See "'Field Preparation Tjabang III, Sulawesi,' Kelasjkaran," Register no. 53/III/1958.
96 on the Biro Perdjuangan see Anderson, Java, p. 371, fn. 3; Nasution, TNI, II, p. 88; III, pp. 46, 103. On Qahhar as a member of the
staff of the Biro: Radik Djarwadi, Kisah Kahar ~luzakar (Surabaya: Grip,
[?1963]), p. 7; interview, Abdul Lathief, 4 December 1971.
97

Waardeburg, "Over PHC," :;ives this date; he reports that there
were 62 men in the group, hea,Jed by Jusu£ Amir, who said he was under
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more fortunate, eight of the twelve

l~ding

successfully.

Both Andi

Mattalatta and Saleh Lahade returned to Sulawesi as members of these expeditionary groups, but Qahhar

1-~udzakkar

himself remained in Jogj akarta.

Dr. Ratulangie, who had originally sent the two youths to Java, was now in
exile, but contact was made with many of the guerrilla units operating in
. 98
Sout h Sul awes~.
Representatives of some ten groups were able to escape the Dutch
patrols, and assembled at the village of Patjekke, near Barru, in midJanuary 1947.

There on 21 January 1947 Andi Nattalatta and Saleh Lahade

formally commissioned the TRI Division Nasanuddin for which they had received a mandate from Panglima Sudirman.

Because the man who they had

intended to make com.mander of the division, Andi Abdua.llah Bau :1'-1assepe,
had been captured by the Dutch, Andi

~·lattalatta

mander, with Saleh Lahade his chief of staff.

was oade temporary com-

Although three regiments

were planned for, only one was officially commissioned, because the Dutch
instructions fro::J. Qo.hbar :-::1d::akkar to ::or::l the TRI in SuLlWesi in cooperation with the local rulers. Sale~ La~ade said that this first group,
which included i:iusain lorai1im and .·lwlai:"..-:laciong, was sent on 2 7 June 1946;
interview, 21 September 1971. According to Husain Ibrahim, :-1uhammadong
was the leader of the group, and Andi ~·fuhammad Jusuf Amir was one of the
members of it. He says that they were captured in June 1946, and imprisoned in Surabaya until the exchange of prisoners in 1948 after the signing
of the Renville agreement. Jusuf was released in about June 1947, through
the efforts of his elder half-brother, Andi Gappa, a meober of the NIT
Parliament; but he did not join his brother in ~1akassar, but fled to Jogja
where he joined Qahhar's staff and becaoe a particular favorite (anak mas
--literally golden child) of his y~tmg commander. Interview, Husain
Ibrahim, Hakassar, 19 June 19/l. On Jusuf as "anak mas" of Qahhar, see
Bahar Hattalioe, Kahar :1uzakkar dengang Petualangannia (Jakarta: Delegasi,
1965)' p. 164.
98A listing of the expeditionary groups of TRI-PS is given in
"Sedjarah CorHas," pp. 53-54; ALSI groups ~re mentioned on p. 50. rl.
slightly different listing, which includes three ALRI groups, is in
'"Bataljon X02 r~ornando Grup Seberang,' .i:\.elasjkaran," Register ~o. 39/III/
1958.
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pacification campaign made communications and travel difficult and dangerous.

Named as

co~~ander

of the first regiment, located in the

Pare-~are

area, and the only one actually to be commissioned, ..ras Andi Selle, of the
Barisan Pemlerontak Republik Indonesia Ganggawa (BPRI/Ganggawa --Insurgent
Corps of the Republic of Indonesia/Gangg awa).

The second Regiment was

intended t':' be in the area of Hakassar, and to have as commander, Andi
Padjonga, Karaeng of Polongbangkeng ; and

th~

third Regiment, for the Luwu

area, was to have as commander, Andi Djemma, Datu of Luwu.

At the con-

ference it was decided that it was impossible to continue the fight in
Sulawesi--civi lian as well as military casualties were extremely high--and
many pemuda decided to try to fight instead in Java.

It has been esti-

mated that nearly 1000 pemuda came to South Sulawesi in the expeditionary
groups sent by TRI-PS and ALRI Division VI, but that only about 100
escaped prison or death to return to Java.
..

~atta

.l
were among t h ose wh o maue

t

Saleh Lahade and Andi

}~tta-

99
h e~r
. way b ac k to J ogJaKarta.
. ,

Three of the four TRI-PS battalions had been sent to Sulawesi as
expeditionary groups.

From among mewbers of the one battalion remaining

in Java, Qahhar in early 1947 formed and led a Barison Berani Mati

(Suicide Squad), which operated briefly as a sort of front-line commando
unit in the

}~diun

area of East Java. 100

99 "Sedjarah

CorHas," pp. 54-57; "'Barisan Pemberontak Ganggawa,'
Kelasjkaran," Register ~o. 64/III/1958. Interviews: Andi Hattalatta,
Jakarta, 1 March 1971 and ~~kassar, 17 February 1972; }~kassar--Sa1eh
Lahade, 21 September 1971; A. R. Y~laka, 7 December 1971; M. Dae~g Siba1i,
6 Marcl: 19 72.
100

one of the pemuda in the Barisan Berani }1ati was F.ddy Sabara,
later to be Governor of Southeast Sulawesi. The BBN, or a part of it
under Sabara 1 s command, was apparently "lent" to the well-known eccentric,
Dr. Mustopo at one time. 1.-ihen Dr. :-tustopo ordered them, unarmed, to
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TRI-PS apparently continued to exist until the army reorganizations
of 1948, and the pen:.uda from South Sulawesi who were in Java during 1947
and early 1948 were mostly in TRI-PS battalions under Andi !·lattalatta (in
Central Java) or P. Masud (in East Java).
Although TRI-PS contained within its organization virtually all
pemuda from South Sulawesi, there were two quite distinct groups within
it.

ThP. first group, and the nucleus from which TRI-PS was formed, was

essentially Qahhar's

BKI--th~

prisoners released from Nusakembangan.

Some

of these may have been political prisoners (although nationalism was a
crime more to the Dutch than to the Japanese who had more recently controlled the jails), but some were gangsters and ordinary criminals--pickpockets, thieves, murderers.
control.

They were fearless fighters, but difficult to

As a group they had little or no education; many were illiterate.

Added to this fearsome core was a second group of students, or young men
like Saleh Lahade and Andi

~~ttalatta,

generally well-educated, often in

Dutch schools, many of them fron the aristocracy or wealthy commoner
families.
The difference between the two groups is indeed symbolized by the
difference in background and temperament 0f their leaders, young men in
their early twenties.
Andi Mattalatta and Saleh Lahade were botn from Barru, near ParePare, and had been friends from childhood.

The son of a school teacher,

attack a Dutch unit and seize arms, Sabara, considering it a mad order
(perintah gila), refused and withdrew his nen. The Barisan Berani Hati is
mentioned in Bahar .Mattalioe, Kahar ~1uzakkar, pp. 22-27 (although some of
the detail may have oeen added to suit the purpose for which it was
written--to discredit Qahhar). Additional information is from interviews
with Bahar !·lattalioe, :·lakassar, 24 June 1971 and 4 :·larch 1972; and with
Andi ~·1attalatta, ~·takassar, 17 February 1972.
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Saleh had attended a Dutch middle

sch~ol

(&~S)

in Jogjakarta, and was a

graduate of the Agricultural High School in Bogar.

He was considered the

most highly educated youth of his generatjon in South Sulawesi.

In Jogja-

karta he had come to know the founder of the nationalist Taman Siswa
schools, Ki Hadjar Dewantara, whose daughter he married.
association with the

He continued his

movement when he returned to Makassar, by

nation~list

working with Dr. Ratulangie in SUDARA and its successor, the Pusat Keselamatan Rakjat.

Initially drawn to participate in KRIS and the Badan

Kongres Pemuda Republic Indonesia, it was at Andi Mattalatta's urging that
he joined TRI-PS as a staff officer.
had a rather professorial ai:L.

A somewhat reluctant soldier, Saleh

One of his friends said of him, "When

• I s as t h oug.t
h h e were 1 ectur~ng.
•
11101
Sa 1 e h ta lks, ~t
Whereas Saleh Lahade had an academic turn of mind, and was known for
his acute political analyses, Andi
an athlete and a fighter.

r~ttalatta

was a young man of action,

He relied on Saleh for political advice, but it

was he who had the self-assurance of the born aristocrat--and the prestige
that went with it--which enabled

hi~

to assume a position of command.

His

father had been ruler of Barru, a self-governing land in the Division of
Pare-Pare, but had resigned in favor of his brother, rather than rule
under the Dutch.
lived with a

While attending the OSVIA in

Dutch-Indc~esian

compl,~t.' ...

::;

-~~di

Mattalatta

fan:ily (the wife was Mencdonese), and was

treated as one of tt:ei::- cw::-! children.
Makassa-: <:1..i:0.r

~~kassar,

..;.::l:o-..J:~.

He was a teacher and coach in

During the Japanese occupation he was a

10 -~- ...

.
II
Th e ~n
. f ormat~on
.
.
•.a1 'it~ s. a1 e h b :;. .;_;;·3., sepert~. mengaJar.
~n
this, and the r':.::·.::: parag~·a1= ·. was obtained in interviews with the subjects,
and with a lar~~c ,-.umber of ··cner people, who will not be individually
identified.
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platoon commander (shodancho) in the Boei Taisintai.

He was responsible

for the military training of the pemuda being sent to Sulawesi by TRI-PS,
and after his return to Jogja in Sept2mber 1947 (he had been detained en
route in a Dutch jail in Surabaya for several months), he assumed ccr::mand
of a battalion which fought in Central Java.
ested in politics and intrigue, Andi

Honest and direct, uninter-

~~ttalatta

acquired a reputation as a

good soldier and a good fighter.
Qahhar Mudzakkar acquired a reputation as a good fighter--but not as
a good soldier.

It is said of him:

"He didn't like to take orders."

He

was proud, strong-willed, opinionated, stubborn--"a real Buginese,"
according to his compatriots.

He was born to a farming

f~~ily

from the

lowest echelon of the Luwu aristocracy, and given the name La Domeng.

102

He had attended the village school in his home near Palopo, the capital of
Luwu, and then went to Surakarta (Solo) to attend an Islamic teachers'
school, the Hu' alli!'TI.i n :·luha::J::li.dij ah.

It was there that he acquired the

name by •.vhich he is knm·m, .:1dapting it from that of a favorite teacher,
the
L~

~1uhan:nadiyah

youth leader Abdul Kahar Huzakkir.

He returned to Luwu

1941, where he taught in a }1uhammadiyah school and was active in the

Islamic scouting movement (HizbulwaLhan).

102 siographic data on Qahhar is taken from interviews, and from
Radik Djarwadi, Kisah Kahar :01uzakar, Bahar ~1attalioe, Kahar Huzakkar, a..'1.d
Tjatatan Sedjarah, pp. 17-19. Only ·..;here the information adds to or contradicts the published sources, \vill additional sources be cited. Qahhar
was said to be a :nenber of the lowest ranks of the aristocracy by AT1di
~~kkulau (son of Andi Djemr:Ja, tiw last Datu of Luwu), who added that
Qahhar was related to his own fam~ly; interview, ~1akassar, 14 Septeillu~r
1971. I have seen and heard nothing to substantiate Ernst Utrecht's
statement that Qahhar's "ancestors were Toradjas enslaved by the radjas of
Luwu and Bone"; "Islam and Indonesia," Journal of Conte:nporarv Asia, III/1
(1973), p. 89. Additional biographic data is in the appendix.
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Arter an incident of which they are almost as many versions as
tellers--but in which the essence is that Qahhar denounced the existing
feudal system in South Sulawesi and advocated the abolishing of the
· h;tocracy--.. e was exiled from Luwu in 1943, on C'rders of the Hadat of
Luwu.

His punishment, know"'Il in Buginese as ripac;:l''angi-tanah, carried the
~c

threat of supernatural enforcement--shc·.:.ld h<c" dare

set foot again in

. 103
Luwu, God would d estray h ~m.
Qahhar returned tc Solo,
break of the revolution.

~is

wife's ho:-:1e,

a:1~

.vas there at the out-

He formed an orga·1i.zati.:n in Solo entitled

Gerakan Pemuda Indonesia Sulawesi (GEPIS--M0vement of the Indonesia Youth
of Sulawesi), which was later merged into the KRIS, of which Qahhar was
first secretary.
the men from
TRI-PS.

His own special unit, however, was the BKI, composed of

~usakembangan

who he brought with him as the nucleus of

The fecrlessness, recklessness, and peculiar talents for theft

and murder made these men, like their leader, good fighters, if not good
soldiers.
Qahhar's relationship with his men seems to have been the prototype
of the bapak-anak buah ideal.

He himself lived simply, wore no insignia

of rank, and saw that his men were taken care of.

Although he spent much

of his time at military headquarters in Jogjakarta, Qahhar often visited
the TRI-PS units at the front.

He retained his authority over them, and

103rhe only completely different version of the reason for Qahhar's
banishment is in S~1usi, Luwu, pp. 105-107; which indicates that Qahhar
was framed by a local Chinese businessman for a gold theft. Some versions
indicate that Qahhar hoped to take advantage of the Japanese presence-specifically that of a Japanese friend of his--to stage a coup against the
Datu of Luwu. Some state that Qahhar was originally sentenced to be
weighted with a stone and thro~~ into the sea, but that his sentence was
reduced because ot the intervention o£ a Japanese friend.
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their loyalty to him.

Although he

ha~

had no formal military training,

Qahhar had the mysterious personal quality of leadership which cannot be
taught.

104

Qahhar had been made commander of TRI-PS largely because he controlled the armed men who were to compose it--and among the fighting units
control of arms was power.

However, his education and experience had not

prepared him to mix easily with the governmental and intellectual elite of
the Republican government in Jogja--with whom Saleh Lahade had much in
common--or with the KNIL and PETA veterans--with whom Andi

~attalatta

had

much in connnon--tvho in the course of the revolution came more and more to
dominate the army, at the expense of the irregular troops of the laskar
rakjat and badan perjuangan.
His own position at the Biro Perdjuangan was threatened by the army
reorganization and rationalization plan of 1948, a plan whose implementa.
. .
· 105
t1on
was to h ave sue h f ar-reacn1ng
consequences f or I n d ones1a.

Leaving

aside the larger in?lications cf the ?lan to disband or integrate into
TNI all the

irre~ular ar~ed

th~

units, its effect on TRI-PS was to intensify

104

unfortunately it was the formal qualifications, and not the mystical personal qualities which determined the ranks given to men in the
TRI when it replac-ed the more loosely structured TiZR in January 1946.
According to several people, when ran~s were distributed, Qahhar, because
of his lack of formal education and military training was given a lower
rank than some of his subordinates (the versions differ on whether he was
still in t~1e P:·lC at the tice, or already in the Biro Perdjuangan). Qahhar
swore that he would not wear rank insignia for the Juration of the revolution. This story, which is quite widely repeated, is denied by Qahhar's
former adjutant, .\bdul Azis Bust am (interview, :Olakassar, 22 February
1972), who says that Qahhar's refusal to wear insignia of rank was based
purely on idealism.
105

On the plan and its consequences, see Kahin, Nationalism, pp.
262-266, 287-290.
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the inherent antagonism between the two groups in its ranks.

Fro~ ~4Y

through September the Army General Staff negotiated with the head of the
Biro Perdjuangan,

~~jor

General Djokosujono, concerning the plans of the

Hatta government for army reorganization.
As an initial step, the units composed of men from outside the
Republic (that is everywhere but Java and Sumatra), known as laskar
seberang, were formed into a

~~it

entitled Kesatrian Reserve Umum-X

(KRU-X, Kesatrian General Reserves).
ware among the units included.

TRI-PS, KRIS, and ALRI Division

.... '

lYT

KRU-X was then incorporated into the TNI,

probably in early September, as Brigade XVI.

It was the original inten-

tion of the Army command to send these men back to their home areas to
fight against the Dutch there, 106 and some men from Brigade XVI did return
to South Sulawesi in 1948 and 1949.
Named as commander of this combined unit was Lieutenant Colonel
Lembong, a Menadonese officer who had fought with the Allies against the
Japanese in the Philip?ines during the Second i-lorld I.Jar.

He had returned

to Indonesia as a member of th;; :o;IL (or :\EFIS), but on reaching Jakarta
he switched to the side of the Republic.

He obtained a recommendation

from Dr. Ratulangie, and on reaching Jogja was accepted into the TNI.

His

chief of staff was to be Lieutenant Colonel J. F. Warouw, also a Minahassan, who had headed ALRI Division VI in East Java.

Lembong's appoint-

ment as commander was unacceptable to Qahhar and to many of his men.
Whatever Lembong's military skills, he was an unknown

~1d

untrusted

106

Nasution, TNI, II, pp. 187, 192; and interview, Djakarta, 17 ~lay
1972. It may have been in KRU-X that the units described as Be. Ix and
IIx were included; Tj3tatan Sedjarah, pp. 17-18. Similarly numbered units
were described by Andi ?-lattalatta, interview, Jakarta, 1 ~larch 1971.
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quantity, and, alert to signs of a."lother impending Dutch "police action,"
the anak buah wanted to be led by their trusted bapak, and not by some
dubious stranger.

In mid-September, at about the same time as the

~dilli~

incident, Qahhar sent a company under the command of Masud to capture
Lembong and his staff,

~•d

to take them to Klaten.

now included in the incipient Brigade
Lembong.

It is

sa~.-1,

A~I,

A KRIS unit, itself

was sent to Klaten to free

however, that Sukarno's personal intervention was

required to resolve the dispute.

The outcome was that Lembong was given a

staff position at army headquarters (he was later to be killed in the
APR..-\ fighting in Bandung), the troops selected 1-larouw as commander, and
Qahhar Mudzakkar , also given the rank of Lieutenant Colonel, as deputy
connnander.

Hajor H. N. Ventje Sumual, from KRIS, was made chief of

staff.l07
The brigade organization had scarcely

bee~

decided upon when the

Dutch attacked the Republican capital of Jogja on 18 December 1948.

The

units which were to have been cor::t'tJined in the brigade were ,,.;idely separated as a result of the fighting. and in effect a dual
existence.

co~~and

came into

Warouw, who was in East Java, fought in the Mount Kawi region

near Halang, with battalions under the command of Major H. V. Worang and
Major P.
ion).

}~sud

(}~jor

Andi Rifai was chief of staff of the latter battal-

Saleh Lahade served as chief of staff to Waromv.

area, Qahhar

~ludzakkar

In the Jogja

assumed command of the remainder of Brigade XVI,

with battalions under Hajor Andi :Olattalatta and Hajor Pelupessy.

Sumual,

107rhe incident
is described briefly by Nasution, TNI, II, pp. 210211. Further details are from interviews: Andi ~attalatta, Jakarta, 1
March 1971; H. N. V. Sumua1, Jakarta, 9 :·larch 1971; Saleh Lahade, }1akassar,
21 September 1971; Abdul Azis Bustam, :·bkassar, 22 FP.bruary 1972; Bing
Latumahina, Jakarta, 19 January 1972.
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who had been Qahhar's chief of staff, was made

co~~der

of the West

Jogjakarta sector, tmder Colonel Suharto, commander of the Jogjakarta
region.

Sumual, Mattalatta, and Pelupessy participated in the famous "six

108
hours in Jogja" attack on the Dutch-occupied capital on 9 January 1949.
During 1949, however, Qahhar's primary attention was apparently
directed toward Sulawesi; toward the possibility of renewing guerrilla
activities there, and toward the possibility of his being named military
He had

commander of South Sulawesi after the cessation of hostilities.

resumed sending infiltrators to South Sulawesi in 1948, and contir.ued to
do so in 1949.

In about February 1949 he instructed Saleh Sahban to go to

South Sulawesi to contact the pro-Republican guerrilla

fig~1cers

there,

informing them of recent events in Java, and trying to rekindle their
fighting spirit.

It seems to have been only in late 1949 that Qahhar was

given an official mandate for these activities, although they were in
accordance with

~~asution's

view that the task of Brigade XVI was to return

its units to their home areas to carry on the fight against the Dutch
there.

According to Qahhar, on 17 October 1949 he was ordered by Colonel

Bambang Supeno, Territorial Chief of Staff for Java, to form a Komando
Grup Seberang (Group Command for the Outer Islands--KGS), which was to
send men to Kalimantan and East Indonesia, with the purpose of coordi-

108 some sources do not mention a battalion under Pelupessy; some include one under a Xajor Pal~r. The information here is that most often
given; it was compiled primarily from interviews with: Andi Sapada, 15
September 1971; Saleh Lahade, 21 September and 4 October 1971; and Col.
A. R. }~laka, 7 December 1971. Kahin, Nationalism, p. 395, mentions a
KRIS ccmpany as participating in the attack on that date. Other infornation is taken from Sin Po, 27 August 1956, and from an interview with Andi
Mattalatta, Jakarta, 3 December 1971 (who said that his unit had held out
not just six hours, but from the five a.m. attack until dark).
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nating guerrilla activities in these areas and preparing territoridl
forces.

109

Unfortunately £or Qahhar, Bambang Supeno was on the losing side of a
difference of opinion within the armed forces on the nature and role of
the TNI.

An

ol~

PETA man, Bambang Supeno was on the side of those who

emphasized the importance of revolutionary spirit and closeness to the
people; the

~linister

of Defense and Army Chief of Staff (KSAD) Nasuticn

led those who believed that the army should be composed of technically

a~d

professionally qualified oen, and should be organized on a clear hierarchical basis.

This difference of opinion was of crucial importance as the

end of the fighting neared.

During peacetime the Republic would neither

need nor could afford an army of the size to which it had grown during the
Revolution.

Further, under the terms of the Round Table Agreement, signed

in the Hague on 2 November 1949, members of the

~IL

who wished to join

the armed forces of the new Federal Republic of Indonesia (Angkatan Perang
Republik Indonesia Serikat--APRIS), were to be allowed to do so.
another reorganization

~•d

Thus

rationalization program--which had caused such

havoc in 1948--was in the offing.

With Panglima Sudirman critically ill

(he was to die in January 1950), the decisions on who would be retained
and who would be demobilized would be more than ever in the hands of the
military professionals of the }ffiAD (Markas Besar

P~gkat&>

Darat--Army

headquarters) and the Ministry of Defense.
The reputations which Sumual and Mattalatta made in the fighting in
Jogja were to their advantage when these decisions were made later that
i09 Letter from Qahhar to :rn,\D, dated 30 April 1950, quoted in Bardosono, Peristiwa Sulawesi Selat~>, p. 89.
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year.

~~en

Brigade XVI was dissolved in January 1950, about 800 men from

South Sulawesi were accepted into the APRIS as members of a battalion
commanded by Andi Mattalatta.

Another 300-400 were accepted into the CPM

(Corps Polisi Militer--Military Police Corps), to be sent to Kalimantan,
and about 200 were assigned to military headquarters.

110

Although he had

had no combat experience, Saleh Lahade had cultivated contacts with the
army professionals who could be expected to recognize his qualities as a
good staff officer.

Qahhar

~ludzakkar,

however, in the Lembong incident,

had confirmed his reputation as a difficult customer, someone on whom the
professionals could not rely, but someone who must be handled carefully.
Although Bambang Supeno was made deputy to Nasution in early 1950,
his views seem to have carried very little weight in army headquarters.
Bambang Supeno's friendship with Qahhar served only to raise Qahhar's
hopes that he would be appointed military commander in South Sulawesi, a
position which he considered his "h.istr ic" right.

However, Bambang

Supeno's authority was neither sufficient to grant Qahhar that command,
nor to overcome the opposition of

~asution

and the professionals even to

consider Qahhar for a position of such responsibility.

To Qahhar and to

Bambang Supeno the appointment of Qahhar as commander of the KGS may have
seemed a preparation for his assuming postwar command in South Sulawesi;
110

Two sources gave approximately these same figures for those
accepted into the APRIS, but they differed on the total number of men from
South Sulawesi who had fought in Java during the revolution. Andi Sapada
estimated the total as about 5,000 persons, and said that many of them
were not accepted into the army; interview, Makassar, 15 September 1971.
(His estimate sounds rather high.) A. R. Malaka said that virtually all
those in this category who wanted to remain in the militarJ were accepted;
interview, Makassar, 7 December 1971.
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to the MBAD it may

h~ve

seemed a usef•tl way to ease Qahhar to the side-

lines, out of the army hierarchy, and away from command of troops.
Conclusion
The people of South Sulawesi as a whole suffered greatly during the
revolution, but because the revolution was experienced differently by
various groups this suffering did not unite them into a cohesive community,
but left them a divided society susceptible to appeals to revenge and
retribution.

The major groups that can be identified are:

aristocrats, civil servants, and
with the Dutch.

fu~IL

first, the

troops who had actively cooperated

Second, the relatively small group of pro-Republican

nationalists, concentrated in the city of

who had passively

~·!akassar,

resisted the Dutch, but who had participated, albeit as an opposition faction, in the

~IT

parliament.

Third, was the rather larger group of pemuda,

aristocratic leaders, and others who had fought actively against the
Dutch; most of those who survived were ic jail
sovereignty in Decenber 1949.

~~til

the transfer of

And finally, there was the small group of

pemuda who had fought in Java; this group itself being divided between
those relatively better-educated pemuda who met the standards of the

T~I

for a peacetime professional army career, and those, considered less well
qualified, whose services were no longer desired once independence had
been won.
The people in the city of

~Iakassar,

although perhaps most suscep-

tible to Dutch economic pressures, had available to them an option--noncooperation--which was absent in the countryside.
had but two choices--cooperate or resist.

People outside the city

Thus, although the non-coopera-

tors who participated in the NIT parliarnects or cabinets did so as
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supporters of the Republic, they were not the heroes of the revoluti.on that
those who had been imprisoned or killed for their opposition to the Dutch
were.

The "nationalism" of the ethnically-mixed and relat:i.vely well-

educated nationalists of the kota seemed weak in comparison to the
"nationalism" of the ill-educated pemuda in the hutan, a number of them
from the aristocracy, many from Islamic schools and organizations, which
had led them to risk their lives.
The pemuda who had fought in Java returned to this divided society,
hostile to those who had cooperated with the

Dutch~

but themselves divided

by differences in educational background and future prospects.

The pecuda

accepted into the TNI shared a similar educational background with many of
the people in the kota, and found it easy to work together with the proRepublican elements in the NIT.

The pemuda who were not accepted into the

TNI shared a similar lack of education with many of the pemuda in the
hutan, and soon came to share with them a feeling of having been discar d e d ,

.

unapprec~ate

•
- 1
d , wh en t t.... 2~r
useru
ness was at an en d . 111

111

The phrase used in Indonesian is "habis manis sepah dibuang."
Sepah is chewed sugar cane; the meaning is approximately, "when the sweetness is gone, what is left is thrown out."
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CHAPTER V

1950-1951:

I~~EPENDENCE

AND REBELLION

Preparations for Indeoendence
From 23 August to 2 November 1949 representatives of the Republic
of Indonesia, the Dutch-sponsored federal states (organized as a Federal
Consultative Assembly, BFO), and the Netherlands Government, met in a
Round-Table Conference (RIC; Konperensi Hedja Bundar--i01B) at the Hague.
There they worked oct an agreement on the transfer of sovereignty over the
terrltorj of the former Netherlands East Indies to the Republic of the
United States of Indonesia (Republik Indonesia Serikat--RIS).

hnile the

agreement thus specifically recognized the federal structure established
by the Dutch

<~~d

included a draft constitution for the RIS) the transfer

of sovereignty was unconditional,
changes in the state structure.

~•d

~hus

could not proscribe later

1

Following the conclusion of the agreement, a
Committee (Panitya Persiapan

~asior.~l),

~ational

Preparatory

including representatives of both

the Republic and the BFO, was established to make the necessary arrangements for the transfer of sovereignty.
Minister of

D~fense

The committee decided that the

of the RIS, Hamengkubuwono IX (Sultan of Jogjakarta),

would be made responsible for security matters.

The Sultan and the Chief

of Staff of the army (Kepala Staf Angkatan Darat--KSAD), Colonel A. H.
Nasution, then visited the capitals of the 15 federal states to arrange
1

See Kahin, ~ationalisrn, pp. 433-445 on the conference and the
agreement, and pp. 446-449 on the draft constitution.

191
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for the placing of an army commander :"Com the TNI as military governor of
each state.

The commander would be responsible for

t~~ ~intenance

of

security, and for the assumption of territorial authority from the KL and
KNIL troops.

::u=. KL troops were to be repatriated to the Netherlands.

T.he KNIL troops, in addition to that option, would have a choice of being
demobilized in Indonesia or being accepted into the armed forces of the
RIS (Angkatan Perang Republik Indonesia Serikat--APRIS).

All of the

federal states with the exception of the Negara Indonesia Timur (NIT-State of East Indonesia) agreed to the assignment of a TNI military
commander.

2

The NIT Cabinet at this time was dominated by its

~linister

of Jus-

tice, Mr. Soumokil, an Ambonese lawyer noted for his pro-Dutch sympathies.
Anak Agung Gde Agung, whose second cabinet had been in existence since
12 January 1949, had been made the deputy chairman of the National Preparatory Committee, a.'ld on 16 Decel:l.ber 1949 was appointed :·1inister of the
Interior in the RSI Cabinet headed by :·1ohai::.-:-,ad Hatta.
NIT Prime

~linister

on 26

Dece~ber

He

~·las

replaced as

by J. E. Tatengkeng, head of a unitarian-

Republican party (the Sangi-Talaud People's League); who was in turn replaced on 13

}~rch

1950 by Ir. D. P. Diapari: who was selected by the

parliament elected in November 1949.
Although

pro-R~publican

3

forces remained relatively strong in the NIT

Parliament (with 29 members, compared to 33 non-Republicans and 7 fence
2A. H. Nasution, Sedjarah Perdjuangan Nasional dibidang Bersendjata
(Jakarta: ~1ega Bookstore, 1966), pp. 161-162; interview, A. H. Nasution,
Jakarta, 17 }~y 1972.
3Propinsi Sulawesi, pp. 158-159; }linistry of Information, Political
Parties, p. 40.
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sitters),

4

the Senate which had been established in :·1ay 1949 was d1..:'Jinated

by pro-Dutch aristocrats.

The Senate had virtual veto power over legisla-

tion, including the budget and the proposed draft constitution.

Dutch-

supported aristocrats also dominated the government of South Sulawesi
\:hrough

~.- .. e

Hadat Tinggi, which '.:as iar more powerful than the council

elected in the spring of 1949.

5

These pro-Dutch elements knew that with

the imminent departure of the Dutch officials, their main prop of support
would be gone.

Further, with the transfer of

sovere~gnty

to the RIS,

political prisoners would be released from jail and returned from exile.
Many of these prisoners were the previous holders of positions to which
the pro-Dutch rulers had been appointed.
claim to their positions had been

Even those who had a legitimate

impli~ated

in the Dutch pacification

campaign which had terrorized the people of South Sulawesi in 1946-1947.
Revenge was in the air, and the cooperators did not want to have the proRepublican guerrillas strengthened by the addition of armed
seasoned

T~I

~heck

battle-

troops whc had fought in Java.

The natural
in

~~d

co~petitiven0ss

of South Sulawesi society had been kept

for some forty years of Dutch and Japanese domination.

With Lhe

restraint of foreign rule about to be lifted, the competitors began to
maneuver for position.

Those who had fought against the Dutch return in

1945 were prepared to make the most of their revolutionary credentials,
and to look for support to those in the national government most closely
associated with the government of the Republic of Indonesia, the original
Republic, now a member state of the RIS.
4 "Sedjarah

The old leaders of the Republic,

CorHas," p. 68.

5Kahin, ~ationalism, pp. 365-363.
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Sukarno and Hatta, new serving as pre:ide nt ar.d vice preside nt of the
RIS,
could look to the pro-Re publica n elemen ts in the daerah for suppor t in
attaini ng their goal of a unitary Republ ic.

On the other hand, those

persons who had cooper ated with the Dutch and had accepte d positio ns
in
the NIT, held fircly to the ideal of a federa l form of governm ent, in
which the origin al Republ ic would remain a state on a par with the NIT.
This group feared that the nation al governm ent intende d to dissolv e the
federal state structu res which were their guaran tee of politic al positio
n
and contro l of the econom ic

resour~es

of the region s.

Civilia ns in such

positio ns could look to many of their fellow nation als in the
suppor t, and sometim es even to the

re~~ants

of the Dutch

~~IL

milit~rJ

for
presenc e.

Such compet ition and maneuv ering for advanta ge was occurri ng not
only within South Sulawe si, but within the

~IT

as a whole.

contex t (althou gh this compet ition too was focused in

In this wider

~~kassar,

as the

capita l of the :aT), South Sula-we si, as the site cf the most determ ined
pro-Re publica n resista nce in East

Indo~esia,

Ambonese a!"ld

~HI

~-lenadonese

do:r:ina ted

On 22 December 1949, the South

Selatan ), headed by
the

NI~

.~di

was in opposi tion to the

gover.m e!"lt.
Sula~-:esi

Counci l (Dewan Sulawe si

Burhan uddin, decided by a majorit y vote to urge

governm ent to try to have

T~I

troops brough t to the area before
the transfe r of sovere ignty on 27 Decemb er. 6
The NIT governm ent, howeve r, did not share this opinion .

This was

made clear in discuss ions with the Ninist er of Defens e and KSAD Nasutio
n
6 Indone

sia Timoer , 23 December 1949. A simila r stateme nt had been
issued by the Cow~ittee of Former Politic al Prison ers (Paniti a Bekas
Taw~~an dan hukuman Politik --PBTP ), on 15 Decemb
er; Indone sia Timoer , lG
December 1949, p. 4.
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after their arrival in Hakassar on 23 December.

A joint

annou.""lceme.~t:

made

on the conclusion of the talks noted that because a state of war no longer
existed in East Indonesia, maintenance of security would remain the responsibility of the NIT government, and that no military governor would be
designated.

It was agreed, however, that because there were not yet any

APRIS units in South Sulawesi, territorial military responsibility would
be transferred to a commission, to be headed by an Ambonese engineer,
Putuhena, and including as members Lieutenant Colonel A. J. Hokoginta

~lokoginta, a member of an aristocratic

(TN!), and Najor Nanlohy (IOHL). 7

family from Bolaang-Hongondow, an Islamic area in North Sulawesi, had been
carefully chosen.

He could be expected to be acceptable both tv the

predominantly Christian
Islamic Buginese and
other small ethnic

~inahassans

~~kassarese

group~

of the North and the predominantly

of the South, as well as to members of

fearful of domination by either of these.

Further, as an aristocrat he would have influence with the still powerful
rulers in South Sulawesi and elsewi1ere in East Indonesia.
commander of the

~1ilitary

Police Corps (Corps Polisi

He had been

ailiter--CP~I)

for all

of Indonesia, and was a man on whom military headquarters felt it could
rely.

Mokoginta was a professional soldier, a graduate, like Nasution

himself, of the KNIL academy in Bandung.
Mokoginta was a member of the party accompanying the Minister of
Defense and Nasution to

~~kassar,

and he remained there with one aide.

On

27 December 1949, as transfer of sovereignty ceremonies were held in
Jakarta, territorial military responsibility for East Indonesia was
7Nanlohy, also fror:1 Maluku,
is said to have been the higltest ranking
Indonesian officer in the i(."JIL. The text of the announcement is in
Indonesia Tiwoer, 26 December 1949.
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transferred to Mokoginta by Colonel Schotborgh, KNIL commander for the
area.

8

Other members of the staff of the commission began to arrive in
Makassar from the 29th of December, and in mid-January were dispersed to
other parts of the NIT.

By this time the commission was already being

referred to in the press as the Territorial Command for East Indonesia
(Territorium Tentara Indonesia Timur--TT-IT, later TT-VII), although it
was popularly called the Komisi l-liliter (Hilitary Commission). 9
Among the TNI officers included in the staff were

~~jor

Saleh

Lahade, with primary responsibility for South Sulawesi;

:~jor

H. N. Ventje

Sumual, who in January 1950 went to Henado for the Cotm:lission;

}~jor

Herman Pieters, ,.;ho went to Ambon for the Commission in January 1950;
Captain Andi }!uhammad Jusuf Amir (CP!·l) and Lieutenant }iaulwi Saelan (CP:l),
who although from South Sulawesi represented the Commission in Bali from
January through :1arch 1950.

Saleh Lahade, the quintesszntial staff man,

was an obvious choice for a position on the Commission, and he together
with }lokoginta, selected the other

oe~bers

from Sulawesi.

Those chosen

were generally well-educated, and with aristocratic or governmental connections.

In addition to those mentioned above, they included Captain

Arie Supit, Lieutenant

.~1di

Sapada (CP:1), Lieutenant Bing Latumahina,

Lieutenant Lendy Tuo.belaka, an<l Lieutenant

H·~sain

Ibrahim.

In early }larch

a CPM unit, under the command of Captain Her Tasning, joincc the staff of
.

.

t h e Comm1ss1on.
8

10

Indonesia Timoer, 26 December 1949, p. 4·, 27 December 1949.

9 Indonesia Timoer, 30 December 1949,
18 January 1950, p. 4.
10 "Sed;arah Corl1as, pp .
61·-63; in tervie•..;s: A. J. :tokoginta, Jakarta,
"
.J
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A notable--if not

surprising--c~ssion

the commission is Qahhar Mudzakkar.

from this

lis~

of members of

In October 1949, Qahhar had been

named commander of the Komando Grup Seberang (KGS--Group Command for the
Outer Islands), with the task of preparing terricorial forces for the
outer islands.

Qahhar's name had become widely known in South Sulawesi

during the revolution because of his command of TRI-PS, which was credited
(or blamed, depending on the perspective of the person involved) with
having sent expeditionary

~~its

composed of anak daerah (literally sons of

the area, native sons), to support the activities of pro-Republican guerrillas iu the region.
Qahhar, it is said, envisaged himself being appointed commander of
South Sulawesi, and his colleague in Brigade XVI, Warouw, appointed commander of

~orth

had other plans.

Sulawesi.

The

~1inister

of Defense and the KSAD, however,

In the Lembong affair Qahhar had proved to be more

responsive to the wishes of his troops than to the orders of army headquarters; his education '..ras linited, and his military experience

~-:as

!!!Ore

in the irregular laskar of the Biro Perdj uangan than in the regular TNI
units.

Such an ill-prepared and undisciplined man was hardly the person

to whom the national military authorities would entrust responsibility for
so sensitive an area as South Sulawesi.

For the time being it was decided

to establish a single territorial command for all of East Indonesia.
Qahhar, and Warouw, were given staff positions at army headquarters
6 May 1972; Saleh Lahade, Makassar, 21 and 29 September 1971; Her Tasning,
1 February 1972; Andi Sapada, ~lakassar, 15 September .!.971; ~LN. V.
Sumual, Jakarta, 9 :larch 1971. ~~an:es of K.J.'HL members of the staff were
not mentioned; in the report of the group going to Bali (Indonesia Tinoer,
18 January), a Lieutenant Sitanaea, identified as a former K.J.~IL, is included.
Jaka~ta,
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(MBAD--}!arkas Besar Angka tan Darat ).
There are some repor ts that there was oppos ition in South

Sulaw~si

and other s who had
to Qahh ar's retur n, both on the part of NIT offic ials
ican aristo crats
coope rated with the Dutch , and on the part of pro-R epubl
revol ution " in
who feare d that Qahha r intend ed to carry out a "soci al
South Sulaw esi

(si~lar

to that of 1946 in East Suma tra)-- killin g not only

destro ying the
those perso ns who had coope rated with the Dutch , but
11
aristo cracy as a class .
suspi cions
The comm ission thus worke d in the midst of confl icting
and press ures, milit ary and polit ical.
secur ity and
The prima ry ciuLie3 of the Comm ission were to maint ain
to arran ge for the trans fer of

~~IL

troop s to the APRIS.

A secon dary

fied guerr illa
respo nsibi lity was the selec tion and traini ng of quali
Java but had been
fight ers, inclu ding men who had fough t with the TNI in
infilt rated back into Sulaw esi, to

beco~e

members of the APRIS.

A not

struc ture of the
openl y ackno wledg ed task was that of disna ntling the

~IT

Qahha r to
NIT offic ials are said tc i~~~e i~tercepted a lette r from
in
ities
activ
his
for
sar
~lakas
in
Jusuf Bauti (a Goron talese impri soned
licans
Repub
the
if
that
d
state
r
suppo rt of the Repu blic), in which Qahha
Sulaw esi, they would
did not succe ed in assum ing power peace fully in South
;:;cve mnent , down to
.;
shadm
a
re
use force . He order~d Jusuf Lauti to prepa
cause . This it
lican
Repub
the
d
the local level , of peopl e ,,·ho had serve
as h2ad of
ment
assign
ar's
Qahh
shoul d be noted , would be conso nant with
's reply ,
Bauti
er,
Howev
stion.
KGS, and is not in itsel f a sinis ter sugge
by NIT
epted
interc
also
was
with his list of peopl e to be given posit ions,
pread
wides
of
r
dange
a
offic ials, and was interp reted by them to pose
Dutch and the XII.
reven ge killin gs of those ,,·ho had coope rated with the
ial in the ~lin.i.stry
offit:
r
Based on interv iew with G. H. H. Rieke rk (a forme
refere nce to
The
of the Inter ior of the XI.T), :·:aka ssar, 12 June 1971.
wa~ by Andi
gs,
killin
ge
fears of a socia l revol ution , as well as to reven
sar, 14
~·lakas
iew,
Makku lau (son of the last Datu of Luwu) , in an interv
and Husai n
rk
Rieke
ssor
Septem ber 1971. His opini on was confir med by Profe
Achmad, who were also prese nt at the interv iew.
11
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in preparation for the eventual merger of the Dutch-sponsored
states into the unitary Republlc of Indonesia.

fede~al

12

The commission was constrained in the military sphere by the
national policy of reducing the armed forces to a peacetime level, at the
same time that the provisions of the Round Table Agreement required that
any members of the KNIL who wished to join the APRIS be accepted.

Control

of military policy was at this time largely in the hands of the army professionals (who had won out atMadiun), who wished to improve military
standards and eliminate the "bapakism" that had been so troublesome during
the revolution.

There was little inclination to incorporate ill-educated

guerrillas or irregular units into the APRis.

13

In the political sphere the cooperators feared the revet'lge of the
non-cooperators, and the Federalists feared the designs of the Republicans
to abandon the NIT in favor of a unitary state.

To the Republicans, so

long as the NIT continued to exist they could not consider themselves
fully free.

"One hundred percent :::1erdeka" would not be attained until the

12
Andi Azis claimed to have seized secret. documents L"l :Iokoginta' s
staff quarters which ordered the liquidation of the NIT; from the account
of his trial in Propinsi Sulawesi, p. 284. Indirectly confirmed in interviews. "Sedjarah CorHas" mentions only military aspects of the Commission's tasks; p. 62.
bot 'h.. s~• d es o f t he
,.
. d , ul.::;..:.usses
1 ater per~o
. .
.
13Nasut~on,
wr~t~ng at a
dilemma. He notes, by that time with sympathy, the resentment of the
guerrillas--and others who had fought in the revolution--that those who
had not participated in the revolution but had continued their education,
their business, or their civil and military careers in the colonial service, were after independence retained in--or given--higher positions than
were those who sacrificed their positions and prospects to fight for independence. He also presents the problem facing the TNI, who if it retained
all the veterans who wished to remain in the army, would not only have its
entire budget taken up by personnel costs, but would be composed of increasingly older men, less able to do the actual fighting which was the
army's main purpose in being. TNI, III, pp. 118-121, 125-126.
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unitary Republic replaced the Dutch

ci~~igned

and supported federal

Republik Indonesia Scrikat.
First Months of Indeoendence in Sulawesi
As independence approached, political prisoners began to be released

from jail.

In South Sulawesi this began about 20 December 1949.

Those

released first formed a Committee of Former Political Prisoners (Panitya
Bekas Tawanan Politik), which included a number of people who had

be~n

active while ir. prisou in organizing for the welfare of the prisoners,
coordinating escape efforts, and preparing for a general uprising should
the RTC fail.

Among those active in the Committee were Hadji

Y~kkaraeng

Daeng Handjarungi (Karaeng DjartL.'"'lg, of the L\PRIS), Riri Amin Daud
Muda

}~ndar

and

L~RIS),

G~IS

F. Pondaag (possibly Dr. Ratulangie's former

secretary) and J. Kamalirang (who was a member of Zulkifli Lubis' Field
Preparatio:1 Unit, and whose real name was Ronggowarsito).

The Committee

described its aim as the freeing of all political prisoners in East Indonesia and the attaining o£ "o:1c-hundred perce:1.t

r::~rdeka."

At the initia-

tive of K.araeng Dj lj-,mg, the Committee decided to sponsor a co:1.Zerence to
which were invited the member groups of LAPRIS, other

g~zrri!:a

organiza-

tions such as the TKR-Luwu, and representatives from each division (the
old afdeeling, now named kabupaten).
According to Karaeng Djarung the conference was called in order to
change the nature of the struggle in South Sulawesi from military to
political:
After independence, after we were freed from jail, I
myself, as someone with responsibility, felt that if the
thousands of people in South Sul.:r.-:esi ·..;ho had been impris0ned were alloweJ to go home just like that, there
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would be a civil war. Someone might think, "That is the
person who tun1ed me in," and would kill him. In turn the
family of the person killed would take revenge for his
death. It seemed to me that although we might be independent~ if we too~ revenge on each other, we would have no
enemies left. I was very ::1fraid that the terms "hero" and
"traitor:• would become common.l4
LAPRIS and the Lipan Badjeng took primary responsibility for organizing
the conference; the Mobile Battalion Ratulangie
vice.
the

(~ffiR)

provided guard ser-

The conference was held in Polongbangkeng, 5-7 February 1950, with

~~cwlcdge

of the

~lilitary

Commission.

representative to the opening ceremony.

The NIT Government sent a
At the conference it was decided

to establish a Biro Pedjuang Pengikut Republik Indonesia (BPPRI--Struggle
Bureau of Supporters of the

Republi~

of Indonesia), headed by Karaeng

Djarung, Jusuf Bauti, and Amin Daud, whose aim would be to carry out a
political struggle to dissolve the NIT.

On the 23rd of February Karaeng

Djarung and Amin Daud went to Jogjakarta as rep4esentatives of the BPPRI,
to present to the government of the RI and the RIS their wish that East
Indonesia be

incorporat~d

into the Republic.

Jusuf Bauti rewained in

Makassar, where he worked closely with other pro-Republican political
parties and organizations.

GAPKI, the federation of pro-Republican

parties in East Indonesia, en 16

~~rch

1950 sponsored a meeting of twelve

political parties and organizations which passed a resolution urging the
RIS Government to dissolve the NIT
of Indonesia.

~•d

to incorporate it into the Republic

On the same date, the head of the Fraksi Kesatuan (Unity

Faction--pro-unitary state of RI) in the NIT Parliament, the respected
nationalist leader Lanto Daeng Pasewang, introduced a motion to the same
14 Interview,

Karaeng Djarung, 29 February 1972.
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effect.

The following day an estimated 200,000 persons, organized by the

BPPRI and GAPKI, demonstrated in
NIT.
wesi.

~·lakassar

urging the dissolution of the

A number of similar demonstrations followed throughout South SulaAttempts to organize

co~~ter-de~onstrations

supporting the NIT were

15
. 1 y ~ne
. ff ect~ve.
.
re1 at~ve
The Military Cocmission worked closely with the pro-Republican politicians, and although the demonstrations demanding the dissolution o£ the
NIT appear to have been organized spontaneously by the BPPRI and the GAPKI,
they were certainly in accordance with the wishes-·-a.."1d the mandate--of the
Republican members of the Commission.

The aristocracy of South Sulawesi

also received special attention from the

Co~ission,

which was aware of

the fears of a social revolution, even on the part of pro-RI elements.

In

late Harch or early April, two young officers, Captain }1. Jusuf and
Lieutenant Bing Latumahina, accompanied a group of rulers, including the
strongly pro-Republican rajas c£ Bone and Luwu, to Surakarta and Jogjakarta to observe the s;>ecial relatio::shi? bet,..;een the RI Governnent and
the Javanese princely kingdoms.

Jogjakar-ta--whose young Sultan had been a

leading pro-Republican during the Revolution, and who was now serving as
the Minister of Defense of the RIS--had been recognized as a Daerah
Istimewa (Special Region), equivalent to an autonomous province, during
the revolution when it served as the capital of the Republic.

16

While the BPPRI and the GAPKI concentrated on political struggle,
the former guerrilla units, their ranks swelled by the released prisoners

15 "S£djarah CorHas," pp. 64-611; "'Biro Pedjuang Pengikut Republic
Indonesia,' Kelasjkaran," Register i\o. 69/III/1958; Propinsi Sulawesi, p.
162; interview, Karaeng Djarung, aakassar, 29 February 1972.
16 rnterview, Bing Latur::ahina, Jak::1rta, 19 J::1nuary 1972.
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and men returning from Java, began tc reform themselves into specifically
military units.

}lilitary preparedness was thought necessary both because

of suspicions of the intentions of the KNIL troops in East Indonesia, and
in order to strengthen

th~

members of the TNI/APRIS.

claim of the guerrillas to be recognized as
Saleh Sahban, on orders from Qahhar ::-1udzakkar

as head of KGS, had begun to organize the South Sulawesi guerrillas into
battalion units in late 1949.

17

Included in the ranks of the guerrillas

were those who had managed to hide out in the mountains of South Sulawesi
as well as many who had just been released from prison; men, such as

.~di

Selle, who had fought in Java with irregular Sulawesi units after the
Patjekke conference, but had never been given a position in the TNI; men,
such as Bahar
sonall;~

~1attalioe,

loyal to

QaL~ar

who although accepted into the: Tin, were perand would join the TNI only in a unit of which

17
The battalions, their locations, and their commanders were as
follows:
1. Bat tal ion X.Ol - Harimau Indonesia, :1akassar; cornma.."l.der, Bahang
2. :2.;:.oLc.a.].i.ui.L ::c:, .Dor:Lil ..iiu; cor::.:::3.::'.der, .:... R. :·:aK..-::ur Sitaka
3. Battalion ~·:03, Bo::-.e; co::-:::J.::'.der A.:"1cii ?att.J:r.,·ari
4. Battalion :.,:04 - Patje~~ke, Pare-Pare; couu::ander, :~ndi Selle
5. Battalion :.,:05
.Datuputii1, ?alopo; coc.mander r\.aso Cani, then Andi
Tenriadjeng
6. Bat tali on X06 - }!andar, Haj ene; commander Andi Parenrengi
7. Battalion X07, Kolaka and Kendari; corm:1ander ::-1. Djufri
8. Battalion XOS - }lessenrempulu, Enrekang; commander Andi Sose
9. Bat tal ion Anshar; com;:Jander :·lachmud Fakl'i
10. Mobile Battalion Ratulangie (Bonthain); commander Arief Rate
11. Battalion Combat Troop (no other information given)
Ten battalions and their commanders are given in "Sedjarah CorHas," p. 90;
eleven battalions, with locations for some cf them, are given in "'Kesatuan
Gerilja Sulawesi Selatan' Kelasjkaran," Register No. 56/III/1958 (infor.:nation in this report was provided by Saleh Sahban).
Both KGS and the Field Preparation operation (of Zulkif1i Lubis)
claim to have inspired the formation of the Hobile Battalion Ratula..'1gie.
According to the report of the Field Preparation group, the leaders of the
MBR, Arief Rate and Abbas Bangsawan, had originally been with the Pl-IC
(Zu1kifli Lubis' intelligence operation); "'Field Preparation Tjabang III
Sulawesi,' Kelasjkaran," Register ::;-o. 53/III/1958.
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Q~~har

was commancer; men who might have secretly helped the guerrilla

fighters, but who were known to have worked with the

N~IL

or the NIT; plus

a wide assortment of adventurers and opportunists.
At a conference in Hares, held probably early ::...;: 1950, u.."lder Saleh
Sahban as Sulawesi coo=dinator of KGS, the guerrilla battalions agreed to
join in the Kesatuan Gerilja Sulawesi Selatan (KGSS--Union of South Sulawesi Guerrillas).

They proposed to the Government that they be given

recognition as TNI Division Hasanuddin, under the command of Lieutenant
Colonel Qahhar

~1udz;~:.«ar.

The basis for this proposal was not only that

their formation into battalions had been authorized by the Komando Grup
Seberang (a TNI unit), but that they had earlier been commissioned as
members of the Division Hasanuddin at Patjekke in January 1947 on the
orders of Panglima Besar Sudirman. 18

Indeed, many of the men and units in

KGSS were those who had participated in the Patjekke Conference, or who
had been given recognition as TRI-PS units by A.."ldi .1-fa.ttalatta and Saleh
Lahade although physic.:1lly unable to attend the conference.

Divisions,

composed largely of anak daerah, had bee:1 established in Java and Sumatra,
and the guerrillas of South Sulawesi felt that their fighting and suffering in the cause of the revolution entitled them to similar consideration.
Some units, such as the Lipan Badjeng, did not join KGSS, but made similar
demands for recognition.
The KGSS presented its demand to the Military Commission, but the
Commission was under orders to screen the guerrillas individually for
selection into the TNI/APRIS, and not to recognize or accept whole units.
Standards of education, literacy, physical fitness, etc., were to be
18

•" KGSS,' Kelasj k<1ran."
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applie~;

it was no longer

be willing to fight.

enough~

as it had been during the revolution, to

Men who had commanded guerrilla units were offered

acceptance into the TNI as ordinary soldiers.

~~y,

particularly those of

aristocratic birth, considered such an offer an insult.

Few Andis with a

battalion of men under their command were interested in anything less than
a captain's bars, whatever their height, weight, or level of education.
Although most of the guerrillas held to their demand to be accepted
into the TNI as organized units (KGSS as a Jivision, Lipan Badjeng as a
battalion), some did register individually with the Military Commission.
By early April some 300 former guerrillas had been accepted into the
TNI/APRIS.

About 200 of them were undergoing training at a depot at

Pandang-Pandang in Sungguminasa, the capital of Goa.

A few others were

. .
19
sent to J ava f or tra1n1ng.

The Andi Azis Affair 20
The first of the
batLalion of Captain
acceptance of the

~~IL

.~di

&~IL

units to be accepted into the

Azis, was

co~~issioned

on 30

.~RIS,

~arch

the

1950.

The

unit, while the guerrilla's requests were still

being ignored, increased the tension in South Sulawesi, and a number of
shooting incidents between KGSS and KNIL units ensued. 21
It was the policy of the

~ffiAD

to achieve at least a balance in

strength in every region between APRIS members who were former KNIL and
19 "sedjarah CorHas," p. 63.
20 There is a detailed account of the Andi Azis affair
including his
trial in Propinsi Sulawesi, pp. 249-JOO; and a shorter account in Bardosono, Peristiwa Sulawesi Selatan 1950 (Jakarta: Jajsan Pustaka }liliter,
1955), pp. 11-20.

21 p ropLnsL
.
. S u1awes1,
• p.

')I
-~

9 ; no da t es are g1ven
.
• . den t s.
ror
t h e 1nc1
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those who were TNI.

South Sulawesi

large concentration of

w~s

one of the areas where there was a

troops, 3,000 to 4,000 men, and where in

~IL

~~rch

1950 the TNI was represented only by the officers and men of the llilitary
Commission (about 40 persons), a

platoon of about iO men, and the 200

CP~l

ex-guerrillas undergoing training in Sungguminasa.
500 men were commissioned en 30

~larch

~~en

Andi Azis

his

a~d

1950, the Military Commission re-

quested that a battalion of TNI/APRIS troops be sent to Makassar to proFurther, incidents between the KNIL troops and

vide the desired balance.

the unruly KGSS units threatened to discredit the ability of the
TNI/APRIS, as represented by the

~lilitary Co~ission,

primary task--the preservation of security.

to fulfill its

It was felt tnat additional

troops were necessary to do the job.
As noted above, the ~IT Government had specified that no .~RIS/TNI

troops be sent to East Indonesia, but that security be left in the hands
of

APRIS/~~IL

ing the

troops and armed police.

dissolutio~

of the

and TNI I:lem.bers of the

~IT,

~lilitary

Federalists, who saw little

~,d

The

~assive

the obvious

demonstrations

sy~pathy

of the

de~~,d

civilia~

Cor:nission for them, also worried the

futur~

~IT

for themselves in a unitary state domi-

nated by the Republic and its supporters.

At least since the formation of

the Government of the Great East in 1938, and cercainly in the NIT, the
Dutch had played skillfully on the theme of the threat of Javanese domination to win supporters for themselves in the outer islands.

The fears so

aroused did not quickly disappear, and to many genuine nationalists in the
outer islands a federal system was seen as a guarantee of lucal autonomy.
Events elsewhere in Indonesia did little to reassure them.

As a result of

the abortive APR..-\ coup attempt of January in 'i.Jest Java (another Westerling
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adventure), the Pasundan State was by early February in the
being dissolved.

proces~

of

The Representative Councils of a number of the federal

states voted during February to transfer the powers of the state governments to the RSI or to the Republic (itself one of the constituent states).
A law making legal the dissolution of the federal states and their amalgamation into the original Republic of Indonesia was passed by the RIS
Parliament on 7

}~rch

1950.

By the end of the month only West Borneo,

East Sumatra, and East Indonesia were not yet incorporated into the
. 22
Republ ~c.
When it became known that a TNI/APRIS battalion, a thousand men
strong, under the command of Najor H. V. Worang, was en route to South
Sulawesi, Federalisc elements in the NIT Government decided to take preventive action.

The former NIT

~linister

of Justice, Soumokil, apparently

against President Sukowati's advice, convinced Andi Azis that the landing
of the APRIS/TNI battalion must be forcibly prevented in order to preserve
the NIT.

At

d~~

on 5 April 1950, Andi Azis' troops, aided by about 300

KNIL soldiers, attacked the CP:l barracks and

~I

staff quarters.

Some

members of the CPM platoon were captured and disarmed; a uumber, led by
Lieutenant Andi Sapada, escaped and retreated to the training depot in
Sungguminasa.

Hokoginta and his staff were placed u.'1.der arrest.

By mid-

morning Azis controlled the city, but his troops were repulsed when they
tried to attack the Sungguminasa training depot.

When the ships carrying

Battalion Worang appeared o.tt' Hakassar harbor later that morning, they
found the short lined with tanks and mortars.

Th~y

pulled back out to sea

until they could get reports on what was happening in
22

~~kassar,

and obtain

Kahin, ~dtionalism, pp. 454-456.
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orders from MBAD on whether or not they should proceed with an attempt to
land.
Azis~

on arresting Hokoginta, asked him to use his influence to

prevent the landing of the Battalion {.,Tcrang.
to

land~

If the battalion attempted

Azis said, he would fire on the ships transporting them.

He also

promised that he would release the TNI and CPM prisoners if they (probably
meaning Battalion Worang) would return to Java.

Mokoginta sent a letter

to Worang to inform him of the situation via a military observer from the

U.N. Commission on Indonesia
in Makassar at the time.

(UNCI)~

Major Cartwright, who happened to be

Y.okoginta also talked with a member of the staff

of the KNIL commander, Colonel Schotborg, who urged that the

l~~ding

of

the Worang Battalion be cancelled or postponed, as the Dutch military
feared that such a landing would result in revolts within
throughout Indonesia.

The Dutch commander in Jakarta,

request of the RIS government, ordered
interfere in matters

conce~ins

~~IL

troops in

~~IL

however~
~1akassar

units
at the
not to

the RIS, &<d not to take sides in internal

.
.oetween Fe dera 1·1sts
disputes o f t h e RIS ( 1.e.,

a~a.

Un1tar1~4s
.
.
) . 23

In statements during the day of 5 April, Andi Azis said that he had
acted not as a member of KXIL, but as a member of APRIS, in order to
defend the NIT.

In a communique that evening, and in a radio speech by

Prime Minister Diapari on 7 April, the NIT Government expressed its regret
that the incident had occurred, and said that the Government had not been
able to prevent it.

It was noted that Andi Azis had acted to defend the

23 This account of Hokoginta's
mony during the trial of .;ndi Azis;
of Major Cartwright as a courier is
1950. The Dutch coQmander'~ order,
Propinsi Subw2si, pp. 252-253.

actions is based largely on hi~ testiPropinsi Sulawesi, p. 289. The role
mentioned in Jndonesia Timoer, 6 April
nade via radio Jakarta, is reported in
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NIT and to protest the sending of the

~NI

battalion to

~~kassar

before all

the KNIL troops in East Indonesia had been accepted into the APRIS.
The RIS Government asked representatives of the NIT to come to
Jakarta to report on the incident.

On 6 April, Mokoginta, accompanied by

the NIT Minister of Information, Dr. W. J. Ratulangie, went to Jakarta to
discuss the situation in South Sulawesi with the RIS Government and with
the MBAD.

Ratulangie specifically disavowed NIT involvement in or support

for Azis' action.

The following day the RIS issued an ultimatum to Andi

Azis, demanding that he report to Jakarta within four days (the deadline
was later extended to 13 April).
The RIS Government also prepared to take counter military action.

On 7 April the

~linister

of Defense announced that an expeditionary force

(Pasukan Expedisi) would be sent to East Indonesia.

It was to be headed

by Lieutenant Colonel Alex E. Kawilarang, a highly respected professional
soldier, a classmate of
the time serving as
cally a Hinahassan).

~asution's

~Hlitary

at the KNIL

Cor::r:lander of

~:orth

a~ademy

in Bandung, and at

Sumatra (although ethni-

'Ihe Force was to have the strength of a division and

to be composed of three mobile brigades, one from each of the Java clivisions, plus a battalion under the command of }1ajor Andi Hattalatta.
O·Iattalatta was not only the senior fighting officer in the TNI from South
Sulawesi, but was a cousin of Andi Azis.)

Appointed as aides to Kawila-

rang were Captain Jusuf and Captain Bing Latumahina, in Java at the time
with the delegation of rajas from South Sulawesi.

24

24 Bardosono, Peristiwa Sulawesi Selatan, p. 20; interviews: Saleh
Lahade, Hakassar, 21 September 1971; Andi Hattalatta, Jakarta, 1 March
1S71; Bing Latumahina, ~akarta, 19 January 1972.
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While the units of the Expeditionary iorce were gathering,

L~?u-

tenant Colonel Hokoginta returned to Hakassar to make a final attempt to
convince Andi Azis to surrender before the expiration of the ultimatum.
He apparently reached him only minutes before the expiration of the deadline, and not in time to send word to Jakarta before President Sukarno's
scheduled radio broadcast on the affair.

the evening of 13 April, Andi

On

Azis was branded a rebel; on the 14th Hokoginta escorted him to Jakarta,
having in good faith given him a promise of safe conduct.
arrival Andi Azis was immediately arrested; he was tried in
April 1953, and was sentenced to 14 years imprisonment.
One of Jusuf's first

assignm~nts

as

.~C

However, on
and

}~rch

25

to Kawilarang was to fly to

Mak£.ssar and order the Horang Battalion to proceed with the scheduled
landing.

Because the troops were accompanied by their families, it was

decided to go first to Balikpapan and leave the faoilies there for the
time being, and at the
water.

(Balikpap~n ~as

sa~e

ti~e

cho~e~

take on additional supplies of food and

because there was good cooperation there

between the Dutch and tho::: RIS :-1ilitary

~lission,

a..'ld most of the K.'iiL

troops there--who were largely from Ninahassa, as was most of Worang's
battalion--had already entered APRIS.)
Jusuf had another, and more difficult

assi~

<ment on this flight.

This particular incident is little known, and somewhat mysterious.
Colonel Bambang Supeno, accompanied by Lieutenant Colonel Qahhar
and Lieutenant Colonel J. F. Warouw, had been sent to
tion with the planned landing of the Worang Battalion.

~~kassar

~ludzakkar

in connec-

Qahhar, as head of

25 He was pardoned on 17 August 1956, and now lives in Tandjung
Prick, Jakarta; PIA, 17 August 1956, p. 6.
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the

Ko~ndo

Grup Seberang, was tc enlist the aid of the KGSS in making

possible the landing of Worang's troops.

The three officers arrived in

Makassar harbor on board the cor\_tte Hang Tuah on 9 April 1950.

Qahhar

sent couriers to Saleh Sahban, commander of the KGSS, and to the CPM officer Andi Sapada.

Saleh Sahban met Qahhar and his colleagues on board the

ship, and reported that the situation ashore was too dangerous for the
Worang battalion to attempt to land in

~~kassar.

He also informed them

ttat with the aid of the KGSS, Azis' forces had been confined to the city
of Makassar.

Based at least in part on his advice, the l&•ding of the

Worang Battalion was postponed, and the location

chang~d

to the south

coast, where KGSS units might be able to help in the landing.

When

Captain Jusuf flew in from Jakarta on an AURI Catalina on 16 April, he not
only brought the order to land for

~orang,

but a cancellation of the

orders that had sent Bambang Supeno, Warouw,
Strait.

~•d

Qahhar to the Makassar

The three more senior officers were to accompany him immediately

back to Jakarta by plane.

26

Qahhar was angry and upset.

First he had been given the task of

sending expeditionary units to Sulawesi, but had not been given the territorial command there which he thought was his due.

Then he had been asked

to go to Sulawesi to appeal to his men to aid the TNI--and now he was

26 Some sources said that Nasution had appointed Bambang Supeno commander of the operation against Andi Azis, but rescinded it when the
Minister of Defense appointed Kawilarang to the post. Others said that
Nasution had sent Qahhar to ask help from the KGSS. "Sedjarah CorHas"
says that Bambang Supeno had initially been appointed commander of the
operation, and notes the presence of the th~ee officers on board the Hang
Tuah; pp. 75 and 91. Saleh Sahban describes his meeting with Qahhar, and
seeing the others, in "'KGSS,' Kelasjkaran." Nasution denied that Qahhar
was in Sulawesi at the time of the Andi Azis affair, and said that he himself never authorized Qahhar to return to Sula~esi; interview, Jakarta,
17 Hay 1972.
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being reca:.led to Jakarta where he kn.:•.r his superiors in the MEAD thought
him an adventurer and were not prepared to give him a position of importance or responsibility.
whom the

}~

Yet he felt that those "pseudo-intellectuals" on

did rely did not understand the psychology of the ordinary

people of South Sulawesi, most of whom were illiterate, nor of the guerrillas who the pseudo-intellectuals were prepared to discard when they
were no longer needed.

27

The fact that it was Jusuf who brought the

message only made the insult harder to

bea.~.·.

had been one of Qahhar's favorites (anak

During the revolution Jusuf

mas)~

but had moved away from him

at the end of the revolution toward the Western-educated group around
Saleh Lahade who appeared to have a better chance for a career in the
professional army.
Aftermath:

28

The TNI Lands; the

~IT

Is Dissolved

Despite Qdhhar's unceremonious departure from the scene, the KGSS
did provide the requested help to the arri,·ing TNI.

On 18 April, the

27 q h.
·
·
· ~n
· a ~e~ter
,
· · • 19 J-o to t h e
a nar ' s v1ews
are contaln~c
o f 30 ~?r1L
MBAD; text in .i3ardosono, Peristiw.:l Sula·.:esi Selatan, pp. 87-90. (See
Appendix II.) By "pseudo-intellectuals" Qahhar probably meant Saleh
Lahade; many people say that Qahhar blamed Saleh Lahade for his having
been pushed aside and not entrusted \-:ith any respcnsibility. A few people
say that Jusuf advised ~asution not to send Qahhar to South Sulawesi. It
does not seem likely that Xasution needed such advice, as he was himself
disinclined to place any trust in Qahhar. Further, Jusuf at the time was
a very junior officer.

28 some former colleagues say that Jusuf and Qahhar had a falling out
during the Dutch occupation of Jogja, when Jusuf stayed in the kraton with
his recent bride; that Qahhar suspended Jusuf from military duty, and that
Jusuf was "rehabilitated" only with the help of Andi :Iattalatta and Saleh
Lahade, who helped him to enroll in a CP~l course, and then saw that he was
appointed to the ~lilitary Co~ission. Others say that Qahhar remained
fond of Jusuf, but that Jusuf, realizing that Qahhar's future prospects in
the TNI were not bright, distanced himself from Qahhar.
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Battalion Worang began to land near Jeneponto, on the south coast.

Guer-

rillas gave information on the location of the KNIL forces, and the Dutch
armed police were soon relieved of their weapons.

With the guerrillas

serving as a rear guard, the battalion marched north toward aakassar,
entering the city without opposition on 21 April.

Five days later the

main units of the Expeditionary Forces arrived, and Battalion Worang moved
on to North Sulawesi, landing in !-lenado on 10 May 1950. 29
Because Andi Azis had already surrendered, Soumokil and his supporters had fled to Ambon (according to RIS sources in a Dutch army plane),
and Worang's battalion, with the aid of KGSS, had entered

~Iakassar,

the

task of the Expeditionary Force was less difficult than originally contemplated.

The

~~taram

Brigade from the Central Java Diponegoro Division,

under the command of Lieutenant Colonel Suharto, was ordered to land
directly in Makassar.

It was made responsible for the

north of the city, to Jeneponto in the south.
bat tal ions,

11

Kresno, 11 under the com::1and of

under the command of Najar Darjatmo.)

~rea

from 1-f.aros,

{The Brigade had two

~1aj or

Sudj ono, and

11

Seno, 11

The 18th Brigade from the East Jav<:l

Brawijaya Division was ordered to land at Bone, and was given territorial
responsibility for the entire east coast from Luwu south to Bonthain.

In

a compromise necessitated by two commanders for the East Java unit having
been appointed, Lieutenant Colonel Warouw was made responsible for the
29

rnstances of assistance by the guerrillas to Sapada and the CPH at
the time of the Andi Azis affair are noted in 11 Sedjarah CorHas, 11 pp. 7374; and to the TNI at the time of the lau.J.ings, pp. 78-/9. Confirmed in
various interviews. The dates for the landing a."ld entering !-1akassar for
Battalion Worang are those given in Staf Angkatan Bersendjata, Sedjarah
Singkat Perdjuangan Bersendjata Bangsa Indonesia ([Jakarta], 1964), p. 92;
Indonesia Timoer, 19 and 20 April 1950, suggests that some advance scouts
entered the city on 20 April.
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landing. and Lieutenant Colonel Suprapto Sukawati was given territorial
command.

(There were three subsectors, under

Abdullah.)

~~jors

Magenda, Wachman and

As in the original plan of operations, Battalion Mattalatta

landed in Barru, near Pare-Pare, and was responsible for the area from
just north of Pare-Pare a..'1.d Pinrang, south to Hares.

This battalion was

composed of men selected from the South Sulawesi battalions of Brigade
XVI, and prior to joining the Expeditionary Force had been attached to the
Central Java Diponegoro Division, then under the command of Colonel Gatot
Subroto.

A Siliwangi Battalion was initially held in reserve, but by

was stationed in the city of
Ardikusuma.

~~kassar,

~lay

under the command of Captain Behar

30

The day before the Expeditionary Forces landed in
who had fled to

.~bon

Sula~esi,

Soumokil,

to avoid coming under the control of Republican

forces, proclaimed (on 25 April 1950) a Republic of the South Noluccas
(Republik

~~luku

Selatan (R!·1S), independent of the

Soumokil refused to

~eet ~ith

the negotiators sent

~IT
~y

(all of whom w.:=re Ambonese, including the head of the
Putuhena).

Colonel

K~wilarang

and of the RIS.
the RIS government
~lilitary

Xission,

was then appointed commander of the opera-

tion against the R!-1S, in addition to his duties as territorial commander
of East Indonesia, which still involved delicate negotiations with

~~IL/KL

troops, and with the unhappy guerrillas of South Sulawesi.
Rather than protecting the existence of the State of East Indonesia,
the action of Andi Azis on 5 April 1950 served to seal its fate.

Outraged

nationalists increased the pressure for its dissolution, and with the now
30The most detailed account is provided by Bardosono, Peristiwa
Sulawesi Selatan, especially ?P· 21-27, 36-37, 44-46, 49-50; a brief
account is given in ~edjarah Sing~at, pp. 91-93.
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inevitable arrival of a sizeable TNI

~~ntingent,

the military balance

shifted.

On 17 April at a Cvnference in Polongbangkeng, a declaration prepared by Karaeng Djarung, and presented in his absence by Amin Daud, on
behalf of the people of East Indonesia, declared that areas under the
control of those at the conference considered themselves outside the
authority of the government and laws of the NIT, and loyal to the Government of the Republic of Indonesia at Jogjakarta.

31

On 21 April, NIT

President Sukowati was reported to have said that the NIT Gover.tment was
prepared to be absorbed into a unitary state provided that the Republic
would also be included within it.

32

On 26 April, the governme~t of South

Sulawesi, represented by the vice-chairman of the Hadat Tinggi

(~~di

Idjo

Karaeng Lalolang, Raja of Goa), and the chairman of the South Sulawesi
Council, Ancii Burhanuddin, issued a proclamation that, in accordance with
the wishes of the people, South Sulawesi ''as withdrawing fror.1 the NIT and
would enter the Republic of Indonesia as a ?rovince.

33

In the next few

weeks sir.1ilar action was taken by all of the daerah in the
exception of the South Moluccas.

~IT

with the

34

In the meantime, those rulers in South Sulawesi who had opposed the
revolution and supported the Dutch and the NIT, found their positions and
31Propinsi Sulai.;esi, p. 16 7; 11 'BPPRI,' Kelasj karan, 11 Register No.
69/III/1958; interview, Karaeng Diarung, :Of.::~k:assa!', 29 Fcbr-ua;:-y 1972.
32 Kahin, Nationalism, p. 460.
33Also signh1g on behalf of the South Sulawesi government, presumably members of the Hadat Tinggi, were Andi Happatoba and Andi Tjalla
Daeng Huntu. Propinsi Sulawesi, pp. 167-169.
34 Kahin, Nationalism, p. 460.
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their lives threatened.

Some withdrew voluntarily, as did Andi

Bas~.

Datu

of Tanette, who had ruled since 1927, and had stayed on through the revolution although a son-in-law and a nephew were killed by Westerling's
troops.

Some were killed by angry pemuda, among them Andi Tjinta, who had

replaced Bau :·!asseppe as Datu of Suppa.
Raja of Bone in
. .

pos~t~on.

Andi Pabbenteng was removed as

1950, but apparently the Raja of Goa retained his

~~y

35

The NIT Government was not only attacked by its old enemies, but
began to crumble from within.

The Diapari Cabinet fell as a result of the

Azis affair, and was not replaced until 9 :-!ay 1950, when a "Kabinet
Likwidasi" (Liquidation Cabinet) was fon:!ed to undertake the dissolution
of the NIT.
made Prime

Ir. Putuhena, who had headed the
~linister,

ana aoong

~·lilitary

Commission, was

the well-kno,._m Republicans in the Cabinet

were Lanto Daeng Pasewang as Minister of Internal Affairs,
nuddin as

~·linister

. .

Burha-

of Social Affairs, and Henk Rondonuwu (head of the

PKR), as :·linister of Infor.:1ation.
N~n~ster

~~di

The Dutchman, Haoelink, was no longer

or- F'1nance. 36

From the 3rd to the 5th of ::lay, the Vice President of the RIS,
Mohammad Hatta, met with NIT President Sukawati and a representative of
the State of East Sumatra, and it was agreed that a unitary state would be
established.

In a radio speech on 9

~~y,

Hatta called for understanding

35Abdul Razak Daeng Patunru, "Sedjarah Keradjaan Tanete," Part 5,
Bingkisan, I/5 (15 October 1967), pp. 8-9; Abdul Razak Daeng Pat~!''.l,
"Sekelumit Tentang Sedjarah Keradjaan Sidenreng," Part 2, Bingkisan, II/4
(December 1968), p. 48. As noted above, a new Raja of Goa was installed
in April 1947; ~•J it was he who signed the statement of the government of
South Sulawesi mentioned above (p. 215).
36

Propinsi Sula•.;esi, p. 171.
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on the

~art

of the people that the unitary state must be formed in a
The formal agree-

legal manner, and not through taking unilateral action.

ment on the formation of a unitary state was signed on 19 May; on 20 July
a draft constitution was submitted to the RIS House and Senate, and on
14 August it was ratified.

The constitution of the unitary Republic of

Indonesia was promulgated on 15 August, and the state came into being on
the fifth anniversary of the proclamation of independence, 17 August 1950.
As in 1945, all cf Sulawesi was incorporated into a single province.

Minahassa.."'l., B. W. Lapian, was

appcir:.t~::! ~\-:ting

A

Governor.

Masalah Gerilja--The Problem of the Guerrillas
While the occurrence of the Andi Azis affair in some respects facilitated the move to dissolve the NIT, it only exacerbated the problem of
the status of the guerrillas.

In the first place, the guerrillas, who had

very much resented the initial commissioning of Andi Azis and his KNIL
unit, now felt that they had justification for their earlier suspicions.
}!ore than ever they resented the fact that their old ene!:lies in the K:HL
could be accepted into the APRIS while they could not.

In this they had

the support of the people, who had no understar-ding of legal provisions of
peace treaties, but saw that the people who had so recently been shooting
at them and their sons were now members of the national army, while their
sons were not to be allowed to join the TNI/APRIS.
more chaotic.

The situation became

As the KGSS had not succeeded in its demand for recognition

as a Division for South Sulawesi, many groups began to act on their own,
including at .least .two of the most important guerrilla units, Lipan
Badjeng and Harimau Indonesia.

A number of new groups, many of them with

little claim to the status of pej u.:mg,

sprang up; it

'.o,'::lS

said, '\;herever
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there was a group of pemuda, it was ~~nsidered a guerrilla unit." 37
Although a number of the guerrilla units, particularly the Lipan Badjeng
and those u..'1.de::- KGSS such as Nobile Batt:1lion Ratulangie, had helped the
TNI in its April landings, many took advantage of this opportunity to
seize weapons from the

~IL

and Dutch police.

better armed and less subject to

T~I

Thus, the guerrillas were

control by the time Kawilarang

assumed command of East Indonesia than they had been
contact with the representatives of the

T~I

whe~

they first made

in the Military Commission.

Soon after his arrival in :1akassar, Kawilarang and his staff decided
that in order to avoid incidents between the guerrillas and the KNIL (or
guerrillas and the TNI), the members of these irregular units should be
either incorporated into the
communities.

T~I/APRIS,

or cisarmed and returned to their

There had been no change in army policy against commission-

ing entire units, so the selection would be done on an individual basis,
with those persons neeting the standards of health, education, literacy,
etc., then being accepted as r:::e:::bers of the APRIS.
strong personal

ti~s

and it was they, as

to their
mu~h

being accepted as a unit.

co~~ancers--in

:·!any of the men had

the bapak-anak buah pattern--

as the commanders themselves, who insisted on
Such units were, of course, less susceptible to

central army discipline, and it was precisely to eliminate "bapakism" that
Nasution and the }ffiAD insisted at this time on individual screening.
Some of the guerrillas did agree to be considered individually, and
during

~~y.

1,044 of a total of 3,248 men screeneu were accepted for mili-

tary training in the Sector under the control of Brigade Hataram (Haros
37 Bardosono, Peristiwa Sulawesi
Selatan, p. 86. Pejuang--fighter,
struggler--has the conno~ation oi soneone who has fought for independence.
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south to Jeneponto).

A total of

abou~

2,000 former

Sulawesi were accepted into the APRIS.

guerrilla~

in South

Some were assigned to Battalion

Mattalatta, now under the command of Andi Rifai, and some were formed into
a battalion "Oesterling," under Andi Hattalatta's connnand.

However,

several of the largest and best armed units--Battalion X02 of KGSS, the
Mobile Battalion Ratulangie, and the Lipan Badjeng--retreated to the hutan

wh en t h ey were not

.

- to enter t h e APRIS as ~tegra
.
1

pe~tteu

-

un~ts.

38

The KGSS leaders knew that the army was intent on demobilizing large
numbers of men already in the TNI, and therefore wished to accept as few
new members as possible.

The talk of "standards" seemed to them to be

sheer hypocrisy; they were well aware that many of the guerrillas could
not meet the required standards of education or literacy.

They proposed a

compromise, which was supported by sone members of the TT-IT staff, that
the guerrillas first be commissioned, then those not suitable or who
wished to be demobilized could be

eli~~nated.

of the guerrillas did not wish to

rem~in

their historic right to be recognized as
before they returned

t~

They emphasized that many

in the

T~I,

~enbers

their villages and homes.

but considered it

of the national

a~y

They found it difficult

to understand why Java should have three TNI divisions, and Sulawesi none.
It was a clash between emotion and logic--and
stand the other.

o~e

could not under-

Kawilarang was the personification of rationality; a

highly educated, well-trained military officer.

Born in Java of

Mi~~-

3assan parents, he had lived and worked in many parts of the archipelago,
38 Bardosono,

Peristiwa Sulawesi Selatan, pp. 92-93; interview, M.
Daeng Sibali, )fakassar, 6 :larch 1972. Hutan mean.t more than jungle or
hinterland; it came to mean any area iT"I_ the interior ..:ontrol:..:;J b" che
guerrillas.
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and had a national perspective.

To him the guerrillas were adventt•rers

and trouble-makers; men who thought only of themselves and their own
daerah.

They had no weapons, they ran away from fights--how could they

be called soldiers?

39

To the guerrillas, who indeed had few weapons,
fights may have seemed a good strategy.

runnL~g

away from

Most of them had little or no

education, and their only military training had been the practical experience of guerrilla warfare.
spoke no Indonesian.

Few had been outside their own area; many

Budgets and treaties

and death they had seen at first hand.
and slow to forget it.

~ere

beyond their ken; prison

They were quick to feel an insult,

They may have been illiterate, but

proud, and had a strong sense of justice.

the~'

were

Kawilarang, they realized, did

noL, and could not, understand how they felt.

~!any

asked that Qahhar who

did understand them--in fact was sharing a similar unjust fate--be sent to
resolve the impasse.
flowed into the ~ffi.\0.

Letters requesting that Qahhar be sent to Sulawesi
40

Once again Bamba.11g Supeno sent Qahhar .:!utiza:.-.ka:r on a mission to
Sulawesi--this time clearly over the objections of Nasution and Kawilarang.

Nasution, who had instructed that

~~hhAr

not be allowed to return

to Sulawesi, agreed only when it was promised that Qahhar would tell the
people of Sulawesi that he was no longer their commander.

Kawilarang, who

39 Based on an interview with A. E. Kawilarang, Jakarta, 15 August
1971.
40

Nasution said that .:mAD received many letters asking that Qahhar
return to Sulawesi; interview, Jakarta, l i May 1972. Bahar Mattalioe mentioned having written to President Sukarno advising that the masalah
gerilja could only be solved if Qahhar were made commander in South Sulawesi; interview, ~lakassar, 24 June 1971.
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thought Qahhar an undisciplined scoundrel, felt that he should never have
41

been allowed to come to Sulawesi, but was faced with a fait accompli.

On the 18th or 22nd of June, Qahhar, accompanied by Bambang Supeno's
deputy, Lieutenant Colonel Mursito, arrived in Makassar.

Apparently they

met at least briefly with Kawilarang before proceeding to the interior to
meet with the KGSS units.

In meetings with the guerrillas, whose own

disappointment he shared, Qahhar assured them that the question of their
P~~glima

status would be settled in accordance •·

Sudirman's 1946 order

authorizing the establishment of TRi units in Sulawesi.

In speeches to

the people, Qahhar's message was that there was no justice in the way in
which the armed forces was
orator.

beL~g

formed.

He proved to be a magnetic

Many who heard him compare him to Sukarno in his ability to speak

clearly and simply in the language of the people, and with a compelling
. 42
emotional intensity which drew them to h1m.
While Qahhar was st1ll on his rounds, one of the units he had
visited in the south, Arief Rate's :·lliR, was given an ultimatum by APRIS to
report to the training depot in Bonthain.

Believing that

:~awilarang

and

Qahhar had agreed that no action would be taken until Qahhar reported back
on his discussions with the guerrillas,
ultimatum.

~~en

~he ~ffiR

refused to accept the

attacked they fought back, sent a message to Qahhar, and

then retreated to =he hutan while waiting for an order from Qahhar, who
they considered to be their commander.
41

Interviews: A. H. Nasution, Jakarta, 17 May 1952: A. E. Kawilarang,
Jakarta, 15 August 1971.
copy of i~terrogation report of captured former member of Brigade
XIV ("Risalah .Manifest, Ex-Anggauta-2 Brigade XVI/Kelasjkaran Seberang"),
dated 25 June 1955; interviews, particularly Azis Taba, Jakarta, 3 February 1972.
42
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On 1 July 1950 Qahhar met with

~~wilarang.

rillas he presented their request that they be

On behalf of the guer-

form~d

or Regiment Hasanuddin, with himself as commander.
fused.

into a TNI Brigade

The request was re-

Qahhar then severed his connection with the TNI by ripping off his

rank insignia and throwing them on the table in front of Kawilarang.
Following the meeting Kawilarang issued a decree dissolving the KGSS and
any other military

org~~izations

outside the APRIS.

That night Qahhar was

"kidnapped" by one of the guerrilla leaders, and taken to Baraka, near
Enrekang, which was to remain his headquarters for several years.

By 5

...i·uly all KGSS units which had not already done so retreated to the hutan,
as did the Lipan Badjeng and a company from Battalion
Lieutenant Sjamsul Bachri.

}~ttalatta,

under

43

The Departure of the KNIL
There was trouble not only between the APRIS/TNI and the KGSS, but
between the KNIL units still in }!akassar and both the
guerrillas.

Serious fighting broke o .lt on 15

guerrillas had attacked their barracks.

~·lay.

APRIS/T~I

The

K~IL

and the

claimed that

Guerrilla units from Lipan

Badjeng and Harimau Indonesia (the latter a member of KGSS), did come into
43 Propinsi Sula,.,resi, pp. 337-338; the three points of the decree are
given on p. 338; also reported in "Sedjarah CorHas," p. 93. Text of the
decree is in Indonesia Timoer, 4 July 1950. According to Saleh Lahade,
Qahhar's request to ba named commander in South Sulawesi had already been
refused by the ~ffiAD in Jakarta, and his request to resign had been accepted; he carried discharge papers with him when he arrived in ~Iakassar, and
the throwing do~~ 0f his TNI insignia was merely adding drama to the resignation ceremony; interviews, ~Iakassar, 21 and 29 Sept.t:mber 1971. Some
accounts say that it was with Andi Selle that Qahhar fled, others say Andi
Sose. According to some, at the time Andi Sose was a company commander in
Andi Selle's Battalion Bau ~1assepe (although Sose had his own KGS battalion earlier). Sjamsul Bachri and his company had been anak buah of Qahhar
in Jogja, and remained loyal to their bapak; a number of those who fled
with the company are said to have been Javanese.
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the city, but they claimed that they had come to the aid of the
after the KNIL had attacked an APRIS/TNI post.
latter version.)

(The TNI supports the

Casualties were estimated as 11-12 each KNIL and

TNI/APRIS, and 200 civilians.

Fighting and negotiations continued for

three days; a cease fire was agreed to on 18 Hay.
APRIS/TNI and

~~IL

n~r/APRIS

units

wo~ld

It was agreed that

be confined to specified areas of Makassar,
I. I.

and that the guerrillas must leave the

city.~~

An even more serious incident broke out on 5 Aug~st, when KNIL/KL

45

units attacked the headquarters of Brigade Mataram, the Siliwangi unit,
and the Makassar city command.

Again casualties were significant.

Captain Usman Djafaar, chief of staff of the city command (Andi Mattalatta's deputy in Java), was killed in the initial attack.
Luthfi, who had spoken out against the cruelties of the

~~IL

Haji Hochtar
to the

people, was one of the civilians killed, apparently deliberately.

46

Ten-

sion was increased by the unilateral decision of the Dutch authorities to
send a destroyer to Y:ikass:r--'..;ithout even informing the RIS Government i:1
advance.

The U.~. Comr-:1ission ior Indonesia (UXCI) had to be called in to

aid in negotiating a cease fire.

Heavy fighting continued until 8 August,

when the KNIL/KL requested a cease fire.

That afternoon an agreement was

reached between Colonel Kawilarang and the Dutch Commissioner in Makassar,
44 Propinsi Sulawesi, pp. 301-309; Bardosono, Peristiwa Sulawesi
Selatan, pp. 75-82. Help of guerrilla units to a Siliwangi unit that had
been attacked by the KNIL is mentioned in Sedjarah l·filiter KODAl-1 VI Siliwangi, Sili·.;angi Dari ~·lasa Ker:1asa (Jakarta: Fakta Hahjuma, [1968]), pp.
412-413.
since 26 July 1950 all ~~IL not absorbed into the APRIS or demobilized were made part of the KL; Propinsi Sulawesi, p. 310.
45

46

Propinsi Sulawesi, pp. 312, 610-611.
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Major

G~neral

Scheffelaar, which provided that the KNIL/KL would turn over

all its arms and equipment to the APRIS/TNI and would leave Makassar by
the end of the month.

Between the 14th and 20th of August, as witnessed

by the UNCI, a total of 3,966 KNIL/KL troops left Hakassar:

424 Dutch,

1,027 Minahassan, and 2,510 Ambonese (who had been most involved in the
. h • ) • 47
f ~g,t.Lng

When the fighting broke out on 5 August, the guerrillas, although
they had retreated to the hutan in July, returned to the city to fight
with the TNI-APRIS against the

KL/~~IL.

Cooperation between the guer-

rillas, in particular the Mobile Battalion Ratulangie, and the Siliwangi
troops in Makassar is said to have been good, but the already bad relations between the guerrillas and the Brigade ::1ataram were worsened by an
incident in which a
the leaders of the

}~taram

company under Captain Latief summarily shot

~R, A~ief

leased members of the

~mR

of this incident, Brigade

Rate and Abbas Bangsawan, for having re-

and other prisoners frcm jail.
::~taram,

Largely because

which has been described as the best

disciplined unit in the Expeditiona0· Forces, acquired a reputation for
crue1 ty an d unnecessary k 1"ll"1ng. 48

It must be noted, however, that the

47 Propinsi

Sulawesi, pp. 310-333; Bardosono, Peristiwa Sulawesi
Selatan, pp. 95-125 (figures on KL, p. 110); Siliwangi (largely taken
Bardosono's account), pp. 413-417.

fro~

48 Kawilarang himself
says that many of his troops were undisciplined,
even "thieves and murderers"; interview, Jakarta, 15 August 1971. The
description of the Brigade ::1ataram as "well-disciplined," may be more out
of deference to Suharto's present position as President of Indonesia than
to the actual behavior of the troops in 1950. However, it must be noted
that Suharto was a respected young officer in the TNI in 1950 because of
his role in the fighting for Jogja. Some have suggested that ne was
chosen for the command of Brigade Hataram and sent to l-1akassar on the
ordet. .. of the Minister o.:: D-:!fense, the Sultan of Jogjakarta, who saw the
popular young commander as a threat tL n1s own position in his ancestral
home. Latief's unit is universally blamed for the killing of Arief Rate
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TNI troops were under

s~rlc~

orders

t~

maintain discipline.

At this time,

when the unitary Republic was about to be proclaimed, the national government was particularly concerned that it be able to prove to Dutch critics
and the

l~CI

its ability to govern and to control outbreaks of disorder.

During September, Brigade

~~taram

was returned to Java.

Brawijaya's

Brigade 18, with Lieutenant Colonel Sukowati as commander, remained in
South Sulawesi with headquarters at Bone.
under its command.

All troops in the area were

In November 1950, about the time TT-IT was redesig-

nated TT-VII, Brigade 18 was renamed "Unit A," and shortly thereafter
Lieutenant Colonel Warouw replaced Sukawati as commander.
and then

~~jor

Mochtar, served as Chief of Staff.

~~jor ~~genda,

(By 1952, it had been

re-named Infantry Regiment -23 [RI-23], and its headquarters moved to
Pare-Pare.)

49

Again the Guerrillas
The killing of the

t•.-~o

:·lBR leaders, Arief Rate and Abbas Bangsawan,

increased the already e:dsting tensions ::,et,.;een the guerrillas and the
and Abbas Bangsawa~. Latief was described by Kawilarang as having been
involved in the ~·Iadiun incident; he was later to be involved in the
"Thirty Septenber ~!ovement" (Gerakan 30 September) in 1965. From a post1965 perspective, L~tief and his co~unist sympathies are blamed for all
acts which gave Brigade :Olatarar:1 its bad reputation in South Sulawesi.
There may be some distortion in this backward gl~nce, but it does seem to
be true that Latief's unit was responsible for the shooting of the two ~ffiR
leaders.
49

"Sedjarah CorHas," pp. 80-82. Battalions were stationed as
follows:
Sector I- Buton/Laiwui- Battali0n Poliama [sic]
Sector II- Luwu- Battalion 26, :·1ajor E. Hagenda
Sector III- Pa-r.::-Pare- Battalion 31, Captain Sukertijo
Sector IV- ~1andar- Battalion Hattalatta, ~1ajor Andi Xa::talatta
Sector V- Bonthain and Goa- Battalion Behar, Captain Behar (Siliwangi)
Sector VI- ~·lakassar (outside the city) - Cc.np.:my Sudradjat and Company
Suwandi
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TNI.

At

~his

time the strength of the guerrillas and the TNI was

~bout

equal in manpower, but the TNI had considerably greater firepower.

There

were seven TNI battalions in South Sulawesi, including two composed
primarily of men from the area--Battalion Mattalatta (under the command of
Andi Rifai), which had come with the Expeditionary Forces, and Battalion
Oesterling (under the

co~and

of Andi

~ttalatta),

which was composed of

former guerrillas who had been accepted into the TNI and given training in
the period

February-Septe~ber

two battalions.

1950.

There were some 2,000 men in these

Qahhar had at least 7,000 men under his comwand in KGSS,

which he organized into a Brigade Hasanuddin, of which he was commander,
and Saleh Sahban chief of staff.

The Brigade had four (later five)

. 50
batta1 ions, located in Pinrang, Luwu, Rappang, Enre k ang, an d Bont h a~n.
Opinions vary on the military situation at this time.

Some say that

because the army's attention was directed primarily toward the R}1S rebellion, Qahhar had an opportunity to consolidate his position.
Battalion Abdullah and Battalion
against the R}1S, and after
directing operations there.

~-1attalatta

~ovenber

~1aluku

to fight

19 50 Ka,-.rilarang spent most of his tirr.e

His chief of staff, Lieutenant Colonel

Kosasih, a fellow Siliwangi officer, became
abscace.

were sent to

During 1950

ac~ing

Panglima in his

Others say that the military operations that were carried out

against Qahhar and the KGSS would have succeeded had it not been for the
50The battalions, their locations, and their commanders were as
follows:
Battalion I - "Bau ~1assepe," Pare-Pare; commander, Andi Selle
Battalion II - "Batuputih," Palopo; commander, Andi Tenriadj eng
Battalion II!- "Arief Rate," Bonthain; commander, Azis Taba
Battalion IV- "Wolter ~1ongisidi," Enrekang; commander, Andi Sose
Battalion V- "40,000," Rappang; commander, Sjamsul Bachri
"Sedjarah CorHas," p. 94; "'KGSS,' Kelasjkaran"; information on locations
provided by Andi Sapada, intervie'.o/, :-takassar, 26 :·larch 1972.
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interference of the politicians, who favored a negotiated settlement.

In

any case, Qahhar did consolidate his position, and the politicians did
interfere.
It was quite natural that the sympathy of the population was with
Qahhar and the guerrillas.

Included in their ranks were many of the revo-

lutionary pejuang, sons and brothers of the people, and many of the
leaders were aristocrats who commanded the loyalty of the people both
because of their class
tion.51

~tatus,

and because they had fought for the revolu-

The killing of Arief Rate and Abbas

B~~gsawan by Brigade Mataram

was an emotional shock to those who had suffered so much from the Dutch
pacification campaign and had looked to the TN! as liberating heroes.

The

sympathy for the guerrillas was reinforced, and the dispute between them
and the TNI began to take on ethnic overtones in public perceptions.
Although some men from South Sulawesi were in the TNI units that were
ordered to fight the guerrillas, many of the men, particularly those
former pejuang who had just been trained and accepted, found it
to obey orders to shoot their

friend~

i~possible

and recent conrades, and although

reporting to their superiors that there had been an incident, warned the
No doubt relationships of leader a~d follower were involved. In a
study of the Darul Islam in Hest Java, Karl D. Jackson and Johannes
Moeliono concluded that patron-client relationships provided the best
explanation of why some villages followed the Dl and some did not. The
patron-client ties were stronger than ideology--i.e., commitment to Islam
--in determining the position of a village. Karl D. Jackson and Johannes
Moeliono, Com:nunication and Xational Integration in Sundanese Villages
(Honolulu! EasL-'i<lc:::;L Z:enter ComL.Iunication Institute, 1972), pp. 42-43,
45-50. There is mention of the importance of family ties in the sympathy
for the guerrilJ.as in K. Tobing, Sulawesi Selatan (Jakarta: Lembaran
Hinggu, 1952), pp. 22-23. A general discussion of the support for the
guerrillas, including the reaction to the killing of the t¥o .~R leaders
is in A. La thief, ~!asalah Keamanan (~!akas sar: Ko. Pemuda Pembangun
"Lompobattang," 1957), pp. 23-29.
51
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guerrillas to flee.
Public opinion in South Sulawesi was overwhelmingly against a military solution to the guerrilla problem,

Political parties and organiza-

tions in Makassar began to discuss what might be done.

On 18 August, a

motion was introduced into the DPRD(S) (Dewan Perwakilan Rakjat Sementara-Temporary Regional Representative Council) of South Sulawesi calling on
the government to reach a settlement of the question of the status of the
guerrillas.

A group of parties and organizations in }illkassar formed a

"Komite Djasa" (Service Committee), headed by Mrs. Salawati Daud, and on
22 August she led a mission to discuss the situation with the central
government.

52

In September 1950 a new government, under the
took office and turned its attention to the

10 October, the Government appointed
headed by Mr.

~~'Moen

~•

prob~em

}~sjumi

leader Natsir,

of the guerrillas.

inter-departmental committee,

Soemadipradja, to investigate the situation in South

Sulawesi and to :!lake recor:u11endations for a solution.
Sulawesi, where, with the assistance of
Mappanj ukki, he met with Qa.hhar.

~Irs.

:·1r.

~1a '~foen

went to

Salawati Daud and Andi

According to Mr.

I-~' ~loen:

The basis of Qahhar's rebellion was dissatisfaction
with the central government, which was acting as though
only Java and Sumatra had foughc the revolution, while the
people in Sulawesi felt that they had had an even more
difficult fight as the enemy was in their midst, whereas
in Java the Republic had had a defined territory and the
Dutch were outside it.
At that time it would have been easy to solve. The
central government accepted most of the committee's
52

On

Propinsi Sulawesi, p. 339.
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recommendations--to build schools, hospitals, provide
jobs, etc.--but it did not implenent them.53
The Parliament also became interested in the masalah gerilja, and a motion
urging the ending of the fighting was introduced by Bebasa Daeng Lalo, an
uncle of Arief Rate.

Before the motion was discussed, the Parliament

appointed a commission (1 November 1950), headed by

~r.

Bebasa Daeng Lalo as his deputy, to go to South Sulawesi
to the DPR on the true situation in the area.

Sunario with
~~d

report back

On its return the commis-

sian reported that the demands of the guerrillas were:

that they be

recognized and formed into a Brigade Hasanuddin under the command of
Qahhar Hudzakkar; that Qahhar and the guerrillas be given amnesty (i.e.,
that chef not be prosecuted as rebels); that the Brigade Hasanuddin be
given territorial command in Pare-Pare,

~fundar,

and Luwu; that depots be

established for training those guerrillas who wished to return to civilian
life; and that if the Irian problem was not settled by negotiation, the
guerrillas be given an opportunity to serve as

vollli~teer

troops.

54

In essence both co:nnissions \-lere sympathetic to the ;suerrillas and
favored negotiations with them.

According to one source, only three per-

sons to whom the commission spoke favored a military solution--that
Kawilarang be ordered to crush the guerrillas--and two of them were former
Dutch officials.
53 Interview,

Kawilarang himself says that because he felt the commisJakarta, 3 ~larch 1971.

54 an t h e comm~ss~ons
. .
. reports see p rop~ns~
.
. su1 a~es~,
. pp.
an d t h e~r
339-340. Under the terms of the Round Table Agreement, the status of Hest
Irian w~s to be determined within a year; in the fall of 1950 negotiations
with the Dutch over Irian was the major political question with which the
Government had to deal. See Herbert Feith, The Decline of Constitutional
Democracv in Indonesia (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1962), pp.
155-165.
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sivu5

h~d

already decided on a policy of accepting the guerrillas' demands

--a policy with which he could not agree--he made the mistake of attacking
them rather than trying to convince them of the correctness of his own
views.

His attitude toward the commissions

reflecte~

the hostility to

political interference in military operations which the army had developed
during the revolution:
The guerrillas were nearly beaten, but we had to accept
them. For what were all these months of operations against
them? It was just Jakarta politics; trying to get cheap
popularity. The politicians were just playing with the
army. The army had to do the dirty work, and a lot of army
men were killed.55
Based particularly on the report of the inter-departmental committee
of Mr. Ma'Moen, the Natsir government on 13 November issued a decree
ordering that the South Sulawesi pejuang/guerrillas be accepted as members
of the TNI, and that they not be prosecuted for their prior actions.
guidelines given to t.l!t: army leadership for the settlement were as
follows:

1) At the time the South Sulawesi pejuang were accepted
into the TNI it would be as members of training battalions;
2) There would be a transitional period during which
the training battalions would be prepared to become TNI
infantry battalions; tte transitional period would end when
a battalion was recognized as a TNI infantry battalion;
3) A Hasanuddin Brigade would be formed in South Sulawesi of which the recognized battalions wculd become part;
4) During the transitional period the present leaders
of the pejuang would retain their positions.jb
55

rnterview, Jakarta, 15 August 1971.

56 Propinsi

Sulav1esi, pp. 340-341.
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On 9 December 1950, the acting ?anglima of East Indonesia, Lieutenant Colonel Kosasih, issued a statement to the effect that in accordance with the government's decision, and now that the "terrorists and
bandits" had been wiped out, the time had come to give a place in the
armed forces of the Republic to the "true pejuang."

A call was issued '::o

these "pej uang gerilja" to enter designated areas (rayon) bet\-:een 15
December and 6 January 1951. 57

A National Reserve Corps (Corps Ijadangan Nasional--CTN) had come
into being by the end of 1950, and it was

plann~d

that some 30,000

veterans or former guerrillas throughout the country would be incorporated
into it.

In South Sulawesi the CTN was to be a transitional organization,

into which the guerrillas would be accepted without prior screening and in
existing units.

As members of the CTN, those wno wished to remain in

military service would be given training, and those who wished to be
demobilized ":.;auld be helped to find jobs or enter school.
There are some reports that this call created dissention in the
rebel camp.

Saleh Sahban, chief of staff of Brigade Hasanuddin, and the

battalion commanders are said to have favored accepting it, but Qahhar was
reluctant to do so.

Mrs. Salawati Daud met with the Brigade staff at

Baraka to urge acceptance of this opportunity, and at Kawilarang's request, Karaeng Djarung met with Qahhar there with the same appeal. 58

In

part, Qahhar's reluctance may have been because he feared that he would be
57 "Sedjarah CorHas,"
pp. 94-95.
58 "secljarah CorHas," pp.
95-96; i:l.terview, Karaeng Djarung, Hakassar, 29 February 1972.
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captured and his men disarmed lf he came in from the hutan. 59

He =etas

conditions that TNI units pull back from the roads through which his men
would pass, that transportation

a~d

guards be provided to them, and that

he be allowed to address public meetings along the way.

The conditions

were agreed to, and Qahhar agreed to negotiate a settlement.

On the first of JaT'I.uary 1951 the guerrillas were ordered to remain
in the areas which had been designated for them (rayon).

On 20 January

a Settlement Command (Komando Penjelesaian) was formally established;
headed by Saleh Sahban, and composed of guerrilla leaders.

Two committees

were established, composed largely of prominent civilians, to aid in the
settlement.

The first committee \vas to determine which of the guerrillas

wished to enter the armed forces or the police, and which wished to be
demobilized.

It was headed by a respected nationalist, Inche Ahmad Saleh

Daeng Tompo, and included among its members Abbas Daeng Malewa, Mrs.
Salawati Daud, Karaeng Djarung, Aminuddin
Mochtar.

The second

co~~ittee

~·1uchlis,

Amin Daud, and Hajor

was headed by J. Latumahina (head of the

political section of the GoverPcr's Office), and included Hrs. Salawati
Daud, Jusuf Bauti, the heads of the offices of industry and forestries,
Captain Idrus, and Lieutenant Supit.

Its task was to determine which of

the guerrillas who wished to be demobilized wanted to continue their education or receive technical training, which wanted to obtain jobs in
offices and enterprises, and which wanted to return home.

The men who

59 The term used in Indonesian is "di-Diponegoro-kan";
after the
Dutch tactic in luring the leader of the Java War, Prince Diponegoro, into
their camp on the pretext of negotiating with him, then capturing and
exiling him to Sulawesi. Qahhar must have known that Andi Azis had been
arrested on his ar=ival in Jakarta the previous April, although he had
been promised sa£2 conduct.
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were tc be demobilized would become the responsibility of the National
Reconstruction Bureau (Biro Rekonstruksi

~asional--B&~).

an organization

established at the national level to assist in returning vecerans to
civilian life.

60

On 24 March 1951 the Corps Tjadangan Nasional/Persiapan Brigade
Hasanuddin (National Reserve Corps/Preparatory Brigade Has&tuddin) was
commissioned in Makassar by Lieutenant Colonel Kosasih, acting Panglima,
TT-VII, with Lieutenant Colonel Qahhar }1udzakkar as its commander.

From

each of the five bdttalions, 250 men participated in the ceremony in
Makassar, and were given arms.

The national head of the CTN, Lieutenant

Colonel SU".vito, at tended the ceremony, and Lieutenant Colonel
represented the :·lBAD.
with Qahhar varJ.

~·1ursito

Estimates of the number of .:1en who left the hutan

Those who were commissioned as members of the CTN

battalions were about 5,000 to 6,000; those who became the responsibility
of the

B&~

were pe=haps another 10,000.

the guerrillas, no·..; no longer KGSS but

After the commissioning cerenony,
CT~

r:1enbers, returned to their

respective rayon to a-;.-ait a final settlement. 61
The agreement seems to have run into difficulties almost from the
start.

Both sides remained suspicious of each other.

A number of the

60 "Sedjarah

CorHas," pp. 96-97; Propinsi Sul.a'l-:esi, p. 341. Some
activities of the B~~ in South Sulawesi--in opening up land for farming
and in small enterprises--are described in Tobing, Sulawesi Selatan, pp.
44-50. Some people mentioned an organization, remembered only as Gukrindo,
which was apparently set up in South Sulawesi as a business or trading
operation in which veterans could be employed. Interviews: Bahar }!at.talioe, Makassa=, 4 }larch 1972; Andi Sapada, }1akassar, 15 September 1971.
Apparently neither it nor the B&~ were very effective.
61 "Sedjarah CorHas," p. 98; Propinsi
Sulawesi, p. 341. Interviews:
Andi Sapada, }lakassar, 15 September 1971; Saleh Lahade, Makassar, 1 October 1971; Azis Taba, Jakarta, 8 February 1972.
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officers on the staff of TT-VII seem

~o

have thought that Qahhar had

accepted the CTN offer only to have a breathing space (adempauze) and to
obtain arms and equipment for his men.
that Qahhar

deliber~tely

They claim to have had information

set conditions for agreement which he knew would

be unacceptable to the TNI, and planned to use the failure to reach agreement as an excuse to retreat again to the hutan--better armed and equipped.
Partly because of these suspicions of Qahhar's intentions, the TT-VII
staff was cautious and slow in supplying the agreed-upon equipment.

(It

is unclear whether or not the promised military training of the CTN in
their rayons ever took place.)

This in turn only served to increase

Qahhar's distrust, for he knew that his old rival, Saleh Lahade, was the
officer on the TT-VII staff who had primary responsibiiity for implementing the agreement.
Qahhar and his men held to their initial demand for recognition as a
unit, Brigade Hasanuddin, composed of the five CTN battalions under Qahhar
as their

co~ander,

bility.

This

and with South Sulawesi as their territorial responsi-

K~wilar~~g

and the

T~I

leadership, intent on establishing

MBAD authority and eliminating bapakism, were still not prepared to
accept.

They proposed to commission the CTN battalions individually into

the TNI, and to include them in a Hasanuddin Regiment which would be
formed in South Sulatvesi, but which would also include other units (presumably the two existing South Sulawesi battalions under Mattalatta and
Rifai, and possibly including the five battalions from the three divisions
on Java which had come with the Expeditionary Forces).

Ll£utenant Colonel

Warouw, who had replaced Lieutenant Colonel Sukawati as commander of
Unit "A" in November 1950, would be maJe commander of Regiment Hasanuddin,
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and Qahhar would be made deputy commander.

Other CTN officers wou]d be

given appropriace positions in the regimental, battalion, or TT-VII
staffs.

Neither Kawilarang nor, according to him, the Javanese troops in

South Sulawesi were prepared to accept Qahhar as territorial commander in
the area, and perhaps it was hot'-=d that Warouv1 would be an acceptable
compromise to Qahhar and his oen in 1951 as he had been in 1948 in Brigade
XVI.62
In July 1951, Warouw, accompanied by

th~

recently arrived Governor

of Sulawesi, Sudiro, went to Baraka to meet Qahhar

a~d

tc try to reach an

agreement with him on the procedure for the incorporation of the
battali0ns

.

t~on,

L~to

the TNl.

CT~i

Sudiro too had known Qahhar during the revolu-

an d seems to h ave hope d t h at agreement was

.11

st~

"bl e. 63

poss~

They

met with Qahhar on 7 July, to determine what his conditions were for an
agreement.

Qahhar told them that he wanted his five CTN battalions com-

missioned as a unit, Brigade Hasanuddin.

Apparently he made no deoands

about his own position, but anong the cr::.; battalions the:::.selves there •..;as
strong sentiment that it NOuld not be proper if the anak buah were received into the TNI without their bapak as commander. 64
62

Propinsi Sula>-iesi, p. 343. Int~r:view, A. E. Kawilarang, Jakarta,
15 August 1971. ~\arouw ·..;as a :1inahassa11 as is Kaw~larang, but the two men
had met only a few times during the revolution and were not close. Qahhar
had been Warou~v' s deputy in Brigade ::-..-vr, after 1-Jaromli was made com:nander
in the compromise settlement of the Lembong affair. The two men had suffered the same fate of being shunted aside to positions of no significance
in the MBAD at the end of the revolution. Warouw was generally thought to
be sympathetic to Qahhar and the pejuang at this time; so his designation
does seem to have been a genuine attempt at com~romise, not a display of
ethnic favoritism. See Tobing, Sulawesi Selatan, p. 20, on the latter
point.
63 r nterv~ew,
·
64 P rop1ns~
. .

s u d.~ro,

s u1

.

awes~,

J a k arta, 3

p. ~"'4'~.

·r
~arc h 1971 .

Tobing, SuL::.\,esi Selatan, says that
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At the same time, the TNI attempted to contact the battalion commanders individually, to determine if any of them would be willing to be
commissioned separately.
mander of

Bat~alion

"Bau

The:r first success was with Andi Selle, com~1assepe"

in Pinrang.

It is not clear when the

approach from the TNI came, but on 22 July 1950, Battalion "Bau

~lassepe"

split over the question of entering the TNI as an individual unit, or as
part of the CTN Brigade Hasanuddin.

Three companies tmder Usman Ealo

remained loyal to Qahhar, and withdrew from the Pinrang area north to
Rappang, where they joined guerrilla forces under Hamid Ali.

Andi Selle

did not attend a meeting of CTN battalion commanders at Baraka on 4

Au~~st.

At that meeting Qahhar, already suspicious, advised the commanders t0 be
prepared to return to the hutan at any time, in case the CTN demands were
not fully met.

On 7 August, Andi Selle and his

re~aining

were commissioned as TNI Battalion 719, with Captain
commander.

.~di

three companies,
Selle as

65

Warouw went fror:J the cerer::ony cor:uni::>sioning .\n.di Selle to a meeting
with

•• t...~-~

w~u:.L.t::

.:-

.1.~

Wd::>

agreed that the rem3ining four

CT.~

battalions, with a total strength of 4,000 men, would be commissioned on
17 August 1951.

There is a difference of opinion as to what else was

"agitators" convinced Qahhar that it was not proper that he be deputy commander and a }linahassan commander; p. 19. According to Sudiro, Qahhar did
raise the number of battalions to be accepted into the TNI from four to
six, after the governmeat had approved the smaller number; interviews,
Jakarta, 3 and 17 ~~rch 1971. Additional information from interviews with
Bahar .1-~ttalioe, }1akassar, 24 June 1971 and 4 }1arch 1972; Azis Taba,
Jakarta, 3 February 1972.
65 Radik

Djarwadi, Pradjurit Hengabdi (Sedjarah Bataljon "Y") (Bandung: Pusat Sedjarah l·liliter, 1959), p. 124. This is the only mention of
the date of the split in Battalion Bau Massepe, and of the 4 August meeting of CTN com.T.anders. On the corn.::J.issioning of Andi Selle, see "Sedj arah
CorHas," p. 99. See also Propinsi SuL:l\-lesi, p. 344.
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agreed to in

LlLat. me~ting.

According to the Government and the

TNI~

Qahhar cad agreed that the CTN battalions would come under the disposition
of Unit "A," of which he would be deputy commander with the rank of acting
lieutenant colonel, and that he would be adviser to a coliiiilittee which
would

supervis~

civilian life.

the demobilization of these CTN members returning to
On 16 August Qahhar issued an announcement that the army

had failed to fulfill two provisions of the 7 August agreement:

that

"reactionary staff officers of TT-VII would be transferred prior to 17
August 1951,:: and that "imprisoned CTN members would be released before
17 August 1951."

66

Neither of these demands would have been easy for TT-VII to fulfill.
It see!!l5 likely that the "reactionary officers" were those on whom Qahhar
placed the blame for the difficulties encour:.tered in implementing

th~

original agreement, for his not having been made territorial commander for
South Sulawesi, and for the splitting off of one of his battalions.
is unanimous agreement that Saleh Lahade headed the list.
who was a member of the cor..:nit ~ .::e to

det-~rmine

:-!ajcr

There

~!ochtar,

,,;[lo a;nong the CTi> members

wished to enter the TNI, was probably included; and the third was possibly
Captain Idrus, who was on the committee charged with supervising demohilization.

Saleh Lahade was at the time fifth assistant (Civic and Terri-

torial Affairs) on the IT-VII staff; and thus continued to be, as he had
been since he was a member of the Military Commission, in a position of
great influence in making policy

recom~endations

concerning South Sula-

. 67

wes~.

66p rop~ns~
. .

s u1 awes1,
.

pp. 345-346.

67 The report in Propinsi Sula"·esi
(P?. 3.:01)-34 7) says only that there
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Many of the imprisoned CTN members were deserters from the

T~!1

had been captured while trying to join the guerrillas in the hutan.
some cases they had been taking weapons to the guerrillas.

who
In

Some were men

who were disappointed with the rank they had received from the TNI, and
hoped to do better with the guerrillas.

As

~he

CTN was supervising the

screening of its men to be commissioned into the TNI, there was the hope
of returning to the TNI within a few months at a highar rank.

The men who

remained loyal to the TNI were not particularly sympathetic to this system
of "jungle promotion" for it often left them behind their erstwhile, but
more

.

.

opportun~st~c,

comra d es. 68

The guerrillas had apparently
rayon about 14 August.

~~en

beg~~

to withdraw quietly from the

the trucks from TT-VII arrived at the desig-

nated areas on the morning of 17 August to take the CTN battalions to
Makassar for the installation ceremony, there was no one there.
areas the trucks were attacked and equipment and arms seized.

In some

69

In Nakassar the dignitaries waited in vain at the p.:1rade ground on
Jalan Karebosi.
assembled for the

The staff of TT-VII, Governor Sudiro, and the others
~eremony

by the turn of events.

on 17 August, were apparently taken by surprise

Kawilarang, in

~~kassar

for the ceremony, issuad a

short announcement when it became apparent that the CTN was not going to
were three officers, all from South Sulawesi, whose expulsion Qahhar demanded. Some have suggested that Andi Mattalatta and Jusuf were incJuded
in the list; others assert that they were not.
68

"Masuk hutan, naik pangkat" (go into the jungle and get a promotion) remained one of the themes of the rebellion until its end 15 years
later. It persisted precisely because it was a relatively successful tactic. The practice is mentioned in Tobing, Sulawesi Selatan, pp. 22-23.
Tobing, Sula~.;esl ::>elatan, p. 20. Also mentioned in interviews:
Saleh Lahade, Makassar, 29 Sapterubcr 1971; Azis Taba, Jakarta, 3 February
1972.
69
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appear, expressing regret that they

ha~

sioned, that they had not informed the

not come to Makassar to be commisa~y th~:

they would not come, and

that they had withdrawn from the designated areas.

Later in the day,

after he had apparer.tly seen a copy of Qahhar's 16 August order, he issued
a longer statement on the situation.

He reviewed the policy of the

government to settle the guerrilla problem, which, he noted, the army had
faithfully followed in spite of difficulties caused by "a-national" elements who continually increased their demands according to their own
whims.

He said that the arcy had acted in good faith, as indicated by

their having sent vehicles, uniforms, and weapons for the CTN meobers
said that the reasons given in the 16 August

anno~cement

of the CTN were not based on "truth or good intentions."

He

for the retreat
Finally, the

army had no choice but to take a firm stand in meeting this insult to the
national honor and threat to internal security.

However, any CTN members

who realized that they had been deceived by their leaders and repo=ted
quickly to a

I~a

post would be received by the army.

Two days later Operation
now ex-CTN members.

~lerdeka

70

was launched against the guerrillas,

On 29 August 1951, Prime Minister Sukiman in a radio

address announced a government decision to allow the former CTN membets
. wh'1cn
. to report. 71
five days ~

There was no response.

Fighting began in

earnest.

70rext of both
announcements is in "Sedjarah CorHas," pp. 100-103;
an excerpt from the second is in Propinsi Sulawesi, p. 347.
71 P

. .
rop1ns1

s u1 a·..;es1,
.

p. 348 .
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CHAPTER VI
1952-1956:

DARUL

ISL&~

IN THE HUTAN

The rebellion had begun as a dispute over military status and with
an appeal for justice:

the pejuang of South Sulawesi demanded that they

be accepted into the TNI in recognition of their contributions to the
revolution.

Qahhar Mudzakkar, as the most senior officer from South Sula-

wesi, demanded recognition of his "historical right" to be military commander of South Sulawesi.

These two demands were conjoined in the KGSS

insistence on its recognition as Division (or Brigade) Hasanuddin, under
the command of Lieutenant Colonel Qahhar Hudzakkar.

The Kesatuan Gerilja

Sulawesi Selatan, established by Saleh Sahban on Qahhar's order, provided
an organization through which the pejuang could fight for the acceptance
of their

de~nds,

and provided Qahhar with a powerful following to support

his claim to the territorial

co~uand

ryosition.

But more than a question of personal status was involved.

The

pejuang justified their rebellion to themselves--and received support from
the people--on the basis of the ideals of the 1945 revolution, and on
their demand that their contribution to it be recognized.

Sulawesi had

suffered in the cause of the revolution--40,000 of its people had been
victims of Dutch terror--and if the independence which the revolution had
brought was to have meaning for the people of Sulawesi, their sacrifices
should be recognized as much as those of the people of Java and Sumatra.
The rejection of the demands of the pejuang were felt by the people as a
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rejection of their own part in the revolution:
South Sulawesi was proud--we had a pejuang, Qahhar.
But his demands were not accepted. ~-ie felt that we were
not accepted, that our str~ggle was not valued. Thus, he
received support from the people.l
After 17 August 1951, however, this argument had lost some of its
force.

The CTN agreement had been a compromise bet\veen the army's ins is-

tence on individual screening and acceptance of guerrillas into the TNI,
and the demand of Qahhar and the KGSS that the Brigade Hasanuddin be
recognized and inducted as an integral unit under Qahhar's command.

With

the TNI now prepared to commission the guerrillas in battalion size units,
under their own comnanders, those who refused to accept the compromise
could be accused of thinking only of their owu positions.
Fcrther, it had become increasingly difficult to justify rebellion
in terms of policy differences:

the NIT had been dissolved, and the uni-

tary state had replaced the federal state in 1950; the criticisms of the
Round Table Agreement, of the Dutch retention of Kest Irian, and the continuing Dutch control of Indonesia's economy--all

slog~~s

associated with

the revolutionary ethos which Qahhar had used during 1950 and 1951--were
the common currency of political debate in the legitimate organs of
government.
The pejuang, however, were still in the hut&L.

Although most could

not bring themselves to "surrender," !Il2.J."lY could be convinced to "return"
to the Republic if an acceptable reason for doing so could be found and if
their own future could
the guerrilla

b~

comm~"lders

1 rnterview,

provided for.

Andi Selle was only tl.e first of

who proved susceptible to the promise of a

Bupati Pattari?ora, :-Iakassar, 22 :-LJ.rch 1972.
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commiss:i.on as a captain in
own anak buah.

t~1e

TNI with command over a battalion of his

Nonetheless, it was difficult for these proud and stubborn

men to raise their hands in surrender, so

for them to return

negotiatio~s

to the arms of the Republic took much time, and were usually handled by
TNI officers with whom they had family ties, or who had

~erved

with them

in Java or in the hutan.
At the end of 1951 another effort was made to negotiate a settlement
with Qahhar.

From December 1951 until

1952, Governor Sudiro,

~~rch

agaL~

with the assistance of Hrs. Salawati Daud, attempted to meet Qahhar.
Initially Qahhar did agree to ffieet in
ment until }larch.

Jan~ary,

then requested a postpone-

When Sudiro arrived at the designated mzeting place,

near Palopo, there was a message from Qahhar that he had not come because
he was afraid of being tricked and captured.

2

In fact, because Sudiro did

not want to give Qahhar reason for suspicion, he had come without a military escort, and although his effort to meet with Qahhar had the approval
of

~.J"arouw,

then chief of staff of TT-VII, the time and place had not ;;een

coordinated witil
at the time.

~iarouw,

and military operations were going on in the area

Sudiro replied to Qahhar that the Indonesian government was

not so treacherous as the Dutch colonial government, and that he himself
would stay as hostage if Qahhar would agree to go to Java to meet with the
central government.

Qahhar did not accept the offer.

With the aid of one

of Qahhar's battalion commanders, Andi Tenriadjeng, Mrs. Salawait Daud was
able to meet

Q~hhar,

but she too failed to convince him to meet either

w~th Governor Sudiro or the central government. 3
2 "Di-Diponegoro-kan"; see note 59, Chapter V.
3

rhe incident is mentioned briefly in Prooinsi Sula•.;esi, p. 349.
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"Uitholling"
In the meantime, a new Panglima, Colonel Gatot Subroto, had replaced
Kawilarang as commander of TT-VII in January 1952.
arrival,

4

Shortly after his

national security conference was held in Den Pasar, Bali, 24-27

February 1952, at which it was decided that political-psychological tactics would be given priority over military operations.

Gatot's applica-

tion of these tactics in Sulawesi was dubbed the uuitholling" (extraction.)
system.

ior the most part the new policy was a continuation of the

attempt to contact the guerrilla battalion commanders directly, and to
draw them away from Qahhar.

However, gestures of compromise were made.

In early March all ex-CTN prisoners in jail on non-criminal charges were
released, and on 5

~~rch

it was announced that there would be no further

arrests or prosecution of ex-CTN members.

4

Contacts with the battalion commanders began to show results.

For

several, their own ties with Qahhar were not very strong and they saw no
reason not to take

~cvantagc

of an opportunity to advance their own inter-

ests.

Further, they were soon provided

e~cuse

for breaking with Qahhar.

wi~h

an acceptable ideological

Couriers from Gatot brought to ex-CTN commanders Andi Sose (Battalion "Mongisidi" in £nrekang) and Azis Taba (Battalion "Arief Rate" in
Bonthain) photo copies of correspondence purporting to be between Qahhar
and the commander of Darul Islam in West Java, Sekarmadji Kartosuwirjo, in
terviews: Sudiro, Jakarta, 3 and 17 March 1971; Pattaripora (Bupati of
Luwu at the time), Hakassar, 22 Harch 1972.
4Propinsi Sulawesi, pp. 348-349. Since August 1951 ex-CTN members
had been subject to arrest as rebels, and many had apparently been held
since before Qahhar had de~anded their release as part of the August
agreement.
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which Qahhar appointed

Pangli~

of Division IV of the Tentara Islam

Indonesia (III--Indonesian Islamic Army) and "declared his complete obedience to the Supreme Commander of the Islamic Army."

5

Darul Islam (Islamic

State) meant the creation of a state within the state, and was a denial of
the unitary republic to which the guerrillas had been committed.

Althocgh

Qahhar denied that the copies were authentic, both Andi Sose and Azis Taba
were apparently convinced that the signature was indeed Qahhar's.

6

On

4 March 1952 Andi Sose was commissioned a captain in the TNI, and his
Battalion "}longisidi" became TIH Battalion 720.
Perhaps in an effort tc hold his coi:lillanders' loyalty and to disprove
the

ar~y's

allegations that he was forming an Islamic state, Qahhar on

24 March 1952 announced that the

cr.~

had been renamed the Tentara Kemerde-

kaan Rakjat (People's Liberation Army--TKR).

It was a name

the revolutionary era designations of the national army.

re~iniscen~

of

The Brigade

Hasanuddin would become the Division Hasanuddin, and its five battalions
. d es. 7
wo uld b ecome .or~ga

On 28 April, Harouw, as chief of staff of TT-VII, in a radio
add=ess,

review~d

the efforts of the army and the government to solve the

5 In the letter Qahhar is also reported to have said that he had
planned to start an Islamic revolt on 16 August 1951, but had been crippled by stronger forces--"the feudalistic and prolPtarian part of the
community." (An interesting juxtaposition.) :·lore time was needed, he is
said to have ~·!:ritte~. "to ~u1_tiv~tc and develop a genuine Islam spirit" in
the Sulawesi Islamic community. Letter quoted in Antara, 12 ~~y 1952 (an),
pp. 1-2. On Darul Islam in \~est Java see: C. A. 0. van ~ieuwenhuijze,
Aspects of Isl~~ in Post-colonial Inconesia (The Hague/Bandlli•g: W. van
Hoeve, 1958), and Amak Sjarifuddin, Kisah Kartosu•..;irjo dan Henjerahnja
(Surabaya: GRIP, 1962).
6 rnterview, Azis Taba, Jakarta, 3 February 1972.
7p

.

.

rop~ns~

s u1

.

awes~,

p. 350 .
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masalah

~erilja,

and repeated the accusation that Qahhar tad entered into

an agreement with Kartosuwirjo to join the Darul Islam/Tentara Islam Indonesia (DI/TII).

8

The correspondence between Qahhar and Kartosuwirjo was

published by the authorities on the 11th of Hay.

Or.

the same day a bulle-

tin was issued jointly by TT-VII, the Governor, and local political parties, urging the former members of the CTN "to obey the will of the Army
and the Government to incorporate all true fighters into the Army," as had

already been done with several units.
On 16

}~y, ~~kassar's

9

three daily newspapers published letters to

their editors from Qahhar (dated 1

~lay),

condemning the fact that all the

blame for failure to reach a settlement had been placed on him, and
stating that he was leading a "people's liberation army."
In the meantime, contact had

~lso

been made with one of the guer-

rilla units which had remained outside the KGSS and the
Badjeng at Polongbangkeng.

10

CT~.

the Lipan

The Lipan Badjeng's only demand had been for

acceptance into the T::r as a unit, and on 28 April 1952 it, together with
the Mobile Brigade Jeneponto, W"ere inaugurated as T:;I Battalion 721, u..'l.der
the command of Captain Makatang Daeng Sibali.

11

8Text in Tobing, Sulawesi Selatan, pp. 75-79; mentioned in Prooinsi
Sulawesi, p. 351 (which gives the date, inco~rectly, as 24 April 1952).
9Antara, 12 Hay 1952 (am), pp. 1-3.
10The quoted phrase is in Antara, 16

~y

1952 (pm), p. 8.

~katang Daeng Sibali is th~ younger brother of the Polongba~gkeng
hero, Ranggong Daeng Romo, and had been deputy co~nanJer of the Lip~'l.
Badjeng after his brother's death. The negotiatio~s were carried on by
Andi Rifai, th~n commander of Battalion :·lattala~::a, whose wife is the sister of the wife of the Karaeng of Polongbangkeng. Apparently part of the
Lipan Badj eng, under Sj amsuddin Daeng Ngerang and l~aharuddin ~iuang, ~ t:~yed
in the hutan, and later joined Qahhar in the DI.
(Sjamsuddin ~gerang is
1
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Guerrilla units continued to report in.
was commissioned in Sengkang on 20

}~y.

A company under Andi Singke

Two of the CTN battalions split.

On 25 May, half of Battalion "Arief Rate" was installed as TN! Battalion

722, under Captain Azis Taba; the other half, under Bahar

maL'led with Qahhar.

~lattalioe,

re-

On the same day, half of Battalion "40,000" was in-

stalled as TNI Battalion 723, under

Captain~-

under Sjamsul Bachri, remained with Qahhar.
was commissioned in Majene on 3 September.

Arief; the other half,

A company under Daeng Pagessa
It is estimated that about

half of Qahhar's men remained with him, and half entered the TNI, about
5,000 on each side.

An additional 5,000 former members of the CTN were

demobilized during this period.

12

Whatever role ideology, particularly opposition to the Islamic
state, may have played in the decisions of the guerrilla commanders to
leave the hutan, those who returned to the Republic were those whose
personal ties wl::h Qahhar •.vere weakest.
cheir own units during the

revolutio~

in Sulawesi; this, plus the fact

that they were from the aristocracy, gave
power base.

Andi Selle and Andi Sose had led

the~

a relatively independent

It was only after the formation of KGSS that they became anak

buah of Qahhar.

Selle, who had spent some time in Java during the revolu-

listed as DI .:-Iinister of the Interior in 1959, and Qaharuddin ~·luang as
commander of the First Regiment of Division 40,000; ~arhaen, 18 and 25
September 1959.) Interview, l-1akatang Daeag Sib ali, Hakassar. 6 Harch
1972.
12

A listing of the ex-CTN units that were accepted into the T~I
during this period is in Propinsi Sulawesi, p. 351. There was general
agreement among people interviewed on the numbers of men commissioned.
According to Azis Taba, his Battalion "Arief Rate" numbered 6,500 men, of
whom 1,250 were inducted into Battalion 722; a number of others were demobilized, and a number remained with Qahhar; interview, Jakarta, 3 February 1972. See Appendix V.
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tion, had become friendly with \.Jarouw there, and it had been relatively
Al.though Andi Tenria-

easy for Warouw to approach him in July of 1951.

djeng was in a somewhat analogous position to Selle and Sose, because he
was from Luwu his ties to Qahhar may have been stronger, and this may have
influenced his decision to
have been an

atte~pt

re~ain

in the hutan.

His decision may also

on the part of the Luwu aristocracy to retain influ-

ence within the guerrilla movement in the area of Qahhar's greatest
strength.

3oth Bahar Mattalioe and Sjamsul Bachri--who remained with

Qahhar until 1959--had been anak buah of Qahhar during the revolution, but
Sjamsul Bachri was

their ties with him went back even farther than that.

from Palopo, and had known Qahhar from childhood almost as a younger to an
elder brother.

Qahhar and Bahar had been friends since the time when they

were both in Muhammadiyah schools in Solo and Jogja in the late 1930's.
Azis Taba had perhaps the weakest claim of any of the battalion comcanders
to be a pejuang.

He had been a chauffeur for the

L~IL

tion, and whatever his secret help to the guerrillas
was not identified "ith

the~

in the public mind.

nobility, nor had he close ties with Qahhar.
may not have seemed too bright.

during the revolu-

t~ight

have been, he

He was not from the

His prospects in the hutan

He was, however, highly intelligent, and

could easily expect a successful career in the TNI.
Nationalism--Communism--Islam
Those who remained in the hutan were still faced with the question
of providing a justification for the continuation of the rebellion.

The

nationalist slogans associated with the '45 Revolution, which had sustained the guerrillas in 1950, were too widely shared with the politically
dominant forces after 1952 to justify a rebellion.

It had become neces-
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sary to -:hoose a new "motif"--an ideological basis--for the revolt.
Nationalism, although the central and unifying element in Indonesian
political thinking, was not monolithic.
~ovement

in Indonesia both Islam and

From the start of the nationalist

~arxism

had been important elements

in Indonesian political thought, and organizations based specifically on
these beliefs had played important roles in prewar nationalist activities
and in political events during the revolution.

Although the Islamic par-

ties had not succeeded in their effort to have the Republic oi Indonesia
proclaimed an Islamic state, the most
had ministers in all cabinets since

pow~rful

~ovember

Moslem party, Masjumi, had

1945, and headed the first

two cabinets after the formation of the unitary state in August 1950.

The

left had been severely battered during the revolution, with the PKI virtually wiped out after the

~~diun

affair of September 1948.

However, by

January 1951, a new young leadership, headed by D. N. Aidit, had taken
over the PKI and begun reconstructing what was to becooe the most impressive mass party in the Republic.

In part it ·..;as the rivalry between t:1e

Masjumi and the PKI that widened and rigidified the split between

Isla~

and Marxism, a split which had first occurred when the "Red" Sarikat Islam
was ousted froo that early nationalist organization in 1921.

Prior to the

revolution, radical Moslems such as Iwa Kusumasumantri and Haj i

~loch tar

Luthfi, did continue to play a role in the nationalist movement.

Through-

out his life Sukarno tried to maintain the synthesis of nationalism, religion, and communism, for which he had first argued in 1926, and which
provided one of the key slogans for the Guided Democracy of his later
years--NASAKOH.
13 s ee

13

soe k arno,

,..-.at~ona
.
1"~sm, Islam and :·larxiso, trans. i:Zarel H.
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Nationalism, Islam, and
Qahhar's life.

communi~~

were also inextricably mixed in

He had been educated and taught in 1-luhammadiyah schools.

He had been banned from Luwu for his attacks on the feudal system there.
During the revolution he worked in the Biro Perdjuangan under the influence of Amir Sjarifuddin, Djokosujono, and others closely allied with the
left.

In his own writing, and in his life-style, there were elements of

what might be considered communist ideology and practice.

He based his

state philosophy not only on religion, but on "social justice," and "pure
democracy."

14

He continued to oppose the feudal nature of South Sulawesi

society, and forbade his folloo;.;ers to use titles of nobility.

He attacked

the maintenance of ties to the Dutch, and their continuing economic domination of the country--as well as their retention of Irian.

He himself

lived simply, his only marks of distinction from his men being the wearing
of shoes, the owning of a transistor radio, and the accumulation of a
larger thu.""l usua_1

•

coter~e

•

ot

•

w~ves.

15

1-.'aromv and Pet·.;r D. ',.;12ldon, ·.·.·i~h an introd·Jction by ?,uth T. .:lcVey, Cornell
Nodem Indonesia ?reject Translation Series (Ithaca, :l'.Y.: Cornell University, 1969).

14Abdul Qahar ~1uzakkar, "Tjatatan Bathin Pedjoang Islam Revolusioner," Part 2 (typed copy in my possession of mimeographed original
dated 27 July 1955), p. 1.

15The number of wives is variously estimated as from five to nine.
He had divorced his first wife, who he had married in Solo when he was a
student there, in 1950. He marr~ed Corrie van Stenus, who he described
as of "Dutch-Gernan" descent, in 1948, and she remained with him, and was
regarded as one of his pri~cipal intellectual advisers, throughout his
rebellion. A discussion of Qahhar's wives is in Bahar Mattalioe, Kahar
Muzakkar dengan Petualangannja (Jakarta: Delegasi, 1965), pp. 61-65,
141-149.
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PKI or DI
It is not clear how soon after Qahhar's initial rebellion--the
flight to the hutan in July 1950--he was contacted by representatives of
the organizational embodiments of communism and militant Islam, the PKI
and the Darul Islam.

~rs.

Salawati Daud. who played such an active role

in trying to arrange negotiations with Qahhar in 1950 and 1951, is said by
some to have been one of the bearers of leftist influence.
that time she was still a member of

t~e

and it was only in 1955 that she joined

local
~he

~~kassar

However, at

party, the PKR,

PKI when she accepted their

support as a candidate in the elections to the DPR.

According to others,

it was Mrs. Salawati Daud who reported to the government and army in late
1950 or early 1951 that the PKI had sent two of its members, both Chinese
Indonesians, from Java to try to influence Qahhar.

~~

investigation of

this report by IT-VII indicated that it was true, but that the

}~sjumi

and

the DI were also trying to influence Qahhar. 16
I n Qa hh ar ' s

o~~

. start o f t he re b e~~~on,
•1 •
17 h e says
account o f tne

that the Central Con:nittee of the PKI ,;;ent t\-!O people
Java to contact him at the end of 1950.

whorn

he h-3d

kno~-n

in

Lieutenant Colonel Pramudji (or

Pamudji) had been a collea6ue in the Dewan Kelasjkaran, and Mohammad Junus
had heen a classmate at Nuallimin

~1uhallllr.adiyah

school in Solo.

(He says

16

contacts with the PKI were frequently mentioned in interviews and
conversations in South Sulawesi in 1971-1972. T~I investigation of the
reports was noted by Husain Ibrahim, interviews, ~~kassar, 19 June 1971,
and 29 }~rch 1972.
Considering the state of the PKI at this time it seems difficult to
believe that it could have (or would have) sent delegates to Sulawesi
perhaps those persons who came did so on their own initiative.
17Qahhar's

account is in "1'jatatan Bathin," Part 1 (1 March 1955),

PP· 6-8.
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that Mohacmad Junus had been named the PKI representative for Sulawesi and
Maluku, as deputy to Karel Supit, and had opened an office in the home of
Paisa, a PKI member, in

~kassar.)

In this account the two delegates met

with Qahhar and a number of his commanders (he mentions Saleh Sahban, Kasc
Gani, Andi Tenriadjeng, Andi Selle, and

.~di

Sose), and agreed to estab-

lish a "Badan Kerdja Sama" (Cooperative Body) to support national unity
and to cut the colonial ties forged by the trickery of the Linggadjati,
Renville, and Round Table Agreements, which still bound Indonesia.

As the

first step in this cooperation, Qahhar asked ?ramudji to send military
assistance in the person of a Japanese officer, using the alias Umar, who
was one of many such officers in the Barisan Sakit Hati in Java.

18

Two

years later, as Umar had not yet arrived, Qai1ha:c sent a courier to Java.
The courier, Hasjim, returned, accompanied not by Umar but by
Kadarisman, now using the name Pitojo (or Pitodjo).

ex-~~jor

Kadarisman had been

involved in the :·1adiun .-\£fair--in fact had at that time disarmed two of
Qahhar's

co~panies ~~der

Lieutenant Eddy Sabara.

the

co~~nds

Anoth·~r

of

Lieuten~~t Sj~~sul

Bachri and

PKI delegate soon follm,·ed, Jusuf

Karnain; brought by Andi Kaso (also known as Akas P.), son of the spokesman of the Hadat of Luwu, Andi Pangerang.

19

The presence of Pitojo

Jusuf Karnain was widely kno>vn in South Sulawesi.

~~d

Pitojo is said to have

taught elementary school children in the Enrekang area to sing the
Internationale.

It is also widely reported that Pitojo and Jusuf Karnain

18Barisan Sakit Hati--literally "Sick at Heart Corps." This was a
favorite appelation of disgruntled guerrillas in many parts of Indonesia.

19 This Andi Pangerang is not the son of Andi ~1appanjukki of Bone,
but a Luwu aristocrat.
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were ordered killed by Qahhar (probably in late 1952 or early 1953) after
it had been decided that the rebeUion would not be based on communism. 20
Unfortunately, Qahhar does not provide a similarly detailed account
of his contacts with the Dr.

21

According to army sources Qahhar joined

the DI on 16 August 1951 when he returned to the hutan after the failure
of the

CTN-T~I

agreement.

22

In late 1951 TT-VII had photo copies of

correspondence between Qahhar and Kartosuwirjo, and in May 1952 they published copies of correspondence dated January 1952.

~s

noted above, the

army used these photocopies--which some still suggest may have been forgeries--in its uitholling

ca~paign

vidual battalion commanders.

to attract away from Qahhar the indi-

At this time Qahhar denied that he had

written any such letters, and his renaming of the KGSS/CTN the Tentara
Kemerdekaan Rakj at (T!CR--People' s Liberation Army) in

~larch

1952 has been

seen by some as indicating that at that time he was still attracted to
communism as a basis for the rebellion. 23
With his forces reduced by half by the success of Gatot's uitholling
campaign, and the threat o£ unremitting military action against those who
20Mentioned

also in A. Lathief, Nasalah Keamanan, pp. 75-76; and
Muhammad Bahar ~1attaliu, Tabir Terbuka (n.p., 1959), p. 29; and in many of
my interriews. Teaching the Internationale was mentioned by Drs. Sjukur
Abdullah, interview, ~!akassar, 25 September 1971.

21He only mentions
the official date of becoming a constituent state
in the NII; "Tjatatan Bathin," Part 1, p. 28.
22

"0rganisasi DI Djawa Barat.

Susunan APNII," Dok. DISDJARAH AD No.

3712; quoted in Soesantyo, et al., "Sekitar l-1asalah D.I./S.H.K." (paper
presented to the Second National History Seminar, Jogjakarta, 26-29
August 1970), p. B. (Dinas Sedjarah ~liliter, ~iliAD)
23Propinsi Sulawesi, pp. 349-350;
Antara, 16 Nay 1952 (pm), p. 8.
Interviews: A. Lathief, ~!akassar, 4 December 1971; Azis Taba, Jakarta, 3
February 1972; .\bdul Aziz Bustam, :·!akassar, 22 February 1972.
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remained in the hutan, Qahhar faced the immediate need of assuring

~he

loyalty of his remaining troops and the support of the people on whom he
would have to depend in a guerrilla war

si~uation.

He is said to have

canvassed his subordinate commanders, and to have asked them whether their
struggle should be based on

co~unism

or on Islam.

Only Usman Balo and

Hamid Ali were cool toward the idea of an Islamic state.

Bahar Hattalioe

was particularly insistent that only by basing their st:r·uggle on Islam
could they win the support of the people of South Sulawesi.

The decision

--for Islam--is said to have been made on 15 September 1952, although the
proclamation that Sulawesi had become a part of the

~egara

Republik Islam

Indonesia (Islamic State of the Republic of Indonesia; sometimes called
Negara Islam

Indonesia--~II,

7 August 1953.

or Darul Islam--DI) was issued only on

24

Why Islam?
The decision to base the rebellion on islam not on
only a matte= of belief, but can be und2rstooJ in

te~s

~~rxism,

was not

oi the particular

situation facing the rebels--the character of South Sulawesi society, the
sources of their support, and the nature of their rivals and enemies.
In spite of many changes in South Sulawesi during the colonial
period

~~d

the revolution, significant parts of the aristocracy had re-

tained the loyalty and respect of the people.

~~y

of the most presti-

gious aristocrats had led the fight against the Dutch in 1906 and 1945,
and, as explained above, had largely escaped the taint of collaboration
24 Text in
Radik Djarwadi, Pradjur::.t ~lengabdi, p. 140, and in Radik
Djarwadi, Kisah Kahar ~luzakar (Surabaya: Grip, [1963?]), p. 8; date of the
decision is given in Lathiei, :·L:1saL:1h ~ea:nan-:!n, p. 75.
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with

th~

harshest aspects of Dutch and Japanese rule.

Aristocrats too had

shared in the suffering of the revolution--had been hunted down in the
hutan, imprisoned and killed.

They too had shared in the disappointments

of merdeka--had not been accepted into the TNI, had seen the positions of
leadership in the province go to outsiders.

Further, the aristocracy had

retained its paradoxical position of closeness to the people combined with
supernatu4ally sanctioned power over them.
At least by 1950 there seem to have been few sharp occupational
distinctions based on class, and while the aristocracy still controlled a
disproportionate amount of land, landholding was relatively widespread.
In 1949, a Dutch official

esti~2ted

that of the

f~uilies

dependent on

agriculture, 21.9 percent owned no land, and that virtually all of these
were tenants; with very few persons workir.g as "land-laborers."

However,

81 percent of landowners held less than one hectare of sawah (rice field)
land, and 78 percent held less than one hectare of dry land.
percent of the land

o~~ers

controlled more

th~•

ten hectares of sawah,

they controlled 8nly 1.7 percent of the total sawah area. 25
as Luwu and

~~ndar

Only 0.7
~~d

In areas such

there was still land available to be brought into

cultivation by those who wished to do so, or who were prepared to move
25

rnformation on land o-w-nership is from a letter to George HcT.
Kahin from W. Rienstra, head of the Landrent Department, Hinistry of
Finance, NIT, dated 30 Hay 1949, which Professor Kahin has kindly made
available t~ =e. I~fc~tic~ ~~ ~ccupations is from Raymond Kennedy,
Field Notes on Indonesia: South Celebes, 1949-50 (~ew Haven, Conn.: Hum~~
Relations Area Files, 1953), pp. 227-228. It should be noted that the
sample used was small, and seemed to contain a disproportionate number of
persons described as "noble" in origin, 30 percent of the persons in five
kampongs in the village studied. There was a slight tendency for nobles
to be in the skilled workers category among those with a trade (such as a
goldsmith), but former slaves and Javanese were also in this category, and
he recorded instances of nobles being e~ployed as bicycle 12pairers and
betjak drivers.
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there.

Popular opposition was not to

~he

unequal distribution of land in

South Sulawesi, but to the possibility that Javanese transmigrants might
bt brought in to settle the virgin land.

Further, the seas still

beckone~

to those unwilling to eke out an existence as a subsistence farmer, and
migration remained

~~

acceptable escape for those who found the con-

straints of a traditional "feudal" society unbearable.
Antagonisms were based not on class differences within South Sulawesi society, but on distinctions made during the revolution between
cooperators and non-cooperators, and these cut across class lines.
these had been added by 1952 the
pendatang

~i~igrant),

disti~ction ~e~ween

To

asli (indigenous) and

which tended to unite the people of South Sulawesi

across class lines, and which eventually reunited them across the division
between hutan and kota which Qahhar's rebellion created

~n

1951.

It may have entered Qahhar's calculations that the support of progressive members of the aristocracy--those who had fought the Dutch and
shared the ideals oi social justice which Qahhar expounded--might well be
lost should a
claimed.

~·!ar:dst

class struggle or a cor..munist revolution be pro-

He may have thought that it might be possible to keep their

support, without sacrificing the goal of social justice, in a fight to
establish au Islanic state.

Islam with its egalitarian principles could

be used in an indirect attack on feudalism.
In addition to these factors which made class warfare a dubious
basis for a popular rebellion, there

wer~

a number of factors which

favored Islam.
The only organized socio-political force with roots of any depth in
South Sulawesi was the

~fuhD.:::::nadiyah.

It had

bran~hes

throughout the
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residency in the 1930's, and at that time operated some sixty schocl.s.
Graduates of these schools provided a ready cadre of support for Islamic
political activities.

After 1950

~~sjumi

began to be active in South

Sulawesi, building on this core of support.

~~sjumi

at the national level

was implacably opposed to the PKI, and its anti-communism was inevitably
reflected in the attitudes of those composing the local

branche~.

.~-

though there were no organizational links between the }!asjumi and the
Darul Islam, either in West Java or in South Sulawesi so far as I know,
there were S)wpathetic contacts on a personal and individual basis, and
there was a certain parallelism of aims--the making of Indonesia an
26
. state an d t h e en f orcement o f I s 1 amac
. 1 aw on unos 1 em c1t1zens.
· ·
I s 1 a~c
The fact that many of Qahhar's supporters had attended Islamic schools
strengthened these ties.
Indeed Islamic as opposed to Western-style education was one of the
marks distinguishir.g the men in the hutan £rom those

L~

the kota.

noted above, the number of persons in So-:;th Sula·..:esi c.:ith a

As

~.'estern-style

education was very small; the nu...::tber of those who had 1-.'est-=rn secondary
education was probably only about 4,000 persons.

Some ten percent of this

group had been killed during the revolution, and another 15-20 percent
jailed; about ten percent had fled to Java; many of the others had worked
for the Dutch.

Most of those who fled to Java did have a secondary educa-

tion, and many of these had been accepted into the TNI in 1949 in
26

Kartosuwirjo had been a member of }~sjumi, 1945-1947; and from
1931-1939 he had been general secretary of the PSII. A Hasj umi member of
the DPR from South Sulawesi, :.lohauu:tad Noor, who was involved in negotiating with Qahhar for the government in 1956, was reported to have been
"kidnapped" by the rebels in 1957; in 1959 he was said to have "join8d"
Qahhar and the DI in the ilutan. PIA, l Dece;nber 1956 (am), pp. i-8; 12
April 1957 (am), p. 10; a."1d :l.:J.rba~ 26 .\ugust 1959.
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Battali~n

Mattalatta.

Those with a Western-style education were also

favored in the screenings in 1950 in which another 2,000 men were accepted
into the TNI.

Those who remained with Qahhar, and went into the hutan

with him in 1950 and 1951, were largely those who had attended Islamic
schools, or who had little or no education.
The Western-educated group tended to remain in the kota, on the
staff of TT-VII or in the civilian bureaucracy.
howeve=, and Christian

~linahassans

They were a small number

and Ambonese still filled many posi-

tions as civil servants or school teachers.

Often they were the very same

people who had cooperated with the Dutch in the NIT, but because their
educational qualifications and professional experience c0uld not be
matched by local people, they were kept on in positions of responsibility.
The bureaucracy in the immediate post-revolutionary period, took on a
greater importance than it had previously had because decisions had not
Although the old

yet been made on the structure of local government.

self-governing lands, now retitled swapradja, continued to exist,
were for the most part too

s~all

th~y

to be recognized as special regions (as

was Jogjakarta), or even as second level administrative districts
(kabupaten).

Because of the uncertainty as to their place in the govern-

mental scheme, and the tenuousness of their future existence, the traditional rulers of the self-governing lands tended to be overshadnwed by
the civil servants in the administrative hierarchy.

27

Thus many aristo-

27

on the swapradja and plans for a local government system, see J.D.
Legge, Central Authoritv and Regional Autonomy in Indonesia (Ithaca, N.Y.:
Cornell Universi~; Press, 1961), pp. 40-42, 69-72. In 1952 the Daerah
Sulawesi Selatan was abolished, and seven autonomous areas (swatantra)
were established; the law did not mention the relationship of the swatantra to the swapradja, although the ~linister of the Int~rior is given
authority ''to regulate the finances of the daerahs, 3nd of the swapradjas
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crats had cause to protest their
situation.

tre~tment

in the post-revolutionary

Further, so long as Sulawesi was one province, competition

could be expected between the :·linahassans and the Buginese-Hakassarese for
political control of province-level institutions, and if national standards of education and

experi~nce

were applied, the

~linahassans

would have

a great advantage.
In 1952, however, the three top positions in the province were held
by people from Java:

Sudiro as Governor, Gatot Subroto as Panglima, and

Saleh Sastranegara (a Sundanese) as Chief of Police.

While this may have

been the most striking symbol of outside control, of even greater importance in the

i~ediate

impact on people's lives was the fact that most of

the troops deployed in Sulawesi since the Andi Azis coup in April 1951,
were Javanese.
The troops, largely abangan Javanese from the Brawijaya and Diponegoro Divisions, were, it might appear, often selected not for their
suitability for the task of putting doTNn a rebellion in Sulawesi, but in
order to remove them fron the ?Olitically more

importili~t

island of Java.

Some were merely ill-trained and undisciplined; others seem to have been
members of units at least marginally involved in the ::01adiun P...ffair, and to
have been sent to Sulawesi to weaken leftist influence in the TNI in
Java.

28
The fact that it was leftist troops under Captain Latief who were

within them." Peraturan Pemerintah No. 34, 1952 (Lembaran Negara, No. 48,
1952). The swapradja were abolished in 1959 (Law No. 29); see ~1arhae~,
26 September 1959.
28 Based primarily on an interview with A. E. Kawilarang, Jakarta,
15 August 1971.
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responsible fer the killing of Arief

~te

and Abbas Bangsawan in August

1951, gave an initial impetus to the identification of Javanese communism
as the enemy for many of the people of Sulawesi.
troops under Jusui

~alady

Again, it was leftist

who were involved in a land reform program--

which according to some accounts verged on a social revolution--in Tanah
Toraja, and this served to arouse the ire and fears of the local aristocracy.

29

Any ethnically alien army has problems in its relations with the
civilian population.

These problems are magnified because of the cultural

and linguistic differences which make understanding dHficult.
abangans, most of the soldiers were nominal

~oslems,

As

aud mar1y saw nothing

wrong with resting for the night in a mosque cr prayer house.

Further, to

many of the Javanese soldiers the isolated villages of Sulawesi with their
largely non-Ind;, <esian speaking and often :Uliterate inhabitants appeared
primitive.

The troops had no conception of the complex social distinc-

tions within this society, nor of the
vior toward its women.

st~ict

rules governing proper

beh~-

They were unaware of, or at least not prepared

for, the resentment, hatred, and obligation to revenge incurred by the
families of girls who they looked at, spoke to, or otherwise colested.
The government's efforts to end the rebellion by sending in more troops
from Java only served to exacerbate i.t.
Once agah1 Islam, which had provided an important mark of distinction between the colonized and the colonizers in the Dutch period, served
to distinguish the people of South Sulawesi from those who they saw as
29 r have found no docurrentation on this land refor.n program, or on
Jusuf Nalady' s :.1ssociation -.;ith it, but it was widely mentioned in interviews and conversations i~ South Sulawesi in 1971-1972.
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their rivals and enemies--to sooe extent the Christian

~linahassans

and

Ambonese, but more particularly the abangan Javanese.
Expansion of DI/TII Control
Gatot's uitholling campaign succeeded by mid-1952 in withdrawing
about half of Qahhar's strength, and in precipitating the choice of a new
motif for the rebellion.

With the expiration of the amnesty deadline on

10 June 1952, the army prepared for military action against the recalcitrants.
The remaining guerrillas also stepped up their military activities,
and in Hay and June there were reports from Luwu and }-landar of destruction
of bridges, cutting of communication lines, attacks on police barracks,
burning of houses, schools, and churches, and forced conversions to Islam
.
Ln

. .
ToraJa
. areas. JO
t h e Ch r~st~an

The army admitted that it did not know

whether or not these acts were carried out on Qahhar's orders, but it was
Qahhar who in mid-June launched an intensive attack on :he city of Palopo.
Qahl1ar' s earlier pla."'ls for a general attack

0:1

the cities of South

Sulawesi early h1 1952 were aborted by the defection of nearly half of his
men.

Luwu, however, was the one area where no defections had occurred, it

was Qahhar's home area, and he already controlled all of the kabupaten
except for the city.

He announced that he wanted to

the Moslem fasting oonth (June) in Palopc, ur.d

~as

c~lebrate

the end of

przvented froo doing so

only by the threat of the TNI city commander to destroy the entire city
should Qahhar and his forces enter it.

The TNI also launched a massive

counter-attack, sending a battalion under ::-lajor

~!agenda

from Bone, one

30Antara, 30 :'1ay 1952 (pm), pp. 5-6; 26 June (po), p. 2; 4 July
(pm), p. 2; 10 July (am), p. 1.
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under Major

~Iahfud

from Sengkan g, and one under Hajor A.."1di Hattala tta, to

fight Qahhar's estimate d 3,000 men.

On 9 July, IT-VII spokesm an, Major

Saleh Lahade, announc ed that "moppin g-up" operatio ns were still being conducted north of Pare-Pa re, and in Soppeng and Bone, and that. in operatio ns
thus far the TNI had lost 34 men to the rebels 211.

He confirme d that

Qahhar had associat ed himself with the Darul Islam, and said that Kartosu wirjo had made an abortive effort to send assistan ce.

He used the occa-

sion to announce that IT-VII was issuing a decree providin g for impriso nment up to 25 years or the death penalty to those guilty of murder,
sabotag e, coercion , intimid ation, possessi on of firearm s, or creating
d er. 31
.
d J.sor

The build-up of

~I

troops in South Sulawes i began at this time.

In

1951 there were seven TNI infantry battalio ns in South Sulawes i, five of
them from Java; by July 1952 there were

16~

battalio ns, at least nine of

them from Java; and by the end of the year there were 19 battalio ns, 12 of
32
Not only these troops from Java, but the recently them from Java.
commiss ioned ex-CTN troops were used in the operatio ns against the rebels.
In Septemb er 1952 a mE.jor operatio n, Halilin tar, was initiate d
against the rebel hold-ou ts.

Warouw was appointe d commander.

He is said

31 Antara, 11 July 1952 (am), p. 4; text of decree in Radik Djarwad i,
Pradjur it Mengabd i, pp. 130-132 .
32 Radik Djarwad i, "Perkemb angan Operasi2 Militer Sulawes i Selatan ,
1950-195 7" (unpubli shed manusc ript), p. 2. These number:: ~re ~..:un::;iderab.ly
higher than those in "Daftar Tugas dari Kesatuan Braw[id. :jaja] di Sulawes i
Selatan , Th: 1950-195 4" (typed list provided by Dinas Sejarah Hiliter ,
that the
KODfu~ VIII/Bra wijaya; ~Ialang, Septemb er 1971); but it seems
in this
included
not
are
Forces
ionary
Expedit
the
in
units sent origina lly
ns,
Divisio
two
other
the
from
units
include
it
does
list, nor, of course,
Diponeg oro and Siliwan gi.
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to have

~een

somewhat reluctant to assume command, and justified his hesi-

tancy by saying that Qahhar always avoided a fight if he knew that he
(Warouw) was on the other side.

33

Operations and periodic attempts at negotiations continued throughout the period 1952-1956.

However, Qahhar and the DI expanded their

control throughout South Sulawesi until the Government and the TNI controlled only the cities and the major roads--and had to travel along these
in heavily armed convoys.
As suggested above, it was in part the appeal of Islam to the people

o£ South Sulawesi which accounts for this spread of DI control.

An

Islamic state was a goal which many people could accept, and Islam was a
familiar identification with which to distinguish oneself from the kafir
enemy.

Qahhar did not call the troops he was fighting the TNI--a name

which still bore sympathetic memories of the

natio~al

Tentara Djawa Komunis (TDK--Cocmunist Javanese Army).

revolution--but the
34

The continued

presence, indeed the expansion of numbers, of the Javanese troops kept
alive the feelings of revenge which fired the rebellion.

The use of

"communist" as an epithet both helped to emphasize the distinction between
the devout

~·!.oslems

of South Sulawesi and the abangan Javanese, and to

remind the aristocracy of the threat to their positions should the
"communists" ever gain complete control.

Qahhar did have much support

from the aristocracy, particularly from those who had been

~·~juang

;n

Sulawesi during the revolution, but whose merits and services had not been
recognized by the central government.

Although a number of the aristo-

33 rnterview, F. J. "Broer" Tumbelaka, Jakarta, 15 April 1972.
34 rnterview, Sjukur Abdullah, ~·1akassar, 25 September 1971.
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crats were drawn into the TNI in
mained with Qahhar in the hutan.

Gato~'s

uitholling campaign, many re-

In some cases it appears that a delib-

erate decision was made by aristocratic families to have a member
participate in the rebellion, usually in a position of authority in the
home area, as a means of protection to family property, goods, and lives.
A number of aristocrats held positions of responsibility in the DI/TII,
and in fact were instrumental in assuring support from the common people
for Qahhar.

It was the confidence of the ordinary people in the local

DI commanders, as much as their bewitchment by Qahhar;s charismatic
presence, which explains why so many people stayed in (or went to) the
hutan with the DI.

35

Family ties between the rebels and civil and military officials in
the towns assured the DI of assistance, and made it difficult for a policy
of harsh suppression to be carried out.

Almost everybody in the towns had

relatives in the hutan, and these relatives were virtual hostages, in the
sense that should the menbers of the family in the government or TNI support firm action, the members of the fawily in the hutan might be killed
in revenge.

The political parties (particularly the Masjumi) also opposed

a military solution, and always pressed for negotiation and conciliation.
The members of the TNI from South Sulawesi were in a more difficult position, subject to conflicting interests and pressures.

They lived also

under the same constraints of family ties as did others, but their careers
in the TNI depended on their carrying out military operations as ordered.
Further, the men in the hutan were rivals for the positions which they
35 Based on interviews in }1akassar with: Husain Ibrahim, 19 June and
13 September 1971; Bahar ~~ttalioe, 24 June 1971 and 4 March 1972; and
Karaeng Djarung, 29 February 1972.
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themselves held; indeed, were often former comrades who had gone into the
l,utan when a negotiated settlenent seemed near in order to take advantage
of the opportunity to get a jungle promotion.
Qahhar was able to make territorial and commercial

arrange~ents

with

two of the ex-CTN commanders, now TNI war-lords, Andi Selle and Andi Sose,
so that local operations were ::'.:::: ::.::rried out against him in the extensive
areas under their control.

Selle, in particular, who was stationed in the

coastal areas near Pare-Pare and Polewali

(~andar),

was an excellent

source of arms and supplies, for he was always willing to sell to the
highest bidder, and to work out barter arrangenents as long as he got his
cut.

Pare-Pare was an old smuggling harbor, near supplies of copra, and

connections with Kalimantan, Tawau, and even Singapore, were easy to make.
(See map.)

It is even rumored that Andi Rifai, after being appointed

commander of RI-23 in Pare-Pare in 1957, was not averse to selling arms to
Qahhar.

Some enterprising r:a members are said to have rented their

weapons to the DI on a weekly basis--thus
should they need them, but
Family

me~bers

makin~

beL~g

able to get them back

a good profit on them in the meantime.

and friends in town also sent food, cloth, medicine, and

more mundane items.

Supply was apparently not much of a problem.

There are a few vague rumors of aid to Qahhar from abroad--mysterious submarines appearing in the Gulf of Bone, contacts with the DI Ambassador Hassan Tiro in the United States, promises of help from Britain--but
the only undisputed evidence of foreign involvement is the willingness of
British officials in Tawau, North Borneo (Sabah), to ignore the extensive
.
smugg1 ~ng
tra d e

.

go~ng

. noses. 36
on un der t h e~r

36Mention of sub~rines
bringing letters, and bartering of copra for
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There was some

direc~,

if hardly voluntary, foreign assistance to

the DI in the persons of the eleven foreigners who were kidnapped in the
course of the rebellion.

Four of these are said to have been physicians,

two of whom practiced medicine, and two of whom taught at the Islamic
University established by the DI in the Latimojong

mo~~tains.

Others men-

tioned are a professor of French Literature, who had the bad luck to be
accompanying one of the doctors on a visit to the resort town of

~~ino;

and a Dutch priest kidnapped in the Toraja area. 37
From Kartosuwirjo in Hest Java, Qahhar received little aid.

Regular

contact was maintained by courier with Kartosuwirjo, with Ibnu Hadjar in
Kalimantan, and after 1955 with Daud Beureueh, whose rebellion in Atjeh
had also joined the DI.

From Kartosuwirjo, Qahhar received in 1953 a

constitution (Kanun Asasy Republik Islam Indonesia), which was amended
slightly, and proclaimed in ~id-December 1953. 38

This constitution was

arms, is from interviews with a captured DI/TII leader, A. Rasjid, identified as co;:;.":lander of Battalion III, :-ro:::oc Hidjau; re?orted in :rarhaen, 6
~ovember 1957, and PL\., 19 :\over::ber 195 7 (am), pp. 8-9.
Vague reference
to help from the British "toe lit~le and too late," and hoped for help
from Britain and the Gnited States, is~andar ~~di ?aEnrongi, intervie~,
24 October 1971. Information on the smuggling in Tawau is from Stanley
Bedlington.
37

Information from the same interview with Rasjid, reported in
Marhaen and PIA; ~Iarhaen mentions the names De I.Jahl and van de Wetering;
others have identified them as a German physician and a professor of
French literature. Interviews: ~lrs. Soesilowati Riekerk., Na1ang, 3 April
1971; Dr. W. J. Heyer, en route Sengkang-:Iakassar, 16 F·.=bruary 1972.
According to Dr. Heyer, who was in contact with Dr. Wahl during his captivity, and trained mid-wives in Sindjai. The French Literature professor
is said to have died of tuberculosis; the priest returned to the .r-;etherlands during the 1961-1962 armistice.
38Republik Islam Indonesia, Perwakilan
Kementerian Penerangan, "Pedoman Revo1usi Jslam Indonesia bhg. Timur," Vol. II (stencil), pp. vl-xi.
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never fully implemented in either West Java or in South Sulawesi.

39

Fur-

ther elaborate organizational instructions were sent from Kartosuwirjo in
1958 but they too remained largely on paper.

40

In the overall DI organization, Qahhar was Deputy Minister of
Defense, and Commander of the Fourth
and the Fourth Division (Hasanuddin).

~ilitary

41

District (East Indonesia)

In documents he issued inSula-

wesi he identified himself as Deputy }tinister of Defense, Indonesian
Islamic Republic (Republik Islam Indonesia--RII); Governor of Sulawesi
(RII); and Panglima of Division Hasanuddin.

42

Within Sulawesi Qahhar set up a system of military districts
(wehrkreitse--~o/.),

each headed by the commander of a brigade.

He held

meetings at least yearly with the commanders, but they seem to have had
considerable autonomy within their

o~m

areas.

For example, although many

roads, bridges, houses, schools, etc., in Luwu were burned in Qahhar's
direct orders, much less destruction is said to have taken place in the
south which was under Bahar :-lattalioe 's co:n::1and.
seems to have been vertical, with

subco~uanders

43

Virtually all contact

jealous of their terri-

torial prerogatives, so that if some other unit entered their area without
permission, a fight was certain to ensue.
39 soesatyo, "~salah D.I./S.M.K.," p. 22.
40Republik Islam Indonesia, Perwakilan Kementerian Penerangan,
"Pedoman Revolusi Islam Indonesia bhg. Timur," Vol. I, pp. 1-9, 12-16.
41

Soesatyo, "}lasalah D. I./S.M. K.," pp. 20, 24, and attachments 1 and

lA.

42

nocuments in the two volumes "Pedoman Revolusi Islam Indonesia bhg

Timur."
43 This statement is not based on claims made by Bahar himself, but
on comments to that effect by a large n~~ber of people.
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At the village level, every four houses and every four
headed by an imam, as were every four villages.

kampo~~s

were

As befitted an Islamic

state there was a single government-religious hierarchy.

Former members

of the DI speak of the "orderliness" of the government which was established in the hutan ur.der DI control.
prevailed.

Islamic law, based on the Quran,

The provision most often cited as having been carried out is

the punishment of thievery by cutting off the right hand.
did not have to be applied very frequently.

Apparently it

Unfortunately, some less

skilled executioners of justice disposed of more than the hand of the
thief, for the victim bled to death.

But then, as the relater of this

tale commented proudly, "There is no sentiment in Islam."
Part~cularly

44

after 1956, DI control seemed to be based at least in

part on the terrorization of the population.
ism can be attributed to Qahhar and the DI.

However, not all the terrorThere were many wild gangs

who roamed the countryside, and if they were not TNI members they were
labeled DI.

Some were unattached adventurers, but some were members of

the TKR of Hanid Ali and Csman Balo, T..;hich had split with Qahhar in 1952.
It is often said that if the people didn't help the TNI in the daytime,
they were punished immediately; if they did, they suffered that night at
the hands of the DI.

Conversely, if they refused to help the DI at night,

their homes were burned; if they did help the DI, they would be branded
rebels by the TNI, and thrown into jail.

Faced with such unattractive

choices, it is saJd that many chose the time-honored method of escape-migration.
44 IntervieH, Iskandar Andi PaEnrongi, :-1akassar, 24 October 1971. He
also claimed to have perfected a way to cut off the hand without losing
the person to whom it had ceen attached by using multiple tourniquets.
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The relatively low turnout of voters (low for Indonesia--71.4 percent of those registered, compared to a national rate of 91.5 percent) in
the national elections in 1955 in South Sulawesi is an indication both of
the turmoil in the countryside, and of the effectiveness of Qahhar's order
to his followers to boycott the elections.

The party which had shown

itself most sympathetic to Qahhar and the DI, the

}~sjumi,

was the biggest

winner in the elections, winning some 40 percent of the vote. 45

(See

Table VI-1.)
1956 is said by some to have been the peak of Qahhar's pcwer, although he remained strong for another three to four years.

It was also,

apparently, the peak of DI destructiveness, for in January 1956, it was
decided that a scorched earth policy was the only

•~'lay

from five kilometers outside the city of

there was widespread

~kassar

to win, and starting

burning of houses and crops. 46
By early 1956, the cities were virtually encircled, and

~he ~:

is

said to have penetrated as far as the Government guest house on the hill
just behind the town o£ Sengkang, and in

:~kassar

itself as far as Jalan

Veteran, less than a mile from the main street on which the official residence of the Governor is located.

Travel between the city and the airport

at Mandai, ten kilometers north of the city, was dangerous, and had to be
done in armed convoy.

In November 1957 two Garuda planes were fired on

45 Herbert Feith, The Indonesia.."'l Elections
of 1955, Cornell ~!odern
Indonesia Project Interim Reports Series (Ithaca, :~.Y.: Cornell University, 1957), p. 42 (which mentions intimidation of voters), and p. 78.
46 Reports of burning of houses in Sungguminasa,
Goa, Harhaen, 31
January 1956; near ~1andai airport, :1arhaen, 1 February 1956, and near
Pangkaj ene, r-!arhaen, 3 February 1956. (Copie3 of ~!arhaen unavailable for
period 3 February-25 :·lay 195 7.) Also mentioned in interviews.
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Table VI-1
1955 DPR and Constituent Assembly Elections
Percentage of Votes Received by Important Parties
South and Southeast Sulawe!>i
-

City of
Hakassar

Parties a

1) PNI

Hakassar

DPR

c

DPR

c

3.87

6.16

1.66

2.21

-..:~.:.

_:.....;._:;. __

-=-~--..;:..;_:=__~;:_~.:.=_~.;,;_::;.__;._-...;_;:,;-..:._:.:==--.~-~=-=--~~

Bunthain

Bone

----·-------DPR
c
DPR
5.U

4.18

2.22

Pare-Pare

Han dar

c

DPR

c

DPR

c

2.23

3.03

3.47

3.22

4.58

Total
(Includes
Southeast)

Luwu
DPR

c

5.44 10.32

DPR

c

4.15

7.02

2) Hasjumi

32.73 31.51 33.98 29.33 63.16 63.61 53.98 56.83 43.33 45.21 51.06 54.94 17.55 17.29 39.98 41.44

3) N.U.

15.51 18.28 39.30b37.29 13.95 16.09 20.87 15.57

4) PKI

4.03 15.32 14.16

0.43

0.32 14.26 14.30

2.20

0.58

0.74

0.86

1.12

0.40

0.48

2.11

1. 70

1.12

3.16

5.02

1.60

1.93

13.27 11.06 10.13

7.78

9.0/

7.67

9.76

8.56 34.69 29.12

3.93

3.54

6.32

4.81 10.29

8. 77

5. 77

5) PSII

1.24

6.84

6) Parkindo

9.22

9.99

0.25

0.31

0.23

0.23

0.22

0.25

0.98

0.88 15.73 14.93 56.49 52.29 10.65

9.45

7) Katolik

2.13

1. 96

0.08

0.07

0.05

0.04

0.04

0.07

0.18

0.14

0.03

0.28

3.17

3.60

0.81

0.77

8) PSI

1.30

1.25

0.32

0.45

0.03

0.06

0.21

0.57

2.59

2.70

0.01

0.33

0.06

0.06

0.61

o. 72

9) PKR

2.29

1. 92

1.80

1.19

0.95

1. 33

1.77

2.88

4.24

4.52

0.08

1.55

2.77

2.07

1.93

1.86

------3

A total of 53 partie~ or groups ran candidates for the DPR; see Kementerian Penerangan, Tja1on-tjalon
D~\.Jan Perwakilan Rakjat untuk Pemilihan Umum I, 1955, pp. 175-188.

bAnJi Happanjukki was a N.U. candidate from Sungguminasa.
Source:

"Pemilihan Umum DPR dan Konstituante Sulawesi Tenggara/Selatan, 11 document from Kementerian Dalam
Negeri, obtained by Daniel !), Lev.
N

.....
0
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while trying to land at Mandai, and the Garuda agent, with what mu=t have
47
been unconscio us irony, said that the situation was perfectly normal.

47 Marhaen, 28 November 1957. In fact the situation probably was
usual, if not "normal" in the ordinary sense of the \o."ord. Boyd Compton
describes making arrangeme nts to travel to Makassar by ship in June 1956
because the road from the airport to the city was unsafe; "Hakassar , June
14," Institute of Current World Affairs 1:-;ewslett er, BRC #45 (June 25,
1956), p. 1.
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CHAPTER VII
THE

Al.~AK

DAERAH TAKE OVER -- I

Qahhar and the guerrillas in the hutan were not alone in their
resentment of the domination of positions in the area by outsiders.

This

domination was strikingly evident in 1952, for the three top positions in
the province were held by people from Java:

Sudiro as Governor, Gatot

Subroto as Panglima of TT-VII, and Saleh Sastranegara (a Sundanese) as
Chief of Police.

The commander of RI-23, the infantry regiment based in

Pare-Pare, was Lieutenant Colonel Chandra Hasan, a Madurese officer from
the Brawijaya Division.

Resentment existed despite the fact that both

Sudiro and Gatot were well thought of.

Sudiro had appointed the local

favorite for governor, Lanto Daeng Pasewang, to a high position in the
provincial office, although the respected nationalist
health.

~as

already in ill

He had oade serious efforts to negotiate with Qahhar.

although he cut a

rc~gh

and

fla~boyant

Gatot,

figure compared to the simple yet

sophisticated Kawilarang, was credited with accommodating government
policy to the demands of the guerrillas, and incorporating about half of
them into the TNI through his uitholling campaign.
Nevertheless, there was a residue of daerah feeling which needed
only an incident to bring it to the surface.

Such an incident was pro-

vided by the reaction within the army in Hakassar to the 17 October 1952
affair in Jakarta, an affair which in itself had grown out of the question

272
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and other regions had no trained officers. This was one
of the sources of conflict between the daerah and the
pusat.
Qahhar Mudzakkar was not well educated according to
military standards, and thus it was difficult to place him
in a high ranking position. He was a good commander, he
knew about strategy, but he had no papers to join the new
Indonesian army. So he was not sent to Makassar to lead
the army, but someone else. He was very disappointed, and
his reaction • • • wow! It was a tragedy; Qahhar l>ludzakkar
was a very able man.l
In late September and early October motions critical of the Ministry
of Defense and the Army leadership, which were interpreted as motions of
no confidence in the policies of the }linistry of Defense, were introduced
into Parliament.

The government countered with a motion on 13 October

proposing that a State Commission examine the questions raised by the
Parliament, and suggest possible "improvei!lents in the st:;:_::.ture of the
Defense Ministry and Armed Forces."

A compromise motion was introduced on

14 October by Manai Sophian which was more specific and called for the
State Commission to suggest possible "iiJprovements in the leadership and
organization of the Defense :Olinis try a..'1d Aroed Forces.

,2

The

~lanai

Sophian motion was passed on 16 October, after President Sukarno had
intervened in its favor.
The army leadership found intolerable this political interference in
what they considered to be the

do~ain

of the military, and on 17 October

tried to convince Sukarno--thrcugh a staged demonstration, a meeting with
seventeen senior military officers, and the threat of force

j~plicit

in

1 Interview, ~~nai Sophian, Jakarta, 6 ~~rch 1971.
2The quotes are from Feith, Decline, pp. 256, 257; a full discussion
of the events leading up to the 17 October affair, and the event itself,
is given in pp. 246-273.
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the

enc~rcling

of the Presidential palace with tanks and cannons--to

dissolve Parliament.

This the President refused to do, and the army

leaders backed down.
Among the senior officers who called
the seven territorial commanders.

or1 L.~u:: ~.:;;.sident

were five of

The 17 October affair in Jakarta was

soon followed by reactions in the regions.

In Central Java, Kalimantan,

North Sumatra, and \\lest Java there were demonstrations supporting the
demand for the dissolution of Parliament.

More significantly, in East

Java, long a pejuang stronghold, officers supported by President Sukarno
succeeded within a few days in ousting the acting commander, Lieutenant
Colonel Suwondho, who had proclaimed his support for the 17 October action
as an act of opposition to political interference in the army.

By 27

October he had been replaced by the senior regimental commander in East
Java,

Lieu:~enant

Colonel R. Sudirman, who promptly announced his strong

support for the President and disapproval of the undeoocratic actions of
the army leadership.
of TT-VII, on 16

Similar actions

~~ovember,

occurr~d

in Hakassar, headquarters

and in South Suwatra on 23

:~ovo::Iabt:!.r

1952.

Makassar--16 November 1952 3
The reaction in Hakassar to the 17 October affair reflected

th~

division of opinion between the professional and the pejuang groups which
3The description of this affair is based on information
in "Sedjarah
CorHas," pp. 120-125; "Terdjadinja 'Affaire 16 Nopember 1952' di ~1akassar"
(15-16 November 1952), Dinas Sejarah :·1iliter AD, Bandung (hereafter
DSM-AD), File: PUL & P.~~. T, III, no. 334, source--document SE}~1 II/
MATTIROWALIE; interviews, particularly: Sudiro, Jakarta, 3 and 17 Harch
1971; F. J. T!lmbelaka, Jakarta, 15 April 1972; Saleh Lahade, Makassar,
1 October 1971; Her Tasning, Jakarta, 1 February 1972. Unless otherwise
noted, the actions and opinions attributed to the persons involved in this
inciden~ are based on interviews with them, and are not concradicted by
other sources.
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was found throughout the officer

It did have some ethnic over-

corp~.

tones, but was apparently related only indirectly to the question of
policy toward Qahhar and the South Sulawesi guerrillas.
Colonel Gatot Subroto, commander of TT-VII, had not been one of the
group.who called on President Sukarno on the morning of 17 October.

In

fact, he was not in Jakarta at that time, but flew in immediately after on
orders from KSAD Nasution.

However, he was known to have worked closely

with Nasution, and after his return to

~~kassar

he made no secret of his

support for the pro-17 October group.

He held a briefing for TT-VII staff

officers on 4 November, at which he made clear his support for the actions
of the army leadership, and is said to have threatened that any officers
not in agreeoent
Samalona Island.
pro-

~~d

~ith

his policy would be put in the military prison on

There was a sharp S?lit among the officers present into

anti-17 October factions.

~~jor

Saleh Lahade (fifth assistant,

civic and territorial affairs), led the pro-17 October group.

The anti-

group was headed b: Capt3.in .F. J. "3roer" Tu::1belaka (third assistant,
personnel), a
April.

~1inahassan

':-lho had joined the TT-VII staff the previous

Lieutenant Colonel Warouw, chief of staff of TT-VII, was not at

the meeting, being at the time in the field as commander of Operation
Halilintar against Qahhar.
When Warouw returned to the city of 8 November, he quickly came
under anti-17 October influence from Tumbelaka, who he had known well in
East Java during the revolution.

In any case, Warouw, like Qahhar, had

worked with Bambang Supeno at the end of the revolution, and was in closer
sympathy with the pejuangs than the professionals.

Further, he was some-

thing of a favorite of President Sukarno, and on 10

~ovcmber

he sent the
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President a message of
I~formation

suppor~.

At

th~

same time he asked the Ministry of

to send him materials on the 17 October incident in Jakarta,

and tried to obtain a copy of the minutes of Gatot's 4 November briefing
of the TT-VII staff.

He was unable to obtain the minutes either from

Saleh·Lahade or from the Secretariat, but decided that he would have an
opportunity to hear for himself Gatot's position at a briefing of the
RI-24 staff in

~enado

on 13

~;ovember

night before their departure for

which he also was to attend.

~enado,

The

Warouw received a message from

President Sukarno, and a bundle of materials from the

~tinistry

of Informa-

tion.4
The briefing in }1enado was opened by !-1ajor H. V. Worang, commander
of RI-24.

Not a man known for his subtlety, Worang introduced Gatot by

saying:
Actually, we in RI-24 are not in favcr of, and are
indifferent to, the affair in Jakarta and all its raQifications. Here we are busy with exercises, training and
operations. But if you, Colonel, still want to talk about
it, it is up to you. We will give you the opportunity to
do so. 5
Gatot, initially somewhat startled, did proceed with his briefing, which
was understood by those present tc be a justification for the 17 October
action of the army leadership, and a threat to discharge any officers
disagreeing with his view.

Warouw then asked him a series of questions,

including whether he was aware of the attempted coup d'etat in Jakarta,
and the attempted intimidation of the President.

Gatot replied thzt these

matters could not be discussed in public.
5 "Sedjarah CorHas," p. 122.
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A~parently

there was some discussion of taking action against Gatot

in Menado, but, and versions vary on this point, either Warouw or Worang

felt that it was not the proper time and place.
Gatot and Warouw returned to

~~kassar

6

the afternoon of 15 November.

Broer Tumbelaka was waiting for Warouw, and together with one or two other
officers in the anti-17 October group, including the city commander,
Captain Sumanti (a Minahassan), and the TT-VII intelligence officer (a
Sundanese), began to plan a coup against Gatot.

7

They were worried that

the troops from East Java might consider a coup against Gatot as an action
motivated by regionalism, and so they contacted Captain Sukerdjo, commander of one of the two Brawijaya battalions stationed near the city.

He

was hesitant at first to go along with their request that he confine his
troops to their barracks.

However, with recent events in the Brawijaya

Division itself (where a pro-17 October commander had been ousted and
replaced with an officer opposed to the 17 October affair) used as an
example, he .,..as soon convinced, and even offered to lend one corr..pa."1y of
his troops to the plotters.

Troops of Battalion 714, under the command of

6

"sedjarah CorHas," pp. 123-124, attributes this comment to Warouw;
supporting this view, some say that \.J'arouw feared that if the coup were
carried out in ~·lenado, it would be interpreted as "daerahism." According
to an officer ''ho saw iv'arouw on his return to aakassar, \~arouw said,
"Worang still wears a dress" (lv'orang masih pakai kain)--implying that he
did not dare to arrest Gatot.
7rumbelaka is widely described as che brains behind Warouw's coup;
his own motivations are not completely clear. Certainly Warouw, known for
his taciturnity, left oost of the talking to the voluble Tumbelaka, a
self-described heavy drinker at the time. Sumanti was murdered on 31
January 1953; the ~1inistry of Defense stated that there was no political
background to the murder; Antara, 5 February 1953 (pm), p. 6; 9 February
(pm), p. 4. In interviews, his participation was mentioned only by
Tumbelaka; his murder was not !!lentioned at all.
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Major D. J. Somba, were also

availabl~

to the coup group, and they had the

support of the harbor commander, Captain John Ottay (both men are Minahassan).
As it neared midnight, Warouw and Tumbelaka went to the Governor's
residence, where it appeared that Warouw had an appointment with Sudiro.
At about the same time, the city commander, Captain Sumanti, and his
operations officer, Lieutenant Soemarsono, placed Gatot under house
arrest.

According to Sudiro, although

~-!arouw

had on other occasions often

discussed matters with him and asked for his advice, in this instance
Warouw only informed him after he had taken action.
action an internal army affair,
to become involved.

(Further, as a

support Sukarno-and thus
Ministry of Defense.)
Deputy Police

~~d

~·:arou~--iu

Sudiro considereci. the

says that he did not consider it wise
P~l

man he was probably inclined to

any case, against the PSI-influenced

Also present at the Governor's residence was the

con~der,

Soeprapto (the

con~nder

was absent in Java at

the time), who was hesitant to go alon; with the action against Gatot.
Tumbelaka, his natural daring fortified by the large

a~o~1ts

of whiskey he

had been drinking, said, "You don't need to take part in the action, but
the police must stay in their barracks."

Then, without waiting for an

answer, he turned to lvarouw and said, "Let's go."
police offered no opposition.

They did, and the

8

At the same time that Gatot was put under guard, CPM troops in
Makassar were disarmed and confined to their barracks.

The

CP~1

commander,

Major Sudirgo, Xajor Saleh Lahade, and members of their staffs, including
8Descriptions of Sudiro's op~n~ons and Tumbelaka's actions are based
on the information ~ach provided in interviews.
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Captain John Rahasia (Sangir) and Captain Sariaman, were placed uncer
arrest.

The deputy comma."lder of the CP}I, Captain Her Tasning, as an anak

daerah was offered the opportunity to join the coup group, but he refused
to do so, insisting that if his men were arrested he should be also.
was obliged by being held for 16 hours.

He

Broer Tumbelaka's cousin Lendy

Tumbelaka, second assistant (operations) on the TT-VII staff also refused
to go along with the plotters, and was allowed to go home.
arrested were apparently
few days.

relea~~d

Most of those

either the following day, or within a

9

Warouw had also been in contact with Andi Selle,

~ommander

Battalion 719 in Pare-Pare, and had ordered him to disarm the

C}~

of
unit and

the staff of the Infantry Training School (Sekolah Kader Infantrie--SKI)
there, to guard the SKI arms warehouse, and to occupy the post and telegraph office and the bank.

10

Apparently on his own initiative, Selle

removed weapons from the warehouse and funds from the bank, and declared
himself

co~ander

(Lieutc~ant

of the Pare-Pare area, forbidding the

coD~~~der

of RI-23

Colonel Chandra Hasan) whose territory of responsibility it

was, to enter the area.
The morning of 16

11
~ovember,

Warouw and Tumbelaka called on Gatot.

Warouw is said to have told Gatot, "It makes no difference who it is,
Pak (Uncle); if it were my own parents I would have arrested them."

Ga:.:ot

9The names of those arrested are given in "Terdjadinja 'Affaire 16
Nopember 1952' di }lakassar," and in "Sedjarah CorHas," pp. 124-125. Also
based on ir.terviews in Jakarta with Her Tasning, 1 February 1972; and
F. J. Tumbelaka, 15 April 1972.
10The orders to Andi Selle dre specifically mentioned in "Terdjadinja 'Affaire 16 Nopember 1952' di }lakassar."
11

A.ntara, 19 November 1952 (am), p. 2.
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is described as having been a good sport--"sportif"--about his ouster, and
as having said that he would propose to
Panglima.

~ffiAD

that Warouw replace him as

There had been no indications of conflict between Gatot and

Warouw prior to the dispute over the 17 October incident, either on questions of policy or personality.
personality.
a thinker.
hearted.

The two men

we~e

indeed very different in

Warouw was quiet, serious, phlegmatic, a pipe-smoker but not
Gatot was jovial, sarcastic, flamboyant, rough, but good-

In spite of their different styles there is said to have been

no personal animosity between them.
Also on the morning of 16 November Warouw issued an official
announcement that he had taken over command from

Pa~glima

Gatot Subroto

"in the interests of restoring the Division's real policy and of preserving unity within the army and among the people."

The

announce~ent

stated

that Colonel Gatot's statements and actions were in "contradiction to the
instructions and policy of the Division,"
carry out a coup d'etat by
intimidate the Chief of State."

a.~d

refer::ed to "attempts to

officers in Jakarta," and ".J.ttempts to

It was the ?resident/Supreme Commander

who should settle the dispute within the Armed Forces, the announcement
said, and when this was done, Warouw would return the command to Panglirna
Gatot.

Governor Sudiro also issued a formal statement, in which he said

that the events which had occurred were an internal army matter and should
be confined within those limits.

12

In a meeting with political party leaders and the press on 19 November, Warouw denied that his action was based on "provincialism."

,,

He

.....Antara, 17 November 1952 (pm), p. 2. According to "Sedjarah
CorHas," p. 125, both Harouw and Sudiro spoke on RRI the morning of
16 November.
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stated that in meeting with officers of the command Gatot had stated in
effect that he (Gatot) was "loyal only to the Vice President and the
Defense Minister," and that in spite of Warouw's efforts to persuade Gatot
to withdraw these words, Gatot had refused to do so.
Warouw said that unless the Defense

~1inister

In conclusion,

and the Army Chief of Staff

had a mandate from the Supreme Conmander/President, he would not be prepared to meet with them on their planned visit to Makassar. 13
November, Warouw sent a cable to President Sukarno,

reite~ating

On 22
his confi-

dence in the President, and promising to obey any government decisions
ma d e

. h h"::i...Z approva1 • 14

w~t

Warouw's claim that provincialism was not involved in his action
deserves a closer look.

It must be remembered that although Warouw had

received a message from President Sukarno requesting his support, and may
have decided to take action on this basis, most of the planning for the
coup was done by Broer Tumbelaka, whose
gruup preceded

~·:aroU'..J'

o~position

to the pro-17 October

s involvecent in the affair.

There were Javanese on both sides of the split in :·lakassar, a.11.d
Governor Sudiro, a Javanese, gave at least tacit support to Warouw's
action.

However, virtually all the Hinahassans in TT-VII, who as a group

had most to gain in terms of personal position, seem to have been on the
anti-17 October side.

Popular reaction in Xakassar was "The !-1inahassans

have disarmed the Javanese."

Further, the reaction in Henado itself to

Gatot's position on 17 October seems to have been more heated--and more
unanimous--than that in Makassar.

With the exception of Andi Selle, the

13Antara, 19 November 1952 (am),
p. 6.
14Antara, ~"'5 ",,ovemb er 19)~2 ( )
pm , p. 5 .
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South Sulawesi officers seem to have been either supporters of Gat0t (and
pro-17 October), or uninvolved.

Saleh Lahade was the leader of the pro-17

October group, and was supported by Andi Mattalatta.
tried to contact Gatot to ask for instructions.

Azis Taba himself

(Gatot was apparently

looked on as a favorite uncle by the ex-CTN commanders, who credited him
with their acceptance into the TNI.)

Both Gatot

&~d

Saleh are said to

have asked that no military action be taken on their behalf, as the matter
was one involving the highest levels, and would have to be solved there.

As a result of the 16 November affair, Saleh Lahade was placed in
inactive position, as an officer assigned to the staff of IT-VII.

~~

His

replacement as fifth assistant was Captain John Rahasia (who had been
arrested with him), an oificer from Sangir, and a Christian like his
fellow northerners from :01inahassa.
This alignment--South Sulawesi with Gatot and the professionals,
North Sulawesi \.:ith l..'arouw and the pej uang--l:lay have reflected the spo.;cific interests of the officers from the two areas at the tine.
who really ini!:iated a..""ld engine2red the coup, was, it '.:ill be
persoru,el officer of IT-VII.
army reorganization and

Tumbelaka,

remer:1b~red,

:n that position he wa$ no doubt privy to

ration~lization

plans.

He himself had been

replaced as commander of a largely Javanese battalion (Battalion Abdulial:,
no. 711) by a very junior Javanese officer, First Lieutenant Suharto.
Tumbelaka, and the other Minahassan officers of TT-VII, proud of the military heritage of their area, but aware of the fact that as a Christian
minority which had been favored by the Dutch they were often looked on
with suspicion by the Islamic majority, illay have .:;.::ert in army plans a
threat of Javanese domination in an area which they 0elieved should
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rightly be their domain.
conspiracy of

J~vanese

Tumbelaka, and the others, may have feared a

and South Sulawesians against them.

was apparently a particular object of suspicion:

Saleh Lahade

he was thought to be

holding secret meetings with other Buginese-Makassarese officers, and, it
might be noted, he was the one officer from the South with the educational
qualifications and political connections to the pro-17 October group in
Jakarta to be considered a rival for high position should that group come
out on top.

The officers from South Sulawesi, on the other har.d, were

fewer in number, and more poorly educated in general.

They could not at

this time hope to hold their own unaided against their rivals from the
North.

They may have thought it in their own interest to

Javanese to

pr~v~nt ~linahassan

~ork

with the

domination.

For the units in the field, the situation was extremely confusing.
However, the local troops and those from the Brawijaya Division (which had
itself undergone an anti-17-0ctober coup) seem to have worked out mutual
territorial

arrange~ents

exception •.;as Andi Selle.

and to have avoided clashes.

Again, the one

\-:ith the arms he had rerr!oved froUJ the Pare-Pare

warehouse he was in a powerful position to enforce the closing of his
territory to other units.

This was soon to have serious consequences in a

series of incidents which erupted into open fighting in December

bet~een

Selle's Battalion 719 and Battalion 711 (the former Battalion Abdullah).
The immediate result of his action was to arouse the apprehension of
Lieutenant Colonel Chandra Hasan, commander of RI-23, who sent a telegram
to the President, members of the cabinet, and the chiefs of staff of the
Armed Forces (Simatupang) and the Army (Nasution).

He called their atten-

tion to the dangerous political aspects vi the differences of opinion that
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had arisen in TT-VII as a result of

1~cent

events in Jakarta and Makassar,

and suggested that a visit of the President, Vice President, and

~linister

of Defense to Sulawesi tc· explain the situation in Jakarta would be the
best way to solve the preble~ in ~~kassar. 15

Chandra Hasan himself is

said to .1ave been a supporter of President Sukamo in the 17 October
affair, sc his action is probably best seen as a reaction not to the coup
against Gatot, but to the danger which Andi Selle posed to his authority.
Warouw was apparently able to get at le<. ·t passive support from
Chandra Hasan

~~d

the other officers within the command by informing them

that he had acted on explicit instructions from Sukarno.

Gatot also

played a role in avoiding a clash between tne pro- and anti-17 October
groups by stating that the solution must be sought in Jakarta, and that
although from a military point of view Warouw's action was a breach of
discipline, it was justified from the point of view of an overall settlement of the problems faced.

16

The four regimental

co~anders

of TT-VII

announced their su?port for '.·:arouw' s action at a meeting of officers of
the territory, held in Bali on 8

Dece~ber

1952.

The com2and spokesman

announced that the declaration was made following Warouw's explanation
that he had acted to "prevent a greater catastrophe" in the TT-VII area.
President Sukarno was vacationing in Bali at the time, and it was reported
that Warouw was to call on him to explain the recent events in Makassar.
15Antara, 22 November 1952 (pm),
p. 2; no date is given for the
telegram.
16 rnterview, Azis Taba, Jakarta,
3 February 1972; he mentioned
having tried to contact Gatot; and that Chandra Hasan traveled to the
meeting of officers with Warouw, via Bone and Bonthain because he could
not go through Andi Selle's territory. Gatot's statement is in Antara,
28 November 1952 (pm), p. 2.
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On the way back to Makassa r, Warouw and twenty-o ne other officers from
TT-VII stopped in Surabay a to call on the acting commander of TT-V,
Colonel Sudirma n, who had also taken over command in the afterma th of the
17
17 October affair.
While Warouw was consolid ating his position in East Indones ia, and
contacti ng his anti-17 October allies in East Java, a solution was beginning to be worked out in Jakarta .

On 5 December KSAD Nasution was

suspend ed, and on the 16th Colonel Bambang Sugeng was appointe d acting
chief of staff in his stead.
Bambang Sugeng visited

}~kassar

on 24 and 25 Decembe r, where he had

talks with beth Gatot Subroto and Warouw.

On the 27th, back in Jakarta ,

he issued a decree appointi ng I.J'arouw acting commander of TT-VII.

The

decree noted that Gatot had "freque ntly voiced his desire to be pensioned," and that Warouw had expresse d his "readin ess to assume the
post."

18

The TT-VII spokesm an in ::-!akassar said that

Harou~-:

had called on

Gatot before the KSAD's visit to offer to return the con:r:::and to him, but
that Gatot had replied that it had become "diffic ult" for him to accept
t he

. .

pos~t~on.

19

Cabinet confirm ation of Warouw' s appointm ent was a major politic al
issue in Jakarta :

first the :liniste r of Defe!lse resigned , then the

Cabinet reversed itself and appointe d the Kaliman tan Divisio nal Commander,
Colonel Sadikin , to replace Warouw, and at that point Bambang Sugeng
17Antara, 10 December 1952 (am), p. 1; ll December (am), p. 1; 13
December (am), pp. 2, 6.

18Antara, 1 January 1953, p. 1.
19Antara (censore d), 1 January 1953, p. 3.
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resigned.

The re3:gnation of the Minister of Defense was accepted; that
.

o f t he

act~ng

KSAD was not. 20

The news of the Cabinet reversal reached

~~kassar

on 3 January 1953,

just as the ceremony for the transfer of command from Gatot to Warouw (as
acting commander) was about to begin.

However, as there had been no offi-

cial notification of the Cabinet decision, the ceremony went on as
planned.

Gatot thanked the community as a whole and the officers and men

under his

~ommand

for their support.

~arouw

said that he had been com-

pelled to assume his new appointment because of the confidence the new
KSAD had placed in him.

As a final touch in this modern shadow play, the

representative of the KSAD--at a well-attended reception for Gatot on
4 January--spoke of the importance of discipline and loyalty to orders
from above.

21

Colonel Sadikin never did take up the command of TT-VII,

and finally, on l August 1954, \-larouw was installed as full Panglima.
Aftermath of 16 Nover.1ber-- (1) Fi2i1ting betHeen Battalions 711 and 719
As noted above, not long after Andi Selle had
opportunity his orders of 15-16

~ovember

ta~en

advantage of the

offered for supplying himself

frQm the SKI arms warehouse, fighting incidents were reported between his
Battalion 719 and Battalion 711.

The fighting took place near Pare-Pare

and Enrekang, in an area in which an extremely confusing military situation had developed.

Battalion 711, the old Battalion Abdullah which had

been one of the first TNI units to land in South Sulawesi with

t~e

tionary Forces in 1950, had returned from the campaign against the
2

°Feith, Decline, pp. 269-270.

21Antara, 5 January 1953 (a:n), p. 1; 5 January (pm), p. 2.
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the Moluccas in May 1952, and was headquartered in Rappang.

Its troops

were largely Javanese, and its commander was a young Javanese officer,
l.ieutenant Suharto.

Andi Selle's Battalion 719 (the former KGSS/CTN

Battalion "Bau llissepe"), had its headquarters in Pinrang, his home.

Also

in the arP.a 1.ear Enrekang was the TKR Brigade Latimojang under Hamid Ali

and Usman Balo.

Usman Balo had split with Andi Selle when the latter was

commissioned into the TNI in August 1951, and with three companies from
Battalion "Bau Hassepe" he retreated to the hutan with Qahhar.

There he

had joined with Hamid Ali to lead the TKR Brigade Latimojang.

However, by

December 1952, Usman Balo and Hamid Ali had split with Qahhar.
of issues seem to have been involved:

A number

Usman Balo and Hamid Ali are said

to have opposed the development of the link with the Darul Islam; they
became involved in a jurisdictional dispute with another TKR unit under
Sanusi Daris, and they angered Qahhar by working out an arms deal with
Andi Selle, who sold them some of the weapons he had seized on 16 November.
On 1 December 1952, Qahhar issued an announcement that Usman Balo and his
gang were a danger tc
.
h e 1 p 1n

.

operat~ons

t~c

people and the state, and asked the people for

.
aga1nst
t h em. 22

The arms deal between Andi Selle and Usman Balo also aroused the
suspicions of Battalion 711, for in Operation Halilintar, in which both
battalions were participating, Usman Balo was supposed to be the target of
Andi Selle's attacks.

Further, in early December, a member of a Battalion

711 patrol (who happened to have been !>Iakassarese) had been kidnapped in
an ambush by a rebel group, thought to be one of Qahhar's units.

A

Battalion 711 company which followed the rebels to Pinrang, were told by
22

Harhaen, 20 January 1953.
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Andi Selle's men that there were no
the 719 men of shielding the rebels.

r~bels

there.

The 711 men suspected

In revenge, a Battalion 719 platoon

was attacked and virtually wiped out by the kidnapped man's company.

In

turn, a convoy from Battalion 711 which passed near Pare-Pare was attacked
by Selle's troops, and eleven men were killeu. 23
The fighting caused considerable consternation in the TT-VII staff,
for it raised precisely the question of provincialism which Warouw was
maintaining

~as

not involved in recent events, and it raised serious

doubts about his ability to control the situation in the area.
fear that the fighting would spread,

~ith

!here was

disastrous consequences.

Warouw

is also said to have feared that if harsh action were taken against Andi
Selle, it would discourage other guerrillas, including Qahhar himself,
from reporting in.
A settlement was reached only with difficulty.
friendly with Selle, and Tumbelaka, who
talion 711, conducted the

negotiatio~s.

~as

Warouw, who was

a former commander of Bat-

A cease fire and territorial

demarcation--with a no-man's-land in between--was established.

In about

February 1953 Andi Selle was convinced to accept the transfer of his
Battalion, 1,500 armed men, to the Depot Battalion located between
sar and

~~dai

airport.

~~kas-

A number of his men are said to have returned to

23

The incident is mentioned, somewhat obliquely, in the history of
Battalion 711--Pradjurit :lengabdi, pp. 133-134, 136-138. From the list o£
casualties suffered by the battalion (pp. 186-187), it appears that the
initial kidnapping and killings of other memb~rs of the patrol occurred on
8 December; eleven members of the battalion are listed as having died on
17 December, althou~h in the text the incident is described as having
occurred on 19 December. The incident was also mentioned briefly in a
censored Antara report of 1 January 1953, p. 3. Interviews: F. J. Turubelaka, Jakarta, 15 April 1972; Saleh Lahade, Makassar, 9 October 1971.
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the hutan at this time.

Selle remained there near the city, a

concern and discontent, for about a year.

sou~ce

of

In 1954 he and his battalion

were transferred to Polewali.
Aftermath of 16

~ovember--(2) ~egotiations

with the Rebels

The idea that Warouw mi.ght be able to negotiate some sort of settlement with Qahhar and the guerrillas seems to have arisen after Warouw's
take-over of coillmand, and not to have played a conscious part in the
decision to oust Gatot.
In December 1952 there were reports, first denied by the MBAD but
eventually confirmed by TT-VII, that both Qahhar Mudzakkar and Hamid Ali
had written to Warouw to offer their support and cooperation. 24
have been looking for allies in their fight with each other.

Both may

Both may

also have thought that it would be easier to reach an agreement with the
pejuang Warouw than with Gatot, an ally of Nasution and the pro-17 October
forces.

The ouster of the Javanese Gatot was in accordance with Qahhar's

demand that anak

da~rah

should rule their

o~~

areas.

Finally, an appeal

to negotiations may have been a ploy on Qahhar's part in order to have
military operations against him called off or reduced.

He knew from past

experience that such an offer wot,ld be warmly supported by civilian

'
leaders, eager to reduce the casualties--particularly
among civilians-which were the inevitable result of an attempt to reach a settlement by
use of force.

Accor~ing

to the TT-VII spokesman, Captain John Rahasia

24Antara, 9 December 1952 (pm),
p. 3, quoting the Jakarta daily
Merdeka, which also reported that Qahhar had sent a statement of support
to President Sukarno. The army denials are in Antara, 11 recember 1952
(pm), p. 3; and, quoting deputy KSAD Lt. Col. Sutoko, 12 December 1952
(po), p. 3. Capcai~ John Rahasia's state~e~ts are in Antara, 17 December
1952 (am), p. 2.
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(who

h~~

replaced Saleh Lahade in the aftermath of the 16 November affair),

Warouw's position on these overtures was that the Halilintar operation
should be continued; the possibility of returning to the community was
still open to those who had not engaged in criminal acts, others, including those under suspicion, would be detained or turned over to the appropriate agencies; all weapons must be unconditionally surrendered; and no
On 19 January Rahasia

"spies" would be allowed to enter the army.

affi.::med that "in principle" military operations would be continued, and
there would be "no compromise with the armed rebels."

25

Whether the overtures were genuine, or merely a ploy on Warouw's
part to strengthen his bargaining position in the still unsettled situation in TT-VII and Jakarta by holding out the possibility of being able to
reach an agreement with the rebels without departing from basic army
policy, the possibility of a

negoti~ted

settlement with Qahhar received

considerable support from political parties in

~1akassar.

The PKR, which

in October had taken a pro-17 October stand and urged ti1e President to
dissolve Parlianent, in January took the initiative to call a meeting of
16 political parties in Makassar, which on 8 January sent a letter to the
central government reques':ing that Lieutena.>t Colonel Harouw be allowed to
remain as commander and be given an opportunity to restore law and order
in the area.

26

The parties met again on 29 January and draited a state-

ment to be given to the President on hi::; arrival in Hakassar the following
day, which urged that order be restored in South Sulawesi without resort
25

Antara, 17 December 1952 (am), p. 2; and 20 January 1953 (am),

p. 4.

26 rhe general chairnan of the PKR

a

~-1inahas.san,

Henk Rondonuwu.
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to "the force of arms."

In a further meeting on 22 February, an appeal to

the central government was adopted urging its "agreement to measures being
taken in South Sulawesi to restore stability !...y other means than force";
and urging the government "to give the widest opportunity possible :o
Lieutenant Colonel Warouw to hold discussions with Kahar Muzakkar." 27
The Makassar branch of the PSI--which at the national level was supporting
the Minister of Defense against the rebellious officers--justified its
signing of the 8 January statement as being "in the interest of the people
in Sulawesi. "

28

President

S~rno,

not unexpectedly, responded favorably during his

visit to Sulawesi in January and February 1953 to this mood of support for
Warouw and efforts to reach a peaceful settlement of the
lem.

He was accompanied on the visit by Information

guerr~llas

~1inister

prob-

Arnold

Mononutu, who had set the tone in a press conference in Makassar prior to
the President's arrival, in which he said that it had been agreed "that if
possible law and order in this area should not be settled with the power
of arms."

However he added a cautionary note--".,.;herever confronted with

armed opposition, the government
measures as well. "

~ill

be forced to undertake military

29

At a mass rally in

~1akassar

on 3 February, President Sukarno "urged

the people to do their utmost to restore security and to live a prosperous
life."

On the following day both the President and Minister Mononutu
27

Antara, 17 October 1952 (p~), p. 1; 18 October (am), pp. 3-4; 10
January 1953 (am), p. 5; 31 January (am), p. 1; 24 February (pm), p. 3.
28

Antara, 15 January 1953 (am), p. 4.

29

Antara, 24 January 1953 (am), p. 2; 30 January (pm), p. 2.
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appeared at a mass rally in Pare-Pare.

The President spoke of the need

for unity and the restoration of security.

In a conciliatory gesture to

the rebels he said,
The independence of Indonesia is not the possession of
Bung Karno, nor of the people in the towns, it belongs also
to people who are waging guerrilla warfare; it is the possession of Kahar :-ruzakkar, Hamid Ali and others as well. 30
He ended by appealing to the crowd to work together to restore law and
order.
While in Pare-Pare, Warouw gave Sukarno a letter from Hamid Ali,
written in the name of the Latimojang Brigade.

The Brigade was not

opposed to the government or army of the Republic of Indonesia, the letter
said, but was against those "army officers and government officials who
had staged or were behind the 17 October affair."

The Brigade stated that

it was prepared to join the army on conditions set by the President/
Supreme Commander, and suggested that arrangements be macie via the acting
Panglina, Warouw.

That the guerrillas believed that Sukarno and the anti-

17 October forces would be more sympathetic to them is indicated also by
reports that a group of 200 armed men had attempted to surrender directly
to President Sukarno at Mandai airport on his arrival.

However, even the

anti-17 October group had a sense 0£ military proprieties, and the rebels
were prevented from doing so, apparently on Warouw's orders.

31

Warouw did make a conciliatory gesture of his own toward Qahhar and
the guerrillas, in a communique issued on 15 February 1953, after a meeting with political party leaders and civil government officials.
30

Antara, 4 February 1953 (am), p. 5; 6 February (am), p. 3.

31An tara, 7 re b ruary
T"'

1 ;:).)- 3

-J

( am ) , p. 3 .
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states t-hat he considered it "possible to meet the strong desires of Kahar
Muzakkar and his men to join the armed services through normal channels."
Further, should there be a deadlock because of central government imposed
conditions on the TT-VII, there were political parties (unspecified) prepared to intercede with the central government.

Finally,

~lthough

those

guilty of criminal acts or disrupting the country's independence would
have to be turned over to the legal authorities, if Qahhar had a "proeram
of social and economic development, TT-VII and the government were prepared to make it possible for his men to participate in its implementation."32
However, there is no record of negotiations, either with Qahhar or
with Hamid Ali/Usman Balo, actually having occurred at this time.

There

does seem to have been a slowing down of military operations against the
rebels, perhaps because the unsettled political and military situation
claimed prior attention.
To what extent if at all the possibility of reaching an agreement
with Qahhar, and l.."arouw' s belief that he \vould be better able to do so
than Gatot. entered into the 16 November coup decision is not known.

It

seems to have been at least indirectly involved from the start in that one
of the questions involved in the background to the 17 October incident was
that of army policy favoring professionalism to the disadvantage of the
pejuangs.

The pro-17 October group included people such as Saleh Lahade,

Qahh:;;r's old enemy, while the anti-17 October group of pejuangs was headed
at the national level by Bambang Supeno, the old colleague of both Qahhar
and Warouw.
32

Antara, 16 February 1953 (prn), ?P· 3-4.
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Also unclear is what Warouw

~e~~t

when he told the meeting of TT-VII

regimental com:nanders on 8 Dece!!lber that he had acted "to prevent a
greater catastrophe."

Four years later, when he was about to leave his

position as Panglima, he said that his "overthrow" of Gatot had been
"illegal," but that he had acted not out of "ambition," but in order to
"avoid bloodshed among ourselves."
reaching an agreement with Qahhar.

33

Avoidance of bloodshed could mean
Preventing a catastrophe could refer

to the possibility of fighting between

Jav~~ese

and local TNI troops--

although the first such incident (at least since the departure of Brigade
Mataram), was apparently that between Battalions 719 and 711, and that
occurred after Warouw's coup.

Possibly feeling between the pro- and

anti-17 October groups in Sulawesi were so tense that

l~arouw

feared

. h t~ng
.
.
34
on t h"~s ~ssue.
f ~g

Other Rebels--TKR and TRI
As noted above, apparently nothing cane of Hamid Ali's letters to
Suk:trno and to "'aroui..: in Decer.:ber 1952, shortly after his break with
Qahhar.

However, in October 1953, in response to a national call to

return to the fold of the Republic, Hamid Ali again asked to meet with
Warouw.

Chandra Hasan,

co~ander

of RI-23 was sent to oake the initial

contact, and succeeded by November, with the approval of the KSAD, in
33Marhaen, 13 August 1956.
34 suc h

·
· sa~·d to h ave ex~ste
·
d ~n
· J ava, wnere
·
tens~on
~s
t he neutra1·~tv
of Central Java on the 17 October question served to separate physically
the Brawijaya pejuangs of East Java and the Siliwangi professionals of
West Java. Warouw is said also to have feared that K~wilarang, Gatot's
predecessor as Panglima of IT-VII, and a ~linahassan, might try to influence the situation in East Indonesia in a pro-17 October direction. F. J.
Tumbelaka, interview, Jakarta, 15 April 1972.
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reaching an agreement that the TKR would be received by RI-23.

On the

tenth of December, the appointed day for the TKR to report to RI-23, it
became obvious that they had instead retreated further into the hutan.
The failure of the

agree~ent

was apparently party because of a dispute

which had arisen over Hamid Ali's demand for Rp.20,000,000 as "consolation" money for his men, and in part because the TKR did not wish to be
described as having "surrendered unconditionally."

35

In early 1954 Qahhar is said tc have tried to split Hamid Ali from
Usman Balo, and to convince him to join the DI.

He also failed.

There

was, however, a split in the TKR ranks, and a number of men, under the
leadership of a man named Ismail, joined forces with another rebel group,
the Tentara Republik

Indon~sia

(TRI--Army of the Republic of Indonesia).

The TRI was under the leadership of

.~di ~~kkulau,

former civil government

head in Pinrang, who had gone into rebellion to protest what he considered
improper acts of
area.

Andi

T~I

:~kkulau

Battalion 422 (Diponegoro), stationed in the

PL~rang

was related to Andi Selle (both were from Pinrang),

and received--or bought--arws

~roo

hin.

The TRI and

T~~

allied, nor had the TRI ever been part of Qahhar's DI.

had never been

36

After his failure to attract Hamid Ali to the DI, Qahhar established
35 "Sedjarah CorHas, '' pp. 110-111. As noted above, the word surrender (menjerah) seems to have been anathema to all the rebels; they prefer
to speak of returning (kenba1i).
36 "sedjarah CorHas," p. 112; interviews: Haji Andi Muddarijah, Sengkang, 13 February 1972; Andi Sapada, :lakassar, 26 ~·larch 1972; Andi Hasisah
Patompo, ~~kassar, 7 December 1971; this Andi :iakku1au is from Pinrang
(not from Luwu); and vras one of the subordinate chiefs in ~.,raja (Tjakkuridi), until the revolution. He fought as a guerrilla during the revolution (s.o:tO: Cnapter IV, p. 157). Andi Hakkulau is from the highest aristocracy (an ana' matola), and is married to a daughter of Andi :1appanjukki
(a sister of Bau Massepe).
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a special forces

unit--~!OMOC

out attack on the TKR.

(}1oment }labile Commando)--to launch an all-

In the meantime, officers of Battalion 711 had

been i.n contact both with the TKR and with Qahhar' s men, and had decided
that the possibilities of working with the TKR were more promising than
with the DI.

When Qahhar attacked the TKR in force, 18-26 December 1954,

one company from Battalion 711 came to the aid of the out-numbered TKR
(500 armed men to Qahhar's 800).

During the second attack, 8-12 January

1955, ad hoc cooperation was worked out in the field between Battalion 711
and the TKR.

Battalion 711 was operating under orders from RI-23 to

destroy both the DI/TII and the TKR, so when other

un~ts

from RI-23 joined

in the fight for Qahhar's February attack (10-15 February), Battalion 711
had to convince them to attack the DI/TII first.

The seven TNI companies

involved included two newly arrived Brawijaya companies from East Java who
didn't know the area, and coordination between the different units was
lacking.

In the end it was the TKR that cane to the aid of the TNI.

cooperation was forwalized in an agreement in :larch 1955, and
were used in operations against the DliTII from August ::hrough
that year.

T~~

The

units

~ovember

of

There was still some hesitation on the part of a number of TNI

units, and within Battalion 705 (formerly Battalion 711; renumbered in
April 1955) itself, concerning the trustworthiness of the TKR.

To help

alleviate this distrust, Hamid Ali on 1 October 1955 issued a statement on
behalf of TKR supporting the Republic of Indonesia and President Sukarno,
and noting that the TKR wished to help the government elimbtate the DI/TII
and in its efforts to include West Irian in the Republic.

On 10 October

1955 responsibility for making use of the TKR units was transferred from
Battalion 705 to RI-23, under Lieutenant Colonel Suadi Suromihardjo,
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had replaced Chandra Hasan in April 1q54 (after the failure of the 1953
agreement with the TKR).

37

Toward the end of 1955, the government and the army began to consider a new security policy.
and

w~re

The splits in the army which had both caused

deepened by the 17 October affair, had been officially declared

healed in a meeting in Jogjakarta in February 1955.

Cracks appeared in

June and July over the question of the appointment of an Army Chief of
Staff, however by October a compromise candidate had been appointed-Nasution, now a Major General and reconciled to Sukarno.

During his three

years out of office Nasution had had time to reflect on the problems which
had given rise to the conflict within the army and his own fall from
grace.

He described his change of view:
I decided that the TNI could not be an ordinary army,
with strict requirements for its men. The TNI is the
embodiment of the strength of the people, not a tool of
the government. The TNI is a Tentara Pejuang.38
This new attitude toward the pejuang \Ias reflected in the discus-

sions of a new security policy in late 1955, which was formalized in what
became known as the Konvensi Tjipajung (Cipayung Convention) of 8 December
1955, which provided that armed rebels would not be prosecuted if they
37 Radik Djarwadi, Pradjurit l·!engabdi, pp. 145-159.
38 Interview, General A. H. Nasution, Jakarta, 17 }~y 1972. For a
general discussion of the process by which the TNI again became a united
force, and of the change in !:'Jasution's position, see Herbert Feitit, The
Decline of Constitutional Democracy in Indonesia (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell
University Press, 1962), pp. 402-409, 443-444. R~th T. McVey explains the
changed views and alignoents in the army in terms of "the relationship tu
central military power" "The Post-Revolutionary Transformation of the
Indonesian Army," I, Indonesia, 11 (April 1971), p. 158.
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returned to the £~2.c

Clf

the Republic.

39

After discussions of proposals for a new security policy in the
National Security

Co~cil,

security situation.

it was decided to make a national survey of the

A group which included President Sukarno, Vice

President Hatta, Prin:e Minister Burhanuddin Harahap, :·1inister of Social
Affairs Sudibjo, KSAD
West Java (where
Kalimantan.

~asution,

appar~ntly

They arrived in

and Deputy KSAD Zulkifli Lubis visited

the Konvensi Tjipajung was adopted), and
~~kassar

on 10 December 1955.

l~ile

in Sula-

wesi, Sukarno spoke at mass rallies in Makassar and Pare-Pare, participated in a ceremony commemorating the 40,000 victims of Westerling's
pacification campaign, and met with the TKR leaders Hamid Ali and Usman
Balo.

(The President was later accused by some of his

criti~~

of having

also electioneered for the forthcoming Constituent Assembly elections.)
In his speeches the President spoke of the importance of national unity L1
facing threats from outside which were trying to
Pare-Pare he called on the rebels to return.

overthro~

the state.

A reporter who

~as

In

present

noted that 1-1hen he r::entior.ed the nar::es of Hamid Ali a.-"ld Vsuan Balo, there
was silence from the audience, but

th~~

when the President called on

Qahhar Mudzakkar to return there was echoing

~pplause.

noted reservations about the welcome being given to the

The same reporter
Tr~

on the part of

refugees from Purae in the Sengkang area; the refugees claimed that when
the TKR had ousted the DI/TII from the area, it proceeded to remove the
39 Reference to "Persetudjuan Tjipajung" and its provisions is in a
document "LetKol Saleh Lahade dan Naj oor Andi Jusuf ~·Jengadj ukan 4 Usul
kepada KSAD" (7-8 January 1957), DS:·1-AD, File--PUL & PAN, T, III, no. 334;
source--Doc. S£:1DA}1 SIV /fu'i, No. 0011/5 7. Saleh Lahade also mentioned the
Konvensi Tj ipaj ung in interviews in :·1akassar, 4 and 9 October 1971. Negotiations with the 1~~ did take place in Tjipajung in June 1956; ~~rhaen,
22 Ju..'le 1956.
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tin roofs from the people's houses, and had taken their possessions.

40

On 23 December the .Makazsar newspaper, :-Iarhaen, reported that KSAD
Nasution had said that Usman Balo's proposals were acceptable.

However,

an agreement with the TKR was not reached until June, when meetings were
held in Cipayung, West Java, 8-9 June 1956.

TKR units had continued to

be used as auxiliary forces, and at this very time a TKR company participated in an attack on a conference of DI/TII leaders at the Awo complex in
Luwu, in which a number of rebels were killed or captured.

41

A formal

ceremony marking the return of the rebels to the arms of the Republic was
held in Jakarta on 22 June 1956, in which Usman Balo
an oath of loyalty to the Republic of Indonesia.

~~d H~mici

Ali swore

The commander of RI-23,

Lieutenant Colonel Suadi, and a staff officer who had done much of the
negotiating with the TKR, Lieutenant Colonel Nasuhi, were present at the
ceremor.y.

TKR members were guaranteed immunity from prosecution for prior

acts; TKR companies were to remain under their

ow~ co~anders

and to be

located in designated areas in South Sulawesi where they would assist in
th~

maintenance of security, and would undergo training; pending a deci-

sion on their official status, they would be regarded as auxiliary combat
troops (Tenaga Bantuan Operasi--TBO), and after a three month's transitional period would be placed at the disposal of the now being formed
South and Southeast Sulawesi Operational Kommand (KoDPSST--Komando Daerah
40Marhaen, 14 and 15 December 1955; there were no further stories in
this series. See also, ~1arhaen, 11, 12, and 13 Dece~:;.ber 1953; and PIA, 7
DecP.mber 1953 (am), p. 2; 8 December (am), p. 2; 10 December (am), p:-4;
11 December (am), p. 2; 12 December (am), pp. 4-5.
41 "0perasi Nusafir E/Lasinrang (A\·10 Complex)" (6-18 June 1956),
DSM-AD, File--PUL & PAl-1, T, III, no. 334; source--DOC SEM DAN XIV. Also
reported in Marhaen, 21 June 1956.
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Pertempuran Sulawesi Selatan dan

Te~g~ara);

Rp. 20,000,000 would be pro-

vided for projects in industry, agriculture, education, fisheries and
trade, to aid those members of the TKR who wished to return to the community.

It was estimated that of the 30,000 followers of the TKR, about

1,200-1,500 were armed (two and a half battalions).

42

Four days later a similar agreement was signed with Andi Makkulau
and the TRI.

Andi Mattalatta, who had been involved in these negotia-

tions, was at the ceremony in Jakarta.

There were about 5,000 members of

the TRI, including units under Andi Tjambo and

~<di

once been part of .;ndi Selle's Battalion 719.

The leaders of the TRI,

Andi

}~kkulau

civilian life.

Pasenringi which had

and Ismail, both said that they intended to return to
Those who retained this military status would also, after

a three months' transitional period, be assigned to assist in the operatio11s of the KoDPSST.

Rp. 10,000,000 was to be allocated for development
.

projects f or t h ose TRI menb ers wh o returned to t h e~r
The

r~action

rebels was mixed.

in South

Sulawe~i

. .

commun~t~es.

43

to the return of the TKR and TRI

There seem to have beer: few problems with the TRI.

Andi Makkulau had long worked with Andi Selle, with whom he and the TRI
had ties of family, kampong, and interest.

Further, he was a member of

the high aristocracy, had never been associated with the DI or TKR, and
had gone into the hutan for what were considered justifiable reasons.
In August 1956 Andi Makkulau was given a position in the security department of the Governor's office.

44

42

Marhaen, 22 June 1956; PIA, 23 June 1956 (am), pp. 2-4.

43

Marhaen, 28 June 1956.

44 PL<\, 5 August 1956 (am), p. 16.

By that time Andi Pa...""tgerang, a
half-brother of Andi :·1.:lkkulau' s '..;i£e, ·..;as Governor.
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However, as noted above, the TKR had a reputation for being
gang of thieves.

~~ther

a

Usman Bale, who was commander of operations for the TKR,

described himself as a "tukang pukul" (big fist), while Hamid Ali, the
Panglima of the TKR was the "tukang bicara" (big mouth).
however, was perhaps best

~~own

Usman Balo,

for his collection of gold adornments, and

his personal guard unit, which was composed of his wives, attractive teenaged girls.

Usman Bale was a commoner, and his amassing and displaying

such great wealth was an affront to the time-honored adat stipulation that
no commoner could be more wealthy than the nobility.

Further, he had

shown great disrespect for the aristocracy by striking a child of the Datu
of Suppa.

45

The Datu of Suppa had shown her displeasure at the overtures being
made toward the TKR in December, by remaining in

Y~kassar

when the Presi-

dent and his group of dignitaries from Jakarta went to Pare-Pare for discussions with Usman Bale and Hamid Ali.
Kadjenne, the widow of Bau :-laseppe,
South

Sula~esi,

~.-as

Further, the Datu of Suppa, Petta
one of the :nest beautiful wo::::J.en in

and may have had reason to fear undue attention from the

notorious Usman Balo. 46
45 This is said by scffie to have been the original
incident that led
to his split with Andi Selle in 1951, for .~di Selle is described as one
of the more "feudal" members of the aristocracy. He himself was as goldencrusted as was Usman Bale, but in his case it caused less comment.
There is a photograph of a TKR women's unit in Radik Djar~adi, Pradjurit
Mengabdi, No. 80 (unpaginated, in "Album" at back of book).
46 Petta Kadjenne herself said
th~t she had not b~en involved in the
settlement of the TKR matter, and was in :-Iakassar because of ill health.
Marhaen, 13 December 1955. Petta Kadjenne (I. Sudji Karaeng Kadjenne) is
the daughter of Andi Mapp.:mgile, the half-br•Jther of her husband's predecessor as Datu of Suppa; Abdul Razak Daeng Patunru, "Sekelumit tentaag
Sedjarah Keradjaan Sidenreng," Bingkisan, II/4 (December 1968), pp. 40-41.
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Not only the people and the aristocracy were less

th~•

overjoyed

with the welcoming o£ the TKR back to the fold, some members of the
were also unhappy.

T~I

The negotiations with the TKR had seemed to present a

particularly opportune occasion to get a jungle promotion, and many South
Sulawesi TNI
go i::.tc

~he

memb~rs

had taken advantage of the protracted negotiations to

hutan, c<:lrrying their weapons as the purchase price of a

higher rank with the rebels, in time to return to the kota and be accepted
into the TNI once more--but at this higher rank.
who had remained loyal to the

The resentment of those

remained at a lower rank--was

TNI--~•d

apparently sufficient for KSAD Nasution to appeal to "members of the Army
in South Sulawesi to refrain from making any acts which might impede the
proper and SQOOth course of the settlement of the TKR and TRI question in
its entirety."

The settlement was in accordance with the gcvernment

security policy, he said, and consistent with the program of the Army.
The appeal was contained in an Order of the Day "which called upon menbers
of the Amed Forces in South Sula,.;esi to check their sentir.:ents, scrupulously observe military discipline,
sense o f

<>..1d

show a strong ..... ill to work and a

.b ~.1.~ty. ,,4 7

respons~

A number of incidents did occur between
nating in a month-long fight (8
and Battalion 708.

T~~

O~t~bex-5 ~ovember

and TNI units, culmi1956) between the TKR

Battalion 708 was largely composed of former guer-

rillas who had been accepted into the TNI in 1950-1951, and .Zrom which
many men are said to have run to join the TKR during the time the settlement with them was being negotiated.

The fighting ended only when Usman

47PIA, 4 July 1956 (&~), pp. 6-7; not carried in Marhaen.
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Balo was moved to East Java in

Novemb~~ 1956. 48

Incidents such as this one did prolong the transitional period in
which the TKR and the TRI were to have been screened for acceptance into
the TNI.

Not until January 1958 were the TKR companies fully integrated

into the TNI forces in South Sulawesi.
TT-VII Personnel Policies
A further outcome of Warouw's ouster of Gatot was the tightening of
Minahassan control over TT-VII.

Not only were most staff positions within

TT-VII headquarters held by Minahassans, but some officers from the north
were assigned to positions with the ex-CTN Battalions, which had been previously considered the virtually exclusive domain of their own commanders.
Saleh Lahade, the most senior staff officer from South Sulawesi, was put
in a non-active status after November 1952.

Andi

~~ttalatta,

the senior

battalion commander from South Sulawesi, was continually given combat
duties in the field until he was made
1954, a position

~,·hich

~1akassar

city corrm:ander in April

had previously bce:.1 held by r.:.ore j u...""lior officers.

Some of the CTN officers who had been sent off to Java for training
found on their return to South Sulawesi that they were placed in uniufluentia! staff jobs, and were cut off from their old commands.
tained informal links with their former anak buah.

Hany re-

One of the leaders of

this group was Azis Taba, who had been sent to Bandung for training in
48 "sengketa Kesatuan Bn 708 ROI-l dgn Sepasukan TKR" (8 October
1956), and "Rapat di ~'1akassar untuk ~lenjelesaikan Pertikaian antara Kesatuan Bn 708 ROI-l dgn TKR'' (2-5 November 1956), DS~1-AD, File--Peristi\.Ja
Penting Lainnja, source--SENAD TT VII/Wirabuana; "Rapat di ~landai antara
KDPSST dan TKR" (5 November 1956), DS~l-AD, File--Peristiwa Penting
Lainnja, source--DJAPEN PRO SUL I..JARTA DOKID1ENTA.
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1952.

When he ret•trned to South Sulawesi, he found his old battal5on

under the command of someone else, and himself in an unimportant job on
the TT-VII staff.

The officers from South Sulawesi, who until this time

had been divided amongst

the~elves

into a TNI-Jogja group and an ex-CTN

group, now began to share senti=ents of being unjustly treated, feelings
very much akin to those that had set Qahhar and the KGSS on the path of
rebellion in 1950 and 1951.
Following the national army reconciliation

i~

Jogja in February

1955, between the pro- and anti-17 October groups in the TNI,
a similar gesture
mPeting

issue~

composed of

i~

l~arouw

TT-VII by organizing a reur.ion of Brigade XVI.

made
The

a manifesto urging that the core of officers of TT-VII be

fo~er

members of Erigade XVI and the laskar seberang.

49

appeared, however, that Warouw was continuing to give preference to

It
~ina-

hassan officers, and so the South Sulawesi officers met the following
month, and decided to send a delegation to Harct.:><l
the true spirit of the Brigade XV 1 :-lanifesto.

.:1ski~g

him to adhere to

'harouw. at first angered,

is said finally to have agreed that he would :::.ake no chan.;es in the former
CTN battalions withcut first discussing the matter with the South Sulawesi
officers.
Positions in the TT-VII

~taff,

however, continued to be held pri-

marily by officers from :-linahassa.
A strong link between tile TNI-Jogja and TNI-ex-CTN groups among the
49

saleh Lahade gave the date of the re~~ion as :-lay 1954, but he had
given the date of the Jogja meeting (which was in 1955) as February 1954,
and said that the reunion had followed it. Interviews, ~lakassar, 1 and 4
October 1971. The Brigade XVI retmiou is mentioned as having occurred in
1955 in "Risalah :!anifest, Ex-Anggauta-2 Brigade XVI/Kelasjkaran Seberang"
(25 June 1955).
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South S•uawesi officers was forged when Jusuf and Azis Taba came to know
each other well when both were in Bandung for training in 1952.
officers apparently

h~ld

The two

similar views on the problems facing South Sula-

wesi, and through the years remained in touch by correspondence.

When

Jusuf was at the U.S. Army Advanced Infantry Training School in Fort
Benning, Georgia, Azis Taba kept him informed of the situation in IT-VII.
According to Azis Taba, Jusuf himself felt strongly that because of the
dangers to Indonesian unity of the involvement of ethnic rivalries in the
security

situ~tion

in South Sulawesi, the problems there must be solved

by the anak daerah themselves.

For example:

If a man were shot, n~s wife would say to their child,
"a soldier .:rom Java shot your father." The child would
remember, and would have strong emotions about it. Y~t it
was only coincidental that the ~o~cii~r wa5 Javanese.)Q
Further, casualties within the ex-CTN battalions had increased,
the men had no confidence in their unfamiliar cocr=anders.

bec~use

The problem, as

Azis !aba and Jusuf viewed it, was not only the presence of Javanese
troops, but the do::1ination of command positions by tile :·linahassans.

This

belief was the basis of the cooperation between Jusuf and Azis Taba in the
months following Jusuf's return from the U.S. in 1956.

Jusuf's views on

the position of the anak daerah were strengthened by his personal experience.

He himself was informed on his return by the new commander of

TT-VII, Ventje Sumual (a former classmatt.: at SSKAD) that there
position open for him in IT-VII.

~·Ias

no

This was a decision which Sumual may

later have had cause to regret.

50 rnterview, Azis Taba, Jakarta,
3 February 1972.
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While in the United States for training Jusuf had come to know
Colonel Ahmad Yani, who

retu~ed

to Indonesia at about the same time as

did Jusuf, and who rose rapidly within

the~.

becoming Second Assistant

(Operations) in September 1956, and First Deputy to KSAD Nasution in
December 1956.

Jusuf's friendship with Yani was important both for the

backing which it gave hire at army headquarters, and for the access it gave
him to information about the thinking and long-range planning of the army
leadership.

Jusuf was quick to realize the importance to his own plans

for the future of the policies which the

MB.~

began to implement in 1955

and 1956.
When Nasution resumed his position as Army Chief of Staff in October
1955, he not only had new ideas about the nature of the army and policy
toward the rebel groups, but he had determined to strengthen central control over the army.

Indeed, such strengthening would be necessary if

numbers of poorly educated, poorly trained, and poorly disciplined
were to be incorporated into the IXI

~ithout

also

fissiparous tendencies of bapakis:::.

Xasution e:::barkcd on

str~n;thening
d

~en

the

prc£ra::l

~f

territorial reorganization, transfer of regional commanders, strengthening
of centrally-controlled educational and training programs, and establishing a strike force under ~iliAD contro1. 51
Since 1950 the cou.1try had been divided into seven large military
districts, and the commanders of the more important of them wielded considerable power in their relations with the army general staff because of
the size of the areas and the number of troops under their command.

One

S~cVey, "Transformation of the Indonesian Army," II, Indonesia, 13
{April 1972), pp. 154-175, especially pp. 166-168, 171-173.
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step in strenthening the authority of the central command and

weak~ning

the power of the regional panglimas was the institution of the "tour of
duty" policy.

It was hoped that the frequent transfer of panglimas would

inhibit bapakism, and the building of local power bases in the regions.
The tour-of-duty policy could also be used to

transi~r

officers

whose involvement in smuggling caused not only embarrassment but a loss of
revenue to the central government.

Army-sponsored smuggling had been a

problem in Sulawesi for a number of years; in October 1954

1

~arouw

had been

called into court because of TT-VII sponsored smuggling of copra, and
although he remained as Panglima, several officers were transferred to
non-active status, reportedly as a concession to the displeasure of the
civilian leaders.

Smuc;gling

con~'"inued,

however; according to the officers

involved it was necessary because they did not receive sufficient funds
J.Jr either maintenance or operations from the }ffiAD.

Both North and South

Sulawesi were involved in copra smuggling, although more is
and more attention has been focused
out in the North.

~~.

th~

~nown

about,

illegal copra trade carried

Both Ar.di Selle in the South (who, it \vill be remeo-

bered, was located near supplies of copra in Mandar and the traditional
smuggling port of Pare-Pare), and

~-iorang,

commander of RI-2.4 in Henado,

carried out this illegal trade with the approval of Warouw as TT-VII
commander.

Major Saleh Lahade and

~~jor

John Rahasia were the staff

officers of TT-VII responsible for supervising army participation in the
export o f copra,

.

r~ce

an d sa1 t. 52

52

see Feith, Decline, ?P· 487-500, for a useful summary of the question of cvpra and smuggling in East Indonesia. The most detailed information I have seen on smuggling in South Sulawesi is in Boyd R. Compton,
"The Fall of the Copra foi..il1d.:ition," ar.~ "::ac.assar, June 14," ~ewslet ters
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D~ring

1956, Nasution moved to transfer a number of senior military

officers, including the panglimas of the important territories of North
Sumatra (Simbolon), West Java (Kawilarang), and East Indonesia (Warouw),
as well as his old enemy, Zulkifli Lubis who was uncomfortably close to
the center

v~ ~vw~r

as Deputy Chief of Staff.

The transfers were not

accomplished without difficulty, much of it inspired by Lubis.

The most

serious opposition came in Sumatra, where although the MBAD was able to
organize a counter-coup against Simbolon, the regimental commander in West
Sumatra (Lieutenant Colonel Ahmad Husein) and the acting Panglima of South
Sumatra (Colonel Barlian) persisted in acts of defiance to the central
government and the ~ffiAD.
of what came to be

know~

Another part o£

53

The Sumatran events were the overt beginning

as the regional crisis.

~asution's

the commands down to size.

plan for the army was literally to cut

Instead of seven large territorial commands

(TT--Tentara Territorium), a number (eventually 17) of smaller ones,
Komando Daeran
lished.

~·~iliter

(Iill~l--:lilitary

This ?lan ·.-rould

::~eet

.\.rea Co:::l..::a."ld), ,,,,:;rc to be estab-

the de::1ancis of a :-tl.Xlber of areas--South

Sulawesi the most insistent among them--for separate military status, and
would at the same time lessen the power of the individual territorial
commanders by reducing the number of troops at their disposition and the
of the Institute of Current I.Jorld Affairs (~ew York), 16 and 25 June 1956.
Information on copra and smugglin~ was also obtained in an interview with
J. M. J. "Nun" Pantomv, Jakarta, 23 January 1972.
Information on the persons involved, and the division of the proceeds, is in Staf Umum Angkatan Darat, P.R.R.I., Vol. I (Jakarta, 1962),
pp. 149-154.
53 Feith, Decline, pp. 520-538;
HeVey, "Transformation of the Indonesian A:rmy," I, pp. 158-176; John R. I.J. Smail, "The :1ilitary Politics of
North $w;J.atra: December 1956-0ctober 1957," Indonesia, 6 (October 1968),
pp. 128-l37.
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size of the areas under their control

This

territoria~

reorganization

plan was particularly associated with Yani.
Yani was also instrumental in devising plans for the strengthening
of the army's education and training program, which was to include the
establishment of cadre regiments (Resimen Induk) in each of the regional
divisions to carry out infantry training for the units in their command.
In general, the direction of these army plans was favorable to the
interests of the officers from South Sulawesi:

a splitting of TT-VII into

smaller territorial commands would free them from the
tion of the

rcgi~nal

~linahassan

domina-

command, and the new emphasis on education and

training would better equip the officers and men--the majority of whom
were ex-guerrillas who had been accepted into the army in the post-CTN
compromise of 1952--for competition for promotions and positions.

Con-

versely, the new policies were somewhat threatening to the officers from
Minahassa:

1-iarouw ·..;auld be transferred from his lucrative post as Pa..Tlg-

lima of TT-VII,

a~d

if the territorial reorganization were carried out,

his successor, even if a ?:-linahassa..J., ·..;auld have st:.bstantially less
authority and autonomy.

Many of the Minahassan officers already had quite

high levels of education and training--one of the factors which had
enabled them to dominate the TT-VII command structure.
Both Warouw and Worang, commander of RI-24 in Henado, were scheduled
to be transferred in 1956 in accordance with the tour-of-duty policy, and
both were reported to be reluctant to leave their posts.

Both had been

heavily involved in the army-organized smuggling in Sulawesi since 1954,
both had become entrenched as anak daerah, and the

~mAD

was determined

that they should be transferred.
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In May 1956, Lieutenant Colonel H.

~.

V. Sumual

~as

appointed chief

of staff of TT-VII, and there were indications that he was scheduled to
replace Warouw as Panglima.

There was some sentiment in South Sulawesi

favoring the appointment of Andi

~attalatta

to succeed Warouw.

54

However,

the MBAD may have thought it wise to replace Warouw with an officer froQ
Minahassa, not only to ease getting Warouw's agreement to the transfer,
but because the other senior
same

ti~e

~linahassan

officer, Kawilarang, was at the

scheduled to be transferred from his position as Panglima of

TT-III, West Java/Siliwangi.

Both Warouw and Kcwilarang were scheduled

for posts outside the country--Warouw as Military Attache in Peking,
Kawilarang as Military Attache in Hashington--and it may have been thought
necessary to have some senior

~linahassan

officer in a major post.

In any

case, plans were underway for the establishment of a separate operational
command in Sot•.th Sulawesi (the Komando Pertempuran Sulawesi Selatan dan
Tenggara--KoDPSST), and TT-VII would no longer have responsibility for
policy and operations in the South.
During a visit to Sulawesi in July 1956, KSAJJ

~:asution

discussed

their future assignment and transfers with Warouw and Worang, and inaugurated the new KoDPSST.

He also took part in a ceremcny in Menado, dis-

tributing the proceeus of the TT-VII/RI-24 organized smuggling to various
government offices for further distribution to the

kabupaten~.

His

participation in this ceremony was designed to give the affair an aura of
legality, and thus obviate the need to discipline the officers involved,
with whom he was in the midst of delicate negotiations for the transfer
54A demonstration supporting }~ttalatta's appointment was reported
in Marhaen, 7 July 1956.
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of their commands.

55

At the same time the

}~

tried to eliminate one of the pretexts for

the smuggling--that insufficient funds for operations were provided by
headquarters--by

p~oposing

the "creation of separate budgets for security

restoration in the regions" because in the past, "funds for routine
spending had to be used for this purpose or the

~litary

Commanders had

to seek additional funds by themselves." 56
Negotiations between the KSAD and the Panglimas continued for
another month.

On 13 August Warouw announced that he was pleased to

accept his new position as military attache in Peking, and that the ceremany transferring command to Sumual as his successor would take place on
22 August.

57

After a series of

.
West J ava as we11 as S u 1 awes~,

ala~s

and maneuvers involving Jakarta and

58 ..
warouw trans f erre d comman d o f TT- VIT• to

Sumual on 22 August 1956 as scheduled.

At about the same time, Worang was

transferred from the command of RI-24 in
commander of Regiment 6 in

Ta~jungkarang,

~-lenado

to South SUillatra, as

Lawpung; he was replaced in

v .
D• J . Somoa.
. 59
Mena do b y .laJor

55 Marhaen, 17 and 20 July 1956; PIA, 15 July 1956 (am),
p. 13; 17
Juiy (am), p. 5; 20 July (am), p. 5.
56 PIA, 12 July 1956 (am), p. 1.
57Marhaen, 13
August 1956.
5 eDescribed in Feith, Decline, pp. 500-507; and ~1cVey,
"Transformation of the Indonesian Army," I, pp. 159-162.
59 sin Po, 28 July 1956; rl~rhaen, 20 August 1956; PIA,
21 August 1956
(pm), pp. 5, 9; 24 August (am), p. 5.
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The South Sulawesi Pacification Command--KoDPSST
In recognition of the fact that the security problem in South Sulawesi was not merely military in nature, and that rebels retained significant strength in spite of the recent surrendets of the TKR and TRI, the
government decided in about April 1956 to establish a special operational
command for South Sulawesi with the specific responsibility for bringing
the insurgency to an end.

It was to have operational military authority

for the kabupatens of Makassar, Bonthain, Bone, Pare-Pare,

}~dar,

Luwu,

and Southeast Sulawesi--that is, all of South and Southeast Sulawesi with
the exception of the city of

}~kassar.

directly under the KSAD--not TT-VII.

The new command was placed
Although the first staff officers,

including the chief of staff, Lieutenant Colonel R. A. Nasuhi (a Siliwangi
man and a Nasution supporter), had been appointed as of the first of June,
the KoDPSST was formally inaugurated only on 15 July 1956.

Appointed as

commander was Colonel R. Sudirman, who had been Panglima of the East Java
Brawijaya Division since he assumed comnand in the aftermath of the 17
October affair in 1952.

He had come to know many of the officers of

TT-VII during the time when these two areas led the anti-17 October forces
within the army.

Furthers of the twenty battalions which would come under

the operational control of the KoDPSST, nine were from Brawijaya, and an
additional chree battalions (thuse sent from East Java in 1950) were still
composed largely of East Java troops, and there was one Diponegoro battalion.

Finally, Sudirman was a devout Moslem, and had once taught in

a madrasah, and it was hoped that he would provide an Islamic appeal to
counter that of Qahhar and the DI. 60
6°Kementerian Pertahanan, Staf Angkatan Darat, Surat
Keputusan
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The initiative for the

establisi~ent

of the KoDPSST is usually

attributed to the }ffiAD, if not to Nasucion himself, and in some respects
this new command can be seen as a
(Komando Daerah

~liliter--K.D:-1)

forer~~ner

which

~asution,

of the

~lilitary

Area Commands

and later Yani, hoped to

establish in place of the unwieldy and difficult to control }lilitary
Territories (Tentara Territorium--TT).

Nasution says that he visited the

areas to get ideas for the territorial organization ccmponent of the new
security policy he was developing, and that the proposal for the separate
operational coremand in South Sulawesi came from Warouw. 61
the South Sulawesi officers had

co~unicated

Others say that

their dissatisfaction with

Minahassan domination of TT-VII to Nasution, and that the establishment of
the KoDPSST as a separate command was at least in partial response to
their pleas.

However, it was

appare~tly

ration of the KoDPSST that South Sulawesi

only some time after the inaugu~fficers

were given significant

positions within it.
The public reaction of IT-VII to the formation of

~he

KoDPSST

~as

cautiously favorable, and co::1bined o;dth criticism of past :-l.B.o\D support.
No.: KPTS-124/7/1956, dated 12 July 1956 (effective date 1 April 1956); in
Beberapa Peratura..'1. dan :lakl~mat .\. D ./Keputusan/?erinta:1iP'2netapan/Instruksi/Penguznu::1an j.:m~ P2ntin;-P""nt::.ng, -+96/III/I/1956, dad c(SAD, K•.;artaal
III, 1956, Vol. I, p. 35. See also PL\, 13 July 1956 (pm), pp. 2-3; 17
July (am), p. 5.
61 rnterview, A. H. Nasution, Jakarta, 17 May 1972.
At first glance
this seems rather unlikely, as the KoDPSST renoved from Waro~w's command
its most important area. On the other hand, Harou•• was not known for his
energy or initiative, and may have been sympathetic to appeals from local
commanders (such as Andi }~ttalatta) not to undertake extensive operations
against the guerrillas, who were only misguided youths. Feith, Decline.
p. 412, notes that in S,tl~wesi (in 1954) "army units concerned avoided
major drives against the rebels." Obtaining money for such operations YTas
also a p::.·oblem. Thus, Warouw may indeed have welco:ned the opportunity to
turn over to the ~lBAD the responsibilit; for restoring security in South
Sulawesi--and finding the ru...-.ds to do so.
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In his final press conference before his transfer in August 1956, Warouw
noted that

~he

formation of a special operational command to carry out the

government's security policy and the placing of this command under the
direct auttority of the KSAD,

~ould

free the TT-VII command to concentrate

on the development of the army in the area.

Further, he said, the TT-VII

had not always had the full backing of and material support from the
central government in its operations in South Sulawesi.

It was good that

this responsibility had been given to a command under direct leadership
from the center, said Warouw, because now the center itself could experience the difficulties which Tl-VII had faced in the last six years.
Warouw expressed the fear that the reaction against the formation of
KoDPSST might split the army, and \varned that the issue should not be !:lade
a political one, but that the TT-VII command and the community should give
full support to the KoDPSST.

62

Community reaction in South Sulawesi to the new
tially unfavorable.

co~d

was ini-

The nane chosen--?ertenouran (battle)--implied

emphasis on :nilitary operations that
a meeting of the Kongres

~•as

a~

sure to increase casualties.

Peladjar-~Iahasiswa

In

Karban Kekatjauan (Congress of

Student Victims of the Insurgency), held 17-24 July 1956, students urged
the government to reconsider its decision to establish the KoDPSST.
Explaining the position of the students, their spokesman,

~~ttulada,

said

that it was the ordinary people who suffered most in the insurgency and
that the congress was concerned with trying to reduce the number of
casualties if there was to be renewed fighting in the effort to restore
peace.

The students acknowledged the necessity to use force in restoring
62

Marhaen, 13

Au~ust

1956.
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security, Mattulada said, but the use of the word "pertempuran" in the
name of the command implied that military

~eans

would have primacy over

psychological or other means in the policy of the command.

The students

also suggested that if the name of the command were changed from the
"horrifying" pertempuran to something II!Ore like pengaoanan (pacification),
they would be prepared to assist it by forming

a~

information corps to

. t h e~r
. government po 1"~cy ~n
. areas. 63
exp 1 a~

The KoDPSST was sufficiently concerned about the outburst of open
criticism to schedule a talk by chief of staff Nasuhi to the students.

In

his speech, Nasuhi emphasized that the new "integrated political-military"
security policy was based on providing an opportunity to the insurgents
to return to the community, but that military operations had to be carried
out to demonstrate to the insurgents that they could not attain their
goals by force.

He attributed the disturbed situation in Indonesia to the

cold war, Dutch influence, and the afterwath of the revolution.

Speaking

of the situation in South Sulm.:esi, he noted :·..:o factors •..;hich had led to
the insurgency--the ideological conflict caused by Qal1har's

a~herence

to

Darul Islam, and the failure of the central government to give recognition
to revolutionaryheroes.

Q~hhar

Mudzakkar is an acknowledged hero of the

revolution, said Nasuhi, but his attempt to defend his ideology through
guerrilla warfare will not succeed because he does not have the support
of the people.

64

Largely as a result of the protests of the students, the name of the
command was changed from pertempuran to pengamanan.
63

Sometime between

Marhaen, 24 July 1956.

64}1arhaen, 10 August 1956; PIA, 12 .\ugust J956 (pm), pp. 3-4.
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August and October 1956 Nasuhi was
KoDPSST.

wit~drawn

as chief of staff of the

In a ceremony on 5 October 1956, Indonesian Armed Forces Day,

Saleh Lahade was installed as chief of staff to replace him, and Andi
Mattalatta was inaugurated as deputy commander of KoDPSST.

At the same

time the South Sulawesi battalions were formally recognized as a separate
reserve unit under the KoDPSST, KRU-Hasanuddin (Komando Reserve Umum-General Reserve Command), to be given intensified training as they incorporated the recently accepted TKR-TRI companies.

Appointed as commander

of KRU-Hasanuddin was J11suf, with Andi Selle as his deputy and Azis Taba
as chief of

staff.~ 5

Sudirman also sought to involve civilian officials in the
of KoDPSST.

~pPraLions

In late November he called on the representative to Parlia-

ment from Bonthain, NohamiJad Noor G·Iasjumi) for "assistance in the
restoration of security in the area."

In a press interview Noor said his

impression was that Sudirman wished "to achieve his aims by peaceful
means."

Asked if he thought: a peaceful appr-oach ·.vould produce satisfac-

tory results, :,;cor said that "it r..:ould depend on the Government and t:h2
armed forces as well as on Nuzakkar hin:self."

66

In December Governor Andi

65 Nasuhi 1 s t;ithdrat,·al was repo.ct:ed in ~·Iadj alah Anc;katan Dar at, 7-S
August 1956, and in Sin Po, 27 Oct:ober 1956. According to 9Th. KOD.-\:·1 XIV
"Hasanuddin" Clakassar: i:(ODA}1 XIV/P..t'l, 1966), p. 4, KRU-Hasanuddin was
formed on 12 June 1956. The formation is said to have been discussed with
and approved by Sudirman, but: this could have been done prior to his official installation as cor:u-uander. The date of S October 1956 for the official ::.eremony is in "Penbentukan K.R.U. 'Has::muddin "' (5 October 1956),
DSM-AD, File--?VL & P&~, T, III, no. 334; source--Sedjarah Ringkas Resim~n
Infanteri a~SA~~DDIN 1957/1960. Other information from interviews: Saleh
Lahade, ~~kassar, 1 and 4 October 1971; Azis Taba, Jakarta, 3 February
1972, General R. Sudirman, Jakarta, 13 ~lay 1972.
66 PIA, 1 D~cember 1956 (a~), pp. 7-8.
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Pangerang and his father, former Raja of Bone

.~di }~ppanjukki,

Bone at Sudirman's request in an attempt to contacc Qahhar.

went to

Pndi

}~ppan-

jukki had made a personal appeal in a letter to Qahhar to surrender, and
.
67
ha d o ff ere d to serve as a me d ~ator.
In a press conference in January 1957,

Sudi~

said that he himself

had been in the interior in December for the purpose of inspP.cting army
installations, not for contacting Qahhar }1udzakkar.

He had called in

civilian leaders from the area to try to contact Qahhar, he saia, because
"we cannot beckon with the left ha...'"'ld while holding a pistol in the right
hand."

He also said that negotiations were the only !:leans to solve the

internal security problem, and that it must be remembered that "we have no
bandits or extremists opposing us, but guerrillas." 68
w11ile in the interior Sudirman had given a talk at the mosque in
Watampone, in -which he described the policy of KoDPSST as "Peace through
Metaphysics" (Ke.:!rnanan denzan

~·1eta£isika).

Peace for the region coulJ

only be achieved if there were peace in the villages; peace in the villages could onlv be at tair.ed i f each household ·.-·ere at pe3.ce; peace in the
family required that each individual felt at peace--and this could only be
obtained through faith.
key to security.

Faith--not revenge,

He called on the

-~im-ulama

~urder,

arson, force--was the

(Islamic religious teachers)

to become the 3enerals in this metaphysical operation to bring peace to

. 69
Sout h Su1 awes~.
67 PIA, 11 December 1956 (pm), p. 11; 13 December (am), p. 8; 24
DecemLer (am), p. 3. A'"'ldi
..
:-lappan.j ukki had made a similar offer in 1953;
Antara, 28 J~'"'luary 1953 (pm), p. 7.

68 PIA, 21 January 1957 (am), p. 6.
69 The speech ·..:as ;>ut out as a paophlet, Keama..'"'lan den~an Hetafisika
(Hakassar: Djawatu.n Pcnerangan RI Propinsi SuLr..:csi, [ '?195 7]).
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Neither Colonel Sudirman's appeals to faith, nor his attempts to
reach an agreement with Qahhar met with much success.
Sudi~~,

In a letter to

dated 29 January 1957, Qahhar wrote that further contacts would

have to be preceded by the de facto recognition of the existence of the
Republik Islam Indonesia and the Tentara Islam Indonesia (Indonesian
Islamic Republic and Indonesian Islamic Army) in North Sumatra (Aceh),
West Java, South Kalimantan and South-Central-Southeast Sulawesi.

Should

this condition be met, the possibility of "te.:1porary cooperation" could
then be considered, wrote Qahhar, although it would be necessary to bear
in mind the international political situation, and the fact that the

Pantjasila was the state philosophy of Sudirman and his group, while the
RII/TII was based on the Quran and the Hadith.

Any agreement, he con-

eluded, would have to be approved by RII President Kartosuwirjo and Vice
President Daud Beurueuh.
~y

cized.

70

the end of 1956, KoDPSST and Sudiman were
There :·:ere several re3sons for this.

directed again3t the special economic and

... --··o l",..iri-----

~o;nrr

CoUJ.nunity criticism was

co~~ercial

privileges which

Sudirman is said to have given to businessmen from East Java, in preference to local entrepreneurs.

There are said to have been apprehensions

about a rumored plan of the Brawijaya Division to open South Sulawesi to
Javanese transmigration once the area had been pacified.

A number of

South Sulawesi officers came to feel that, contrarj to their expectation,
they were still not allowed to play the role they deserved in security
operations in their area.

The South Sulawesi battalions had been given

70Marhaen, 15 June 1957. A copy of the letter is in DSi-1-AD, file-Peristiwa Pentin>; DI/TII, Perwesta. A photocopy of the original is in my
possession.
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territorial status, while the Brawij2ya battalions were the operational
(fighting) units, and this led co sensitivities because of the tendency of
the fighting units to consider the territorial units of lesser prestige.
Finally, there are indications that some of the South Sulawesi officers
were reluctant to see an agreement reached with Qahhar, because of their
old rivalries with him and concern for their

ow~

positions should he re-

turn from the hutan, and thus were opposed to Sudirman because of his
efforts to negotiate a settlement.
The attitude of the TT-VII officers, largely Minahassans, toward the
KoDPSST had also become increasingly critical.

As noted above, Warouw in

his final press conference had expressed a generally favorable view.
Those who were staying on in TT-VII, however, were not so sanguine.
SU.TT!"al, Warouw's successor as Pa!:lglima, although he publicly supported the
esta;lish~ent

of the KoDPSST as a means to increase the efficiency of

military operations, was

kno~~

to be displeased at the loss of operational

control of all troops in South

Sula~esi

talion in the city o£ :·!.:l~:assar.

71

with the exception of one bat-

It was thus on the basis of opposition to the continued existence of
the KoDPSST, Javanese led and staffed by Javanese troops, that the officers of North and South

S~lawesi ca~e

in the planning for what came to be

together in the early months of 1957

kno~~

as Permesta.

7

~Iarhaen, 2 July 1956. Interviews: H.~- V. Sumua1, Jakarta, 9
Maret 1971; Saleh Lahade, }18kassar, 4 October 1971; Dr. 0. E. Engelen,
Jakarta, 1 February 1972.
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CHAPTER VIII
THE ANAK DAERAH TAKE OVER -- I I

Civilian and military dissatisfaction had been building in intensity
throughout Indonesia since 1955.
when these two streams merged.

The regional crisis of 1957-1958 erupted
Each used and was used by the other.

Without military support the claims of the civilians received little
attention at the pusat; without the cover of the political demands of che
civilians, the officers involved would have appeared to be
in their own selfish interest.

acti~g

purely

In fact, interest and ideals were mixed in

both, as is usual in all human undertakings.

~~at

would benefit a par-

ticular region would also benefit those who led it; and men and women with
visions of a better tonorrow

sa~.;

themselves as the instrw-uents for bring-

ing it about.
Civilian Issues:

Government and Economics

The entire island of Sulawesi was a single administrative province,
but as it was not an autonomous first level region, the provincial government had limited powers and was heavily dependent on central government
financing.

By 1955-1956 there were separate offices of a resident-

coordinator for South/Southeast, Central, and North Sulawesi; and in the
1955 elections,

~orth

and Central Sulawesi were one electoral district,

and South and Southeast Sulawesi a separate electoral district.
ft~though

North and South remained within the confines of a single

province, different problems claimed their attention.

For the South, the

321
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In financial terms alone,

first priority was the ending o£ the rebellion.

with the government in control only of the towns it had virtually no local
source of revenue.

Much of the rice growing area was under DI control,

and copra, which had been a major export item in the 1930's, was now
largely smuggled out, either by Qahhar }ludzakkar or by Andi Selle.

What

copra did go out through Makassar harbor seems to have been trans-shipped
from areas in North and Central Sulawesi.

The South was not only depen-

dent on the central government for funds for ordinary operating expenses,
it required considerable aid from army headquarters--in equipment and
training, if not in men--ta cope with the rebellion.
North Sulawesi, on the other hand, had been able to confine its
insurgency problem to direensions just large enough to justify the retention of a regimental heaJquarters in Xenado.

1

The problem there was

copra, and the control of reve::.ues from its export.
ticular, felt that its needs were not being met.
of

educati~n a~d

~1enado

literacy

pre-~ar,

~~d

:t

Minahassa, in parhad had a high level

wished to maintain it.

The city of

had bee:1 badly darr:aged by Allied bo::::bing, but the central govern-

ment seemed deaf to Menado's requests for a share in the forthcoming
Japanese reparations money.

Roads had been neglected and were often

1 The principal guerrilla group in ~orth Sulawesi was the Pasukan
Pembela Keadilan (PPK--Defenders of Justice Army) in southern !-!inahassa,
under a former ~~IL soldier, Jan Timbuleng. Estimates of its size vary
widely. A former member of the PPK, Gerson Sankaeng (Goan), numbered its
supporters at 38,000 persons, and said that there had been 15 battalions
of 1,000 persons each; interview, :Olenado, 20 ~~ovemoer 1971. TNI sources
estimate its strength as having been no more than 1,000 men, ~ith 10-20
weapons; interview, D. J. Samba, Jakarta, 15 August 1971. During negotiations wi~h the PPK for its return in early 1957 it was estimated to have
1,000 members, and when Timbuleng and the PPK actually reported in on 8
March 1957, there were said to have been 3,000 persons (no estimate given
on weapons); PL-'1., ~ February 1957 (;.1m), p. 6; 12 ~·larch (am), p. 10; 15
~~rch (am), p:-15.
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unpassable; inter-island shipping cou:i not be relied on.

Yet, many be-

lieved, if the revenues from the export of copra, the major crop of North
Sulawesi, could be controlled by the area itself--rather than going to
build expensive hones in Jakarta for the officers of the government-run
Copra Foundation (Jajasan Kopra)--many, if not all, of these needs could
be met.

2

The demand that both North and South Sulawesi shared was for provincial autonomy with which each felt it could better cope with its most
pressing problems.

However, for the North, the demand for autonomy came

to be seen more and more in terms of a separate province of North-Central
Sulawesi.

This area had formed the Residency of }leA.1ado in the colonial

period, and there was

consider~ble

32utlwent for resumption of a status

separate from that of the relatively backward South.

It wa5 felt rather

a decline in prestige to be incorporated into a single province with the
capital at

::-~kassar,

of South Sulawesi
positions.

particularly with the ill-educated feudal aristocracy

decandi~;

and getting an

i~creasing s~are

in provincial

Further, should the province as a whole become autonomous, the

North would have to share its copra revenue with the impoverished South.
I~stead

of being able to build up its own area, the North would see its

resources drained to fight the seemingly endless insurgency in the South,
.-.

an insurgency about which many Southerners had apparently ambivalent
feelings, and to which, as ::-1orthcrn officers who had been stationed there
realized, many Southern political leaders and TNI officers lent scarcely
2For a summary of the situation in and complaints of Hinahassa. see
PIA, 6 August 1956 (am), pp. 4-7; and 4 February 1957 (pm), pp. 4-6. That
these views were widespread was confirmed in a number of interviews in
North Sulawesi during 1971 and 1972.
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disguised support.

3

The Ministry of the Interior r.!d announced in January 1956 plans to
divide Sulawesi into two provinces, and in early 1957 promised to send a
commission to study the question.

Thus for many in North Sulawesi, the

question of separate provincial status seemed by early 1957 to be only a
matter of time, and they

~ere

prepared for the moment to support the

demands for autonomy increasingly heard in Makassar.
tuals from the

~orth

Further, intellec-

residc:J.t in Hakassar, such as Henk Rondonuwu (:-1ina-

hassan) and Xrs. Towoliu (Sangirese), were actively involved in the movement for provincial autonomy, and could be expected to protect the
interests of their ka.,.·anua (person from the same area) in the North.
The people of the South had mixed feelings about the separation of
the island into two provinces.

They would welcome a diminution of the

Minahassan domination of the civil service, which might result if a
sepo.rate provincial administration were set up and staffed in
However, under the circumstances of

~he

~1enado.

insurgency, in which the govern-

ment in the South controlled only the cities, it did not have the resources to be an autonomous province on its own.
th~

Only if it had access to

copra revenue from the North did it have any hope of increasing its

financial independence from the subsidies of the central government.
Provincial autonomy for the South would have not only symbolic significance in countering Qahhar's appeal for anak daerah to control the
province, but was seen as necessary to permit the devising and implemen3As one officer, who prefers to remain anonymous, described it:
"They were all related: in the hutan there were "\ndis, in the civilian
government there Here Andis, in the DH there were And is--everywhere there
were Andis."
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tation of policies for provincial development which might attract the
rebels in from the hutan.
National issues also pl3yed a part in the rising regional discontent.

The people in the outlying areas shared the general disappointment

that the 1955 elections had not brought a new era of strong constructive
government action.

There were nearly as many parties as before, and the

bickering among them seened to th'V1art any real progress in the narrow
interest of partisan advantage.

New cabinets came in, and each winister

replaced provincial officials in his department with members of his own
party.

There was little continuity of policy making or execution.

Fur-

ther, the elections had shown the great weakness of the regionally based
parties.

The party of the

~~kassar

intellectuals and progressive rajas,

the Partai Kedaulatan Rakjat (PKR--Party of the People's Sovereignty), won
less than two percent of the vote in South and Southeast Sulawesi in the
elections, and obtained no seats in either the DPR or the Constituent
Assembly.

4

In December 1956 Vice President

~1ohar:'..l-:lad

in the regions this was a disturbing sign.

Hatta resigr..ed, and to r::any

Hatta was a symbol of respon-

sible administration and rational economic planning, and to those in the
regions concerned about economic de·;elopment and regional autonomy, the
Sumatran Hatta's pragmatic presence in the government was seen as a
4Herbert Feith, The Indonesian
Elections of 1955, Cornell Hodern
Indonesia Project Interi~ ~~ports Series (Ithaca, ~.Y.: Cornell University, 1957), p. 70; "Dafter Easil Pern..i.lihan-Umum Dewan Pen:akilan Rakjat
Sulawesi-Tenggara/Sel atan," and "Dafter Hasil Pemilihan Cmum Konstituante
Sulawesi-Tenggara/Sel atan," documents from the Kementerian Dalam Negeri,
collected by Daniel S. Lev.
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desirable counterweight to Sukarno's ."'lamboyant "~djapahitism." 5
Then on 21 February 1957, Sukarno revealed the details of his
"konsepsi," which included a larger role for the PKI in the government-both through membership in the cabinet and through participation in the
proposed Dewan Nasional (National Council).

The PKI had very little sup-

port in Sulawesi; in the 1955 elections (both for the DPR and the Constituent Assembly) the PKI received less than five percent of the vote in
North and Central
east Sulawesi.

Sulaw~si,

and less than two percent in South and South-

The major Islamic parties had won 64.3 percent of the vote

in the South; and in the North, the Islamic and Christian parties combined

had won 72.5 percent of the vote.

~~sjumi,

the most implacable opponent

of the PKI, had won 40 percent of the vote in the South, and 25.1 percent
in the North.

6

It is thus not surprising that there was little support

for the President's "konsepsi" in Sulawesi.
Not only in Sul.:r;.;esi ·..:as there

a..."'l.

increase in regional feeling in

1956 and 1957, but sia;ilar expressions of dissatisfactior, \o.'ith the central
governnent and denands for greater autonony
the country.

c~curred

virt~ally

throughou~

7

5The phrase is Qahhar !·:udzakkar' s. He speaks of ":ladj
apahit colonialism," in Konsensi ~:e;ara D..;:;JoKrasi Indonesia (n.p., .L960), pp. 3, 12.
An extract of this section of the ?awphlet is included in Herbert Feith
and Lance Castles, eds., Indonesian Political Thinking, 1945-1965 (Ithaca,
N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1970), pp. 330-335.
6

Feith, Elections, P?· 78, 81.

7see Ronald A. Witton, "Regionalism
and Development in Indonesia"
(Ph.D. dissertation, Cornell University, 1971), for a quantitative analysis of regionalism in Indonesia, especially the chart on p. 123. As
Witton acknowledges (pp. 91, 106, 124), there are problems in ~onstructing
scales of re~ion.-:: dissatisfaction based on reports in a national news
service. An increase in the reporting of r~gional uecands, as he notes,
may be the result of the opening of news bureaus in the regions, or the
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The

Civilia~~-~~-~kassar

In February

th~

Begin to Organize

pace of civilian discussion and activity concerning

the problems facing Sulawesi increased.

There had been

sions for some months among the civilian leaders

L~

inf~rmal

discus-

Xakassar, particularly

among the group who had been associated with Dr. Ratulangie's Pusat
Keselamatan Rakjat,
PKR~

~?nv

of whom were still members of the political party

which was in many respects its successor.

Henk Rondonuwu, general

chairman of the PKR, was one of the leaders of these discussions, and was
in frequent contact with other party members, including Governor Andi
Pangerang, Resident Andi
DPRD,

~rs.

Towoliu.

Burh~~uddin,

and the head of the

~~kassar

city

Saleh Lahade had been an (unsuccessful) PKR candidate

in the 1955 election, and was also in close contact with thts group.

8

In early February, Governor Andi Pangerang went to Jakarta, reportedly to present to the Prime }1inister and the Minister of the Interior a
demand that the Province of Sulawesi be given autonomous status within a
month in accordance with constitutional provisions; that

~oney

be made

a-.railable for develop:!!ent projects in the province; and that priority be
given to a division of revenues from the province, with the daerah
result of a decrease in news of national import. The relatively low number of reports of regional activity in 1955, for example, may well be the
result of the domination of the ne\.;s by the Bandung Conference in April,
and the national elections in September and December.
8unless otherwise noted, information in this section is based on
interviews in Nakassar with Saleh Lahade, 4 and 9 October 1971; Henk
Rondonuwu, 9 June 1971; 23 February 197:?.; :·Irs. ~1. Tot.-oliu, 30 September
1971; Andi Burhanuddin, 8 Dece:nber 1971. Saleh Lahade--and the three
others--were listed as PKR candidates in the 1955 PRI elections in Kementerian Penerangan, Tjalon-tjalon Dewan Perwakilar. Rakjat untuk Pemilihan
Umum I, 1955 (Jakarta, 1955), p. 179.
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retaining 70 percent of the income, and 30 percent going to the pusat. 9
A press report at the time quoted the Governor as saying that he had discussed with the

~linister

the desire of the people of Sulawesi to have the

island divided into two autonomous provinces, and that the

~linister

promised to send a commission to Sulawesi in February to study the matter.
Speaking about conditions in Sulawesi, the Governor said that it would be
preferable to appoint peo?le from Sulawesi to fill administrative posts in
the province, because local people were more aware of local customs and
traditions, enabling work to proceed more smoothly.
had requested

~Jme

Rp. 400,000,000 to

province as a whole.

~arry

He also said that he

out construction plans for the

In reply to a question Andi Pangerang admitted that

there were feelings of discontent in Sulawesi, but said that such

feeli~gs

would not be permitted to burst out into radical action, but would be
directed through the proper legal channels.

10

A number of the civU i_:=m~ whn t-.ad been meeting informally t0 discuss
the situation in Sula'..;esi,

orga~ized

the::!sel ves into an association in

mid-Februar::, the Konsentrasi Tena:;a Cntuk Kesela::1atan

~akjat

Sula·..;esi

(Concentration of Forces for the 'i.,Telfare of tr.e People of Sulawesi).
officers were:

Chairman, Andi Burhanuddin;

Secretary, Henk Rondonuwu; Treasurer,

~1rs.

Vice-Chair~n,

Towoliu; and

The

J. Latumahina;

~ssistants:

Achoad

Siala (PNI), A. Tadjuddin (PSII), and Abdul Xuluk Makkatita (Masjumi).

On

20 February the group held a press conference to explain their aims.
9 rnterview, Saleh Lahade, ~!akassar, 4 October 1971. Andi Pangerang
agreed to answer writt8n questions concerning his term as governor, but
stated that he was unable to remember details concerning Permesta; statement and letter, 18 and 19 October ~971.
10

PIA, 9 February 1957 (am), p. S. The Llentior.~d cor.:mission was in
Sulawesi in ~-larch 1957; PL\, 5 :-tnch 1957 (pm), ?· S.
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According to one report, they stated .. hat their purpose was to work
together with the local government to obtain a better understanding on the
part of the central government of the demand of the people of Sulawesi for
provincial autonomy.

Their aim in demanding autonomy was to promote the

welfare of the people of Sulawesi, not to separate themselves from the
Republic, for

tion.

~hich

so many of them had striven during the Revolu-

Inc!.uded in the meaning of autonomy was a division of revenue

between the central and the daerah government.

About a week later a dele-

gation was sent to Jakarta, composed of Andi Burhanuddin, Henk Rondonuwu,
and Achmad Siala, to support the Governor's earlier demand for autonomy.

11

In addition to the PKR-initiated group, a number of pemuda had become concerned about the situation, and

start~ng

with the July 1956

meeting of the Kongres Peladjar :-rahasisua Korban Kekatjauan (Congress of
Student Victios of the Insurgency), groups of pemuda began to form to
discuss the problems of their area, and what they wight be able to do
about ther:J..

In several cases nenbers of the Young Socialist :·:ovement

(Gerakan Pemuda Sosialis) took initiating roles:

Indra Chandra in the

Kongres Peladjar, and Hu$ain Achmad as chairman of the Committee for the
Commemoration of the Youth Pledge (Panitya

Peri~gatan

Sumpah Pemuda) in

October 1956.
In a meeting on 3 February 1957, 77 pemuda, with the support o£ 47
youth groups,

f~rmed

the Sulawesi Youth Council (Dewan Pemuda Sulawesi).

It included individual members, and organizations based both on ethnic or
religious affiliation and on party affiliation.

Among the latter were the

11

Based particularly on interviews with Saleh Lahade and Henk
Rondonu':·; u.
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Gerakan Pemuda Sosialis, Gerakan Pemuda Islam Indonesia

(GPII--Ind~nesian

Islamic Youth }!ovemem.), and the Pemuda Rakjat (the PKI youth organiza-

. ) •12
t1.on

Named as Chairman was

~urdin

Djohan, a young veteran with no

party affiliation and a friend of ::-rajor Jusuf; Amin Daud, of the LoUlRIS
and BPRRI, was secretary-general; other members included Xattulada, who
had been spokesman for the students at the Kongres Peladjar concerning the
KoDPSST; Indra Chandra and Husain Achmad of the GPS; and Ismail Habi of
.
'"rout h--no party a ff l..t.l.atl.on
· • · · ) • 13
t h e Pemuda P rogress1.. f (P roiess1.ve
The Dewan Pemuda Sulawesi met again on 20 February 1957, and
approved

org~~izational

cultural program.
cia! autonomy.

guidelines and a detailed political, economic and

The first item on the program ,.,.as a demand for provin-

Other proposals included:

a iive-year development plan

for the province; expansion of educational facilities from kindergarten to
the University Hasanuddin; 1:1aterial and "moral" guarantees for surrer:.dering rebels; turning over lar.d mmed by the kingdoos to the province, to be
used to provide a living for the une""ployed;

forna~ion

CJf agricultural and

fishing cooperatives; protectio:: oi local businessrr:cn <lild local industry;
elimination of unemployment, illiteracy, and corruption; improvement of

12Most Pemuda
Rakjat ce~bers are said to have been from Tanah
Toraja; the orga,1ization having gotten a good start when l-!alady Jusuf "as
ccmmander of Diponegoro battalion 422 stationed there in about 1951-1952;
interview, Husain Achmad, ~fakassar, 11 October 1971.
13

"Manifest Dewan Pe1:1uda SeSulawesi di Makassar" (3 February 1957),
mimeographed docu:r.ent in r:1y possession. (Unless otherwise noted, all
documents concerned vlith Permesta are either r:Jimeographed originals, or
typed or xeroxed copies, which I was able to obtain in Jakarta, }lenado,
and Makassar, and which are in my possession.) Other information on
pemuda participrltion in Permesta is from interviews in ~!akassar with
Husain Achmad, 11 October 1971; Abdul i:luis, 13 October 1971; Ismail Habie,
4 March 1972; R. Arnin Daud, 9 and 22 Harch 1972; anu !~urdin Djohan, 28
!-!arch 1972.
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and promotion of local culture and protection of it from

communi~ations;

harmful foreign influences.

14

Some time in February the Dewan Pemuda met with members of the provincial gover.tment and local military officers, including Governor Andi
Pangerang, Andi Burhanuddin, and

~1ajor

Jusuf, to present to them the con-

cerns of the pemuda as expressed in their program.

Members of the Dewan

Pemuda were in contact with both Jusuf and Saleh Lahade at this time.
Toward the end of February, a number of representatives of the Dewan
Pemuda, led by Hattulada, left

Hak~ssar

to attend a youth conference in

Surabaya; a number, on the advice of Saleh Lahade, remained in ~~kassar.
On 5

~~rch,

with no change in structure or

leadership~

15

the organiza-

tion was renamed the Dewan Pemuda Indonesia Timor (East Indonesia Youth
Council) •

16

The Military Begins to Plan
Following the eruption of the Sumatra crisis in

Nove~ber-December

1956, KS.:\D Nasi.ltion :Jsked to :::cet with officers fran South Sulawesi concerning the situation in South Sulawesi and the reaction there to the
Sumatran events.

It happened that Saleh Lahade and Jusuf were in Java at

the time, so these two officers met with Nasution at the
January 1957.

~1BAD

on 7 and 8

Saleh Lahade, as the senior officer, spoke in the name of

the South Sulawesi officers.

He said that the same factors which had led

14 Dewan Pemuda SeSulawesi, "Program" (20 February 1957).
.
15Intervl.ews,
as cited above (note 13); there was correspondence between Jusuf a~d the Dewan Pemuda, dated 24 February 1957 (which I was not
able to copy) .

16 Dewan Pemuda Se Sulawesi, "Pernjataan" (5 :.!a.r::h 1957).
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to the Sumatran events were present in Sulawesi, and that to prevent the
occurrence of a similar incident in Sulawesi steps should be taken in four

(1) military--KoDPSST should be replaced by a Komando Daerah

areas:

Militer (Military Area Command) for South and Southeast Sulawesi (KDH-SST),
as a division·-level con:mand, directly under the KSAD; (2) security--policy
should be consistent, not fluctuating as it had in the past between offers
of amnesty and threats of annihilation; a full mandate should be given to
local civil and military authorities to reach a solution, and an adequate
budget should be supplied; (3) government--the province of Sulawesi should
be given autonomy in accordance with the provisional constitution; (4) development--serious atLention should be given to development, both in
drafting a five-year development plan, and in providing funds through a
division of money bet-.;.;een the pusat and the daerah of 30 percent to 70
percent.
matters

Nasution is said to have replied that only military and security
~ere

within his

comp~tence.

Concerning the first, the Yani Com-

mission had already prep.:tred a reorganization plan to establish

KD~!'s.

As for the second, the governnent would held to the security policy of
8 December 1955, that rebels

~;ould

be received back into the fold without

prosecution, which had been applied in the Tjipajung agreement with the
TKR and TRI rebels in Sulawesi and with Ibnu Hadjar in Kalimantan.

17

It was also agreed that in preparation for the formation of the
17

The meeting is repor::ed in "LetKol Saleh Lahade dan Majoor Andi
Jusuf ~1engadjukan 4 Usul Kepada K.:\Sc\D" (7-8 January 1957), DS:-1-AD, File-PUL & PA.~,
.
T, III, no. 334; source--Doc. SEHDAH XIV/~~. No. 011/57. Based
also on interviews with Saleh Lahade, ~1akassar, 1, 4, and 9 October 1971.
General Nasution did not recall this specific meeting, but said that he
had met with many officers during this period; interview, Jakarta, 17 :lay
1972. Nasution did say that South Sulawesi had been the strongest voice
asking for its own military command (KD:-1).
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KDM-SST, KRU-Hasanuddin would be made a regular infantry regiment, and
would remain under Jusuf's command.

RI-23 \·.:Ould be reorganized; it would

be composed of battalions 703, 705, 709 and 711, which it was planned
would be ret•1rned to their areas of origin (709 to TT-IV /Diponegoro and
the others to TT-V/Brawijaya).

~1ajor

Andi Rifai was appointed to replace

Lieutenant Colonel Suadi as cocmander of RI-23, effective 9 January 1957.
The other unit which would compose the KDM-SST was the

~~kassar

city

command (l:C1KB), which -w·as headed by Lieutenant Colonel Andi ~1attalatta.

18

On 20 January 1957, the tenth anniversary of the Patjekke Conference
at which Andi :·lattalatta and Saleh Lahade had in.;ugurated the TRI Regiment
Hasanuddin, Deputy KSAD Gatot Subroto formally established
Hasanuddin, and commissioned Jusuf its commander.

T~I

Regiment

19

While Saleh Lahade took primary responsibility for talking with the
civilians
~he

a~d

youth groups (with which he already had close ties) about

proposals for provincial autonomy, fund sharing and development

~hich

they had presented to the KSAD in January, Jusuf see;:::::; to have been responsible fer enlistin; the support of the officers

fro~

Sulawesi.

A meeting of senior officers from North and South Sulawesi was
called on 25 February 1957 at the home of Dr. 0. E. Engelen, Chairman of
the Officers' Association for East Indonesia (Ikatan Perwira Repub1ik
18Kementeriac Pertahanan, Staf Angaktan Darat, Surat Keputusan KSAD
No.: KPTS-20/1/1957, dated 10 Ja~uary 1957; and KPTS-37/1/1957, dated 13
January 1957; mentioned in Surat Keputusan KSAD ~o.: KPTS-333/6/1957,
dated 6 June 1957, in Hin:punan Peratur.:m dan :laklumat A.D. jan8 Pentingpenting, dari KSAD, Kwartaal II, 1957, pp. 35-36. Also mentioned in
interviews with Salah Lahade, :-laka::;sar, 1 and 4 October 1971.
19 "Pembentukan/Peresmian Res. lnf. Hasanuddin" (21 January 1957),
. T, III, no. 334; source--Doc. SDIDA!-1 XIV. This
DSM-AD, File--PUL & PA.~,
report mentions Surat Keputus.:m £(SAD :~o.: :\.PIS 17/1/1957 (9 January 1957)
as the authorization for the cstablis!1::1·2nt of R.l-Ho.ss.:muddin.
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Indcnesia--Indonesia Timor).

20

It is not clear whether Engelen called the

meeting on his own initiative or after discussion with Jusu£; the two
officers were apparently on good terms.
maintained cordial

~elations wi~h

Indeed, Engelen seems to have

officers from both South and

~orth,

although he was w-ell a"t.Tare of the tensions between the two groups.

He and

the secretary of the Association, Ca?tain Bing Latumahina (first assistant, intelligenc2, TT-VII), spoke to the assembled officers, as did Saleh
Lahade and Jusuf.

Saleh Lahade, as was his wont, seems to have taken the

primary role in explaining the critical situation which the Governor and
people of Sulawesi were facing in their relations with the central government.

He analyzed the

backgrc~-d

of the Sumatran incidents, and pointed

out the similarities in the situation in

Sula~esi--the

feelings of dis-

satisfaction that the government did not operate efficiently, that
development was 3tagnating. and that these circumstances were favorable to
the spread of conmunism.

Others seemed more concerned that these same

conditions ,-,..·oqld lead to a disaster
ments, such as the "T,-,..·a-Pro" in
.
21
a resurgence o f popu1 ar~ty.

thro~gh

~!inahassa,

encouraging separa::ist :nove•,.;hich r...-as said to be

e~j oying

Inasmuch as there was a divergence of

interest between the two groups, care was taken to limit discussion of
military matters to a

"::nini:::~um

dissolution of the KoDPSST.
toward Qahhar--including

program" on which both could agree--the

Accounts differ as to whether or not policy

pr~~osals

that anak daerah try to negotiate an

2

°For a discussion of the role of the Officers' Association, see
McVey, "Transformation of the Indonesian Army," I, pp. 155-157.
21

"Twa-Pro"--twelfth province--was a political party in trinahassa
during the NIT period which favured joining the Netherlands Unions as a
twelfth province. Its resurgence at this time was mentioned by Bing Latumahina, intervie~J, Jakarta, 14 January 1972.
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agreement with him--was also discussea

~t

this meeting, or whether it grew

cut of discussions at a working committee set up at that time.

It was

agreed that Panglima Sumual (who was not present at the meeting) should go
to Jakarta to convince

th~

central government of the seriousness of the

situation in East Indonesia, and to support the demands of the Governor
and the civilian leaders for provincial autonomy.

An eleven man committee

was established to make t:ontingency plans--which would almost certainly be
put into effect--should the demands of the Governor and the Panglima for
the granting of provincial autonomy by the first of March 1957 not be met.
Saleh Lahade headea the committee, and he, with the assistance of Captain
Bing Latumahina and Captain Lendy Tunbelaka drew up the Piagam Perdjuangan
Semesta Alam (Charter of Inclusive Struggie) which summarized the complaints, demands, and proposals of the officers and people of Sulawesi.
Major Jusuf was designated as Operations Officer.
committee included:

Other members of the

Lieutenant Colonel Andi Mattalatta, :1ajor Her

Tasning, Major J. W. "Dee" Gerungan, :Iajor Sjatl.Suddin,
and Lieutenant Colonel Dr. Engelen.

~lajor

Eddy Gagola,

22

Following the meeting Jusuf contacted Panglima Surnual.

Sumual had

attended the SSKAD reunion in Bandung in November 1956, at which were
discussed a number o£ the ideas which went into the
Banteng Council in West Sumatra in December.

fo~~tion

of the

Sumual was apparently in

contact with Simbolon and Husein, and sympathized with them, but felt that
he could do nothing to support them because he had only one battalion of
22 The eleventh membc~ wus either Arnold Earamuli (Provincial and
army prosecutor), John Ottay or Aric Supit. Infonnation on the meeting is
baserl on interviews with Saleh Lahad~, :1akassar, 4 and 9 October 1971;
Arnold Baramuli, Jakarta, 1.+ January 1972; Bing Latumah.ina, Jakarta, 14
and 19 January 1972; Dr. 0. E. Engel.:::n, Jak.J.rta, 1 February 1972.
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troops in South Sulawesi, a

battalio~

all the others being under KoDPSST.

(702) under John Ottay in the

K}~,

JusLf offered the support of the

seven RI-Rasanuddin battalions which were under his command.

Sumual

accepted, and agreed to go to Jakarta to support the civilian demands for
provincial autonomy and attention to development, and to consult with
sympattetic officers in the
Indonesia.

~mAD

to wan1 them of

pla~s

underway in East

Of the work of the committee of eleven, Sumual told Jusuf and

Saleh Lahade, "You make the plans, I will sign the proposals."

23

Sumual did go to Jakarta for a two-day visit, accompanied by Jusuf
and Arnold Baramuli, the provincial Attorney-General, to ceet individually
with sympathetic officers at the t-ffiAD.

Hhile in Jakarta, Sumual met with

Lieutenant Colonel :·tinggu, commander of RI-26 in Nusa Tenggara and informed him of TT-VII's plans.

He also cabled the other regimental com-

manders in TT-VII, Xajor D. J. Samba, RI-24 in !-1enado, and Lieutenant
Colonel Hercan Pieters, RI-25 in

-~bon. 24

On the after::10on of the first of :-:arch, Jusu£ anri Sui:Jual returned to
Makassar, by coincidence on the saoe pl.J.ne bringir.g ba::k the civilian
delegation headed by Andi Burhanuddin and Henk Rondonuwu, which had been
in Jakarta urging the central government to grant autonomy to Sulawesi.
The central government had not yet agreed tv do so.

Later that afternoon

Sumual and Salei1 Lahade met with the members of the civilian delegation,
and with Governor Andi Pangerang, and the civilim1s were briefed on the
conti~gency

23

plans which were about to go into effect.

rnterviews, H. N. V. Sumual, Jakarta, 9 Xarc3 1971, 13 April 1972.

24

rnterviews, H. N. V. Sumual, Jakarta, 13 April 1972; Arnold Baramuli, Jakarta, 14 January 1972.
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Permesta

25

That night at midnight, many startlec civilian prominents were
roused from their beds by uniformed 3oldiers
meeting at the Governor's Residence.

beari~g

invitations to a

Some feared that they were being

kidnapped in a DI plot--and one hysterical wife is said to have clung
screaming to the jeep that bore her husbaad away, thus denying Hrs.
Towoliu the distinction of being the only woman present at :he gathering.
However, the escorts had been chosen with care, and seem to have been
acquaintances of the invitees.

Nonethel~ss,

passing through t..he heavily

guarded streets of the city--with armed men from RI-Hasanuddin stationed
at every corner--did little to ease their anxiety that danger was in the
air.

A total of 51 persons assembled in the Governor's residence, where

they were greeted by a somewhat embarrassed Andi Pangerang, who was being
scolded fvr having caused such fright.
The meeting was officially opened at 03:00 a.m. by Panglima Sumua1,
who declared a state of eQergency (SOB) in East Indonesia.

The declara-

tion stated that martial law was being instituted "in the interest of the
unity of the Republic of Indonesia, and for the sake of the safety and
well-being of the Indonesian people in general and the people of East
Indonesia in particular"; that "necessary changes and adjustments would be
carried out in the shortest possible time, and should not be interpreted
25 This account
is based on documents in Prokla~~si 2 ~aret 1957 dan
Program Perdjoangan Senesta (~·lakassar: Panitya Pu;;;<l::: Koagres Bhinneka
Tunngal Ika, 1957), ffiany of which are included in Departemen Penerangan,
Pemberontakan "Perr:1esta" di Sula\.;esi (Jakarta, 1962); and on reports in
PIA, 3 Harch 195 7 (am), pp. 1, 3-9; 4 :larch (am), p. 1; 5 ~larch (am), pp.
1-6; and 6 March (am), p. 9; and on interviews cited above in notes 22 and
23, and with Henk Rondcnuwu, ~·lakassar, 9 June 1971 and 23 February 1972;
Mrs. M. Towoliu, ~·lakassar, 30 September 1971; and Sun Bone, Gorontalo, 23
November 1971.
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as a

se~aration

Saleh

[of East Indonesia] from the Republi..: of Indonesia."

L~.hade

then read the Piagam Perdjuangan Semesta Alam (Permesta

--Charter of Inclusive Struggle), which called for increased regional
autono~J

and more attention to economic development.

The major regional

level objectives were:
1) the developing of serious long and short-range plans (in accordance with th,· proposals of TT-VII) for East Indonesia as a territorial
defense/military area;
2) the granting of the widest possible scope of autonomy to the
four [sic] provinces of East Indonesia, in the interest of defense and
development efforts:
3) the granting of all revenues froffi

~nus

regions and 70 percent of

the revenues from surplus regions for the use of the region itself, with
minus regions receivinz an additional government subsidy for 25 years;
4) the

dra~ing

province, and the

up of individual five-year

lli~dertaking

develop~~nt

pl~~s

for

ea~h

of innediate developDent efforts in accor-

dance with present capabilities and opportunities;
5) the allocating of foreign exchange, home and foreign credits, and
Japanese war reparations in
ar~a

accordan~e

with the geographical extent of the

and number of autonomous provinces, not in accordance with total

population;
6) the proclaiming of East Indonesia as a barter trade area, with
70 percent of the proceeds to go to the region and 30 percent to the
central

govern~~nt;

7) the admitting of students to major educational institutions at
home, and the sending of students abroad, according to a fixed quota for
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East Indonesia;
8) the granting of a full mandate by the President/government for
the settlement of internal security problems, guided by the program of
TT-VII and in accordance with the government's security policy, and the
providing of regular financial and material support for a period of three
years to carry ou:

~his

policy;

9) the filling of important positions by persons who are capable,
honest, creative, consistently revolutionary, and devoted to the region.
On the national level the charter called for the elimination of
centralism--"the basic cause of

bureaucratis~,

corruption and stagnation

in regional development"--and the restoration of "dynamism, initiative and

responsibility" through decentralization.
1) the granting

~~

This was to be achieved by:

broad autonomy to the regions;

2) the allocating of 70 percent of the seats in the proposed Dewan
Nasional (National Council) to provincial-level representatives, so that
the Council could eventually attain the status of a Senate;
3) the establishment of the planned gotong-rojong cabinet as a
Presidential cabinet composed of honest, capable and respected men, with
a full mandate from Parliament for at least five years;
4) requiring that the Dewan

~asior.al

and the cabinet be led by the

Sukan1o-Hatta duumvirate as a symbol of unity. dynamism and responsibility;
5) completely changing the leadership of the armed forces, particularly the army, and replacing it with young, dynamic leaders in accordance
with the Jogja charter.
There was no discussion of military objectives or problems, although
apparently some who asked why it had been necessary to hold the meeting
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~0

the middle of the night were told that it
Brawijaya troops of KoDPSST.

All 51 persons

to avoid a clash with the

The Charter was apparently accepted without

dissent--or even discussion--the
either.

~as

pres~nt

at~osphere

ha=dly being conducive to

signed it.

Accompanying the proclamation of martial law was an Order of the
Day, instructing members of the armed forces and other government servants
to:

hold firmly to discipline and order, guard unity to the utmost in

accordance with the Jogja Charter. pledge good cooperation between representatives of the

and the people, protect the people and

govern~ent

villages, and not to aggravate ethnic tensions or take

arb~trary

actions.

Specific regulations were also issued (perhaps not at the meeting itself
but the following day), limiting the amount of

~oney

that could be taken

out of the area, prohibiting the hoarding or sending out of the area of
essential goods and commodities (rice, sugar, kerosene, etc.), and placing
sea and air coffiffiunications under official supervision.
The

~ceting

was closed with a

state~ent

by Governor

~~di

Panger~~g

calling on the people to carry on their normal activities, to remain calm.
and to follow the military

r~gulations

then in effect.

Following the meeting, Sumual sent a courier (a Javanese officer on
Bing Latumahina's staff) to Sudirman to inform him of what had
Altho~gh

tr~<spired.

Sudirman was aware of the January meeting of Saleh Lahade and

Jusuf with Nasution, and had felt that something was in the offing, he had
not been informed in advance.
man who dislikes violence.
planning the 2

~~rch

Sudirman lived up to his reputation as a

He is widely credited by those involved in

operation

~ith

having opposed a show of force against

Permesta, although preponderance of force in South Sulawesi among the
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battali~ns

was on his side.

With Qahhar's insurgency still going on, it

was too dangerous to risk yet another civil war. 26

Sudirman cabled Nasu-

tion on 3 March noting that the intention of the proclamation of martial
law was to "liquidate" the KoDPSST and to replace it with a South/Southeast Sulawesi Command; that the existence of these two commands in

o~e

area would have a bad effect on security policy in the area, and KoDPSST
could no longer be responsible for the situation there; that a settlement
between the proclaimers of the Permesta Charter and the KoDPSST could only
be satisfactorily effected by the central government and finally, that he
and his staff were willing to sacrifice their own prestige and positions
to avoid deleterious effects. 27

According to Sudirman, it was a staff

member of KoDPSST who first brought the news of the 2
to him.

~~rch

proclamation

Possibly he was informed by Azis Taba, Chief of Staff of RI-

Hasanuddin; Maras, where KoDPSST headquarters .._as located, was in the
sector for which he was responsible, althcugh Sudirman himself had spent
the night

i~

:he city of Makassar.

Azis Taba was used as a courier by

Jusuf to report to Colonel Yani in Jakarta on the evencs of 2

~~rch

and

.
.
f
h"1m. 28
to request 1nstruct1ons
_rom

In a written report dated 2

}~rch

to KSAD Nasution on the reasons

for his actions, Sumual said that he had proclaimed martial law because he
26 Radiogram, number
T.R. 25/1957, 3 ~~rch 1957, from Panglima KDPSST
to KSAD (typescript copy among Permesta papers in my possession); Angkatan
Darat, Komando Daerah Pengamanan Sulawesi Selatan dan Tenggara, "Pendjelasan Pa Penad KODPSST Sekitar Prok1an:asi 2 "'laart 195 7" (20 ~~rch 195 7)
(also among Permesta papers in ruy possession); interviews with H. N. V.
Sumual, Jakarta, 9 Harch 1971 and 13 April 1972; and with R. Sudirman,
Jakarta, 13 Hay 1972.
27 Radiograru, number
T.R. 25/1957, 3 March 1957.
28 rnterview,

Azis Taba, Jakarta, 3 February 1972.
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feared the consequences of reaction
President's

konseps~.

i~

East Indonesia and abroad to the

Opposition could be expected from many members of

the civil service who were from the religious parties, and from the DI/TII
and R}ffi who already accused the Republic of being a communist state.
Further, East Indonesia as a border territory, was vulnerable to tte reaction of anti-communist states in the area--the Philippines, and the Dutch

in West Irian; and the United States might

beco~e

involved in subversive

activities in Indonesia in an effort to block the growth of the "red
danger."

29

Sumual also met with the officers of TT-VII, not all cf

~hom

had

been included in the planning of Permesta, or were to be included in the
structure of military government which was then being set up under the
declaration of martial law.
their normal work.

In essence he instructed them to carry on

Among the officers not included in Permesta were the

Chief of Staff of TT-VII, Lieutenant Colonel Jonosewojo (Erawijaya),

~~ci

the Fifth .\sissta:'..t (Territorial and Civil Affairs), Lieutenant Colonel
Malady Jusuf (Di;:onegoro).

Although th2y ,.;ere in no position openly to

oppose Sumual, they did maintain contact with and report to Nasution. 30
The day following the proclamation, the shape of the military
government that was being set up under martial law became clear.

Heading

the military government for TT-VII was Panglima Sumual as military administrator (penguasa militer), assisted by Saleh Lahade as chief of staff.

29 The text is in Staf Umum Angkatan Darat, P.R.R.I., I, p. ~58.
30 "Pendapat

dan Pendirian atas Pernjataan S.O.B. c.q. Program Perdjuangan Semesta" (15 :!arch 1957), signed by Lieutenant Kolonel Halady
Jusuf (among Permesta papers in my possession). Interview, H. N. V.
Sumual, Jakartd, 13 April 1972.
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In addition to a military government staff and a private staff, a "teaiil
of Assistants" organized into eight functional sections, and a Central
Advisory Council (Dewan

Pertimbang~~

Pusat--DPP) of 101 members were

attached to the military government.

Four military governors were desig-

nated, and made responsible to Sucrual as military administrator:
1) South and Southeast Sulawesi--Andi
of Sulawesi)
2) North

Sulawesi--~jor

Pange~~•g

Petta Rani (Governor

D. J. Soiil.ba (Commander of RI-24, :-lenado)

3) Maluku and Irian Barat--Lieutenant Colonel
(Commander of RI-25, Ambon)

He~

Pieters

4) Nusa Tenggara--Lieutenant Colonel :-1inggu (Co:nmander of RI-26,

Bali)
A South and Southeast Sulawesi Command

(KoSST) was formed and made

organizationally responsible to TT-VII; Andi }2ttalatta was appointed its
COiilmander.

This new command was given ::::'=sponsibility fer coordinating

security/pacification matters in the area.

The prior existence of the

KoDPSST was noted--but the relationship between it and the new KoSST, or
between it and the new military governr:;ent .,..as not mentioned.
Reaction from MBAD--Initial Attemots at a Solution
As the immediate crisis was a military one, the initiative in
meeting it came froo the }ffiAD.

On 2

t~rch

Nasution ordered both Sumual

and Sudirman to make no organizational changes in their territories and to
avoid taking any action that might endanger the safety of the troops or
the community.

For several days the army would say only that it was in

contact with both men, and refused either to justify or to condemn
Sumual's action.
31

31

PIA, 4 :larch 1957 (.:1m), p. 14; 6

~-l.:lrch (pm),

p. 11.
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A mission, composed of a former chief of staff of TT-VII, Colonel
Kretarto, and the army spokesman, Lieutenant Colonel Rudy Pirngadie, was
sent to Makassar 7-8 March.

They were to transmit to Sumual and Sudirman

the order that there be no change in the status quo, to hear Sumual's
reasons for taking over power from the civil authorities, and to report
back to the KSAD on the situation in Sulawesi.

In a press conference on

his return, Pirngadie said that "because of the loyalty of the two commanders to the Army Chief the situation in Sulawesi was :.10t as tense" as
had been thought, and that as far as he knew there had been no incidents
between troops of

th~

two commands.

mands had not yet been worked
the

KS~~

out~

Relationships between the two comPirngadie said, but would be decided by

based on reports of the two commanders concerned.

He said that

the situation in East Indonesia was not like that in Central Sumatra-where the

B~~teng

Council had been established in December.

One obvious

difference, he said without elaboration, was the presence in Sulawesi of
units from a::1other division, Br.:n.;ijaya.
visit to

Sula~esi

of the East Java

Asked about ti1e ::;i:mltaneous

co~~ndcr,

Col. Sarbini, Pirngadie

described it as "just a visit of a 'father' to his 'sons' who were stayin§.
in a territory where a new situation had

developed~:;

and added that Sar-

bini had also met with both Sudirman and Sumual concerning Brawijaya
troops assigned to Sulawesi.

In reply to a question whether there were

foreign elements behind the Permesta movement, Pirngadie said that it was
"not impossible that foreign elements were tryL.'"'lg to make capital of the
action" and mentioned co:.1ntries bordering East Indonesia--"the Philippines, Australia and Dutch-occupied West Irian."
Pirngadie issued a clarification:

The following day

he had r!leant to say "that it was not
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impossible that the Commander of the TT-VII had proclaimed martial law
over his

terri~ory

mo72ments in

E~st

in order to prevent the possibilities of subversive
Indonesia, in view of the position of the VII-TT

bordering with other countries including the Philippines, Australia, and
the Netherlands in ~.Jest Irian. n 32
Colonel Sarbini, the Brawijaya commander, stayed
than did the mission from Jakarta.

long~r

in Sulawesi

It was reported on 14 !1arch that he

and Sumual had reached an agreement on directives to be issued to the
.
troops o f t h e respect1ve
comman d s. 33

Army headquarters seemed to be trying to play a mediating role
between the regionalists and the central government.

To strengthen their

authority to work out a solution to the problems created by the declarations of martial law in East Indonesia and in

Centr~l

and South Sumatra,

Nasution and Gatot persuaded President 3ukarno to declare a
State of War and Emergency (SOB).

This was .:l.one or. 14

~larch

na~ion-wide

1937, the

same day on which the Ali cabinet returned its nandate to the President. 34
From 15-22 :larch the Territorial

Co~nders

(with the exception of

the Central Sumatra Panglima) met at army headquarters in Jakarta.
Sumual, accompanied by Jusuf, Gerungan, and Baramuli, met with Nasution
and his staff prior to the official

~eetL~g,

in an effort to explain that

his action of 2 !'.arch had been necessitated by the tense situation in the

32 For

the mission and press conference see PIA, 8 Narch 1957 (am),
pp. 1-2, a...1d 9 :larch (am), pp. 1-3; for the clarificatio:. of the last
point, see PIA, 9 ~larch 1957 (pm), p. 8. The similarity to Sumual's 2
March report to Nasution (note 29) is obvious.
33

PL~, 14 March 1957 (am), p. 10; 15 Xarch (am), p. 4.

34 Feith, Decline,
pp. 547-548.
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country in general, and in South Sulawesi in particular.
was also invited to and did attend.
on the opening day.

Colonel S:1dirman

They all called on President Sukarno

Discussions revolved around developing and improving

the army, and protecting it from political influence, which could only be
harmful to army unity.

~o

solution was devised for the "regional" crisis,

but agreement was worked out on the structure of military government to be
authorized under the national SOB.

The system of military governors in

TT-VI and IT-VII would be accepted te::pc:::!::ily;

~d

i f a commander thought

it necessary he could establish a team of assistants and a civilian advisory council.

During the conference Nasution stated that "the crisis

did not stem from the Army itself, but from
army.

develo~ments

outside the

,.35
At the conclusion of the meeting the army spokesman

co~ented

on the

situation in TT-VII:
• • • the Army command understands and app::ehends the
2 proclamation" but in the interests of :::.aintaining
law and ord8r c::L."1 not .!.c;;.:1lize the course ::aken. The Amy
coiiiiiUlnd is of the opinion r:1at tne ·.,·ishes and desires of
the p~ocl2~ation can be ch.J.nnelized t~rough existing institutions.36
"~larch

Sumual stayed after the conference for further discussions with
Nasution.

In these discussions Nasution informed

s~ual

that he (Sumual)

would have to transfer his command to the KSAD (Nasution).

Sumual

35 PIA,

18 Harch 1957 (pm), p. 3. Other details are from Saleh
Lahade's report on the confe~ence to the Dewan Pert~a~gan Pusat in
"Notulen Rapat Plena ke:5 Dewan Pertimbangan Pusat ?emerintahan Hiliter
TT. VII Tgl. 2/4 di ?anti Penghibur," pp. 507. Other stories on the conference are in PIA, 13 ~larch 1957 (om), p. 1; 15 ~larch (am), p. 16; 15
March (pm), p. 1; 16 ~larch (pm), p.· 4.
36

PIA, 22

~larch 1957 (am), pp. 6-8.
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replied, "If you do that, there will be a war."

37

Their meeting ended on

that note, although there were continued efforts on the part of Nasution,
Gatot, and Yani to negotiate a solution.
Sumual back to

~lakassar,

for further discussion on the "dual com:nand

question" with the two officers involved.
in

~~ssar

Gatot and Yani accompanied

In statements on their arrival

both Sumual and Gatot stressed the necessity to preserve and

strengthen the unity of the Indonesian people and state.
On

his return to

~~kassar

38

Sumual called a meeting of military

governors in TT-VII, and the four Permesta-appointed military governors,
the civilian governors of \-lest Irian and

~usatenggara,

and a number of

other high civil and military officials from the area met in
8 April.

In a "Work Instruction" issued on 24

~larch

~1akassar

on

1957 in preparati:m

for this :neeting, the necessity of declaring a State of \.Jar and issuing
the 2 March proclamation were explained.
President Sukarno

\.:as

The rejection of the konsepsi of

said to be based on twc factors:

(1)

the konse;Jsi

was unacceptable to the ?eople of East Indonesia, an area \.;hose population
was strongly religious; a..'1c

(2.)

the inclusion of the PKI in the Cabinet v.·ould

be likely to cause a reaction from Indonesia's anti-communist neighbors
(the Philippines and Australia), which bordered on East Indonesia.

The

KoDPSST had to ba disbanded because its reliance on "metaphysical" operations had given Qahhar Mudzakkar an opportunity to consolidate his ?Osition, and spread his activities to Southeast Sulawesi.

Further, Qahhar's

letter of 29 January 1957 to Colonel Sudirman proposed negotiations on a
37

rnterview, H. N. V. Sumual, Jakarta, 13 April 1972.

38

PIA, 25 }larch 1957 (pm), p. 8; 27 }larch (pm), p. 11; 28 March
(pm) , pp. 3-4.
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state-to-state basis, and this was extremely dangerous to the nation and
the army.

And, finally, the settlecent with the TKR and TRI rebels, based

on the Tjipajung convention, was not proceeding as planned because of
shortages of funds promised by the pusat, and lack of understanding among
39
some army units of the reasons for the agreement.
Military administrators and civilian governors met in Jakarta from

26-28 April to discuss the problems facing the country, and recommended
the restoration of cooperation between Sukarno
means of arriving at a solution.

an~

Hatta

a~

the primary

They also advised that the problems

within the army should be settled by peaceful means, without neglecting
.1.~tary
IIU.

. 1"~nary norms. 40
an d d"~sc~p

While the conference was underway the Minister of Defense issued an
order

tr~nsferring

authority over TT-VII and the KoDPSST to the KSAD.

41

The decision was mentioned somewhat obliquely in an army communique of

5 May 1957, which said that the unification of troops under the KoDPSST
with those und2r iT-VII h.:1d been authorized by a presidential decree, and
that the reunification o£ the two ..:ol:l.!:lands ·.:auld be done under the supervision of the KSAD.

Reiterating that the army leadership fully understood

the "good intentions" of the Perme..;ta Charter, the communique said that
the implementation of the 2 :larch proclamation must be done in a legal w:J.:;
39}1arkas Besar Komando Pernerintahan ~liliter TT. VII Wirabua.'1a, "Instruksi Bekerdja Pew.erint.s.h }liliter diseluruh Wilajah Terr. VII (24 Harch
1957). The meeting was reported in PIA, 29 !-larch 1957 (am), p. 4; 10
--April (pm), p. 9.
40PIA, 29 April 1957 (am), pp. 1-5.
Kementerian Pertahanan, Sur at Keputusan :lenteri Perta~1an<ll1 No.:
MP/A/377/57 (27 April 1957), in Himpunan Peraturan, dari KSAD, Kwartaal
III, 1957, p. 162.
41
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and in accordance with procedures established by the nation-wide
emergency regulations.

s~ate

of

Finally, the communique announced that Sulawesi

Governor Andi Pangerang Petta Rani had been appointed Hilitary Governor of
South and Southeast Sulawesi, effective 1 April 1957, and had been given
the rank of titular colonel in the army.

The communique noted that the

Governor had great influence in the area, ru1d expressed the hope that his
appointment would improve the possibility of restoring internal security
in the area.

42

On his return from the meeting Governor

A-~di

Pangerang emphasized

that the central government "was paying due attention to the problems
faced by the regions," and stated that he had requested from the central
government Rp. 600,000,000 for routine spending and local investments.
While continuing to decry the bureaucratism and centralization of the
national government, Andi Pangerang warned against those in the regions
who say they are working in the interests of the people, but in fact are
.
43
not do~ng so.

On 27 :t-1ay the ar:ny issued a further cc;::nunique stating that both
Sumual and Sudirman had been relieved of their positions in connection
with the reunification of the two commands.
not disclosed.

Their new assignments were

It also announced that the l-linistry of

D~fense

had decided

to divide IT-VII into four military regions; the regions and their com.
p ermesta d ec~s~on.
. .
44
man d ers exact 1 y para 11 e 1 e d t h e ear1 ~er

42
43

PIA, 6 May 1957

(am), pp. 5-6.

Marhaen, 3 May 1957; PIA, 3 May 1957 (am), p. 6,

44

PIA, 27 Mav 1957 (pm), pp. 1, 6; 6 July (am), p. 4; Marhaen, 6
July 195~ The de~ision to divide IT-VII into fcur ~litary areas is,
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Nasution arrived in Makassar on 30 }lay to install the new South and
Southeast Sulawesi military
of other issues

~ith

coi:m~and

(KDH-SST), and to discuss settlement

Sumual, the provincial authorities, and the regimen-

tal commanders in East Indonesia.

He was accompanied by a team of offi-

cers who were to work out solutions to financial and economic problems in
the area.

The group remained in Makassar for ten days.

On the first of

June 1957 the KDM-SST was formally established.

Lieutenant Colonel Andi

Mattalatta was installed as commander, and

Her Tasning as acting

~lilitary

chief of staff.

Governor Andi Pangerang and Colonel Sudirman

attended the ceremony; Sumual flanked
press,

}~ttalatta

:~jor

~asution.

In a statement to the

welcomed the placing of the responsibility for settling

Sulawesi problems in the hands of the anak daerah, and
KD}1-SST was the

tact±~a.l·

eh~lained

that the

arm of the military governor in carrying out the

government's security policy.

He appealed to the local population not to

aggravate ethnic tensions, but to work together for peace and developcent.

45
Then, accoopanied by Andi

Pangera~g,

:~ttalatta,

Jusuf and others,

Nasution traveled to Pare-Pare, Pinrang, and Polewali, where he explained
Kementerian Pertaha..'1an, Surat Kept-~tusan :1enteri Pertahanan No.: ~fP/A/465/
57 (26 }~y 1957), in Hiopun~• Peraturan, dari KSAD, Kwartaal III, 1957,
pp. 163-164; and Ke~enterian Pertahanan, Staf Ang~dta..'1 Darat, Surat Keputusa..'1 KSAD No.: KPTS 288/5/1957 (27 ~-lay 1957), in Himnunan Peraturan, dari
KSAD, Kwartaal II, 1957, pp. 22-24.
45

"Pengresmian Ko.D.M.S.S.T. dan Pelantikan Komandan-nja" (3 June
1957 [date of report, not of ceremony]), DS~·1-AD, File--PUL & PA.~, T, Il-5,
no. 326; source--report of Ltd. J. A. Tumengkol, Kepala Biro Sedjarah,
TT-VII/Wirabuana, dated 3 June 1957. Reported in ~·larhaen, 1 June 1957;
PIA, 3 June 1957 (am), pp. 1-2; 4 June (am), pp. 1-2.
-Pieters, ~1aluku and 1-iest Irian, was installed on 26 June; }linggu,
Nusa Tenggara, on 5 July; and, finally, Samba, North and Sentral Sulawesi,
on 28 September 1957.
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to army units in the interior, many of them from Brawijaya, that KDM-SST
had been formed in accordance with the "territorial warfare" system, and
for the purpose of stabilizing the security situation in the area.

46

Among the matters which Nasution discussed with Sumual was that of
Sumual's withdrawal of Rp. 100,000,000 from the
Bank Indonesia on 22

}~y,

~~kassar

branch of the

and Samba's withdrawal of Rp. 15,000,000 from

the Menado brauch four days earlier.

In connuniques issued on 29, and

31 Hay and 6 June, TT-VII explained that the withdrawals were "business
loans" or "emergency loans" which would be repaid in accordance with an
agreement between the bank management and the Panglima, that the money
would be used to finance construction and development projects,

tha~

Rp. 2,000,000 had been given to each kabupaten for these purposes, and
that money circulation in the area had reruair.ad

no=m~l.

Nasution and the

officials of the financial team appear to have been satisfied with this
47
.
,
exp ... anatJ.on.
..,.'· 6}!arhae:t. 3 Ju:-te 1957~ ?L\, 5 Ju:1e 1957 (ar1), pp. 10-12. Writing
on "territorial "..:arfar~·· i:t 1955, :\asut:.:.or. descri!:led it as "regional t,.;arfare," a:td contr:i3t2.:i i~ ·,.;ic;~ :;c;.errill.J. :·:a:::.:::ar;;! :.-hich \.:as co.:!pletely .:i.:centralized and oas~d on village units. Under a territorial warfare system each region would be made responsible for its own defense, and in
order to obtain the support of the people of the region (an essential condition for successful prosecution of territorial warfare), each region
would have to become a political-economic-social/cultural ~•it ~•der local
leaders, and be defended by local troops, who in effect would be guarding
their own villages. Tjatat~~2 Sekitar Politik ~!iliter Indonesia (Jakarta:
Pembimbing, 1955), pp. 199-200.
47

PIA, 30 Hay 1957 (am), pp. 5-6; 3 June (am), pp. 5-6; 7 June (am),
pp. 1, 7;8 Jur..e (am), pp. l, 11; 14 June (am), p. 8; :·larhaen, 1 June
1957. Later reports from the kabupatens of :lakassar and Bonthain indicated that the money had been received by the local authorities, and was
being used for the construction of market places; ~·larhaen, 23 July and 2
August 1957. The total withdraw~, however, was more than required to give
Rp. 2,000,000 to each kabupaten.
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After the formal installation of the
~kassar,

still in

KD~l-SST,

the officers who had planned

whattheirnext step should be.
eleven officers who had

draw~

and while Nast.Ot-ion was

Pe~mesta

met to discuss

On the night of June 5, Sumual and the
up the plans after that initial meeting on

25 February, met at the home of Saleh Lahade.

Reports on the meeting

differ, but there is general agreement that the discussion was heated, and
that it was clear that there was a difference of opinion between Sumual
a~d

Saleh Lahade on one side and Jusuf on the other.

Jusuf is said to

have believed that from the standpoint of technical capability, the army
in South Sulawesi was not prepared to fight the central government.

He is

said to have argued that the priorities should be education and training,
building up the military organization and its territorial control,
settling the problem of security in South Sula,.;esi, that is ending the
rebellion of Qahhar .:-rudzakkar, and only then would it be possible for
development to occur.
achieved thus far:

t~e

Further, he was satisfied with what had been
KoDPSST

~o~ld b~

dissolved; a separate

co~and

for

South Sulav;esi, headed :,y an anak daerah, had been established; and a
~eginning

had been made on the withdrawal of the Javanese troops.

He was

prepared to accept the Yani reorganization plan, in which the military
districts would be under the authority of the KSAD, and in which there
would be only a regional coordinator.

Sumual, who stood to lose if this

proposal were implemented, wanted to hold out for regional command authority at the division level over the four KDH's.
posed that those present resign f=om the
hutan.

I~I

He is said to have pro-

and prepare to fight in the

Sumual himself says that Jusuf proposed moving the headquarters of

Permesta to Pare-Pare, but that this was merely a tactic in order to have
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an

excc~e

to arrest Sumual in the presence of

Sumual actually leave the city.

~asution

and Yani should

When Jusuf and Her Tasning were seen to

go directly from the meeting to the governor's guest house where Nasution
and Yani were staying, the Permesta leaders decided to stay in Makassar,
and fight there should it come to that.

The South Sulawe3i officers

wanted neither to fight in the city, nor to retreat to the hutan.
were only too aware that Qahhar controlled the hutan, and that if a

They
d~ci-

sion were made to fight for Permesta in South Sulawesi it would have to be
on the basis of an agreement with Qahhar, an agreement the
Qahhar would be able to dictate.

~rms

o£ which

How openly this was discussed is not

known. 48
Realizing that he no longer had the crucial support of .Jusuf, who
commanded the RI-Hasanuddin troops, SUiaual on 6 June met with Nasutj.on and
worked out a compromise agreement.

Sumual would be made chief of staff of

a unit to plan for tPe fcrmation o£ an East lndonesia Coordinating
(Staf

fona~do

be established

Indcnesia bagian
i~ediately

T~2or/Kuurdinasi ~~:ar

Ccnm~d

Daerah), which would
~9

and would continue in existence for one month.

On 8 June a cere:mony was held in Hakassar at which both IT-VII and
KoDPSST were officially dissolved, and responsibility for East Indonesia
was placed with the KSAD.

At the same ceremony Nasution delegated

48 Interviews with H. N. V. Sumual, Jakarta, 13 April 1972; Saleh
Lahade, Makassar, 4 October 1971; Bing Latumahina, Jakarta, 19 January
1972; Her Tasning, Jakarta, l February 1972. Additional information on
Jusuf's attitude is from interview with Azis Taba, Jakarta, 3 February
1972.
49 Kementerian Pertahanan, Staf Angkatan Darat, Surat Keputusan KSAD
No.: KPTS-334/6/1957 (7 June 1957), in Himpunan Peraturan, dari KSAD,
Kwartaal II, 1957, pp. 37-38. Interviews, with H.~. V. Sumual, Jakarta,
9 March 1971 and 13 April 1972; and A. H. Xasuti.on, Jakarta, 17 l·lay 1972..
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responsibility for security in South

~nd

Southeast Sulawesi to Andi

Pangerang, in his capacity as military governor/military administrator;
Andi Mattalatta, as comm&~der of KDM-SST, had operational authority. 50
A liaison officer from the Brawijaya Division was attached to the

military governor's office in connection with the tactical use of Brawijaya troops in the new KDM-SST area.

51

The first transfer of civilian and

military officers from the defunct KoDPSST to the KDM-SST took place on
28 June, amidst assurances that help from Brawijaya

~·:auld

be given as long

as it was neeGed, and that the Brawijaya battalions in Sulawesi would be
directly responsible to the military governor
ca1

.

operat~ons.

(~~di

Pangerang) for tacti-

52

Responsibility for settling the question of the former TKR anc TRI
rebels, who had remained in a transitional status since the £igning of the
surrender agreements the previous June, was also transferred to the military governor's office.
There was no

53

annou.~cer;!e::1t

of what Sur:mal 's assig:18ent would be afte!"

the completion of his one month with the plan::1ing staff for the East l::1donesia coordinating command, although there had been rumors that he would
be sent abroad for training.

The former chief of staff of TT-VII,

Jonosewojo, who had also been assigned to the planning staff, announced on

19 June that Sumual had completed his work and had gone to Henado to
explain to Xajor Somba the 8 June agreement on the dissolution of TT-VII.
50

51

~~rhaen,

8 June 1957.

PIA, 7 June 1957 (am), p. 7.

52Marhaen, 29 June and 5 July 1957; PIA, 30 June 1957 (am), pp. 1, 3.
53 PIA, 26 June 1957 (aw), p. 3.
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Somba, in a =adio broadcast on 29 May, had denounced the reorganization
plan as a strategy of "divide and rule."

54

On 20 August 1957 the Inter-Regional Command for East Indonesia
(KADIT--Komando An tar Daerah Indonesia bagian Timur, lai:er KOA...'WA-IT) was
established.

It was directly responsible to the KSAD for the coordination

of the four KDH's in East Indonesia.

Lieutenant Colonel JonosevlOjo,

former chief of staff of TT-V1I, was named its acting chief of staff.

No

commander was appointed until 4 February 1958 when Gatot Subroto was
designated the Deputy KSAD for KO~~DA-IT.

55

Apparently Sumual was considered for a position ...... KADIT a::. late as
October 1957, but on 26

Octob~~

it was announced that he would be posted

to the army general staff ir1 Jakarta, and that his future position would
''i
be deterained by a Seven-:~ Committee which had been charged with solvi~g
I

the army personnel problems that had arisen as part of the regional
crisis.

56

Saleh Lahade was assigned to attend

.
oL~f er. 57
dl.'d not accept tne

th~ SSK~ ~a B~~dlli<£, b~t

Apparently a number of the Pernesta officers

54Marhaen, 7 and 19 June 1957.
55

Marhaen, 20 August 1957; PIA, 21 August 1957 (am), p. 1; date of
Gatot's appointnent (Surat Keputusan KSAD ~o. 82/2/1958, 4 February 1958)
supplied by Sedj a rat, ~~ili ter, KO\-i'ILHA...'i IV (Sulawesi) .
56

Marhaen, October 12, 23, and 30, 1957; Pikiran Rakjat (Henado), 17
October 1957; PL~, 26 October 1957 (am), p. 5, (pm), p. 12; 30 October
(pm), p. 8.
57Marhaen, 14 October 1957, p. 2; PIA, 14 October 1957 (am), p. 1.
Saleh Lahade says that the other South Sulawesi officers urged hire not to
go to Bandung and leave theo leaderless; intervie'iJ, ~·1akassar, 9 October
1971. Saleh Lahade met with the Fact-Finding Co:uutittee (Colonel Hokoginta, Colonel Sudirmo.n, and :·!aj or ~-luskit.:l) ><lhich had been established by
the Seven-Xan Committee (Sukarno, Hatta, Djuanda, Leimena, Sultan Hamengkubuwono, Azis Saleh, and Nasution), in :1akassar in October. He submitted
to them proposals for solving the crisis which in essence reiterated the
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were given appointments similar to that of Sumual--assigned to a staff,
but given no position.

Officers who received such

positio~s.

in a play on

the Indonesian words, were termed "officers who are made ghosts." 58
Permes~a--The

Civilians

These military aspects of Permesta were but one part of the movement
that bears that name.

The desire to liquidate the KoDPSST brought

together the officers from

~orth

and South Sulawesi, and provided the

spark which ignited the challenge to the central government.
Piagam Perdjoangan Semesta, which provided

t~.e

However, the

cover for the declaration

of martial law and the ouster of Sudirman, did incorporate verJ real complaints and desires of the people of Sulawesi.

~1ilitary

support provided

an opportunity for the civilians to back up with the threat of force their
demands for at!tonooy, for a more equitable division of revenue, and for
attention to the needs of the daerah for peace and progress.
After the proclamation of 2 :·larch the military government under
Sumual and SalL!h i.ah;:;.de :::.oved

quic~ly

to or:;.:1."1ize civilian support and

arouse popular enthusiasm ior their undertaking.

The ream of Assistants,

which included both military and civilian members, was installed on 4
One hundred and eleven .n.embers of a Central Advisory Council

March.

(Dewan Pertimbangan Pusat--DPP) were appointed on 7 Z..1arch and installed
the following day.

On 8 March Andi Pangerang was installed by Panglima

demands of the 2 ~·larch proclamation; t-1oh. Saleh Lahade, "Konsep Penj elesaian Persoalan Angkatan Darat" (15 October 1957) [a copy of which he
kindly gave to me].
58

rhe official term is "perwira jang diper-bantu-kan"; it w.ls known
as "perwira jang diper-hantu-kan" [hantu--ghost]; interview, Bing Latumahima, Jakarta, 19 January 1972. Sunual, describing such an assigr.~ent,
said, "It Gleans you have no job"; intervil!H, Jakarta, 9 ~·larch 1971.
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Sumual as military governor of South
f or
.
aut h or~ty

.

secur~ty

~nd

Southeast Sulawesi, with full

po 1'~cy. 59

The first meeting of the DPP was on 9 March.

Saleh Lahade, speaking

on behalf of the military government, informed the council that its duties
were to advise the

~litary

government, and to form a working group to re-

main in close touch with that

gove~ent;

to discuss the provisions of the

2 March Charter; and to prepare for the holding of a Kongres Bhinneka Tunggal Ika (Unity in Diversity Congress) for
Indonesia.

r~presentatives

from all of East

"'.\e in East Indonesia are creating something long dreamed of,"

he said, "the spirit of cooperation, of dynamism and initiative."

Tl:is

spirit, he went on to elaborate, should be applied to the improvement of
the community, through development, and through the search £or a solution
to the problem of the rebellion of Qahhar
ceeded to elect its officers.
Djarung; Polongbangkeng,
Djohan (Dewan

Pe~uda

Ha<iji ::1akkaraeng Daeng

~-luha=madiyah),

l~donesia

~1udzakkar.

The group then pro~1andjarungi

(Karaeng

·..;as named as chairman; Nurdin

Tisur), was first deputy; and

Ta~boto

59 Pemerintaha.."1. :-lilit.::r l'i.'/Vll, Surat ~epu~usa.."1. ~~o.: i<.pts 01/?~-1/3/57
(2 Harci< 1957), and Surat Keputusan ~o.: Kpts-06/P::-1/31/1957 t7 }larch 1957),
in BTI, Proklamasi 2 ~aret, pp. 30-33; members of the two orea..•s are given
pp. 32-38. "Dewan Pertir::ban3an Pusat Pemerintahan ~-liliter T. T. VII"
(}1akassal:': Pemerintaha:n :-Iiliter I.T. VII, Team Assistentie, Seksi "G,"
1957 [leaflet]). "Pelantikan Gubernur :·1iliter Sula·..:esi Selatan Ienggara
Bertempat di Lapangan !Zarebosi, :-lakassar, tanggal 3 Haret, 1957, dja11~
15.30" (speeches of Sumual and Andi Pangerang). The installation of Andi
Pangerang as military governor was reported in PIA, 8 Harch 1957 (am), pp.
9-10.
According to Saleh Lahade, the officers of South Sulawesi wanted to
give both .\ndi Pangerang and Andi :·lattalatta positions in the Permesta
military government, thus Andi Pcmgerang tvas made military governor, and
Andi }1attalatta conr:1ander of KIM-SST. They hoped to give Andi Pangera.'1g a
role in civilian affairs analogous to that of the Sultan of Jogjakarta.
Further, they hoped that ~'1di Pangerang would have sufficient influence
with Qahhar to convince him to accept an offer to go to Cairo to study.
Interview with Saleh Laha.cie, :l.Jl.-:2-::;.s;tr, 9 October 1971.
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(shipping agent in Henado), was second deputy.

At the conclusion of the

meeting Saleh Lahade spoke again, in what some of those present interpreted as a threatening tone.

He was critical of the hesitancy he had

perceived in some of the members to follow a "new road," and warned of the
seriousness of the military in facing the problems of East Indonesia, and
Indonesia as a whole.

"Together with you, or by ourselves," he concluded,

"we who have ignited the spark, will bear all the consequences."
Members of the DPP

wer~

among the eight speakers who addressed a

mass rally in Karebosi Square on 10

100,000 persons.
Polongb~~gkeng),

60

~~rch,

Of those who spoke,

~Irs.

at~ended

by an estimated

Fachruddin Daeng Ramo (also o£

seems to have given most vivid expression tc the concerns

of the pPople:
Those who opposed independence are those who now benefit most from it, while our youth, who were hunted down
and jailed for fighting for freedoo, are cast aside. This
is what has upset us, has forc~d us to take action, to
present derr.ands . . . •
But the central govern~ent only disappoint3 us: if
the dae~ah as~s for ~on2y for the restor~tion of security
there is none; but :::·.Jr:ey c:1n ah:~ys be £ou."d to build a
picnic gro~d in B.:m.llli·,g or J.J.;car::a.
• • • If people in Jakarta are corrupt they are protected; but if people in the daerah try to solve their
problems on their own initiative, that is considered an
offense.
We oppose the inclusion of those who
~oslems are not
God to sit at the sane table with people
it is that religion is the opiate of the

in the government . . . .

are anti-religious
permitted by their
whose principle
people.

60 "Rapat Dewa.'1. Pertimbangan Pusat Untuk ~1emilih Ketua, Ketua I dan
II pada tgl. 9 Maret 195 7, berte:::pat di Panti Penghibur, :-~kassar." The
quoted phrase is on p. 13. Intervie~, DaLulolo, :~kassar, 28 September
1971.
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On behalf of the Dewan Pemuda, Nurdin Djogan spoke of the suffering of the
people, and the absence of justice.

"You call us rebels," he said,

directing his remarks to the central governm<:nt, "but you at the center
of corruption are a band of robbers."

Sumual spoke briefly, noting that

as a responsible instrument of the state his efforts were directed toward
the completion of the revolution--building a just and prosperous state.
Saleh Lahade, as was his wont, spoke at length.

Permesta, he said, "is

not a shooting revolution, but is a revolution aimed at work, a revolution
for reviving the dynamic spirit of youth, a revolution inspired by love
for the region and aimed at improving the present untenable situation."
He said that although the central government had no money to fight the
deplorable poverty and lagging developoent efforts in the region, "funds
are available for the construction of big buildings in Djaka=ta, for
receptions and for travelling abroad."

One of the "sacred" aims of the

proclaoation, said Saleh Lahade, was the
in the region.

He appealed to Qahhar

r~st0rat~0n

:ludzak~~::.r

0£ p2ace and security

.::1.:.ci i-,::s

::-et~

to meet ..:ith

Andi Pangerang, hir:!sel£, or ..\_T'ldi :·lattalatt.:J. to e:::.d throu;:;h peaceful negotiations the present situation, which causes thousands of people to
suffer.

He concluded by denying separatist intentions:

"we continue to

be one nation, one language and one cou..'1try, Indonesia. " 61
Popclar enthusiasm for Permesta--albeit with some prodding--seems to
have remained high during the next two months.

However, the rising tone

of anti-communism and opp0sition to the President's konsepsi did result
61 "Rapat

Raksasa di Lapangan Karebosi" (10 !-larch 1957). Mrs. Fachruddin Dg. Ramo's speech, pp. 2-5; ~urdin Ujohan, pp. 5-6; ?anglima Sumual,
pp. 10-11; Saleh Lahade, pp. 11-14. The rally, and Saleh Lahade'~ speech,
were reported in PL'.., 12 :larch 1957 (pm), pp. 2-4. The final quote is the
1928 Youth Pledge~ well-know'tl. nationalist synbol in Indonesia.
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in the withdrawal from the DPP of a

P~I

representative, Paiso, and the

departure of the Pemuda Rakjat from the Dewan Pemuda IT. 6~

The DPP held

nine meetings by the end of April, and had held special sessions to discuss the demands of the charter, proble=s o£ the economy (particularly
copra), and the problem of security--how to end Qahhar's insurgency.

The

members of the Team of Assistants met frequently and drew up proposals for
economic development, taking over foreign enterprises in the area, improving education, and coping with a wide variety of problems.

(The supply of

mimeograph paper in Makassar must have been near exhaustion.)
The DPP sent a delegation of seven members, headed by Henk

Rondon~~u

and Mrs. Towoliu, and including :lakkaraeng Daeng Nandjarungi, Sun Bone,
J. Latumahina, Achmad Siala, and Andi Burhanuddin, t.o Jakarta on 14

~larch

to "clarify" the background of the 2 :larch proclamation to the Preside:J.t
and the central government.

The members of the delegation were designated

by Sumual, and approved by the DPP.

It i6 also

wort~y

of note that in his

explanation to the DPP of the purpose of the delegation, Saleh Lahade
described it as a "good ;.;ill nission" to provide infcrr.:ation to those •..rho
had reacted to the proclamation of 2 }larch with the "slander that those
who had signed the charter did so at the point of a bayonet." 63
62

P...,iso said t!l.at his decision was made after a "deeper sLudy" of
statements of the PKI South and Southeast Sulawesi regional committee and
of the party politburo in Jakarta condemning Sumual's 2 !-larch action. See
PIA, 14 ~rch 1957 (am), p. 3; 15 ~·larch (am), p. 4.
--The withdrawal of the Pemuda Rakjat from the Dewan Pernuda was mentioned by Nurdin Djohan, interview, l-!akassar, 28 l-1arch 1972.
63 Dewan Pertimban;::;an Pusat, Pemerintah !-liliter "1-lirabuana,"
"Risalah
Sidang ke-III DPF Pe.:1 ~·til. TT. Vli" (12 :larch 1957), :?· 5. ~embers of the
delegation are listed in Angkatan Darat, T.T. VII/1\irabuana, Pemerintahan
Militer, "l-1andaat" (13 :1a.cch 1957); attachr;J.ent to "~otulen Rapat Plene
ke:5 Dewan Perti:nban:;an Pusat Pe::1erintah.J..'"l ~liliter IT. VII Tgl. 2/4 di
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The DPP also sent good will missions to other parts oi East Indonesia, in part to

~ke

which was held in

arrangements for the Kongres Bhinneka Tunggal Ika,

~kassar,

8-12

~~y

1957.

Henk Rondonuwu served as

general chairman, and Andi Baso Amier (a younger half-brother of Jusuf) as
secretary-general.
Delegates were gathered from the whole of East Indonesia to meet and
discuss the aims of the Proclamation of 2 March.

President Sukarno and

former Vice President Hatta were invited to attend, but neither was able
to do so.
the

Prime Minister Djuanda arrived two days after the conclusion of

Cong~ess.

regrets.

The Sumatran colonels, Simbolon and Husein, also sent their

The Permesta leaders, Sumual and Saleh Lahade, in their

addresses to the Congress stressed that the 2 March proclamation was not
aimed at separating East Indonesia from the Republic, and described the
Congress as a step toward abolishing centralism within the area itself.
The delegates

the~selves

warned that the bureaucratism and centralism of

Jakarta not be :::oved to :-rakassar or :-1en<J.do.

Delegates T.-r.:::re assigned to

sections to discuss govern=ent, defense, security, development and
national/personnel matters.

The final statement on defense matters of the

Congress, based on the recommendations of the section on defense, favored
a single overall command in TT-VII in the interests of the security of the
region.

The report of the section on security had included a decision to

the effect that a single command should be establisued for South and
Southeast Sulawesi under TT-VII, because the existence of two cor::II!lands in
the area was harmful to the settlement of the insurgency.
Panti Penghibur."
(pm), p. 9.

This decision

Delegation is also mentioned in fL-\, 15 March 1957
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did not appear in the final statement on security of the Congress, however, which said only that the solution of security matters should be
fully entrusted to anak daerah, and that the

~ssignment

of state officials

(civil and military) should take into consideration factors of religious
and cultural differences.

A 104-member Central Advisory Council was

selected to replace the Central Advisory Committee (the initials remained
DPP), and an executive committee of 64 members representing the various
areas in East Indonesia was established.

It was at this Congress that the

acronym "Permesta" was adopted for Perdj uangan Semesta .Uam (Inclusive
Struggle).

64

There were, however, several notes of discord.

Prior to the holding

of the Congress, on 21 April, the recently established Youth Development
Corps (Corps Pembangunan

Pe~uda),

sent a letter to the planning comoittee

for the BKI Congress, expressing their concern that the preparations were
for a level of luxury inappropriate in the

~idst

of the suffering of the

people, a.'1d not in accordance •,.;ith the aios of the 2 ~larch proclamation.
Governor

-~•di

Pili'1gerang was

~'1able

65

to attend the operning reception

because of a sudden trip to Jakarta.

66

At the Congress itself, there was

64 The documents from t~e BTI Congress which are in my possession are
listed in the bibliogra;>hy. ~:.eports of the Congress are in }larhaen, 10
May 1957, pp. 102; PIA, 4 ~lay 1957 (am), p. 4; 8 ~lay (pm), p. 2; 10 :·lay
(am) , pp. 5-7; 15 :ray (am) , p. 13; 16 :ray (am) , p. 5; 18 :ray (pm) , pp. 2,
5. Some information al.;;o from interviews in :·iakassar with Henk Rondonuwu,
9 June 1971, and Andi Base Arnier, :Iakassar, 23 September 1971.
According to Saleh Lahade, "perdjuangan semesta" was chosen to indicate that it included all sectors (bidang) and all regions (wilayah);
interview, ~Iakassar, 4 October 1971.

65 Letter from Corps Pemuda Pembangunan Indonesia Bahagian Timur, ~o.
013/CPP/IBT/57 (21 April 1957), signed oy Husain Achmad, general chairman.
66 PIA, 10 May 1957 (am), p. 6.
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some embarrassment when Major Jusuf,

had been scheduled to give a

~ho

speech on security matters at the opening session, failed tc appear.
Split between

~orth

The Bhinneka

and South
T~~ggal

67

~-lidens

Ika Congress was the highpoint of

Pe~esta

activity in East Indonesia, in part because it also marked the point at

A number of pemuda had become

which public enthusiasm began to wane.
illusioned even earlier.

The Corps Pembangunan Pemuda, after its protest

about the inappropriate luxury of the
worked on its own, with

di~-

arrange~ents

so~e assist~~ce

"'
KDM- SST , b ut not apparent 1y ~rom

from

Per~esta,

for the BTI Congress,

Sj~pathetic

officers in

68
.
in rural deve 1 opment proJects.

At a conference in I-Iakassar 5-7 Hay 1957, the Pemuda Islam Indonesia
Bagi~~ Timu~

(East Indonesia Islamic Youth) stated that it did not

acknowledge the authority of the Dewan Pemuda Indonesia Timur to speak on
behalf of the youth of East Indonesia.

I~

its summary of decisions, it

noted that it would give full support to the Permesta Charter so long as
the provisions of the ch.:1rter •..:ere carried out i:1. an "ho:1.est, responsible,
and revolutionarv" :.lal1ner; and opposed a settlement o£ the 2
through force of arms.

The charter's

division of revenue were sup?orted.

de~and

~larch

affair

for provincial at1tonomy and

The Pemuda Islam called for an ending

of the hostilities with Qahhar l-ludzakkar.

Xost of the decisions related

to support for educational and religious endeavors.

une called for the

temporary ba:.u1.i.aE; of transmigration into the area; another for the
improvement of procedures for the copra trade.

Support was given to the

Interviews: Henk Rondonuwu, ~akassar, 9 June 1971; Datu1o1o,
Makassar, 28 September 1971.
67

68 Interview, Husain Ach~ad, :L:li<.assar, 11 Octub.::c .l.-: 1 J..
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plans of the military government (never

~no~ced,

although a paper to

that effect had been prepared by the economic section of the Team of
Assistants) to nationalize vital foreign enterpriscs.

69

Nurdin Djohan himself began to withdraw from his association with
the Dewan Pemuda and Permesta from the time of the BTI Congress, anG did
not attend the meeting of the Dewan Pemuda IT in Tondano,
5-11 July 1957.

Sulawesi,

70

Two of the early Permesta leaders,
also begun to

~orth

dist~~ce

.~di

Pangerang and Jusuf, had

themselves from it prior to the BTI Congress.

AnJi Pangerang is said to have expressed reservation::; about what was
being done in the name of Permesta within a few weeks of the Proclamation
of 2 March.

He was not among the speakers at the mass rally on 10

cor did he at tend the Bhinneka Tunggal Ika Congress in

~-1ay.

~~rch,

The central

government had apparently decided that he was someone on whom they could
rely as early as April, for it was in a Presidential decision of 27 April
69 "KeputL:san2 Konpc:-c:nsi Besar .?::;;::J;.~da lsla:n l:1dcnesia Bahagian
Timur, 5-7 :~~i .:ii :·l.lkass'lr," si;:.1ed by A.rsjad Pana, ;::nairw.an of the rr.eeting, and •'1. Idrus Nurdin, secretary.
70 The Dewan Pemuda working paper for the BTI Congress, and the
statement of support for its res~lts, ~ere sig~cd ~ot by him, but by
Mattulada (for the Presidium) a!ld by J. C. Rumbajan, ••ho had replaced Anin
Daud as secretary-general. See "Penga."'ltar Kat a dan Pendj elas.:m.2 working
Paper Pemuda d:1lam ::--Ienghadapi Kongress Binneka [sicj Tunggal Ika" (8 ~-fay
1957), signed by Mattulada, Presidium Bhg. Politik. Dewan Pemuda Bhg.
Timur, 11 Pernjataan," No. 14/D.P.I.T./57 (12 l-1ay 1957), signed by Hattulada
for the Presidium, and J. C. Rumbajan, as secretary-general. Rambajan was
a member of Pemuda Federal, and said to have been one of the few pemuda
who was closer to Sumual than to Saleh Lahade; interview, Abdul }luis,
Makassar, 18 October 1971.
Mattulada and .~in Daud did attend the Tondano meeting of the Dewan
Pemuda IT as representatives uf the youth of South Sulawesi. Interviews,
Makassar: Amin Daud, 9 :-larch 1972; :~urdin Djohan, 28 :-~rch 1972. The
meeting is mentioned in Pikiran Rakjat, 5 and 13 July 1957 (copies for
interJening dates not available), ~nd PI~, 9 July 1957 (am), ?P· 6-7.
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that his position of military governor of South and Southeast Sulawesi was
confirmed.

It should also be noted that he retained his position as

civilian governor of all of Sulawesi.

Beginning in April, Andi Pangerang

had begun to take a conciliatory line on relaticns between the regions and
the central

govern~ent,

~~d

to warn against people who advanced their own

interests while claiming to work for the people of the regions.

(See

above, p • 34 9 • )
Although Jusuf had played

~

key role in the planning of the 2

operation, it had been a role largely out of the public eye.

}~rch

He seems to

have spoken out in public only twice, and both times included a warning
against army involvement in politics.

On 9 February he called for the

holding of a meeting of representatives of parties. mass
students, the press, etc., in

~-1akassar

org~~izaticns,

to explain the results achieved

thus far in efforts to restore internal security and to discuss "what's
wrong with the country."

He also cautic-ned that :nilitary people should

not become politicians or

~erchants,

security measures.

71

He echoed this

as this could have a bad effect on

~arning in a radio speech on 1 Sep-

tember, in which he specifically rut::utioned t:.he

'\;;l.li.:.t·6"-.. ...::_,

:.rade" being

carried en at the time, and called on the army to work closely with the
people and to remember that the army is the tool of the nation, not of any
group or individual.

In this speech he described Permesta as the creation

and responsibility of all the people, net the possession of two or three
people who are clever at giving speeches and shout about fighting corruption and

bureaucratis~

in far places rather than working quietly to

71 PIA,

11 February 1957 (am), p. 4, mentions only the explanation of
the results of the security policy; Hasoada, 13 February 1957, provides
the other details.
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e limin ate t h ese

"1
ev~

s at home. 72

scheduled speech to the BTl

As

Congr~ss

~oted

above, he did not give his

on security matters.

Even earlier,

18 March, his name had been removed from the list of members of the
security section of the Team of Assistants, and this section, of which he
had

. .
or~g~na

11y b een des~gnate
.
d .nea d , seems never to .nave f ur~ct~one
.
d • 73

At

the 5 June meeting, Jusuf's disagreement with the Percesta leaders, Sumual
and Saleh Lahade, on the future of the movement, seecs to have been clear
to all present.
Thus by June 1957 there was a very real split among the Permesta
officers--betw·een those who had jobs and those who did not.

It is some-

times phrased as a split between those who were "peaceful Permesta"
(.Permesta damai) and those who were "warlike Permesta." (Pemesta perang).
However, it seens t.hat those who no longer had jobs ·...-ere those who were
prepared to fight for the ideals of the Permesta cha=ter, while those who
had jobs valued national unity too highly to use iorce against the cenrral
govern:nent.

It ·...;as a split -...·:1ich had been developi::.; since the decisio!ls

announced iu the ar::::'' s 5 :·lay co::::::u.'""lique.
Lahade expressed the view that the

Initially both S.:::J.ual and Saleh

impositic~

of nation-wide martial law

and the decisions announced in the 5 May communique had legalized the
actions of the Permesta leaders, but there are indications that they
realized the precariousness of their own positions.

The subordinate

72Text in "Pidato Radio :·lajor
Andi Jusu£ Amir" (1 September 195 7),
DSH-AD, File--PUL & PA..~, T, III, no. 334; source--Docu.mt:ntasi SD! D.:\21 SIV,
No. 0129/57 tgl. :o-S-1960. Reported in ~larhaen and Pedoman Rakjat, 2
September 1957; PIA, 4 September 1957 (am), pp. 9-10~
73

Angkatan Darat, T.T. VII/wirabuana, Pemerintah Xiliter, "Susu..r"J.an
Seksi H Team Assistcnsi Pemi1 TT VII," confidential cemorandum no.
K-36/3/1957 (18 :-:arch 1957), signed by :1. Saleh Laha.:ie, chief of staff.
Intervie\.;, iier Tasni.r:..s, Jakarta, 1 february 1972.
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military structures established by the Permesta military government were
recognized by the

~1BAD,

and the appointments of the four

KD~l

ccilliilanders

(and Andi Pangerang as military governor of South and Southeast Sulawesi)
were confirmed.

However, the Permesta

~litary

government itself had been

given no such recognition, and the military commands in which Sumual and
Saleh Lahade (as well as a number of other officers) held official positions were to be abolished.

Saleh Lahade asked that the central govern-

ment Wlderstand that the monu1nental Wldertaking beL.:,

j)i.:..1u~ered

by the

leaders of the area to realize the desires of the people could only be
completed by those same leaders.

Sumual, whose transfer was still but a

rumor, stated that he could not accept the offer of the central government
to go abroad for study because he could not leave Sulawesi as long as the
aims of the Permesta Charter had nu~ been realized.
The split became a geographic one in
headquarters to Kinilo'..;, in :·1inahassa.
in the South--Saleh

Lahad~,

Bin;

mid-J~~e

74
when Suoual

A fe'..r Permesta officers

Lat~~ahina,

Dr.

E~g~~en--out

~cved

ren:~ined

~ost

TT-VII officers fro::1 :-1i:1ahassa--Dee Geru':lgan, Eddy Gagol<1, Lendy
laka, John Ottay--moved there with Sumual.
were from Minahassa also went
old Battalion Worang in

~:orth

~embers

his

of the

T~-nbe-

of Battalion 702 who

a:: this time, and two companies of the

~orth Sula~csi

which were composed largely of

Buginese and Hakassarese, took their place in KDH-SST.
The split was not merely a military one, for a separate province of
North and Central Sulawesi was proclaimed on 21 June in a Permesta
"working conference" in Gorontalo.
Andi

Pang~rang's

This decision seems to have added to

disenchantment with Permesta, although he cannot have

74 Harhaen, 7 :~ay 195 7.
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been

ur.~ware

of the fact that it was under consideration.

He himself had

spoken in February of the interest of the people of Sulawesi in having two
autonomous provinces in the island.
Charter, taken to the meeting on 2
divided into five autonomous
North Sulawesi,

1-~luku,

The original draft of
~~rch,

provi~ces:

~he

Permesta

proposed that East Indonesia be
South and Southeast Sulawesi,

Nusa Tenggara, and West Irian.

This was ctanged

at the meeting to the proposal that the provinces within the area of East
. be
I n dones~a

.

g~ven

.d e autonomy. 75

w~

Further, in decisions made on 20

Marchs the military government ordered the establishnent of six provinces,
dividing Nusa Tenggara into East and \-lest, and appointed governors to the
newly established provinces. 76
at the time,
them.

an~

The Xarch decisions Nere not made public

it is possible that Andi Pangerang was not informed of

It is also possible that it was because of his objections that the

original proposal for a province of North Sulawesi was eliminated £rom the
2 March proclamation.
of which he

~·:as

Perhaps it was only the timing of the

ur1a'..:are.

announce~e~t

In any case, when he -... as ask.;:d to verify the

news of the proclar::ation by Penr.esta ot a separate province of
Central Sulawesi, he replied, "I don't know." 77

~;orth

a..'1d

By September he was re-

porteJ to favor Sulawesi remaining a single province, based on his opinion
that combining the two complementary economies--one a producer of copra,
the other of rice--would be beneficial to social and economic
75 xerox copy o f
type d

·

·

cr~g~na

1,

·

~n

my

·

possess~on.

76Angkatan

Dar at, Territorium VII-Wirabua..1a, Sur at Keputusan No.
Kpts. 0139/36/1957 and No. Kpts. 0140/36/1957, both issued in Makassar,
20 March 195 7, ever Sumual' s signature. (Copies sta.u:.ped "Dj awat3.n Penerangan Republik Indonesia, Propinsi Sulawesi Utara.)
77 Pedoman

Rakjat (aakassar), 24 June 1957.
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development.

78

After Sumual's departure to the

~orth

in mid-June 1957, there was a

noticeable decline in Permesta activity in the South.
at the BTI Congress in

~~y,

The new DPP, formed

unlike its predecessor which met often, seems

to have met only once, 27-31 August, and then at Sumual's headquarters in
Kinilow.

Saleh Lahade,

K~raeng

Datulolo, and Abdul l-iuluk

Djarung, Henk Rondonuwu, Mrs. Towoliu,

~-fakatita

were among the members of the DPP from

the South who attended. 79
From Kinilow many of the group went on to Jakarta to attend the
National Conference (Husjawarah Nasional--Nunas) held there 10-15 September in a vain effort to reach a national solution to the regional crisis.
North and South Sulawesi had separate delegations to the Munas.

Andi

Pangerang headed the delegation from the South, which included Karaeng
Djarung and Henk Rondonuwu among the civilians, and Saleh Lahade and Jusuf
•

as military menoers.

on
wv

There was a last

atte~pt

to resuscitate

Per~esta

organizations in

78 '-'~

.
.
19-...... r h aen, b. :>eptemoer
::> 1.

~-

79 oewan Pertimbangan Pus~•, Pem. :til. TT VII Wirabuana, "Rapat pertama dengan Panglima TT VII vverste SUI!lual, bertempat di Kinilou [sic]
pada hari Senin 20 Augustus 1957," a.'1d "Laporan Singkat Badan Pekerdja
D.P.P. dalam Sidan~ Pleno Tgl. 23 Augustus 1957 di l-lanado." Interviews in
Makassar with: Datulolo, 13 S<::pt.::.uLer: l97l; ?-ir::;. >I. Towoliu, 30 September
1971; Saleh Lahade, 4 October 1971; Karaeng Djarung, 29 February 1972.
80

Marhaen, 2, 7. and 18 September 195!; Pikiran Rakjat, 3 and 4 September 1957; PIA, 30 August 1957 (pm), p. 4; 2 September (pm), p. 1; 3
September (pm) , p. 1; 9 September (am) , p. 1. ~·!any persons who had been,
and most of those who still were, involved in Permesta seem to have
attended as "advisers" to the delegation. An.di :-Iattalatta was not a member of the delegation; he says that he was busy with preparations for the
National Games to be held in l-Iakassar at the end of September, and the
difficult situation in South Sulawesi; interview, Makassar, 29 Y~rch 1972.
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th~

South on 9 November 1957, when a Dewan Tertinggi Pcrmesta

Supreme Council)

~!u

(Per~~sta

a Dewan rertinggi Pemuda Permesta (Supreme Council of

Permesta Youth) were inaugurated in

~~kassar

by Sumual.

He himself headed

the Permesta Supreme Council, with Saleh Lahade as his deputy, and Bing
Latumahina as secretary; other members included Kataeng Djarung, Abdul
Mulut Makatita, Henk Rondonuwu,
hina, and Dr. Engelen.

~ochtar

~ttulada

Lintang, Mrs. Towoliu, J. Latuma-

was appointed chairman of the Youth

Council; Czptain A. Hadju was secretary.

Each council had 17 members. 81

This was indeed a small group compared to the fifty-one who had
signed the Permesta Charter, or the 111 who had
Advisory Council (DPP).

co~posed

the first Central

The man \.rho had headed the DPP since its incep-

tion, Karaeng Djarung, and who was the most prestigious member of the
South Sulawesi aristocracy to take an active part in Permesta, signalled
his withdrawal from the movement in December 1957 by sponsoring an Islal!li.c
Community Developffient conference in

Sungg~~nasa, 9-ll Dece~ber 1957. 82

Thus by the c:1d of 195 7 fe·..: of the c..ciginal Per::J.esta leaders fro:!!
South Sula•.;esi re:::!ained activ.: participants, and Per:Jesta was increasingly

81 Reported
in Pedoman Rakjat, 11 November 1957, and in PIA, 13
November 1957, p. 6. The ethnic origins and party affiliations of the
members of the Supreme Council are as follo•..Js: Sumual, T~I, ~-linahassan;
Saleh Lahade, T~I and P~R, Buginese; Hadmi :-1akkaraeng Daeng :-la.."'ldj arungi,
Muhammadiyah, =·lakassarese; Abdul 2·1uluk ~-fakkatita, :-lasjumi, Ambonese; Henk
Rondonuwu, PKR, :'linahassa:t; :-Iochtar Lintang, ~lasjumi, Mi.na11.gkabau; ~Irs.
Towoliu, PKR, Sangirese; :1. Hutagalung, PSI, Batak; Sun Bone, ~sjumi,
Gorontalese; J. E. Tatengkeng, PSI, Sangirese; J. Latumahina, Political
Bureau, Governor's Office, Ambonese; Dr. 0. E. Engelen, T~H, Minahassan;
J. B. Surja Tanae, ?; :1. A. ;:.;deLoe, Ausa Tenggara; :l.attulada, BugisMakassar; Arsjad Pane, :-lasjumi; A. ~~. Datulolo, PSI, ~lakassarese (Bulukumba); />.• Hadj um I:H, Gorontalese. :1embers of the youth council, other
than ~lattulada as chairman and Andi ~amba c~~identified) as deputy chairman, are not listed.
82

rnterview, Karaeng Dj arung, .:--lakassar, 29 February 1972.
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identified with the small group of ethnically mixed intellectuals in the
city of !·1akassar (many of whom had been pro-Republican non-cooperators
during the NIT period), and with
As Andi

P~~gerang

~orth

Sulawesi.

indicated, in explaining his view that Sulawesi

should remain a single province, much of the growing split between the
North and the South involved copra.

Even before the 5TI Congress in

~~y,

when open criticisms of copra policy were voiceci, it was clear from discussions in the economic sections of the Teao of Assistants
that although the government organs
North was determintu tv

~f

c~~t==l ~opra

~~d

the DPP

Permesta were in the South, the
trade, and thus the main source of

revenue available independent of the central government.

Unfortunately

for the South, where the insurgency severely limited the possibility of
producing cro?s fo=

e~~ort,

its separation from the

lateral proclamation of a province of
the North's copra through its
da:!l.aging effect on the

o~n

econ.~::Jic

;~orth

~orth

through the uni-

Sulawesi and the channeling of

new ocean-going port, Bitung, had a

situatior. in

~L:J.kassar

(....-hici.l

~·as

the only part of the South effectively under government control).
early as July 195 7 an estimated lU, UUU harbor workers in
unemployed.

83

}~kassar

!·~kassar

really
As
were

exports, which in 1956 were an estimated

100,000,000 kilos gross weight, in 1957 were only 73,200,000 kilos, and
in 1958 a mere 31,200,000.

84

On 14 August 1957 Governor Andi Pangerang

announced that all shipments and sales of copra outside the area must go
through Hakassar harbor, and at the end of the rnonth an agreement was
83Marhaen,

12 July 1957.

84 Biro Pusat Statistik, Statistical
Pocketbook of Indonesia, 1960,
p. 110.
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reached between Makassar and Menado to export 10,000 tons of copra per
month via Makassar.

85

An

sar to handle this trade.
barter

~r.:::!e ~-:c-:.~ld

Emergency Trade B:!reau was established in HakasGovernor Andi Pangerang explained that the

be cu.rried on for not rr.ore than a year, and that it

would be carefully regulated.
the central government.

Thirty percent of the proceeds would go to

Such trade was not illegal, the governor said,

because the KSAD had given oral approval to the venture.

Further, the

interests of the people and the area would be given priority over those of
individuals or certain groups, and the goal of the trade was to develop
the

co~unity

and benefit the people.

The barter trade was to be carried

on exclusively with the copra from the North--the first 5,000 tons of
which were delivered in October.

The first return shipment--of cement,

jeeps, tractors, etc.--was not received until November, by which time the
Minister of Trade had announced that the barter through the Emergency
Trade Bureau in

86
~-lakassar was at least "semi-ille,.al.
"
.::>

On 11 January 1958 the central
illegal "all regulations

a~ci

governme~t

issued an order declaring

ciecisicns o£ either the

~ilitary

or civil

authorities in the regions concerning foreign trade which are in deviation
of the regulations instituted by the Government."

The recalcitrant re-

gions were warned that if they did not comply with the order the Government would be prepared to stop its subsidy to them.

The

~linister

of

Finance explained that it was necessary to stop the barter trade in order

85 Marhaen, 14 and 31 August 1957; PIA, 2 September 1957 (am), p. 1.
86Marhaen, 31 August, 4 and 19 September, 9, 14, 16, and 23 October
1957; PIA, 2 September 1957 (am), pp. 1-2; 19 October (am), pp. 13-14.
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to prevent a collapse in the State's finances. 87
The Emergency Trade Bureau in
copra from the

~orth

~!akassar--which

hac received no more

after the initial shipment in Octoher 1957--said that

it welcomed this decision because it would be applied uniformly and all
regions would be treated equally.
all barter trade be stopped.

Governor Andi Pangerang ordered that

88

From the start there had been a basic difference in priority for the
South and the North.

For South Sulawesi internal security was the main

problem, and negotiations with Qahhar Mudzakkar the main hope for solution.

In North Sulawesi the last of the small rebel groups had surren-

dered in March, and economic
headlines tell the story:

develop~ent

was the prime concern.

~ewspa?er

.:Iarhaen, Ha.kassar--"The Pemesta Charter has no

mea..."1ing for South and Southeast Sulawesi unless Security is Restored" and
"The Primary Problem is Internal Security and the Second Development";
Pikiran Rakjat,
be Given

~1enado--"This

is the Spirit of Pen::esta:

Development wust

=tQ

Priority."v~

South Sulawesi:

focus on Security

The army decisions of May a..."1d June to abolish both TT-VII and the
KoDPSST, and to establish the

KD~l-SST,

had for the first time placed men

from South Sulawesi in charge of internal security in the area both for
87 PIA, 12 January 1958 (am), pp.
1-2. Nasution estimated the loss
of revenue to thP. central government as $40,000,000 per month; Towat-d a
People's Amy (Jakarta: Delegasi, 1964), pp. 9-10.
88Marhaen, 14 and 22 January 1958.
89 13 June and 27 September 1957;
3 August 1957. It must, however,
be noted that .l'!arhaen ~~as a P~I newspaper, which took a generally unfriendly attitude toward Pe~esta.
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military operations and for negotiations with Qahhar.
paper commented editorially:

As a Makassar news-

"For South and Southeast Sulawesi the :nili-

tary outcome is nearly perfect."

90

Public appeals to Qahhar to contact

the anak daerah had been made as early as Saleh Lahade's speech to the
Permesta rally on 10

}~rch.

In March and early April there were reports

in the press that Qahhar had met with Jusuf on 12 March, and that on

26 March he had

submitted~

via Captain Andi Sese (Commander of Battalion

717 in Sengkang), the conditions for his surrender.

These conditions were

said to include that the DI/TII troops be demobilized in the Luwu area,
and that the arrangements for the surrender be handled by Jusuf. 91

It is

difficult to say whether or not such negotiations actually did take place.
Many who were in the area at the time suggest that tl112: reports might have
been part of Jusuf's "psy-war" against Sudirman, to demonstrate that the
anak daerah could handle negotiations with Qahhar themselves.
Shortly after they had been given

fu~l

responsibility for security

policy in South Sul.:r.vesi, A."1.di Pan;erang and .:\.ndi

~-1attalatta,

on 12 Jul1e,

broadcast an appeal to Qahhar--and to all anak daerah still in the hutan-to return.

Andi Pangerang noted that responsibility for matters in the

90Marhaen, 11 Jlli"1.e 1957.
91 PIA, 15
t-~rch 1957 (am), p. 15; 17 ~larch (am); p. 4; 2 April (ar.1),
pp. 4-S.The meeting is described in a report, "Pertemuan Kahar Xuzakar
dengan Kmd. R.I. Hasanuddin ~1ajoor A. Jusuf cs" (12 l-larch 1957), DS:-1-AD,
File--Peristiwa Penting Lainnja; source--Doc. SEH DAN SIV/HN. This report
says that Jusuf and Qahhar met for four hours, "in a friendly but businesslike atmosphere to discuss the return of Qahhar and his anak buah to
develop the country together ·.vith the government." On the other hand,
Saleh Lahade says that ·..;hen he met with Qahhar in April 1958, Qahhar said
that he had never met with Jusuf; interview, ~Iakassar, 7 October 1971.
Bahar t-~ttaUoe also says that Qahhar and Jusuf did not meet in 1957;
interview, }lakassar, 4 Harch 19 72.
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area was without exception now being
&~d

~~dled

by anak daerah themselves,

that the door was open wide for those still in the hutan to devote

themselves to the development of the area.

~~ttalatta

spoke of local con-

trol over defense and internal security, and said that security problems
could be solved through mutual recognition of past errors.

He appealed to

government officials to work honestly and straightforward ly to accelerate
development and to members of the armed forces to carry out their duties
correctly and in a disciplined manner.

He asked that those still in the

hutan realize that the disturbances in the area only caused harm to people
.
an d property, an d requeste d t h at t h ey stop a 11 d estruct~ve

.

act~ons.

92

Andi Pangerang repeated his appeal to Qahhar to return to the arms
of the republic in his independence day speech on 17 August.

In discus-

sions between Andi Pa."'l.gerang, Andi :rappanj ukki and Deputy KSAD Gatot
Subroto in July it was suggested that the initiatives so far taken were
similar to those that had resulted in the successful agreement the year
before with the T:~ and TRI. 93

:,ndi :12.tt.:1l:itta considered the holding o£

the Natianal G.:1::1es (PO::) in :·ra;:.assar

~t

the e:1d of Septe:::ber a means of

attracting the rebellious youth out of the hutan to the less destructive
competition of the athletic field. 94
There were a number of reports July through September that the
si~uation

was quiet, and that the guerrillas had reduced their activities.

Some attributed this to the designation of Andi Pangerang as military
governor with responsibility for security policy, others to the recogni-

92¥~rhaen, 13 June
1957.
93Marhaen, 10 July, 4 and
16 September 1957.
94 rntervieT..r,

Andi :·lat tal at ta,

J 2.karta,

1

~·l.:lrch 19 71.
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tion of the guerrillas that the chief victims of the insurgency
people of the area.

we~e

the

Any continuing disturbances, it was sugg::sted, were

95
.. h Qa hh ar was not respons1"bl e.
b e in g cause d by groups f or wn1c
However, in October, heavy fighting broke out in Southeast Sulawesi.
In the largest battle that had yet taken place in the insurgency, Qahhar
himself led 4,000-5.000 of his troops in an attack on Hobile Brigade ?Osts
in Kasepute (near Kolaka).

The battle lasted from 11-19 October, and it

was only with the aid of navy

~~d

air force shelling and bombing, and the

anci army units from

that the rebel

KD~~-SST

sending of additional

~loBrig

attack was defeated.

In spite of their defeat, the DI/TII troops launched

another offensive in Southeast Sulawesi froo

~overu;;,cr

ing the largest transmigration center in South

8-December 2, burn-

Sulaw~si

(at Kanda) and

thousands of hooes, causing an estioated 40,000 refugees to flee to
Kendari.

Kendari itself was threatened by the attackers.

The insurgency was far from over.
and Saleh Lahade had discussed

~.,rith

96

Part of the program which Jusuf

KS.-'\D :;asution i:1. .January for coping

with it had been the continuation of the policy of negotiation which had
proved successful with the TKR and TRI.

Other parts of the program were

the training of local troops, and the graduai withdrawal of the troops
from Java.
While at this time negotiations seem to have been a failure, progress was made in the other areas.
95Marhaen, 23 July, 14 and 20 August, 11 September 1957.

96Marhaen, 19 October, 7 and 8 ~ovembcr, and 14 December 1957.
There is a series of dc:~:l~~ reports on the battle and on the situation
in Southeast Sulawesi. written by an Antara reporter who accompanied
Hattalatta on a '.-it!ek-long trip to the area in early ~,;ovember, in .;.1ari1aen,
9-15 Novemb~r, l95i, p. 2.
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On 17 August 1957, 6,228 forcer TKR and TRI rebels were formally
commissioned into the TNI by Deputy L'.SAD Gatot Subroto.
attached to RI-Hasanuddin as reserve forces since

~he

They had been

June 1956

agreeme~t,

and now were to be given training and integrated into the TNI battalions
of KDM-SST.

97

Since the closing of the Infantry School (SKI) in Pare-Pare in the
aftern:ath of the 16 November 1952 incident, there had ap?arently beer.. no
training facility in S0uth Sulawesi.
for training, however.
center in

~~lino

A number of men were sent to Java

On 30 July 1957 Jusuf announced that a training

would be opened in October, and that it was planned to

reopen the SKI in Pare-Pare. 98

The l·~lino training depot, Pendidikan

Pendahuluan Ulangan Perwira (Preliminary illld Refresher Officer Training),
was formally opened on 28 October 1957, under the command of
Sabara.

~ttalatta

~~jo~

Eddy

and Jusuf, who spoke at the opening ceremony, said

that withiu thirty months all officers in

~m1-S3T

would i1.ave had a three-

. ' course at tne
. center. 99
montns
As the first step in the return to Java of the one Diponegoro and
three Brawijaya battalions which had been stationed in South Sulawesi
since being sent as part of the Expeditionary Forces in 1950, these units
97

Marhaen, 19 August 1957, p. 2.

Q~

--Marhaen, 30 July 1957. He did not mention that the funds for the
construction of the facility were part of the Permesta "loan" from the
Bank Indonesia.
99Marhaen, 21, 29, and 30 October 1957; PIA, 30 October 1957 (pm),
pp. 8-9. O~ter short-term courses were CJ?ened in ~ovember; .:-larhaen, 11
November 1957. Kementeri~~ Pertahanan, Staf Angkatan Darat, Surat ~eputu
san KSAD no. KPTS 432/8/1957 (2 August 1957), and Surat Perintah KSAD no.
SP 678/8/1957 (3 August 1957), in Hiwpunan Peratur~~. dari KSAD, Kwartaa1
III, 1957, pp. 161, 19-191.
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were administratively

tr~~sferred fro~

TT-V/Briwijaya in August.
ately; the others were
months.

RI-23 to TT-V/Diponegoro and

Part of one Brawijaya battalion left immedi-

withdraw~

in the course of the next several

100
rdn~::

There remained the

:Orawl.j.::.::a battalions, which since the dis-

solution of KoDPSST, were under the

tac~ical

authority of

~lilitary

Governor Andi Pangerang, although their use was coordinated with a Brawijaya liaison officer attached to the staff of the
Durir.g the months between

:~rch

~1ilitary

Governor.

and June when the situation was confused,

there apparently occurred a number of clashes between these Brawijaya
units and local units.
November visit

~o

Brawijaya commander, Colonel Sarbini, during a

units in South Sulawesi,

co~~ent~d

that soldiers too

have human failings, and he hoped that the local population would be
tolerant of mistakes and forgetfulness.
troops to f o11 ow

.

str~ct

He also called on the Brawijaya

d"~sc~p
. 1"~ne. 101

A serious fight ;,rake out in the city of

~!akassar

between battalio:-ls 718 of P.I-:-!asa:ll!ddin .:t.--:d 513 of

in December,

Bra~djaya.

It seems

that the Brawijaya unit had reason to believe that the Hasanuddin unit was
surreptitiously acquiring its supplies of arms and vehicles from Battalion
513.

In this instance the battalion commanders became involved in the

100Marhaen, 13 Septe~ber 1957. Battalion 703, became battalion X,
Brawijaya, and part of this battalion returned immediately to Java. Battalion 705 became battalion Y, 3rawijaya, a.t"ld returned to Java soon after
the administrative transfer; no precise date is given; see Radik Djarwadi,
Pradjurit ?>!cn~abdi, p. 151. Battalion 711 became battalion Z, Brawijaya;
it was reported to have left Bor.thain for Surabaya on 9 January 1958; Bara
(Makassar), 20 J~~uary 1958). Battalion 709 became Battalion A, Dipon~
goro; a farewell party was held for it in Pinrang in March 1958; PIA, 8
March 1958 (am), p. 4.

lO~laL'haen, 23 .i-iovember 1957.
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dispute, and an hour-long battle ensued in the southern part of the city
of }Iakassar when Battalion 513 attached the headquarters of Battalion 718.
Nine persons, one of them a civilian, were killed.
on 22 December, headed by A..."l.di

~1attalatta

A coomittee was formed

as commander of

KD~l-SST,

and

including representatives from Brawijaya (Lieutena.."l.t Colonel Wijono and
First Lieutenant Aris

~1ukadar),

from RI-Hasanuddin (Jusuf), and from CPH

(Major Budiono).

A 7:00 p.m.- 5:00 a.m. curfew was declared, and in his

order of the day,

:~ttalatta

sies to erupt into

warned against allowing personal controver-

controv~rsies

between groups, particularly between

ethnic groups, and against attempts by third parties to create internal
divi~lons.

The attempt to localize the trouble was apparently successful,

and by December 26 the incident was declared settled.

A formal meeting of

the settlement committee with the commanders of the Brawijaya units in
South and Southeast Sulawesi was held, followed by an informal gettogether at the governor's residence of the commanders oi all units in
the

KD~1-SST. 102
Deputy KSAD Gatot

~ubrcto '.-.'::!::

in South Sula·,.;esi at the title, and

aided in the settlement of the shooting incident.

He is said to have

asked if the Hasanuddin units were capable of handling the military situation in South Sulawesi by themselves, and was told that they were.

The

decision was then made to withdraw all the remaining Brawijaya units (nine

102 The settlenent co~~ttee was established
by Kementerian Pertahanan, Staff Angkatan Darat, Surat ~~eputusan KSAD ~-o.: KPTS 905/12/1957
(24 December 1957), in Himounan Peraturan, dari KSAD, Kwartaal IV, 1957,
pp. 46-4 7. The incident was reported in :·1arhaen, 23, 24, 26, and 2 7
December 1957; and PIA, 25 December 1957 (ar.1), pp. 1-3; 27 December (am),
pp. 2, 4; 30 Decernber-(am), pp. 10-11; l3 January 1958 (am), p. 8. The
coi:liilailder of Bat tal ion 718 v:as H. Daeng Sib ali. Some information on the
incident is also from intervie•..,rs with officers stationed in ~·lakassar at
the time.
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battalions).

Some were withdrawn beginning in January.

rhe last

Bra~i-

jaya battalion, 511, left after an incident in Tanah Toraja, May-July
1958, in which the Brawijaya unit was folmd to have given weapons to
Toraja village defense units rebelling against Andi Sose's Battalion
717 _103
With the withdrawal of the Javanese battalions, four of which had
composed RI-23, and with the incorporation of the ex-TKR and TRI rebels
into

RI-Has~~uddin

in August, it became necessary to re-divide the battal-

ions in South Sulawesi among the three units there.

This was done on

22 January 1958, one day following the first anniversary of RI-Hasanuddin.
K}~ ~~kassar

remained at the strength of one battalion, and RI-23 and

RI-Hasanuddin each received three TNI battalions, and approximately ten
companies of former TKR or TRI each.

104

Conclusion
Thus, by early 1958 the
the tOF- civil .::md ..U.litary

~~ak

daerah of South Sulawesi had taken over

positic~s

in their area,

.:i..~d

a start had been

103There are a number of documents concerning this incident, covering the period 19 Hay-17 July 1958 at DS?-1-AD, file--Peristiwa Penting
Lainnja; sources--DOC SE·! DA}l XIV /HN. Kader an, and L. S. Rindingpadang.
Some inforrn..ation also fro!:l interviews with officers assigned to KDH-SST at
the time.
104

"Pembagian Pasukan2 jang Administeratif Hasuk R.I. HN. dan Organiek KDH-SST" (1 January 1958), DS~1-AD, file--PUL & PA...~, T, III, no. 334;
source--DOC SE}!DA}l XIV. Reported in Harhaen, 22 January 1958. The assignments of units were as follows: RI-23--battalions 703, 717, 718. 2 companies from battalion 716, ~ ~o~panies £rom battalions /05, 709, and 711
(the remainder of which were being returned to Java), a~d 10 companies or
ex-TKR; RI-Hasa~uddin--battalions 710, 715, 716, 4 companies of ex-TRI, 2
companies of ex-TKR, and 3 apparently •mat tached companies; .K:·!KB-}1aka.ssar-batta1ion 704, and 2 companies. The commander of .K:·li::B-Hakassar was ~lajor
Sjamsuddin. The commanders of Rl-23 and RI-Has3.nuddin, Andi Rifai and
Andi Jusuf, were promoted to Lieu~enant Colonel (local rank) effective
1 January 1953; Bara, 3 E'ebruary 195:3.
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made on the removal of the troops

frc~

Java whose

presenc~

had inevitably

given the attempt to put down the insurgency an aspect of ethnic conflict,
and had contributed to popular support for Qahhar and the DI.

Very little

of the area of South and Southeast Sulawesi was actually under the control
of these anak daerah, and the immediate effect of the withdrawal of the
Brawijaya and Diponegoro troops was an
DI/TII.

of the control of the

In February 1953 there were reports that Qahhar had stepped up

activity near
o f t he

exp&~sion

.

and

~kassar

.

s~tuat~on.

105

~~lino

However, with the incorpoTation of the former TKR

and TRI rebels into the RI-23 and
daerah in the

T~I

since December, hoping to take advantage

RI-Has~~uJdin,

the ranks of the anak

had nearly doubled, and with the opening of the

training depot, a beginning had been

~ade

~~lino

on improving their military

abilities.
The anak daerah who were taking over the officially recognized positions in the area were, it must be noted, without exception from the
aristocracy:

.\..."1di Pnngeran::; as Governor, Andi

KDH-SST, Andi Rifai
RI-Hasanuddin.

.::?.:3

~!.::lttal.J.tta

as Panglir:a of

Cor:w:ander of RI-23, Andi Jusu£ as Co!!l!:l.'J.Ilder of

These are the years when what has been termed "an infla-

tion of Andis" took place. 106
However, it was not only in these top positions that the aristocracy
was coming to the fore.

The structure of local

gov~rnment

was reorganized

during 1957, and the kabupaten were divided into smaller units more in
correspondence with the boundaries of the
governing lands.

~ore

important of the old self-

Bone, Goa, Luwu, Soppeng, Wajo (and Tanah Toraja), were

105Marhaen, 24 February 1958.
106 r

. .. H
,.

nterv~e.,,

D. .1ang~:nua,
v
.' ,

I
'+

Dece1:;1·b er 19-1 ~.
1
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made separate units, and in the first four of them, the traditional rulers
were appointed as area heads (kepala daerah).

The people in Bone and

are said to have J:i:::q11ested the appointment of Andi

~lappanjukki

Luw~

and Aildi

Djemma as kepala daerah of those two kabupaten, and to have accepted ,\ndi
Pangerang's proposals that the Rajas of Goa and Soppeng, although they had
not been supporters of the revolution, for "political-psychological"
reasons b e

.

appo~te

d k epa1 a daer ah o f t h e~r
.

.

respect~ve

areas. 107

The most elaborate of the ceremonies of installation, held according
to appropriate adat for a raja, was in Bone on 21 December 1957.

Deputy

KSAD Gatot Subroto and the Deputy }linister of the Interior represented the
national government; Andi Pangerang and Andi
provincial authorities.

~~ttalatta

represented the

The Raja of Goa and the Datu of Luwu, who had

themselves been installed earlier in the year in their own areas, were
also present.

Even the DI/TII seemed to enter into the spirit of the

occasion, for the convoy of vehicles bearing the dignitaries from Makassar
to Bone. via Pa!"e-P.:.!"e, Soppeng, and Se:1gkang,

~.;as

not disturbed in the

least by armed bands on the way, and the 400 arned Dl/Tll men concentrated
near Bone maintained a posture of watchful waiting during the ceremony.
statement and letter from Andi P~~gerang, 18 and 19 October 1971.
The decision was related to the planned abolition of the swapraja, which
was ordered in Law No. 29, 1959, and in the case of the separaticn of
Tanah Toraja from Luwu, the desire of the Toraja for their own kabupaten.
Emergency Laws (Undang-undang darurat) numbers 2, 3, and 4, 1957 which
subdivided the kabupaten, and Law No. 29, 1959, which abolished the swapraja, and recognized 37 seccnd-level autonomous regions (swatantra) and
municipalities (kotapraja) in all of Sulauesi, are in Himounan PeraturanPeraturan Tentang Pernbentukan dan Penjerahan Urusan Kepada Daerah-Daerah
Otonom Tingkat I dan II Sc-Sul.:nv=si SeL.ltan C·lakasar: Kantor Gubernur
Kepala Daerah Sulawesi-Selatan, 1971), pp. 31-78. Twenty-three of these
second-level regions (kabupaten) were in South Sulawesi, four in Southeast
Sulawesi (p. 72). The abolition of the swapraja was announced in Xarhaen,
26 September 1959.
107
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There were even rumors that a number of the DI/TII members were

~repared

.
1 y to A rumpone .~1
'-d.~ .appanJu~
'1
. , k.~. 108
t o surren d er d ~rect

The two leading contenders in 1950 for the top military position in
South Sulawesi had not been from the recognized aristocracy--Qahhar
Mudzakkar and Saleh Lahade.

By 1957, Qahhar, with the support of a dimin-

ishing number of aristocrats, was in effective control of much of South
Sulawesi.

Althougn his original demand that South Sulawesi be ruled by

anak daerah had been met, his demand for personal recognition had not, and
he himself was still in the hutan, branded a rebel.
Saleh Lahade,
with Andi

be~ause

~~ttalatta,

of his superior education and his association

was essentially a part of the aristocratic group

which had taken over in the kota.

Although he had been in inactive status

in the TNI from 1952-1956, he had retained considerable influence in the

small civilian intellectual community in Mak.:J.ssar.
as chief of staff of the KoDPSST and then of the

After his brief stint

Perm~sta

ment, he was by mid-1957, once again a man without a job.

military

gover~-

His involvement

in Permesta had brought hin regional and national pro:r.inence in the early
months of 1957, but in the early months of 1958 it cost him his career and
his free..!om.

108
Marhaen, 19 and 23 December 1957. The old title seems to have
been revived as part of the installation ceremony. During the year Andi
Mappanjukki had been appointed Sulawesi representative to the Dewan
Nasional; :·larh.:1en, 23 July 1957.
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CHAPTER IX
1958-1965:

THE END OF THE REBELLION

In 1958 Permesta was swept up into the "regional" rebellion which
engulfed Indonesia.

The crisis had been building since 1956.

The entire

year of 1957 had seen efforts to cope with it, culminating in the National
Conference

(~usjawarah

Nasional--Xunas) in September 1957 and

Development Conference (}fusjawarah
At

M~~as,

~asional Petlbang~an)

a seven-man committee and a

fact-findin~

in

~he

National

~ovember

1957.

committee were estab-

lished particularly to deal with the "personnel" problem within the :umy.
Before these

co~ttees

completed their tasks, and in the midst of the

deliberations of the National Development Conference, there occurred the
Tjikini Affair--an

atte~pt

to assassinate President Sukarno.

ment attributed the plot to Collow2rs of Colonel
been in hidin;:; since

~:ove:n"ber

Z~l~ifli

The

gove~

Lubis, who had

1956, and who \vas kno·.,·n to be in contact

with the dissident Sumatran colonels.
The Tjikini Affair so heightened suspicion and tension between the
central government and the rebellious colonels that agreement seemed
unlikely.

It was made impossible when the colonels were offered assis-

tance by the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency.

Contact had been made by

December 1957, aud was formalized at a meeting in
Sumatra, 9 January 1958.
bility of U.S.

recognit~on

s~gai

Dareh, West

The promise of weapons, ?lanes, and the possiof an anti-Communist rebel government in Indo-

nesia, emboldened the rebels in their demands to the Sukarno government.

384
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At the same time, the knowledge of foreign involvement--for it was no
secret--heightened the determination of the central government to resist
the rebels' demands and to take fast, decisive action against them.
Rebellion and Reaction
After June 1957, despite the establishnent of the two PQrmesta
councils in Makassar in November, the center of Permesta activity was in
the North.

Communication between North and South became more difficult.

Inter-island shipping was seriously disrupted by the seizure of the
(Koninklijke Paketvaar:

~~atschappij)

K.P~·1

steamship line in the takeover of

Dutch-owned enterprises in December 1957 (which followed the failure to
obtain a two-thirds vote in the United

~ations

on a resolution calling on

the Netherlands to negotiate a settlement of the
Indonesia).

~est

Irian dispute with

In January the frequency o£ flights of the national airline,

Garuda, to Menado was cut down, and on 14 January it was announced that
Garuda conneccions to North Sulawesi would be halted altogether.

A week

later, it "·as announced that flights to :renado had resc::.e<.l on a :.reekly
basis, but would be routed via Bandjer=assin
Makassar.

(~alimantan)

rather than via

1

As a result, the small Perwesta group remaining in Makassar was
poorly informed on developments elsewhere.

Further, Sumual himself had

handled virtually all contacts between the Permesta officers and the
Sumatran colonels (the only exception being Husein's visit to Makassar in
October 1957 at the time of the National Games).

Sumual was rarely in

Makassar after June, and after mid-December 1957 he was abroad.

,-Bara,

Neither

13 and 20 January J.958; Pikiran Rakjat, 14 J<in-:..Lary 1958.
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the offi.cers remaining in the North or in the South were fully prepared
for the dramatic events of February 1958.

On 10 February 1958, in Padang, the center of the Banteng Council of
West Sumatra, the dissident Sumatran colonels, Husein and Simbolon, issued
an ultimatum to the Pres idem: and t:he government.
11

The ultimatum, called a

Charter of Struggle for Safeguarding the State" (Piagam Perdjuangan 'Jiltuk

Menjelamatkan Negara), demanded that the Djuanda cabinet resign, that
Sukarno return to his position as "constitutional" president, and that
Hatta and Sultan Hamengkubuwono be designated to form a "zaken-kabinet:"
(business-like cabinet) to be made up of honest, prestigious, and capable
men, and to exclude "anti-religious elements."

2

On the evening of 11 February a meeting was held in Makassar to
determine what the response in

to the Padang

~~kassar

ultimat~

should be.

It was apparently agreed, after considerable debate, that South Sulawesi
should take a neutral position, and tr], if possible, to act as a mediator
between the central government and the

r~bellious

colonels.

There were

two reasons for ti1is decision; first, that the PerEesta movement had never
intended to oppose the central government by force, and second, that the
situation in South Sulawesi--where there was already one insurgency in
control of the countryside and where the TNI troops were in the preliminary stages of training and consolidation--did not permit consideration of
physical opposition to the central government. 3

2PIA, 11 February 1958, pp. 1, 12.
3
There are mar.y different versions of what occurred in South Sulawesi in the period February-l·~y 1958. One source reported that the Dewan
Tertinggi Permesta (composed largely of civilians) attented this meeting;
most other sources imply th~t only the senior military officers met. Andi
Mattalatta said that no meetings were held, but that he kept to his posi-
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With the expiration of the deadline for the ultimattun, the establishment of a Revolutionary Government of the Republic of indonesia
(Pemerintah Revolusioner Republik Indonesia--PRRI) was announced in Padang
on 15 February 1958.
as Minister of

The list of ministers included Colonel J. F. Warouw

Constr~ction

and Industry, Lieutenant Colonel Saleh Lahade

as Minister of Information, and

~ochtar

Lintang (a member of the Permesta

Supreme Council) as Minister of Religion.

Lieutenant Colonel H. N. V.

Sumual was to be commander of PRRI ground £orces.
Again a meeting ...,as hastily called in

4

~lakassar.

It seemed that

Saleh Lahade and Hochtar Lintang had not been informed in advance that
they would be named to the PRRI cabinet, although some felt that Saleh, at
least, must have suspected that he would be included as the most prominent
anak daerah from South Sulawesi to have been--and to
volved in the Permesta leadership.

hav~

remained--in-

Saleh did not attend the meeting,

which began at midnight (some say in Andi .:tattalatta' s home or office).
The question was no longer just ·,.;nether or not South S'.!}.awesi <.>hould take
sides in the rebellion or

rem~in

neutral, buc what should be

do~e

about

tion that South Sulawesi must not be used as a base for Permesta, because
if the central government reacted with force, the people would be the vic.tims; interview, ~·lakasscir, 29 :·larch 1972. Unless otherwise noted, the
actions and opinions attributed to the various persons involved in th~se
incidents are based on interviews with them, ~,d are not contradicted by
other sources.
4Mochtar
Lintang, as noted in Chapter VIII, footnote 81, is a
Minangkabau, and was a member of ~lasjumi. He was head of the Religious
Education Inspectorate of the Department of Religion office in ~·!c:kassar i~
1957, and was also Rector of the Universitas Muslimin Indonesia. According to Saleh Lahade, ~!ochtar Lin tang was apparently connected to Zulkifli
Lubis, possibly through family relationships; interview, Makassar, 9 October 1971.
The announcement of the PRRI government was widely convered in the
press; see Kementerian Penerangan, Peristiwa Su:11atera Barat, I (Jakarta,
1960).
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Saleh Lahade.

The discussion was heated, and in the course of it,

officer who had hPPn a close supporter of Saleh Lahade,

~~jor

~

A. Lathief,

decided that he would remove Saleh from the city to a safer location out
of town.

Some say the decision was made by the meeting as a whole to

avoid an armed clash within the city.

In any case, Lathief, together with

a group of pemuda which included Husain Achmad (of the Pemuda Pembangunan),
took Saleh Lahade to Barru.
same time.

Mochtar Lintang was apparently moved at the

Lathief then advised Andi .Rifai, commander of RI-23 (in whose

territory Barru lay), and Captain Achmad Lamo (the local battalion commander) of his action.

On returning to

~akassar

he also informed Panglima

Andi Mattalatta of what he had done; Jusuf was with
reported to him.

~orth

Sulawesi to prevent a clash

5

The following day, 16 February, KSAD
Warouw, Saleh Lahade, and
report

when he

He had moved Saleh, he said, to avoid a fight within the

TNI itself, and had advised him to go to
in the South.

~~ttalatta

\vheth~r

~lochtar

~asution

issued an

ultimat~~

to

Lintang, giving the:-:1 three days to

or not they accepted their positions in the PR.RI cabinet.

Saleh did not reply, fearing that if he did there would surely be a clash
between pro- and anti-Permesta forces. 6

~tr.di }~ttalatta, as comruander o£

KDM-SST, was then ordered to arrest Saleh

L~h.ade

and l·lochtar Lin tang.

This he refused to do on the grounds that Saleh had not been told in
5 rnterviews, ~~kassar: A. Lathief
and Husain Achmad, 4 December
1971; Andi aattalatta, 29 l·~rci1 1972. These three persons agree that Andi
Mat~alatta ~as informed only after Saleh Lahade had been moved to Barru.
Other information, interview, Saleh Lahade, :~kassar, 7 October 1971.
6 rnterview, Saleh Lahade, ~fukassar,
7 October 1r71; he said he was
advised not to reply by KD:!-SST and ~lilitary Governor Andi Pangerang.
Others say it was his o~n decision.
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advance that he would be appointed to the PRRI Cabinet, and he personally
delivered to KSAD

~asution

a letter which he had had Saleh write to that

effect.
The public reaction of the civil and
wesi was given in a joint statement of

miliL~ry

~ilitary

leaders of South Sula-

Governor Andi Pangerang,

Panglima Andi Mattalatta, and the Provincial Police Commissioner, M.
Oudang.

They called on the people to remain calm and carry out their

regular duties; to be guided by the principal objective of the national
struggle--safeguarding the integrity of the state and the proclamation of
independence of 17 August 1945 on which it is based; and calling particularly on the national security forces to guard against provocation and
slander from any source, and to perform their duties in a calm, disciplined manner, aware of their responsibility for the safety and welfare
of the Indonesian state and people.

At the same time Panglima !-1attalatta

issued an order of the day calling on the troops in the area, and those
r:::sponsible to :m:-1-SST in particular, to continue to ?erform their duties
calmly and efficiently, and reminding them that it was the particular
responsibility of the TNI to defend the sovereignty of the state and to
hold to the motto of the first Panglima of the TNI, General Sudirman, that
the Indonesian a.rmy would live and die with the Indonesian r:.ation and
7

people.

In Menado, on 17 February 1958, Lieutenant Colonel Samba, commander
of KDH-STJT (Nilitary Area Command--North a:1.d Central Sulawesi), declared
that he would no longer communicate with the Djuanda government, but would
deal only with the PRRI.

He was dishonorably discharged from the army on

7

PIA, 19 February 1958 (am), p. 2; (pm), p. 2.
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the 18th.

Sumual had been similarly dismissed on the lith, and the

Sumatran colotlels even earlier. 8

The central government further indicated

its determination to take firm action against the rebels by bombing Padang
on 21 February and Henado on the following day.
The situation in South Sulawesi was less clear, and the balance of
forces between the pro- and anti-Permesta groups not yet determined.

On

18 February Jusuf, still commander of RI-Hasanuddin, flew to Jakarta with
the announced purpose of conveying to KSAD Nasution assurances of the
loyalty of

KD~l-SST

to the central government. 9

Jusuf returned on 20 February accompanied by Deputy KSAD Gatot
Subroto.
north."

Gatot attempted to meet Saleh, but was told that he had "gone

10

While Gatot was in

~-lakassar,

it was announced that he had been

named Keputy KSAD for East Indonesia, a position which included the command of KADIT.

On 3

~~rch

Saleh Lahade was dishonorably discharged from

the TNI, effective 17 February 1958. 11
During
~lakassar

~larch

and .\p!:'il there -:.;as

and Jakar-ta:

!!luch

coming and going between

::a.:>ution arrived on 6

~larch,

S1,;karno on the 12th;

Andi Pangerang and Arnold Baramuli were in Jakarta from 5-17 April, and
Andi Mattalatta was in Jakarta from 29 April to 6 May. 12

8PIA, 18 February 1958 (pm), pp. 7, 11.
9Marhaen, 18 February 1958;
Pedoman Rakjat, 19 February 1958.
10Marhaen,
21 February 1958, did carry a report that Saleh Lahade
and Mochtar Lintang had fled the city; and Barru is north of ~lakassa:.
11

Bara, 3 March 1958.

12 Bara,

6 }larch 1958; PIA, 8 }larch 1958 (am), p. 1; Bara, 12 March
1958; PIA, 14 :-larch (pm), p.Jl. PIA, 6 March, p. 6. Bara, 29 April and
6 }lay 1958.
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Following the March meeting of Kml-SST and KADIT officers wit:h
Nasution in

~~kassar,

Jusuf and

~zis

Taba agreed, without the knowledge of

the other KDM-SST officers, to cooperate with the chief of staff of KADIT,
Jonosewojo, to send a unit from South Sulawesi to participate in the
planned invasion of Gorontalo in the North (Operasi Sapta
early May plans were complete.

r~rga

II).

By

One company of men from Azis Taoa!s

battalion 715 and one coopany from KADIT, 40 percent of them men from
Gorontalo and led by an officer from that area, Captain Piela Isa, were
formed into "Detachment I" which was to join Brawijaya Battalion 512 in
the invasion o£ Gorontalo.

Secretly, on the night of 9-10

companies left from the navy-controlled area of

~~kassar

island of Buton, where they joined the convoy from Java.
During April and
officers and civilians.

~~y

~lay.

the two

harbor for the
13

further action was taken against pro-Permesta

On 15 April Dr. Engelen and Bing Latumahina were

dishonorably discharged from the TNI, and
beginning about 6

~lay,

~ere

placed under house arrest

(They both say that orders for their arrests had

been issued--on grounds of "insubordination" as early as Dece:nber, but
that Andi Mattalatta had assured

~hem

that he would not carry them out.)

A number of pemuda, including Abdul Muis, an outspoken editorial writer
for the pro-Permesta newspaper Bara and head of the publications section
of the Dewan P;muc..a IT, were arrested and imprisoned on 9 May.

14

On 12 May, Jusuf, accompanied by Andi Sose, flew to Jakarta to
report to KSAD Nasution "on behalf of Panglima

~~tt:alatta"

on cooperation

13M. A. Kamah, Operasi Sapta ~~rga II (Makassar, n.p., 1959), pp.
12, 16-23.

14 Bara, 8 and 12

:-~y

1958.

Also interviews with the three persons

involved.
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betwee~

PRRI/Permesta and the DI/TII.

15

Details of the agreement, signed

by Saleh Lahade and Mochtar Lintang for PRRI/Permesta and Qahhar Mudzakkar
for DI/TII on 17 April 1958, were released to the press by army spokesman
Pirngadie on 15
17th.

}~y.

and were published in Makassar newspapers on the

The preamble to the agreement described it as "a joint agreement

for cooperation in the common effort to wage war against the coamunists in
Indonesia and international communism (which directly or indirectly influences and uses Sukarno and his colleagues)."

In the body of the agreement

the two parties pledged to reject the influence of international communism
and of any foreign intervention; to renounce the sovereignty of the
. . 1 y. 16
Su karne government; an d to f ace t h e enemy JO~nt
Jusuf returned to

~~kassar

on the 18th, apparently having met not

only with Nasution, but with Sukarno, and, according to a number of
sources, having been empowered by the President to assume command of
KDM-SST and ordered by hicr to carry out the arrest of Saleh Lahade which
Andi !·~ttalatta had refused to do.
~~ttalatta

17

had been in poor health for some reonths, and this pro-

vided a pretext for Jusuf's assumption of command.

On 19 May the chief of

staff of KDN-SST, Major Her Tasning, issued a press communique stating
that Panglima Andi Mattalatta had been granted a month's sick leave from
the 17th of May, and that for the period he was unable to carry on his
15Marhaen, 17 May 1958.
PIA, 16 May (pm), pp. 5-7; Bara and ~Iarhaen, 17 Nay 1957; interview, Saleh Lahade, ~!akassar, 7 October 1971.
16

17

Bara, 19 May 1958, gives the date of Jusuf's return from Jakarta.
Other information is from interviews with officers who were in Makassar at
the time.
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functions, he had designated
. 18
h l.m.

Lieutena~t

Colonel M. Jusuf to represent

Two days later the following official announcement, dated 21

~~y

1958 and signed by Jusuf as the deputy of the Panglima appeared in the
press:
LLieutenant Colonel~- Jusuf (18102), deputy commander,
Military Area Co~nd, South and Southeast Sulawesi, hereby
make the following announcement:
a. Because the health of Panglima KDH-SST Lieutenant
Colonel Andi ~·lattalatta (16222) permits him to resume his
duties, effective 22 :1ay 1958 Li.;;utenant Colonel Andi
Mattalatta will resurn.e his duties as Panglima .KDl-1-SST.
b. In addition, I will remain at the side of the
Panglima KDH-SST as his deputy in routine matters.l9
In the meantime, on 19 :-lay, Andi Pangera.'"l.g as head of the Regional
War Administration for South and Southeast Sulawesi (Penguasa Perang
Daerah--Peperda-SST)

20

annou.'"l.ced the banning of the so-called "revolu-

tionary government" of the Republic of Indonesia (PRRI), and the "freezing" of the Per::::.esta organization, includin:; all its branches and sections.
The action was taken after consultation with the Deputy head of Peperda,
Andi !·lattalatta, co:=..::ander of KD.:-1-SST, and Peperda member, :0!. Oudang,
Commissioner of Police.

It was also noted that such action was necessary

because some of the supporters of the 2 March proclacaticn had deviated
from its original ideals, and were involved in activities dangerous to
18 Bara and ~larhaen, 19 :tolay 1958.
19Marhaen, 21

~lay

1958; Bara, 22

~lay

1958.

20 Peperda KDH-SST replac:ed the Penguasa ~liliter SST on 21 March
1958; Andi Pangerang remained head, with ,\ndi .:-lattalatta his deputy, and
the provincial chief of police a member. "Penghapus.::m Penguasa Perang
Militer SST dan Pembentukan/Pengresmian Peperda KD~l-SST" (21 I-larch 1958),
DSM-AD, file--PUL & PA.';, T, III, no. 334; source--DOC SE:·IDAl-1 XIV/HN.
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public security and order.

Peperda itself would take over the devolopment

plans of Permesta, .:md would carry them out in the origiT'I;'ll spirit of the
Charter.

In discussing the order with a newspaper

reportP-r~

the chief of

staff of Peperda, Her Tasning, mentioned that several persons had been
arrested as a concrete step to implement it, but he did not specify who
they were.

21

On 22 May, Major Her Tasning identified those arrested as PRRI/Permesta leaders:

the two PRRI :linist-=rs, Saleh Lahade and !1ochtar Lintang,

and three of their associates, Captain Kaligis, Captain Anwar Bey, and
Naziruddin Rachmat, who had participated in the negotiations with Qahhar.
Speaking as the head of Peperda-SST on 24

}~y,

22

Andi Pangerang stated

that the recent arrests were -=xclusively of persons whose actions were
endangering the state, and that those not engaging in such actions need
.

not b e

anx~ous.

reiterating

23

tha~

A..1 official Peperda communique was issued on 2i Nay,

the arrests had been

~de

in the interest of the safety

of the co!TlTI'unity and region of South Sula,.-esi, and oi the entire nation.
In a press conference to explain the cowr:lunique,

~·lajor

Her Tasning sai::i

that the arrests had been made based on an order from the Central War
Administration (Perperpu)/KSAJJ), a decision from Peperda/KD:-1-SST, and the
Panglima Km-1-SST.

He also said that Peperda/Panglima KDH-SST had been

given full authority to take any further steps necessary and to make a
2

~rhaen, 21 }~y 1958.

2 ;1arhaen,

22 Hay 1958. Captain Kaligis had been in the secretariat
of the Team of Assistants of the military government, and was close to
Sumual; Captain Anwar Bey was a member of the KADIT Chaplain's Corps
(Pemeliharaan Kerochanian); and ~aziruddin Rachmat was from the Religious
Education Inspectorate.
23

Marhaen, 24

~ay

1958.
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final settlement of the matter according to an agreed formula based on
Peperpu/KSAD policy.

At the same press conference Her Tasning announced

that press censorship would go into effect on the following day. 24
In spite of the references in the Peperda announcements to the
arrests having been made after consultations with Panglima Andi Mattalatta, and based on a decision of Peperda/Kmt-SST and the Panglima
KDM-SST, it must be noted that at the time the arrests were actually
carried out, 20 May, it was Jusuf who was acting Panglima. 25
Saleh Lahade and Nochtar Lintang were held in !-1akassar until November 1958, when they were sent first to Den Pasar, and then to }1adiun where
they were interned until 1962.
Captain Anwar Bey and

~aziruddin

Those arrested with them, Captain Kaligis,
Rachmat, plus several others including

Bing Latumahina, Dr. Engelen, and Sergeant :-tajor Pangkl:q, were sent to
Jakarta on 29 }lay, and were interned there and in

~1adiun

until 1962.

Jusuf replaced Her Tasning as chief of staff of the re-initialled
KODAH-SST in February 1959, and nine months later, repla(:ed .-illdi
latta as Panglica.

In

:~y

1958 Jusuf had

de~0nstrated

~latta-

his loyalty to the

central government by sending troops to participate in the invasion of
Gorontalo.

After he became Panglima of KOD.\M-SST, he sent an infantry

battalion (Bataljon Team Pertempuran Infantri) from the Hasanuddin
24Marhaen,

27 May 1953.

25

an 28 May, ~ttalatta re-entered the hospital, and Jusuf was again
made acting commander, although this time apparently no official ~~nounce
ment was made; Bara, 31 ~~y 1958. According to Andi ~lattalatta, Jusu£
carried out the arrests while he was sick in the hos::>ital; lle denies a
widely circulated story that he fell ill during a tense discussion on 18
May, in which ~.ndi Pangerang and his father-in-law H. H. Junus Daeng ~lile
(former Hayer of ~1akassar) (at Jusu£' s initiative) urged him not to go to
Barru to meet with Saleh Lahade. Interview, ~·1akassar, 29 ~lar~h 1972.
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Division to fight Permesta in North St.Jawesi.

It consisted of about a

thousand men, under the command of Captain A. R.

~~laka,

ment in the North lasted from January through May 1960.

and its assignOne reason for

the shortness of the stay is said to have been the suspicion of the Brawijaya units who formed the bulk of the government troops fighting there
that the Hasanuddin unit did not want to fight.

The Hasanuddin men, how-

ever, claimed that it was their old friends in Permesta who ran away from
batcle.

In any case, during their tour in North

were killed, and 7-8 wounded.
Thi~

Sulaw~si,

26

is the bare outline of the neentiations and

~neuvering

South Sulawesi which followed the proclamation of the PRRI.
which has focused on the military
determining role.

~~y

only 2-3 men

b~cause

in

It is a story

it was they who played the

of the civilian members of

Pe~esta

had been

reluctant participants from the start, and few of them anticipated that
their addressing petitions for redress of perceived injustices would lead
to an armed clash.

::5o:r.e had distanced themselves fro.:J. Pernesta as early

as the BTl Congress, \vhich they thought ,.,as rr.ore show than substance.
Others had become disillusioned over what they perceived to be the wasteful use of

~he

money that had been withdravn from the Bank Indonesia for

"development" purposes.
be

~~able

Some felt that the Permesta leadership seemed to

to distinguish between persons genuinely committed to the ideals

of the Permesta Charter, and these who supported it for opportunistic
reasou~.

The civilians involved in Permesta were a small group of

26 ••ope..rasi:

Pemberangkatan B. T .P. I/Hasanuddin Kedaerah Operasi
KODAN XIII/Herr!eka" (28 January 1960); and "BTP I/H..~ Tiba Kembali di
!-~kassar" (3 ~·!ay 1960); DS:-1-AD, file--PUL & PA.~, T, III, no. 334; source-DOC !:>.t::1 DAH XIV/Hl~. Interviews with A. R. :Ialaka, :Iakassar, 2 :larch 1972;
and H. Andi Unri.l, Sengk.ang-:·lakassar, 6 July 19 71.
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intellectuals in the city of Makassar, with few ties in the

countr)~ide.

A number were associated with the PKR and PSI, parties which had received
less than two percent and less than one percent of the vote in the 1955
elections; some were associated with the Xasjumi or Huhammadiyah, but the
natural constituency of these groups was largely pre-empted by the DI.
Many of the civilians disapproved of a resort to force.
of being arrested.

Many were afraid

A few pro-Permesta voices persisted for a time--the

newspaper Bara, which began in January 1958 as a fusion of four proPermesta papers, continued to publish through September of that year,
although its chief editorial write.:r, Abdul Huis was one of those imprisoned in }lay.

27

}!any officers felt themselves subject to conflicting pressures.

At

the outset, a number, probably the majority, are said to have been sympathe tic to the PRRI, and to Somba' s decision in
recogniz~d

that

th~

similar decision.

~1enado

to support it.

Xost

3ituation in South Sulawesi was unfavorable for a
If

KD~l-SST

were to join its Permesta culleagues in

KDM-SUT in open rebellion reoellion, they would of necessity have to reach
an agreement with Qahhar

~~d

the DI, who still controlled most of the

countryside which provided the popular base for rebellion.
unwilling to contemplate.

This many were

Some felt that they should be consistent in

supporting the demands of the Permesta Charter, which they had all signed
27

Its publisher, a member of the Perrnesta Supre~e Co~~cil (and the
PSI), Datulolo, was never imprisoned, and seemed to suffer no ill effects
from his association with Permesta. The fact that Jusuf had stayed in his
home as a boy may have served to protect him, although Jusuf is not
usually credited with such sentimentality. ~lore likely Jusuf did not consider the older politicians such as Datulolo and Henk Rondonuwu (for whom
he had an arrest warranL in his desk), a threat. The pemuda, and some of
his fellow T~I officers, might b~ inclined to do more than talk; without
their backing the politicians would ~ot be.
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the

ye~r

before, and which had not yet been met.

Some insisted that the

original charter had not a.."lticipated rebellion, but was only a "correction" of the central government.

Xost were cautious and afraid; they did

not intend to take part in a rebellion, but they recognized that they
could already be accused of insubordination, and they were fearful of the
action which the central

governm~~t

might take against them.

Neither Saleh Lahade nor Andi Hattalatta took decisive at:tion.

They

had always been a team, but now the options open to them were different.
Mattalatta, a real soldier, was loyal to the TNI and held to military
discipline.

Saleh, long in an inactive status and more involved in poli-

tics than in soldiering, had no future in the TNI.
circumstances.

Both were trapped by

Saleh realized that armed rebellion was not feasible.

He

had captured the desires of the people in the Permesta Charter, but he
could not lead them into battle in support of it.

Yet, he did not pub-

licly refuse to accept his position in the PRRI cabinet, and would indeed
have gone to Su:n.:ltra had KD:l-SST given Sunual per::ri.ssion to land a
Permesta Catali::a near Pare-Pare to pick up the two :1inisters.
neither supported PRRI nor arrested Saleh.
maintain a

"~eutral"

~-1at:talatta

Both seem to have hoped to

stance in a situation in which neutrality was impos-

sible.
One
Jusuf.

m~"l

was prepared to take decisive action, and that man was

Jusuf could rely on Azis Taba and his troops to support him in

South Sulawesi, and he could rely on Yani to support hl::r.. at the HBAD.
(Although he too had signed the Permesta Charter, he had proved his
l0yalty to the MBAD and the central government by providing a unit to
participate in the operation against Gorontalo.)

Equally important
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Jusuf's ovm intelligence, cunning, and absolute ruthlessness; qualities
which might have warned or frightened some of the targets of his plotting
had they not been wr3pped in an appealing cover of honesty, sincerity,
charm.

~~d

Andi Mattalatta and Saleh Lahade had been an effective team, but

once that team was split, neither was an adequate leader.

Mattalatta

still commanded great respect, but he was no politician, and no match for
such a master of intrigue as Jusuf.
aristocrat, and even more than
to rule.

Jusuf, like Mattalatta, was an

}~ttalatta

had the air of having been born

Jusuf shared Saleh Lahade's qualities of intelligence, but his

political instincts were sharper, and he was less given to philosophical
analysis or wishful thinking than Saleh, and more to decisive action.

He

was from Bone, and demonstrated the bravery for which Bone was famous.
Jusuf knew that the other officers were
of their posi::i0!1:

~ell

aware of the weakness

the Scut:1 Sulawesi troops had just begun intensive

training programs, and were poorly armed and equipped; although the withdrawal of the
there until

Bra~·Iijay.l

~Iay,

ur.its had begun, there wert: still tmits stationed

and there ·..;ere many others ,,·ho had been long enough in

the area fighting the DI/TII to be familiar with the terrain; and most
importantly,

th~

countryside was under the control of Qahhar and the DI.

These arguments were convincing to a number of officers.

To the listing

of the weaknesses of the Permesta position in South Sulawesi, many would
have added the opposition of Jusuf.
together \vith Saleh Lahade were the

Dr. Engelen and Bing Latumahina, who
wust

important remnants of the

Permesta military leadership still in the South, are said to have advised
a meeting of pemuda in Barru in April that it was impossible to consider
fighting and that all should be willing to surrender.

They also helped
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to avoid a clash between the pro- and anti-Permesta groups within
military.

When Sergeant-Haj or Pangkey (a

~linahassan)

~he

ousted the commander

of his artillery company and trained his six cannons on the city of Makassar, it was Bing Latumahina and Dr. Engelen who convinced him that it
would bring disaster should he open fire.

Permesta bombing of Mandai

airport--with a foreign aircraft--on 13 April, effectively proved government claims of foreign involvement in the PRRI rebellion, and helped to
turn sympathy against the rebels.
Although a number of the TNI battalions had been withdrawn from
RI-Hasanuddin and assigned to RI-23 in January 1958, Jusu£ was apparently
still able to obtain the support of most o£ the battalion commanders.
Andi Selle and Andi Sose could be bought off with promises of promotions
and a free hand in their areas.
to be effective.
placed
~pen

lli~der

clash

In early

~fuy,

If all else failed, threats were found
Dr. Engelen and Bing Latumahina

~ere

house arrest, for whatever their contribution to avoiding

bet~een

pro-

a~d

~n

anti-Permesta forces, they themselves were

strongly pro-Permesta,

a~d

gave them an

body in which they might be able to rally support

~rganized

their positions in the Officers' Association

should the time seem more propitious.

By

~~y

1958, Jusuf had sufficiently

neutralized his opponents, and gathered sufficient support that he could
take action against Saleh.

The agreement between Saleh, as a Minister of

the PRRI government, and Qehhar provided the excuse, and Andi

}~ttalatta's

ill health provided the opportunity.
Permesta Contacts with Oahhar
The questions of Permesta contacts with Qahhar is a difficult and
complex one, partly because it is so di.fficult to determine if and when
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negotiations actually took place.

As noted above, the desire to end the

insurgency in South Sulawesi, and the readiness to negotiate with Qahhar
~

order to do so, had been a factor in the initial Permesta discussions.

The appeals to Qahhar to heed the call of the anak daerah and to return to
the Republic played a part in the
South Sulawesi.

in~tial

popular support for

~~rmesta

1n

In a long meeting on 16 April 1957 the Permesta Advisory

Council (DPP) discussed the origins of the insurgency and the prospects
for negotiations with Qahhar.

Among the suggestions made was that it '.vas

not sufficient merely to issue a call to the rebels to return to the fold,
but that preparations must be made to accommodate

th~m

in jobs or school

if they did return, and as the experience with the TKR-TRI had demonstrated, funds promised from the central government were not always forthcoming, and with the stagnation of development in the province the

reb~ls

might prefer to listen to the birds singing in the hutan than to be unemployed in the overcrowded city. 28

Resolutions at the BTl Congress had

urged that a policy of negotiation and not of force be fol:owed in ending
the insurgency.

The working group of tte DPP •..;as told on 21 Nay 1957 that

the "Military Government, in accordance with the policy of restoring
security, will hold a meeting with Abdu.l Kahar Huzakkar," and the

wor~ing

29
.
d 1ts
.
group a ff 1rme
support f or t h"1s step.
It has been announced in the press that

~~jar

Jusuf, who at the time

was head of the Security Section of the Team of Assistants, had met with
28 newan

Pertimbangan Pusat, Pem. Hil. TT.VII/Wirabuana, "Risalah
Sidang Pleno DPP Ke VII (Tgl. 16 April 1957)." The mentioned suggestion
was made by G. W. Bawengan, pp. 2-3.
29 Dewan

Pertimbangan Pusat .Pem.h.i.l.TT.VII "1-.'irabuana," "Pokok:
Risalah Rapat Bada.."'l Pekerdja Dewan Pcrtimbangan Pusat Ke-V" (21 Hay 1957),
p. 3.
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Qahhar on 12

~~rch

1957, although

meeting ever took place.

som~

doubt has been expressed that this

It is not clear whether other members of the

Security Section--which included Gerungan, Her Tasning, and Azis Taba--did
meet with Qahhar during 1957.

Her Tasning and Azis Taba did meet with

Qahhar at some time which they remember as having been after the formation
of KDH-SST (1 Jnne 1957) and before the PRRI proclamation (15 February

1958).

30

However, Bahar

}~ttalioe,

who participated in the meeting as a

member of Qahhar's staff, has said that it occu=red after the meeting with
Saleh Lahade, which is known to have taken place in April 1958. 31

Andi

Mattalatta says that after the PRRI Proclamation, because the situation
was confused, he ordered Saleh Lahade and Her Tasning, then chief of staff
of KDM-SST, to contact Qahhar to ask him not to attack KDH-SST, and thus
avoid a civil war.
As far as can be determined, both Saleh Lahade and Her Tasning did
contact Qahhar, but at different times and with different purposes.
In the initial discussions in the
ing with Qahhar,
lion.

~he

Pe~esta

councils about negotiat-

purpose of such negotiations was to end the rebel-

However, once Permesta itsel.t was involved in a rebellion against

the central government, negotiations with Qahhar took on quite a different
aspect--that of forming a united front to continue the rebellion against
the central government.

This, indeed, is the essence of the draft agree-

30

Interviews, Jakarta, with Her Tasning, 1 February 1972, and '.vith
Azis Taba, 3 ~1d 8 February 1972. Her Tasning's aide, who happened to
stop by, said that the meeting had taken place on 30 ~~y 1958. In a
letter to me dated 10 January 1973, Azis Taba said that the meeting was in
mid-February 1958, before Permesta [sic].
31

Bahar aattalioe, Kahar :-1uzakkar dengan Petualangannja (Jakarta:
Delegasi, 1965), p. 90. Confirmed in a.'1. interview with Bahar i-lattalioe,
~lakas..:-a-::, 4 :1.:1rch 1972.
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ment between Qahhar and Saleh Lahade signed in April 1958.
(p. 392), it was agreed to "face the enemy jointly."

As

not~d

above

Qahhar insisted, as

he had when Sudirman had approached him about negotiations in late 1956,
that agreement was possible only on the basis of government-to-governree nt
negotiations, with himself accepted as a representative of the Indonesian
Islamic Republic (RII).

In order to reach any sort of understanding,

Saleh Lahade was forced to accept this condition, and so he and Mochtar
Lintang signed the agreement as ministers of the PRRI government. 32
Both Andi Sose and Andi Rifai assisted in arrangicg for Saleh
Lahade's meeting with Qahhar, a process of negotiation which itself required more than a month.
Following the meeting, a copy of the agreement was given to Andi
Sose, with the understanding that it would be delivered to Panglima
latta.

~~tta

Andi Sose, however, U.l1.bekno·.mst to Saleh Lahade or to Nattalatta,

had alLeady

co~ittcd

himself to working

~ith

Jusuf.

He delivered the

copy of the agree;:Jent to J usuf, who promptly turned it o·ver to the
The order to Jusuf to arrest Saleh Lahade,

~-1ochtar

~lB.-\D.

Lintang, and the others

who had participated in the negotiations was then issued.
Andi Sose also helped to arrange, and participated in, the meeting
of Her Tasning and Azis Taba with Qahhar.

This meeting, whenever it was

held, was for the purpose o£ assuring Qahhar that although they and Jusuf
were

~~ti-Permesta,

they were nol pro-pusat.

It was agreed that each side

would dravJ up a proposal for ending hostilities and would meet again to
see if agreement were possible.

The meeting was reported to Andi Pange-

rangj as military governor, with the understanding that proposals would be
32

See note 16 for references.
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discussed with the central government.
effort.

Apparently nothing came of this

Perhaps nothing was intended to come of it except the prevention

of a misunderstanding on Qahhar's part of the anti-Peroesta actions of
Jusuf and his supporters.
Cooperation between Qahhar and Permesta did come about, however,
although £rom a different direction.

Hajor Gerungan, who had been a

member of the Security section of the Team of Assistants appointed by the
Permesta military government in :!arch 1957, went North with Sumual in
June.

Gerungan was a graduate of the Dutch military academy at Breda, and

was considered one of the most intelligent and able officers in East
Indonesia.

On 19 February 1958, just two days after KDi-1-SUT broke rela-

tions with the Sukarno government, So~a installed Gerungan as commander
of the Resimen Team Pertenpuran Anoa (Regimental Battle

~eam

Anoa) with

h~adquarters

at Pose on the Tomini Bay in the northern part of Central

. 33
Su1 awes~.

It was in this area that the first troops from the pusat

landed, a

~Iobrig

unit (':..;i.th support from AURI anc Brawijaya) in Palu and

Dcnggala on 31 :·iarch 1958, and Bra.,.,·ijaya troops at Donggala on 11 April.
They were aided by a TNI company under Frans Karangan, a

Tora~a

who had

been stationed in the area since a dispute with Andi Sese in Tanah Toraja
in 1953.

Gerungan was in Pose when the government troops landed, and was

apparently unable to reach the Palu-Donggala area.

He had no contact with

Samba when Somba landed and fought there in the middle of Hay.
Gerungan was, of course, aware of the earlier discussions of the
Permesta officers in the South on t:he possibility of reaching ai' agreement
33His area inc.luded
Toli-Toli, Donggala/Palu, Pose, and Luwuk/
Banggai; report€ ~ in Pikiran Rakjat and Lara, 20 February 1958. Interview, D. J. Somba, Jalc:1rta, 15 Aug:..1st 1971, 22 January 1972.
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with Qahhar Mudzakkar.

If any meetings with

it is possible that he took part in them.

'<·~hhar

took place during 1957

In the planning of military

operations in North Sulawesi there was no discussion of the possibility of
working together with Qahhar and the DI according to both Sumual and
Somba.

In any case, when the government troops, with the assistance of

Frans Karangan, captured the

Palu/Donggal~

and Poso areas, Gerungan with

some 200 men (150 of them armed) headed South and joined Qahhar.

Gerungan

did send to Permesta headquarters in the North two of his own men and one
of Qahhar's to report on his whereabouts and to request more weapons.
These couriers arrived sometime in the first half of 1959.

Sumual sent

some return couriers by prau, but apparently they never arrived.

Gerungan

had lost his telecommunicat ions equipcent, so there was no further contact
between Permesta in the North and Gerungan and Qahhar in the South. 34
The DI in South

Sulawesi--~1ergers

and Solits

Qahhar was delighted with this infusion of arms and expertise, and
in early 1959 the RTP-.:..Uoa ·..:as incorporated into t.i1e special collli"..and
structure which Qahhar was then in the process of organizing.
Since 1957 the DI/TII had been divided into two military areas
(wehrkreitse), each headed by the commander of a division cocposed of four
regiments.

The northern district (Luwu and

~1andar)

was under Lieutenant

Colonel (DI/TII) Sjamsul Bachri, who was also commander of Division
Hasanuddin.

The southern district (Bone, Wajo, Soppeng, and south) was

headed by Lieutenant Colonel (DI/TII) Bahar Mattalioe, commander of Divisian 40,000.
34

In addition to this territorial organization, Qahhar had

rnter1iews, Jakarta, D. J. Somba, 15 August 1971, 22 January 1972;

H. N. V. Sumual, 13 April 19 72.
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since about 1953 himself commanded a mobile strike force (cum
the l-lobile

~.ioment

Comando, or

:-10~!0C

(Instant

~labile

Co!Ili!Iand).

period 1954-1956, this force was composed of four brigades.

body~uard),

In the
Altogether

the DI/TII strength in South and Southeast Sulawesi was thirty-two infantry

battalio~s. 35
At a meeting of DI/TII commanders in late April or early

}~y

1958

(known as the PUPIR-II meeting), Qahhar announced plans to form a new
elite unit, to be named :-IOHOC Ansharullah, directly under his col!!!llartd.
Weapons were requisitioned from the territorial units--all heavy weapons
and five percent of all small arms--to supply this MOl"!OC unit, which was
intended to become the nuclens of the DI/TII.

Qahhar' s intentions in

forming the }10HOC Ansharullah became clearer, when three months later
Sjamsul Bachri was sent abroad for study.

With his departure, two of the

regiments which had been in Division Hasanuddin were forced to enter the
:10MOC under Qahhar' s cornnand.

Bahar and others began to suspect that

Qahhar was planning a "rationalizatio n and reorganization" of his ov:n. 36
There is little infor:nation on Gerungan' s arrival in South
or his initial contacts with Qahhar.
period of ad hoc cooperation.

Sula~.;esi

There may have been an initial

Two companies of Gerungan's Permesta troops

participated in a DI/TII attack on

}~lili,

10-11 January 1959, and occu-

pied the city for three days. 37
35 Interviews,

Makassar, Bahar }lattalioe, 4 and 7 }~rch 1972; Drs.
Sjukur Abdullah, 30 }urch 1972.
36 Muhammad

Bahar ~·bttaliu, Tabir Terbuka (n.p., 1959), p. 16; Bahar
Mattalioe, Kahar }luzakkar, pp. 90, 109. The first book was written soon
after Bahar's return, and argues that Qahhar was abandoning Islam for
communism; this argument is dropped in the later boo~.
37 "o peras~:
. D"J atunnJ
. . a Kota .·a
'1 1"1"
~ ~ K
. etangan DI/TTI
_ dan p ermes t a II
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In May of 1959 a formal agreement for military cooperation was negotiated by Gerungan anrl Sanusi Daris, the iatter acting for the DI/TII.
Combined Staff for Cooperative

~litary

A

Defense (Staf Gabungan Pertahanan

Militer Bersama--SGP}!B) ,.,as established, with Sanusi Daris as Panglima,
Gerungan as Deputy Panglima, and }las Djaja (Andi }lasse) as Chief of the
General Staff.

At the same time the RTP-Anoa was combined with the MOMOC

Ansharullah, sharing its weapons with them, and participated in a series
of attacks in the north of Wajo.

38

The agreement that the Permesta troops would join the }1Q}10C increased Bahar

~lattalioe's

fears that Qahhar intended to disband the DI/TII

organization altogether, include in the MQ}10C only people loyal to him and
without their own bases of support, and cut contact with Kartosuwirjo.
Further, the special favors granted to the Christian Permesta troops--they
were allowed to eat pig and dog--seemed to Bahar inconsistent with the
Islamic state.

Bahar, who had been in effect the DI/TII commander in the

south since 1952, did have a substantial body of

follo~ers

in his

o~n

right, and he had been one of the most insistent in 1952-1953 that the
rebellion be based on Islam and not on communism.

Whether or not Qahhar

planned to cut his ties with the DI and Kartosuwirjo, if he wished to
eliminate DI/TII commanders with their own bases of support, it would be
necessary to get rid of Bahar.

Qahhar offered Bahar a choice of replacing

him (Qahhar) as deputy Defense Minister of the DI, or of going abroad for
study.

Bahar, fearing for his life should he have the hubris to think he

(11 January 1959), DSN-AD, Fi1e--PUL & PAN, T, III, no. 334; source--DOC
SEHDA..'1 XIV/~.

38 "Keamanan," Sari Attensi.:J., VII/4 (April 1960), p. 197.

Also,

information provided by Sj ukur Abdullah, 30 }1arch 1972.
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could replace Qahhar, said that he wc,ud go abroad.

Qahhar then appointed

Bahar to head a combined temporary operation in the Soppeng area, but
because of a lack of coordination the operation was a failure.

Bahar says

that the HOMOC then went on a rampage of destruction. 39
The split between Qahhar and Bahar apparently became final at a
meeting on 6 July 1959, when Bahar demanded that the weapons that had been
brought by Gerungan be divided in a just manner among the DI/TII.

Qahhar

refused, saying that the an:lS were needed for the Mo::-toc Ansharullah. 40
later

-~---~
"-'-.t''-'.1.'-

or.

-I-.~

I...Ut;;.

A

....,._,.: .. said that the dispute concerned the acceptance

.;:,1-'•..&..c...

or rejection of President Sukarno 's decree of 5 July 1959 to return to the
Constitution of

19~5.

41

However, it seems hardly likl?ly that the news had

reached the hutan so quickly, and more likely that this was given as a
reason for the split because it provided a reason for Bahar and his men to
return to the Republic--they could now claim that their earlier demands
had been met, and that they were returning, not surrendering.
Bahar then issued a
difficult situation

~ere

~-!~:.ifesto

that the

noting that the causes of Lhe: present

Pe~esta

troops (of

Gerung~~)

had been

incorrectly integrated into trte TII, the formation of the HOHOC Ansharullah was not in accordance with the decisions of the second PUPIR conference, enemies had infiltrated into the leadership o£ the revolution,
President Sukarno had issued a decree ordering the return to the Constitution of 1945, and the development of the TII was threatened by the order
to send Bahar Nattalioe abroad for study.
39

The Manifesto demanded that the

Bahar Mattalioe, Kahar Muzakkar, pp. 91-96.

40 "Keamanan," Sari Attensia,
VII/4 (April 1960), p. 198.
41-..<- h
')') ...' ugus t 19~9
.1.-.1r aen,
-) •
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MOMOC Ansharullah be dissolved, and che men who had been incorporated in
it be returned to their original units in the Til, together with the arms
that had been requisitioned from these units. 42
Qahhar replied with a Nanifesto of his own, accusing Bahar of being
jealous of the
traitor.

43

~!OHOC

.:'..""lsharullah and the RTP-Anoa, and of being a

The dispute escalated from words to bQllets, and casualties

began to mount.

44

On 11 September

195~

Bahar

~~ttalioe

sent a letter to Panglima Andi

Mattalatta, informing him that he (Bahar) wished to return to the Republic.
The following day he was met in Bone by
the local battalion (005).

Andi Lantara, ccmmander of

Two days later he was met there by Jusuf,

since January 1959 Chief of Staff of
Makassar.

~1ajor

KD~!-SST,

and was escorted by him tc

On 15 September, "by request," he made a radio appeal to his

anak buah to follow his example,
the Republic.

their rebellion, and return to

In fact a nuuber of surrenders were reported in August and

September during the fighting
into October.

ab~~don

bet~een ~ahhar

and Bahar, and they continued

It is estimated that about half of the 32 DI/TII battalions

did report in at this time, a loss of about half the DI stret·gth.

Bahar

42

Text in Bahar, Tabir Te~buka, pp. 6-9; and Bahar, Kahar ~uzakkar,
pp. 99-102. The reference to the Constitution of 1945 may have been inserted at the time cf publication.
43

Text in Bahar, Tabir Terbuka, pp. 10-11; and Bahar, Kahar ~!uzakkar,
pp. 102-105. It must be remembered that both these books were published
with the purpose of discrediting Qahhar; I have seen no other copies of
this manifesto. Some who did remain in the DI/TII at this time, however,
have referred (in interviews) to Bahar as a traitor for having refused to
go abroad to study.
44

Reports of fighting in

~1arhaen,

19 and 29 August, and 3 September

1959.
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himself estimates that about 4,000 armed men reported in (70 percent of
the DI/TII armed troops).

45

Among those who reported in at this time were a number of rebels
from the Takalar/Polongbangkeng area, including Sjamsuddin Daeng Ngerang,
who had served as Hinister of the Interior in

q~.hhar'

Qaharuddin Hu<ing, collJJJl.ander of Regiment I in Bahar

40,000.

Karaeng Djarung and

~lajor

the negotiations in this area.

s cabinet, and

~·lattalioe' s

Division

H.akatang Daeng Sibali were involved in

46

The DI/TII surrenders coincided wich a period of organization and
re-organization of the KOD.Al-1-SST staff and corn.I!'.and structure--possibly a
reflection of the continuing compeciL.i.v.:1 0etween .:-lattalatta anc Jusuf.
9 November 1959 Jusuf replaced Nattalatta as acting P.anglima, and
latta was sent to the SESKOAD in

Band~~g.

On

~latta-

47

HarhaeP, 14, 16, l9, 21, 25 s~pt~~b~L, 3, 9, 17, 20 October 1959.
The text of B.:1har's radio appeal is in :·l.:J.rhae~, 16 Sept~wber 1959, pp. 23. There are reporcs of surrenders in documents daced 17, 19, 24, 25 and
26 Septer'lber a::.d 6, 1~, and 25 October 1959, JS:·i-.'.D, .:ile--PuL & PAX,:,
III, nc. 334; sou.::-c.c:--JOC S!::~~ D.~: XIV. Se;e ;J.lso, 3ulsclr.J. :S.::m·~~:it (:·lat.,j,Ssar: SE)! DX·: :·:1\"/!-I.:-;, 196.:.), ?P· 56-60; ,.;hich estir..::.ltes t;ut bet·..;een 12
September and 20 uccober l.9)9, 12,734 rebels, ,.,ith 2,056 w~apons, 27,573
family members, and 390,000 people "from the mountains" returned to the
Republic (p. 59). Some information also from interviews with Bahar ~lacta
lioe, Hakassar, 24 June 1971 and 4 ~larch 1972.
45

46

I-1arhaen, 16, l8i .:ind 25 Septembe'.:', and 7 November 1959; interviews,
llikassar, Karaeng Djarung, 29 February 1972; .H. Daeng Sibali, 6 I>larch
1972.
47
"0rganisasi: Timbang-Terirr.a Dj abatan Panglima KODA.'1 XIV dari
tangan Kolonel Andi Hattalatta kepada Let.Kol. U. Jusuf" (6 November
1959), DS.:-1-AD, File--PUL & P.:-\..'J, T, III, no. 334; source--Documentasi
SEHDAH XIV; also "Timbang-terima Djabatan Panglima KODA}l-SST dari tangan
Kol. Andi .:-!attalatta ketangan Let. Ko.i. :1 • .Jusuf Amier" (6 November 1959);
DSM-.~. File--PUL & Pili~, T, II-5, no. 326; source--report of Pltd. Djamaluddin, Kepala Biro Sedjarah, KD~1-SST, number 023, dated 7 November 1959.
Reportec.l in 1-larhaen, 7 November 1959.
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At the time Bahar returned, he apparently hoped that he might be
accepted into the

T~I

as a commander of his own troops, as had been the

policy in 1952 when the

ex-CT~·!

battalions were recognized.

TRI rebels, however, had been accepted only

~n comp~~y

The ·.cKR and

strength, and

although Hamid Ali was retained in the TNI, Usman Balo had been sent to
East Java.

Jusuf held to a policy of accepting the former rebels only

individually and not organizationally.

Bahar estimates that of the 4,000

armed men who reported in during this period, only about 300, two companies, were accepted into the TNI.

No more than two of them were

assigned to the same unit, and they were sent to TNI units throughout
Indonesia.

It then seemed that Bahar might be given an opportunity to

study at an Islamic University abroad, but the plans did not materialize.
He remained for a time in Jakarta, studying Arabic and writing, the latter

l~rgely at the direction of the ~I it would seem. 48
There were reports in mid-September 1959 that Gerungan and the
Percesta troops had been

and were confined to a limited area

disar~eJ,

.

. 49

b ecause t h ey cou ld no 1 onger oe trustea.

Gerung~~

is said to have

feared that Qahhar blamed the surrenders of Bahar and the others on their
displeasure with the cooperation between Qahhar and the "infidel Permesta
Christians," and that Qahhar would try to prevent further surrenders by
turning against the Minahassans.

Gerungan apparently tried to move his

unit to the Toraja area, where he thought he might have more support from
the local people,
48

~ny

of whom are also Christian.

He also sent a courier

rnterviews, Bahar }!attalioe, Hakassar, 24 June 1971 and 4 .Harch

1972.
49 }~rhaen, 22 September 1959.
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to the MBAD, according to one source to explore conditions for sutrender,
according to another, to ask KSAD
and the DI.

50

~asution

for protection against Qahhar

Nothing seems to have come of this initiative.

Perhaps to

alleviate Gerungan's suspicions, Qahhar included him in an Operasi Local
Communis (OPLOC--Local Communist Operation [?]) which he formed in December 1959.

After the formation of OPLOC, Gerungan requested the return of

the weapons he had turned over to Qahhar, but was refused.

Tension

between them mounted. 51
Sometime in late 1959 or early 1960, Gerungan and most of his men
are said to have tried to flee from Qahhar.
weeks.

Fighting ensued for some two

Gerungan was defeated, anci was given the choice of converting to

Islam or being executed.

He and his men chose to convert.

About 30-40 of

the Permesta group had not tried to flee, and they were allowed to remain
Christian.

A

~loslem

from Bone fled with Gerungan; according to DI Islamic

law he had no choice, and was shot.

After this incident Gerungan caused

no further trouble, studied Arabic, and taught at th·2 DI military acadeny
in Latirnojong.
followers.

He is said to have

beco~e

one of Qahhar's most trusted

52

SO"Keamanan," Sari Attensia, VII/4 (April 1960), pp. 197-199;
Monthly Indonesian Press Survev, .:~o. 57 (7 April 1960), p. 22.

51 "Keamanan," Sari Attensia, VII/4
(April 1960), p. 197.
52 rnterview with Iskandar Andi PaEnrongi
(a former DI leader in the
Polewali/}landar area), :·lakassar, 24 October 1971. He was not specific
about the date of Gerungan's actempced escape, but said Lhu~ it was in
1959. According to Qahhar, Gerungar.. and his men converted to Islam in
April 1960; Abdul Qahhar :rudzakkar, Konseosi ~egara ~ernokrasi Indonesia,
p. 11.
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The Rep•1blik Persatuan Indonesia--and the End of the Rebellion
During 1959 radio

discussi~n~

were being held between PRRI and

DI/TII leaders in Sumatra on cooperation in fighting against the Jakarta
government, and on 8 February 1960 a Republik Persatuan Indonesia (RPI-Indonesian Federal Republic) was proclaimed in West Sumatra. 53
named RPI DefPnse

~nister

Qahhar was

for East Indonesia, although it is not clear to

what extent, if any, he had been involved in the nPgotiations for establishing the RPI.

Qahhar's reaction to it seems to have been mixed.

He

wrote a book, Konsepsi Negara Demokrasi Indonesia, which was generally
favorable to the RPI.

However, in a letter to the President of the RPI

(Sjafruddin Prawiranegara), sent via Colonel Simbolon, he requested that
the Piagam

Persetudju~~

Bersana (Charter of Agreement to Cooperate) ?e

signed by Kartosuwirjo and Ibnu Hadjar, expressing the strong wish that
Kartosuwirjo anci

i..itt::

.UI/TII leaders in West Java not be pushed aside, and

proposing amendments to the text of the proclar:1ation .J.nd the proposed
.
constitut~on

or- :: h.. e R'nT
.... .... 54

The conbining of the

P~~I

and the DI on a

n~tional

scale may have

contributed to the settlement of the tensions between Qahhar and Gerungan,
but elsewhere in the rebel areas it seems only to have exacerbated existing disagreements.

Although each of the states to be included in the

proposed federal entity was to be allowed to choose its own state religion, Simbolon and the Christian Batak leaders remained suspicious.

In

53 Herbert Feith
.:md Daniel S. Lev, "The End of the Indonesian Rebellion," Pacific Affairs, 36/1 (Spring 1963), p. 39.
54 "Pembentukan 'Republik
Persatuan Indonesia,'" Sari Atte:nsia, VII/4
(April 1960), p. 203; "Usul-Pandangan Kahar Disekitar Pembentukan Negara
RPI," Sari Attensia, VIII/1 (1961), pp. 107-117.
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North Sulawesi, the agreement of Sumttal to join the RPI was one of the
factors in the split in the Permesta leadershi? which led directly to the
opening of negotiations with the central government in 1960.
death in October 1960, for which Jan Timbuleng (who

~as

Warouw's

also killed)--and

to some extent Sumual--are blamed, hastened the reaching of an agreement
between the Kawilarang/Somb a group and the central government.

In April

1961 the bulk of the Permesta forces in the North returned to the Republie; Husein and Simbolon followed in June and July; and on 17 August 1961
Sjafruddin, as President of the RPI ordered the
cease hostilities.

foll~wers

of the RPI to

Sumual, disdainful of those who had negotiated their

way in frcm the hu=an,

surrenJere~

unconditionally on 4 October.

}~ny

of

those who surrendered, particularly the Perwesta trorps under Samba,
received generous amnesty terms, and a number were permitted to remain in
the TNI after a period of "re-indoctrinat ion."

A Presidential Amnesty

offer remained in effect with a deadline of 5 October. 55
Qahh~r,

as a "follm.;er" of the EU>l, o;.;as technL:::.illy boLmd by

Sjafruddin's August 17 call for a cease fire.

However, i1: seems more

likely that i: was the difficulties of his own position that influenced
his decision to take advantage of the a::::nesty offer.

The dispute with

Bahar Mattalioe in 1959, the resulting split within the DI/TII, and the
large-scale surrenders which followed greatly weakened Qahhar.
estimated to have lost 50-70 percent of his armed strength.

He is

Far more men

reported in to the TNI than he had gained by his cooperation with Gerungan.
55

Fieth and Lev, "Rebellion," pp. 40, 43-44; interviews: A. E. Kawilarang, Jakarta, 15 August 1971; D. J. Somba, Jakarta, 15 August 1971, 22
January and 19 April 1972; A. C. J. Nantiri, Airmadidi (Henado), 5 .:-Jovember
1971 and 20 :larch 1972; H. :-i. V. Sumual, Jakarta, 13 ,\.pri1 1972; F. J.
Tumbelaka, Jakc.r::a, 15, 18, 19, and 20 April 1972.
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The RPI contributed nothing to his position.
men, but territory.
Mattalioe

~1d

The

~hole

southera

Qaharuddin Muang was now

Qahhar had lost not

~nly

~=ea ~hich

had been under Bahar

essent~ally

under the control of

the TN!, and could no longer serve as a DI base area.

There were reports

in the Makassar press in September 1959, even before Bahar's return, that
the fighting between theo had caused Qahhar to move his headquarters to
Southeast Sulawesi, near Kolak3.

This seems to have been premature, but

certainly, whereas in December 1957,

Qah~ar

had been on the outskirts of

Makassar, by December 1959 he was far back in the hutan.
By 1961 Qahhar had been weakened not only by

inte~al

splits

the DI/TII, but by the loss of much pcpular support because of the increased destructiveness of DI policies, beginning with the 1956 scorched
earth campaign.

Further, the situation in South Sulawesi had changed

the ten years since Qahhar first entered the hutan.
Qahhar had

derr~nded

The area was now, as

in 1950 and 1951, in the hands of the anak daerah.

had been made a province separate from the
Governor,

i~

~orth

It

in 1960, and both the

-~•di Rifai, and the Panglina, Jusuf, were ~nak daerah. 56

Qahhar's old rivals, Saleh Lahade and Andi Mattalatta, had been shunted
aside in Jusuf's climb to power.
strateci his loyalty to the central

Although Jusuf had in many ways denongovern~ent,

he had also indicated his

independence from it by banning the PKI in August 1960, an action which
56 Rifai replaced
Andi Pangerang as Governor on 20 April 1960;
"Pelantikan Gubernur Sula\l.·esi Selatan & Ienggara Let. Kol. Andi Rivai dan
Timbang Terima Djabatan Gubernur dari tangan G-ubernur SulaHesi Andi
Pangerang Dg. Rani kepada Gubernur Sulawesi Selatan ja~tg baru Let. kol.
Andi Rivai" (20 April 1960); DS~1-A.D, File--FlJL & PA.'l', T, II-5, no. 326;
source--report of Pltd. Dj amaluddin, KARJ Sedj arah, KD:-1-SST, number 045,
dated 20 April 1961.
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may

hav~ pleased Qahhar as much as it is said to have infuriated Sukarno? 7
By 1960-1961, the troops being used against Qahhar were virtually

all anak daerah who knew the terraL• and the local population.

Net only

had they been trained--oany of them at the Xalino depot started by Jusuf-but they had been supplied

~~i=h

equipment, vehicles, and weapons purchased

in 1958 and 1959 from the US, the USSR, and Yugoslavia.
tions were

la~•ched

against the DI/TII in 1960 and 1961.

Intensive operaOperation Guntur

(Thunder), April-June 1960, under the command of Lieutenant Colonel

~~di

Sose, was directed against south Palopo, Qahhar's home area, and one which
he had controlled essentially since 1953, and completely since the withdrawal of the Brawijaya units in 1958.

Operation Kilat (Lightning),

June-July 1961, attacked suspected DI/TII positions in north Wajo and in
the foothills of the Latimojong mountains. 58
Bonepute Negot1at1ons 59
0

0

It is not clear from which side the initiative for negotiations
between Qahhar a:J.d Jt.:suf in 1961

·1ri gi_:lated.

There ._.as al\o."ays contact

57 Tbe ban last~d only until December 1960;
see Donald Hindley, The
Communist Partv of Indonesia 1951-1963 (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1964), p. 278.
58 sulselra Banskit,
pp. 75-95, 99-105; Zainabun Harahap, OperasiOperasi :1-liliter :olenunoas Kahar .:ruzakar (Jakarta: Pusat Sedjarah Angkatan
Bersendjata/~olega Bookstore, 1965), pp. 6-10.
The new weapons were noted
in a report on the Armed Forces Day parade, Xarhaen, 5 October 1959. Also
based on interviews.

59 rhis account. .i..s based on Sulselra
Bangkit, pp. 60-66; letter fro:n
Azis Taba, 10 Ja."'luary 1973; interviews: A. H. ~iasution, JakaJ:ta, 17 :-1ay
1972; Azis Taba, Jakarta, 3 February 1972; Sjukur Abdullah, :·lakassar, 23
September 1971; Joh."'l Rompas, ~o1akassar, 23 February 1972 (photographer
present at meeting); Husein, :01akassar, 23 February 1972 (former reporter);
Henry Harjono (one of the couriers), :Olakassar, 2 ~larch 1972; and A. R.
}-1alaka, 2 l·larch 1972, and on photographs provided by Pendam XIV/Hasanuddin
(Information Office).
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between people on both sides, and by 1961 many on both sides were tired of
the long years of fighting, ar.d aware of the opportunity which the Presidential amnesty offer represented.
from Qahhar to Jusuf,

ar.~

After preliminary contact via a letter

an oral reply via an uncle of Qahhar, Corrie van

Stenus: Qahhar's wife, i:!Oet with Jusuf in :-Iakassar on 27 September 1961.
Jusuf then accompanied Corrie to Jakarta to meet KSAD Nasution, on Nasution's instructions.

Jusuf convinced Nasution of the wisdom of accepting

Qahhar's return, and the decision was made to proceed with negotiations,
and ignore the deadline of 5 October for the amnesty.

Corrie returned to

the interior to inform Qahhar.
Apparently there was still a considerable residue of suspicion

~~d

of hesitation--on beth sides--for it took some weeks before a meeting
could be arranged.

Two junior officers, both former anak buah of Qahhar

(one of them a Javanese), were sent to the area near his Bonepute headquarters.

There they waited for contact with Qahhar in an open house

bearing the sign:
KODAN XIV/H);."

"Peace Palace:

3one Pute, 5 October 1961; Couriers

Cor,t.:ict was w..:1de first

~,·ith

Gerun;an, and then the dele-

. Lat~moJong
. .
b ase. 60
gates were ta k en to meet Qa hhar at h ~s

An official operation, given the name "Latimojong," was also mounted
under the coomand of Lieutenant Colonel Azis :aba, with instructions to
reach a settlement of the insurgency by peaceful means or by force.

Azis

Taba with a Regimental Combat Team of about 2,000 men, landed near
60 The date, which
is on a photograph of the "peace palace," probably
refers to the date for the expiration of the amnesty. According to one of
the couriers, Lt. Henry Harjono, they met with Qahhar in the Latimojong
mountains on 29 September 1961; this date sounds too early, if Corrie met
with Jusuf only on 27 September. It is not clear whether or not these
couriers came before Azis Iaba's group, or were part of it.
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Bonepute on the third of October.
message from Qahhar.

They waited nearly a week for o.

Finally a letter arrived requesting a meeting, and

on 16 October 1961, Azis Taba accompanied by several staff officers met
with Qahhar and Gerungan.

Qahhar agreed to meet

wit~

Jusuf.

On 21 October 1961, Jusu£, accompanied by Azis Taba, A. R. Malaka,
Andi Lantara, and a number of ether officers, arrived in Bonepute.

He

was met first by Qahhar's father, then by Corrie, then by Gerungan.
Corrie then escorted Jusuf and his group to Qahhar's headquarters.

It may

have been only sandiwara (play-acting) as some now claim, but the two men
embraced, Qahhar with tears in his eyes.

They had long been enemies, but

they had once been bapak and anak buah.

Qahhar insisted that the formal

meeting between them be private, that Jusuf be
by a bodyguard.
area was now

una~ed,

and unaccompanied

In their meeting Qahhar apparently said that because the
the control of anak daerah, and because he trusted

~1der

Jusuf, he \Jould turn over his troops t:> him.

A cease fire was ordered,

and a Komando Penjelesaian (Settlcr.lent Co::J::".a:1d) ·...·J.s ;:;stablished under
B. S. Beranti,

~inister

of Education in

Qahha~'s

ca~i:1et.

A second meeting was held on 12 November 1961, at which time Qahhar
formally transferred to Jusuf command of all his tro.Jps--with the exception of one bat talio~1, his bodyguard, the

~10~10C

Ansh.arullah.

Although a number of Qahhar's men did come in
Bonepute settlement--Gerungan was observed praying
~takassar--neither

entere d t h e

.

c~tv.

~o
i~

the city after the
the main mosque in

Qannar nor his deputy, Sanusi Daris, ever offici3lly
61

61According to one report, Qahhar and Corrie did enter the city
unofficially to visit friends a..<d those who had helped them, £or example
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A final settlement was never reached, and within a year Qahhar,
Corrie, Gerungan, and the men who had remained in the

~10HOC

retreated once

.
agai n ~to
t h e h utan. 62

Various reasons are given for the failure of the Bonepute agreement.
Nasution had approved the return of Qahhar and his men, although it was
after the expiration of the amnesty deadline, because Jusuf had convinced
him of the wisdom of so doing.

However, the order had to be signed by

President Sukarno, and although he never refused to do so, neither did he
sign.

63

Some accuse Jusuf of sabotaging the agreement, and some add that

it was on the orders of then Foreign

~linister

Subandrio.

According to

army sources, Qahhar on 1 January 1962 submitted additional demands:

that

he be made commander of the operation to free West Irian (which Sukarno
had ordered in December 1961); that he be given full authority over decisions whether to negotiate or fight for the

~eturn

of West Irian; that he

be authorized to limit or reduce the nunber of ALRI (navy)
Indonesia and

nu~ber

of

T~I

~~its

in East

troops fran outside the area; that he be

authorized tc ban comrm•...~ist activities and to expel "Com:aunist

T~I"

units

from East Indonesia; and that his MOI-10C Ansharullah Di visior ')e coiiii:lissioned and armed at "full strength" (18 battalions) to become the nucleus
by supplying medicine; Dr. I.J". J. Heyer, interview, 16 February 1972,
Sengkang-Nakassar.
62

There are widely varying estimates of the number of persons who
returned to the hutan with Qahhar, from ne~rly all, to aloost none of his
men. Some say that Gerungan fled with Qahhar because he feared retaliation from Qahhar's men if he did not. Others say that Gerungan felt that
his career was already at an end, his marriage destroyed (his wife, who
had been a leading figure in the Permesta \vomer.' s Corps, had become involved with Sumual during the rebellion in the north, and later married
him)--and he surrendered to his fate.
6J I nterv1.e;.;,
· '
" c: ut1.on,
•
J a:.arta,
'· ·
17 .'1a:;' 19 ,...,
. .'. . .H. ..a.
, .:. .
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• t he
o f t he t roops to b e use d 1n

west

4r1an campa1gn. 64

T

•

If such demands

o

were made, it was hardly likely that they would be met.
Possibly the decisive factor in Qahhar's return to the hutan was the
fate of the DI leader

K~rtosuwirjo.

Kartosuwirjo was captured in West

Java on 4 June 1962; he was sentenced to death by a military court in
August, and was executed in September.

Leniency haci characterized the

returns of the Permesta and PRRI rebels to the fold of the Republic in
early 1961, when the settlements were handled almost entirely within the
TNI.

However, as the numbers mounted, the

civili~~

political leadership

began to take an interest in the agreements being reached, and they were
more inclined to take a harsh line.

Further, the

~1asj

uw.i, which

~1ad

once

served to soften governmental harshness toward the DI, was now itself a
political outcast because so

~any

of its leaders had been involved in the

PRRI, and it had been banned in 196o. 65
It is not clear just ;.;hen Qahhar did retreat once again to the
hutan.

He is saiJ to :1ave held a ;;:eeting in mid-June 1962 with DI and

ex-DI leaders, .:tfter the capture of Kartost!>drjo, at v:hich time a Rcpub.!.ik
Persatuan Islam Indonesia (Indonesian Federal Islamic Republic) was pro. d , w1t
. h Qa ...
~h ar as pres1.
'd ent. 66
c 1 a1me

He was once again officially branded

a rebel on 28 October 1962, in a speech by Jusuf on Youth Pledge Day.
Jusuf said that the DI/TII who had returned had been given a year to be
64

Sulsel.ca Ban~kit, pp. 63-64; "Kahar Huzakar lnginkan Komando Tertinggi Pemb-.:basan Irian Barat," Sari Attensia, IX/2 (1962), pp. 118-120.
65 on the
change in the political climate, see Feith and Lev, "Rehellion," p. 45; also mentioned by General Nasution, intervie"tv, Jakarta, 17
May 1972. He added that he could understand why Qahhar ran away again.
66 sulselra

Bangkit, pp. 62-63.
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accepted

(tamp~•g),

but that the time allotted for attaining peace

security in all of Indonesia had nearly expired.

~nd

Qahhar in this time had

not changed his attitude, but was still insisting en conditions which
could not be met by the government.

Under the circumstances, the Panglima

had decided that Qahhar, together with his bodyguard (pengawal--presumably
the MONOC Ansharullah), and
rebels.

~urdin

Pisek and his men, must be considered

67

Qahhar's position was even weaker when he returned to the hutan in
1962 than it had been when he decided to negotiate with Jusuf at Bonepute

the year before.
insurgency.

A year of peace made people reluctant to continue the

Further, by 1962 Jusuf was in control of the area as no man

but Qahhar had been.

In many ways Jusuf was a man much like Qahhar--

proud, stubborn, ambitious, determined, ruthless--and he like Qahhar both
used traditional techniques of rule (promises of rewards, deceit, and
force) and transcended
family ties.

th~

linitations of the restrictive feudal and

Only they seer:;J. to have been able to gather suppo:::ters on the

basis of their personal

~agnetism,

ships or local loyalties.

not on the basis of fanily relation-

Jusuf and Qahhar were helpad by having intelli-

gent and well-educated wives, although Jusuf limited himself to only one,
Elly Saelan (younger sister of Emmy and tloulwi), while Corrie van Stenus
had a number of rivals.

Jusu£, however, had several advantages.

He was a

member of the aristocracy, and by dropping the title Andi (when many less
qualified to use it were adding it) he acquired an aura of progressiveness
67 "Pidato

PangDam XIV, Let.Kol. ~1. Jusuf pada Hari Sumpah Pemuda"
(28 October 1962); DS:-1-AD, File--PUL & PA...~, T, II-5, no. 328; Source-.Tourn. Chron Umum KODAN XIV/H.:.'l, 03928/5212,004. ~urdin Pisok was a ~1m10c
commander.
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which was an

~ffective

counter to Qahhar's anti-feudal stance.

Jusuf

lived unostentatiously, and is one of the few leaders of South Sulawesi
wno has no reputation for corruption.
say, not money.)

(It was power he was after, people

He was also rather well-educated, having started in the

HIS in Watampone, although his education was interrupted by the Japanese
occupation and the revolution.

He had been one of the first of the anak

daerah to see the wisdom of accepting the training opportunities which the
TNI offered--at a time when many officers we=e reluctant to be sent to
school, because such assignments were often used to get rid of unwanted or
undesirable officers.

Because of this early preparation he was the first

officer from South Sulawesi to be sent abroad for study, and he made
valuable contacts there with fellow Indonesian officers such as Yani.
also

~et

a particularly important American officer, George

time military attache

a~

Benson~

He

a long-

the U.S. Embassy in Jakarta, who became one of

Jusuf's closest friends, and is said to nave been the source of a ntm:ber
of his innovative ideas, as vell as giving hio a direct line to fore::i:;<l
equipment and su?plies.
Jusuf had strong backing from the center, particularly from Yani,
but also from President Sukarno, of whom he was a special favorite.

Jusuf

had proved his loyalty in 1958 and 1960 by sending units from South Sulawesi to fight against Permesta in the

~orth,

and as a reward was given a

free han<.i, financial resources, and opportunities for the exercise of
initiative not available to his predecessors.

Under his leadership, con-

struction of a cement plant and a paper mill were begun in 1962, projects
which were the first signs of "development" in South Sulawesi since
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. •

~='='ren

d ence. 68

His policy

L~

daerah within the region--the

South Sulawesi combined rule by the anak
"~·!akassarization"

of positions in the army,

the civil service, the school system, and the university--with strict
lcy~l;;.y

to the central government.

Jnsuf became the supreme "war lord" in

South Sulawesi, and he did so by ending the careers of three men who had
lon.g held that title--Andi Sose, Andi Selle, a..-.d Qahhar !1udzakkar.
The End of the

~var

Lords

Qahhar's rebellion after 1962 was no lon6er the threat it had once
been.

Although Qahhar himself, as a r.ow legendary =elk hero, still com-

manded wide support, much of the real basis for the rebellion had dissipated.

It was necessary only to kill him for the rebPlJ ion

~o

evaporate.

It was decided in 1963 that additional troops would be necessary in
order to end the insurgency once ar.d for all.

On 28 October 1963, three

battalions from the Siliwangi Division (West Java) landed at Pare-Pare
(303, 323, 321), and on 26 February 1964 an additional battalion (330/
.
) . .
.
69
Ku d Jang
J01nea. tncn.

The Kudj an6 Bat tal ion '..:as an elite airborne para-

troop unit, which l:aci 6aineci battle

exp2ri~::ce

:i;1 the

~\est

Irian car;J.paig;J.

in 1961-1962, and was heavily armed and well-supplied with helicopters and
other modern equipment which made it a mobile and formidable foe.
68

70

Jusuf's plans for a c1v1c action program in South Sulawesi are included in Rentj ana Pelaksanaan Civic-:iission KOD.\~·1 XIV Hasa.'"luddin C·Iakassar, KODA}1 XIV, 1963). A slowing account of development in South Sula~esi
wa~ published at Jusuf's initiative and under his direction for the Presidential visit to South Sulawesi, 4-8 January 1962: Inilah Sulawesi s~latan
& Tenggara 0·1akassar: Penerangan Kml-SST, 1962).
l:1formation on the cement and paper plants is from w. H. ~·laka..:.::.,.;e, "An Economic Survey of South
Sulawesi," Bulletin of Indonesian Econor:tic Studies, V/2 (July 1969), pp.
26-27.
69 siliwangi, p. 413.
70

r am indebted to Benedict A;J.derson for this information.
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Siliwangi troops were selected for several reasons:
ence in fighting the DI in West Java; they were

they had had

the~elves

~xperi-

stricter

Moslems than the Javanese troops of Brawijaya and Diponegoro, and thus
shared the religious orientation of the people of Scuth Sulawesi; and they
still had a good

reput~tion

based on their cooperation with guerrilla

units in fighting the KJ.'\IL in :1akassar in Xay and August 1950.

Even so,

to avoid the problems which had arisen earlier \oiith the Javanese troops,
they were carefully briefed and provided with detailed information on
local culture and customs. 71
In fact, there had been a general build-up of

~over!"..ment

force in the area since 1961, when :1akassar was made
the Mandala Campaign against the Dutch presence in
agreement in July 1962 to transfer

~-lest

th~

~~est

military

headquarters for
Irian.

With the

Irian to Inccnesia, the navy,

which had acquired a number of ships in pLeparation for that campaign, was
able to patrol the seas more intensively, and ti1e resulting harassment of
smugglers eroded the economic
Qahhar but of the

~XI

b~se

for the

independt~~t

power not only of

war lords, Andi Sose and Andi Selle.

During 1962 Jusuf also began to try to discipline these TNI war
lords.

In a staff reorganization ordered on 10

~larci1

1962, Andi Sose a..-.d

Andi Selle were transferred from their commands in Pare-Pare and Polewali
to staff positions at KODA}l headquarters, as first (intelligence) and
third (personnel) assistants.

However, they seem never to have taken up

these positions, or to have held them very briefly, fvr by the end of 1963
both had been replaced.

Andi Selle was apparently pensioned, and remained

71

I was shown a copy of the pamphlet used, ~,rhi-:~ contained much information on proper behavior tm.;ard women, but was u.'2.able to obtain a copy.
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in

Pinr~g,

his home; Andi Sose was made commander of

RI-Has~~uddin. 72

Andi Selle had been the first of the CTN commanders to be commissioned into the TNI, on 17 August 1951; Andi Sose had initially retreated
with Qahhar, but on 4

~~rch

1952 he too was commissioned.

Each was made a

captain, and retained comcand over the men who had reported in with them.
Each, however, built up tis unit to an estimated 3,000 armed men each--one
official battalion, and two "shadow" battalions.
proceeds of the lucrative

They were armed with the

trade in which the two war lords were

bart~r

engaged.
Andi Selle was considered a

~ajar

source of supply to the DI/TII,

and he grew wealthy from the barter trade.
said to have been made of pure gold.
who caught his eye on the streets of

His insigniM and buttons are

He gave away watches to pretty girls
~iakassar.

He gave away Mercedes-Benz

automobiles--to a doctor who treated him for a minor illness at the
Polomonia army hospital in :1akassar, and to \..'arout.,r' s wife.
ever, a less aciable side.

~ot

the bacter trade; it was also
the area under his

~antral.

all of his wealth

obtai~cd

ca~e

by heav-y· levies

He had, how-

free the profits of
o~

the people in

Andi Selle had a very limited education, he

read with difficulty, and is said to have been barely able to sign his
name.

He remained very wuch a part of the world o£ family feuds

a~c

revenge which are characteristic of the interior of South Sulawesi.

When

a nephew of his was killed by a guerrilla band, without investigation he
shot eight members of the group.

Two members of his unit,

dr~~k,

attended

and disrupted a wedding party; the guests at the party attacked the two
soldiers, killing one but only wounding the other.
72 s "1"
~

.

Hv.J.rH!~,

He returned to his

p. 413.
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barracks, and the rest of the unit
killed

everyon~

th~n

returned to the wedding party

~•d

there.

Andi Sose was not so colorful.

(He is also still alive, so perhaps

people are more cautious in relating stories about him.)

He is said to

have maintained strict discipline in the areas under his control; his
orders were obeyed.
he wished.

He himself, however, interpreted orders from above as

Although when directly ordered to do so, he led operations

against Qahhar, as in those of 1960 and 1961 that so weakened the DI; he
had for years had agreements with local DI commanders that were in effect
local cease fire agreements.
Toraja

area~

his

t~rrorism

For a long ti1:1e corrunander in the Tanah

against the people

thPr~

was a direct cause of

incidents in 1953 and 1958.
As part of the renewed operations against Qahhar in 1963 and 1964,
Jusuf attempted to insure that &1di Selle
Qahhar as they had in the past.

~1d

Andi Sose would not aid

At about the same ti:r.e there was an inci-

dent involving troo?s ,,·ho had bee::1 u.1der Andi Selle's cow.::Jand, and Azis
Taba's battalion.

.\ndi Selle suspected that the incident was directed

against him.
On 5 April 1964, Jusuf went to Pinrang to meet Andi Selle, reportedly to cc::tvince him not to hinder rhe TNI operations then being launched
against Qahhar.

Following the meeting, .\ndi Selle

agre~d

at Jusuf's

urging, that he ride together with hi:n in the same vehicle to

~akassar,

to

dispel the suspicions of the local people that there was a problem between
them, and to provide evidence that they had reached an agreement.

Andi

Selle reluctantly agreed, anJ joined Jusuf, Lieutenant Colonel Sugiri
commander), Police Commissioner Drs.

~1ardjaman,

(CP~1

and Captain Andi Patonangi
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(former comn:ander of battalion 003), and a driver, in Jusuf's vehicJe.
Andi Selle's men were apparently also suspicious of Jusuf's intentions,
and they cut between the Panglima's car and his escorts.
according to plan and Jusuf ordered the car to stop.

This was not

He and Andi Selle

jumped out, and Andi Selle is said to have ordered, "Shoot the Panglima."
There was a hail of bullets, but miraculously Jusuf was not hit, although
Sugiri, and Lieutenant Colonel Suraksono, who had been in one of the
escorting vehicles, were both killed.
his party returned to

~1akassar.

Selle canaged to escape; Jusuf and

73

The following day Jusuf went to Jakarta to report on the incident to
Nasution, Yani. and President Sukarno.

Yani, who had replaced Nasution as

army chief of staff in 1962 when the senior officer had beer.

~ade

chief of

staff of the armed forces, is reported to have said that there would be no
more negotiations with any rebels in South Sulawesi, and that the situation there must be

clea~ed

Colonel Solichin of the

up.

Jusuf is said then to have asked that

Sili~angi

Division be appointed chief of staff of

the military operation to be launched against

<~,di

Selle, and against

Qahhar.
As part of the cleaning up operation action was also taken against
Andi Sose.

He had frequently been used as a courier--both to Qahhar and

to the }ffiAD--and he is said to have been sent by Jusu£ to KSAD Yani
(probably sometime between 5 and 15 April 1964), with a letter ordering
73 Departroen Angkatan
Darat, Staf ,\.!lgkatan Darat, Troop Info, nomer
0920/T. I. I A., "'I en tang Peristiwa Pembokong.:m Andi Sele terhadap Kolonel .::!.
Jusuf di Pinrang," report dated 20 A.pril 1964, PusSem no. 04257; xerox
copy in my possession. Reported in Oj a....·a Pes and Indonesian Dail v ~;e.ws, 8
April 1964. Infonnation also from numerous interviews and conversations,
in Hakassar 6-9 ,\pril 1964, and during 1971-19 72.
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his owr. arrest.

He was never brought to trial, and was released sometime

in 1965, after Solichin had replaced

J~suf as Panglioa, 74 when Jusuf was

appointed :t-linister of Industry in July 1965.
The Siliwangi units, which had been brought to fight Qahhar, were
directed first against Andi Selle.
that Andi Selle had been sho~.

On 12 September 1964 it was reported

75

By late 1964 the Siliwangi troops, under Sclichin's cocmand, had
succeeded in chasing Qahhar and the remnants of the DI/TII into Southeast
Sulawesi,

There, near the Lasolo River, a Sili\vangi patrol from the

330/Kudjang battalion, guided by the sound of Qahhar's transistor radio,
surrolli~ded

his encampment.

1965 Abdul Qahhar

~ludzakkar

This time there was no csca?e.
was shot and killed.

On 3 February

His body was returned to

Makassar by helicopter; its burial place has never been disclosed.

76

After his death in February 1965, his wife Corrie, and a number of
his supporters reported in t0 the

govern~ent.

Gerungan

~as

captured on

court a."ld ""'as e:·;ecuted.
.
19 July 1965; he •..:as tried by a sur. .-r.ary
has disappeared.

Kaso Gani

Sanusi Daris retreated to his howe in Enrekang, "here

74 r hav2 been unable to locate any precise information on the date
of Andi Sese's arrest. However, in an article in the Indonesian Dailv
News on 15 April 1964 it was reported that all assets and liabilities of
b.•th Andi Sose and Andi Selle had been frozen, and that their business
ventures had been placed !md.=o•- r:he supervision of KOD.'01 XIV. In an article in the same paper on 8 April, concerning Jusuf's report to President
Sukarno, there is no mention of Andi Sose.
75 "Situasi Daerah Sulsera," Sari Attensia, XI/5 (1964), p. 332.
76 Two quite extensive accounts of the final operation against Qahhar
have been published: Anak Sjariffudin, Kisah Tur.1oasr:.ja Abdul Kahar :·bzakkar (Surabaya: GRIP, 1955), nnd L. E. )lanuhua, Penj er ;aoan Kahqr :·Iuzakkar
(:Hakassar: Trasto & Publisheer i?.T. :lakassar, 1965). An account oi the
operations against Qahhar and Gerlli~gan is in Siliw~~~i, pp. 575-533.
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with a small banci of followers he was living quietly in 1972; never having
surrendered, but causing no

r~ouble.

Qahhar had once vowed that he would enter
military commander of South Sulawesi.

~~kassar

again only as

It was a vow he kept--for a true

Buginese does not renege on a promise, and once a man's sail is set he
does not return without having reached his destination.

Qahhar did not

enter Makassar; only his corpse did.
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CONCLUSION

The rebellion which so long engulfed South Sulawesi was both an
internal struggle within the region for ?OSition and control of

econo~c

resources, and a protest against national policies which were seen as
detrimental to the interests of the region and of the persons involved.
In part it was because policies made at the national level strongly influenced the

outco~e

in the

loc~l co~petition

for position, that internal

power struggles in South Sulawesi assumed aspects of center-region conflict.
The

co~petition

for position occurred not only within South Sulawesi

itself, but in the larger political and administrative units in which it
was included.

Since 1938, South Sulawesi had been administrativel y part

of East Indonesia, an area which included the two
lands East Indies

(:·~EI)

Minahassa and Ambon.

re~ions

of the Nether-

with the highest levels o£ education artd literacy,

The poorly educated people of South Sulawesi found

themselves at a disadvantage in competing with people from these areas for
private or governmental positions.

Although

th~s

may have saveci

~ny

of

the local chiefs and rulers from the stain of collaLoration with the
coloniai overlords, thus maintaining the strong

positj0~ ~f

the aris-

tocracy within South Sulawesi society, it ill-prepared them to assume
positions of responsibility after independence.
Makassar, as the capital of the pre-war Government of the Great
East, the Japanese naval administration, and the State of East Indonesia

430
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(NIT), became the governmental, commercial, and educational center for the
eastern archipelago.

As such, it was drawn into the developing national

consciousness earlier and more deeply than the interior areas of South
Sulawesi.
the

The concentration of Dutch language education in

cii~p~rsal

~~kassar,

and

of Islamic schools and organizations in che hinterland had

important consequences in the split which developed within South Sulawesi
between the kota and the hutan.
The situation in South Sulawesi on the eve of independence was one
of considerable tension-

The area had been the site of the fiercest

resistance outside the Republic to the Dutch during the Revolution, while
at the same time providing the capital of the oost developed federal state
in the NEI, and thus playing host to large

n~bers

Indonesia who actively cooperated with the Dutch.

of people from eastern
Further, the specific

character of South Sulawesi society also contributed to this atmosphere of
tension, which did indeed

e~~loJe

into open rebellicn.

and Buginese valued bra•ery, pride,
However,

fe~

of

the~

stuabor~n~ss,

The :Iakassarese

and aggressiveness.

were ?repared by education, training, or experience

to compete on equal terms with Indonesians from other parts of the archipelago for positions at either the provincial or national level.
The competitiveness of South SulaNesi society had been restrained
during the years of colonial domination, but with the coming of national
independence in 1949, it again burst out into the open.

The aristocracy

as a class retained a strong position in the competition, for although a
number of its members had cooperated with the Dutch, many had fought
against them in 1906-1910 and in 1945-1949, and possessed
credentials the equal of any other group in society.

n~tior.alist

Their economic
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position had been little diminished c!:!ring the years of colonial rule, and
they retained the aura of supernatural

po~er

tomanurung and guardianship of the regalia.

associated with descent from
Further, no

co~~ter-elite,

either of Western-educated intellectuals or of Islamic scholars, developed
--in part because both groups remained quite small, but more importantly
because the aristocracy tended to dominate the leadership of both.

None-

theless, the aristocracy was unsure of what its position would be in the
new Republic of Indonesia, a state whose national leaders were largely
committed to socialist ideas that would seem to leave little room for a
feudal aristocracy.

Some, particularly those who had cooperated closely

with the Dutch, held to the hope that the federal structure erected at
Malino and Den Pasar b
privileged position.

1946 would be

r~'t:l:ncd

and ,..ould protect their

Otl1ers, particularly those who had fought against

the Dutch and for the Republic, saw

th~ ~isdom

of accommodating themselves

to the changed situation, and became Republicans in the broader as well as
the narroHer s·:::1.;e of

th~

term..

Divisions in South Sulawesi society on the eve of

~ndependence ~c

not based primarily on class position, but on individual records of
cooperation or non-cooperation with the Dutch during the Revolution.

Just

as many of those who had resisted the Dutch during the Revolution lost
their lives, so too after independence was revenr,e taken against some of
the most flagrant partisans of the former rulers.
the

lab~l

Among those who shared

of non-cooperator, however, there was a division between those,

largely in the city of Nakassar, who had participated as supporters of the
Republic in the governmental organs of the NIT, and

~hose,

many of them in

the countryside, v:hose total resista.."l.ce to the Dutch had led to their
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imprisonment or exile.
many of the

~~kassar

The sort of non-cooperation that was feasible for

intellectuals, only a few of them natives of South

Sulawesi, was not an alternative for most of the people in the countryside.

There it was cooperate--or suffer the consequences.
One of·the principal questions in the political sphere in early 1950

was that of

th~

Republic

Indonesia.

been

relationship of South Sulawesi to the NIT and to the

predomina~tly

South Sulawesi--or

Sentiment in South Sulawesi itself seems to have

in favor of the unitary aepublic of Indonesia, with
Sula~esi

as a whole--as a constituent province.

declaration of the Hadat Tinggi

a~d

the South

1950 that it would withdraw froo the

~IT

Sula~esi

Council in April

and join the Republic as a

province, raay perhaps be viewed as a bowing to the inevitable.
~inahassan

it was perhaps also a reaction to the
of the NIT government, and
over the

govern~~ce

a~

and

P~bonese

However,
domination

expression of hope for greater local control

of South Sulawesi.

In the military sphere the coopetition •·ms
made at the nacional level, based on

nation~l

unintended consequences in the regions.
rationalization

The

a~d recrganiz~tion

group throughout Indonesia,

coopl~;:x,

with policies

considerations, having often

National army policies of

favored the small Western-educated

ciild b~cause

that group was so small in South

Sulawesi, few pemuda from the area could meet the new standards that were
set for the peacetime professional army.
men

wh~

This was true both of those few

had fought in Java, but even more so of the guerrillas who had

remained in the hutan or in prison in South Sulawesi during the revolution.

Yet these men felt that they had sacrificed as much--often more--

than the well-educated staff officers who spent iliOSt of the time at army
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headquaTter s, not in the field.

Further, the provision of the Round Table

Conference agreement with the Dutch that Indonesian members of the Dutch
colonial army (KNIL) would be accepted into the armed forces of the
Republic, deepened the sense of injustice felt by those who had fought or
suffered in the cause of independenc e and were now expected to return
quiatly to their villages with scarcely a nod of thanks, while their
erstwhile enemies were accepted into the TNI.
The principal contenders for military leadership in South Sulawesi
in 1950 were not from the aristocracy , but were representat ives of the two
new groups which had come into existence during the period of Dutch rule:
Saleh Lahade of the Western-edu cated group, and Qahhar
Islanic-edu cated group.
Indonesia-- IndQr.esian

~Iudzakkar

of the

Both had fought with the TNI (Tentara Nasional

:~at:ional

Army) in Java during the Revolution.

How-

ever, whereas Saleh Lahade embodied the qualities desired by the army
leadership for the professiona l army, and

~as

in the E.:1st: ::1donesia cor:::::anci head1uarter s in
who did QOt

~eet

given a responsible position
~fakassar,

these qualificatio r.s, was shunted

asid~

Qahhar

~Iucizakkar,

into an unimpor-

tant staff position in Jakarta.
Saleh Lahade shared the commitment to professiona lism of the military leaders in Jakarta, a commitment perhaps made easier by the advantage
the new standards gave to him in the competition with Qahhar !-1udzakkar for
military leadership in South Sulawesi.

Saleh Lahade also shared the edu-

cational background of the people of the kota, be they cooperators or
n~n-cooperators.

He soon rejoined that small group of cosmopolita n

intellectua ls in Nakassar with whom he had worked on Dr. Ratulangie' s
staff in the early days of the Revolution- -that same group of intellec-
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tuals, representing all of eastern Indonesia, who in 1957 provided the
civiliar. motive power for Permesta.
Saleh Lahade's rival for military command in South Sulawesi, Qahhar
Mudzakkar, had more affinities with the ill-educated people of the hinterland.

The guerrillas of South Sulawesi found a natural leader in Qahhar,

a man who shared their fate of being discarded at the end of the Revolution.

The Islamic character of Qahhar's rebellion can be attributed in

part to the sources of his support--the Islamic-educated group, found more
among

t3~

guerrillas of the hutan than the people of the kota--and in part

to the nature of the enemy--the Christian

~linahassans

and the abangan

Javanese who were their rivals for position and opponents on the battlefield.

Islam served to define the "we" against the "they."
The introduction of troops frco Java into South Sulawesi in early

1950, originally to cope with the Andi Azis affair, created overtones of
ethnic hostility which came to characterize not or.ly the rebellicn itself,
but relations between South Sulawesi and the national
city per se was not the root cause of the hostility,
the feeling of being

~reated

govern~ent.
~hich

Ethni-

was based en

unjustly--of not receiving one's fair share,

of being unappreciated, of seeing one's fate being determined by outsiders
who lacked understanding of local desires and aspirations.
expre~sed

Sudiro

it:

As Governor

"The people of South Sulawesi do not dislike the

Javanese without a reason."

1

The reasons that the Javanese were disliked in 1950 and 1952 were
that they appeared to be monopolizing the top positions in the national
and regional government and armed forces, and that it was largely Javanese
1

... Interview, Jakarta, 3 :·1arch 1971.
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troops who were shooting the pejuang
homes.

~~d

intruding into villages

Anti-Javanese feeling was incited by Qahhar

~-1udzakk.ar

~d

in 1950

~~d

1952 to obtain support for his rebellion; it was carefully involved in
Warouw's coup against Gatot in 1952; and although a minor theme in the
public pronouncements of Permesta, the ouster of Sudirman and the removal
of Javanese troops from South Sulawesi were the immediate objectives of
the action covered by che Permesta Proclamation of 2 March 1957.

Opposi-

tion tc Javanese cransmigration was a reinor theme during these years, and
in commenting on the benefits which the Darul Islam rebellion had brought
to South Sulawesi, a former DI/TII leader noted that because of the
insurgency, no migration from Java was possible. 2
Although neither S.:1l<=.h Lahade nor Qahhar

:-1udz~"kar

recognized aristocracy, each had supporters from that

were from the

~lass.

Indeed, the

guerrilla struggle of 1950-1952 was in many ways initiated by members of
the aristocracy dissatisfied '..Jith tho,; canks and posir:ions offered to then:.
in the n;r, and although a nu:;;ber of these r::en ·.;ere J.ccorur.Jodated within
the

T~I

in the

:1ithollin~

c.J:::?<:.ign of 1952, others re::Jained ·.;ith

Qah~ar

in

the hutan, perhaps, as suggested above, as a means of insuring protection
of family property.

Saleh Lahade could not have attained the influence

which he did in South Sulawesi had it not been for his partnership with
Andi l1attalatca, a highly respected fellow TNI officer,
the aristocracy.

~~d

a member of

In the PKR (Partai Kedaulatan Rakjat) Saleh Lahade asso-

cia ted not only with the

~-1akassar

intellectuals, but ·..rith those members of

2The

0ther benefits mentioned were the Christi~nizing of the animists in the m0untainous areas, and the boost to the careers of ~I officers from S~uth Sulawesi; interview, Iskandar Andi PaEnrongi, ~~kassar,
27 October 1971.
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the

"pr~gressive"

aristocracy, such as Andi Burhanuddin and Andi

Pangerang, who were also its members.

And, finally, Saleh Lahade married

into the aris Locracy, receiving financial ::mpport from his wife's family
for comme=cial ventures.
Although it was Qahhar who retained the epithet "rebel," it must be
remembered that he was not the only "war lord" in South Sulawesi.

Al-

though the area in the 1950's and early 1960's was no longer divided into
warring kingdoms, as i.."l earlier centuries, it was divided into areas 1.mder
the control of various war lords, be they DI/TII or TNI.

Cooperation and

hostility were as likely to occur across as within these boundaries.

Xo

DI/TII unit would dare enter the territory of another without permission;
nor would

o~e

TNI unit permit others to enter its realm without challenge.

Control of the economic resources of South Sulawesi seems to have been
shared by the war lords in both camps.

Hard data is difficult to obtain,

but it appears likely that Andi Selle controlled the export of copra from
Mandar and the

an~.J.

::e.a.r ?inra..1g and Pare-Pare.

to have been so tied to a

si~gle

location. may at

.\ndi

Sose, ·,.;ho see::1s not

va~ious

ti~es h~ve

cc::-

trolled the export of jungle products from Tanah Toraja, rice from the
Wajo area, and come copra from Pare-Pare.

Qahhar for a long tihle con-

trolled much of the rice growing area of the Wajo-Soppeng plain, as well
as the jungles of Luwu and Southeast Sulawesi, and may have exported
products directly, as well as through Andi Selle and Andi Sose.
particular, can be thought of as a perfect war lord crop:

Copra in

it requires

little in the way of technology or organization to produce, can he transported in readily available sailing vessels whici1 can leave from a.ny spot
alo!lg the coast, and has a ready market in nearly Borneo a.nd Singapore.
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A number of factors, some local and some national, combined to bring
the rebellion to an end.

After 1961 the national government was incom-

parably stronger than it had been

i~

1950--fcr the rebellion had begun

even before the unitary Republic o;.ras fully formed.

Having ended the

PRRI/Permesta rebellion in 1961, and having successfully concluded the
campaign against the Dutch for

~est

Irian in 1962, the now heavily

equipped armed forces could bring truly
against the
the

re~ining

stre~gthened

rebels.

ove~vhelming

military power

They were also in a position, because of

patrol capacities of the navy, to put an end to (or

severely limit) the sreuggling trade which had helped to
lords and rebels.

s~stain

both war

The strengthening of the executive branch of government

under Guided Democracy gave national policy a consistency it had not had
in the period of parliamentary
short-lived cabinets.

Furth~r,

de~ocracy,

when there was a succession of

the :.!asjumi, the principal supporter of

the DI in the legitimate political arena, had been banned in 1961.
Within South
1959.

Sulu.~.;esi

i:::s~lf,

splits dcvelopec in the DI ranks in

As muci: of :he ?O?ular support for the rebellion had been tied to

trust in local commanders--who in turn were loyal to Qahhar--when the
trust between Qahhar and the subordinate commanders (in particular Bahar
}lattalioe) dissolved, much of the support for the rebellion also dissipated.

The

v~ry

duration of the rebellion, as well as its increased

destructiveness after 1956, led
to return to the fold of the

~o

popular disenchantment, and a readiness

Republi~.

By the early 1960's there had

al~o

been changes in the kota.

Jusuf,

himself a strcng-willed Buginese, in return for his loyalty to the
national government

wa~

gi·;en a free nand in running thE:. area.

Thus,
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although the leadership had close t:i.e::- with t:he pusat, the anak daerah
controlled South Sulawesi as they had not done in fifty years.

They held

not only the top civil and military positions, but supplied the bulk of
the troops, and held an increasing proportion of civilian jobs as well.
Whereas in the period 1950-1957, an estimated 30-35 percent of the school
teachers in South Sulawesi came from outside the area, by 1960 it was only
10 percent.

Further, the number of schools had expanded--from 1,777 with

335,870 pupils in 1957, to 2,987

school~

and 502,042 pupils in 1960, and

4,776 schools and 772,737 pupils in 1965. 3
opened in Makassar in 1956.

A university, Hasanuddin, wds

With the beginning of plans for the develop-

ment of local industry initiated by Jusuf in the early 1960's there was a
promise of jobs for the pemuda of South Sulawesi.

Alternatives now

existed to migrating, or to staying in the hutan and "listening to the
birds sing."
Under Jusuf a start was made in disciplining the
Saulwesi.

The old

CT~

(Corps Tj:J.dan;an

T~I

:;'asional--~;ational

commanders were finally separated from their

bactalio~s,

troops in South
Reserve Corps)

and in a series

of reorganizations begun in 1959, the battalions themselves lost their old
identities, as the

an~k

buah were scattered into newly formed units in

South Sulawesi or were sent elsewhere in Indonesia.

Thus, even as the

DI/IIl was becoming more destructive, the TNI was becoming more disciplined.
Nonetheless, it was still necessary for outside troops to be brought
to South Sulawesi in order to end the rebellion.

The continuation of the

3 rnformation supplied by Perwakilan Departemen Pendidik~~ dan Kebudajaan, Propinsi Sulawesi Selatan, 22 June 1971.
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insurgency quite suited many of the local commanders in the region, as
long as they could keep their own casualties to a

~1imum.

A concern to

keep civilian casualties low was often advanced as a reason for favoring
negotiation with the DI, however prolunged and unlikely to leaci to an
agreement, rather than undertaking military operations against them.

A

number of the local commanders in South Sulawesi were involved in profitable economic arrangements with the DI, which required no sharing of
revenue with the central gove=nment.

If there were no peace, the guer-

rillas would remain in the hutan, and would not compete for positions with
those in the kota.

Further, the

continu~d

existence of the insurgency

justified the retention of a sizeable number of

~en

wesi, and provided the opportunity for promotion for

in the army in Sula~~y

of those in-

volved.
No suet ambivalence affected the crack troops from the Siliwangi
Division brought to South
By

in 1963 and 1964 to do the job.

nany of the conditions which had initially fostered the

th~n,

rebellion had

Sula~esi

disa??e~red

or been alleviated.

The rebellion had continued

largely because of the determination of its leader, Qahhar Mudzakkar, and
the emotional hold which he still retained over many of the people of
South Sulawesi.

The necessary gestt\re of recognition had never been

tendered to Qahhar, and however impossible his demands in the eyes of his
local rivals or the national leaders, the shame of ignominious surrender
was more than he could face.

He remained in the hutan until his death.

The story of the rebellion, then, is not only one of societal forces
and government policies, but of personalities.

For it is particular

people, and not just tl1e abstraction of the society in which they live,
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whose interests are affected by policies adopted by those in authority.
The conflict of interests which occurs in all societies is complicated in
a multi-ethnic one, in which overtones of prejudice and favoritism seem
inevitably to color questions of justice and injustice.

Nc~~theless,

it

is these questions of justice and injustice which are the root causes of
rebellion, whatever the ethnic slogans with which it might be camouflaged.
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APPE.!.'IDIX I

RESIDENCY OF CELEBES

A1~ DEPE~~ENCIES,

1941

1
1) Division of }!akassar
(1) Subdivision of Hakassar
2
Composed of districts:
}!akassar, ivaj o, Endeh, ~1elayu, Uj ungtanah,
and Mariso; and the islands of Spermonde Archipelago, Dewakang,
Postilyon, and Groote Pasternoster.
(2) Subdivision of }laros
Composed of the districts of: CaiJba, }1alawa, Cenrana, Laiya,
Gattarang, :·Iatinggi, ~,'"a:u.uawaru, :·laros, Tanralili, Turikale, Ri
Laoe, Bontoa, Bira, Biringkanaya, :·loncongloe, a.""td Sudiyang.
(3) Subdivision of Pangkajene
Composed of the districts of: Pangkajene, Bungoro, Labakkang,
Segeri, :·Iandalle, :rarang, and Baloci.
(4) Subdivision of Goa (capital Sungguminasa)
Composed of the territory of Gca*•** includin~ the a1stricts of:
Karuwisi, :·la:~~asa, To::::bolo. ?attal1Llssa.'1g. 3orisallo, }l.:muju,
Boronglce, Pari.;i, .:..i::!Ju..-.g, E.Jntono::?o, ~·:ala:.:.aji, and Pao.
(5) Subdivision of Jeneponto-Takalar
Composed of the districts of: Takalara, Topejawa, Polongbangkeng,
Sanrabone, Galesong, Pappa, Lengkese, Lakatong, Laikang, a.'1d Bangkala, the islands of Tanakeke, Bauluang, Satanga, and DayangDayanga.'1; Bina=u (including tte adat co~ur.~tles of Tarowang,
Rumbia, and Tino-Pacinongang), and Arungkeke.
1

unless otherwise noted, division (afdeeling) and subdivisiGn
(onder-afdeeling) capitals bear the same name as the unit in which they
are located.
2nistrict--also known as wanua or banua; formerly adatgemeenschap.
~Self-governing

territory (29).

**Territorial treasuries (ll).
44?
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2) Division of Bonthain (Bantaeng)

(1) Subdivision of

Bon~hain

Composed of the district of Bonthain.
(2) Subdivision of

Buluk~a

Composed of the districts of Bulukumba-Tua, Gantarang, UjungloE,
Kindang, Bira, Ara, Tiro, Batang, Bontotanga, Tanahberu, Lemo-Lemo,
Lange-Lange, Wero (or Hero), and Kajang.
(3) Subdivision of Sinjai

Composed of the districts of: East Bulu-Bulu, Lamatti, Tondong,
West Bulu-Bulu, }fanipi with Turunga.<g, and }1animpahoi.
(4) Subdivision of Salayer (capital -

Ben~eng)

Composed of the districts of: Janette, Batangmata, Onto, Buki,
Bonea, Bontobangun; and the islands of Tambolongan, Kayuadi,
Bonerate, Jampea, Kolao, and i·ladu.
3) Division of Bone (capital - Watampone)
(1) Subdivision of Bone (capital - Watampone)

Composed of the territory of Bone*•** including the districts of
Cenrana, Timurung, Sailong, and -~~ali (North Bone; and the districts of ~2re, To~ra, Salo~ekko, Kajuara, Kahu, Liburang, ~•d Cani
(South Bo:1e); :1::d La:::uru, A·...·a."lgpone, B:1rabbo, 3lengo, Ulat,·eng,
Palakka, Ponre, Si::,uloE, Ta:1ete ri .:..ttang, T~4ete ri Awa:1g, Cina.
(2) Subdivision o£ SopFeng (capital - l·;atan-.soppeng)

Composed of the territory of Soppeng*•** including the districts of
Lalabata, Lili ri Aja, Lili ri Lau, Pattojo, and Citta; and Mario
ri Awa and ~·ario ri Hawc.
(3) Subdivision oi Wajo (capital - Sengkang)
Composed of the territory of Wajo*•** in~luding the Pitumpanua
lands and Kera, and the districts of Akotengang, Anabanua, Belawa,
Bola Lempong, Gilirang, Liu, Lowa, Ugi, Pamana, Paria, Paneki,
Penrang, Rumpia, Sen~kang, Ia"lcung, Tempe, Iosora, Wage.

4) Division of Pare-Pare
Composed of the territories of the former feder2tions of AjaTaparang**
(Pare-Pare, Pin rang, Sidenrang-Rappa.ng) and ~!essenrempulu** (EnrP.kang),
and the territories ~f Soppeng-ri-Aja, Barru, anJ Tanette.
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(1) Subdivision of Pare-Pare

Composed of the territory of Xaluse Tasi* including the districts
of Bacukiki, Nepo and Soreang; and the territory of Suppa.*
(2) Subdivision of Barru** (capital - Sumpang Binangae)
Composed of the territories of Soppeng-ri-Aja;* Barru;* and
which incl~des the districts of: G~~tarang, Lalabata,
Lalolang, Lipukasi, Lomporiaja, Lomporitenga, and Patappa.
T~nette,*

(3) Subdivision of Sidenreng-Rappang (capital - Rappang)
Composed of the territory of Sidenreng* which includes the districts of Lili ri lautang, Pituriase, Pituriawa, and Sidenreng
Rijang; ~~d the territory of Rappang* which includes the districts
of: Benteng, Kulo, Lalangbata, Passeno.
(4) Subdivision of Pinrang
Composed of the territories of Bat~lappa;* Kassa;* and Sawitto,*
which includes the districts of Alita, Basean, Binanga KaraEng,
JampuE, Langa, Leppangang, Letta, :·Ialor:1pung, Ulusudang, Padaklawa,
Paria, Pinrang, Rajan3, Supiran, Talabangi, Tiroang.
(5) Subdivision of Enrekang
Composed of the territories of Enrekang* and Xaiwa;* and the Duri
Federation, ·,.:hich is composed of the territories of :lalmva~·: including the districts of Eanti, ~Ialuwa, a..'1d Sossok; A.llah:': including
the districts of .\.llah and Barak.a; and .!3u..."1tu Batu.~-;
5) Di':i.;.i.on of :·randar:':* (capital -

~iajene)

(1) Subdivision of Haj ene
Composed of the territories of Majene,* Pembauang,* and Cenrana.*
(2) Subdivision of Balanipa and Lower Binuang (capital - Polewali)
Composed of the territo~ies of Balanipa* and Binuang* (without the
Toraja areas or Upper Binuang).
(3) Subdivision of Mamuju
Composed of the territories of Mamuju* and Tapalang* (withont the
Toraja areas).
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(4) Subdivision of Upper Binuang and Pitu Uluna Salo (capital - Mamasa)
Composed of the former Pitu Uluna Salo Federation, and th~ Torajainhabited upper areas of Binuang. (In 1941 temporarily combjned
with the subdivision of Balanipa and Lower Binuang.)
6) Division of Luwu*•** (capital - Palopo)
(1) Subdivision of Palopo
Composed of the districts of Walinrang,
Suli, and Larompong.

~{are,

Bua, Ponr.:mg, Bajo,

(2) Subdivision of Makale-Rantepao (capital - Makale)
Composed of the districts of ~!akale, :-!inkindik, Sangala, Halimbang,
Banga, Talion, Tapparang, Palesang, Rano, Bua Kay'J .. Bau, ~·!apak,
Balepe, and Simbuang; and Kessu, Iikala, Sad~~g, Balusu, Nanggala,
Tondong, Buntau, Ra~te Bua, ~!adandang, Piongan, Dende, Pengala,
Kura, Bituang, Bala, Pali, Sissing, and Ulu Salo.
(3) Subdivision of }!asa!!ilia
Composed of the districts of BaEbunta, Rongkong, Tamuku, }!alangke,
and }!asamba.
(4) Subdivision of !1alili
Composed of the districts of

~!alili,

~iuha,

Lelewawo, and Watu.

(5) Subdivision o£ Kolaka
Composed of the districts o£ Kolaka, Konaw-e!1a, Kondeha, Lapai,
}!ambulu, Sing~eri, I.:l·.,auga.
7) Division of Buton*•** and Laiwui*•** (capital - Bau-Bau)
(1) Subdivision of

B~ton

and Tukang Besi Islands (capital - Bau-Bau)

Composed of the territory of Buton, including the Tukang Besi
Islands, but without the districts of i•luna, Wakaromba, and
Kalingsusu.
(2) Subdivision of }!una (capital - Raha)
Coillposed of the districts of Xcna, Wakaromba, and Kalingsusu (of
the self-governing territory of Buton).
(3) Subdivision of Kendari
Composed of the

~erritory

of Laiwui.
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Sources:
1.

Staatsblad van Xederlandsch··Indie, 1924, no. 467.

2.

Dutch East Indies, Departement van Binnen1andsch Bestuur, Overeenko~
sten met de Zelfbesturen in de Buiten~ewesten, ~Iededeelingen van de
afdee1ing Bestuurszaken der Buitengewesten, Serie A, no. 3 (Weltevreden, 1929), pp. 641-657.

3.

Dutch East Indies, Departement van Economische Zaken, Vo1kste11ing
1930, Vol. V (Batavia: Landsdrukkerij, 1936), pp. 128-133, 153.

4.

Staatsb1ad 1936,

5.

C. H. ter Laag, "'Administrative indee1ing,' ~emorie van Overgave van
den Resident van Celebes en Onderhoorigheden" (1937-1941), State
Archives, The Hague, dossi~r no. 23318.

~o.

601.
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APPENDIX II
LETTER FROM

LIEt;"TE~IA..'H COLO~EL

KAHAR !1UZ.AKKAR [QAHHAR MUDZAKKAR]

TO THE CENTRAL GOVER...-....-:-fENT .\...'l"D THE LEADERSHIP OF THE AR..'1ED FORCES,
JAKARTA, 30 APRIL 1950

1.

General Cot1siderations
In

~onnection

with the situation and recent events in East Indonesia,

the attention of the central government and the leadership of the armed
forces should be directed to several very important factors, particularly
to their political and psychological
a.

aspe~ts,

namely:

the level of education, culture, and national consciousness of the
ethnic groups in East Indonesia;

b.

the religious beliefs, customs, and characteristics of the ethnic
groups in East Indonesia;

c.

the political situation in East Indonesia froc 1945 to the
present.

It is indeed important that

thos~

in authority pay attention to the

factors mentioned above, because to ignore these factors

~c~1s

that we are

acting blindly in facing the recent situation and events in East Indonesia, specifically in Sulawesi and South Molucca.

We will remember the

reasons given by the rebel Captain Andi Azis for refusing to permit the
landing of units of the Indonesiar. armed forces (APRIS) from Java, and we
are compelled to believe that the reasons given by that same group of men
who proclaimed the Republic of South :·Iolucca on 25 April 1950, are

447
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identical with those of the rebel Captain Andi Azis (who had been poisoned
by colonialism) that is, that the arrival of APRIS units from Java would
pave the way for the political expansion of the Javanese, who would colonize East Indonesia.

Furthermore, we might

forge~

that there

~re

colonial

remnants who work behind the scene to poison the society with incitements
and provocations

~hich

will destroy our state from within, because it is

certain that the colonial Dutch would be ver; anxious, and their position
in retaining Irian threatened, if we are able to control all of
In~nnesia,

Ea~t

island by island.

Thus, in connection with this poisoned atmosphere, after APRIS units
have occupied a number of places of East Indonesia, it will be essential
to carry out a public information campaign, both in areas already occupied, and in those not yet occupied.

For that task it will be necessary

to have special information personnel who can speak the regional languages.
2.

The Situation in South Sulawesi
Let us turn our attention again to the situation in

since the rebel Captain Andi Azis surrendered on
units landed in several areas.
to be experienced are over.

1~

Sc~th

Sulawesi

April 1950,

~•d

APRIS

This does not mean that the difficulties

We must not forget the position of the guer-

rilla units, whose members are not few, who are scattered to all corners
of South Sulawesi, and who have recently been very energetic in carrying
out

action~

independently of the command structure of APRIS.

Accordingly,

I have already submitted my views and proposals to the leadership of the
armed forces,

recommendi~g

thac a wise course of action would be to give

official status as territorial units

~£

the APRIS to the guerrilla units

in East Indonesia (especially in South Sulawesi), because of the da•ger of
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the spread of individual actions based on sentiments connected with the
sacrifice of 40,000 heroes of independence in tb.at area.
In addition, together with the above proposals, I have informed the

leadership of the armed forces of my preparedness to cope with all eventualities.

If I express

~y

preparedness in this matter, it does not mean

that I wish to put myself forward, or am egotistic, but it is because I
believe that from 1946 until the transfer of sovereignty on 27 December
1949, I have had organizational contact and ties of sympathy with the
freedom fighters in East Indonesia, because of the special duties entrusted to

~e

by the leadership of the armed

for~es

to carrv out

t~~

struggle in the Outer Islands.

Indeed, because of that, although I do not

possess the slightest

in the Outer Islands, particularly in

i~fluence

South Sulawesi, nevertheless the

beli~f

indeed exists among the freedom

fighters in those areas that it was only I who paid attention to their
struggle and their fate during the
3.

~ast

four years.

Efforts to Fight in the Outer Islands
From the

~onth

of Xovcmber 1945 I directed infiltration forces from

Java to Sulawesi to struggle for the ideology of the

Rep~blic

of Indone-

sia, the unitary republic based on the [independence] proclamation of
17 August 1945.
In

the~e

efforts I received guidance and direct help from Lieutenant

Colonel Z. Lubis, at the time of the PMC (Penjelidik Militer Chusus-Specjal Military Intelligence).

On 24 March 1946 I received a mandate and

an order from His Excellency, the late Commander-in-Chief (Panglima Besar)
General Sudirman, with the knowledge of Colonel T. B. Simatupang, TRI
headquarters (Tentara Republik Indonesia), to

prepar~

for the formation of
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an army in Sulawesi.

Based on the mandate of His

Excel~ency,

the

commander-in-chief, was formed the unit TRI-Persiapan Sulawesi (TRI-PS-TRI Sulawesi Preparatory unit), which sent expeditionary forces directly
to Sulawesi.

Then, as a result of the LinggaLr]djati Agreement, by decree

of His Excellency President Sukarno, the TRI Sulawesi preparatory unit was
transfor.ned into the Sulawesi }1ilitia (Lasjkar Sulawesi), which was administratively and tactically included in the Struggle Bureau (Biro Perdjoangan) under the leadership of Colonel Djokosujono.
From the time of the TRI Sulawesi Preparatory unit until the Sulawesi
Militia, we sent 1,200 expeditionary troops to Sulawesi, who at this time
have become guerrilla
On

~~its

in that area.

17 October 1949 I received an order from the Territorial Chief of

Staff for Java, Colonel Bambang Supeno, to form a Command Group for the
Outer Islands (Komando Grup Seberang), with the duty of preparing territorial forces for the Outer Islands.
mobilized guerrilla
mentioned

a=ea~.

lli~its

Based on this responsibility I

and prepared territorial personnel for the

These efforts were carried out from 17 October 1949

until the transfer of sovereignty on 27 December 1949.
4.

Statement
Ne. •ertheless

I am considered mistaken and un.tiisciplineci, and I am

often accused of being an agitator who influences and introduces his ideas
into the armed forces, because it is a winding road which we must follow
in the struggle to return the Outer Islands to the ideology of the proclamation of 17 August 1945, the ideology of the Indonesian nation, the
ideology of the state, and the ideology of the armed forces.
that it is no longer a

secre~

It seems

that I, as an officer of the arned forces,
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am not trusted by the leadership of

t~e

armed forces, so that I have

becoree an officer without a job, an officer with no responsibilities,
although the situation in East Indonesia at this time clearly needs me as
a soldier.
Very well then, all these beliefs and accusations I am prepared to
accept with a sad heart, although they are not true; I am willing to
undergo militrtry judgment.

This I swear in the name of Allah and in the

name of love for the state, the nation, and particularly the armed forces.
Further, I declare that those in high positions in the leadership of
the armed forces listen too much to outside voices and believe reports
which are not based on truth, particularly from people who claim to be
intellectuals, while they are only

pseudo-L~tellectuals

who forget the

fact that the people of East Indonesia, especially of South Sulawesi, are
99 percent not intellectuals, indeed are still 90 percent illiterate.
Because of that, the people of South

~ula~esi

psychologically attuned to their beliefs,
It is very difficult to
pseudo-intellectuals.

fo~ce

must still be led in a way

custo~,

ar.J level of education.

them co iollow the wishes of one or two

For psychological reasons we must acknowledge the

struggle of the people of this area, because for them freedom was truly
purchased with the blood and soul of this region.
5.

Conclusions
1.

It is necessary immediately to make public explanations by means

of holding mass meetings, and sv ±arch, to overcome and eliminate the
colonial poison which has long been planted in the hearts of the
East Indonesia.
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2.

The sons of East Indonesia who have participated in the

st~uggle

in Java must immediately be returned to their own regions to combat false

views, such as being discarded when one's usefulness is at an end (habis
manis sepah dibuang), and to ease the way for all struggle efforts in East
Indonesia.
3.

To prevent further disorders in South Sulawesi it is preferable

that the guerrilla forces be given the

statu~

of and be recognized as

territorial units, even if tenporarily, then gradually be
4.

de~obilized.

The first step in our effort to restore peace to the regions of

East Indonesia will be carried out notL15 that the desires of the people
of the area which are not harmful to our freedom and national unity should
be respected, remembering the culture,

edu~ation,

and national conscious-

ness of each region.

s.

For me (Kahar Huzakkar [Qahhar }ludzakkar]), as an officer who is

not trusted by those in high positions in the leadership of the armed
forces, it would be better to be given a position which is not considered
to be detrio.ental to either side, such as in the Infornation Section in
the regions of East Indonesia.

Note: The text of the letter is in Bardosono, Peristiwa Sulawesi Selatan
1950, pp. 87-90. I would like to thank Norrr.a Damopolii Charles for her
assistance with this tr~<slation.
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APPE~IX

III

GOVERNORS OF SULAWESI,*

19 August 1945 - 5 April 1946

1945-1960
Dr. G. S. S. J. Ratulangie

NIT
17 August 1950 - June 1951

(Acting) B. W. Lapian

July 1951 - 24 November 1953

Sudiro

1953 - 1956

Lanto Daeng Pasewang

(1953 - 1954)

(Acting) Winarno

(1955 - 1956)

(Acting) Andi Burhanuddin

12 July 1956 - 20 April 1960

Andi Pangerang Petta Rani

GOVERNOR OF SOUTH A.\"D SOUTHEAST

20 April 1960 - 13 February 1964

SUL\~~'ESI,

1960-1964

Lieutenant Colonel Andi Rifai

GOVER.'WRS OF SOUTH SUL.\:·.TESI

1964 - 1966

Lieutenant Colonel Andi Rifai

1966 -

Lie~tenant

Colonel Achmad Lamo

*From 1950-1960 Sulawesi was one provu1ce, with the capital at
Makassar. In 1960 it was divided into two provinces, ~orth/Central, and
South/Southeast, corresponding generally to the colonial division into the
Residencies of ::1enado and of Celebes and Dependencies. ::1akassar remained
the capital of South and Southeast Sulawesi. The island was further
dividPd into four provinces--North, Central, South, and Southeast--in
1964, with ~1akassar as capital of South Sulawesi.
Sources~
Information provided by the Office of the Governor, South Sulawesi, ~larch 1972: Kementerian Penerangan, Kenartaian drtn Parle~entaria
Indonesia (Jakarta, 1954), p. 201; S:.!lselra 3ang~:it (::akassar: SDl DA::l
XIV/~, 1964), p. 20; Sudiro, interview, Jakarta, J :-~rch 1971.
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APPE.."'DIX IV
MILITARY

CO~~~~DS

I~

EAST

L~DONESIA,

1949-1969

Tentara dan Territorium VII "Wirabuana" (TT-VII)
December 1949 - April 1950

Lieutenant Colonel A. J. Mokoginta, TNI
member of ~·Iilitary Commission, then
acting Panglima of TT-IT

April 1950 - December 1951

s~l~~~l A. E. Kawilarang, Panglima
Lieutenant Colonel R. A. Kosasih, Chief of
Staff

January 1952 - January 1953

Color.el Gatot Subroto, Panglima
Lieutenant Colonel J. F. Warouw, Chief of
Staff

January 1953 - August 1956

Panglima, Lieutenant Colonel J. F. Warouw*
Lieutenant Colonel R. Kretarto, Chief of
Staff

August 1956 - June 1957

Lieutenant Colonel H. N. V. Sumual,
Panglica
Lieutenant Colon.;l R. ~1. Jon•.se·,.;ojo, Chief
of Staff

Komando Antar Da.er.i:1 :::ndone:si.:l bagia.'1. Ti::.ur

(~.:WIT)

June 1957 - February 1958

Lieutenant Colonel Jonosewojo, Chief of
Staff

March 1958 - April 1959

Brigadier General Gatot Subroto, Deputy
KSAD for East Indcnesia

April 1959 - June 1959

Colonel Roekmi(n)to Hendraningrat, Deputy
KSAD for East Indonesia
Lieutenant Colonel Sitoopul, Chief of
Staff

*Confirmed as acting Panglima, January, 1953, following unilateral
assumption of position on 16 ~ovember 1952; confirmed as Panglima, August
1954.
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June 1959 - January 1960

Colonel A. J. ~rokoginta, Deputy KS.'..T)
Lieutenant C~lunel Sitompul, Chief of
Sta.ff

January 1960 - January 1962

Brigadier General Ahmad Yani, Deputy KSAD
Colonel M. Panggabean, Chief of Staff

Mandala Command (for freeing of West Irian; based in Makassar)
January 1962 - September 1963

Komando

}-~tar

General Soeharto, Panglima
Rear Admiral R. Soedomo, First Deputy
Panglima
Major General (Air Force) L. 1-lattimena,
Second Deputy Panglima
Brigadier General A. Tahir, Chief of Staff
~~jor

Daerah Indonesia bagian Timur

September 1963 - January 1966

(KOiU~DA

IT)

Ge::teral U. Rukman, Panglima
Soenggoro, th~n Brigadier
General Soetjipto, Chief of Staff

~lajor

Colon~l

January 1966 - February 1969

Lieutenant General R. Askari, Panglima
Hajor General R. Ryacudu, Chief of Staff

February 1969 - November 1969

Lieutenant General A. Kemal Idris,
Pangli1:1a
~~jor General R. Ryacudu, Chief of Staff

Source: Based on inforoation provided by Ko!:l.a.l.do i-lilajah Pertahanan IV,
Sulawesi, Sedjarah, 9 December 1971.
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APPENDIX V
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1

The name or number of each unit. its commander(s), and location is
given insofar as this could be ascert~ined. Units in italic type were
regular TNI units. These in roman type were guerrilla units: Jan.-July
1950--KGSS, Oct. 1950-Aug. 1951--KGSS Brigade Hasanuddin, commissioned as
CTN battalions, 24 March 1951 (both with the exception of "Lipan Badjeng"
which was a~ independent unit); 1951-1952--TKR Divi~~on Hasanuddin; Oct.
1956--DI/TII Division H~sanuddin. A broken line indicates a splitting off
from a pre-existing unit; a solid line indicates ~ontinuity of the unit,
although the nawe, number, or 3tatus (guerrilla or INI) may have changed.
2
Not all sources agree on the organization of DI/TII units between
1953 and 1956. That given here for October 1956 is based on the second
source noted below. Hamid Ali's Brigade "Latimodjong" had split with
Qahhar Mudzakkar by the end of 1952, but reached a formal agreement to
cooperate with the T~l only in June 1956. Sanusi Daris (Brigade "Rante
Haria") became head of the Sulawesi office of the Arm~d Forces Staff of
the Republik Islam Indonesia in January 1957; I have no information on
what became of his unit. There ~as apparently a further reorganization,
either in 1956 or 1958, in which the Sulawesi DI/TII ~~i~s were formed
into a regiment, composed of two divisions: I "Hasa~uddin," cormnanded by
Sjamsul Bachri; and II "40,000," commanded by Bahar Xattalioe.
By 1956 a number of the TNI/ex-Ci~ battalions were no longer officially under their original comnanders, although as long as these battalions remained integral ~~its (which they did until 1959) the loyalty of
the men to their bap·.K gave officers such as A.::is Taba and Andi Sese continuing authority ov~r them. X. Arief had died, and in July 1956 Andi
Sose was reported to have been appointed comm~~der of Battalion 717.
3composed of former guerrillas who had been individually screened
and accepted into the TNI.
Sources:
1.

"'Kesatuan Gerilja Sulawesi Selatan,' Kelasjkaran2" (Register No. 56/
III/1958).

2.

"Formasi DI/TII" (1 October 1956), DSa-AD, File:
Lainnja, DI/TII; Source--SDl-\0 TT-VII.

3.

Propinsi Sulawesi, p. 351.

4.

Interviews, Makassar: Bahar Mattalioe, 4 and 7 March 1972; Sjukur
Abdullah, 30 March 1972.

Peristiwa Penting
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APPENDIX VI
MILITARY

cmmA..~DS

IN EAST

INDO~TESIA

AND SOUTH

SUL\w~SI

1 MARCH 1957

Tentara dan Territorium VII (TT-VII) Wirabuana, Makassar
Commander- Lieutenant Colonel H. N. V. Sumual
Chief of Staff - Lieutenant Colonel Jonosewojo (Brawijaya)
First Assistant (Intelligence) - Captain Bing Latumahina
Second Assistant (Operations) Third Assistant (Personnel) - Hajor Lendy Tumbelaka
Fourth Assistant (Logistics) -:Major J. W. "Dee" Gerungan
Fifth Assistant (Civic and Territorial Affairs) - :-1ajor Malady
Jusuf (Diponegoro)
Infantry Regiment 23 (RI-23), Pare-Pare, South Sulawesi*
Commander - :·laj or Ar..di Rifai
RI-24, :1enado, :iort:. 3ula,.:esi

Commander - :·laj or J. J. Somba
Battalion 714; Commander -

}~jor

Dol£ Runturambi

RI-25, Ambon, }kluku
Commander - Lieutenant Colonel Herman Pieters
RI-26, Den Pasar, Bali, Nusa Tenggara
Commander - Lieutenant
KMKB

r

Col~nel

Minggu

}~kassar
~ander

- Lieutenant Colonel Andi Mattalatta

Chief of Staff - Xajor Sjamsuddin
Battalion 702; Commander -

Ca~tain

John Ottay
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Komandc Pengamanan Sulawesi Selatan dan Tenggara (KoDPSST), Mares
Co~der

- Colonel R. Sudirman

(Era~ijaya)

Deputy Commander - Lieutenant Colonel Andi Xattalatta
Chief of Staff - Lieutenant Colonel Saleh Lahade
First Assistant (Intelligence) - Captain Komar (Siliwangi)
Second Assistant (Operations) - Captain Tondomulo (~ffiAD)
Third Assistant (Personnel) - Captain Sudjono (Brawijaya)
Fourth Assistant (Logistics) - Captain Abdul Azis Bustam (TT-VII)
Fifth Assistant (Civic and Territorial Affairs) - ~lajor Abdul
Manan (Brawijaya)
Operational/ta ctical command over the following units:
RI-23, Pare-Pare; Commander -

~~jor

Andi Rifai*

703 (Brawijaya), 705 (Erawijaya), 709 (Diponegoro),
and 711 (Brawijaya)
RI-Hasanuddin, ~laros/.:-lalino; Commander - }1ajor M. Jusuf*
Batt:alic~s

Battalions 704, 708, 710, 715, 716, 717, 718
On

loan from TT-V, Brawijaya:**
Battalions 509, 510, 511, 513, 514, 515, 516. 527, 528

*RI-23 c:iuu ~I-IIasa.."'luddin were administrativel y attached to TT-VII,
but were under the operational co~and of KoDPSST.
**It is generally agreed that there were nine battalions from the
Brawijaya Division on loan to KoDPSST. This listing of battalions is
based on information provided by t!':e Din.:ls Sej.:lrah Hiliter, KODAH VIII/
Brawijaya, Halang, in September 19il: "Daftar Tugar dari Kesatuan
Braw[idjaja] di Sulawesi Selatan, th. 1950-1964." The dating on this list
is not precise, but the battalions given above are those stationed in the
areas in which the nine Brawijaya battalions were said to be located:
Markas Besar, Komando Pemerintah Z'-1i1iter TT. VII i.:irabuana, "Instruksi
Bekerdja Pemerintah Hilite.r diseluruh Wilajah Terr. VII" ~l-Lakassar, 24
March 1957).
Other sources: Interviews with H. N. V. Sumual, Jakarta, 9 Harch 1971; and
Saleh Lahade, 1-lak.assar, 4 October 1971.
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APPENDIX VII
MILITARY

CO.:-~~~~S

IN SOUTH

~~

SOUTHEAST

SULA~~SI,

1950-1965

Command Unit "A," l-latarn.pone
September 1950 - November 1950

Commander, Lieutenant Colonel S. Sukawati
Chief of Staff, ~~jor L. Mochtar

Infantry Regiment- 23 (RI-23), Pare-Pare
Commander, Lieutenant Colonel J. F .• Warouw

November 1950 - l.'larch 1952
April 1952 - April 1954

Commander, Lieutenant Colonel Chandra
Hasan
Chief of Staff, ~1ajor Andi Mattalatta

April 1954 - January 1957

Commander, Lieutenant Colonel Suadi
Surominardjo
Chief of Staff, .:-Iajor Andi Rifai

January 1957 - April 1960
1957
1953
1958 - 1960
April 1960 -

~arch

Infantry Regiment

Commander, ~1aj or Andi Rifai
Chief of Staff, Capt;1in .\ndi Selle
Chief of Staff, ~faj or .\ndi Sose

1962

Hasanud~in,

Co~ander,

Lieuten~~t

Colonel Andi Sose

}~ros

October 1956 - February 1959

February 1959 - ?

Commander, Major/Lieutenant Colonel M.
Jusuf
Chief of Staff, Ca?tain/Major Azis Taba
Commander. Lieutenant Colonel }1ustafa
Sudirdja

? - ?

Commander, Lieutenant Colonel Eddy Sahara

? - November 1962

Commander, Major Andi Lantara
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Military Area Command, South and Southeast Sulawesi (KDM-SST) , *
1 June 1957 -

6 Nov. 1959

1 June 1957 7 Feb. 1959 -

7 Feb. 1959
6 Nov. 1959

6 Nov. 1959 - 27 July 1965
18 Nov. 1959 - 11 May
20 May

1960

1960 - 19 Aug. 1963

19 Aug. 1963 - 24 July 1965

Ma!<'.a~

Commande=, Lieutenant Colonel Andi
Mattalatta
Chi~f of Staff, ~1aj or Her Tasnio::.g
Chief of Staff, Lieutenant Colonel
Jusuf

~1.

Commander, Lieutenant Colonel/Brigadier
Ge:leral M. Jt;:J~f
Chief of Staff, Lieutenant Colonel Andi
Rifai
Chief of Staff, Lieutena.'lt Colonel D.
Sitorus
Chief of Staff, Colonel Soedarmono

*Both RI-23 and RI-Hasanuddin were constituent parts of Kml-SST.
The abbreviation for the command was changed to KOD~~l s~~SF.LRA in October
1959, and to KODA..'1 XlV /fu~ in 1962.
Sources: "Sedjarah CorHas," pp. 80-82. Biro Sejarah SemDam XIV SULSELRA,
Sedjarah Ringkas Korr.ando Daerah r1iliter XIV Sulao;.:esi Sdatan dan Ten~gara
(Makassar: Sejarah rliliter Angkatan Darat D~1-XIV/SULSELR.-\), pp. 19-22,
55. Sulselra_Bangkit, pp. 1~-20.
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APPENDIX VIII

MILITARY UNITS IN SOUTH

Al.\1)

SOUTHEAST SULAHESI, 1957-1972

1 June 1957 - 22 January 1958
RI-Hasanuddin; Commander, Major M. Jusuf
Battalions:

704, 708, 710, 715, 716, 717, 718

RI-23; Comm&!der, Major Andi Rifai
Battalions:

703, 705, 719, 711*

KMKB-Makassar; Commande!', Major Sjamsuddin
Battalion:

702

22 January 1958
RI-Hasanuddin
Bat ta.i...i.u(1S;
panies~;

7l.G (18 cowpa4J..2_,;, .: lS (7 compdtliE:~), 716 (9 com:--:o:-~?anies :.:;x-TRI 1 2 companj_es ex-TK..."'-, 3 independent

~

compar1ies.
RI-:3
Battalions: 708, 717, 718; 2 compa~ies from Battalion 716; 4 companies from Battalions 7C5, 709, and 711; and 10 companies
ex-TKR.
KMKB-Makassar
Battalion:

704; three independent companies.

24 February 1958 (Infantry Reorganization I--ROI-I)
RI-Hasanuddin
Battalions: 710, 715, 716 (incorporating ex-TRI, ex-TKR, and
independent companies).
*Returned to TT-IV/Diponegoro and TT-V Rrawijaya during 1957-1958.
462
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RI-23

Battalions: reformed into Battalions G, H, I, K, L, and M; 5 companies each.
KMKB-Makassar
Battalions:

Basis I and Basis II.

27-29 July 1959 (Infantry Reorganization II--ROI-II) Renumbering:
RI-Hasanuddin
Battalion 710

Battalion 003 "IGUS"; Captain Andi Patonangi

Battalion 715 - Battalion 004 "Bawakaraeng"; Captain Sjahir Djawali
Battalion 716 - Battalion 005 "Mattugengkeng"; Captain Andi Lantara
RI-23
Battalion G - Battalion 002 "Tamalatea"; Captain Hasanuddin Nawing
Battalions H and I - Battalion 006

"Te~lala";

Captain Eddy Saba.ra

Battalions K and :-1- Battalion 007 "Ba!:lbapuang"; Captain Arsjad
Battalion L- Battalion 008 "LAPRIS"; Captain H. J. Limpo
KMKB-Hak.:;.ssar
Basis I and Basis II - Battalion 001 "Satria"; Hajor A. M. !-lalaka
2 August 1959
Battalions 001-008 renumbered 401-408, and placed directly
under KDH-SST.

Inf~~try

May 1960
Territorial Organization changed to Komando Ressort Militer (KOREN)
and Komando Distrik i-1iliter (KODIH)
1960-1962
KOREM I/Lompobattang (formerly Komando Daerah I/RI-Hasanuddin)
Makassar: Pangkajene, Maros, Goa, Takalar, Jeneponto, Bonthain,
Bulukumba, Selayar, Sinjai, Bone
Commander, Li2utenant Colonel :-lustafa Sudirdja
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KO~~

II/Mattirowali (formerly Komando Daerah II/RI-23)

Pare-Pare: Pinrang, Enrekang, Sidenreng, Rappang, Pare-Pare,
Barru, Soppeng, 'i.Jajo
Commander, Lieutenant Colonel

.~di

Sose

KOREM III/Ujung Pandang (formerly KMKB-Makassar)
Makassar:

Municipality of Hakassar

Commander, Lieutenant Colonel Eddy Sahara
KORIDf IV/Mappesonae (formerly Komando Sektor "B")
Polewali:

}Iamuj u, Han dar, Polewali, .:.-ramasa

Commander, Lieutenant Colonel Andi Selle
KOR&~

V/Sawerigading (formerly Komando Daerah III/RTP Palopo)

Palopo:

Luwu and Tanah Toraja

Comcander, Lieutenant Colonel Djoko Basuki
KOR.B-1 VI/Huluoleo (formerly Komando Sektor "A")
Kolaka:

Kolaka, Kendari, }!und/Kabaena, Buton

Commander, Lieutenant Colonel Kahar Muchim
1962-1972
KORD1 141 - Hata.'!lpone
Wajo, Soppeng, Barru, Bangkajene, Bone~ Maros, Goa, Sinjai,
Bulukumba, Bonthain, Jeneponto, Takalar, Selayar
KOREM 142 - Pare-Pare
Mamuju, Luwu, Majene, Tanah Toraja, Pinrang, Enrekang, SidenrengRappang.
KOR&~

143 - Kendari

Kolaka, Kendari, Huna, Buton
Directly lli<der

KOD~~

XIV/Hasanuddin:

Makassar, Maros, Pangkaj ene (KODD1 Dj u1:1pandang); Goa and Takalar
(KODIM Polongbangkeng)
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Sources:
1.

Biro Sejarah, Sedjarah Ringkas Komando Daerah Mi1iter XIV, pp. 25-40.

2.

Sulselra Bangkit, pp. 34-48.

3.

"Penggarisan Sedj arah Pertumbuhc>n Satuan Tempur da1am Lingkungan KODA.'1
XIV Hasanuddin," typed chart provided by Sejarah Militer, KODAH XIV/
Hasanuddin, October 1971.

4.

"Penggarisan Sedjarah Pembentukan 'KODIH' dalam Wi1ajah KODMl XIV
Hasanuddin," typed chart provided by Sejarah :t-li1iter, KODAH XIV /Hasanuddin, October 1971.

5.

"P~lar&tikan Bn. In£ H..~ 001 s/d HN 008" (27-29 July 1959), DSM-AD,
File--PUL & PA-~, T, II-5, no. 328; Source--Journal KODM1-XIV, 0L852,
no. 009/J, p. 2.

6.

"Radiogram PangD~ XIV Su1se1ra no. T- 0453/8/1959" (2 August 1959),
DSM-AD, Fi1e--PUL & P~~, T, III, no. 334; Source: DOC SE:IDA.'1 XIV
(03172).
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APPENDIX IX
INDONESIAN ISLAHIC REPUBLIC (RII)
DARUL ISLA}l-TENTARA

ISL&~

INDONESIA (DI/TII)

1957-1959
Cabinet
Representative of the President
of the RII/~linister of Defense

Abdul Qahhar }ludzakkar

Deputy Representative

Ust. A. R. Ambo Daile

Minister of the Interior

Sjamsuddin Ngerang

Minister of Economic Affa __ -

Lieutenant Colonel Kaso Abdul Gani

Minister

~f

Information

Ust. A.

~1arzuki

Colo~el

Minister of Social Affairs

Lieutenant

Minister of Education

B. S. Beranti

Minister of Health

Alex Tuahutu

Minister of State

Zainuddin Patongai

Minister of

Ust. Abdul Huien

Justi~e

Amien Larekcng

Armed Forces
Minister of Defense

Abdul Qahhar Mudzakkar

Representative of RII Army

Lieutenant Colonel Sanusi Daris

Representative of RII Navy

Lieutenant Colonel M. Lantana Fachri

Hasanuddin Division
Coillll'ander

Lieutenant Colonel Sjamsul Bachri

First Deputy

Lieutenant Colonel Hasan Lakallu

Second Deputy

Lieute~ant

Colo~8l r~ier.

Larekeng
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Hasar...~.'ddin

Division (cont.)
~as

Djaja (Andi

Regiment I, Commander

Lieutenant Colonel
Masse)

Regiment II, Commander

Lieutenant Colonel M. Djufri

Regiment III, Commander

Lieutenant Colonel H. I. Rahmat

Regiment IV,

Major M. Noer

Comma~der

Division 40,000
Lieutenant ColoneJ Bahar

Commander

~ttalioe

First Deputy

Lieutenant Colonel A. Manjuki

Second Deputy

Major M. Pacawaru

Regiment I, Commander

Lieutenant Colonel Qaharuddin !-luang

Regiment II, Commander

Major Thaijeb M.

Regiment III, Commander

Major Abdul Rahman

Regiment IV, Commander

Lieutenant Colonel !-1. Ali A. T.

Sources:

1959.

1.

Marhaen,

2.

Interview, Drs. Sjukur Abdullah,

3.

Interviews, Bahar Mattalioe,

Septe~er-October,

}~kassar,

~~kassar,

30 March 1972.

4 and 7 March 1972.
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APPE~TJ)IX

X

BIOGRAPHIC NOTES

Sj amsul BACHRI

1928--born in Palopo, Luwu. Attended six-year elementary school in
Palopo. 1941--continucd st~dy in Bondung.
1945--joined the Badan Keselaruata...• Rakjat ...... Bandung. 1946-1948-first lieutenant, cocna~der, conpany four, battalion one, TRI-PS; same
position and rank in Brigade XVI (1948-1949), and Battalion Hattalatta
(1949-1950).
23 July 1950--he and his company joined Qahhar ~1udza..l<kar and the
the hutan. 15 September 1950--co~ander, Battalion V "40,000,"
c::-r.m:and •.,;hich he retained ·,,hen KGSS ne::1bers ....:ere co:ru:lissioned in
the CTN in :!arch 1951. August 1951--fled again to the hutan with Qahhar
Mudzakkar. 1952-1956--coz:::::ander, Brigade V (later II) "40,000," in TKR
and DI/TII. 1957--co~ander, Hasanuddin Division, DI/TII. 1958--ordered
by Qahhar Hudzakkar to go abroad for study; given insufficient funds,
settled in s~~~tra as a trader.
KGSS in
KGS3; a

Sources: Tjaiata:-t Sediarah dari Gerilia ~e An..:!kata..~ Perang (~1akas
sar: "SS" [SL.l-~d~ ~'·;~lisr1i.::; ,J!fic-2, L:·bSlJ), i?· 39. Ir.tervie~.Js,
Xakassar: i3a:1ar :-:.::t:..1L.oe, .::.:; Jt.::1e 1971, :. :·larch 1972; Sjukur Abdullah,
30 ~larch 1912.
Andi

BU~~DDIN

Son of :·lauraga Daeng :1a1liun~an, Karaeng of Pangkajene, 1918-1942.
His wife is Andi Te~ria..~pa, former Datu of Pal:lmZna. 1942--replaced his
father as Kara~ng of ?a..~gkajene (father killed in automobile accident).
1945--removed from his position because of his sympathies with the Republic of Indonesia. 1946--President of Partai Kedau1atan Rakjat. 19461949--member of national faction of the ~IT parliament: 1947--Minister of
Information, ~IT (first Anak Agung Gde Agung Cabinet); 1949--Chairman,
South Sulawesi Cc~ncil. 1950--~!inister of Social Affairs, NIT Liquidation
Cabinet. 1953-1958[?]--Resident, assigned to the Office of the Governor
of Sulawesi. 1955-1956--acting Governor of Sulawesi.
Sources: Patunru, "Kekaraengan2 Pangkadjene," part 2, Bingkisan
II/9 (May 1969), pp. 30-33; Propinsi Sulawesi, p. 137, 153.
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J. W. "Dee" GERUNGAN
Minahassan (no information obtained on date or place of birth). His
wife was Hetty Warouw, daughter of Dr. S. J. Waro~N, Prime ~inister of the
NIT in 1947. 1953--captain, returned from the ~~ar College (Hogere Krijgschool), Breda, ~;etherlands; assigned to SS"AD, Bandur.g, as an instructor.
1954--battalion co~ander L• IT-VII. 1957--major, fourth assistant
(logistics), IT-VII; member of Section H (security) of Permesta Team of
Assistants. June 1957--went to Permesta headquarters in Kinilow, }1inahassa. 19 Febru~ry 1958--co~nder, Regimental Battle Team Anoa, with
headquarters at Paso, Central Sula~esi. .;£ter the landing of central
government troops in Palu and Donggala in Harch and April 1958, he went
south with 200 men. In May 1959 he signed a fo~l agreement for military
cooperation with the DI/TII, and was made deputy comoander of a Combined
Staff for Cooperative Milita~: Defense. April 1960--converted to Islam,
reportedly after an abortive attempt to flee from the DI/II~. 1961--participated in meetings at Bonepute. 1962--returned to hutan with Qahhar
Mudzakkar. July 1965--captured, tried, ~1d executed.
Sources: ~~djalah Angkat~• Darat, III/34 ~•d 35 (Sept. and Oct.
1953); Pikiran Rakiat, 20 Feb. 1958; "Keanana.•," Sari Atter~sia, VII/4
(April 1960), pp. 197-199. Interviews: D. J. So~a, J~karta, 15 August
1971 and 22 J.:muary 197 2; Iska.•dar Andi PaEnrongi, ~1akassar, 24 Octcber
1971, ;:ij ukur Abdullah, ~-~kassar, 30 Harch 19 72.
Andi Muhammad JUSUF Amir
23 June 1928--born in Kajuara, south Bone; s::m of .\rung of Kajuara.
Attended HIS, '...'atac.pone (Bone). His first ·.;iie (1:1arrieci in 1948) w-as a
member of the .Jcgj.::~~.::rc.:: a:-iscocr.:J.cy. rt.l.s present ·..:ife is Elly Saela..":
(younger sistE;r of !:::-::.-:::-· .::~-:.d :·L:n1l·.:i), wi10 ·.·:.:J.s born in :-~.1kassar to J.:J.vaneseHadurese parents .:1nd ,,·.::s educated in Jogj-'l;:<.:rta, ~,·here s:H:! ·..:as an outstanding athlete. Their only son, Jaury, diea in 1960. at .:1ge five or
six.
September 1945--went to Java by prau. }~y or June 1946--captair.,
one of leaders of first TRI-PS expedi. tion to be sent to Sulawesi; captured
off Bali, and interned in Surabaya for a year. Freed through the efforts
of his elder brother, Andi Gappa (a member of the ~IT parliament), hereturned to Jogjakarta, where he stayed with Qahhar Hudzakkar. 1949--CPM
traiaing.
December 1949-~~rch 1950--captain, member of staff of Military Commission, East Indo~csia, with responsibility for Bali and ~usa Tengg~ra.
April 1950--appointed as .:J.ide to Colonel Kawilarang, commander of Expeditionary Forces to East Indonesia. 1952-1953--SSKAD, B.:J.ndung. 1953-1954-chief of staff, RI-24 G·Ienado); secund assistant (operations), I!-VII.
1955-1956--U.S. Arruv Infili~try Officers' Advanced Course, Fort Benning,
Georgia. Octob2r i956--major, co~~~tder, KRU-Has.:J.nuddin; January 1957February 1959--COIT!I:l.:mder. i.l.-:>~· ~.n'-i..i..iin. :!arch-,\pril 195 7--head of s~c
tion H (securit::) of P.:::-r.:est; l:.;.:lr;; '='~ :-..ssi.star-.t.::. Ja:1uary 1958--lieute::c-
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ant col~nel. February 1959--chief of staff, Km!-SST; October 1959--commander, KDH-SST. July 1960--colonel; August 1964--brigadier general.
July 1965--}anister of Basic and Light Industry; 1967--Minister of
Trade Affairs; 1968--Hinister of Industry. Lieutenant general.
Sources: 0. G. Rut:!der, ~.Jho's ~,no in Indonesia (Jakarta: Gtmung
Agtmg, 1971), p. 165; "Sedjarah CorHas," p. 53; ~.:aardeburg, "Over PHC";
Indonesia Timcer, lS J~"'l.uar:: 1950; Su1se1ra Ba."'lgkit, pp. 19-20. Conversations with General and Hrs. Jusuf, 22 February and 8 April 1971, and with
Colonel George Benson, 8 February 1972.
Alex Evert

KA~IlJL~~~G

23 February 1920--born in Jatinegara, Hest Java t:o :.-iinahassan
paLcnt5. His first wife was Xelly van .~den: they were divorced sometime
after 1958; present ~olife is Henny Lie Sumual (fon:Jer wife of H. N. V.
Sumual); they were mzrried sometine after 1961.
Educated at HBS, and Dutch Royal ~lilitary Acadeny, Bandung.
1945--worked in a rubber factory in South Sumatra.

1943-

1945--was briefly a me~ber of KRIS (in Kraw~ng, Jakarta); then liaison officer, Indonesia:t army. 1946-1943--staf£ officer, ar:ny corps headquarters, ~.Jest Java; chief of staff, Bogor Reginent, ~.Jest Java; commander,
Bogor-Sukab W!li -Cia."'lj ur Brigade, ~-lest Java. 1948--com:rrander, First Siliwangi Brigade (headquarters in Jogjakarta). 1948-1949--sub-territorial
commander, Tapanuli: :-<orth Sumatra.
Decenber 1949-.-\pril 1950--p.:i~~l i::-:.:1, TT-l, ~;crth Sumatra. April
:;.s- 51--pa:::.:;li:::.:l, 11-V I I, Zas t Ir:do:1csi.:J.. ~o·..rer.lber 1951August 1956--?ZJ:-'.;lima, IT-III, :·:est Jav.:1. Septe:::J.ber 1956-~·larch 1958-mi1itary at t:acne, Indonesian .Embassy, \~·asnington, D.c.
1950-~~o·;e;:::,Lo'!:'

March 1958--named commander-in-chief of PRRI. November 1960-assumed command of Perm.esta forces in northern. aL!.ah3.ssa. April 1961-returned to the Republic; placed in inactive status.
Sources: Almanak Angkatan Perang (Jakarta: P.T. Usaha Pegawai
Nasional Indonesia, Bagain Pustaka ;~.ngkatan Perang, 1956), p. 154. Interviews: A. E. Kawilarang, Jakarta, 15 August 1972; Henk Rondonuwu, ~2kas
sar, 9 June 1971; F. J. Tumbelaka, Jakarta, 18 and 21 April 1972.
Mohammad Saleh LAHADE
From Barru; son of a school teac.her. Attended a Dutch middle school
(AMS) in Jogjakarta; graduate of the Agricultural High School in Bogor.
First wife is daughter of Ki Hadjar Dewantara; later married into an
aristocratic family ia South Sula·..;esi.
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1944-1945--worked on staff of S~~~~- and Fusat Keselamatan Rakjat
with Dr. Sam Ratulangie. December 1945--went to Java with Andi ~ttalatta
to ask for aid froc the Republic for the resistance to the Dutch in Sulawesi. 1945-1946--joined KF.IS, and was KRIS representative to the Badan
Kongres Pemuda Republik indonesia in ~·larch 1946. 1946-194 7--major, chief
of staff of TRI-PS; went to Sulawesi in a TRI-PS expeditionary ur.it, and
particip.:1ted in Patjekke conference in January 1947 before returning to
Java. 1948--deputy chief of staff, Brigade XIV, in Malang. 1949-1950-major, member of staff of Xilitary Comoission for East Indonesia. 19501952--fifth assistant, civic and territorial affairs, TT-VII. 1954-1956-inactive status; some rcsponsibili:y fur raising funds for security operations. 1955--candidate of Partai Kedaulatan Rakjat in Parliamentary elections. 1956--lie,ttenant colonel, chief of staff of KoDPSST.
February 1957--drafted Piagam Perdjo~~gan Semesta Alam (Permesta
Charter); ~~rch 1957--na~ed chief of staff cf Permesta military government.
February 1958--~linister of Information in Cabinet of PRRI. Xay !958-arrested. 1958-1963--imprisoned ir1 Den Pasar, t-~diun, and Jakarta.
Sources:
December 1949.
1971.

Proninsi Sula\.;esi, pp. 223, 231; Indonesia Timoer, 30
Interviews, Saleh Lahade, :-Iakassar, September and October

Bing LATUNAHIXA
1926--born in ~fakassar of Ambonese parents; fat.ht:::r, J. Latwaa!lina,
was a civil servant, \.:ho was arrested with Dr. Ratulangie in April 1946,
~~d later was head of the political depart~ent in the Sulawesi provincial
office.
Attended pri::1ary school a:c -~ ·'dvarn::cJ. pn.;::.::;.r-; school C·TLO) in :·1akassar. 1941--naval air crainin~ in Surabaya. 1942-19~5--~o~ked in Japanese
construction firm. 1946--... ent from :-lakassar to Java, joined Pattimura
Division. 1950--lieutenant, member of Hilitary Commission for East Indonesia; then aide to Colonel Kawilarang, E~~editionary Forces. 1951-1955-MBAD, Section I (intelligence). 1955-1957--captain, first assistant
(intelligence), TT-VII; secretary, Officer's Association for East Indonesia. 1957--member of Permesta Secretariat; ~ovember 1957--secretary o£
Permesta Supreme Council. ~-~y 1958--arrested; 1958-1962--imprisoned in
Jakarta and ~!adiun.
6.

Sources: PIA, 7 January 1957 (pm), p. 3; &<d 13 November 1957, p.
Interview, Bing Latumahina, Jakarta, 14 January 1972.

Nadjamoeddin Daeng NALEI.J'A
1907 (or 1903)--born in Makassar. Completed MULO in Bandung, and
school for customs officials in Java. Worked for the Department of Economic Affairs, and was three times selQcted as a member of ~he ~~kdssar
city council. 1939--left Parindra (Partai Ir:donesL.1 :=:;.aya) to fcrrc.
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Persatuan Selebes Sel~t~~. 1940--imprisoned on charg~s of embezzl~~ent.
1941--fn::ed f:om prison tbrou;3h efforts of P:1rindr."l. leaJ.::r, ~1. H. Thar:1rin.
1942-1945--chairman •Jf coi:::ll.i. t tee in ::1akassar to •.Yelcc::le Japanese; appointed
to Pu~lic Security Cummittee; official in Japanese naval administration;
1944--appointed as oember of South Sulawesi Council; 1945--appointed mayor
of :-lakassar.
1945-1946--appointed co~ercial consultant by KICA; July and December 1946--representati ve ::>f Sou:::1 Sulawesi at ::!aline and Den Pasar conferences. 10 January 1947--inausurated as Prime ::1inister, and simultaneously Minister of Eccno=ic :;.ffairs, of NIT; August 1947--~e:nber of NIT
delegation to the United :~at ions. 20 September 1947-di:imissed from positions in ~.;IT goverru:1ent; :~over:1ber 1948--on trial; sentenced to three and a
half years in jail; died ~nile still a prisoner.
Sources: Pewarta Selebes, 8 :·larch 194.!..; Kanahele, "Japanese Occupation," pp. 26-27; Ter Laag, "'Politieke Toestand,' ~·!e::1orie," pp. 2-3;
Propinsi Sulawesi, pp. 124, 133, 135; Aler~, Rode of greene, pp. 142, 149.

Haj i Andi

1-!APPA..~JUKKI,

Sri Sultan Ibrahim Ibnu Sultan Husain, !latin roe ri
Goa, Arumpone ~XXI

1885--born in Jongaya. Second son of I ::!akkula'.l Karaeng Lembangparang, Sri Sultan Husain, Raja Goa XX...XIV and Permasuri \-.Te Tenripadang Sau
Tjella Arung Alitta (daughter of La Parenrengi, Aruo~one XXVI and Permasura Besse Kadjuara, Ar~~pone =~~vii). As a child liv~d both in Goa and in
Suppa; and succeeded his aunt/mother-in-law, the DatL:. ,;,£ Suppa, on iler
death. 1905-1906--fought '.:ith his fatho;;r, older brot::er and u.""lcle against
the Dutch pacification co.UJ.p.J.ign; 1907-1909--exiled to Selayar. 1931-appointed Aru~pone (raja of Eone).
1944--appointeci ;c::'=!r:.ll chairr..an o£ ~L'D.\...'?...\ , .::u:.:-.: ··:.:ls one of sponsors
of State Foundation Iraining ~nsticute in w~tampone. 1945--declared that
the kingdom of Bone was a part of the Republic of Inc-::mesia. November
1946--arrested and imprisoned in Rantepao, Tanah Toraja. 1957-1959--area
head (kepala daerah) Bone. 18 .April 1967--clied in Jcngaya.
His children include: .Abdullah Bau Hassepe, Datu of Suppa (killed
in 1946); and Andi Pang~rang Petta Rani.
Sources: La Side, "Riwajat Ringkas Pahlawan Na.sional H. Andi
Mappanjukki," Bingkisan, I/3 (15 Sept. 1957), pp. 1-7; "~!engenangkan
Kembali Puwatta Hadji A.ndi ~·lappanjukki," Bingkisan, II/8 (April 1969), pp.
1-4.

Andi MATTALATTA
1922--born in Barru; father (from Goa) had beer.. appointed raja of
Barr..;, but refused to serve under colonial government; father died in
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1926.
1958.

~~fe

is daughter of H. M. Junus Daeng

Attended OSVIA,

}~kassar;

~ile,

Mayor of Makassar 1956-

became teacher and athletic coach.

1945--platoon commander of Boei Taisintai; organized pemuda in early
months of the Revolution, then went to Java with Saleh Lahade in late 1945
as a representative of the youth of South Sulawesi. 1946--major, deputy
commar.~er of TRI-PS, responsible for training of expeditionary units sent
to Sulawesi, and returned hi=self in ~ovember-December that year. 1947-one of organizers of Patjekke Conference in Januarj; captured &1d imprisoned in Surabaya in Septe~ber while returr.ing to Java; escaped during Bung
Tomo's attack on Surabaya, and returned to Jogja. 1948--major, commander,
2nd brigade of KRU-X; commander of a battalion in Brigade XIV; participated in attack on Jogja, 9 January 1949.
April 1950--led a battalion, named for him, in Expedition.:J.ry Forces
<.:::.der Colonel A. E. Kawilarang; responsible fvr the Pare-Pare/Handar sector. December 1950-}larch 1952--l.:d a battali0n .:l~?.ainst P~·!S i::. Ambon.
harch 1952-April 1954--chief of staff, RI-23. ~•d cor.~ancer Battalion 705,
Pare-Pare. April 1954-June 1957--co~ander, ~·[~ }~ka$S~r; Oct. 1956March 1957--lieutenant col0nel, deputy comn~1der, KoDPSST.
2 March 1957--appointed comma~der of South and Southeast Sulawesi
Command (Ko-SST), established by ?e~esta ~ilitary government. 1 June
1957-6 Nover:lber 1959--cor:llllander, i(l):·l-SST. 1960-1962--senior course,
SESKOAD. ~~rch 1960--colonel, appointed as a mer:lber of parliament
(DPR-GR). 1968--brigadier general, m2mber of central board of Indonesian
National Sports Co~ittee (KO~I).
Sources:
1 }!arch 1971.

:·larhaen, 5 June 195 7; Intervie'.v, Andi }fatt3.latta, J.:1kart.:1,

Muhammad Bahar }!ATTALIOE
29 October 1924--born in Soppeng; attended elementary school there.
1942--attended Islamic middle school C:·lu' allimien }1uhar;:nadiyah) in :la-;.:.assar (clo$ed by the .Japane...,~). 1943-1945--actended Islamic school (!-luballighien Huhammadiyah) in Jogjakarta; member of Seinendan.
1945-1946--member of Bung Torno's Badan Pemberontakan Republik I~dc
nesia for six months. 1946-194 7--CP~1 in ~lalang. 1947--first lieutenant,
commander, company two, battalion one, TRI-PS.
1949-1950--commander. company two, battalion 1-lorang; but returned to
Sulawesi as a member of Qahhar }1udzakkar's Kornando Grup Seberang. July
1950--fled to hutan with KGSS; commii':ld:;:r, company one, oattalion "Arief
Rate." ~1arch 1951--commissioned .:1s member of CTN; August 1951--returned
to hutan. 1952-1956--co:nmander, Brigade III "Lereng Tjinta," DI/TII.
1955-1959--commandcr, Jivision "40, GOO,., D.:::;'Ill.
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12 September 1959--returned to the Republic of Indonesia. 19591961--held in Jakarta; wrote books, and ?repared for ?romised study abroad
in Egypt. 1961-1965--pro~sed study abroad did not maL~~ialize; remained
in Jakarta under virtual house arrest, and continued to write.
Sources: Interviews, ~!akassar:
Sjukur Abdullah, 30 Xarch 1972.

!-1. Bahar Hatcalioe, 24 June 1971;

Abdul ·Qahhar MUDZAKKAR (also known as Kahar Muzakkar; original name
La Domeng)
24 March 1921--born in the village of Lanipa, Palopo, Luwu. First
wife--married sometime before 1940, from Solo; six ~~ildren; divorced in
1950. Second wife--Corrie van Stenus, from Klaten, married in 1948; six
children. 1934--completed primary school. 1937-1940--attended Isl~ic
teachers 1 school (:-!u 1 allimin :-luhamci.dayah) in Surakarta. 1941-1943--meober of Pemuda :·luhar.'.:nadiyah (and/ or Hizbulwathan); taught in :-!uha!:lllladiyah
school in Luwu. 1943--worked for a Japanese firm in :-1akassar. ::ray .1.943-banished from Luwu, on order of Hadat of Luwu. 1943-1945--in business in
Solo.
1945--formPd Gerakan Pemuda Indonesia Sulawesi, which was a constituent organization of K..-q_Is, of which he '.vas initially first secretary.
December 1945--rc.i)ortedly '.dth the aid of Colonel Z:.:.lkifli Lubis obtained
permission of :·1.3:\D to release SOO prisoners (from the outer islands) froi:l
Nusakembangan, ili,d formed them into the BKI. 1946-1948--commander,
TRI-PS; member 0£ staff, Biro Perdjuangan: deputy co~ander, Brigade XVI.
1949-1950--cor.~anoer, Kocando Grup Seoerang.
June 1950--sent to :Obk.:1ssar by Colon,~l Ba:::':lan; .Supeno to assist in
settling guerrilL:. r;~~estion. J;..:l~· l?~0--3nt'"rcd h:J::.-:.., v:ith guerrillas of
KGSS. :I.::J.rch l~Sl--•:0r::::Jission.~C.: .:1s co::::::a:1der cf. CT:~-?ersi2.pan Resii:o;;~
Hasanuduir.. .\.u~e!SC l:J5l--clai.:.:."'cl .::J.Sn:ei:.::nt: on cOIE:J...i...ssioning oi CT:; i1ad
not been fulfilled, and returned to hutan. Harch 1952--KGSS/CTN renamed
TKR (Tentara Kemerdekaan Rakjat). August 1953--proclaimed Sulaw~si part
of the Indonesian Islamic Republic; ~as named Deputy ~linister of Defense
of RII; TKR renamed III (Tentara Islam Indonesia).
October 1961--met with Colonel :-1. Jusuf, pangli::J.a KODAN Sulselra, at
Bonepute; agreed to return to the Republic, and turu his forces over to
Colonel Jusuf. 1962--returned to huta~. 3 February 1965--shot and
killed.
Sources: Tjatatan Sedjarah, pp. 17-19; :·Iudzak..<.ar, :-iegara Der:1okrasi
Indonesia, pp. 7-8; Hattalioe, Kahar :Iuzakkar; Djar.oadi, Kahar :!uzakar.
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Au.d.i.

PANGERA...~G

Petta Rani (also known as Andi

Pang~ran

Daeng Parani)

Eldest son of .\ndi ~appanjukki; mother a commoner.
OSVIA, Ma.kassar. Was Aru :-1atjege of Bone in the 1930's.

Graduate of the

August 1945--member of Sul~wesi delegation to the Indonesian Independence Preparatory Co~~ittee (PPKI). September 1945--appointed by Dr.
Ratulangie as representative of the govern~ent of the Republic of Indonesia to Bone. November 1946--arrested and imprisoned by the NICA.
Sometime after 1950 he was appointed area head (kepalG daerah) of
Bone, a position which he held until 1955. 1955-1956--Resident-c oordinator for South Sulawesi. 12 July 1956-20 April 1960--Governor of Sulawesi. 1 April 1957--military governor of South Sula~esi (official ap?ointment to Permest position of 2 Harch 1957).
Sources: ~~rhaen, 9 July 19S6; Sanusi, Luwu dalac Revclusi, p. 127;
Tobing, Sulawesi Selatan, p. 36; "'Kebaktian Rakjat Indonesia Sulawesi,'
K~lasjkaran," Register :\o. 50/III/1958.
Lanto Daeng

PASB~~~G

3 July 1900--bon in Jen~ponto. Educated at OSVIA, Hal-:assar, and
schools for a~nistrators (bestuurschool), Jakarta.
1935-1942--At torney General,
1942-1945--senio~

executive

co~~ttee

of

.:~kassar.

~!ember

of Muhammadiy::1h.

Indonesian police official in Sulawesi;

membe~

of

SUDA~~-

1945-1946--r::e::l'jer of staff o£ Republican Governor Dr. Ratulangie,
and of Pus at Kesela::.ata."'l iZar~j at, :·!ak.assar. 5 .'l.;;>ril 1946--e:dled to Seru..rli.
(\..'"est Iria."'l) "·ith 0r. i.\..J.t:ul<1:1,;ie ar:J 0t:1er ?~R leaders. February 19.:..8-allowed to go to Jogja following Renville Agreement. September 1949--returned to Hakassar, where he subsequently became a member of the NIT
p::lrliarnenc, and served as head of the unitary faction (fraksi kesatuan).
1950--Ninister of the Interior in the NIT "Liquidation" Cabinet of
Ir. Putuhena.
1950-1954--chairrnan of the executive committee of the Partai Kedaulatan Rakjat. 1954-1956--Governor of Sulawesi.
Sources: Indonesia, Kementerian Peneranga~, Kami Perkenalkan (Jakarta, n.d.), p. 53; Indonesia, Kementerian Penerangan, Kepartaian da~
~P~a~r~1~e~m~e~n~t~a~r~~~·::l~I~n:=d~o~n~e~s~i=a (Jakarta, 1954), pp. 197-209; Propinsi Sulawesi,
pp. 223, 242; "Sedjarah CorHas," p. 2.
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Andi

RI~~I

(also known as Andi Rivai)

Son of Andi Bilu' Daeng Sora, a descecdent of Wajo and Goa aristocracy; his mother is from ~·1andar, a me:::ilier of the family of Maraddia
Binuang. His wife, Daeng Takenang, is also a descendent of the Wajo aristocracy; her sister is married to the Karaeng of Polongbangkeng.
1946-1947--sent to Sulawesi as member of expeditionary unit, either
from ALRI or TRI-PS. Returned to Java, and in 1948 was deputy commander
(captain) of Battalion C of Brigade XVI, in East Java.
Apt·il 1950--chief of staff of Battalion Mattalatta. December 1950-commander, Battalion ~attalatta. April 1954-January 1957--major, chief of
staff of RI-23 in Pare-Pare. January 1957-Xovember 1959--commander, RI-23.
January 1958--lieutenar'lt colonel. November 1959-:·!ay 1960--chief of staff,
KODAH Sulselra.
April 1960-1966--colonel, brigadier general; goven.or, South and
Southeast (after 1962 South) Sula\vesi. :-1arch 1965--~ember, Provisional
Peoples' Consultative Assembly C·1PRS).
Sources: Patunru, "Sedjarah Keradjaan Sidenreng," part 2, Bingkisan,
II/4 ('9-::c. 1968), op. 37-33; Abd. ~azak Daeng Patunru, "Sedjarah Rin:;kas
Polongbangkeng dari dahalu kala saw;Jai sekara.."'lg," 3in::;~~isan, III/i&8
(March-April 1970), p. 20; "Sedjarah CorHas," ?· SO; Sulse1ra Ban~kit, pp.
19-20; interview, Andi .:lattalatta, Jakarta, 1 ~rch 1971.

Andl SELLE :1atto1a
sc.~1ooi.

:925--bom in Pinra."1g. ;,tt•2nded eler:.:entary scl":ool and Islamijah
ir: Pinr.:mg, and Islamic noroal sci10ol in :·1ar,cl'1r,
1941-1945--village head, Alitta

Kari~1gan,

Pinrang.

1945-1946--with Abdullah Bau .:1assepe formed the Barisan Pemberontak
Republik Indonesia (BPRI--Insurgent Corps of the Repurlic of Indonesia) in
Pare-Pare, •..::lid: :::~rged in Septe!!lber 1.946 •...rith another guerrilla organization to become BPRI/Ganggawa, of which he was coordinator. At the
Patjekke Conference in Fecn·.:ry ·194 7, he was designated commander of the
first regiment of TRI-Division Hasanuddin. He went to Java sometime in
1947 or 1948, but seems not to have had a formal position within Brigade

XVI.
In 1949 or early in 1950 he returned t~ South Sulawesi, and ~as commander of KGS Battalion X04 "Patjekke" in Pare-Pare. October 1950--commander, Bat ta1ion I "Bau }1aseppe," KGSS; a command which he retain ::!d when
KGSS members were commissioned in the CTN in }farch 1951.
7 August 1951--commiss.i.oned a capt air~ in the n:r; his unit became
Battalion 719 (later renumbered 710, then 003). July 1959-}larch 1962--
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lieutenant colonel, corrmander of KO~ IV/}~ppesonae, Mandar. Marc~
1962--third assistant (persvnnel), KOD~~ XIV/Has~1uddin (post apparently
never assumed).
April 1964--involved in attempted ambush and assassination of
Colonel M. J~suf, KOD.~1 XLV co~ander (Pinrang Incident); was dishonorably
discharged from the army, and in September 1964 was killed in the cour-se
of military operations againsc hi~.
Sources: Tjatatan Sedjarah, pp. 24-25; "'Barisan Pemberontak
Ganggawa,' Kelasjkaran," Register No. 64/III/1958; Proninsi Sula,;.;esi, p.
344; "Sedjarah CorHas," pp. 56-57, 90, 94, 98-99; Sulselra Bangkit, pp.
30, 45-46; Pedom.an Rakjat, 12 !·~rch 1962; Sari Attensia, XI/5 (1964), p.
332.

Makatang Daeng SIBALI
9 February

1925--~orn

in Takalar; younger brother of Ranggong Daeng

Romo.
1945-1950--commander of a unit of the Lipan Badjeng/LAPRIS in
Polongbangkeng. J~~uary 1946--sent to Java as a delegate from the Lipan
Badjeng, but shipwrecked in S~bawa and returned to Polongbangkeng, where
he was made deputy co~ander o£ the ~ipan Badjeng in 1947 after his
brother's death. JanuaD· 1948-Dece~ber 1949--imprisoned by the Dutch,
1949-1952--dep~ty commander, then co~ander, of the Lipan Badjeng.
w·h.::n nuL accepted into the T:a as a t:nit in early 1950, retreated into the
huta:1.

28 April 1952--co::::::lissicnec into the I:~I as a Captain, ·,.,;ith the
Lipan Badj eng .:;.s T:;r Eat talio:: 72:. (la.ter :::-c:::.:.;::jer~d 713), -...;ith responsibility for secur· .- ·n the Takalar and Jeneponto areas. 1956-1957--transferred (with battalion) to Southeast Sulawesi. September 1957-0ctober
1958--commander, battalion 315, Siliwangi. 19591958--SS~\D, Bandung.
and territorial affairs), KON\DII, ~~ndala,
(civic
1965--fifth assistant
•
Corr:nands
ia)
one::;
Ind
t
and KC~;DA (l:::~:;
1965-1967--area head (kepala daerah) Takalar.
1967-1971--deputy chief of staff, KODAM XIV/Hasanuddin.
Sources: "'Gerakan ~1uda Badjeng/Lipang Badjeng,' Kelasjkaran,"
Register No. 41/III/1958; Propi~si Sulawesi, p. 351; interview, M. Daeng
Sibali, Makassar, 6 ~~rch 1972.
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Manai

SOPHIAJ.~

(also known as }lanai Sofian or Sofia.:m)

5 September 1915--born in Takalar. Attended high school in Jogjak.arta, and in 1936 completed teacht!rs college in Java. His wife is Javanese, daughter of a long-time resident of ~1akassar, Paisa.

1937-1940--Laught in Taman Siswa school in
journalist. Imprisoned by the Dutch in 1940.

~~kassar,

and worked as a

1942-1945--journalist with Pewarta Selebes. Visited Japan in January 1943. June-August 1945--~ember of executive co~ttee of SUDARA, and
commander of youth corps Boei Taisintai.
September 1945--chairman oi Persatuan Pemuda Xasional Indonesia in
South Sulawesi, and jourr..alist h".i.th Suara Indone::;ia. October 1945--fled
to Java. Became a member, and leading figure in civilian activities of
KRIS, and of the Sulat•esi Cor:mll.ssariat of the ~linis-.:r:,: of the Interior.
January 1946--head of the Sulawesi Coun~il of the P~I; later secretarygeneral.
1946-1964--member of Parliament (P~I), member of Commissions for
National Defense (1946-1959), and for Foreign Affairs (1959-1964). 19641967--Ambassador of the Republic of Indonesia to the USSR.
Sources: Kanahele, "Japa.'!ese Occu?ation," pp. 150-152, 225-226,
294; Waardeburg, "K..'q_IS," pp. 3-4; "Sedjarah Cor!-ias," ?P· 2-3; Indonesia,
Kementerian Penerangan, Kepartaian (1951), p. 110; interview, ~~nai
Sophian, Jakarta, 6 Xarch 1971.

Andi SOSE
15 ~·larch 19 30--~orn i.:1 t:nr<..:~~d-'16. At ~ended el.:::::en tary school, th<:!::.
a linking school (schakel school) in ~!akale, which 'Was closed in 1942 by
the Japanese. 1943-1945--attended a Japanese ~iddle sc~ool. 1945-1946-attended a junior secondary school (S~IP) in Hakass<ir, and joined with
other student~ from this school (Ernmy Saelan and ~-!olt:er ~longisidi) in
fleeing to LAPRIS in Po1ongbangkeng. 1948--c~~tured in Enrekang.
1949-1950--cornmander KGS Battalion X08 ''Messenrempulu" in Enrekang.
1950-1951--commander, KGSS Battalion IV "Wolter Hongisidi" in Enrekang;
commissioned as CTN battalion in Harch 1951.
4 March 1952--comrnissioned a capt:ain in the P.;I, with command over
his unit, now TNI battalion 720 (later renumbered 716, then 005). 2 July
1956--appointed commander of Battalion 717, Pompanua, Bone. 24 February
1958--chie£ of staff, RI-23, Pare-Pare. 25 ,\pril 1960--Li~utenant colonel,
commander, RI-23, Pare-Fare; a position h~ retained ~hen RI-23 was superseded by KORE~i II/Hattiro'Walie. 1961-1962--SESKOAD, :Sandung. 10 March
1962--appointed first .:2ssistant (intelligence), KOD/L! XIV/Hasanuddin. In
1963 he was commander of Infantry Regiment Hasanuddin. In 1964, about
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the tim~ of the Pinra~g incident in which Andi Selle was involved, he was
arrested aud imprisoned: but never brou6ht to !:rial. His as::;et:s and
business enterprises were confiscated. He was released so~etirr.~ after
1965, and has since been engaged in business in Jakarta and South Sulawesi.
Sources: Tjatatan Sedjara!:l, pp. 37-38; "Sedjarah CorHas," pp. 90,
94; Propinsi Sula~,;esi, p. 351; :1arhaen, 5 July 1956 and 24 February 1958;
Sulselra Bangkit, pp. 30, 34, ~1, 45.

Herman Nicolas "Ventj e" SID!UAL
11 June 1923--born in Rembokan, on the shores of Lake Tondano, Minahassa. Graduate of HIS and :rJLO, attende~ merch~~t marine school in
Makassar during Japanese occupation, and Law Faculty of Gajah :·Iada University in .Togjakarta during 1946-1948. His first wife was Javanese. He
divorced his second wi£e, :I.::.1:1ny Lie, sooeti:::.e after 1961, ar..d ::1arrieci
Hetty Warouw Gerungan (former wife of Dee G~rungan), who was a leader of
the Permesta \.J'omen 's Corps during the rebellion.
1945--went to Java a.~d joined KRIS, in which he served as Jakarta
liaison officer. 1948--captain, Brigade II, KRU-X; major, chief of staff
of Brigade XVI. 1949--co~ander of ~est Jogjakarta sector, and participated in attack and occupation of Jogja in January 1949.
1949-1950--major, appointed as member of the :1ilitary Commission for
East Indonesia, with primary responsibility for :~orth Sulawesi. ~ovember
1950-Harch 1952--co!lll!lander, Unit B, re-"Qar::e j :::I- '24. 19 52-19 5 '3--SSKO"\!);
head of student senate. 1953-:·1ay 1956--Infa.--:.tr:; inspectorate, rlanduns, in
charge of arw.:: traini::J.g a:;.d .:!ducation. :·lay 1956--l.i.;utE:"'lan!: colo:1el,
chief of stafi, ".LI-Vll (i.::3.st lncunesia;. 22 "·,u:;ust l95o-S June 1957-panglima, II-VII.
2 March 1957--proclaimed martial law in conjunction with the Permesta charter, with self as head of the military government for East Indonesia; June 1957, after dissolution of TT-VII, ruoved Permesta headquarters
to Kinilow, ~1inahassa. February 1958--designated commander of PRRI ground
=orces; dishonorably discharged from the T~I. 1958-1961--fought wi!:h
Permesta forces in ~orth Sulawesi and ~orth :1aluk.u. October 1961--sur:rt2:n.·
dered to the govern~ent forces (actual date of surrender 20 October, but
officially backdatec ~o 4 October to t~~e advantage of a~esty which expired on 5 October). 1961-1963--detained; 1963-1966--imprisoned in Jakarta.
Sources: Star Weeklv (Jakarta), XII/505 (16 March 1957); Sin Po, 27
August 1956; Marhaen, 28 August 1956; Hasnada, 5 April 1956; Anl!katan
Bersendjata, 8 October 1969. I~terviews, Jakarta: H.~- V. Sumual, 9
March 1971, 13 April 1972; F. J. Tumbe1aka, 18 and 21 April 1972.
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Azis TABA
1930--born in Palopo; grew up in ~-fakassar, Jeneponto, and Bonthain.
Attended the Taman Siswa school in ~·!akassar until 1941. 1942-1943-attended a Japanese school for bookkeeping and telegraphy. 1945-1946-member of a militia (laskar) in Pangk.:.jene and ~1akassar; 1946--beca!:le a
chauffeur for the ~IL. 19~8-1949--involved in underground accivities
with Arief Rate and the Hobile Battalion Ratulangie (!-lBR).
1950--company commander in !-lBR; replaced Arief Rate as commander of
MBR on his death in Aueust 1950. Retained command when MBR renamed Battalion "Arief Rate" in KGSS reorganization of September-October 1950, and
when it was commissioned as a CTN battalion in ~-!arch 1951. 16 Augu~t
1951--retreated to the hutan on orders of Qahhar }1udzakkar.
25 May 1952--~ommissicned as captain in TNI, with command of his
unit, now TI~I Battalion 722 (later renumbered 715, then 004). November
1952--SSKAD, Bandung. 1953-1956--staff officer, TT-VII. 1956-1959--chie£
of staff, KRU- then RI-Has~~uddin. 1959-1961--Coordinator of education
and training, KODAN-SST. 1961-1962--SESKOAD. 10 ~larch 1962--lieutenant
colonel, second assistant (operations), KODA:! XIV.
Sometime after July 1965 (when General Jusuf appointed Minister of
Industry), assigned to Department of Industry.
Sources: Tjatatan Sedjarah, pp. 35-36 (which gives year of b~r~h as
1925); "'Field Preparatio:1 Tja~ang III Sulawesi,' Kelasjkaran," Register
No. 53/III/1958, p. 19; Sulselra Ban~kit, p. 30; Intervie~, Colonel Azis
Taba, Jakarta, 3 FebruaLy 1972.

Her TASNEG (also kno·...-n as P.
Daeng Taro)

~-1.

Haeruddin Tasning, and as Hertasning

19 December 1922--born in Sungguminasa, Goa; father from Goa, mother
a Buginese. His wife is Javanese; they have five children including an
adopted daughter who is the child of C..:·.r:Lie and Qahhar ~1udzakkar.
Attended ::-IULO, :lakassar, and i=: a graduate of the agricultural high
school in Bogar (the class after Saleh L~h.ade). He worked as an agricultural official until the outbreak of the revolution.
1945-1947--with the na in Central Java (Diponegoro); 1947--transferred to the }1ilitary Police Cor?S (CP~1). 1947-1948--studied in Klaten
while in the military; stayed with members of TRI-PS (Qahhar Hudzakkar,
Andi Mattalatta, and Saleh Lahade). 1948-1949--recalled to act~ve service
¥Tith Diponegoro Division in l-lagelang.
1950--captain, commander of a CPM battalion sent to East Indonesia.
Held for two weeks at time of Andi Azis affair. 1950-1953--commander, CPH
South Sulawesi. Detailed for 16 hours a~ time of 16 ~ovember 1952 affair
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in Makassar. 1953-1954--SSKAD, Bandung. 1954-1956--CP~l Training C~nter,
Cimahi. October 1956--appointed deputy commander of CP~l East Indonesia.
2 March 1957--major, chief of staff of Permesta military government
for South Sulawesi. 1 June 1957-January 1959--chief of staff, KDH-SST.
1959-1961--lieutenant colonel, acting military attacha, Indonesian
Embassy, Cairo. ±1962--U.S. Army Command and General Staff College, Fort
Leavenworth, Kausas. 28 July 1966--brigad~er general, director general of
Security and Communication .\ffairs, Xinistry of Foreign Affairs.
Sources: Roeder, ·.-!ho's ~.Jho, pp. 452-453; Inter:iews, Jakarta: Major
General Her Tasning, 1 February 1972; Colonel George Benson, 8 February
1972.

Andi

TL~L~JENG

10
HIS in

~~rch

P~lopo

1924--born in Palopo to aristocrat~c Luvu family.
and linking school (schakel school) in ~~kassar.

Attended

1945-1946--commander of attack forces of Pemud~ ~asional Indonesia
and its successor Pembela Keamanan Rakjat (P~~) in L~"u. Captured in 1946
and imprisoned; sentenced to death in 1948, but commuted to life imprisonment.
According to one acco1mt, Andi Tenriadjeng went to Java on orders of
Qahhar Nudzakkar in late 1949 f0r d.litary training, and returned to Sulawesi in April 1950 as a Dii captain in Battalion ~1atc:alatta (Tjatatan
Sedjarah). According to anothe!:" sn:,rc"" ("Sedjarah CorHas") he replaced
Kaso Gani as co:...:::.a..'ider o£ KGS B<1t talion XOS "3atuputih" sometime in 19491950. He is reported to havt: joined gt;crrill.:;.s iro::J. Lm·:u under .t>.ndi :·1ass.::
in the hutan in 'ugust 1950. In the for::J..:ltion of ~GSS battalions in
September-October 1950, he was made chief of staff of Battalion ..:I "Batuputih," which was under the command of Kaso Gani, ana succeeded him as
commander in 1951. He l~as commander when Battalion "Batuputih" was commissioned as a en battalion in )larch 1951, and when it became the first
brigade of Qahhar' s Regiment ll.:i5a.-Luuui1! in 1753. ;:-'"':.:..Jwing the proclawation of adherence to the Republik Islam Indonesia in August 1953, he ~as
made deputy chief of staff of the Indonesian Islamic A~y (Tentara Islam
Indonesia--Til).
Somet:ime after this he
often blamed on Qahhar.

~<is

killed during a battle; his death is

Sources: Tjatatan Sedjarah, pp. 26-27; Sanusi~ Luwu, pp. 124, 137,
229, 268, 275, 286; "Sedjarah CorHas," pp. 90, 94; Interviews, Colonel
Azis Taba, Jakarta, 3 February 1972; Drs. Sjukur Abdullah, Makassar, 30
March 1972.
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F. J.

"~roer"

TIDffiELAKA

Born in Menado, grew up in Surabaya a~d East Java. Attended secondary commercial school (~ddelbaar har.delsschool) in Surabaya. Worked in
Surabaya and Jember during the Japanese occupation; then stuciied navigation.
1945-1949--joined the Badan Keamanan Rakjat, and then the navy in
East Java. i948--joined Battalion Abdullah (near Haunt Arjtm.a) at time of
second Dutch military action.
April 1950--went to South Sulawesi with Battalion Abdullah, then to
the South Moluccas. 2 ~brch 1951--captain, succeeded ~jor Abdullah (on
his death), as battalion commander. April 1952--replaced as battalion
commander by Lt. Suharto, and appointed as third assistant (personnel),
TT-VII, East Indonesia. One of princ~pal instigators and organizers of
ouster of Colonel Gatot Subroto as Panglima of TT-VII in Nove~ber 1952.
December 1953-0ctober 1955--subsistence detachment in :!akassar. 9 March
1954--reques t to resign from the TIH refused by Colonel h'arouw. October
1955-November 1959--inactive status (major), attached to Brawijaya Division, East Java; worked ~s a contractor.
1~59--retired as lieutenant colonel.
1960-l%1--negotiator ~vith
Permesta rebels for KSAD and Brawijaya. 25 ~lay 1960--installed as Deputy
Governor, ~orth Sulawesi. 15 June 1962-19 }larch 1965--Governor, North
Sulawesi.

Sources: Pradj urit }!engabdi, pp. 118, 190; Interview, F. J. Tumbelak.a, Jakart.:., 15 April 1972.

Joop F.

~.;'AROLI·l

8 September 1917--born in Jakarta; parents from Rembokan, village on
the shores of Lake Tondano, Minahassa. Educ~ted in military engineering
at Royal Dutch military school in Eandung.
1940--K...'HL. 1941-1945--n:ember of Japanese sponsored It to Hantyo
Ittokyu in Surabaya.
1945--member of Pemuda Republik Indonesia (daerah Sulawesi] in Surabaya; and head of Pesindo Battalion III in Darmo and Hojokerto. 19461948--lieutenant colonel, deputy commander, ALRI Divisio~ VI in Lawang,
and commander, base X-A in Situbondo, and TLRI unit in Tucpang. November
1948--lieutenant colouel, commander, TNI Battalion ~~I, and military commander of the Blitar and Kawi area.
1950--assigned to the general staff at army headquarters in Jakarta.
April 1950--con:mander of Brawijaya uni~s in expeditionary forces to Sulawesi prior to their landing; th~n sent to ~1enado as corr..11ander of Unit "B"
(later RI-24). :-;ove::Jber 1950-:Iarch 1952--corr. r::.mder of U:.1it "A" (later
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RI-23), Bone, then Pare-Pare. March 1952--chief of staff, TT-VII, East
Indonesia. 16 ~ove~ber 1952--ousted Colonel Gatot Subroto as Panglima of
TT-VII in aftermath of 17 October affair in Jakarta. January 1953-installed as actL~g Panglima; 1 August 1954--colonel, confirmed as Panglima TT-VII. October 1954--court appearance in connection with army
involvement in copra smuggling in East Indonesia. 1956--acco~panied
President Sukarno on trips abroad; replaced by Sumual as Panglima IT-VII
and appointed military attache in Peking. February 1958--designate d
Minister of Construction and Public l~orks iH rebel ?RRI cabinet. 6 Hay
1958--dishonor ably discharged from TNI (retroactive to 15 ~~rch 1958).
1958-1960--fou ght with Permesta rebels in ~orth Sulawesi. April 1960-captured by Permesta units under control of Jan Timbuleng, and imprisoned
until October, when he was killed.
Sources: Almanak Angkatan Perang, pp. 158-159, 407; Asia ~~o's ~fuo
Pan-Asia ~ewspaper Alliance, 1958) ~ pp. 248-249; PIA, 10 ~·1ay
Kong:
(Hong
1958 (c;.:n), p. 1; Interviews: Gerson Sa!lkaeng (Goan), ~1enado, 20 Noveober
1971; A. C. J • .Mantiri, Airmadidi (~1enado), 20 March 1972; H. N. V. Sumual,
Jakarta, 13 April 1972.
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10-.i-l, 11 0rganisasi, Tugas d.:l-'1 P:::-ocedure Bekerclj a Pe:Je1:ir.t.::.h~
Militer Terr. VII/Wirabuana." :01akassar: H. N. V. Sumual, 4 ~iarch
1957.
"Laporan Kepala Staf Pe::;:erintahan :-liliter TT.VII," :1akassar,
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Militer Territorium VII ':.Jirabuana, '" }1akassar, 11 April 1957.
"Notulen Rapat Pe!!lerintahan

~liliter

TT-VII," 24 March 195 7.

"Pega.'1gan bagi Pendjabat2 P. T. T. dalam !1endja1ankan Sensuu:::didaerah Hul<.um T.T.VII '';.;'irabuana' I.C. Indonesia Bagian Timur. 11
Makassar: H. N. V. Sumual, 7 ~larch 1957.
"Peraturan Per:lilihan dan Pengangkata.."'l. Anggota2 Dewan Pertimbangan Pusat Pemerintah ~1iliter TT VII Wirabuana. 11 }1akassar, 8 :Hay
1957.
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Seruan: Kepada semua Penduduk diwilajah 1-lirabuana:
Maret tetap 2 :1aret." (flyer] :1akassar, Apr.i.l 1957.

Seka1i 2

Surat Keputusan No. Kpts. OlJ/5/57, "'?eratur.::;.n T.J.ta-Tercib'
Badan Pekerdja - Dewan Pertimbangc.c. P·.!sat Per::erintah :01i1iter Terr
VII/ 'Wirabua.'1a. '" :Iakassar: :1. Saleh Lahade, 18 :Oiay 1957.
Surat Keputt:s:m ~o. Kpts. 0139/36/1957, "Seluruh Wilajah Indonesia Bagian Tir:mr dibagi dalam enam Propinsi Otonomi." :1akassar:
H.N.V. SUI:Jual, 20 :ra:::-ch 1957.
Surat Kepuc:us.:m );o. Kpts. u.L~0/36/195 7, "::~:~:;.::;.nzkat Guoer:-:.urGubernur unt:..1k rrv?in.3i :)ul3.~..~·c.si Ctara d~1 ?ro?i~si :-:US.:\. TEXGC.-L1.\.
TIHUR." :·:a~~assar: H.:;. V. Sw:1Ual, 20 :LJ.rch 1957.
Surat Keputusan No. Kpts. 0141/36/1957, 11 Peratt•ran Dae:cah
Otonom Propinsi dalam Ling~<.ungc;n Wilajah Territorium VII I.Jirabuana."
Makassar: H. N. V. Sumual, 21 :larch 1957.
"Susunan Seksi H Team Assistensi Pc;;;.i.l TT VII, 11 confidential
memorandum, no. K-36/3/1957. ~·iakassar: ::1. Saleh Lahade, 18 ~larch
1957.
"Tata-tertib pemilihanaanggota DPP baru," confidential memorandum, no. K-97/4/1957. Makassar: !1. Saleh Lahade, 29 Ap~il 1957.
"Tugas2 Pertama untuk Dewan Pertimbangan Pusat. 11
H. N. V. Sumual, 8 :!arch 1957 •

Makassar:

.Angkatan Darat, Tentara & Territorium VII/"Wirabuana," Pemerintahan Hi1iter, Team. Assistensi. Seksi C. "Daftar a.."'lggota Scksi C (Ekcnomie/
Pcmbangunan) Team :;.ssistensi Pemerintah ~liliter II. VII "\.Jirabuana."
Hakassar, n.d.
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Seksi C.
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Team As.:-i.stensi, Seksi C," 24 April 1957.

Seksi C, Badan Pengoperan Usaha2 Asing. "Risa1ah Tugas/
Kerdja, Organisasi/Susunan Personalia dan Procedure
Kercija." }lakassar: R. A. Daud (penjusun), 12 }larch 1957 (app!:"oved
at meeting of Seksi C, 15 April 1957).
R~•tjana

Seksi D. "Pandangan2 untuk Didjadikan Dasar/Pegangan o1eh
Tiap2 G.H. dida1am Hal2 Urusan Bahan-:-1akanan Rakjat, Pertanian,
Kehe!·ranan, Kehut:in.::n, Per ..i.ka.•an Da.r at. /L<:iut DLL. Bahan2 vi taa1
Didalam Rangka Perdjuanga..--;. Semesta Dh;ilajah Terr. VII. ~kassar:
S. Bone (Ketua Seksi D), 24 Harch 1957.
Seksi E; subseksi P .P .K. "Notulen rapat subseksi P .P .K. dari
seksi E, 26 :-larch 1957, }Iakassar." i'Iakassar: Kpt. D. Latumahina,
28 March 1957.
Seksi E; subseksi P .P .K. "Pelaksa.Tlaan surat keputusan tgl 30
Maret 1957, no. kpts.-009/P.:-I./3/1957 ," ::1emorandu.'11 no. 31/Sie E/?PK/
57. Makassar: Kapten Dick Latumahina, 23 April 1957.
Seksi G. Dewa.Tl Perimbang~• Pusat Pemerintahan ~tiliter T.T.VII:
dibentuk demi kelantj a ran 'Je1ak.san<l<ln Progra::J. Perdj ua..<gan Se::1es ta."
[leaflet] n.d. [1951].
Seksi G. "Siaran melalui RRI :rakassar." Copies of scripts of
twenty-five radio broadcasts in the period S April 1957-2 July 1957.
Corps Pemuda Per.:banguna..< Indonesia Baha;ian Iinur. "S3.ran.2. Penglal<.sanaan
Kongres Bhin:1eka Tunggal Ika," letter, no. 013/CPP/IBT/57, to
Panitya ~o:.;res 3hir:.:--.c~.:l Ttm·~::;al Ika. De:.-.::a ?ertir::o.:1.'1g.:m ?usat Pe::.
::01il, and P·2r::·2ri:1t.:l:1 ::ili::er T .'i'. ;,'II. ~·:.:1~~.:1ssar: Et.:sain .:\chwad
(Pimpinan F::11..'::1), 21 ..;pril 195 7.
Dem.i Keselar.1atan Rakjat dan Keuc:uhan ~egara Republik Indonesi.a }hka Tertjetuslah Proklamasi 2 :raret 1957. [leaflet] [.Hakassar]: n.p., 1957.
Dewan Pemuda Indonesia Bhg. Timur. "}1ukaddimah." Kongres Dewan Pemuda
Indonesia Bhg. Tiraur, ~·1akassar, 15 ~·lay 1957; attached "Susunan
Panitya Pusat Kongres I," :-!akassar: J. C. Rumbajan (Sekretaris
Djenderal), 15 June 1957.
"Pengantar Kata dan Pendjelasan2 Working Paner Pemuda Dalam
Menghadapi Kongress Binneka [sic] Ttmggal Ika." ~·!akassar: Nattulada (Presidium Bhg. Politik) -:-8 ~1ay 195 7.
"Pernjataan," no. 14/D.P.I.T./ 57 • .Makassar: Mattulada
(Presidium) and J. C. R~baj~n (Sek. Djen.), 12 Xay 1957.
Dewan Pemuda Sc-Su.lawesi. "Ke:;;;:::.tuan'2' Tentang Keuangan Dewan Pemuda Se
Sulawesi." ~1akassar: ~urdin Djohan (?residiu.rr:) aad R. A. vaud
(Sek. Djen.), 25 February 1957.
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"Ketentuan Tentang Kedudukan Organisasi D.P .S." ~!akassar:
Nurdin Djohan (Presidi~~) and R. A. Daud (Sek. Djen.), 20 February
1957.
"Ketentua."'l Tentang Kedudukan Organisasi Pendukung Dalam D.P.S."
Makassar: ~;!)erdin Djohan (Presidi~j and R. A. Daud (Sek. Djen.),
20 February 195 7.
"Ketentu2..'1 Ten tang Rapat-Rapat." ~lakassar: Noerdin Djohan
(Presidium) and R. A. Daud (Sek. Djen.), 20 February 1957.
"Ketentuan Tentang Rapat2 Plene D.P.S." ~1akassar: Nurdin
Djohan (Presidium) ana R. A. Daud (Sek. Djen.), 20 Fetruar~~y 1957.
11
~1akassar:
"Keten!:uan Tentang Tata-Tertib Rapat2 Plene D.P.S.
February
20
Djen.),
(Sek.
Daud
A.
R.
and
Nurdin Djoha."1. (Presidium)
1957.

''Manifest Dewan Per:uda SeSula·..;esi di }lakassar," with texts of
three reso1ut:ions attached. ~~Iakassar: Noerdin Djcha."l (Presidiur:1)
and R. A. Dauci (Sek. Djen.), 3 February 1957.
"Pedoi'T'.an U:nu1·J: Korps Pemuda Sula,,;esi. 11
Djoha."'l ~1d R. A. Daud, 28 February 1957.

~akass:'!T:

~oerdin

"Pernjataan (menduK.ur.g penuh isi dan djiwa Proklam.asi 2 .:--raret
1957)." :-1akassar: ::c~rdin Djohan (Presidium) and R. A. Daud (Sek.
Djen.), 5 .:--larch 1957.
Perubaha.'1 Ta:nbaha;:1 Ketencuan l.enta."l.g Badan :-.rusja~•arah Dewan
Pemuda Sula\~:esi." ~:.J.kassar: :;oerdi;:l Dj oha;:1 (Presidiu..'r.) and R. A.
Daud (Sek. Djen.), n.J.
11

"Program." .:Olakassar: :;urdin Djohan (Presiditm) and R. A. Daud
(Sek. Djen.), 20 :February 195 7.
"Rentja."l.a Kerdja Kewanitaan; Rentjana Kerdja Organisasi."
Unsigned, n. d.
;'Tata-Tertib dan Pembai1agian Ke::. C:j a P:;,.mpinan Dewan Pemuda Se
Sulawesi." ~lakassar: Nurdin Dj chan (Presidium) and R. A. Daud
(Sek. Djen.), 3 February 1957.
11
"Badan
Dewan Pertimbangan Pusat, Pemerintah Xiliter, TT-VII ~-lirabuana.
Pekerdja Dewan Pertiwbang~ Pusat Pemerintah ~lilitcr Territorium
VII- 'W~. rabuana'"; Keputusan no. 02/Kpts/DPP /P~l/1957. ~1akassar: .\.
Hadjoe (Sekretaris Djenderal) and ~urdin Dj0han (Wakil Ketua), 15
March 195 7.
11

"Dafter Pcwbahagian Scksi2 D .P .P. sesuai I(eputusan Sida...ig Plene
tgl. 4 ~1ei 1957 menurut bidang2 jang dises~;aik:r:"!. dangan seksi2 didalam KoP.gres :Shinneka Tu..'lc;6.:ll IkD., 11 t.:nsigned, :1.d.
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''Memorandum," no. 21/-::-~I/DPP/P':r/:...-57. ':lakassar: Nurdin Djohan
(Wakil Ketua I) and Lts. A. Hadjoe (Sekretaris Djenderal), 17 April
195i.
"Pokok2 Petlbitjaraan Delegasi 'Badan Pekerdja' D.P.P. dengan
Kep. Staf Pem. ':Iil. TT VII." ':Iakassar: Lts. A. Hadjoe (Sekretaris
Djenderal), 15 ':Iarch 1957.
• "Pokok2 Pe!Iiliitjaraan Delesasi cq Utusan2 D.P.P. ke Daerah2
dengan Kepala Staf Pem. ':liliter ta.'1ggal 18 ':!aret 1957 djam 11:00."
Makassar: Lts. A. Hadjoe (Sekretaris Djendera1), 18 March 1957.
"RapaL Dt=wan Pertimbangan Pusat untuk !lemi1ih Ketua, Ketua 1
dan II, pada tgl. 9 ':1aret 1957, bertempat di Panti Penghibur Hakassar." Unsigned, n.d.

"Risalah Rapat kedua 'Badan Pekerdja' D.P.P. Pem. Mil. TT VII
pada tanggal 14-3-1957, berteopat di Panti Penghibur." Title varies;
notes of ::.eetings available: IV, 16 ':larch 1957; V, 21 Hay 1957; VI,
27 May 1957; IX, 4 April 1957; X, 6 April 1957.
"Risalah Sidang ke-II De\-ran Pertimbangan Pusat Pem. Kil. IT. VII
bertem;:>at di Panti Penghibur :·~kassar jang dia;:iakan pada ta.'"lggal
11-3-1957." Title varies; notes of meetings available: III, 12
March 1957; V, 2 April 1957; VI, 13 April 1957, and continuaticn on
14 April 1957; VII, 16 April 1957; LX, 25 April 1957.
Dewan Pertimbangan Pusat, Pewerintah ':Iiliter, IT-VII "Wirabuana"; ceetings
in :·l.::nado, .:iu_sus t 19 57. "Lapuran dari daera;, ~~ota ~·Iakassar pada
sidang-pleno D.P.P. Pe::1. ':til. Wirabuana." Unsigned, n.d.
"Lapora.,.1 t\.-=?al.J. Staf Pe::1erin;:a;1a."l :1iliter IT .VII ' 1.{irabuana'
dala!!J Siciang i?leno JP? j.:.ill6 dila."1gsu.."l:;ka.-: di :·I·2nado dari tgl. 27 s/d
31 August:us 195/." ':1enado, 2o .-i.ugust 1957.
"Laporan Singkat Badan Pekerdja D.P.P. da1am Sidang Plena tgl.
28 Augustus 1957 di ':1anado." ':!enado: Lts. A. Hadjoe (Sek. Djen.),
28 August 195 7.
"Memorandum." ':ienado: A. ~1uluk Nakatita (Ketua Sidang Pleno)
and A. Hadjoe (Sekretaris-Dju tderal), 31 August 195 7.
"Pidato Overste Saleh Lahade pada Resepsi/Perken alan Anggota2
DPP. Pem. Nil. TT. VII 'Wirabuana. '"
"Pidatc P.:mgli!:!.."l Ti VII \..'irabuana Overste H.N. V. Su:c:::...al pada
Resepsi/Perken alan Anggota2 DPP Dipertjatakan Xegara Henado."
"Pidato Sambutan Gubernur }1iliter Sulut/Tengah."
"Pidato Sambui:an Gubernur Sulawesi Utara ':1anoppo."
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"Pidato Waki1 Ketua Dewan Pertimbangan Pusat Pem. Mil. TT. VII
'Wirabuana' dalam Resepsi Sidang re1eno DPP. pada tangga1 27
Augustus 1957."
"Rapat perta=a dengan Pang1ima TT VII Overste Sumua1, bertempat
di Kinilou [sic] pada hari Senin 20 Augustl.lS 1957." ~1enado: A.
Muluk Hakkatitta (Ketua), J. ~lewengkang (Pelopor), and I. F.
Korompis (Sekretaris), 20 August 1957.
Dewan Pertimba"l.gan Pus at, P~merintah ~1i1iter, TT-VII :~Wirabuana," Seksi
Keamana:l/Pertaha!l2.!1, "Eidang Kea.I:lana.."1: ~!engusulkan; Bidang Pertahanan: ~1ungusulkan." ~·!.akass~r: Seksi Keamanan/Pertahanan DPP.

--·'

Pem. .1-H 1

/,

Seksi
Semesta."

Penerar:.~:m.
"Penerangan dalam hubungan Piagam Perdj
~·!akassar:
~1. Riza (Perentjana), 11 April 1957.

'\f.., ... ~ 1 Ql:; 7
...,. •-.)
.._,_,I •

ua"l.gan

Jusuf, Lieutena."'lt Colonel ~1a1ady. "?er.dapat dan Pendirian atas Pernjataan
S.O.B. c.q. Progra1:1 Perdjuanga:::1 Se:nesta." ~akassar: Inspektorur
Territorial dan Pcrla•.;anan Rakj at I err. VII (Let. !Col. :·1a1ady Jusuf),
15 March 195 7.
"Keputusan2 Konperensi Besar Pe!Luda Islam Indonesia Bahagian Ti~ur, 5 s/d
7 Hei 1957 di-:·!<J.kassar." ::.:1kassar: Arsjad Pa.'1a (Ketua) and :1.
Idrus Xurdin (Secretaris), 7 ~lay 1957.
Kongres Bhinneka Tungga1 Ika. A. Ar:m.
Otonomi." ~!akassar, 9 :·lay 1957.

"Prasaran mengenai Pemerintahan/

Angkatan Darat, IT-VII ":·:irabu.:1na, Pe::J.erintahan :liliter.
"Peratura:1 Tata Terti:, ::::::-;res 3hi:J.:J.e;:a Tungg.:1l Ika." :hkassar:
Panitya Pusat :\:or:grt:::; :-~hi:lei-"-:l [sic] Tun;;al Ika, 3 :!ay 1957.
S [ un] I3one.
.; . i?. .:r:. :a:. :s;. ;u.: .;'r::.u.::.,•;;.:.•_::..?. .:e.. :r:m;;;:·. .:a:..:n=.. b;;z..'un=a::.n;;.:._;::.D. ;;;a;.::l:..:a:..:rr..::.'....;l....;·h::.. ;;;:..;.-.j...:<->;;.;:~;__;T;..;•;..;::::.·•:...-.c..•';::.I.::.I.
Makassar, ~1ay 1957.
J..::.,

"Keputusan2 Seksi C (Keamanan)." }1akassar:
Mandjarungi (Ketua Seksi C), 10 }lay 195 7.

~akkaraeng

Dg.

"Kesi:::pulan ja.~g di~=~il di.'alam Seksi A (Pew.erintahan) ."
[signature unreadablel, 11 }1ay 1957.

~1akassar:

M. S. !~ahade.
"Prasaran Pernbanasan Progra:n Perdj oangan Semesta
Bidang Nasional & 1'ersona1ia." }!akassar, 8 Hay 19 57.

Much tar Lin tang.
n.d.

"Prasaran mengenai Pembangunan

Roh~Tli."

~1akassar,

fedoman Kong res 3hinneka Tuns:ga1 Ika 8 ~lei s I d 12 Xei 195 7.
[leaflet] M~k~ssnr: P~nitya Pusat Kongres Bhinneka Ika, n.d.
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"Pernjataan • • . 'Doctrine pertahanan Wi!.:1jah I:1d01~esia Bag.ian
Timur. "' Nakassar: H. Rondonuwu (Ketua) and Andi Baso Am.i~l. (::;.;;k.:c.::taris), 12 ~1ay 195 7.
. bidang keamanan." Nakassar: H. Rondonco:oJu
"Pernjataan
(Ketua) and Andi Baso Amier (Sekretaris), 12 ~~y 1957.
"Prasaran Panglima TT VII dalam Kongres Bhinneka Tunggal Ika
tertanggal 9 ~·lei 19.3 7 'bt:!r:eopat di Hotel ~egara !-1akassar." ~1akassa;::
Sejarah Hiliter Angkatan Darat TT.VII, n.d.
"Statement De1egasi Sangir Tala.ud pada Kongres Bhinn~ka Tunggal
Ika." Maka~sar: G. ~1. Sarapi1 (Ketua), andS. H. Tukunang, P.
Maanoma, i'. H. Mongolo, and L. H. Rama (members), 12 !-lay 1957.
Lahade, Hoh. Saleh. "Konsep Penjelesaian Persoa1an .:mgkatan Darat," to
Fact Finding Co~~ission ~ntuk diteruskan ke Panitya 7 di Djakarta.
Makassar, 15 October 1957.
Paerai, Abdul Rivai (~e'!:lber Bada.'1 Urusan Kopra Pemerintah Ni.liter, TT-VII).
Letter to Bapak ?e~erintah ~liliter IT-VII, De~an Pertimbangan Pusat,
Seksi Honotair Team Ass. Pe~. ~·lil. II.VII, anci Badan Uru;:;an Kopr::i
Pem. llil. TT. VII. .:rakassar, 10 April 195 7.
"Pelantikan Gt:bernur :Ii1L:er Sula,;esi Se1atan Tenggara bertempat di
Lapangan Karebosi, ~·lakassar, ta:ngga1 8 :laret 1957 djam 15:30."
Makassar: n.p., n.d.
"Piagam Perdjoangan se~'2Sta dalar.: l·:ilajah Terr. Vll "~-iirabua."'la. II [xerox
copy of typed ori.:;ina1, "'i::~ ha..."'ld\•ri tten cha:1;es, insertions and 51
signatures] :r.::.kassar, .: ~:.J.rci 195 i.
LetL ::1. ~;. ':. S:..ur:ual (P.::.:-.;lima Tentara & 'I'erri[xerox copy of typed original, with
torium VII), 2 .:larch 195 7.

"Prok.la~i."

~Iakassar:

handwritten insertion].
Prok1amasi 2 ~laret 1957 Jan Progra.r:1 Perdjoangan So:r:~::;t3.; Pengur:mmanPengumur:an. Ins: :::-ul"s i- Ins t !'c~~:si, ~e::>ut u::.<.!l~-~2-:'..:.tusan. dll. ;.1akass.:1r:
Panitya Pusat Kongres Bhinneka Ika, 1957.
"Rapat Raksasa di Lapangan Karebosi ~1akassar, 10 ~1arch 19 57."
n.p., n.d.
11

Rentjana Pembangunan Indonesia Bahagian Timur."

llikassar:

1-1akassar:

n.p., n.d.

Su.mi.tro Djojohadikusu..-:o. "Desentralisasi B.D.P. da~ Ekonom Daerah."
Somewhere in Sulawesi, 1957.
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Other W4j?ublished sources
Andaya, Leonard Yuzon. "The Kingdom of Johor, 1641-1728: A Study of
Economic and Political Developments in the Straits of Malacca."
Ph.D. thesis, Cornell University, 1971.
Djarwadi, Radii:. "Perkembangan Operasi2 ~liliter Sulawesi Selatan, 19501957." Typed manuscript in my possession.
Indonesia, Departemen Angkatan Darat, Sta£ Angkatan Darat. Troop Info.,
nomer 0920/T.I./A., "Tentang Peristiwa Pembokongan Andi Sele [sic]
terhadap Kolonel ~!. Jusuf di Pin rang." Xerox copy of report dated
20 April 1964, Pus Sem no. 04257.
Indonesia, Kementerian Dalarn ~egeri. "Dafter Hasil Pemilihan-timum Dewan
Pe:.:wakilan Ra~j at Sula·..-esi-Tenggara/Sela ta.'1.." :1nd "Dafter Hasil
Pemilihan Umum Konstituante Sula\..resi-Tenggara/Sel atan." Copies of
unpublished doc~ents collected by Daniel S. Lev.
Kanahele, George Sanford. "The Japanese Occupation of Indonesia:
1Q~;
r'nr.,....oll T~n;"'a...-c;~,,.
t-hac;c
'P'h n
to Independence." ····-·
-··----, ---··-·-- --·-·-----J, _,...,,.

Prelude

KOD&'1 VI/Siliw.;:;.ngi - Psycho1ogi. "Evalu:1si Psychologis menge:1.ai diripribadi Abdul Qaha:c ~!udzakar." Copy of t:-ped report by ~Iaj or Drs.
J. S. Nimpeono, head, Psycho1ogi KOD.:'01 VI/ Sili·..;angi, Bandung, 27 }lay
1964.
KODAl-1 VIII/Brawijaya, Sejarah :·li1iter. "Daftar Tugas dari Kesatuan
Braw[idjaja] di Sulav:esi Selatan, th: 1950-19::..:.." Typed list,
SepteLJ~er 19 71.
K0Dl01 XIV /I:2.;anuddin, Sej ar~h :-lili t.:!r. "Peng:;arisa:-. Sedj arah Pe1:2bent t:.'..:..:.m
'KODI:M' da1aw iii1ajah KOJl.:·l XIV Hasanuddin." Typed chart, Octcber
1971.
"Penggarisan Sedjarah Perturnbuhan Satuan Tempur dalam Lingkungan
KODAl-1 XIV Hasanuddin." Typed chart, October 1971.
"Konsep Buku Sedjarah Cor[ps] Has[anuddin]: disusun o1eh Sdr. Radik
[Djarwadi] atas petundjuk d~n pengawasan Sdr. Andy Sapada dlm Kedudukan sebagai Sekdjen Corps lic:.sanuddin." Ujung Pandang: mirneo,
1972.
La Side. "Peranan Keradj aan G0wa sebagai Negara ~!aritim a bad 16 dan 17."
Paper presented to the Second ~ationa1 History Seminar, Jogjakarta,
August 1970.
''Menetapkan Arah Posisi dan Proses Terr:ernbaknja Kahar Huzakkar." Typed
report (no source or date given) from archives of KODA.H XIV/Hasa:l.uddin, Sejarah ~iliter, Xakassar.
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Mu[d]zakkar, Abclul Qah[h]ar. "Tjat:lt~n Bathin Pedjcang Islam Revolusioner." 2 parts. Typed copy in 1;1y possessicn of mimeographed
original. Part 1--1 }larch 1955; part 2--2 7 July 1955.
"Operasi Merdeka." Typed report (no source or date given) from archives
of KODM1 XIV/Hasa..·lllddin, Sejarah :1iliter, Hakassar.
"Operasi Pemulih:i-."1 Keamanan 1950-1956." Typed report (no source or date
given) from archives of KOD~l XIV /Hasanuddin, Sejarah }liliter,
Makassar.
Pondaag, W. S. J. "East Indonesia." Memorandum in possession of George
MeT. Kahin, obtained in r1akassar, April 1949.
"Rangkaian Sedj~rah: Kelasjkaran2, kesatuan2, dan Badan2 Perdjoangan
Kemerdekaan Republik Indonesia di Daerah Sula';...-esi Selatan/Tenggara
1945-1949." }1akassar: Kantor Urusan Veteran,. 1958.
Reid, Anthony. "Australian Y.ilitary Forces and the Independence }!ovement
in Eastern Indonesia, 1945-6." ~npublished paper.
- - - - - . "The Republic Outside Java and Sumatra, ,'.:.ug.-Sept. 1945."
Unpublished paper.
Republik Islam Indonesia, ?envakilan Kementeri~~ ?en2rangan, Seksi Publikasi, Bagian Pe·..;artaan. "Pedornan Revolusi lsl.an Indonesia bhg.
Timur." 2 vols. n.p., K. Awal 1377 [1958]. :yped copy in my
possession of mimeo~raphed ori6inal.
Riekerk, G[eorge] H. :·1. "Lahirnja t-:edatuan Tor!la.nurt..:.."1g." Typescript copy
of lecture 6ive:-t a:: the La,.; Faculty, nasanuddin University, ~·laK.as
sar, 13 August 1963_.
"Risalah ~lan.i.£.::::> t, E:;·~-.·.... .;,_;:..;.;.:ta-~ Brigade .\VI/~elasj k.ara."'l Seberang." Xerux
copy of typed report of interrogation cf captu:red former me:m~er of
Brigade XIV, 25 June 1955.
Salahud:iin, Drs. 11 Sulawesi Selatan Diatas Panggu.ng -:i,intasan Sedjarah
Nasional Indonesi.:1 Tahtm 15:J0-1SOO." Paper pr..:.sented to the Second
National History Semi:-:.-:>r, Jogjakarta, August !.~ 70.
Soesantyo, et al. (Dino.s Sejarah ~liliter, ~lEAD). "S-ekitar .t-Iasalah D. I./
S.H.K." Paper r>resented to Second National History Seminar, Jogjakarta, August 1970.
Hitton, Ronald A. "Regionalism and Deve1ooment in Indonesia."
thesis, Cornell University, 1971.

Ph.D.
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The assistance of the follow-ing persons is gratefully acknowledged:
South Sulaw-esi/~~kassar: Drs. Sjukur Abdullah; Professor Andi Zainal
Abidin Farid; Husain Achnad; Andi Arief; Brigadier General Abdul
Azis Bustam; Andi Baso .\mier; Drs. Bt;rha:nzah; Andi Burhanuddin;
Datulolo; Riri A..'nin Daud; Xurd:i.n Djohan; Iscail Habie, S.a.; Alwi
Hamu; Lieutenant Henry Harjono: Iiusein; Husain l brahim; ~1. Jusuf
Ismail; ~loha::1:nad Saleh Lahade; Abdul Lathie£; Andi ~lakkulau (Ltnvu);
Lieutenant Colonel A. R. :-Ialaka; Haji ""lai;:kaP~~g Daeng :-f.andjarungi;
Drs. H. D. ~·1ange:nba; Brigadier General Andi ~·!attalatta (also in
Jakarta); :-luhar.m:ad Bahar :·Iatcalioe; Sja:nsuddin Daeng :·tengawing; Dr.
W. J. Meyer;* Haji A."l.di
.
~·luddarijah; Abdul :-ruis, S.H.;~·: Colonel :·10:1.
Natzir Sai·'i, S.H.; Haji Andi ~inon:; ~·:.J.ppci.njcopa, Ranrang Tua Wajo;
Iskandar A."'ldi PaEnrongi; ~·1r. G. R. Pantouw;* Haji A...'1di Pattapoi;
Bupati Pattaripora; Professor G. H. M. Riekerk;~ Mr~. 3o~silowati
Riekerk* (also in :lalan;); John ?.o::~pas; Henk Rondontr.m;:': Captain
Drs. Salahuddin; Andi Sapada; Colonel ~·1akatang Daeng Sibali; ~·~jor
Soegiharto; :1rs. ~lilda Towoliu-Her::!anses; Lieutenant Colonel H. Anci
Unru.
North Sulawesi/:renado: Sun Bone (Gorontalo); J. H. F. Gosal, Professor
G. ~1 ..;. Ink:i ri'·'ang, ::::::d Gerson S2.nka~ng (Goan); "\. C. J. :·1antiri
(Aimaciidi).
Jakarta: Sjamsiah Ach~ad; ~mold narauuli, S.H.; Brigadier Gene~al Bardosonv; Colonel r,ecrge C. Benson;* Dr. 0. E~ Engelen; W. G. J. Kaligis;
A. E. K2~·:ilar~,1g;* B:·.ng L.:!tu:nahina; :-1r. :1a'~1oen Soemadipradja;*
Lieutenant General Ach.'1lad Jurtus ~·1okoginta; General Abdul Haris
Nasutjon; J. :1. J. Pantoutv; Lieut2n.:mt Colonel D. J. Samba; ~·lanai
Sophian;* Lieutenant General R. Socdiman; Governor Sudiro; !-Ir.
Soemarman; General SoemitrJ; H.~- V. Sumual;* Colonel Azis Taba;
Major General Her Tasning; F. J. Tumbelaka.
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primarily in English.
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